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PREFACE 
 
 
 

"Clean Technology for Smart Cities and Buildings" was the topic of the international scientific 
conference CISBAT 2013, which took place in the Swiss lakeside city of Lausanne from 4 to 
6 September 2013. 
 
Designed as a platform for interdisciplinary dialog and presentations of innovative research 
and development in the field of sustainability in the built environment, the conference 
covered a wide range of subjects from solar nanotechnologies to the simulation of buildings 
and urban districts. 
 
CISBAT 2013 was the 12th edition of CISBAT, whose vocation is to present new perspectives 
offered by renewable energies in the built environment as well as the latest results of 
research and development in sustainable building technology, in a setting that encourages 
interdisciplinary dialogue and networking at the international level. The conference 
assembled 270 building scientists and architects from all over the world in an effort to 
promote clean technologies for sustainable buildings and cities. Close to 200 scientific 
papers were presented during three intense days of conference. 
 
CISBAT 2013 was organized in scientific partnership with the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT) and Cambridge University. Furthermore, the organizing committee was 
proud to be able to count on an international team of confirmed scientists to ensure the 
scientific quality presented papers. This year the conference also teamed up for the second 
time with the Swiss Chapter of the International Building Performance Simulation Association 
(IBPSA-CH), to strengthen the subject of “Building and Urban Simulation”, one of the 
conference's leading topics. 
 
Organised under the auspices of the Swiss federal Office of Energy (SFOE) and generously 
supported by the Zeno Karl Schindler Foundation, CISBAT 2013 connected researchers and 
projects and gave an exciting insight into research and development in the field of 
sustainable buildings and cities. We look forward to seeing you at the next edition. 
 
 
 
 
       Prof. Dr Jean-Louis Scartezzini 
                          Conference Chairman 

Solar Energy and Building Physics Laboratory 
                      Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne
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ABSTRACT 

In response to climate change, energy poverty, and increasing prices of fossil fuel energy; 

building integrated renewable energy should find a quick and strong stream in design and 

construction fields. Solar thermal appears as a promising technology for domestic and non-

domestic building envelopes, particularly for space heating which counts for 61% the total 

domestic energy consumption in countries with long cold seasons like UK. The integration of 

transpired solar collectors (TSC) technology however suffers lack of adoption in building 

envelopes despite its apparent technical competitiveness for using solar pre-heated external air 

for space heating since patented in the late-1980s. Architectural integration seems to play a 

major role in developing and encouraging the use of TSC in buildings. This paper therefore 

investigates the innovative possibilities of improving the architectural integration of TSC into 

building envelopes at both multi-functional and aesthetic levels. 

An international web-based survey was distributed to architects, engineers, and other 

academic and professionals in design and construction fields with intensive focus on countries 

with long heating seasons and potential integrations of TSC such as Canada, USA, and UK 

and mainland Europe. The responses of 1,295 participants, the largest pool ever for previous 

comparative studies in this field, were analysed quantitatively and qualitatively. Unlike 

previous studies the outcomes were statistically examined using Pearson’s Chi-square and 

Spearman’s correlation Coefficient tests. Although respondents only had a moderate 

awareness of the TSC technology they were very interested in integrating solar energy into 

the built environment. Seven selective integration images of TSC and photovoltaic (PV), from 

existing projects in Canada, USA and Europe were rated by respondents in terms of multi-

functional and aesthetic roles of integration. The barriers and limitations along with preferable 

integration schemes were investigated and discussed. Integration parameters such as function, 

type, and position of TSC which were found to be the most favoured by the participants were 

identified. The survey results provide valuable contributing information of architecturally 

integrating transpired solar thermal in the built environment. This contribution is necessary 

for researchers and professionals in design and construction fields. 

Keywords: architectural integration, transpired solar, architect(s),  

INTRODUCTION  

The built environment is generally powered by conventional energy sources which contribute 

CO2 emissions and have an impact on climate change as well as consuming more than 40% 

of the total annual energy consumption worldwide [1]. Increasing energy demand and 

continuing fossil fuel dependency threatens global power sectors; as an example, the United 

Kingdom (UK) became a net energy importer in 2004 [2]. This leads to increasing energy 

prices and levels of energy poverty. It is necessary for further prosperity to ensure secure, 

equitable, affordable and sustainable supply of energy. Methods of meeting this demand 

through energy efficiency and renewable energy should be explored. Some renewable energy 
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options have drawbacks such as occupying fertile land and being positioned where there are 

significant energy losses through distribution. Therefore, building-integrated renewable 

energy should find a quick and strong stream in design and construction fields.  

Space heating in UK counts for 61% of the total domestic energy consumption [3]. Therefore, 

almost two-third of the energy savings in dwellings seems achievable through space heating. 

Furthermore, the operation control of many heating systems (boilers and heat emitters) in use 

in the UK is found to be inefficient [4, 5]. Novel efficient systems therefore are in a real 

demand for UK market as well as other countries with long heating seasons. These efficient 

systems are more likely to prosper if they appeal to architectural aesthetics, sustainability 

measures, and social parameters such as thermal comfort and energy saving.  

Integrating solar thermal systems in building envelopes differs according to the solar collector 

type, design, function and the economic feasibility. According to Zhai, Wang [6],  the 

integration of solar thermal technologies with green buildings, for supplying space heating, is 

recently under rapid development. Transpired Solar Collectors (TSC) technology pre-heats 

the ambient outdoor air which is drawn into the building for space-heating. The TSC 

technology was patented in Canada in the late-1980s with the first application in 1990 [7-10]. 

The TSC consist of perforated solar absorbing sheet, ducting and fan. The perforated pane is 

placed approximately fifteen centimetres to building’s external wall creating a plenum of air, 

and it is usually a dark colour to maximize the solar absorption. The fan is fixed in a cut-out 

through the building’s exterior wall and connected to the duct work connection or HVAC 

(Heat, Ventilation, and Air-Conditioning) system. The fan draws fresh air into the plenum 

through the perforations in the outer pane by creating negative pressure [7, 8, 11]. The TSC 

proved in their early development to be a competitive technology with instantaneous thermal 

efficiencies that exceeded 70% and low capital costs. Those two factors constitute the basic 

potential of simple economic payback of almost two years for large installations [8, 12, 13]. 

The orientation of TSC is ideally south-facing although, orientation between east and west 

remain possible at lower solar gain [14]. The TSC can be integrated into the building 

envelope through wall or roof mounting; it can also be stand-alone. The TSC can be 

combined with photovoltaic panels as a hybrid system to produce space heating and 

electricity. 

Although, TSC has proved competent for air preheating and performance, it is rarely 

integrated with building envelopes. Almost all the current applications are for non-domestic 

buildings  [8] with little information about installations in the domestic sector. Furthermore, 

most of the existing solar thermal integrations in buildings have fairly poor architectural 

quality which discourages further take-up [15]. The quality of architectural integrated solar 

thermal is defined as the controlled and coherent interaction of solar thermal collectors in the 

building envelope. This interaction should simultaneously satisfy the multi-functional and 

aesthetic aspects of architectural form and space [15, 16]. The paper aims to investigate the 

socio-technical and socio-cultural parameters important to the legitimisation lobby (architects, 

researchers, authorities, building owner…etc.). It focuses on the optimum features of 

integrating TSC in domestic and non-domestic building envelopes to improve the 

architectural integration quality at both multi-functional and aesthetic levels. 

METHOD 

In order to analyse the perception of the legitimatisation lobby about integrating TSC, an 

international web-based survey was designed to investigate parameters like awareness, 

limitations, and recommendations of the technology and integration. Following a pilot study 

with selected experts in the field, the questionnaire was distributed to architects, engineers, 

and other academics and professionals in design and construction fields.  The geographical 
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focus was on countries with long heating seasons and potential integrations of TSC such as 

Canada, USA, and UK and mainland Europe. The responses of 1,295 participants were 

analysed quantitatively and qualitatively. 

The quantitative data were investigated statistically to examine the significance of the results 

unlike similar previous studies in this field; a drawback which was acknowledged by Horvat, 

Dubois [17]. The survey data are non-parametric; therefore; there were two suitable statistical 

tests to address the data: 1. “Pearson’s Chi-square test” which explores the significance of 

relationship and association between two categorical variables, and 2.“Spearman’s correlation 

coefficient” which determines the correlational strength and direction between variables [18, 

and 19]. The software used to carry these investigations is IBM SPSS 20 “Statistical Product 

and Service Solutions”. 

RESULTS 

The respondents were 62.1% architects, 22.9% engineers, and 15% other professions 

distributed at different working fields and with various years of experience. The respondents 

were distributed on 73 countries; with 73% of them concentrated in USA, UK, and Canada.  

Awareness: A key area to explore was the respondent’s awareness of TSC (categorised as: 

expert, aware and unaware). Commercial brands of TSC were listed to ease recognition. It 

became apparent that 48.6% of the surveyed professionals were unaware of the technology.  

A further 49.7% were aware of the technology with 1.7% considering themselves to be expert. 

There was a significant association, according to Chi-Square statistical test, between 

awareness and respondents geographic region. The Canadian participants had the highest rate 

of awareness (71.0%) followed by 53.3% for Europe mainland excluding UK. The American 

respondents recorded 41.4% awareness. 

Decision: The participants were asked to identify the stakeholder with most power to decide 

to use TSC in domestic buildings. Almost 74.2% of the participants identified the client, 

while 50% identified the architect. There is a statistically significant association of those 

architect respondents who selected client and architect as well as geographic regions 

association. For non-domestic buildings, 58.7% identified the client as having the most 

decision power, followed by the integrated design process “IDP” team (49.9%), then the 

architect (42.5%). Furthermore, 63.8% if the participants agreed that the architect had the lead 

in deciding the type of integration in building envelopes (i.e. wall-mounted…etc.) for both 

domestic and non-domestic buildings. 

Integration Examples: Seven selective integration images of TSC and PV, from existing 

projects in Canada, USA and Europe were rated by respondents in terms of multi-functional 

and aesthetic roles of integration. All of those examples were from non-domestic buildings 

due to the lack of availability of domestic images. Integration was considered in terms of 

multi-functionality and in terms of aesthetics. The façade integration generally rated above 

roof integration in terms of multi-functions.  In terms of aesthetics, rating of façade 

integration was further extremely in higher acceptance than roof integration. Figure 1 for 

instance represents the integration image which was ranked the highest for both multi-

function and aesthetics. This project is for a governmental building in USA which included a 

façade integration of TSC along with dummy cladding in order to conceal the areas which did 

not have TSC panels. The building was rated on a Likert scale from -2 to +2, by 1,051 

participants for multi-function and 1,058 for aesthetics. Where -2 represented a very poor 

integration and +2 represented a perfect integration. By investigating the relationship between 

multi-function and aesthetics using Spearman’s Correlation, there was a strong direct relation 
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between multi-function and aesthetics for architects versus medium correlation for the other 

professions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: (a) Ann Arbor Municipal Building, USA. InSpire wall [20]. (b) Likert scale 

rating by total respondents for Multi-function and Aesthetics   

Multi-function Integration: When questioned the priority of integrating TSC in building 

envelopes, the majority of votes (71.6%) were given to the multi-functional role of the 

technology to act as an architectural element in the building envelope as well as functions as 

an energy source, rather than as an isolated energy generating device or aesthetic feature. 

There was a significant association between professions and the selection of multi-function as 

the architects were found committed to prioritize the multi-functional role more than others. 

There was no association in selection with location, work field or experience. 

Integration Scheme: For domestic buildings, all professions preferred roof installations for 

TSC and then hybrid PV/TSC installations.  For non-domestic buildings, there was more 

acceptance of TSC façade installations, but roof installations were still the most preferred for 

PV/TSC hybrids (Fig. 2). There was no significant association within professions, location 

groups, or experience which means that all respondents were in agreement with the selections. 

a) Domestic building envelope    b) Non-domestic building envelope 

Figure 2: Recommended constructive integration schemes of TSC for Domestic and Non-

domestic building envelopes 

DISCUSSION 

Although the majority of responses are from architects approximately one third of the 

response is from engineers and others which reduces the architectural bias in comparison to 

some previous surveys like Farkas and Horvat [21] and Horvat, Dubois [17], while being a 

similar mix to Probst and Roecker [15]. 
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The high awareness of Canadian participants was to some extent expected as the TSC 

technology was patented in Canada. Canada furthermore is the home country of the chief four 

TSC providers. The low rate of awareness in USA was quite surprising nevertheless, it could 

be attributable to the fact that space heating is in lower need in the southern part of USA. This 

notice was in some way reflected in respondents’ comments from States in the southern part 

of USA such as Arizona, New Mexico, and South Carolina. The participants from those hot-

dry and hot-humid States [22] were almost quarter of the total USA respondents with overall 

awareness of about 30%. 

Of the respondents who see the client as the most important stakeholder in decision making, 

the majority were architects who are likely to have a good picture of the client’s role as the 

architect is usually the principle dealer with clients. On the other hand, there might be some 

bias in selecting architect as a decision maker by architect respondents. However, the effect 

size is statistically small and furthermore, the other respondents achieve balance level which 

leads to gain reliability confidence in the results.  

The most highly rated aesthetic integration example (illustrated in Fig 1) is likely to be highly 

rated due to the unity and coherence of integration within the building envelope, and the use 

of dummy panels. On the contrary, very few participants (8.2%) supported the use of dummy 

panels when they were directly asked their opinion on using dummy panels to achieve unity 

of building façades. This truly reflects that good integration is acceptable despite possible 

conflict with existing opinions or beliefs at some extents. 

Similarly, the roof integration scheme of TSC/PV was most favoured for both domestic and 

non-domestic building envelopes (illustrated in Fig 2) in spite the fact that the example of 

TSC/PV roof integration was rated the lowest out of the examples. Furthermore, this could be 

explained by the concept of integration being favoured but the example question was not a 

good presentation of the concept. The visualisation of the concept might moreover supress the 

theoretical belief. This leads to adopting a concept in theory but neglecting it on the 

visualisation stage. Another possible interpretation is that the roof integration could be 

preferred because it can be easily hidden especially when roofs are mostly not used spaces 

therefore, there will be no complication for the façade design. Façade integration however is 

found more acceptable for non-domestic buildings than domestic where roof integration is 

more preferred.  

CONCLUSION  

An international survey with a significant response of 1,295 built environment professionals 

was statistically analysed.  

The legitimatisation lobby relating to the built environment (architects, engineers, academics, 

authority…etc.) in countries including Canada, USA, and Europe mainland were surveyed to 

investigate their perceptions and recommendations about transpired solar thermal for space 

heating. The participants were equally divided in term of previous awareness of TSC despite 

its availability since the late-1980s and laboratory proven competence. Even fewer 

respondents had knowledge of the working principles of the TSC technology.  

The clients of the buildings were found to be the most important stakeholder for decision 

making in choosing to use TSC. The architects almost agreed certain guidelines of integrating 

solar thermal in building envelopes for both domestic and non-domestic building envelopes; 

these guidelines included: types; positions; and function. For domestic buildings, the position 

of integration outweighed the function. There was a strong preference for TSC to be 

integrated on the roof rather than the façade. A stronger preference was for the type of hybrid 

PV/TSCs to be installed on the roof (Fig. 2a). For non-domestic buildings, the preference was 
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different as the type and function of integration was given the priority. There was a stronger 

preference for hybrid PV/TSCs rather than only TSC to be installed either on the roof or 

façade; however, there was more support for TSC façade integration (Fig. 2b) than domestic 

buildings.  
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ABSTRACT 

The Luminescent Solar Concentrators (LSC) are transparent plates (plastic or glass) which 

contain dispersed fluorescent dyes that absorb a part of the solar light and emit it into the 

inside of the plate. By means of the total internal reflection, the emitted radiation is led 

towards the thin edges of the plate where it is concentrated on small surfaced conventional 

solar cells, which converts it into electrical energy.  

The LSC seems a promising technology with large diffusion potentialities in architecture 

thanks to the transparency combined with energy production. In fact LSC technology could be 

positively integrated in transparent envelope components and systems (i.e. shading devices, 

bow windows, fanlights, arcades, agricultural greenhouses, glazed courtyards). The colour of 

the LSC can be considered a problem but also a potential element to introduce colours pattern 

in the built environment and to modify the colour temperature in the interiors especially in 

office buildings where the dominant white finishing and artificial light with cold temperature 

require a warmer contribution. 

The research carried out by the Milan’s Polytechnic for ENI S.p.A. has the objective to study 

the development of building components based on LSC technology. The research focuses on 

the possible diffusion and integration of LSC technology in the built environment, analyzing 

mainly two aspects: the production of electrical energy and the interior lighting. The 

parameters to be considered are energy transmitted (transparency) and PV production. The 

use of LSC allows the exterior view of the used spaces and the modification of the lighting 

tone inside the building. The possibility of combining different colors and of coupling 

translucent materials to the LSC allows also to obtain effects of polychromy and/or diffused 

light. The possibility to interact with sensorial and design variables both of the interior spaces 

and of the exterior volumes are consequently significantly high.  

The first experimental application of LSC technology at real scale is a bicycles shelter in 

Rome. The architectural and structural project has been designed in order to assess the LSC 

components performance in three different orientations (tilted east and west facing and a 

vertical west facing) and in combination with a shading system which improves the PV 

production. 

Keywords: Luminescent Solar Concentrator, coloured light, PV system, Building envelopes 
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INTRODUCTION  

The Luminescent Solar Concentrators (LSC) are transparent plates (plastic or glass) which 

contain dispersed fluorescent dyes that absorb a part of the solar light and emit it into the 

inside of the plate. By means of the total internal reflection, the emitted radiation is led 

towards the thin edges of the plate where it is concentrated on small surfaced conventional 

solar cells, which convert it into electrical energy.  

This technology enables designers with a new tool to generate electricity while providing 

natural light inside the building thanks to its transparency. The LSC technology offers 

significant potential advantages over conventional silicon panels and solar concentrators 

based on mirrors or lenses. The plates can in fact collect both the direct and diffuse solar 

radiation, being efficient even under cloudy skies, and their installation is not subject to 

orientation problems. LSC plates are also made of cheap materials and significantly reduce 

the silicon surface needed to generate the same energy power. Even if the performance of 

LSC technology is not comparable to that of traditional photovoltaic (PV), its complete 

transparency allows to make all glass surfaces energy producers. In particular this aspect is 

related to the desire of lightness and visual permeability of contemporary architecture. In 

addition, the presence of colour allows to characterize the building envelope with a wide 

number of formal, sensorial and communicative variables. 

The research carried out by Milan's Polytechnic for ENI S.p.A., has the objective to study the 

development of building components based on LSC technology. The research focuses on the 

possible diffusion and integration of LSC technology in the built environment, analyzing 

mainly two aspects: the production of electrical energy and the interior lighting conditions. 

METHOD 

LSC panels can be used in a lot of different ways both in new buildings and in retrofit. On a 

morphological level the application of these components depends on their shape and their 

position relative to the building. The terms, purely evocative, that have been identified to 

indicate  the different “scenarios of use” are: “between” (connection spaces between 

buildings, vertical connections, stairs and elevators, atria, light chimneys); “front” (curtain 

wall, fixed or opening windows, bow-window, double skin envelope, vertical or horizontal 

shading devices); “top” (volumes added as coverage as skylights, sheds, top of light 

chimneys, and technological spaces); “outdoor” (where instead LSC are used to build a very 

numerous series of installations in open spaces such as urban equipment in parks and streets, 

temporary buildings, bridges, road barriers, parking areas, urban shelters, greenhouses and 

volumes for heat collection). 

Figure 1: Examples of application of LSC in infrastructures, in open spaces and as shields on 

building  facades (i.e. from left to right: A. Mangiarotti, D. Perrault, Buratti+Battiston).   
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The application possibilities of LSC become even more interesting if measured at the 

sensorial level considering also the possible combinations with other materials: it is possible 

to emphasize the plate transparency or couple it with translucent materials (such as the satin 

glass) to obtain a component that reduces visual permeability but lets the light pass through 

and therefore it is able to emphasize the value and charm of diffuse light. 

Different chromatic effects can be obtained: monochromatic ones using only panel of the 

same colour alternating with clear glass, or polychromatic ones combining the available 

colours of LSC (i.e. yellow, orange, red). Moreover modulating the size and the number of  

LSC panels and combining them with other materials (i.e. metal, glass, wood), different 

aesthetic effects can be achieved. 

The experimental application 

The first application at real scale of Eni technology was a shelter for electric bicycles in 

Rome. This project allowed to verify the strengths and the limitations of LSC panels from the 

energy production viewpoint (the shelter is currently still under monitoring) and from the 

construction process integration viewpoint (planning, design and implementation). The shelter 

is the ideal tool to simultaneously test the panel in different positions and environmental 

conditions since the PV modules can be positioned with different orientations. Three 

orientations have been selected: facing east, facing west and vertical.  The bike shelter was 

also equipped with a shading system made of reflective slabs and milled plates placed at 

proper distance from the LSC plates to verify the PV production due to the materials able to 

increase the amount of indirect radiation on the LSC plates. The concept chosen for the 

project, called "energy module", defines the shelter as a set of modular free-standing elements 

that can be placed in different configurations in urban contexts. The module is made of a 

frame that can be composed with solid elements, vertical/horizontal slats, etc.. The same 

applies to the horizontal plane of coloured polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) that can be left 

transparent or can be shielded with metal sheets, strips, plates of satin or reflective materials 

to increase the light component (diffuse of reflected). 

 

Figure 2: The three possible types of energy modules (from left to right): “full module” (with 

a reflective panel), “empty module” (the coloured light pass through) and “shielded module” 

(with slats that filter light). 

The modules can be combined, with more or less spacing between them, with different logics 

depending on the context in which they are placed. To build the experimental shelter the 

modules were designed to include six LSC panels into a single component of 100x150 cm. 
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The selected steel frame ensures mechanical strength, water resistance, modularity and the 

possibility to easily interface with the elevation structure of the shelter. 

 

Figure 3: Pictures of the Rome LSC bike shelter on its opening day (November 27th, 2012). 

The frame module was developed by Milan's Polytechnic in collaboration with Secco Sistemi 

S.p.A using only their standard products to minimize the process due to time constraints. The 

steel frame makes the module self-supporting and able to withstand the final assembly loads. 

The photovoltaic modules are made of 6 LSC panels each obtained with PMMA plates with 

dimensions of 50x50 cm assembled with properly dimensioned silicon solar cells connected 

in series/parallel. The panels are then connected in series to the stiffening structure made of 

painted steel, with dimensions of 108,4x161,8 cm. The panels are inserted into the frame and 

glued to ensure the resistance to atmospheric agents.  

 

 

Figure 4: Panel drawing (left) and picture of a steel frame (right). 

The selected steel profiles are glass retention systems bolted to steel box-shaped profiles for  

securing the LSC plates. A C-shaped aluminum frame is applied to the panel to protect the 

cells and bus. The profiles are equipped with butylic gaskets. Electric wires are placed  

outside the aluminum frame and inside the main metal profile. The LSC panels fixation inside 

this structure is achieved through box-shaped steel profiles screwed to the main profile that 

was welded to make the frame. Two cables, positive and negative, collecting the energy from 

the series of the 6 LSC panels inside, extend out of the steel frame. 
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Figure 5: Design of the steel profile of the window. longitudinal section. 

 

Figure 6: Metal edges for the LSC plates (left) and complete PV panel (right). 

Electrical scheme 

The plant in question is stand-alone, with island operation. All the electrical loads need to be 

fed with alternating current at 230V, therefore the facility is equipped with an inverter able to 

supply the 230V to the loads drawing the necessary energy from the batteries. In detail, the 

generator of this photovoltaic system, made of photovoltaic modules and their connections 

and mechanical supports, is composed of a total of 32 prototype modules with 

monocrystalline silicon cells, installed at 3 different orientations and inclinations, as shown in 

the following summary table. 

 

Type  Inclination ° Azimut surface  N° modules N° Strings 

1 20° -90° 12 6 

2 20° +90° 12 6 

3 90° 0° 8 4 

Table 1: Types and quantities of PV panels used for the shelter. 

The different PV modules are connected in series of two modules each, thus forming a total of 

16 strings. These strings are then grouped into three different sections, each of which is 

characterized by a uniform application type and is constituted by the electrical connection in 
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parallel of the strings that compose it. The entire system is then equipped with a monitoring 

system able of measuring the voltage and current produced by each string, in addition to the 

main environmental data. 

System monitoring and remote control 

The photovoltaic plant in question is equipped with an acquisition and monitoring system  

able to measure the following parameters: current strength of each string, the tension  of each 

string, operating temperature of 3 photovoltaic modules, ambient temperature, radiation on 

the 3 different orientation planes under which the modules were mounted. 

The criteria selected for the analysis are: comparison between the integrated production of the 

LSC modules and the one estimated for traditional PV panels, definition and selection of 

significant days and tracking of the power supplied under different irradiation conditions,  

keeping the data coming from different panels orientations separate (bicycles side, motorcycle 

side, vertical wall), distinction of the strings according to the presence or absence of a back 

reflective panel, analysis of the historical production of the best performing strings. 

RESULTS 

The shelter, which is still in the monitoring phase, showed that the LSC are far less sensitive 

to the orientation than traditional photovoltaic panels; LSC are therefore able to exploit the 

diffused light and to work even in low lighting conditions (cloudy sky, sun low on the 

horizon). The demo bike shelter plant will be used as an outdoor laboratory for testing the 

behavior of new devices. The Eni photovoltaic shelter can nominally produce about 500 watts 

of electricity generated by 192 yellow transparent photovoltaic slabs, each of which is made 

of a plastic material with a minimum amount of dyes patented by Eni. 

From the point of view of the type of component for the realization of the PV module, the 

initial choice fell on a frame with steel profiles with standard press-bents. The selected frame   

therefore guaranteed the same durability and mechanical strength of a traditional window 

frame with also the possibility to be easily opened  for slabs repositioning. The next step is 

focused on a new fiberglass component structure which guarantees lightness, higher thermal 

and electrical insulation and minimum interference with the LSC energy performance in terms 

of minimum shading effect on solar cells. Furthermore we are investigating the possibility of 

producing new components based on LSC technology.   
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ABSTRACT 

As part of a core refurbishment of two 60 meter high tower blocks in Zurich Leimbach, all 

four façades of each building were covered with standard micromorphous thin film modules. 

As in January 2012 the renovating process of the first tower block was completed, its 

photovoltaic plant started energy generation and feed into the local electricity grid. The 

production data have been analyzed and evaluated for all four façade sides as well as for the 

overall system. Unconventional module circuitry considering partial shading, inverter 

configurations as well as energy yields and plant efficiencies had been calculated by students 

as part of their bachelor thesis at the Laboratory for Photovoltaics of Bern University of 

Applied Sciences BUAS. These calculations were used as a basis for planning and 

implementation of the refurbishment. Thanks to the yield data of the first year of operation, it 

is now possible to verify the calculations and evaluate the utility of the selected 

configurations. Of special interest is the photovoltaic plant unit on the building's north side 

and its working behavior. In total 288 panels have been mounted on the north façade and 

connected to 6 inverters. Finally, the evaluation of the first year’s yield and operation data 

will deliver findings on technical aspects and the economy of this non common PV plant.  

Keywords: BIPV, PV System, PV Façade, Yield, First Results 

INTRODUCTION  

Total renovation process - With the renovation of the Sihlweid-buildings from the 1970s, 

the first skyscrapers of Switzerland that meet the criteria of the 2000-watt society emerged. 

Special emphasis was put on optimal energy renewal by providing new windows and an 

overall improved insulation. The most striking intervention in the course of the 30-million 

refurbishment was the use of photovoltaic elements: The entire façade of the 2 towers was 

clothed with modular sheet metal elements, which each frame a thin-film solar module. The 

initial steps of the first builing’s renovation took place in May 2011. The photovoltaic plant is 

fully operational since February 2012 and the total project is expected to be completed in late 

2013. For all subsequent considerations only the building at Sihlweidstrasse 1 is taken into 

account.  

System planning as part of a bachelor thesis - The building orbiting photovoltaic system 

was planned during a preliminary project study and a bachelor thesis. Besides the selection 

and analysis of the system components some tests and measurements were carried out to 

obtain first characteristics. In particular, special aptitude tests were carried out on the 

photovoltaic module. In the laboratories of BUAS-AHB wind load simulations were 

performed. Since the used module is in only certified in accordance with IEC 61646/10.16 

(pull/pull stress ≤ 2400kN/m
2
), these tests were necessary on the basis of compliance with 

wind load resistance for high-rise buildings according to SIA 261. After defined cycles with 
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2400kN/m
2
 (wind), 5400kN/m

2
 (snow) the burst behavior of the modules was finally 

analysed. The by 2 additional cross struts strengthened module showed permanent fault 

structures in the glass after an applied force of 13000kN/m
2
. The shards did not peel up from 

the module and hence the suitability for the intended application was confirmed. The burning 

resistance of the EVA back sheet also was an issue. A fire-retarding sealing of the modules by 

mineral wool towards the stone façade was to be examined after a request of the fire security 

department of Zurich. Thus, temperature characteristics tests were carried out with a PTFE-

coated glass cloth insulation (D = 20mm) within the modules frame and without insulation 

(3). Due to the massive module temperature growth (15-20 ° C vs. non-insulated) and the 

estimation of associated consequences, the idea with back insulation was dropped. The 

inverter type (Pdc=3.71kWp galv. isol. ) was already specified by the executive electric 

installation company.  

 

Type of Module NA-128G5 Voltage Voc/Vmpp 59.8V/45.4V 

Series NA-121G5/NA-121A5/ 

NA-128G5 
Current Isc/Impp 3.45A/2.82A 

Technology Tandem a-si/µc-si Efficency 9% 

Manufacturer Sharp Bypass Diode 1 

Nominal Power 128 Wp Cross Struts 2 
 

Type IG Plus 35(V) Grid Connection 1~NPE 230V/50Hz 

Series IG Plus Power Factor 0.85-1 ind./cap. 

Technology galvanically isolated with 

HF-Transformator 
DC-Voltage 

Min/Max/Mpp 

230V-600V/ 

230V-500V 

Manufacturer Fronius Current Imax 16.1Adc/15.2Aac 

Nominal Power 3710Wpdc/3500Wpac Efficiency 95.7%Max/95%EU 

Table 1: Characteristics of photovoltaic module and inverter 

Building 

Side 

Modules 

con./tot. 

Strings/Modules 

per String 

Amount of 

Inverters/Type 

PDC EAC Specific 

Yield 

 pcs./pcs. pcs./pcs.  kWp kWh kWh/kWp/a 

North 281/385 17/7 & 18/9 2/IG Plus 100V 

& IG Plus 150V 

35.968 7220 200.73 

East 144/196 4/9 4/IG Plus 35V 18.432 9680 525.17 

South 216/266 3/9 8/IG Plus 35V 27.648 15420 557.73 

West 216/266 3/9 8/IG Plus 35V 27.648 9460 342.16 

Total 857/1113   109.696 41780  

Table 2: PV plant configuration: Recommendation from the bachelor thesis 

During the bachelor thesis 4 circuitry concepts were worked out for every façade. Different 

circuit concepts were considered in which identically oriented (horizontal / vertical) solar 

modules on the same side of the façade, modules in a local area with close vicinity, all or only 

some modules are connected in strings. At this point the link to the bachelor thesis’ 

documentation (2) shall be made for more circuitry information. Below, only extracts of the 

Thesis and the final plant configuration are presented. Of all 4 possible sub-configurations per 

side, yield simulations were carried out using the program PVsyst 5.06 (Meteo data source: 

Meteonorm 2000/ref. stat. Zurich/synth. gen. stat. Sihlweid) including horizon and near 

shading effects to finally make precise and practical efficiency calculations.  
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Recommendation from the bachelor thesis - The findings from the module shading tests, 

yield simulations with different circuitry and detailed fine-resolution shading analysis plus 

economic considerations led to a recommendation by the students and the Laboratory for 

Photovoltaics to the builders. To minimize mismatch and MPP tracking losses, connection 

groups by 3 strings times 9 modules per inverter were suggested. The recommended 

configuration is listed in Table 2, as well as the field power and the simulated rounded final 

yield. A special connection configuration was proposed for the north façade. As known from 

the theory (1) and from measurements, the radiation on the north side will not exceed 

300W/m
2
 and thus with an expected theoretical inverter load of 30% of its nominal power, a 

field division of the 281 modules distributed to 2 inverters was suggested.  

Effectively implemented interconnection concept - The system effectively implemented 

differs from the recommended system concept. On one hand 27 modules less than planned 

were integrated into the building envelope while on the other hand 25 additional panels were 

electrically connected. Finally, of 1086 mounted modules a total of 882 were wired 

functionally. The remaining 204 modules are located in nearby balconies or otherwise 

referred to high shading losses, so they were not connected. Table 3 shows a summary of the 

effectively implemented system concept. 

 

Building 

Side 

Modules 

con./tot. 

Strings/Modules 

per String 

Amount of 

Inverters/Type 

PDC EAC Specific 

Yield 

 pcs./pcs. pcs./pcs.  kWp kWh kWh/kWp/a 

North 288 3x(6/9) & 3x(6/7) 6/IG Plus 35 36.864 7190.8 195.1 

East 162 2x(3/9) & 3x(4/9) 5/IG Plus 35 20.736 10195.5 491.7 

South 216 6x(4/9) 6/IG Plus 35 27.648 17904.0 647.6 

West 216 6x(4/9) 6/IG Plus 35 27.648 10800.0 390.6 

Total 882/1086  23/IG Plus 35 112.896 46090.3  

Table 3: PV plant configuration: effectively realized system concept with energy yield 

METHOD 

Measurement setup and data acquisition - The center of the system is the Datalogger Web, 

which can record and store the operating data from so called ComCards connected via a bus 

system, the temperature sensors (module / environment) and the reference cell (m-Si). The 

data logger is web-enabled and can be controlled remotely with an appropriate network 

configuration. The data acquisition system has an overall accuracy of ± 5%, a temperature 

measurement accuracy of ± 0.8K, a irradiation measuring accuracy of ± 5% and the 

current/voltage measurement uncertainty is ± 5% (7) The ambient temperature sensor, as well 

as the reference cell and the module temperature sensor are mounted on the 6th floor at the 

center of the building with an azimuth of -5 °. The data sampling interval is 15 minutes. On 

01.02.2012 for the first time, the whole photovoltaic system produced electricity and on 

05.06.2012, the complete system including all sensors was ultimately installed. The detected 

and evaluated operational data interval extends from 01.02.2012 to 31.01.2013.  

Geodata Reference - Since in the system, the irradiation and temperature data only in the 

generator plane "south" (azimuth: -5 °) are detected, another source has been consulted. As 

reference for the assessment, the weather station on Uetliberg with a distance of 3100m was 

used. The reference value taken from this source is the global radiation in the horizontal plane 
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(gre000z0) with 10 minute averages. The quality information of the data can be found in 

source (8). All other data used for the analysis are from the data logging system on site.  

RESULTS 

Energy yield - Figure 1 shows the simulated values plotted towards the real yield data as a 

bar chart. Superimposed there is a line graph to visualize the relationship between real 

operating data and the simulated yield expectations.  
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Figure 1: Simulated yield data versus real energy production with deviation (Real/Sim) 

Economic yield – The analysis of economic operation data was not completed at the time of 

submission of this manuscript. Hence an illustration of the economics will not take place here. 

The results and their discussion will be reported in the oral presentation.  

Summer Energy Share/Winter Energy Share - Table 4 lists the energy shares for the 

summer and winter months. Given are the simulated values and the real operating data.  

 

  North East South West 

  Sim Real Sim Real Sim Real Sim Real 

EAC Summer [%] 74.6 71.5 78.8 71.3 60.9 56.4 77.4 71.9 

EAC Winter [%] 25.4 28.5 21.2 28.7 39.1 43.6 22.6 28.1 

Table 4: Summer energy share/Winter energy share 

Daily course of production curves for each building side – Figure 2 shows the course of 

production of the whole photovoltaic system with the superimposed courses of the northern, 

eastern, southern and western plant. The figure shows the ambient and module temperature 

profile as well as the global radiation in the horizontal plane, too. The abrupt decrease of 

radiation by about 18:00 is derived from the horizon shading from the “Uetliberg”. The figure 

was edited for Monday, 20.08.2012, a warm and cloudless day. 
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Figure 2: Daily course of AC power (total, east, south, west) supperimposed by the generator 

and ambient temperature 

Module temperature history plant "south" - The measurement of the generator 

temperature pointed out a maximum value of 64°C. This value was recorded on 20.08.2012 at 

13:45. The lowest operating start temperature of the generator (-2°C) was recorded on the 

same day in the morning at 09:00. 

DISCUSSION 

Energy yield - With a production surplus of the total system of 4310.3kWh there results a 

higher yield of 10.3% compared to the simulations. In particular, the photovoltaic system on 

the south façade brings with 17904.0kWh 16.1% more energy than calculated. The west 

façade generates, although horizontal shading is present through the nearby Uetliberg and 

near shading by the two neighbouring high-rise buildings, 14.1% more annual energy as 

predicted. 5.3% more final yield than simulated was produced by the east façade with 

10195.5kWh. Only the north facing system has a reduced yield of 0.5% versus the 

simulations. The latter is clearly located within the measurement and simulation uncertainty. 

With an average of 21% higher winter energy fraction (15820.1kWh) the winter energy 

demand of the high-rise building can be supported. The question of whether the winter-

summer energy ratio remains so in the future will have to be determined. Because of the very 

sunny month of March (record values of sunshine duration according to (9)) there was with 

61.0% massively more energy output produced than calculated in the simulations, which were 

based on multi-year values. In general it can be said that the calculated yield for the total plant 

was too pessimistic for the winter months. The summer earnings, however, were lower than 

expected.  

Intraday course – A very interesting subject is the lack of the production noon peak well 

visible in Figure 2. By the angle of the east and west side façades systems there is a steep rise 

in production in the morning and abrupt production reduction in the evening, respectively. 

The two façades contribute in combination with the plant "south", for the midday sun 

suboptimal aligned and partially shaded in the afternoon, to a “homogeneous” intraday 

course. In winter, the saddle-shaped course of the production curve, as it occurs in the 

summer, flattens further.  

Configuration and production of the northern façade – Although the north façade system 

is at 0.5% and with a normalized annual energy of 195.1kWh/kWp below the calculated 

energy yield value, its electricity production should be analysed further. It is interesting that in 

November, December and January, the production by an average of 57.4% is substantially 
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higher than expected. A corresponding influence could have been the snowy winter with good 

beam reflection behavior of the ambient as well as the good diffuse radiation properties of 

thin-film modules used. Future income yield data, also from the system in the building 

envelope of the 2nd high-rise building with another inverter configuration can bring clarity to 

this issue and to the assumption that simulations took place with too low Albedo values. 

White Spots - The phenomenon of white spots that can occur in thin-film photovoltaic 

modules of the NA F1xxG5 series (10) was also investigated. According to the manufacturer, 

such visual types of damage as a result of shading and local current concentration at low 

ohmic cell surfaces will not affect the energy yield. A possible occurrence of white spots was 

subjectively judged by experts from the ground with sight on low mounted modules. By the 

time of manuscript writing no white spots were seen.  

Temperature – The lowest initial operation temperature was -2°C (12.12.2012 09:00). The 

light radiated into the generator plane then heated up the photovoltaic modules within 1.5h to 

35°C. The minimum as well as maximum recorded temperatures in the generator “south” are 

within the expected range. The maximum operating temperature reached is 26°C below the by 

the manufacturer specified maximum module cell temperature (90°C). The acquisition of 

additional position-dependent temperature behaviour data will in future provide more detailed 

information of photovoltaic façade of this dimension.  

Forecast - The second tower with other configurations and design principles is 2 floors higher 

than the first building and has additional partial shadowing. It was finally renovated in spring 

2013. For economic and technical reasons the inverters of the north façade system were 

undersized by an average factor of 4,5 out of the knowledge that there will not be a specific 

plant power over ~20-25% below STC-conditions.  
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ABSTRACT  

This paper introduces the intermediate results of an on-going research project addressing the 

assessment of local energy potentials for the transformation of a mixed-use city quarter. We 

describe the allocation and analysis of energy data of commercial and industrial buildings and 

uses on site. A general method is proposed to identify and assess plausible infrastructural and 

building retrofit measures under the framework of the Swiss 2000-watt society, combining 

different techniques used in urban and energy planning fields. In conclusion, the method 

facilitates the comparison of global and local alternatives to obtain well-performing and 

feasible solutions for sustainable urban transformations.  

Keywords: Urban transformation, energy potentials, Swiss 2000-watt society. 

1.1  INTRODUCTION 

In the future, urban areas will increasingly constitute not only the places for affordable and 

comfortable living, but also the centres of highest energy demand and related greenhouse gas 

emissions.  Setting strategies to decrease their impact on the environment while supplying the 

future energy demand remains one of the biggest challenges for the 21
st
 century [1]. Under 

this premise, the exploitation of renewable energy sources and energy-saving measures 

constitute the most urgent actions to support energy supply with low environmental impact 

[1], [2].  The assessment of local opportunities facilitates the implementation of these actions 

in the urban context, promoting future sustainable forms of urban development. This research 

addresses the assessment of local energy potentials at the city quarter scale. This granularity is 

minimum to identify main opportunities and constraints of the urban context at social, 

environmental and economic levels [3], [4].  It is on this scale where characteristic vectors of 

supply and demand clearly interact.  

We propose the assessment of local energy potentials by combining existing techniques in 

both urban and energy planning domains. Geographic information systems, district energy 

system analysis and strategic planning methods constitute the way to make this task possible. 

In detail, our methodology is based on the analysis of energy quantities, qualities and 

interactions taking place in an urban energy system composed by buildings, infrastructure and 

sources of energy. Within these system boundaries, local energy potentials vary from 

infrastructural upgrades with potential integration of renewable energy sources to local 

improvements of building performance (building retrofits). 

The proposed method is applied on a case study targeting the urban transformation of an 

industrial area in regards to the framework of the 2000-watt society [5]. The area of study is 

composed of industrial and commercial uses hosted in 24 buildings that are connected to a 

shared district heating, cooling and electrical network.  The research on the case study is 

divided into three modules: A. Buildings and Infrastructure, B. Industrial Processes, and C. 
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People and Mobility. To synthesize the research of the different modules, three possible 

development scenarios will be established for 2035. By the time of writing, the general 

methodology, developed in the module A, is applied to a “business as usual” scenario 

representing the prolonging of the on-going development at the site. 

1.2 METHOD 

1.2.1 Goal setting 

The concept of 2000-Watt society is simple in its definition but complex in its quantification. 

One of the key problems to assess the benchmarks of the 2000-Watt Society for a dedicated 

area is that they are mainly oriented at the consumption per capita. This can be solved by 

converting the goals to square meters of built area as shown in Lenzlinger, 2010 [6].  

This approach has been carried out for the building categories of residential, offices, and 

industry. Extending this approach to fit the requirements of the case study, industrial uses are 

furthermore divided into goals for buildings and processes. This separation aims to compare 

scenarios where the performance of industrial buildings is improved but the performance of 

industrial processes is not and vice versa, allowing for modelling these two different entities 

in terms of energy intensity. The estimation of goals is based on the Swiss prospects of energy 

reference area by Haag, 2004 [7],  the grey emissions of the Swiss building stock by 

Lenzlinger, 2009 [8] and the Swiss energy consumption statistics of Switzerland 2000-2011 

by Kemmler et al., 2012 [9]. The result is a set of goals for reduction of CO2 emissions and 

primary energy consumption of the average Swiss building stock. These values are compared 

to those of the buildings in the area of study, obtaining goals for each category of use in the 

area on the time line of the suggested transformation (Table 1). 

 

Factor Unit Year 
Category of use 

Residential Offices Industry (buildings) Industry (Processes 
      CH Area CH Area CH Area CH Area 

Ep (non-renewable) MJ/m2.a 
2005 

890 - 1168 1192 802 1431 2552 1828 

CO2-eq emissions Kg/m2.a 39.9 - 60.7 32.7 28.1 42 89.4 40 

Ep (non-renewable) % 
2035 

47% - 54% 55% 48% 71% 48% 28% 

CO2-eq emissions % 58% - 64% 32% 59% 72% 59% 8% 

Table 1 Abstracts of estimated goals 2000 W-society. CH: Switzerland. Area: area of study/city quarter. 

1.2.2 Data allocation 

For buildings and infrastructure, different data sources were exploited and combined to 

achieve the best possible repository: official data obtained from local and regional public 

entities, measured data obtained through metering and monitoring in-situ, and estimated data 

based on plausible estimates combining statistical methods and official data. 

In terms of resources, the system boundaries are extended to the local and regional context. At 

the local context previous analysis of renewable energy potentials such as solar and ambient 

heat is referenced. At this scale, restrictions of use of renewables and their related 

infrastructure are examined, such as protected zones for geothermal/ groundwater exploration, 

and restrictions in use of solar panels on heritage buildings. At the regional level, official data 

referencing energy and environmental policies is studied in order to obtain economical 

incentives for energy infrastructure, and availability of resources disposed at this scale such as 

biomass.  

At the infrastructural level, measured energy data, existing technical reports, and record plans 

of energy infrastructure are obtained from the district system’s operator. This data is allocated 
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in order to identify the annual dynamics of the infrastructural system, main energy carriers, 

end-uses of energy, fuel consumption, yearly energy demand and delivery, main 

infrastructural components, district system’s configuration and foreseen improvements if any.  

In order to identify possible ambiguities in measured energy data, the energy data reported by 

the district systems’ operator is compared to the data recorded by the local utility. From this 

process, additional “third parties” not connected to the district’ network consuming fuel and 

electricity in the area are identified. This process constitutes one of the most time-consuming 

efforts during data allocation. 

At the building scale, existent categories of use and their related built area are assessed. 

Energy reference areas are measured according to existing plans, and if not available, they are 

estimated as the total area above ground of buildings from nationally geo-referenced official 

data. On site, it is determined the amount of area/space unoccupied during the periods where 

the energy consumption data is measured. During the next stage (see section 1.2.3) the 

amount of area occupied is used as basis for the estimation of future energy consumption and 

current performance on site. 

Finally, all data is stored in a geo-referenced database, reported and visualized as “energy 

profiles of the site”
2
. 

1.2.3 Data processing 

During this stage, the energy consumption and production on site is analysed on qualitative 

and quantitative levels. A special emphasis is put on the quality (i.e. temperature or voltage) 

and yearly dynamics of the energy demand, and related patterns of fuel consumption. This 

analysis leads to estimate the current seasonal efficiencies and performance factors of the 

system according to the standard EN 15316-4-5:2007 [10]. These parameters are of outmost 

importance to define the performance of the system in terms of current CO2-eq emissions and 

primary energy consumption (non-renewable). 

Additionally, the diverse end-uses of energy identified in the area are estimated in terms of 

energy performance values (EPV, MJ/m2.a) of each building. EPV estimates allow 

benchmarking the performance of the current building stock with existing standards and local 

averages, targeting the identification of buildings for retrofit. An example of this analysis and 

visualization using the GIS database is shown in Fig. 1. 

To evaluate the end-uses of energy approximately 20% of the measured energy data has to be 

augmented using standard EPVs values
3
. The validation of this data is carried out by 

comparing end-uses of energy for the same building use built at the same period of time. 

When the estimated values are out of the normal deviation of the sample, the end-use of 

energy is assumed as the mean value within the same category of use. The validation of this 

data constitutes one of the biggest challenges in data processing due to the high dispersion of 

measured values in comparison with standards (30%). Taking into consideration that this 

method was used on 20% of the measured data, the deviation of the total end-uses of energy is 

estimated to be around 6%. 

 

                                                 
2 Format to report data data and analysis of economical, environmental, technical and other aspects related to energy issues in the area. 

Method quite used for survey and auditioning of energy performance in communities for strategic land planning since early 80’s [3] 
3 Based on the local building standards SIA 380/1 and SIA 380/4 
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Fig. 1 2D and 3D Visualization of energy performance values end-uses for room heating, domestic hot water and 

humidification (MJ/m
2
.yr) in comparison to Minergie standard Qh<=90% Qhlim and the regional average after 

Guzwiller et al., 2010 [11] 

1.2.4 Definition and assessment of potentials 

Following a SWOT Analysis method, widely applied in both urban and energy planning 

domains [12–14], we evaluate the weaknesses of the current system, the existing threats 

concerning its improvement and finally the strengths and opportunities available to overcome 

those drawbacks. An abstract of the SWOT analysis performed during the research is 

presented in Table 2. 

 

Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 

District cooling is operated by 

extracting free cooling from 
the lake of Zug at a 

temperature 6°C/13°C. The 

network provides refrigeration 
to the district with an average 

performance ratio of 17.2.  It is 

active during winter time due 
to the existence of a data centre 

with an annual cooling need of 

1.5 GWth. 

Good amount of planar rooftop 

areas with good solar 

insolation. Low amount of 
heritage buildings (1 out of 24) 

High temperature Network 

operating at 160°C /120°C 
when most consumers require 

only 75°C /45°C.  The central 

boiler operates at low 
capacity and thus low 

efficiency during summer 

time to supply DHW, H and 
PH. 

Low thermal performance of 

Bau 02, 03 and Bau 26. 
Values out of Minergie 

standard range, site average 

and regional average. 

Possibility to decentralize high temperature 

loads H and PH loads during summer with a 
NG-boiler. 

A temperature of 6°C/13°C of lake water 

could be used for heating purposes as well. 

Previous studies in the area suggested that 

by lowering the temperature of the network 

(return) a cold condensator heat exchanger 
could be uses to raise efficiency to 10%. 

Supply of biomass nearby for possible joint 

supply to the area. Possible transformation 
of Bau 02 into new offices and Bau 03 to 

open space 

Limits on 

concession for 
cooling capacity 

and possible heating 

capacity to be 
extracted from the 

lake. 

Existing restrictions 
in use of CHP units 

(in terms of control 

system) 

No geothermal 

exploration allowed. 

Table 2 Abstract from SWOT Analysis 

A set of 12 potential measures is derived from the analysis and presented in Fig. 2. These 

measures consist on global infrastructural upgrades involving a partial integration of 

renewable energy sources and building retrofits.  

Potential infrastructural upgrades No.1 (CHP unit providing 100% of heat load, 60% of 

electrical load) and No.2 (flue gas boiler providing 100% of heat load) are a result of a 

possible joint supply of biomass to the area considering a low trade-off in emissions. The 

infrastructural upgrades No. 3 (shut-down of existing boiler) and No.4 (utilization of lake 

water for heating) leverage the opportunity to decentralize high quality/low demanding end-

uses of energy with NG-fired boilers and to integrate ambient heat for heating purposes with 

heat pumps. These measures are tailored to overcome the weakness of the heating network in 

terms of high temperature and inherent low performance during summer. Potential measures 

No. 5 (solar collectors providing 60% of heat load) and No. 6 (PV panels providing 30% 

electrical load) employ 80% of available rooftop areas for solar harvesting. The amount of 

energy that can be covered is estimated according to the analysis of solar potential on rooftops 

in the city of Zug [15]. 
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Local measures No.7 (retrofit of building 6h), No.8 (retrofit of building 26), No.9 (retrofit of 

building 02), and No.10 (demolition of building 03) address measures related to buildings 

with high thermal losses. As inputs from the other modules of the project production 

processes on site are targeted to be 10% more efficient by 2035 (measure No.11). No.12 

(business as usual) proposes a transformation and retrofit of four buildings to residential 

industrial and commercial use accompanied by an increase in production of 50%.  

For each measure the potential reduction of primary energy consumption and CO2-eq emissions is 

estimated. For this, the characteristic efficiencies of infrastructural components, primary 

energy and emission factors described in SIA 2040 [16] and KBOB, 2012 [17] are used.  

Finally, in measure No 13, the most high-performing measures (1 and 12) addressing both 

improvements of the infrastructure and building retrofit are aggregated to achieve the 

reduction goals for each category of use as shown in Fig. 2. 

  
(a)                                                                                                              (b) 

Fig. 2 Estimated reduction of primary energy consumption (non-renewable) (a) and CO2-eq emissions 

(b) of energy potentials in the area in comparison to estimated goals.  

1.3 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

This work proposes a method to identify and assess plausible infrastructural and building 

retrofit measures in regards to the framework of the Swiss 2000-watt society. The results are 

presented in terms of potential reduction of primary energy and CO2-eq emissions of different 

alternatives in diverse categories of use. 

The approach provides simplified estimations of the effects of individual and aggregated 

measures addressing the future operational performance of an urban energy system. Other 

criteria such as grey emissions, economic, financial and social issues are at this time neglected 

but would generally provide a more inclusive analysis of the phenomena, however also 

increasing the overall complexity of its assessment. 

The data allocation and analysis of building related, end-uses of energy facilitate the 

identification of infrastructural upgrades addressing end-uses requiring high qualities of 

energy (e.g. process heat, humidification, compressed air etc.) as well as the integration of 

sources of excess heat (e.g. servers cooling, process heat etc.). It also provides the comparison 

of the performance of the current building stock with standard values. As shown for the case 

study, the allocation, structuring and analysis of the relevant energy data from different 

sources is time consuming and a challenge itself. 

For the case study area, it can be observed that infrastructural upgrades provide a higher 

impact towards the targeted goals than the retrofit of the existing buildings. This is mainly due 

to the good average energy performance and quality of the existing building stock on site.  

Infrastructural interventions improve the efficiency of the district energy system by 

performing modifications achievable in short periods of time (e.g. potential No. 3). In 
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contrast, for the quality of the existing buildings, retrofit measures by its nature require a more 

invasive and in general more expensive intervention with potentially lower impacts in 

reduction of emissions  (i.e. potentials No. 7 – 9), not even considering grey energy and 

related emissions.  From an energy point of view, building retrofits in the area of the case 

study are advisable when either infrastructure solutions prove to be not economical, or when a 

major functional transformation of the area are tailored to improve the performance of a low 

performing category of use (i.e. industry- buildings category in potential No 12.) 

The assessment of local energy potentials is dependent on the efficiency of technology 

considered, and related factors for primary energy and CO2-eq emissions. Further research in 

the project will consider the impact of these variables in the general assessment of local 

energy potentials as well as the integration of further economic and social aspects. 
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ABSTRACT  

Stimulating market demand on sustainable and green building has increased the utilization of 

sustainable assessment tools (e.g. BREEAM and LEED). The evolution of those schemes 

created a competition, amongst well-known sustainable assessment tools, toward worldwide 

use. However, practical evidences show that regional and socio-cultural variations have 

hindered the direct global use of those sustainable assessment tools. Therefore, this paper 

proposes to test the applicability of international leading sustainable assessment tools such as 

BREEAM and LEED for the assessment of Saudi’s built environment. Scientific evidence 

suggests that building assessment tools involve multi-dimensional criteria; therefore a 

consensus-based approach is used to conduct this study.  Hence, the Delphi technique is a 

reliable approach to reach consensus amongst panel of experts; it has been selected and 

conducted in three successive consultation rounds involving world leading experts in the 

domain of environmental and sustainable assessment schemes, as well as professionals and 

highly-informed local experts from academia, government and industry. The results reveal 

that international assessment schemes are not fully applicable to the Saudi built environment, 

as reflected in the development of a new building environmental and sustainability 

assessment scheme.    

 

 

Keywords: Built environment, Sustainability assessment schemes, Delphi technique  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Since 1990s, there has been a widespread development of sustainable and environmental 

building assessment tools, many of which have subsequently gained considerable success [1]. 

The Building Research Establishment Assessment Method (BREEAM) was the first real 

attempt but various schemes such as Sustainable Building Tool (SBTool), Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) and Comprehensive Assessment System for 

Building Environment Efficiency (CASBEE) have subsequently emerged. However, almost 

all sustainable assessment tools have been designed to suit a specific territory. Evidence 

suggests [2, 3] that existing environmental assessment methods were developed for different, 

local purposes. More specifically, certain environmental factors may hinder the direct use of 

any existing assessment tool. Examples of such factors are: climatic conditions; geographical 

characteristics; potential for renewable energy gain; resource consumption (such as water and 

energy); construction materials and techniques used; population growth and public 

awareness. 

This paper aims to examine the applicability of sustainable building assessment categories 

and criteria, which applied by well-known tools; and thereby establishes applicable categories 

and criteria for Saudi Arabia built environment. The outline of this paper include (a) 

explanation of the used research instrument (b) the  approved sustainable building assessment 

categories for Saudi Arabia built environment (c) brief discussion about the distinctions of 

the Saudi  context, which have not been covered by leading sustainable assessment tools.  

 

2. METHOD 

The field of sustainable assessment method is vast and diverse. Therefore, to establish a new 

customization for specific region, a comparison process between well known assessment 

tools is firstly considered as a robust starting point [4]. Given that, the authors conducted 

comparative analysis between BREEAM, LEED, SBTOOL and CASBEE at the aim of 

building a consolidated categories and criteria, by which the development of new sustainable 

assessment tool will be enhanced. The main research instrument in this paper is the Delphi 

technique, which was developed by the American defence industry in the early 1950s. The 

“Project Delphi” was the name of a study undertaken by the RAND Corporation for the US 

Air Force. Then, the technique was first published by Dalkey and Helmer. The main purpose 

of Delphi study is to “obtain the most reliable consensus of opinion of a group of experts by a 

series of intensive questionnaires interspersed with controlled opinion feedback” [5]. 

 

Ranking Delphi is the followed technique in this consultation; which is nowadays the most 

commonly used Delphi technique. This is because the ranking technique draws its robustness 

from the four fundamental characteristics of Delphi, which are: “Anonymity, Iteration, 

Controlled feedback and Statistical group response” [6]. The major steps of conducting 

Delphi technique in this study include: (I) composition of the Delphi panel; (II) Delphi survey 

rounds and (III) analysing the result. Composition of Delphi panel is the key factor for a well-

established study. For this reason there has been a compliance with recommended guidelines 

of expert selection. While the expert’s nomination is a recommended approach to compose a 

well-built panel; a number of different institutions were visited to meet this objective. These 

institutions included: King Abdul-Aziz City for Science and Technology (KACST), 

Sustainable Energy Technology Centre (SETC), King Saud University, Saudi Environmental 

Society (SENS), Saudi Green Building Council (SGBC), Riyadh Municipality and Saudi 

Oger Ltd. Furthermore, a number of recommended criteria have been taking into 
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consideration when forming the Delphi panel; the participants should be (a) Academic 

specialist in the area of Sustainable Development (b) Decision-maker, manager, or 

practitioner in the field of sustainable and green building (c) Accredited professional in one 

of the leading sustainable assessment systems (d) Practical experience and sufficient 

knowledge of the sustainable development potential within the kingdom of Saudi Arabia (e) 

Expert with a level of influence regarding the adoption of the resulting methodology and (f) 

Willingness to participate. The Delphi panel in this study comprises thirty-three members, 

including some of the world’s leading experts in the domain of sustainable and environmental 

assessment schemes, as well as professionals and highly-informed local experts from 

academia, government and industry (9% Professors, 21% Doctors, 37% AEC professionals 

and 33%Multi- disciplines).  

   

Delphi survey rounds were designed and administered using a web based survey "Survey 

Monkey” (http://www.surveymonkey.com/). This software tool was extremely effective, to 

enable collection of the entire data within 4 months in three separate rounds. The first round 

sought to create a list of sustainable building assessment criteria, that are applicable to the 

Saudi Arabia built environment. This was based upon brainstorming process, with open-

ended solicitation of criteria, in an attempt to obtain and clarify the key sustainable criteria 

for the Saudi context. The second round allowed the Delphi panellists to anonymously view 

the responses and feedback from the first round. This gave them the opportunity to revise 

their previous thoughts and reassess their initial judgements. Within a Delphi study, the 

results of any previous iteration, whether specific statements or criteria can be changed or 

modified by individual panel members in later versions. The third round summarised the 

outcomes of the previous rounds, reflecting the opinion of the experts in the form of   

“Statistical group response” (Mean/Median). The survey was then sent again to the Delphi 

panel, to invite their final judgement, as this  approach generally leads to improved 

judgements and increased overall accuracy  [7]. 

 

Fig. 1 Ranking Delphi rounds 

 

Analysing the result; each round was followed by analytical stage to evaluate the level of 

consensus as well as to test the applicability of building assessment categories and criteria 

that will form the new framework.   

3. RESULTS 

The result of this consultation process strongly suggests that international schemes such as 

BREEAM and LEED are inapplicable for the Saudi context. Expert consensus converge in 

that building environmental and sustainable assessment categories should include: Indoor 

environmental quality, Energy efficiency, Water efficiency, Waste management, Site 
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quality, Material, Pollution, Quality of services, Economic aspects Cultural aspects and 

Management and Innovation. Each of the above categories includes a list of related criteria 

(shows in Fig.2 in the proposed Framework), creating a 92 item list of criteria for sustainable 

residential building assessment in Saudi Arabia. The consensus of Delphi panel was 

determined by calculating the interquartile range (IQR). In this study, the values of IQR were 

between 0.12 - 0.48 which is a reliable indications of reaching the consensus [7]. 

 

Fig. 2 Sustainable building assessment categories 

 

The judgement of the panel is that water efficiency is the top priority. Subsequently, energy 

efficiency design and indoor environmental quality are almost at the same level. This 

agreement by the Delphi panel about the prioritisation of the above three categories are 

compatible with current concerns in relation to the Saudi Arabian built environment [8]. 

4. DISCUSSION 

The well-known assessment tools attempt to be comprehensive in order to be applied in 

global scale. For instance BREEAM Bespoke is a strategic way to cover any building type in 

any region in the world, but this is greatly influenced by the original BREEAM categories and 

criteria. Moreover, there is a lack of transparency regarding the utilized instruments to 

identify international BREEAM Bespoke criteria. Another example is that LEED uses a 

simple additive system to determine the level of green practice. However the absence of an 

adjusted weighting system is still major drawback of LEED system. In spite of BREEAM 

lunching BREEAM Gulf, there is no building assessed by this scheme in Saudi Arabia so far. 

This reflects the influence of market basis, which are affected by political aspects, for 

assessing the built environment regardless the actual outcomes that reflect reliable results. 

However, to obtain best possible outcomes of building rating system; leading assessment 

schemes, such as BREEAM, LEED and SBTool, have been critically revised in the 

development of potential assessment scheme for Saudi Arabia. Hence, regional and cultural 

variations in hot arid climate (Saudi Arabia) advocate the further development of appropriate 

categories and criteria. A clear consensus has been reached using Delphi technique that a 

number of categories and criteria have not been recognised by the leading schemes, which are 

essential for the assessment of Saudi’s built environment. This study develops a coherent 
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framework to assess Saudi Arabia’s built environment, based upon the three pillars of 

sustainability development (Environmental, Economic and Social aspects). 

 

Environmental aspects: The hot arid climate coupled with varies topography of Saudi Arabia 

requires AEC professionals to observe certain considerations. For instance, heavy sandstorms 

are a common phenomenon in the Arabian Peninsula [9], with a severe impact on inhabited 

cities, causing health problems and communication disruption. Therefore, specific criteria are 

essential in this case in order to promote heather built environment design. In this study the 

Delphi panel recognise the need for such criteria. These criteria include: Air tightness of 

buildings (as an effective barrier to dust), and Internal landscaping (Vegetation).  Another 

important consideration is that the clear skies and extremely hot arid weather significantly 

increase building exposure to bright sunlight, meaning that shading strategies should be used 

to protect building envelopes and occupants from solar radiation. The shading strategy can 

also play an important role in energy saving and enhancing the comfort of the indoor 

environment [10]. In addition, due to climate change and global warming indicators in the 

middle east, the panellists agreed that the degree of building adaptability for future change is 

significant, especially given evidence that predicts the temperature of Saudi Arabia will rise 

by approximately 2.0–2.75  °C in the next 30 years [11]. 

 

Saudi Arabia is not densely populated, and electrification and desalination plants, along with 

other basic networks have been expanded over thousands of kilometres to cover the most 

populated cities [12], but, certain rural and remote areas are not yet connected to the network, 

and connecting them will require an additional increase in power generation. Therefore, 

various criteria were recommended to manage this expansion, including: Renewable energy 

technology and, Sub-metering of electricity use. Moreover, Saudi Arabia has poor water 

resources and is heavily dependent on energy-intensive means such as groundwater and sea 

water treatment (desalination) [13]. This study ranked water as the top priority category, with 

the aim of raising awareness amongst utility customers regarding water scarcity. Therefore, 

the panellists recommended encouraging innovative strategy of water conservatives and 

ensuring that the restriction level of water supply should not lead to unsustainable practices.  

Another important consideration is that building material requires large amount of embodied 

energy that also put intensive pressure on the natural environment [14]. However, the Delphi 

panel add that buildings should be designed to deal with future climate change, using 

environmentally friendly material with high thermal mass that can cope with the 

environmental and climatic conditions of Saudi Arabia. 

Economic aspects: Financial considerations are essential in sustainability development in 

both developed and developing countries. Developed countries are concerned with the 

reduction of environmental impact while maintaining standards of living. However, in 

developing countries economic and social issues are often as important as environmental 

considerations [15]. However, neither BREEAM nor LEED consider financial aspects in their 

evaluative framework. This arguably contradicts the ultimate principle of sustainable 

development, as financial returns are essential for all projects, with environmentally friendly 

projects potentially being very expensive to build. Therefore, this scheme has incorporated 

economic criteria that play an important role in Saudi Arabia’s built environment, including: 

Use of whole life costing mechanism in building choice (WLC); Affordability of residential 

rental; and constructions cost & pay back. 

Cultural aspects: Residential buildings in Saudi Arabia are greatly influenced by cultural 

considerations. Typical Saudi families are large and dynamic, keeping strong ties with even 
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distant relatives and neighbours. Therefore, buildings need to be designed and built to 

accommodate social events and needs. This issue was raised by various local experts in the 

consultation rounds. A consensus was reached by the Delphi panel in the subsequent rounds. 

The required criteria for the assessment of residential buildings include: Male and Female 

space privacy; Heritage and Cultural Identity; Habits and custom effects on the built 

environment and; Constancy of Islamic faith. These issues are completely overlooked by the 

leading international schemes, which also contradict sustainable development principles. 
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ABSTRACT 

Building-integrated photovoltaic-thermal (BIPV/T) systems with unglazed transpired solar 

collectors (UTCs), can be a key solution to address the energy and environmental challenges 

associated with buildings. So far, although the energy savings potential of such systems has 

been proved to be significant, no systematic thermal analysis model has been developed to 

accurately predict its performance and consequently to enable optimal design, further 

optimization and smart operation control. This paper presents detailed transient energy 

models for this system, using a fully-explicit finite difference scheme on the thermal network 

representation. The unknown convective heat transfer coefficients (hconv.ext and hconv.int), as 

well as the suction air temperature Ts, are calculated based on the correlations obtained from 

validated Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations, using high resolution grids and 

the Renormalization Group Methods k-ε (RNG k-ε) turbulence closure model. Eight plates 

with different geometry shapes have been studied under various wind speeds (1 – 10 m/s) and 

suction velocities (0.01 – 0.06 m/s), to investigate the most efficient PV module dimensions 

and optimal geometry shape, and to develop the correlations. The agreement between the 

correlation prediction and CFD simulation results is satisfactory, with the error within 20 %. 

The overall system performance has been evaluated, based on the cavity exit air temperature 

and the PV surface temperature, since all the other conditions are the same in the simulations. 

The results show that maximum combined electrical-thermal efficiency can be achieved with 

small PV modules and large coverage area. The study also suggests increasing the 

corrugation wavelength to improve the thermal performance. On the contrary, decreasing the 

crest length and increasing the corrugation amplitude will reduce the thermal efficiency 

significantly. Small surface temperature differences of the PV modules have been observed 

for different geometry shapes, which, however, are not expected to cause major efficiency 

drops. 

Key words: unglazed transpired solar collector, BIPV/T, energy modeling, Nusselt 

correlations  

INTRODUCTION 

The concept of replacing conventional building cladding with a system that generates 

electricity and heat (namely building-integrated photovoltaic-thermal, BIPV/T) is an area 

that, until recently, has received only limited attention although the potential energy and cost 

savings from integrated and optimized solar technologies are high [1]. For example, unglazed 

transpired solar collectors, known as UTCs can be integrated with open-loop photovoltaic 

thermal (PV/T) systems to preheat ventilation air and/or to feed hot air into an air source heat 

pump, thus satisfying a significant part of the building’s heating and/or hot water 
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requirements while also generating electricity. Although the concept of this system 

integration is relatively simple and the energy savings potential is significant, no systematic 

thermal model has been developed to analyze and optimize its performance. The objective of 

this study is to develop models for design, analysis, and optimal control of open-loop UTCs 

integrated with Photovoltaic systems. These models have been used to create a new 

component in TRNSYS in order to evaluate the system’s annual performance and to explore 

system integration approaches with building HVAC systems and thermal storage 

mechanisms. 

METHOD 

Although Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations can be a powerful tool to 

analyze the airflow and thermal field for UTCs and UTCs integrated with PV modules, using 

CFD simulations to predict annual performance and parameter optimization for buildings 

would be computational expensive and time consuming. There are numerous mathematical 

models, with  correlations for convective heat transfer coefficients, developed for both UTCs 

and BIPV/T systems, based on energy balance in control volumes, i.e. both steady and 

transient models for an open-loop air-based BIPV/T system [2], flat UTC [3], etc. Most of 

these models are based on a steady state approach, neglecting the thermal capacitance effects 

of the PV module. In contrast, recently it has been reported [2] that a transient model is more 

responsive to the effects of rapid changes (e.g. variable solar irradiance, wind speed 

fluctuations, etc.) and better represents the system thermal dynamics.  

In this study, a fully-explicit finite difference scheme, in which the temperature for the 

current time step depends only on the temperatures of the previous time step, is used to 

develop a transient model for UTCs with PV systems. The cavity beneath the UTC plate is 

divided into control volumes and each control volume corresponds to one corrugation, as 

shown in thermal network in Figure 1 left.  

In this figure, Tp-i, Tc-i, Tb-i, Ta and Tsky are the UTC surface temperature, cavity air 

temperature, back wall surface temperature, ambient air temperature and sky temperature, 

respectively (K). G is the incident solar radiation on the UTC plate (W/m
2
) and hrad and hconv 

represent the radiative and convective heat transfer coefficients (W/m
2
K). Qs is the heat flux 

from the suction air (J) and Qi-1 is the heat flux from the previous control volume (J). The two 

terms can be calculated using the equations shown in Figure 1 left. 

In order to simplify the problem, some basic assumptions for the model are listed below, 

based on the CFD simulation results and analysis presented in [4]: 

1. The temperature differences between different regions (crest, valley, leeward and 

windward slopes) within one control volume are neglected.  

2. The temperature of the surfaces (PV, UTC plate, back wall) and the cavity air 

temperature are assumed to be uniform inside each control volume. 

3. Air flow rate of each control volume is assumed to be the same. 

4. There is no reverse flow or air leakage after entering the cavity and no edge effects. 

5. Properties of solid materials remain constant and uniform. 

6. There is no humidification or dehumidification of the air stream. 

According to experimental results reported in [1] and our initial CFD analysis, the difference 

between the surface temperature of the UTC plate Tp and cavity air temperature Tc is no more 

than 0.5 ˚C. Thus, in the energy model, Tp is considered equal to Tc and these two nodes can 

be merged into one. The unknowns needed to complete the energy balance equations are the 
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convective heat transfer coefficients (hconv.ext and hconv.int), as well as the suction air 

temperature Ts. Validated CFD simulations, with high resolution grids and the 

Renormalization Group Methods k-ε (RNG k-ε) turbulence closure model [4], are used to 

obtain the correlations for the unknown heat fluxes.  

 

Figure 1: Thermal network for UTC integrated with PV (left) and the detailed geometry 

(right) 

RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

The parameters considered to have significant impact on the convective heat transfer process 

include suction velocity, wind speed and corrugation geometry (as shown in Figure 1, right). 

Perforation dimension has been excluded based on previous analysis [4] and the fact that in 

real applications the porosity of corrugated UTC varies within a very small range (usually 

between 1–2 %). Eight plates with different geometry shapes have been considered under 

various wind speeds (1 – 10 m/s) and suction velocities (0.01 – 0.06 m/s), to investigate the 

most efficient PV module dimensions and develop the heat transfer correlations. All the cases 

are simulated with 1000 W/m
2
 solar radiation and 300 K ambient air temperature, with 0.1 % 

incident turbulence intensity. 

PV Module Dimensions 

Results reported in [1], for two UTCs with different PV module dimensions indicate that the 

configuration with smaller PV modules provides significant improvement on the electrical 

performance. Similar conclusions can also be found in [5], which shows that using smaller 

PV modules can generally reduce the PV surface temperature by 4-5 K, which corresponds to 

0.3 % higher PV efficiency. The present study investigates four different PV dimensions on 

the same UTC plate, as shown in Figure 2, using CFD simulations. The PV module 

dimension is the same for plate 3 and 4, but the coverage ratio in plate 3 is only half of plate 4. 

The plates are simulated under 3 m/s wind speed with the suction velocity ranging from 0.015 

m/s to 0.065 m/s. The comparison is not limited to the electrical efficiency as in previous 

studies, but also considers the thermal efficiency of the system. 

Figure 3 shows results for the PV surface temperature and cavity exit air temperature, which 

is related to the electrical and thermal energy output, respectively. It can be seen that the 

medium PV module used in plate 2 can reduce the PV surface temperature to the maximum 

level; however, considering the impact of PV surface temperature on its efficiency, this small 

temperature difference cannot affect the electrical energy efficiency significantly (less than 

0.5 %). On the other hand, using small PV modules can provide the highest cavity exit air 
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temperature, which will result in more than 10 % thermal energy output. Therefore, the small 

PV module is recommended to be the optimal choice for the PV module design, for its 

maximum combined electrical-thermal energy output. 

 

 

Figure 2: Sketch of different PV module dimensions mounted on UTCs 

Furthermore, there is almost no temperature difference between plate 3 and plate 4, which 

indicates that adding more PV modules will not influence the energy efficiency, but it will 

increase the effective PV module area and therefore provide higher energy output.  

 

 

Figure 3: Comparison of PV surface temperature (left) and cavity exit air temperature (right) 

for plates 1 – 4 under different suction velocity 

Heat Transfer Correlations 

Based on the results presented in the previous section, the smallest PV module dimension has 

been selected for further analysis. Plate 4 and another four plates, with only one parameter 

changed compared to plate 4, have been used to develop the heat transfer correlations. As 

shown in figure 1 (right), once the eight parameters are fixed, the geometry shape of the 

corrugation and PV panels is determined. The correlations for convective heat transfer 

coefficients are expressed using Nusselt number, which is based on the plate length and 

hconv.ext (or hconv.int). The air temperature through the perforations is calculated using the 

effectiveness ε, defined in the following equation: 
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From the simulation results, the following correlations can be obtained for the average 

exterior Nusselt number Nuext, average interior Nusselt number Nuint and ε: 
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where, the Reynolds number ReU is based on the wind speed and plate length, while the 

Reynolds number ReV is based on the suction velocity and plate length. 

The corresponding R
2
-value for Nuext and Nuint is 0.992 and 0.972, respectively, which shows 

a good agreement with the CFD simulation results. The largest bias for Nuext appears when 

the wind speed is low (1 m/s) while the suction velocity is high (0.06 m/s), whilst for Nuint the 

correlation gives less accurate prediction when the wind speed is high (10 m/s) and the 

suction velocity is low (0.01 m/s). For both scenarios, the prediction error is around 20 %. 

The R
2
-value for ε is less satisfactory and equal to 0.733, which requires further investigation. 

However, the prediction error is still within 20 %. 

Optimal Geometry 

Similarly with the analysis presented above, although the PV surface temperature will vary 

for different geometry shapes, the differences are within 5 ˚C, which will result in an 

electrical efficiency change less than 0.5 %. Thus, the performance of each geometry shape is 

evaluated mainly based on the thermal energy efficiency, which can be assessed by the cavity 

exit air temperature when all the other conditions are the same.  

 

Figure 4: Comparison of cavity exit air temperature for different geometry shapes under 

different suction velocity: 0.01 m/s (left), 0.03 m/s (middle) and 0.06 m/s (right) 
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Plate 4 is considered as a base case since its UTC geometry is already an existing product in 

the market. Figure 4 shows the comparison of cavity exit air temperature for different 

corrugation geometry shapes, each with only one important parameter changed. The results 

shown in Figure 4 indicate that the plate with increased wavelength p (the crest w and slope 

length l will increase accordingly, as well as the PV module dimension P and gap distance d) 

can provide higher cavity exit air temperature compared to plate 4, especially when the 

suction velocity is high while the wind speed is low, the temperature difference is about 3 ˚C, 

which can result in 27 % more thermal energy. Other geometry shapes will reduce the system 

efficiency. The most unfavorable geometry change would be decreasing the crest length w 

and increasing the amplitude e (the slope length l will also increase accordingly), which will 

cause 50 % thermal energy decrease at most. The possible explanation would be that this 

geometry will enlarge the space between the PV modules and the UTC plate, which will 

cause recirculation inside and therefore trap more heated up air and reduce the captured heat 

at the cavity exit. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A detailed transient energy model for BIPV/T systems with UTCs has been developed, based 

on the thermal network representation, using a fully-explicit finite difference scheme, and it 

is used to evaluate the overall performance based on the cavity exit air temperature and the 

PV surface temperature. The results show that maximum combined electrical-thermal 

efficiency, more than 10 % higher than the case with largest PV modules, can be achieved 

with small PV modules and large coverage area. It is also recommended to increase the 

corrugation wavelength to improve the thermal performance, which can result in an increase 

of the thermal energy extraction up to 27 %. On the contrary, decreasing the crest length and 

increasing the corrugation amplitude will reduce the thermal efficiency significantly (up to 

50%). Small temperature differences have been observed for different geometry shapes, 

which, however, are not expected to cause major efficiency drops. 
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ABSTRACT 

The development and realization of a heating system that uses solar collectors, a heat pump 

and an ice storage is described and first results of the operation phase of a pilot plant are 

presented. The heating system is designed to reach a seasonal performance factor (SPFsys) of 6 

in a climate like the one of Zurich and in buildings with low temperature heat distribution 

system and with a heating demand for space heating of 100 kWh per year and square meter of 

energy supply area. 

A comparison of different concepts for heating systems consisting of a solar collector field 

and a heat pump is drawn. With computer simulations the sizes of the main components that 

are needed in order to reach an SPFsys of 6 are determined. The dynamic performance of a 

chosen system concept in a building is simulated with computer simulations in TRNSYS. The 

simulations show that an SPFsys of 6 can be reached with a solar collector field of 30 m
2
, a 

brine-water heat pump, and an ice storage of 30 m
3
 where solar heat can be stored from 

summer to winter time. The simulations are also used to develop the system´s control 

strategy.  

A new feature of the ice storage that was developed for this project is the ability to de-ice the 

heat exchanger surfaces periodically in order to maintain the high heat transfer coefficient that 

is decreasing when the thickness of the ice on the surface of the heat exchanger is increasing. 

Thus, the heat source temperatures for the heat pump remain relatively high at all times. To 

enable de-icing special immersed heat exchangers were developed that are mounted at the 

bottom of the ice storage.  

A pilot plant which is based on the developed system concept was installed in a kindergarten 

in Rapperswil (SG) end of 2012. Performance factors are presented and compared with the 

system simulations. 

Keywords: solar thermal heat pump system, high efficiency, ice storage, de-icing, pilot plant 

INTRODUCTION  

In most of the new buildings in Switzerland and also for refurbishment of heating systems 

heat pumps are used to provide heat for space heating and domestic hot water [1]. To reduce 

the electric energy demand of the heat pump solar thermal collectors can be used in order to 

reduce the operating hours of the heat pump or to increase the source temperature at the 

evaporator of the heat pump [2]. Both measures reduce the electricity consumption of the heat 

pump and thus lead to lower costs of operation and environmental impact caused by the use of 

electricity. 

The development of a heating system which combines a heat pump, solar collectors and an ice 

storage is presented in the following. The heating system consumes a smaller amount of 

electricity due to the use of solar heat and reaches high seasonal performance factors (SPFsys 6 

for buildings with low temperature heat distribution). Solar heat that is used directly or stored 
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temporary in an ice storage is the solely heat source of the heat pump. With this approach no 

boreholes or air heat exchanger for the heat pump is necessary.  

Definition of the system’s seasonal performance factor, SPFsys  

To assess the efficiency of a heating system concerning its consumption of electricity while a 

fixed amount of useful heat is provided the system’s seasonal performance factor (SPFsys) is 

used. The SPFsys takes into account the losses of storages in the heating system which is 

especially relevant in systems with large storages. Only heat that is delivered to the space heat 

distribution pipes and to the domestic hot water distribution pipes is counted as useful heat. 

The SPFsys is calculated as ratio of the useful heat and the total electricity demand of the 

heating system (including e.g. compressor, circulating pumps and controls) for one year: 

 Spaceheating DomesticHotWater

sys

Electricity

Q Q
SPF

W


  (1) 

Ice storage as components of a solar heat pump system 

Ice storages are heat storages that besides sensible heat also deliver latent heat of the water 

that is used as storage medium. A heat pump can be used to increase the temperature of the 

extracted heat to a level that is needed in the building for space heating and domestic hot 

water. Due to the utilization of the latent heat ice storages have a high volumetric storage 

capacity and their size can be reduced compared to normal heat storages. Lower or even 

reversed temperature differences to the surroundings allow a reduction of insulation leading to 

lower costs of material.  

There are only a few solar thermal heat pump systems available on the market that use ice 

storages to store solar heat diurnally or seasonally. The heat exchangers in these ice storages 

mostly are ice-on-coil types where heat is extracted from the storages with long tubes serving 

as heat exchangers [3]. Ice is formed on the tubes if the temperature on its surface drops 

below the freezing point of water. Depending on the distances between the tubes and the 

amount of heat extracted, the ice layer can reach a thickness that leads to a significant increase 

of the heat transfer resistance from the water/ice boundary layer (where latent heat is released) 

to the brine inside the heat exchanger. This leads to decreasing temperatures in the brine and 

hence to a decreasing coefficient of performance of the heat pump.  

In this project a flat plate heat exchanger was developed that can be de-iced by removing the 

ice layers on the heat exchanger’s surfaces if the overall heat transfer coefficient drops below 

a certain threshold. 

METHODS 

System simulations  
Different concepts for the principle design of a heating system that combines solar collectors 

and a heat pump and reaches an SPFsys of 6 were simulated and compared. A mathematical 

model for these systems was build up that takes into account climatic conditions, the heating 

demand of the building and the energy flows of the systems components in 1-hour time steps. 

The comparison was used to choose a promising system concept for the further analyses. The 

selected system concept was simulated with the software TRNSYS to find suitable sizes of 

the system components and a suitable control strategy. The simulation model consists of a 

building and its heating system and takes transient heat sources and sinks into account like 

climate and heating demand in the building. The simulations in TRNSYS were done in time 

steps of 2 minutes.  
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Development of a heat exchanger that can be de-iced  
As the ice storage in the heating system that was designed has a large volume a flat plate heat 

exchanger was developed that ensures a high heat transfer rate with low costs of materials. 

Validation of the mathematical model of the ice storage with experimental data  
For the TRNSYS simulations a mathematical ice storage model including the newly 

developed heat exchangers was programmed and validated with data derived from 

experiments in a lab-sized ice storage with 1 m
3
 volume. 

Construction and monitoring of a pilot plant   
A heating system with solar collectors, a heat pump and an ice storage as main components 

was constructed and put into operation in January 2013. All relevant quantities like 

temperature, mass flow and irradiation that have an effect on the system’s performance are 

measured with a monitoring system.  

RESULTS 

Simulation of system concepts  

A main distinction between the system concepts that were examined is the way the solar heat 

is used: with a parallel combination the collectors and the heat pump are loading the warm 

storage independently from each other. With a serial combination the solar heat of the 

collectors is used solely as a heat source of the heat pump’s evaporator. Systems where the 

solar heat is used in both ways are combined parallel-serial [4]. 

The simulations are done for a single family house that has a heating demand of 14 MWh/a 

with an energy reference area of 140 m
2
, a low temperature heat distribution system and a 

warm water demand of 3 MWh/a [5]. In Table 1 simulation results for the sizes of the main 

components of different heating systems and the seasonal performance factors are listed. 

System concept No.1 is a reference system without solar support for the heating. In concept 

No.2 solar collectors and the heat pump are combined in parallel. The other concepts include 

an ice storage and have a combined parallel-serial implementation of solar collectors and the 

heat pump. In concept No.3 a heat pump is simulated that can either use heat from air or from 

the ice storage as heat source. In concept No.4 the only heat source of the heat pump is the ice 

storage that is loaded by the solar collector. 

 

No. System concept Type of 

heat pump 

SPFsys Collector 

area [m
2
] 

Volume of warm 

storage [m
3
] 

Volume of ice 

storage [m
3
] 

1 Air source HP without 

solar collectors 

Air-water 2.8 - 0.5 - 

2 Air source HP with 

solar collectors 

Air-water 6.0 100 3 - 

3 Air/brine source HP & 

Solar & Ice storage 

Air/Brine-

water 

6.0 45 2 5 

4 Brine source HP & 

Solar & Ice storage 

Brine-water 6.0 32 2 35 

Table 1: Simulated sizes of the main components of solar thermal heating systems reaching 

an SPFsys of 6 in a single family house (System No.1: reference system with SPFsys 2.8; HP: 

heat pump, Solar: solar collectors). 

The analysed solar-heat pump systems with air-brine heat pumps which store the solar heat 

only in a warm storage (system concept No.2) need both a large collector field (100 m
2
) and a 

large warm storage (3 m
3
) to reach an SPFsys of 6. In systems where solar heat is stored also in 
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an ice storage and used afterwards as a heat source of the heat pump (concept No.3) the sizes 

of the system components can be reduced significantly. However, in these systems the heat 

pump has to be equipped with a special evaporator that can handle both air and brine as heat 

source. System concept No.4 with brine-water heat pump reaches an SPFsys of 6 with a 

comparatively small collector field but it needs a large ice storage. 

It was decided to design a heating system in accordance with system concept No.4 as it can be 

realized mainly with standard components (normal brine-water heat pump) and has no visible 

components outside the building apart from the collectors. 

To get more reliable results the dynamic performance of the chosen system concept was 

simulated with computer simulations in TRNSYS. The simulations were used to resize the 

components of the heating system to reach an SPFsys of 6 and to develop the system´s control 

strategy (fig. 1).  

Solar 
collectors 
(30 m2)

Space 
heating

Warm water

DHW-Boiler 
(350 l)

M

Heat 
pump

Buffer 
Storage
(2 m3)

Ice storage (30 m3)

Heat exchanger 
that can be de-iced

 

Figure 1: Simplified hydraulic scheme of the simulated heating system with ice storage and 

SPFsys of 6 and sizes of the main components for a single family house. 

 

The monthly balances of the energy flows through the heating system for a simulated year are 

shown in fig. 2. Highest solar gains occur from March to May when the water in the ice 

storage is melted. Solar heat is stored in and extracted from the ice storage throughout the 

whole year. The relative amount of energy that is provided by the solar collectors during one 

year (solar fraction) is 84%. 

Development of a heat exchanger that can be de-iced 

A flat plate heat exchanger was developed that can be de-iced periodically with heat (fig. 3, 

right) [6]. When the heat pump has produced ice on the heat exchanger and is switching off 

the heat exchangers are heated up shortly for de-icing. The de-icing is mainly made with heat 

from the solar collectors. In times with low irradiation on the collector field, heat from the 

lower part of the buffer storage can be used (fig. 1). The ice layers separate from the heat 

exchanger surfaces due to their buoyancy and float upwards to accumulate at the surface of 

the water.  
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Figure 2: Simulated energy flows per month of the heating system with ice storage reaching 

an SPFsys of 6 in a single family house with space heating demand of 14 MWh per year. 

Pilot plant  

A pilot plant with the developed heating system was put into operation in January 2013 

(fig. 3). The pilot plant was installed in a kindergarten with a heating demand of 35 MWh/a 

and with a high temperature heat distribution system. The sizes of the main components of the 

installed heating system are 50 m
2
 glazed collectors, 17 m

2
 unglazed façade collectors, 3.5 m

3
 

warm buffer storage, 75 m
3
 ice storage and an 18 kW (@ B2W45) heat pump. 

 

   

Figure 3: The collector field of the pilot plant on the roof of the kindergarten in Rapperswil 

SG (left) and view into the buried ice storage of the pilot plant before filling with heat 

exchangers at the bottom that can be iced and de-iced (right).  

The measurement data derived from the monitoring of the pilot plant is used to validate the 

TRNSYS simulations of the system. A first comparison for 17 days in April 2013 (9.4. - 25.4 

2013) was drawn (fig. 4). The demand for domestic hot water is not shown as the demand in 

the kindergarten is generally low and can be neglected for the analysed period of time. The 

performance factors for this period are 6.9 for the measurement and 6.7 for the simulation. 

Generally the results of the simulation show a good agreement with the measurement for the 

period that was evaluated. However the differences between the measured and the simulated 

performance factors and a difference in the measured and the simulated exchange of heat with 

the ice storage has to be analysed in further work.  
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Figure 4: Comparison of simulated and measured energy flows in the heating system of the 

pilot plant for 17 days in April 2013. 

CONCLUSION 

Different ways of how solar thermal heat pump systems can reach a high efficiency regarding 

the use of electricity were compared. A promising concept with a large outside buried ice 

storage was chosen that uses solar heat as solely heat source for the heat pump. As a 

consequence the heating system does not need boreholes or air heat exchangers outside the 

building. Simulations show that an SPFsys of 6 in a single family house can be achieved with 

30 m
2
 solar collectors, 30 m

3
 ice storage, 2 m

3
 buffer storage and a newly developed concept 

for unloading of the ice storage. The pilot plant that was put into operation 2013 is running 

properly. The simulations of the energy flows and the system performance show a good 

agreement with the measured data of the pilot plant. We expect to be able to present the first 

annual balance and SPFsys of the pilot plant in spring 2014. 

The work presented was carried out in an R&D project financed by the Elektrizitätswerk 

Jona-Rapperswil AG, Switzerland. 
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ABSTRACT 

Typical architecture designers convey through vague and qualified notions. With the increasing 

number of PV installations on buildings, architects are forced to corporate with technicians and 

engineers in the design processes. However, the communications between them are often hindered 

because unlike architects who communicate through semantic descriptors and visual images, engineers 

are used to interact with quantified terms.  One way to solve this problem is adapting visual impact 

assessment for PV installed on façade so that one can foresee and evaluate its final overall effect in a 

way that is comprehensible for both sides. The visual impact assessment is a method mainly used in 

landscape design for evaluating the influence manmade changes caused on natural landscape. Now it 

is vastly used on aesthetic assessment for wind farms being built on open landscapes all over the 

world. Comparing with wind farms, the relevant researches for Photovoltaics are rather 

underdeveloped. The estimation of visual effect created by integrating solar energy components on 

open landscape is rarely investigated, let alone on architecture where it is more complicated because 

more aesthetic factors are involved. With the increasing number of Photovoltaics installed or to be 

installed on architecture facades, it is necessary to develop a rational visual assessment tool to better 

evaluate the appearance outcome of the final installation. Based on summarizing research experiences 

and literatures from former visual impact assessments, this paper tries summarize the possible factors 

that are relevant for AIPV installation, and changes and extensions on existing theories are being made 

when necessary. The final results will benefit architects, engineers during the planning process, and 

eventually for law regulator in laying down clear and reasonable urban planning regulations regarding 

installing PV in urban areas. In the end, the author will apply the visual impact theory on a retrofitting 

project where AIPVs are assigned to be installed on a church in Lucerne, Switzerland. 

Keywords: AIPV, Architecture Integrated Photovoltaics, Visual Assessment, retrofitting, Visual Impact 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Solar energy production is a booming technology and is welcomed especially among private investors 

in cities and suburbs. The government tries to encourage this trend by authorizing legal and 

bureaucratic simplification [1]-[4], but often the process is hindered due to administrational obstacles 

such as from historical preservation department, claiming many of them to be visually destructive to 

the existing architecture/environment [5]-[7]. Traditional architectural design process uses very vague 

notions, participants mostly communicate semantically to explain their pictorial demonstrations, as is 

the case when the historical restoration department explains their rejection reasons to the applicants, 

who are often even more confused after the explanation where mostly qualitative descriptors are used. 

Also architects and engineers often have very different understandings of certain words and what a 

good combination of PV on architecture is, which sometimes leads to bi-poled opinions on same 

subjects [8]. Survey shows that the main problems of solar architecture today can be summarized as 

following: the lack of diversity in solar panels; the professional tools that are available for solar energy 

assessment are mainly oriented to the engineers instead of to architects or to both [9]. The blockage 

between architects and engineers needs to be counteracted and one of the solutions would be to 

transform these vague notions into parameters and to lay clear defined physical features to those 

semantic descriptors in the design process. Visual impact assessment is one way to quantitative the 

evaluation on the effect of renewable energy, with practices done on wind energy in open landscapes 

substantially outnumbering the practices done on solar plants on open landscape, let alone on solar 

panels on architecture.  This is why this paper would like to dedicate the research to develop a tool to 

appropriately evaluate the visual fitness of PV on architecture, to both lay a sound and sophisticated 

foundation for urban planning guidelines and regulations regarding solar energy, and to clear the 

communication barrier between architects, engineers and other stakeholders. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEWS 

The importance of visual impact caused by using renewable energy technology is getting more 

recognized by the public over the years. Especially the subjective evaluation of wind farms on open 

landscape, both theories and methods are already well established [10]-[14].  In the paper of Tsoutsos 

[15], even though no evaluation methods were discussed, the author states that the trend of “hiding” 

solar elements is fading and that the architects are beginning to realize the aesthetic appeal of solar 

elements and use them in attractive and visible ways. Work by Torres Sibille et al [16] is one of the 

very few works done on scientifically evaluating the visual impact of solar plants in open landscape. 

This work was carried out on the basis of their former work [17] on evaluating visual impacts on wind 

farms in open landscape. They have developed a parameter called Objective Aesthetic Impact of a 

Solar Power Plant installed on a landscape (OAIWF), which is dependent on the following sub-

parameters: visibility, color, climatology coefficient, fractality and concurrence parameters of the 

technology and site. With the reference to and some modifications on the work of Torres Sibille et al 

[16] mentioned before, Chiabrando [18] applied the similar theory on the visual impact assessment of 

solar power plants (can be both solar thermal collectors or photovoltaic) with the term OAISPP, which 

varies between the value 0 – 1 (0 being the least, 1 the most effective impact), decisive by the 

following sub-parameters: the visibility of the plant (Iv); the colour of the plant compared to the colour 

of the immediate surrounding (Icl); the shape of the plant (If); the concurrence of various forms and 

types of panels in the same plant (ICC). However, it is undeniable that the solar energy 

implementation on buildings requires more care and caution as compared to installing renewable 

energy farms on open landscape, as architecture is a small scaled and delicate work of art itself. Probst 

and Roecker [19] evaluated the architectural integration of solar thermal systems by dividing them into 

functional (integrating solar heat collection function and other envelope functions), constructional 

(mainly constructive issues) and formal aspects. Formal aspect refers to how well the equipment is 

integrated architecturally with the building and can be graded with three progressive levels: basic, 

medium to advanced level. The advanced level means that beside offering flexibility in terms of the 

solar collectors’ shape, size, module jointing, color, visible surfaces textures and finishes, dummy 

modules and complementary interface elements (jointing/finishing/angular components) should also 

be provided by the producers. The theory developed is mainly based on acceptance surveys on 

different stakeholders. The methods of the above mentioned visual assessment theories vary from 

strictly parametric analysis to doing acceptance surveys and to merely semantic descriptions.  These 

theories and methods can be used as foundation as references for assessing visual impacts of AIPV.  

3. DISCUSSION 

In this part, the author will discuss about the aspects that are important to the formal aspects of 

implementing AIPV (Architecture Integrated Photovoltaic) on building facades. Hereby the technical 

aspects, such as efficiency of the PVs, are omitted and the focus will be solely on the architectural 

formal integration, and theories from related architecture design aspects will be introduced and 

referred. 

3.1 Location 

Often during the design phase, it is difficult to decide where exactly to locate the PV panel that is the 

most efficient and at the same time will lead to the most appropriate visual impact. The method of 

setting up a 3D digital model in helping to visualize the design is a routine in architecture branch. 

Several practices show that Ecotect to be an efficient tool in solar optimizing of the digital 3D model 

[20]-[22]. Compared to wind farms on open spaces, AIPV will stay still for the most of the time, 

therefore Ecotect combined with 3D renderings will be used to balance the most probable locations for 

gaining sufficient solar radiation and architecture aesthetic.  

3.2 Silhouette and Detail 

To install AIPV on the façade of a building, it is important to know ahead how its size, detail and 

texture are going to affect the overall appearance of the building. There had been precedents in 

investigating the silhouette and complexity effects. 

According to Van der Laan’s [23] theory, if one form is intended to appear to be part of the other 

form, its respective dimensions have to be in the range of 1–1/7 of the latter form. If the ratio falls 
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between 1/7 and 1/49, then it will be the ornament of the latter, and below 1/49, the form will come 

out as trim, detail and texture. Stamps III [24] tested this theory and his results suggests that trim and 

ornament affect the architecture detail more than texture does. He [25] also states that surface 

complexity would make the most in the architectural façade, followed by silhouette complexity and 

façade articulation. Therefore it is meaningful to seriously consider the different size of the AIPV as it 

will cause different impacts on the overall appearance on the building façade. When necessary, the 

details of AIPV should be handled thoughtfully, which means that e.g. the gaps between the panels 

should not be defined arbitrarily but with regard to the architecture details. Also module jointings 

should be chosen carefully such as the material (EPDM or metal), color (same or contrast color as the 

absorber) and size (large jointing width or rather as a slim embroider) (Fig. 1). 

             

Fig.1 Megaslate from 3S Photovoltaics, Suntech PV Module, First Solar PV Modules 

The work of Attneave [26] suggests that for random polygons, the most important effect will be 

caused by the number of turns. Also Stamps [27] reports that the number of turns in the architecture 

silhouette has the most effect on shape complexity. Neither of the other parameters such as symmetry, 

the number of lengths of line silhouette segments nor the number of angles between those silhouette 

segments share comparable importance. Both cases indicate that for architectural silhouettes, the 

impression of complexity can be indicated very well from the turns in the form-outlines. Akalin [28] 

made experiments on the impressiveness and preference in residential architecture. The students will 

see a set of houses where they will decide their favor for the house with a changing variety on 

complexity details. It turns out that preference (fondness) was much stronger than impressiveness in 

both the minimum and intermediate complexity levels, but this relationship seems reversed at 

maximum complexity level, i.e. impressiveness was much stronger than preference (fondness). At 

present the PV panels can exist in many shapes thanks to dummy parts. These literatures suggest that 

special attention should be paid to the silhouette forms of the architecture and the PV panels 

(complexity, number of turns etc.), so that they share a certain connection with each other, and can 

exits harmoniously together, and that the PV panels will not be standing out boldly and conspicuously.  

3.3 Style of architecture 

Dalit Shach-Pinsly et al [29] argues that façade openings will link with human`s feel of privacy and 

comfort. [30] proposed a term called void-to-solid ratio, which is defined by the proportion of 

openings (such as windows or glasses) to the solid part (such as walls) on a façade. He believes that it 

can be an implication to the style and function of the certain architecture. Since PV panels are usually 

highly reflective and share the same reflectivity feature with window glasses, meaning that it can be 

treated as window components for observers. The ratio between window and wall ratio, or between the 

reflective and antireflective surfaces should be cautiously arranged, e.g. for historical architectures, it 

is the best to keep the ratio as original as possible, and for newer buildings, the ratio can be changed 

but should overall be kept in balance.  

Architecture is also a design process that deals with ratio and proportion. Further literature studies 

should be made on theories about these areas. However, it is certain that e.g. if a building that was 

designed to have a horizontal trend and meant to give out a massive and stable atmosphere, then a 

single vertical PV panel component sticking out from the façade would certainly be inappropriate.  

3.4 Material, Colour parameters and Light 

[31] carried out the evaluation of the architecture façade only by changing the one parameter, namely 

the hue based on the similarity between the façade color and its natural surroundings. Torres Sibille et 

al [16], [17] and Chiabrando et al [18] deepened the definition of color contrast by using CIE color 

formulae to define the difference between the equipment and its surroundings. Here the color is 

identified by the colorimetric coordinates hue, saturation and brightness. L. Oberascher [32] claims 
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that perception of color in architecture is dependent on space and time, material and form, light and 

surface and the user itself. The last method might be the most appropriate for analyzing architecture 

integrated solar panels impacts, because unlike being on an open landscape, the color combination of 

architecture is more meticulous and is mostly comprised of multiple complex colors and materials 

where bumping and texture (based on their scale) can also be an issue. Thus same prudence shall be 

given to PV modules when choosing their color. Moreover, special attention should be dedicated to 

the unique feature of AIPV color that changes all the time with the shifting angle of the incoming light. 

4. AN EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION 

The following part is a progress report where it is the author’s first attempt to design AIPV on a 

church façade by taking visual impact assessment into account. Due to time constraint, only location 

analysis and void-solid ratio theories are adopted. Further analyses are to come. Since the installing 

PVs on the roof of the buildings and hiding behind the parapet wall is clearly a natural choice without 

any effect on the façade, this option will be omitted from the discussion. Only options where the AIPV 

will take an effect the façade will be paid attention to. 

The Catholic Church St. Michael lies in Lucerne, Switzerland and is required to be retrofitted with 

Photovoltaic. The church as a representative of 1960`s Brutalism and has an emphasis on the 

massiveness and horizontality, the installation requires extra care to be well integrated with the 

architecture, since for retrofitting projects that are under the protection of historical preservation, it is 

important to retain the original atmosphere. The suitable locations of the PV were carefully defined 

using simulations per Ecotect based on digital 3Dmodel made from sketch up. The findings in annual 

solar radiation analysis and shadow range in winter and summer are shown in Fig. 2 – Fig. 4. 

  
Fig.2 Annual Solar Radiation Analysis via Ecotect 

                        
Fig.3 Shadow range summer via Ecotect         Fig.4 Shadow range winter via Ecotect 

Since this church is under restoration protection, it will be very necessary to maintain its original style, 

and eventually its original solid-void ratio. As in this case, the solid void ratio refers to the proportion 

between the windows and opaque walls. Fig. 5 demonstrates the analysis of solid void ratio on different 

facades via AutoCad. The findings are that the main facades of the church possess an average ratio that is 

normally under 0.1, with less windows and a more sacral, monumental appearance; while on the side with 

residential function the ratio being much higher (0.15 or more) as there are more transparent areas. 

 
Fig.5 Solid-void-ratio 

5. RESULTS 

Based on the findings from above, it can be concluded that for large area AIPV installation, it can only 

be processed in the following 4 ways: (a) outside the church building complex (e.g. parking area) 
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where the appliances are practically “invisible” and the ratio will not be affected, (b) on the sloping 

roof of the church where the ratio will only be very slightly affected, (c) on the original window area 

where the ratio will stay the same, and (d) on the residential part of the building, where the higher ratio 

will not do much harm to the original atmosphere. Do to the reflecting characteristic of the PV panel 

surface, a lowering of the ratio will not be feasible. The results are presented in the Fig. 6. 

                    

                   (a)                                   (b)                                    (c)                                        (d)  

  (a)             (b) 

 (c)    (d) 

Fig.6  (a) on the roof of the church, (b) on the parking space (c) on the original window area and (d) 

on the residential part of the building 

6. DISCUSSION ON THE RESULTS AND OTHER PROBLEMS 

This work is the author’s first attempt to develop a design methodology based on analyzing the visual 

impact of the AIPV on facades beforehand. Even though the results are developed on the basis of 

quantifying the parameters and rational reasons, there is still a lot of architectural design thinking 

involved. This kind of thinking needs to be clarified in the future so as to better serve the purpose of 

processing a rational design. Other problems also involve:  

1. In this paper, only the existing theories are being looked into so far. In the upcoming future, 

crystallizing parameters that are fit for visual impacts of AIPV should be developed. 

2. The energy production (which is proportional to the area of PV) of AIPV hasn't been taken into conside-

ration yet. This is of course a crucial point that separates PV from any other architectural components.  

3. For architecture observer, the height and viewpoint is decisive in the design process. Visual impacts 

strongly depends on the AIPV’s visibility to the observer, whereas different from the wind farms, 

the distance is by far not as pivotal as the observation angle. Thus theories about how to define the 

most suitable viewpoints should be investigated. 
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ABSTRACT  

The last Italian rules regarding the authorization of the renewable energy technologies were 

proposed in 2010 in order to make easier and easier the diffusion of this kind of technologies. 

Nevertheless the good goals of the guidelines risk to get in conflict with the need to have an 

harmonious integration of them in the landscape. 

The evaluation of the visual impact was in the past considered at local level by building codes 

or by the superintendence in particular cases. The new guidelines neglect completely the 

perceptive and visual impact of new installations in urban context as well as in open field.  

A research activity based on  the development of strategies and tools to minimise negative 

impacts in the urban “sensitive” environment was carried out by the Politecnico of Milano 

and by other Italian Schools of Architecture through a Scientific research national program of 

relevant interest (PRIN) [1]. The part of the research presented in this paper starts with the 

consideration that now it is quite hard to separate the city development from the energy 

supply. For this reason the design of technologies from renewable energy can’t be done only 

on the basis of energy production but it should also be consistent with the territorial analysis 

in terms of visual impact. Designers who want to integrate the solar technologies in a building 

or in a space need some tools to evaluate visual impact before presenting the project. On the 

other hand the public administration needs suitable tools to evaluate the proposal and the 

project as well.  

First the paper presents some examples on how different Italian Regions implemented the 

national rule. In  the second part a rapid glances is given at different tools that can be 

implemented especially by the local administration. As third, according to the need to have 

very simplified tools accessible to everyone, a simple graphic evaluation tool is proposed that 

can be used by private people or by persons in charge. Trough this graphic tool it is possible 

to quickly understand whether a solar panel is visible from the street, according to the 

distance, the height of the building and the roof tilt. 

Keywords: Visual impact, building integration, graphic evaluation tool 

INTRODUCTION  

In September 2010 national guidelines were approved relating to the authorization of plants 

powered by renewable sources (Decree of September 10, 2010: Guidelines for the 

authorization of plants powered by renewable sources), provided from the Legislative Decree 

no. N. 387/2003. The application of guidelines from the Regions, seems to represent an 

incomplete and somewhat critical framework that only allows us to hypothesize a number of 

possible scenarios. The exclusion of local authorities, such as the City and the Province, is 

only the first result of this regulatory approach. The simplification of procedures for 

authorization of technologies by Renewable Energy Source (RES) is its sole objective, 

expanding their spread, especially in terms of micro-interventions, on the whole national 

territory. Unfortunately, the "virtuous" goal that the guidelines are placed is likely to get into 
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conflict with the need to ensure the harmonious integration of plants in the landscape, by the 

bodies responsible for protecting the environment, both natural and urbanized. The issue is 

being addressed through the identification by the Regions of “not suitable areas”. According 

to the guidelines, "the identification of not suitable areas has to be based solely on objective 

technical criteria related to environment protection aspects, landscape, cultural and artistic 

heritage aspects, linked to the intrinsic characteristics of the territory and the site”. 

According to what is defined by law, it is interesting to note that there are regions that have 

adopted the recommendations of the guidelines in full, identifying not suited areas to the areas 

listed in the guidelines as an example, while others decided not to follow the national law and 

continue to operate in its autonomy, considering the local rules (mandatory or voluntary 

building regulations) more careful and protective to the landscape. 

Another important question remains open and unsolved, and it relates to the instrumental help 

necessary for the evaluation of this type of impact. The problem can be approached from two 

points of view: from one hand, the designer who intend to carry out the project needs to have 

tools, to verify and possibly modify it, in order to make it more acceptable. From the other 

hand is the public administration that needs to be equipped with tools to monitor and control 

the proposed projects. The solutions can be different and vary depending on the degree of 

difficulty and complexity of the environment in which the plant should be inserted. The 

protection of visual cones or settlement of historical interest visible also from high territory 

parts should not prevent the installation of technologies from RES or rather, new installations 

of solar technologies should not "disturb" the perception of a sensitive landscape, which can 

be, for example, all the buildings included in the historical center of a medieval village. 

Amendments to the regulatory scenario at local scale: some examples and doubts 

The example of the Autonomous Province of Bolzano 

It is important to note the appeal on jurisdictional dispute between agencies, promoted by the 

Autonomous Province of Trento against the Ministerial Decree of September 10, 2010 for the 

approval of the national guidelines. The decree, according to the Province, would be contrary 

to the legal rules of implementation of the provincial Statute that governs the relationship 

between legislative state and regional and provincial laws. The decree n. 37, of 25 October 

2010, provides for the installation of photovoltaic panels in particular, in art. 2, p. 3, that (a) 

"installation is forbidden on all the buildings subject to the protection of cultural goods”, that 

(b) “on residential buildings in the area A the claim shall be subject to the approval of 

provincial Cultural Heritage Division," and that (c) “in residential areas it is allowed only if 

the installation is parallel to the roof or the facades, with a maximum height of 1.20 m
 
(1,20 

m is the maximum height that can be reached by the tilted panel in a flat roof). The derogation 

is only possible if it is proved the non-road visibility". It shall also specify requirements to be 

met by plants in areas not particularly sensitive. In any case, the project should always be 

verified by the office of the Cultural Heritage of the Province. This is a fundamental 

difference compared to the other Regions which implement the guidelines that are not in fact 

required to specify the mode of application in contexts considered appropriate. If we read the 

art. 19/ter of the building code of Bolzano, on energy saving and renewable energy sources in 

step 3 is even more specific: "In the case of pitched roofs, solar panels must be positioned 

adjacent to the flap mode (retrofit), or rather incorporated it (structural modes). In the case 

of flat roofing panels will be installed with optimum tilt, however, so not visible from the 

street”. In this case the building code of the city still remains a valuable tool control while in 

the case of implementation of the national guidelines the building code, apparently only in 

this respect, it loses any value. 
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The example of the Campania Region 

The Campania Region has adopted the national guidelines so far in incomplete way since they 

were not mentioned areas not suited by the Region. In the absence of indications, they 

continue to seek the opinion (non-binding) of the Superintendent, and assumes instead as 

binding the decision of the Conference of the Services, which evaluates each case. The 

historic center of Naples is patrimony of UNESCO and object of number of programs of 

urban redevelopment. The Grand Plan for the Historic Centre of Naples UNESCO World 

Heritage aims to achieve development and significantly improve the environment and quality 

of life of the inhabitants. The Real Albergo dei Poveri building is included in this program. It 

has recently undergone a major redevelopment promoted by the municipality that approved 

the master plan in 2005, which also includes a renovation in  energy terms. In particular, the 

design team, B5 engeneering, winner of the competition, proposed to replace the cover in 

reinforced concrete with semitransparent photovoltaic modules (Fig.1). 

 

   

Figure 1: Bird's eye perspective of the restoration  

Figure 2: Drawings of the visual impact from the ground of the photovoltaic roof. 

The environmental impact of this integration was carefully considered (Fig. 2). As 

consequence of the  evaluation a reduction in the production of energy was proposed- due to 

an adaptation of the envelope  (tilt and orientation). Compared to the optimum production it 

has decreased the productivity by 16.9% to a specific producibility of energy equal to 1269 

kWh / kWp year. Despite the Campania Region has already partly implemented the national 

guidelines, the planning process that today would lead to a realization of this type would not 

be very different, if not for the fact that the opinion of the superintendent would not be 

binding. It is believed, in fact, that the Conference of Services takes proper account of an 

opinion of that authority. 

METHODS: SOME EUROPEAN EXAMPLE OF INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS TO 

EVALUATE THE VISUAL IMPACT IN THE LIVED LANDSCAPE 

Guidelines for installation in historic buildings: the search for SUPSI in Switzerland 

The competence centre BiPV - SUPSI, placed in Cannobio, has developed a method for 

assessing the impact of solar technologies for buildings historical and cultural interest. The 

work, titled "Development of technical guidelines and architecture for the integration of solar 

systems in historic buildings" [2], was commissioned by the City of Bellinzona and develops 

from a series of criteria already taken into account in some cantons Switzerland. Existing 

policies are mainly based on the geometry and placement of solar panels on the roofs. 

Research has identified other criteria, focusing in particular on the visual impact.  

One of the first requirements to enhance the architectural quality of new and existing 

buildings that include the installation of solar systems is to define, and then try to reduce, the 

formal limitations that negatively characterize the installation, so you can identify the most 

appropriate solutions. It is the objective requirements which do not exclude the analysis of 
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each specific case and which is especially crucial in buildings or areas of historical interest as 

the proposal of intervention must be evaluated from different points of view. The table below 

summarizes the possible relationship between different building types and six requirements 

(compulsory) and five criteria (not required). 

Finally, a check list can be used to make a quick assessment of the compatibility of the 

building with the solar system with a check list that takes into consideration various aspects. 

The aspects are divided into three categories: general aspects related to the location and the 

building and other referring to the specific technology, ownership or right to use (in 

particular, cover and walls).  

Green: criteria / recommendations you can easily meet. 
Yellow: criteria / recommendations can be met if plant installations are taken into account from the 
earliest stages of the project. 
Red: criteria / recommendations can be followed, but you should consider very carefully the various 
aspects. 

 

Figure 3: Table of verification of criteria and recommendations with  different morphologies. 

Visual impact from large parts of the territory: the research of the University of Pisa 

Although the majority of prescriptions focus more attention on the visibility from the street, 

there is also a question of protecting visual cones and protection from the highest points of 

land, or top view of the monuments. In these cases, it’s necessary to have more sophisticated 

tools and methodologies that match needs and availability of areas with the protection of the 

landscape. In this regard it is useful to quote an interesting study based on an approach of 

integration between energy and territorial issues proposed by the University of Pisa [3]. 

Through the three-dimensional reconstruction of the urban context, identifies the portions of 

land most suitable for installation of solar panels, i.e. those that maximize the efficiency of the 

panel ensuring optimal exposure and inclination, but at the same time minimize the visual 

impact for the privileged observers (in the case of Pisa, tourists). The supply of solar energy is 

then crossed with the demand for tourism and residential, identifying those roofs where 

supply can match demand (Fig.6).  

The specific results from the conducted analyzes revealed that the majority of facilities are 

able to meet their needs with solar thermal technology without cause significant visual 

impacts to the urban context in which they are found, whether in the historical center or in the 

peripheral areas. In addition, the use of GIS software allowed to combine statistical data 
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(registry office), energy (hot water demand in the residential and tourism) and territorial 

(physical form of the city) in an innovative way. 

 

   

Figure 4: View from GoogleEarth of the buildings with the tool LiDAR Analyst, ArcGIS. 

Figure 5: Requirement for hot water receptive. 

Figure 6: Buildings in receptive use (in green) results suitable for the installation of solar 

panels, that is not visible and sunny. 

RESULTS: THE ASSESSMENT OF THE VISUAL IMPACT FROM THE STREET 

It’s possible to have a designer responsible for checking the visibility from the street, or to 

have a body that needs to verify that the proposed project meets certain requirements related 

to the visual impact. It would be necessary to have available evaluation tools, very simplified 

tools in order to make some preliminary verification about the visibility impact, at least from 

the street. The proposed one is a graphical tools that allow the verification from different 

points of the road. As can be seen from the figure, the point that represents the panel on a roof 

slope of 15 ° is not visible at a distance less than 25 meters if the building is 7 meters high and 

at a distance of 30 meters if the building is high 10 meters. 

 

 

Figure 7: Graph for the visibility assessment of a solar panel from the road 
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Because the panel is visible on a roof slope of 30 ° we must find a minimum distance of 10 

meters if the building is 7 meters high, 15 meters if the building is 10 meters high, at a 

distance of 20 meters if the building is 13 meters high and at a distance of 30 meters if the 

building is 18 meters high, ie 6 floors. If the coverage is 45 ° inclined panel is much more 

visible. As you can see from the chart, the stitch is evident from a distance of 8 meters, even 

on a high-rise 7 meters. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The paper focused on two important aspects: 

1- The issue about the question of solar systems installation in buildings is by now more and 

more pressing. Unfortunately it can be  in conflict with an harmonic integration in the 

natural and built environment, in particular where more difficult could be the integration 

between the two aspects related to the energy sustainable management and the heritage 

protection. It’s the case of existing buildings, maybe under the Superintendence protection 

(for instance the Real Albergo dei Poveri in Naples). 

2- The reported examples about the evaluation tools represent two different approaches. From 

one hand, simplified guidelines (competence centre BiPV-SUPSI) connect among them 

some criteria-requirements with the building morphology. But not always they help to 

verify the visibility, especially for those building or part of the city where the visibility 

should be reduced as much as possible. On the other hand,  sophisticated tools suitable to 

verify the visibility from wherever exist (method proposed by the University of Pisa) but 

the necessary data to implement it are not always available or they are quite hard to use 

and require specialised people. 

For this reason a graphical tool very rapid in use is proposed, dedicated to the public 

administration as well as the private citizen who asks the authorization for the installation of 

the plant. This tool represent a quick check combining some elements related the building and 

the position of the observer. Very often to obtain the authorization it is in effect enough to 

know if the plant is visible or not. In case of other requirements, like the integration of the 

plant in the building it is possible to go beyond using other complementary  methods and tools 

(like the one proposed by the competence centre BiPV-SUPSI) that the local or national 

control body should have. 
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ABSTRACT 

Among the main challenges of our century, the climate change and the need of 

diversification of the energy sources are of most importance. Renewable energies 

undoubtedly have an important role to play, photovoltaic (PV) electricity being especially 

well suited to face these energy challenges. However, the current integration of PV panels 

often comes without architectural consideration. In this context, the Archinsolar project [1] 

aims to develop a new generation of photovoltaic elements based on silicon thin films 

technologies (amorphous and micromorph), ultra-reliable and manufacturable at a very 

low cost, allowing a unique architectural integration, respectful of the built environment 

and overall landscape. Here we will present our new developments on innovative PV 

elements including colored PV panels and a solar tile using a composite back-structure. 

GENERAL CONTEXT 

The renewed debate on nuclear energy following the recent events in Japan, the numerous 

political decisions made in favor of the development of renewable energies as well as the 

attitude of the public, which is always more concerned about environmental issues, lead to 

the development of new and more adequate technologies adapted to our current energy needs.  

Photovoltaic energy is particularly well positioned as it is proven that a large part of the 

electricity needs of our modern society could be covered by photovoltaics, providing 

intelligent energy management if applied. In the long-term, solar energy should even be 

used to provide a significant part of the world’s energy consumption. As an example, the 

well oriented roofs of Switzerland (130 km
2
) could cover around 1/3

rd
 of the 58 annual 

TWh with standard crystalline modules. 

It is then reasonable to argue that, today, there is no “versatile” solution available on the 

market which is inexpensive, aesthetically acceptable and easy to install.  Nowadays 

photovoltaic energy is still limited by to heavy investments. These investments are notably 

associated to the unit prices, to the BOS costs (mounting, support, inverter) and to the 
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planning costs (linked to the experience). Indeed, the price of the modules proposed on the 

market is still one of the most important factors which retain potential purchasers. In the  

built-environment and in specific landscape, aesthetic aspects will play an increasingly 

important role, as the pressure not to install PV in areas reserved to agriculture is 

increasing.  

These crucial aspects are of utmost importance to succeed in competitively positioning 

photovoltaic energy either on the electricity market or for internal use. Only then 

photovoltaic electricity will be able to contribute significantly to the general electricity 

production.  

SIMPLICITY OF INSTALLATION AND MULTI-FUNCTIONALITY FOR LOWER 

COSTS 

Technologies based on thin-films such as amorphous or microcrystalline silicon [2-3], 

have the potential to lead to a stronger cost reduction of the solar kWh (<30€/m
2
 for the 

thin layers) and offers the unique potential to cover large surfaces at a particularly low 

cost. Furthermore, thin film Silicon technology is based on abundant and non hazardous 

materials.  

To reduce the high expenses related to the installation of photovoltaic modules, solutions 

to simplify the installation of system is required. Currently, an installation of photovoltaic 

modules on a roof remains complex and needs the intervention of several working 

corporations, from engineers to roofers. A general simplification of the systems, in 

particular an improvement of the mechanical stability and a simplification of the electrical 

connections are taken into consideration. Furthermore, the size and the weight of the 

module, using composite materials [4] is taken into account and should be adapted to 

allow only one roofer to be able to install the system. 

Integration solutions allowing the replacement of other building components by 

photovoltaic panels will reduce the overall cost of the installed system. Simple and 

modular building elements such as roof tiles and slates, or solar roof windows (semi-

transparent), and other components are certainly the most innovative aspects. These 

elements should then ensure multifunctionality  such as mechanical stiffness, water vapour 

barrier [5-6],  building element, insulation, sun protection or capturing the heat energy  in 

addition of solar power generation.  

SOLAR TILES WITH COMPOSITE BACK-STRUCTURE 

Solar tiles based on thin film silicon technology and a new thermoplastic composite 

backing structure were introduced as cost-effective solutions fully compatible with 

building integrated PV. The molded back-structure provides mechanical stability to the 

module and protects the fragile glass solar cell. It moreover ensures water tightness to the 

roof by its specific profile. A novel integrated process approach was introduced, in which 

the lamination step of the glass module to the composite backing (Fig.1. right) is 

suppressed by direct overmolding of the composite backing on the glass with or without 

adhesive layer (Fig. 1. left). The main challenges of this new molding process are i) the 

risk of breaking the glass due to thermal shock during the molding process and ii) 

durability issues in case no adhesive is used. A small series of solar tile demonstrators 

were produced and mounted together with TEGALIT tiles on a real size mock-up roof 

(Fig. 2). The cost and environmental impacts for the production of these novel BIPV 

compatible solar tiles were evaluated and found to be comparable with standard rack-

mounted glass-glass modules.  
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Fig.1. Standard lamination (left) and integrated process (right). 

 

 

Fig. 2. New solar tiles developed in the Archinsolar project framework 

ARCHITECTURAL ASPECTS AND AESTHETICS OF THE PV MODULES IN THEIR 

ENVIRONMENT 

From an esthetic point of view, the color variation, going from the typical brown of 

amorphous silicon to the typically black for micromorph, constitutes one of the great 

starting advantages of these kinds of modules.  

The desire for optimum equipment performance is sometimes in conflict with site and 

building conditions. While effective in establishing proper orientation of solar panels, 

these installations give a discontinuity in the building and its architecture.  

Providing architects with a pallet of various products, with amongst other aspects, different 

color levels, is essential. In the long term, we can imagine that every roof could be 

completely covered with suitable tainted photovoltaic modules and cost effective. Due to the 

inherent homogeneous aspect of the thin films based modules, as well as the possible 

modification of these colors by the introduction of colored filters [7-8] or polymers, it is 

possible to consider a whole pallet of modules aesthetically interesting which will be better 

integrated in their environment.  

COLORED PV ELEMENTS 

A new generation of orange coated glasses with improved angular color stability have 

been industrially produced on large glass panes by Swissinso S.A. and laminated to real -

size (1.10 x 1.30 m2) PV a-Si modules ( Fig.3).  
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Fig. 4: Orange glass panes laminated on real-size PV modules (1.10 x 1.30 m
2
) on which 

strong angular dependency of the color is observed. 

 

In parallel, new terra-cotta like modules have been developed, using a specific 

encapsulation scheme without additional coating. These new framed terra-cotta like PV 

modules have been installed on a demonstration roof at IMT (Fig.4) and show a perfect 

integration by their color and the water tightness ensured by the special design of their 

frame. This allow, in addition, a very easy mounting without any special preparation of the 

roof underneath. The max-Power voltage of these modules if of 107 V with an efficiency 

of 6%. 

    

Fig. 4: Demonstration roofs with the new orange colored PV modules 
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CONCLUSION 

Only a very small fraction of the installed PV capacity has been actually integrated in the 

built environment. Landscape protection, competition with agricultural lands or public 

opinion are putting pressure on PV developers to increase the use of the build  environment 

as a space to produce PV electricity. At the same time, higher module and/or BOS 

(Balance Of System) costs when installing on buildings and poor aesthetics of several 

existing PV integration are additional elements working against PV on buildings. There is 

therefore a necessity to come up with new PV modules addressing the two major barriers 

against a wider spread of PV in the build environment: cost and aesthetics.  

Innovative coloured solar tiles were developed and shown on full size demonstrator in this 

project. The results presented here clearly show the potential for developing innovative PV 

systems allowing improved architectural integration by developing coloured PV modules, 

either using interferential coloured filters on thin film amorphous silicon modules or by 

working on different cell and encapsulation designs. These multifunctional BIPV solutions, 

especially when based on thin film technologies are extremely promising and cost effective if 

compared to conventional building elements.  
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ABSTRACT 

Renovating the existing building stock is well recognized in the construction industry as a 

very important issue. While the number of new buildings annually provides maximum 1% to 

the building stock [1], the other 99% represent buildings which are already built [2]. Studies 

show that the environmental impact to extend the life of a building is definitely smaller than 

that of demolition and new construction [3]. Recent figures suggest that the residential sector 

can provide significant reductions in energy consumption [4].  

As many vital decisions are taken in the early stages of the refurbishment process, planners 

need tools that will help them create better and more sustainable rehabilitation projects based 

on the integration of renewable energy [5].  

This study describes a methodology to support decision making and enable the development 

of an integration strategy for different cases and specifications. It is intended that the planners 

know the energy impact of the project according to the adopted solutions. To do this, the 

possible solutions are organized in the form of a matrix (TCS: building Typology, building 

Component, Solution). This matrix is basically a compendium of the integration of 

renewable energy techniques to apply in rehabilitation projects, sorted by building typology 

and its major components, so that it gives an overview of the integrated strategy of the 

rehabilitation process.  

It is essential to know how they affect the modifications to the improvement of the energy 

efficiency, which is why it is possible to obtain an estimation of the savings value in 

economic terms. From all the data collected a theoretical TCS matrix is built that will serve 

as a baseline to compare with the actual data.  

Keywords: Building stock; Building energy retrofit; energy integration strategies; 

renovation; renewable energy, methodology, tools, matrix. 

INTRODUCTION  

According to the Directive 2010/31/EU, new buildings will have to be nearly zero energy 

buildings by 31st December 2020. However, the directive gives no specific targets regarding 

refurbished buildings, which present a large proportion of the building stock and the first 

cause of CO2 emissions in the building sector. 

Gaterell and McEvoy [4] suggest that the domestic sector could potentially make a significant 

contribution to reducing energy consumption. Residential buildings account for the 2/3 of 

final energy consumption in the building sector and 70% of buildings’ floor area, so it seems 

important to focus on the improvement of energy efficiency in the existing residential 

building stock. 

It is necessary to develop a methodology to tackle the energy renovation analysis in 

residential building that assures success since the design phase. There is an individual and 
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often fragmental approach to energy renovation projects even when the solutions are applied 

in an individual residential building.  

This paper discusses an approach to the designing of refurbishment projects, as a way to 

improve the energy efficiency of the residential stock. It presents answers to specific technical 

problems and determines how improvements in the environmental performance can be 

reached.  

The discussion starts introducing the TCS matrix, which is the centrepiece of the approach, to 

later present how the TCS is used through our proposal of methodology. Both the 

methodology and the TCS will be developed in a technical tool, which is currently an on-

going prototype. 

1. A METHODOLOGY FOR SUSTAINABLE HOUSING REFURBISHMENT 

Housing refurbishment is taking a central place in the efforts for integral refurbishment and 

revitalization of larger areas, especially in larger housing states (Ruano, 2002). The concept of 

sustainable refurbishment should cover and integrate economic, social and environmental 

needs as much as possible. Reddy, Socur and Ariaratnam (1993) offer a frame-based decision 

support model for building refurbishment, while Rosenfiels and Shohet (1999) and Lavy and 

Shohet (2007) talk about a decision support model for semi-automated selection of renovation 

alternatives. Alanne (2004) proposes a multi-criteria model to help designers choose the most 

feasible refurbishment actions in the conceptual phase of the project. 

The methodology proposed in the study can be considered as a toolbox in the form of a matrix 

that intends to accelerate the construction process. T. Konstantinou and U. Knaack (2011) 

defined a toolbox with the same goal for a specific project where they identified components 

and solutions. It can be considered as a huge step in the process of standardising the 

construction process.  

Nevertheless there are three elements that we miss from their toolbox, and that we consider 

critical to ensure the success and reusability of the model. Firstly, their model is focused on a 

type of building, and is to be redefined in each work. This constraint triggers the need to 

extend the toolbox with the inclusion of building typologies, as components and solutions are 

roughly the same in a building typology. Secondly, and based on the Deming cycle
1
, the 

toolbox lacks of a continuous improvement process that will allow the system to learn from 

its deviations. Finally, it will offer the possibility of being parameterised to calculate the 

efficiency based on different constraints such as the budget of the work. 

1.1. Decision making process 

When refurbishment reasons are clarified, further activities to achieve the main tasks are 

discussed. It must be decided if complete refurbishment of a building is needed or just a 

partial one. 

Once the refurbishment scope is defined, the next and very important phase is decision 

making. Decision making means selection of the best alternative from numerous ones. In this 

phase the information about already implemented refurbishment projects, best practice 

examples, projects strengths and weaknesses is needed. 

                                                 
1
 Deming defined the PDCA (plan-do-check-act) model as an iterative four-step management method used in 

business for the control and continuous improvement of processes and products. Further information can be 

found in http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PDCA 
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In practice, the measures have to fit the individual project in terms of the building´s existing 

condition, location, project specifications, budget and ambition of client and architect´s 

decisions. 

1.2. Matrix TCS 

The matrix Typology-Component-Solution (TCS), shown below, is the artefact that we will 

put in place to ensure the reusability of the solution across different tasks. The different 

solutions applicable are structured in a matrix with: 

 the different Typologies of buildings to which 

the methodology is applicable in the rows; 

 the different building Components in a house in 

the columns; 

 each cell contains the possible solutions suitable 

for the component in each building type. 

Solutions in the cell are described with three 

main elements: (i) description of the solution; 

(ii) the list of parameters needed to calculate the energy consumptions; and (iii) the 

formula to use to calculate the energy consumption.  

The picture in the left shows an example of a 

cell in the TCS matrix in the current version 

of the tool, which contains different solutions 

applicable to roofs in buildings in the scope 

of the study. The final number of solutions 

will be increased along with the study,   

The TCS matrix is the main element around which the model revolves. The accuracy of the 

model depends on the level of identification of the different solutions and how precise the 

formulas included are. 

During the project a TCS Matrix will be designed including the different building typologies 

subject of the study. Nevertheless, it is important to note that the TCS matrix needs to be 

enriched along with new building typologies to make it more extensible. This process will be 

supported by the tool which will automate registering all the information required for further 

used. 

1.3. Methodology phases  

Our methodological approach aims to implement a continuous improvement process to 

validate the results offered during the pre-assessment phase of the work with the final 

measures obtained once the solutions are applied. The continuous improvement process 

ensures long-term use of the system as the results will remain accurate as long as the 

methodology is used.  

Four phases are defined in the methodology, in line with the Deming PDCA model: 

1. TCS Matrix Elaboration: This phase 

intends to complete the TCS Matrix with the 

information required for the work. 

Depending on the type of building, it might 

require more or less effort. When the type of 

building has already been entered, only a 
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validation that the TCS matrix contains all the components and the possible solutions is 

required. Whenthe building is of a new type, this type needs to be created and matched  

with the different components in the database. Once this is done, the team will confirm 

that all the components and solutions are in the matrix, providing the missing information. 

2. TCS Matrix Estimation: Once the TCS matrix is set, it is used to make an estimation of 

the best work. This phase corresponds to the real pre-assessment that the team will use to 

define the target efficiency that can be achieved. It is also important to note that 

constraints could be applied during this process, such as the maximum budget for the 

work; the components where solutions can be applied among all the components of this 

building type; etc. 

3. Execution, metrics & feedback gathering: Once the work is done, it is important to 

perform measurements and to gather feedback from the work. Measures will collect 

information about the consumptions of energy of each component and of the whole 

building as well. The procedure and the feasibility to gather metrics depends on each 

component involved in the work. 

4. Feedback Analysis and parameters update: The system will log estimations to later be 

able to check the quality of the pre-assessment provided. The feedback collected in Phase 

III will be analysed and compared with the pre-assessment. As a result, the TCS matrix 

may be updated with, for example solutions that have been discovered later during the 

work but that are not listed in the TCS, formulas that are incorrect or which require some 

adjustment depending on certain conditions, etc. 

After each cycle, the effectiveness of the TCS Matrix is tested. Thus, next usages of the 

Methodology will reap the benefits from the historical information.  

1.4.  Estimation methods 

During the first phase of the study, we will define two possible refurbishment estimation 

methods.  

The first one, depicted on the right, 

it is the Optimal Refurbishment. It 

aims to identify the best 

refurbishment possible considering 

the components that will be updated 

during the work. The result will be 

a list of the solutions that will be 

applied to obtain optimal energy 

refurbishment.  

The second, named Best 

Refurbisment in Price intends to 

define a list of solutions to apply to 

obtain optimal refurbishment 

within the budget of the work, so 

that the solutions will be adapted to 

the context of the work. 
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2. CASE STUDY 

The TCS matrix tool is developed and applied in the context of 

the upcoming refurbishment of residential buildings in the 

Extension East of Brussels. The revitalization of old cities 

would imply the increment of dwelling availability in areas 

where greater social diversity is needed and higher population 

density can be beneficial. The older the construction, the more 

delicate and necessary the upgrading process is and the more 

specialised the knowledge is required. 

It is a predominantly residential area, where Maison d´habitation, Maison d´architecte and 

Hôtel Particulier represent the main types of dwellings (Figure 2).  

 

The majority of the houses are in good standing with almost invariably the same plane-type 

three rooms in a row, along with attic reserved for domesticity. The facade has usually two or 

three unequal spans, decorated with a balcony or loggia. In contrast, this program can be 

found amplified in mansions for the upper class. Moreover, their plots allow the development 

of additional parts such as lobbies or an office. The facades are richly ornamented and with 

cubicles, with bow-windows or even turrets. 

Although the research focuses on passive measures exclusively, being its main challenge to 

improve historic buildings through redesign, it has been found necessary to approach active 

systems as well, due to the big energy problem identified. 

The project team is currently focused on completing the TCS matrix for the Case Study. This 

process is planned to be finish by the end of this year. Further advances will be presented 

during the congress. 

 
CONCLUSION 

Sustainable refurbishment is a significant problem in current building stock, taking much 

scientific attention as well as European Commission initiatives. Sustainable refurbishment is 

widely discussed in the literature and various models and decision making tools that are 

proposed. This paper integrates sustainable development principles in the decision 

making process and influencing factors into one unique conceptual sustainable refurbishment 

model.  

The model involves environment factors analysis and integrates participating in refurbishment 

stakeholder’s decisions and needs. Accordingly to sustainable refurbishment principles, 

refurbishment not only decreases energy consumption but also improves whole condition of 

the building. Much attention is paid to the decision making process. In order to design and 

implement buildings refurbishment based on sustainable development principles it is 

necessary to follow these principles from idea to implementation. There is still a need of 

specialised knowledge to assist the design of holistic refurbishment strategies in the early 

stages when decisions have a bigger impact. 
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This paper presents a holistic approach to the energy refurbishment focusing on pre-

assessment and feedback as the key elements at the disposal of the technical teams to 

develop sustainable refurbishment projects and to continuously improve future works. This 

approach relies on the maturity of the process as the enabler to increase future efficiency. The 

methodology is accompanied by a tool that will support the implementation of the method.  

This approach recognises the diversity of each project as well as the designer decision 

freedom. In a future stage, the tool will provide solutions for technical issues to be solved 

in the implementation phase. Its aim is to be a support instrument throughout the design 

process which will provide knowledge on the effectiveness of the measures, without 

compromise the project intentions.  

At this stage the tool is an on-going prototype whereas the project team is focused on 

completing the TCS matrix for the Case Study. This process is planned to be finished by the 

end of this year. Further advances over this paper will be presented during the congress. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the future, buildings must be operated free of CO2-emissions. To achieve this goal the chair 

of building systems at ETHZ has developed a system named Sol
2
ergie. In a Sol

2
ergie building 

large surfaces of PV/T-collectors (PV/T) are needed to regenerate the deep ground heat 

exchanger. The system covers up to 90% of all the thermal demand for heating and domestic 

hot water by locally stored heat and considerably decreases the maximum power requirement. 

Architecturally, the PV/T is the most sensible element of the system. For energetic and 

economic reasons it makes sense to integrate the PV/T into the building skin, but replacing 

the modular application with functional integration implies a complete new interpretation of 

historical and contemporary roof constructions. For that reason, this study is part of a research 

project based on an interdisciplinary cooperation between ETHZ and the institute for 

constructive design at the ZHAW. 

The aim of the presented study is to investigate how this new technology may change the roof 

on a typological and urban level. Seven scenarios in four different existing urban situations 

show future transformation strategies. In the conservative scenarios the roofs do not offer 

enough PV/T-surfaces, whereas in the more progressive and innovative ones the new roof 

typologies may cover the whole annual energy demand. Therefore we argue that the design of 

roofs is going to be one of the key aspects on the way towards a more sustainable built 

environment. In addition this study is also a contribution to the discussion about the vertical 

densification of central urban districts. 

Keywords: PV/T, Sol
2
ergie, LowEx, Sustainable Architecture, Building integration 

INTRODUCTION 

Buildings are artefacts, artificial sub-systems embedded in a larger system, the natural 

environment. They result from intelligent processes of analysing and adapting natural laws 

and cultural patterns. While natural laws can’t be manipulated, cultural patterns are in 

constant change. Today, the building systems we have created cause too much stress to our 

own natural environment. Buildings’ impact on climate change, mainly due to an extensive 

and inefficient use of fossil fuels (and other natural resources), presents a major challenge for 

the construction industry and on a larger scale, society as a whole. 

There are many ideas about how this process can be transformed to lead to a more sustainable 

built environment. New technologies have been developed that significantly decrease a 

building’s ecological footprint, but many of these solutions lack acceptance, for manifold 

reasons. So instead of trying to “reinvent the wheel”, we need to develop these existing ideas 

in such a way that they better fit their respective contexts. In the last decades solar 
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installations have made a huge progress, both in technology and market penetration. However 

this clearly illustrates the intricacy between the development of new technologies and their 

application, especially in domains like the construction sector. Despite some recent advances, 

a large fraction of products in the field of domestic solar systems has little or nothing to do 

with their designated ambit, mostly being the roof. 

The roof is the uppermost ceiling and thus the vertical completion of a building. It’s part of 

the building envelope but its exposed situation embodies the constitutional element of a 

house; to keep the space underneath protected from the natural environment. Due to this 

dominant primary function almost all historical roof typologies are variations of a pitched 

roof. Their structure, form and materiality may be diverse, but they all evoke the feeling of 

security. Since the period of the Renaissance the idea of a horizontal building completion has 

fascinated architects and their mentors[1], yet the big breakthrough came with the advances in 

the field of sealing technology and structural engineering in the 19
th

 and 20
th

 century. Despite 

the fact that until today a flat roof is widely presumed as a modernist statement, its symbolism 

has never achieved the power of historical roof constructions. Maybe this is because a flat 

roof has somehow lost the correlation between its primary function and its form[2]. 

The objective of this study is a similar conflict between a technological development and the 

architectural inheritance in its wide spectre. Sol
2
ergie is a building system that is based on the 

ZeroEmission-LowEx approach and can be applied in new or existing buildings, providing 

them with emission-free heating and cooling.
1
 It only requires electrical energy from the 

outside. The use of deep ground as a seasonal heat storage for the thermal share of the 

primary source, the solar irradiation, allows large reductions in electricity required to operate 

a heat pump in winter. The boundary conditions for the passive components of a building with 

a Sol
2
ergie system are set by the low temperature lift between the heat source and sink to 

reach a high COP of the heat pump a reduced maximum load. With regard to the overall 

reduction of CO2-emissions, this approach constitutes an interesting strategy, especially in the 

case of refurbishments. 

PV/T are an essential part of the system. In principle they consist of water-cooled PV-

modules, which can be thermally insulated on the backside. Their characteristics correspond 

to those of unglazed thermal collectors. The cooling effect of the heat absorber increases the 

electrical output whilst the insulation enhances the thermal gains[3]. In total, PV/T embedded 

in a low-temperature heat pump system with seasonal heat storage have exergetically wise the 

highest surface efficiency in transforming the solar irradiation[4]. The surface efficiency of 

PV/T is a significant advantage compared to other systems, however the current high cost of 

installation and system integration as well as the bulky modularity of contemporary products 

represents a major hurdle. The integration analogous to the developments in the BIPV would 

lead to economic synergies and alleviate the need for maximum surface efficiency in favour 

of higher design liberty[5, 6]. For this reason the chair of building systems at ETHZ is 

developing a new hybrid roof construction with integrated PV/T. A first prototype is 

completed and currently being tested. A large-scale application is scheduled for autumn 2013. 

Eventually Sol
2
ergie isn’t just a technical system that replaces the old ones. Moreover it is an 

approach that tries to find a balance between the culturally inherited patterns and the 

exigencies of our contemporary society as well as of the natural environment. 

  

                                                 
1
 For further information: www.solergie.org. 
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For this study three main research questions were formulated: 

- How could the roofs of the considered buildings be transformed so that they contribute a 

significant part of the thermal need following the Sol
2
ergie concept? 

- How can the numerous synergetic effects of constructively integrated PV/T affect and 

maybe revive the almost abandoned typology of the pitched roof? 

- How could this approach influence the contemporary discussion about the vertical 

densification of central urban districts? 

METHOD 

In most studies technical aspects and numerical analysis dominate the evaluation of solar 

installations as a contribution to a more sustainable future energy system. Furthermore they 

consider existing structures as to be conserved. The result is a countrywide rag rug of little 

solar fields that is driven by the idea of efficiency of the single surface and has little to do 

with the phenomenology of existing roofscapes. 

For this reason we have developed a method, which combines numerical modelling with 

spatial analysis using detailed 3d visualisations. This combination allows an assessment on 

different scales, as well as the appraisal of objective and more subjective parameters. 

In this study, a total of 122 buildings in four existing areas are investigated and 7 different 

scenarios are developed. All of them are situated in urban centres (Zurich and St. Gallen) 

where the pressure for transformation is high but which are also admitted to be maintained or 

strengthen in their physical substance and overall architectural character. Most of the 

buildings date from the late 19
th

 and early 20
th

 century implicating all the well-known 

difficulties when it comes to questions of energy saving refurbishments. The typological 

inventory ranges from perimeter block development to single, multi-storey houses and covers 

a wide range of roof typologies. 

In a first phase the 3d model is set up and every building is characterised by quantitative 

indicators with an emphasis on the roofs. Illustrations of these indicators allow an additional 

and more objective comparison between the areas and serve as a basis to develop the different 

transformation scenarios. 

Energy model 

The geometric data is used to establish the buildings energy balance and the dimensioning of 

the Sol
2
ergie building system. Passive measures are defined so that the temperature in the heat 

distribution system can be set to a maximum of 35-40°C. The second target for the passive 

transformation is the symmetry of radiation to guarantee the users’ thermal comfort. 

Subsequently the resulting u-value of the vertical façade must be lower than 0.65 W/m
2
K in 

the weighted average. This is achievable with economical and aesthetically acceptable. 

Invisible parts like basement ceilings are highly insulated (u < 0.20 W/m
2
K). Together with 

an adapted domestic hot water system, these transformations lead to an average energy 

demand of 60 kWh/m
2
a and a max. load of 36 W/m

2
a according to SIA 380/1 (2009). The 

other important system temperature depends on the source for heat pump. To achieve a 

constantly high source temperature, Sol
2
ergie uses the deep ground under or nearby the 

building as a seasonal heat storage, which must be regenerated in summer. In this study the 

only sources for this process are local PV/T. Consequently their summer yield must match the 

whole annual thermal energy demand minus the electrical input to the heat pump. Assuming a 

performance factor of the heat pump g=0.5, the thermal yield that must be generated by the 

PV/T can be defined. The thermal output of the PV/T for the specific locations and 
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orientations is simulated with TRNSYS (Table 1). The absolute value for the best orientation 

(Azimuth 20°;180°S) are 451 kWh/m
2
 in summer for Zurich and 436 kWh/m

2 
for St. Gallen. 

This reduction ratio is applied to determine the thermal yield of every specific roof surface. 

 

Table 1: Relative PV/T surface efficiency (thermal yield in summer). The system configuration 

allows more flexible placement compared to installations, which focus on the yearly gains. 

Transformation scenarios 

The seven scenarios are described in table 2. They vary in terms of their conceptual approach 

and their depth of penetration into the existing structures. For each scenario the contribution 

of the PV/T is calculated as a ratio between the thermal yield and the demand of the specific 

building. To discuss the spatial and typological transformation, every scenario is illustrated in 

two street views, one view from the roof level and one bird’s eye view (Figure 1-3). 

 
Scenario 1 S1_SG_P 

S1_SG_S 

S1_ZH_K 
S1_ZH_S 

 

All existing surfaces larger than 5m2 and a surface efficiency above 60% are 

replaced by integrated PV/T-collectors. It shows the theoretical potential of the 

present roof surfaces. 

Scenario 2 S2_SG_P 

S2_SG_S 

S2_ZH_K 
S2_ZH_S 

 

PV/T-collectors are applied as standard modules (PV/T-collector 3S-PV, size: 

1.65*1m) according to the current building legislation and recommendations 

for the integration of PV and solar thermal installations in Zurich. 

Scenario 3 S3_SG_P 

S3_ZH_K 

 

 

A secondary building element is applied in the form of a shed dormer that 

offers a good surface orientation for PV/T and additional useable volume 

underneath. The shape of the primary roof construction is not manipulated 
whereas the secondary structure is a modification of an existing typology. 

Scenario 4 S4_SG_S 

S4_ZH_S 

 

The kerb roof serves as a typological reference to establish a horizontal zoning. 

The 1st level mediates between the corpus and the roof. The 2nd level 

accommodates well-oriented, integrated PV/T-surfaces and the 3rd level is used 
as a terrace as soon as the energy benchmark is accomplished. Additional 

living space. 

Scenario 5 S5_SG_S 

 

 

An integrated PV/T surface is applied on every building. The size, orientation 

and inclination are chosen to achieve the benchmark with a minimal PV/T area. 
The emphasis is placed on efficiency and autonomy with no regard on existing 

typologies. Additional living space. 

Scenario 6 S6_SG_S 

 

 

A layer of integrated PV/T replaces the existing roof scape. This scenario is 

deduced from the idea of a superior, communal infrastructure. The maximal 

total yield is attained with an E-W orientation and a 15° inclination (minimal 
shadows). The building corpus is heightened to maintain the initial volume. 

Scenario 7 S7_SG_S 

 

Similar to S6 a “solar layer” replaces the existing structures. But the 

homogeneous pattern is altered by the size and orientation of the buildings to 
merge the existing urban layout. 

Table 2: Schematic illustration and description of transformation scenarios. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To compare the scenarios the thermal contribution potential of the PV/T-collectors are shown 

in table 3. Since the energy and the power demand per m
2 

heated are normalised, the 

remaining variables are the ratio between the heated floor area and the PV/T area as well as 

the quality of the latter (surface efficiency). This becomes obvious in scenario S3. The 

buildings in Paradiesstrasse, St.Gallen (S3_SG_P) are mainly 3-4 stories high and have well 

oriented and simple primary roof structures while they are 5-6 stories high and have a lot of 

very steep roof surfaces in the case of Kanzleistrasse, Zurich (S3_ZH_K). The district ratio 

raises the possibility of trade-off systems between several buildings (e.g. perhaps some 

buildings should be preserved whereas others offer good installation opportunities). 

 

Table 3: Thermal contribution potential of PV/T-collectors for the different scenarios. 

   

Figure 1-3: 3d-visualisations from different viewpoints (ex. S2_SG_S) 

   

Figure 4-6: 3d-visualisations of three different scenarios (ex. S3_SG_S; S4_SG_S; S7_SG_S) 

In general one can see that a consequent accomplishment of contemporary installation 

paradigms does not lead to satisfying results in terms of energy as well as roof design (S1.3). 
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On the other hand, all the scenarios that are emphasising the maximum energy yield while 

neglecting the physical heritage lead to abrupt ruptures. S3 and S4 may be successful 

strategies, because they are developed from existing typologies in an “amalgamating” process. 

CONCLUSION 

As a conclusion of this study we argue that: 

1. Even though technology will become more surface-efficient, the problem lies in the lack of 

well-suited surfaces. If the entire thermal energy demand is locally generated by PV/T, the 

roof needs to be reinterpreted. The additional function must be carefully brought in line with 

traditions, but by doing so the functional densification increases the (positive) ambiguity and 

(lost) integrity of the building element. Instead of creating a rig rug, the roof as whole must be 

seen as an energy-generator. Pursuing the synergetic effects of the building integration will 

lower costs and facilitate architecturally coherent and energetically sufficient constructions. 

2. The indirect correlation between energy consuming area and energy generating area may 

launch a new planning instrument. Given a certain energy standard, a building should be able 

to generate the heat on-site and therefore offer enough well suited surfaces as long as there is 

no other heat source available. 

3. Despite the fact that the a large portion of new roof constructions are flat roofs, the 

aesthetic legacy of the modernist movement and the subsequent developments in the 

construction industry, the archetype is still a pitched roof. The technical benefits of slanted 

solar installations may introduce a renaissance of pitched roof constructions.  

4. These new hybrid roofscapes have manifold economical leverage effects to be studied. 

They increase the buildings’ value by creating additional and attractive living space and 

supply their host buildings with CO2-emission free energy without burdening the existing 

communal infrastructure. 
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ABSTRACT 

The concept of a Solar Shell emerged from a paradox. Indeed it is common sense that to 
reduce energy losses through external surfaces, the building must be as compact as possible 
and at the same time these same surfaces need to expand in the interest of collecting solar 
energy. The idea is to separate the two functions of the building facade into two different 
envelopes: isolating and collecting. In refurbishment projects the first step consists in 
insulating the existing envelope in order to reduce energy losses. The next step proposed in 
this approach would allow a building to cross the gap between zero energy and plus energy. It 
consists in installing around the insulated envelope a second skin, the Solar Shell. The 
geometry of this skin is free from internal functional constraints. The present study is aiming 
at the optimization of its geometry and the distribution of energy collectors (such as solar 
cells) on its surface. Thus the present work fits into a climate-driven design strategy. 
The following environmental conditions were taken into account: sun’s path in the sky 
according to the geographic location of the considered building, daily and seasonal variation 
of the solar energy perceived on the ground level, surrounding and distant obstacles masking 
the sun. The surface of the envelope to be optimized is divided into triangular facets. Each 
facet is described by the position of its edge points and the type of filler it contains (either 
energy collector of a certain nature or glass/opaque pane). Then genetic algorithms are used to 
optimize the envelope. Each given envelope represents an individual. The initial population is 
random. That is for each individual the position of the edge points of the facets forming the 
envelope and the type of filling panels are chosen randomly. Then the individuals’ fitness is 
evaluated with the aim of maximizing the energy produced by the panels. Next, a new 
generation is formed using the best fitted individuals. 

The tool was then applied to optimize the geometry of a building’s envelope and the spatial 
distribution of solar panels on it. The building was partially shaded with neighbouring 
constructions of various heights and widths. This results in different optimal solutions. 
Robustness of such a design approach was then assessed by comparing the performances of a 
given optimized solution placed in a modified shading context.  This highlights the issue of 
solar rights in the evolving urban context. 

Keywords: solar energy, genetic algorithms, geometry optimization, solar cell, shading mask 

INTRODUCTION  

Today’s energy and environmental context demands urgent solutions to reduce buildings 
energy demand. This will be reached by reducing energy losses through the building’s 
envelope and at the same time by using its surface to collect solar energy. The concept 
presented in this work is illustrated in the figure 1. The building’ envelope is separated into 
two envelopes. The internal envelope’s role is to thermally isolate the building. Its geometry 
can therefore be as compact as possible. The external envelope’s role, on the other hand, is to 
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collect solar energy. This solar energy can then be converted to either electrical power or heat 
depending on the solar collectors installed (thermal collectors or solar cells). The geometry of 
this Solar Shell is relatively free from internal constraints. Solar collectors spatial distribution 
and the geometry of the Solar Shell can therefore be optimized in order to maximize solar 
energy production. The problem of optimizing buildings envelope geometry was already 
addressed in several theoretical works (such as [1,2,3]) but in the present work, close 
obstacles partially shading the optimized building were also treated and different geometric 
description of the envelope was also adapted (see PhD thesis [4] for more details). 

 
Figure 1: Solar Shell concept. External envelope’s role is to produce heat and power. 

SOLAR OPTIMIZATION METHODOLOGY 

Objective function 
Solar radiation reaching the atmosphere is partially transmitted forming the beam component. 
Another fraction of the solar radiation is diffused by the atmosphere. When reaching the 
ground it is reflected towards buildings. Thus the solar radiation reaches solar collectors 
installed on a building envelope in three different forms: beam, diffuse and reflected radiation. 
In the present work solar collectors were chosen to be characterized by the various 
components yield. Equation (1) gives the energy produced by the solar collector i. µi,j is the 
yield of the collector i from the component j (b – beam, d – diffuse, r – reflected). Opaque 
panels that do not produce energy have zero yields. 

€ 

Ep, i = µi, bEb, i + µi, dEd, i + µi, rEr, i      (1) 

The energy produced by the envelope of the building is therefore equal to the sum of the 
energy produced by its solar collectors. This is expressed in the equation (2.b). In the present 
work, the aim of the optimization process is to maximize the total energy production divided 
by a weighted surface of the envelope. The weighting coefficients α enable to represent the 
cost associated with solar collectors and opaque panels. Equations (2.a) and (2.c) give 
respectively the expressions of the objective function and the weighted surface of the 
envelope. 

€ 

max
Ep,tot

S
⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟   (a)  

€ 

Ep, tot = Ep, i
i
∑   (b)  

€ 

S = α iSi
i
∑   (c) (2) 

Envelope description 

The figure 2 illustrates the envelope description used in this work. The envelope is described 
as a faceted surface (fig 2.a). Each facet is either a solar collector of a given type 
(characterized by its yield) or an opaque panel. Facets are triangular in shape and each vertex 
of the triangles becomes a control point of the geometry (fig. 2.b). During the optimization 
process, the control points can take several positions defined between an internal constraint 
(corresponding to the internal volume of the building) and an external constraint (such as the 
constructible volume of the site) (fig. 2.c). 
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  (a)      (b)      (c) 
Figure 2: Envelope description. a – triangular facets and their types; b – control points of the 
geometry; c – internal and external constraints restraining control points positions 

Genetic algorithms 

Optimizing the envelope means optimizing the position of each control point (parameter Xi) 
and the type of filling panel of each facet (parameter Tj). The objective function in this 
problem is non linear, the combinations of Xi and Tj parameters are numerous. In these 
conditions genetic algorithms can be used to solve the optimization problem. A given 
envelope (its geometry and collectors spatial distribution) is considered as an individual. Xi 
and Tj represent the “genetic code” of this individual. A group of different individuals form a 
population. Figure 3 represents the three scales of genetic representation of the optimization 
problem. 

 
Figure 3: genetic representation of the optimization problem 

Main steps of the optimization using genetic algorithms are: the first population is generated 
defining random individuals; these individuals are assessed: their objective function is 
evaluated; best individuals are chosen to form “parents” for the next generation; cross-over 
and mutations are performed to form the next generation population. In the present work, 
genetic algorithm BIANCA was used [5,6,7]. A specific research tool called “SolarOptiForm” 
was developed able to correctly evaluate the objective function, that is evaluate beam, diffuse 
and reflected components of solar radiation received on collectors, depending on time and 
location of the building studied, and taking into account the potentially complex shape of the 
envelope leading to self-shading. This tool then uses BIANCA to optimize the envelope. 

OPTIMIZATIONS WITH DIFFERENT SHADING PATTERNS 

Optimization conditions 
The optimization was performed for solar radiation conditions of Paris, France. The 
optimization is performed over a year represented by 4 characteristic days. For each date 4 
calculations of the radiations are performed. Internal and external geometric constraints are 
two parallelepipeds of respective dimensions 50*50*30 and 110*110*60 
(Length*Width*Height). The envelope is optimized in the case of two different shading 
configurations. In the first configuration a small obstacle is placed close to the South-West 
corner of the building. In the second configuration, a large and tall obstacle is placed facing 
the South façade of the building. The envelope is described with 45 control points 
(approximately 85 triangular facets – potential collectors). In each generation, a population of 
6000 individuals is treated. The optimization stopped after 1200 generations, which enabled, 
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in both cases to reach a stabilization of the objective function over generations. Three possible 
types of fillers are defined as follows: opaque panel with zero yields; diffuse-sensitive 
collectors with a 100% yield for diffuse and reflected radiations and zero yield for beam 
radiation; direct-sensitive collectors with a 100% yield for beam radiation and zero yield for 
diffuse and reflected radiation. Opaque panels have a weight coefficient of 0,3 and solar 
collectors have a weight coefficient of 1. 

Results and comparison for different shading patterns 

Figures 4 and 5 represent the best individual, envelope, of the last generation respectively for 
a small and the large and tall obstacles. The geometry of the envelope optimized in the 
presence of a small obstacle is rather flat. On the North façade, most of the collectors are 
diffuse-sensitive, whereas on the South façade, the collectors are direct sensitive. The 
geometry obtained with no obstacles at all is slightly modified by the presence of this small 
obstacle. 

The strategy of energy collection used in the presence of a large and tall obstacle is to avoid 
the shade of the obstacle by elevating the whole geometry. On the South façade, where direct-
sensitive collectors were located in the case of the small obstacle, they are replaced with 
diffuse-sensitive collectors as this part of the envelope is most of the year in the shade of the 
obstacle placed in front of the building. 

 
Figure 4: Best individual of the last generation in the optimization with a small obstacle. Top 
view in the centre, East, South, West and North façades respectively on the right, bottom, left 
and top. 
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Figure 5: Best individual of the last generation in the optimization with a large and tall 
obstacle. Top view in the centre, East, South, West and North façades respectively on the 
right, bottom, left and top. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 6: Perspective view of the optimized envelopes in the presence of a small (a) and a 
large and tall (b) obstacles. 

The figure 6 gives a perspective view of the two optimized envelopes and represents the 
obstacle partially shading them. The South orientation is indicated with “S”. Comparison of 
the two optimized envelopes shows that although the geometries and collector types 
distributions are rather different, the proportions of energy production from beam, diffuse and 
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reflected radiations are similar. In the case with a larger obstacle, the proportion of reflected 
radiation is greater (6.5% vs 2.9% of total energy produced). An efficiency of the envelope 
could be defined by the ratio between the total energy produced and the total energy received 
on its surface. In the two optimization cases presented here, both optimized envelopes have 
the same efficiency of 55%. However, the envelope optimized in the presence of the large and 
tall obstacle sees its objective function (total energy produced divided by the weighted 
surface) reduced by 16%. 

SOLAR RIGHT 

The optimization cases presented above show that in constrained urban contexts leading to 
more shading on the envelope, it is still possible to achieve the same efficiency but at higher 
production costs. In this part the robustness of the optimized solution will be explored. 
The envelope optimized with the small obstacle is placed in the presence of the large and tall 
obstacle and its impact on the envelope’s efficiency and objective function is investigated. 
This case is representative of a situation when new buildings are constructed in the vicinity of 
a building equipped with finely-tuned solar installation. 
In this case it was observed that the total energy production is reduced by 9%. Beam radiation 
source is the most affected, with a reduction of 14%. The proportion of energy production 
from the reflected source is increased by 3%, whereas diffuse radiation source is almost 
unchanged (-1%). 
These observations clearly highlight the problem of solar right in urban environment [8]. 
Today optimization techniques are beginning to be applied in the buildings design. Structural, 
thermal, lighting and energy generation aspects are increasingly treated with these techniques. 
This works underlines the importance of robustness studies in these applications. 
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ABSTRACT 

The rapid growth of installed renewable energy systems in Germany causes higher amplitudes 

and frequencies of the fluctuations in the electric grid. This goes along with increasing 

electricity tariffs and a decrease of feed-in tariffs. One strategy to compensate for that is to 

increase own energy consumption of electricity from photovoltaic (PV) modules, which are 

installed in single family houses. This could be extended by using electricity from PV for 

heating which represents a large portion of the energy demand for residential buildings.  

One goal of this paper was to investigate how the own energy consumption from PV panels 

could be increased by using a simple and low cost heating system that can be directly coupled 

with PV panels. A simulation scenario has been set up using TRNSYS 17 for a single family 

house. The low energy consumption of the building (15 kWh/m
2
 year) is covered by an 

electrical resistance heater installed inside a storage tank and connected to PV panels and the 

grid. Different control strategies and storage volumes have been investigated to maximize 

own energy consumption. For a given PV-systems maximum power of 3.33 kWp, load 

shifting leads to an increase of own energy consumption from 44% to 80% (electrical 

household and heating system considered). A full cost calculation shows that the use of an 

electrical resistance heater connected to PV panels along with a load shifting strategy can be 

cheaper than a gas heating system and can have approximately comparable total costs to a gas 

heating system complemented with a PV system. However the primary energy consumption 

and CO2 emissions of the electrical resistance heater heating system is significantly higher 

compared to the gas heating system complemented with a PV system, but lower compared to 

a standalone gas heating system.  

Keywords: Heating, Electrical Load Shifting, Photovoltaic Panels, Electrical Resistance 

Heater 

INTRODUCTION  

The government support of electricity generated from renewable sources in Germany 

(Renewable Energy Electricity, REE) led to an increase in REE from 17 TWh in 1990 to 

123 TWh [1]. 

The amount of REE supplied to the grid is amongst other things depending on the short-term 

climatic conditions, e.g. on the solar irradiation, wind and more. The feed-in of the power 

produced can lead to higher frequency and amplitude of the fluctuations in the electric grid in 

time periods with high availability of energy from renewable sources. In order to reduce such 

phenomena, the energy generated from PV modules can be conserved locally, e.g. by thermal 

energy storage. The goal of this approach is to use a high fracture of the generated energy by 

PV for own usage. 
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The increase of own energy consumption (or: “electricity consumption”) from PV panels can 

further have an economic advantage due to the ongoing rise of electricity tariffs, which have 

increased from 19.0 €cent/kWh in 2007 to 25.7 €cent/kWh in 2012 [2]. This tariff is expected 

to increase more in the future, while the feed-in tariffs have decreased from 49.3 €cent/kWh 

in 2007 to 17.0 €cent/kWh in Jan 2013 [3].  

One possible method for load shifting is to store the electricity generated from PV panels in 

the form of heat in thermal storage tanks and discharge the storage at times when less or no 

solar radiation is available. For the transformation from electricity to heat either heat pumps 

or electrical resistance heaters (ERHs) can be used. The main disadvantage of ERHs are the 

lower efficiency compared to heat pumps. However, ERHs are very cheap at almost no 

maintenance cost, require less space and can provide higher temperatures (>65 °C), which can 

lead to lower storage tanks volumes for load shifting. This are the causes, why in this paper is 

evaluated, if an ERH system coupled with a PV system can be a viable option for new 

buildings of passive house standard. In order to do that, a simulation study in TRNSYS 17, a 

full cost calculation and a primary energy consumption and CO2 emission calculation have 

been performed. 

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF THE SIMULATIONS SCENARIO 

A single family house with an area of 186 m², built according the German passive house 

standard, has been modelled at the location of Würzburg, Germany. The modelled building 

leads to a space heating demand of 2790 kWh (15 kWh/(m
2
 year)). The electrical demand has 

been modelled as a typical single family demand profile [4] of 4000 kWh. As domestic hot 

water (DHW) profile a simplified profile developed in IEA Task 44 has been used. The 

consumption is 140 l/day at 45 °C [5] and yields to a demand of 2033 kWh/year. The building 

is equipped with a PV panels area of 23.5 m
2
 with a maximum peak power of 3.33 kWp. The 

maximum efficiency of the modules and inverter are chosen to 14 % and 92 % respectively, 

while the PV panels direction is assumed to south and the inclination to 40°. This comes to 

3886 kWh/year generated by the PV-system. A stratification storage tank is installed inside 

the building. An ERH with a maximum power of 10 kW is installed inside the thermal 

storage. The ERH can be supplied by the PV panels directly, or from the grid. 

SIMULATION SCENARIO AND CONTROL STRATEGY 

The heating system of the building consists of the floor heating, the ERH installed in a multi-

mode cylinder and the PV installation. The flow temperature to the floor heating is calculated 

by a heating curve (i.e. Th_d = f (Tamb) and between 25-35 °C). Based on this system the ERH 

will start to operate to ensure the supply for the heating and DHW demand, if:  

                                        dhms TT __    or  KTT dhwsetups 3__                                          (1) 

Where:  

Ts_m, Ts_up:  water temperatures at levels of 0.58 and 0.66 relative height of the storage tank. 

Th_d: set temperature of the supply water to the building Th_d=f (Tamb)   

Tset_dhw: set temperature in the top part of the tank, which is used for DHW heating.   

Without load shifting the ERH will work until the following conditions are met: 

                                  3__  dhms TT   and  dhwsetups TT __                                        (2) 

The load shifting is achieved by operating or using the ERH as often as possible when more 

PV-Power is available then required by the household. Therefore the ERH will run when: 
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                          0PowerPV   and   max_ TT ms     and   max_ TT ups                        (3) 

Tmax is the maximum temperature in the storage for the load shifting and has been varied in 

the simulation study. The current generated by the PV panels is first supplied to the household 

demand, then to the ERH and at last to the grid. 

FULL COST CALCULATION 

A full cost calculation was performed and the results compared to the cost of a gas heating 

system and a gas heating system complemented with a PV system. The cost calculation 

includes: 

1- Investment cost (cost of boiler/ERH, heat distribution, thermal storage, gas connection, 

chimney, heating system installation, PV system, VAT, etc). 

2- Operation cost 

a- Maintenance (e.g. chimney sweep and tank cleaning per year). 

b- Energy cost of the heat source (gas / electricity). 

The cumulative costs after 20 years are then 

                              1

1

1

1

11








 
n

L

n

M

n
L

n

oIT pCrCCC                   (4) 

Where: CT= total cost after 20 years, CI= investment cost, Co= operation cost, ro: energy price 

increase rate per year (assumed to be constant), CM= maintenance cost per year,                    

p= maintenance price increase rate per year, L= lifetime.  

PRIMARY ENERGY DEMAND AND CO2 EMISSIONS   

In order to assess the energy performance of buildings with different heating systems, the 

primary energy and CO2 emissions have been calculated for the ERH + PV system, gas + PV 

and gas heating system. The calculation is based on the standards EnEV 2009 and 

prEN 15203 [7, 8]. Table (1) shows the used primary energy and CO2 factors. 

 

Energy carrier primary energy factor CO2 production       

[kg/kWh] 

Natural gas 1.1 0.277 

Electrical energy 2.6 0.617 

Table (1): Primary energy and CO2 emission factors. 

 

RESULTS 

Own electricity energy consumption from the PV array 

The energy from the PV panels is at first supplied to the electricity demand of the household 

and then to the heating system and at last to the grid. The own energy consumption for the 

household demand and the heating system without special control for load shifting is 44%. 

Figure (1) includes the own energy consumption from the PV system (black columns) with 

applied control for load shifting. One can see that it is greatly influenced by the value of Tmax. 

The x-axis in Figure (1) represents the maximum temperature while the load shifting at the 

sensor Ts_m inside the storage. The two numbers ((80, 60), (80, 55),…) in the x-axis indicate 

the use of a different control strategy for Tmax adopting two values during the year depending 

on the season. The first number is the maximum temperature allowed in heating season and 
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the second number is the maximum temperature allowed during summer season. When 

electricity is available from the PV panels, the temperature set point of the thermal storage is 

increased during the heating season. During the summer season, the set point is lowered to 

decrease the amount of heat losses from the storage. To further compare the different control 

parameterizations figure (1) also includes as gray columns a static cost balance. The energy 

cost balance represents the difference between the price of purchased electricity from grid and 

the price of electricity from PV array sold to the grid. According to this cost esteem, the best 

control strategy of the investigated cases was found to be Tmax = (70, 60). Based on the 

approach that the system should have a high own consumption rate, but should be economic 

competitive, the parameterization with Tmax = (70, 60) is used further on in the following 

investigations. 
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Figure 1: The black columns are total energy consumption from PV panels and the gray 

columns are energy costs balance with different values of Tmax.  

Thermal Storage volume  

The achievable own energy consumption from PV depends on the storage size. To find out 

the best storage tank volume in regard of own consumption and energy cost balance, four 

different storage tank volumes have been tested. The maximum own consumption from PV 

panels was observed to be 94% at a storage tank volume of 3 m
3
 (see figure 2). The best case 

from the economic standpoint was obtained with a storage tank of 0.56 m
3
 and 80% own 

energy consumption from the PV panels. This is mainly caused because of lower heat losses 

compared to the simulations with bigger storage sizes. Based on this results a storage tank 

with 0.56 m³ volume has been taken into consideration for the full cost and primary energy 

calculations. 
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Figure (2): Own energy consumption from PV panels and energy cost balance with different 

storage volumes  
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Full cost calculation 

Table (2) and figure (3) present the cumulative cost within 20 years lifetime for a gas and a 

gas heating system complemented with a PV system as well as the ERH+PV heating system. 

In the calculation the electricity demand of the household is implemented. The Gas+PV 

heating system present here the lowest cumulative cost in 20 years lifetime due to its low 

operation cost and the feed-in tariff, where idle energy can be sold to the grid. While the 

ERH+PV is cheaper than standalone gas heating system due to its low investment cost, the 

low electricity demand from grid (= high PV own consumption) and the feed-in tariff. 
 

Details Gas+PV  Gas ERH+PV 
Investment cost: heating source, distribution, installation, storage 

tank, floor heating, etc [€] 
23744 17969* 15057 

Maintenance cost per year [€] 250 180* 100 
Yearly efficiency of heating system 0.85* 0.90* 0.94 
Energy from PV panels supplied to the building [%] 41% 0 80% 
Money from sold PV current to grid (feed-in tariff) [€/year] 389 0 131 
End energy demand of the heating system [kWh/year] 6531 5844 3070 
Energy costs heat source [€cent/kWh] 9.0 7.0 25.7 
Energy price increase rate per year 5.4% 5.4% 5.4% 
Maintenance cost price increase rate per year 2% 2% 2% 
Lifetime [year]  20 20 20 
Total costs for 20 year [€] 64000 76609 66314 

Table 2: Results of full cost calculation. (*taken from [6]).  

 
Figure (3) cumulative cost within 20 years lifetime 

Primary energy and CO2 emissions 

Figures (4) represent the primary energy and CO2 emissions for the same systems as in the 

full cost calculation. It can be seen that the primary energy consumption and CO2 emissions 

for the building with ERH+PV are advantageous over the gas heating system alone, but if 

additive a PV system is installed the gas+PV system has significant lower primary energy 

consumption and CO2 emissions.  In this calculation the PV energy, which is fed into the grid, 

has not been considered for the primary energy and CO2 calculation.                                    
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Figure 4: Primary energy consumption and CO2 emissions for different heating systems. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This study shows the effect of applying electrical load shifting with an ERH to increase own 

energy consumption from PV panels. An increase was achieved from 44% to 80%. The load 

shifting strategy leads to a decreased energy cost by 8 % compared to the energy cost without 

electrical load shifting and 40 % to that without using PV panels at all. The full cost 

calculation for different heating systems shows that the ERH with PV panels and electrical 

load shifting has approximately the same costs, as a gas heating system complemented with 

PV and is cheaper than a gas heating system. The ERH+PV system has in the case at hand 

with a passive house a better cost structure than the gas heating system, due to its  low 

investment and maintenance costs in addition to financial returns from supplying the 

additional produced electricity to the grid. In the future the feed in tariff will further decrease, 

this has a bigger impact on the gas+PV system than on the ERH+PV, because of the lower 

own consumption rate of the gas+PV system. For that reason the ERH+PV system will be 

cheaper when the feed-in tariff falls below approximately 10 €cent/kWh.  However, the 

disadvantage of the ERH heating system is a higher primary energy consumption and higher 

CO2 emissions compared to gas+PV due to additional back up electricity consumption which 

has to be taken from the grid at low PV energy production rates. But compared with a 

standalone gas heating system the ERH+PV heating system is cheaper and yields to a lower 

primary energy consumption.   
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ABSTRACT 

This paper, is part of a research investigating variables affecting the performance of urban 

wind turbines, specifically roof mounted wind turbines. These variables include wind 

direction, roof shape, building height and surrounding urban configuration. Computational 

Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is the tool used for assessing wind flow around the investigated cases. 

The CFD simulations are validated by comparing the results with in-situ measurements and 

wind tunnel tests results for wind flow around a surface mounted cube in a turbulent channel 

flow. The validation study shows that the CFD simulations compare favourably with both the 

wind tunnel tests results and the in-situ measurements. Results show that for each roof shape 

there is an optimum mounting location for roof mounted wind turbines and among the 

investigated roof shapes, the barrel vaulted roof had the highest accelerating effect on wind 

flow above the roof. Also, it is evident that changing wind direction, building height and 

surrounding urban configuration had an effect on choosing the optimum mounting location and 

the energy yield. In addition to presenting the results of the simulation work, this paper focuses 

on presenting the effect of the investigated independent variables on the wind velocity and 

turbulence intensity at the wind turbine’s proposed mounting location, accordingly, on the 

energy yield of the proposed wind turbine. Recommendations of the research are also outlined 

focusing on the potentials of integrating wind turbines within buildings and what is needed for 

this kind of integration to be successful. In light of the obtained results of the research, the 

paper concludes by discussing how architects can implement the available wind assessment 

tools and their knowledge of the design process in providing an informed decision regarding 

integrating wind turbines within the built environment and in the vicinity of buildings and to 

what extent should the design of a building be affected by the decision of integrating wind 

turbines. 

Keywords: Urban Wind Turbines, CFD, Roofs, Architects, Design 

INTRODUCTION  

The state of uncertainty regarding the viability and feasibility of urban wind turbines is 

evident. The unfavorable wind conditions in urban areas due to the variation in the surface 

features are well established in research [1, 2, 3]. On the other hand, the wind accelerating 

effect of buildings and the potentials of wind turbines taking advantage of the augmented 

wind presents itself as a potential for harnessing wind energy [4, 5]. Urban wind turbines send 

visual messages for tackling climate change which might encourage people on cutting down 

on their energy consumption while generating their own electrical power. On the other hand, 

the main idea behind urban wind turbines is to generate electricity where it is consumed, thus 

cutting down on the extra costs of infrastructure, cabling and power losses [6]. Accordingly, 

positioning roof mounted wind turbines at the optimum mounting location and the optimum 

roof shape for mounting wind turbines needed to be investigated. In addition, other factors 

such as wind direction, building height and surrounding urban configuration have an effect on 

the energy yield and positioning of roof mounted wind turbines, thus needed investigation. 

This work provides a scientific framework to assess wind flow around buildings for 
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accurately positioning wind turbines to help in improving the energy yield of roof mounted 

wind turbines. Investigated cases include wind flow around flat, domed, gabled, pyramidal, 

barrel vaulted and wedged roofs (Figure 1). Investigated urban configurations include an 

urban street canyon configuration and a staggered urban configuration. 

 

Figure 1: Different investigated roof shapes. 

METHOD 

Specifying the mounting location of a wind turbine within the built environment or close to 

buildings requires an understating of the nature of urban wind flow regimes. Accordingly, the 

available tools for assessing wind flow within the built environment were reviewed to specify 

the most relevant tool for assessing urban wind which, in this case, was the Computational 

Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations. Literature on CFD and its usage for assessing urban wind 

flow was reviewed in order to specify the best practice guidelines for using CFD in assessing 

urban wind flow. Based on the reviewed literature, the Realizable k-ε turbulence model was 

used. Reviewed research recommended running validation studies to assure the consistency of 

the yielded results. Thus, a validation study was required to give confidence in the data entry 

of simulations variables in order to yield consistent results of the investigated flow problems. 

For a detailed discussion on the best practice guidelines for CFD simulations, the set of used 

simulation variables and the validation study, the reader is referred to the publication by the 

authors titled: Validating CFD simulations of wind flow around a surface mounted cube in a 

turbulent channel flow [7]. 

Despite the limitations of the used wind assessment tool, the results were consistent and 

compared favourably with the results from other published wind assessment tools such as 

wind tunnel tests and in-situ measurements. Accordingly, the simulation conditions were used 

for investigating the main flow problems in this research to identify the optimum roof shape 

for mounting wind turbines, in addition to identifying the effect of wind direction, buildings 

height and surrounding urban configuration on the energy yield and positioning for roof 

mounted wind turbines. 

RESULTS 

Validating CFD simulation results 

The extracted best practice guidelines for CFD simulations were used as the start point for the 

validation study. The validation study investigated wind flow around a cube in a turbulent 

channel flow and compared the obtained CFD results with in-situ measurements, wind tunnel 

tests results and validated CFD simulations results. Figures 2a and b show the vertical and 

horizontal stream wise velocity path lines for the obtained CFD simulation results showing 

the main flow features and their positions which was compared with wind tunnel tests, in-situ 

measurement’s and validated CFD simulation results. In addition, Figure 2c shows the 

obtained pressure coefficients along the centreline of the cube compared to other results using 

the previously mentioned tools.  It can be argued that the obtained CFD simulation results in 

this work compared favourably with the reviewed results. In addition, the obtained results in 
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this work can be considered the closets results among the reviewed CFD simulation results to 

published wind tunnel tests and in-situ measurements. 

   

Figure 2 Left (a), middle (b) vertical and horizontal stream wise velocity path lines. Right (c) 

Pressure coefficients along the centreline of the cube. 

Investigated independent variables 

In order to assess the effect of wind direction, roof shape, building height and surrounding 

urban configuration on the energy yield and positioning of roof mounted wind turbines, two 

dependent variables should be investigated; these are the wind velocity and the turbulence 

intensity as they are the main variables affecting the performance of wind turbines since the 

nergy yield of the wind turbine is directly proportional to cube the wind speed. 

Wind direction variable 

It was hypothesized that studying the variation in wind directions may or may not change the 

optimum mounting location of a roof mounted wind turbine. It was noticed that for all roof 

shapes except the domed roof, specifying the optimum roof mounting location for a wind 

turbine depends on the wind direction since the optimum location on top of each roof shape 

changed with the change in wind direction. Accordingly, identifying the effect of different 

wind directions on the optimum roof mounting location of a wind turbine is achieved. 

 Flat Domed Gabled Pyramidal Barrel 

vaulted 

Wedged 

Max. stream 

wise velocity  

1.12 1.14 1.09 1.08 1.16 1.14 

Wind direction  45
0
 45

0
 45

0
 45

0
 0

0
 135

0
 

Increase in 

energy yield  

40.5% 48.2% 29.5% 26% 56.1% 48.2% 

Table 1 Maximum recorded acceleration above the investigated roofs under different wind 

directions 

For the domed roof, the location of maximum acceleration under different wind direction was 

always the same (midpoint of the roof) and since the energy yield of a wind turbine directly 

proportional to cube the velocity [8], the increase in energy yield for an integrated wind 

turbine at that location would yield 40.5% to 48.2% more power based on the wind direction. 

The consistency in the location can be attributed to the symmetrical properties of the domed 

roof. 
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As seen in Table 1 all roof shapes under different wind directions had an accelerating effect 

on wind above the roof. Maximum acceleration above flat, domed, gabled, pyramidal, barrel 

vaulted and wedged roofs reached 1.12U, 1.14U, 1.09U, 1.08U1.16U and 1.14U respectively 

(where U is the wind velocity under the same flow conditions, at the same location in an 

empty domain), at wind directions 45
0
, 45

0
, 45

0
, 45

0
, 0

0
 and 135

0
 respectively. All roof shapes 

under different wind directions increased the turbulence intensity on top of the investigated 

roof shapes. 

Roof shape variable 

For each roof shape there is an optimum mounting location for wind turbines. Thus, if wind 

flow above each roof shape is assessed, the optimum mounting location can be identified and 

the performance of the integrated wind turbine can be improved. Through comparing the 

results of the CFD simulations of wind flow around the investigated roof shapes, it was 

noticed that the location of maximum wind speed on top of each roof shape differed from one 

roof to another. For the flat roof the increase in energy yield at different locations above the 

roof ranged between 31.3% (between the roof windward edged and the middle of the roof) - 

40.5% (midpoint between the windward roof edge and he center of the roof), for the domed 

roof: 40.5% (roof midpoint) - 48.2% (roof midpoint), for the gabled roof: 15.8% (the leeward 

corner of the roof) - 29.5% (midpoint along the leeward inclined edge), for the pyramidal 

roof: 15.8% (leeward hip, midway between the middle of the roof and the leeward roof edge) 

- 26% (on the roof stream wise axis between the midpoint of the roof and the leeward corner), 

for the barrel vaulted roof: 27% (midpoint between the windward roof edge and the center of 

the roof) – 56.1% (midpoint of the roof) and for the wedged roof: 9.3% (the leeward corner of 

the roof) to 48.2% (midpoint between the centerline and the windward horizontal edge). Thus, 

identifying the optimum roof mounting location for a wind turbine on top of the investigated 

roof shapes is achieved. 

It is also noticed that different roof shapes have different effects on wind flow above them. 

Among all roof shapes, the barrel vaulted roof is the optimum roof shape for roof mounting 

wind turbines since it caused the highest acceleration which reached 1.16 times the wind 

velocity at the same location under the same flow conditions in an empty domain when the 

wind was flowing parallel to the roof profile, which means that a wind turbine mounted on 

top of a vaulted roof would yield 56.1 % more power than a free standing wind turbine at the 

same location under the same flow conditions. Thus, this case was chosen for further 

investigations of other independent variables. On the other hand the lowest maximum 

acceleration occurred on top of the pyramidal roof since it reached only 1.08U which 

corresponds to an increase in the energy yield of the installed wind turbine by 26%. 

Building height variable 

Another variable affecting wind flow above buildings’ roofs is the building height. Thus, for a 

single roof shape, if the height of the building is changed, that would have an effect on the 

wind flow above it, it was noticed that changing the building height had no effect on the 

optimum mounting location of the wind turbine. However, it was noticed the increase in the 

accelerating effect above the roof with the increase in the building height. Figure 4 shows a 

comparison between the accelerating effects above the investigated three cases. For the 6m 

case the increase in power reached 56.1%, the 12m case caused acceleration in wind 

equivalent to an increase in power equal to 60.1%, as for the 24m case, the increase in power 

reached 64.3%. Accordingly, it can be argued that high rise buildings are more preferable for 

mounting wind turbines rather than low rise buildings. 
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Figure 3 Comparison between the maximum recorded velocities at location v3-3 for the 3 

heights 

Urban context variable 

Another variable affecting urban wind flow is the urban setting. Thus, it is assumed that 

different urban configurations would have different effects on wind flow above buildings’ 

roofs’, the height of the barrel vaulted roofed building was changed between 4.5m, 6m, 12m 

and 24m to identify the effect of varying the height  within different urban configurations. It 

can be argued that the closer the building to its surroundings the more the effect of the 

surroundings on the wind flow above the roof. 

In terms of the flow patterns, the staggered urban configuration had less effect on the flow 

above the investigated cases than the urban canyon configuration, this can be attributed to the 

bigger stream wise space in front of the investigated building when compared to the urban 

canyon configuration. 

In terms of the effect of the urban configuration on the accelerating effect above the 

investigated cases, two patterns were observed; the first applies to the cases where the 

building height is the same as or less than the surrounding urban configuration. And the 

second applies to the cases where the building height is larger than the surrounding urban 

configuration. In the first group, the urban canyon configuration had less accelerating effect 

than the staggered urban configuration since the acceleration above the barrel vaulted roof 

reached 1.07U which corresponds to an increase in power of 22.5% while for the staggered 

configuration it reached 1.09U which correspond to an increase in power of 29.5%.  

 

Figure 4 Comparison between the increase in the energy yield of the proposed wind turbine 
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However, for the second group, the urban canyon configuration had more accelerating effect 

than the staggered urban configuration since the acceleration above the vaulted roof reached 

1.13U and 1.15U which corresponds to an increase in power of 44% and 52% for the 12m 

case and the 24m case respectively. As for the staggered urban configuration cases, the 

acceleration reached 1.10U and 1.13U which corresponds to 33% and 44% increase in power 

for the 12m and 24m cases respectively. Figure 5 shows a comparison between all the 

investigated cases in terms of the estimated increase in power output. 

DISCUSSION 

It should be noted that the idea of integrating wind turbines in urban areas is still questionable 

due to the low mean wind speed and high levels of turbulence in addition to the difficulty of 

assessing, to a high degree of accuracy, the wind resources at the proposed mounting location. 

However, when it comes to mounting wind turbines near buildings in rural areas or on top of 

isolated buildings’ roofs in open fields, the integrated wind turbines would have more 

potential in terms of being mounted at the optimum mounting location to take advantage of 

the accelerating effect of the building which has been demonstrated in this paper. 

These areas are usually located away from the grid and energy consumption is minimal which 

makes the idea of integrating renewables more viable. For roof mounting wind turbines, the 

case will either be retrofitting an existing building with a roof mounted wind turbine or a new 

building is being built and the decision has been made to rely on wind energy as part of 

energy supply of the building. In the first case, the wind resources can be assessed to a high 

degree of accuracy due to the simplicity of the surrounding context. Thus, the optimum 

mounting location can be determined. However, the structural integrity of the building and 

any other potential problems from retrofitting the existing building with the wind turbine 

should always be assessed before installing the wind turbine. 
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ABSTRACT 

Today’s simulation technology in engineering and architecture are very impressive.  As a result 
technology developers have a good idea of the resulting energy consumption of a building.  They 
even have an idea of the distribution of the possible output.  At CISBAT 2011, some authors 
presented innovative technologies with detailed impact on energy consumption (energy quantity, 
type, time of consumption) but very limited value conclusion.  When asked why with such data 
quality they did not have more information about value.  They answered with a question. Do you 
know of a paper that describes the methodology to achieve such valuation? 

This paper intends to present a simple method that allows energy efficient technology to better 
assess the value of the energy savings.  This value can be compared to the cost underlying this 
improved efficiency. 

Index are easy to build and duplicate.  For example, anybody could compute most of the stock 
market indices.  While it is quite easy, it is time-consuming and it is convenient to use one 
publicly available in spite of the fact that it may not be the perfect one for the purpose it is used to.  
This paper applies typical methodology in investment valuation derived from the discounted cash 
flow (DCF).The proposed index is built using national and international agency forecast for future 
energy price.  It also uses national real estate industry income return to obtain present value of 
energy efficiency. 

Proposed index computation are given for different maturity, different years, different forecast 
sources (US Energy Information Administration and UK department of Energy and Climate 
Change) and different geographic space (UK and US).  The same methodology can be used for 
other and more specific countries given available data. 

While the method presented here is not perfect, it is better than a method that does not account for 
discount rate, energy mix and price forecast.  Application to a specific project makes the 
assumption that local price growth and expected return are similar to the one on the country level. 

New technology both distributed production and saving can use presented index to assess the 
economic value of the technology.   

While a simple approach, it appears that such index for future energy value does not exist yet.  
This paper intends to answer this need. 

Keywords – Energy efficiency, Real estate, Technology 

INTRODUCTION 

Energy prices are not the same for each energy source.  Moreover expected future energy price 
growths are not the same for each energy source.  As example, in 2013 future natural gas prices 
are expected to remain stable with expected growth around 0% in a foreseeable future due to new 
resources in US.  In the same time, electricity and oil price are expected to grow faster than 
inflation. Nuclear power plants shutdowns explain electricity behaviour. Oil price behaviour is 
explained by many variables, international instability, resources rarity and transportation issues to 
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name just a few. One franc of natural gas in 10 years does not worth the same value than one 
franc of oil.  Figure 1 shows the historical price of different energy sources in Switzerland. 

 
Figure 1: Index of Swiss Energy Prices, 1977=100, source BFS historical data. 

We can observe in figure 1 that not only the energy price trends are not the same but also the 
volatility of those prices are different.  We can show that if energy price growths are different for 
different sources, energy mix will change the value of the energy expenses in the future.  
Therefore it is important to take energy mix into account in the valuation process of energy 
efficiency investment.  Figure 2 shows the present value of 100CHF of energy saving each year for 

20 years for different energy mix if price growths are not the same. 

 

Figure 2: Present value of 20 years of energy saving for given energy mix (natural gas -

electricity) with 5% expected return. Growth rate 2% - 0%. 

The valuation process of energy efficiency process will take into account the quantity of energy 
saved for each possible source.  For example, isolation will decrease heating oil expenses in 
winter and decrease electric cooling expenses during the summer.  Valuation will need to take into 
account the value of saving from each source.  To make the process easier it would be nice to 
have an index of the present value of each source of energy saving for different project maturity 
and countries. 

Indices are broadly used around the world. Financial companies used them to measure 
performance, civil engineer use them to approximate the resistance of materials, etc. Index are 
easy to build and quite easy to duplicate. For example, anybody with basic access to data and 
basic knowledge can compute most of the stock market indices. While it is quite easy, it is time-
consuming and it is convenient to use one publicly available in spite of the fact that it may not be 
the perfect one for the purpose it is used for. Every user knows that these indices are not perfect 
but they are a fair representation of what is needed.  The index developed here is not perfect but it 
is intended to be a fair approximation of the present value of energy savings. 
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METHOD 

Any finance 101 course [1] teaches that the value of an investment is equal to the discounted 
value of the future cash flows generated by the investment.  It is reasonable to assume that it 
should be the same for an investment in energy efficiency, at least if the project is sold as a way to 
obtain higher return.  The discounted value of the future cash flows is generally called “present 
value” and mathematically given by equation 1. 
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Where: 
PV is the present value of the investment (discounted value of the cash flows) 
M is the maturity of the investment 
CFt is the value of the cash flow generated by the project at period t 
r is the return expected from the investor for this investment 

If PV is greater than the cost, the investor will invest in the project, otherwise the project is 
rejected.  Therefore in order to decide whether or not he will invest in energy efficiency the 
investor will need to compute equation 1. 

Future energy price 

Cash flows generated from energy efficiency is function of the value of the energy saved.  This 
value is obtained when we put together the energy price and the quantity of energy saved for each 
period.  Then we need to know the future price expectation of the investor.  For the need of index 
building we assume that the aggregate investor’s expectations are the same than some major 
institution that deliver periodic updates of their prediction.  It is fair to assume that energy 
efficiency investor’s expectations are relatively similar to those of these organisations.  

Public and private organisations that provide future energy price forecast usually do so in real 
term.  The investor usually works with nominal prices because his discount rate already takes into 
account inflation.  Then, we need to use deflated expected return or nominal energy price.  In 
order to compute nominal prices we will need to use inflation forecast in order to transform real 
price into nominal, unless organisation provides nominal prediction.  Since energy price can 
behave differently among countries, it is important to use indices that are built from predictions 
that represent best the behaviour of prices local to the considered investment.  

Expected return 

Real estate investments are expected to give some return.  Since energy efficiency investment will 
be made into the building we expect the energy efficiency investment to return at least as much as 
the rest of the building.  If it is not the case the investor will use his capital to invest into other 
buildings instead of investing into energy efficiency.  It is possible that the investor ask for some 
premium for energy efficiency. He will do so if the perceived risk of the investment is higher than 
the one on his regular operation.  Since energy expense represent about 30% of the operation cost 
of a building [2] it is reasonable to assume that energy price exposition is already somehow 
included in the actual expected return. Public real estate investor needs to publish their financial 
results.  From these results some companies compute indices of real estate return. The best 
approximation of the return expected on investment is the actual or historical return that the 
investor does.  

Computation 

In the case of energy efficiency investment cash flows are equivalent to the energy expenses that 
have not been done.  Then, we can express the cash flow as equation 2.  In the case of distributed 
energy production, the cash flow generated is equivalent to the energy that the investor doesn’t 
need to buy elsewhere at the price he would have paid. 
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 PQCF StStSt
*=  (2) 

Where: 
QSt is the amount of energy from source S that the project will save for each period. 
PSt is the price per unit of QStof energy from source S for period t. 

We can assume, as many energy efficiency research does, that the quantity of energy saved each 
year is equal over all the investment period.  If we replace the cash flow in discount cash flow 
model formula, we can rewrite as equation 3. 
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Where: 
QS is the quantity of energy saved each period QS = QSt for each t. 
S is the different source of energy.  For instance 1 = oil, 2 = natural gas. 
N is the total number of different energy source involved in the project. 

The investor will need to solve equation 3 in order to know if the cost of the energy efficiency 
project is lower than its present value.  We define the first index as IS. 
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Where: 
ISM is the value of one unit of energy saved for the duration of the project.  

 M is the maturity of the project. 

An index of the value of energy efficiency is needed for each energy source.  With ISM available 
the investor can rapidly multiply the quantity of energy saved by the index to find a good 
approximation of the value of the project’s energy savings. 

Price of energy grows each year (growth can be negative for some year), so we can express the 
energy price as equation 5. 

 ( )gPP StStSt +−
= 1*

1
 (5) 

Where: 
gSt is the price growth rate for period t. 

From equation 5 we can write equation 6. 

 ( ) ( )ggPP SSSS ++= 1
2102

*1*  (6) 

Let define Gt as equation 7.  Gt is the expression of the total price growth since t=0. 
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We can rewrite equation 5 as equation 8. 
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If we replace PSt in equation 3 we obtain equation 9. 
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Each Gt is obtained from prediction of the future energy prices from renowned sources.  From 
equation 9 we can define a normalized index as equation 10. 
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Normalized index can be use when the national price used for the forecast by the organisation is 
different from those actually observed in the area of the project.  If the investor believes, despite 
the fact that the energy price is different, that the long term energy price growth will be similar to 
the one expected from the forecast organisation; the normalized index will gives a good 
approximation.  This situation can often be observed in area where there is energy transportation 
constraint or local taxes. In that case, it is reasonable to assume the long term growth to be similar 
to the one observed on the national level. The user of the normalized index will multiply index by 
the quantity of periodic energy saving and by the energy price observed on the specific market. 

 

RESULTS 

Data 

In order to compute the indices we use energy price forecast from UK Department of Energy and 
Climate Change [3-6] and US Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration [7-11].  
Recent forecast include real and nominal value for energy price.  For the years where nominal 
forecast are not available we assume an expected inflation of 2% each year which correspond to 
the usual targeted inflation by central bank.  UK prices are given in pence per kilowatt-hour while 
US prices are in dollar per million British thermal unit.  Since those units are the one commonly 
used in those countries the indices keep them.  Indices cannot be compared as such between 
countries but to express the indices in the common denomination make it easier to use them. 

IPD is a company that compute some real estate index from a database of more than sixty 
thousands properties.  Among those indices there is one index called Income return and is the 
percentage of net income over the total capital employed. Since real estate is a long term investment 
we assume the 10 year income return to be a good assumption of the future expected return. 

UK and US indices 

Here is a sample of the index that can be computed from the IPD income return and official price 
forecast1. 

 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

United States, Residential ($/mBtu)      

 Electricity 382 385 388 389 431 

 Gas 147 146 146 134 141 

 Distillate Fuel Oil 197 259 272 289 361 

United Kingdom, Residential (p/KWh)      

 Electricity 189 - 201 205 243 

 Gas 47 - 63 57 83 

 Petroleum Average 146 - 190 110 219 

Table 1: Sample of UK and US energy savings value index for 20 years maturity

                                                 
1 More indices based on UK, US and International Energy Agency forecast will be available on the author 
website.  Forecast sources and country specific suggestions are welcome and will be made available if possible. 
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 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

United States, Residential      

 Electricity 12.33 11.85 11.83 11.51 12.39 

 Gas 11.52 10.98 12.60 12.09 13.28 

 Distillate Fuel Oil 10.01 10.61 14.89 13.85 13.41 

United Kingdom, Residential      

 Electricity 13.60  14.24 15.87 17.29 

 Gas 12.93  13.62 14.35 13.80 

 Petroleum Average 11.81 13.94 16.46 13.49 15.55 

Table 2: UK and US energy savings value normalised index for 20 years maturity 

CONCLUSION 

Let assume an isolation investment in UK that will save 500KWh of cooling (electricity) and 
500KWh of heating (gas).  The investor could apply the indices to find that if the investment cost 
less than 1’630 pounds it is a good investment.  One could propose to use other assumptions for 
expected return but the usefulness of the kind of indices presented here appear obvious.  It will 
add a lot to energy savings technology valuation.  Even if not perfect, uses of these indices are 
better than usual approaches that omit future energy prices and energy mix.  It can be used to 
figure out the cost target that one should reach in order to make such technology commercially 
viable. 
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1. ABSTRACT 

Integrating renewable energy technologies into built environments requires additional 

attention to the balancing of supply and demand due to their intermittent nature.  Demand 

Side Management (DSM) has become a popular measure in order to reduce load at peak times 

and has the potential to become an additional revenue stream for organisations as well as 

support the System Operator as the generation mix changes. There is an opportunity to 

improve the current use or increase the running hours of existing technologies in order to 

manage demand.  Company-owned standby generators are a rarely used resource; their 

maintenance schedule often accounts for a majority of their running hours and carry costs of 

man hours and fuel. There are existing regulated services in place to incentivise the running of 

generators in support of the network.  However, this paper shows that the incentives that are 

inherent in the end use charging structure in Great Britain (GB) can be enough to encourage 

the use of standby generators for DSM measures. As well as a range of technologies, DSM 

encompasses a range of organisations; energy supply companies, Distribution Network 

Operators (DNOs), Aggregators and Customers all stand to benefit from DSM.  It is therefore 

important to consider impact of DSM measures to each of these stakeholders.  This paper 

assesses the financial implications of organisations using existing standby generation 

equipment for DSM in order to avoid peak electricity charges.  It concludes that under the 

current GB electricity pricing structure, there are several regions where running diesel 

generators at peak times is financially beneficial to organisations.  Fuel costs, Carbon 

Reduction Commitment (CRC) charges, maintenance costs and electricity prices are 

discussed and future work areas are identified including the impact on the network.   
 

Keywords: Smart Grid, Demand Side Management, Standby Generators, Load Shedding. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

Standby generators have historically been installed on sites where loss of electricity supply 

would be detrimental to organisational operation.  This could be in a hospital where a power 

cut could result in loss of life, however in this paper a retail setting is discussed, where loss of 

profits have been the concern.  Their maintenance schedules carry costs through the man 

hours and purchasing of fuel and it should be considered whether the use of these generators 

could provide mutual benefit to both the System Operator (SO) and the company owning the 

generator.  In order to understand how these generators could be used for Demand Side 

Management (DSM) measures, it is important to evaluate the implications of their use under 

current frameworks.  There are two main frameworks: 

 Regulated Services by one generator or across a number of sites via an Aggregator 

 Non-regulated, to benefit from inherent incentives in the end use charging structure 
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In a recent study it was shown that standby generators have the potential to increase the 

overall reliability of the South African network [1].  However, the electricity network in the 

UK is reliable at present and standby generators are rarely used in emergencies, making their 

potential for use in DSM measures a benefit that companies may otherwise not see.   

 

Much of the literature available focuses on contracted services in international settings where 

the financial incentives are well established and many aggregators are available [2] This paper 

considers the financial implications of running generators outside of the regulated services 

that are offered by the SO; a) for generator maintenance tests running during the most 

expensive charging periods and b) for running the generators for additional hours.  This is 

partly due to external costs and long lead times associated with obtaining grid contracts but 

also allows for a clearer understanding of the effectiveness of regulated services in future 

work 

3. BACKGROUND 

3.1. Electricity Pricing Structure 

In Great Britain (GB) there are a number of components that contribute to the final electricity 

charge.  These components, including charges to account for the use of the Transmission 

Network and Distribution Network vary by time, season and region.  There are 14 DNO 

regions across the GB network representing a geographic region of the distribution network.  

It has been suggested that the pricing structure in 1999 offered ‘tangible payback’ [3].  Since 

the time of writing there has been a change to the electricity pricing structure – carbon 

emissions can now be attributed to a direct cost for example.   

3.1.1. Transmission Use of System (TUoS) Charges  

These charges, shown in Table 1 are calculated by the SO and vary regionally.  Part of this 

charge is the ‘Energy Consumption Tariff’ which ‘is based on the annual energy consumption 

during the period 16:00 hrs to 19:00 hrs (i.e. settlement periods 33 to 38 inclusive) over the 

relevant financial year’ [4].  The other aspect of this charge is calculated based on the demand 

of a customer at the TRIAD periods, which: 

 ‘describe the three settlement periods of highest transmission system demand within 

a Financial Year, namely the half hour settlement period of system peak demand and 

the two half hour settlement periods of next highest demand, which are separated 

from the system peak demand and from each other by at least 10 Clear Days, between 

November and February of the Financial Year inclusive’ [5].   

3.1.2. Distribution Use of System (DUoS) Charges 

The DUoS charge, shown in Table 1, covers the cost of receiving electricity from the national 

transmission system and feeding it directly into homes and businesses through the regional 

distribution networks [6].  The charges are broken down into three bands: red, amber and 

green.  Each DNO has different periods of the day and week covered by the higher (red and 

amber) charging periods and these charges depend on whether a customer is connected to the 

High Voltage or Low Voltage Distribution Network.   

3.1.3. Fixed Unit Charges and Fixed Standing Charges 

There are a number of additional ‘pass through charges including reactive capacity charges 

[6].  These fixed standing charges are not included in the analysis in this paper.  as they are 

unaffected by the time of generator operation.  Fixed unit charges are summed to 6p/kWh, 

including the base unit charge and additional ‘uplift charges’ [7] including the UK feed in 
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tariff.  Base unit prices are split into ‘day’ and ‘night’ charges, but generator maintenance 

tests are only run in the day so these differences are ignored.  

 

3.1.4. Carbon Reduction 

Commitment (CRC) 

 

The CRC Energy Efficiency 

Scheme is a mandatory UK 

scheme initiated by Government 

aimed at cutting emissions in 

large public and private sector 

organisations [8].  The method of 

calculating emissions is 

published by the Environment 

Agency and organisations are 

charged at £12/tonne carbon [9].  

Although the CRC is not a direct 

component of the electricity unit 

charge, it is considered here due 

to the correlation between a 

charge per unit consumed and to 

its mandatory nature. 
 

 

Table 1: Variable Electricity Charges by Region  [4,10] 

4. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

In order to calculate the financial implications of running standby generators, two potential 

uses of these standby generators for DSR are considered: a) shifting the current maintenance 

schedule to coincide with higher charging periods and b) running the generators for additional 

hours outside the current maintenance schedule.  The impacts of DUoS charges and TUoS 

unit consumption tariff are considered as these are the components of electricity charges that 

change with time throughout the day.   

4.1. Shifting Maintenance Schedule 

 The current maintenance schedule can be shifted in order to coincide with the higher 

charging periods.  This involves no further running hours and therefore no additional fuel.  

For this scenario it is also assumed that no extra man hour charges are incurred and no 

additional maintenance will be required due to breakdowns than is already expected.  Only 

the current ‘on load’ tests are considered as this will involve the minimum in changes to the 

current process.  This means that the base cost of electricity is not offset any further than 

already experienced.  For this scenario, no additional charges will be incurred under the CRC.  

As the maintenance tests considered are ‘on load’ there will be no savings on CRC from grid 

electricity imports.  Fuel is already purchased for the maintenance schedule so it can therefore 

be considered that any savings on electricity costs offset this existing expenditure.  The TUoS 

consumption charge is also saved as grid connected load is reduced in the TUoS unit charging 

period (16:00-19:00).  The proportion of fuel costs offset by the generators partially depends 

on this regional charge as well as the difference in cost per kWh between green and red DUoS 

 
DUoS Charge TUoS Charge 

DNO 

Number 
Low Voltage (p/kWh) 

Unit 

Tariff 

(p/kWh) 

TRIAD  

Charge 

(£/kW) 

 

Low 

(GREEN) 

Rate 

Mid 

(AMBER

) Rate 

High 

(RED)  

Rate     

10 0.109 0.216 7.744 3.63 25.95 

11 0.033 0.569 8.255 3.6 25.45 

12 0.013 0.137 1.771 4.17 31.17 

13 0.068 0.386 3.535 3.39 23.64 

14 0.155 0.908 12.403 3.94 27.36 

15 0.048 0.604 7.706 2.72 19.66 

16 0.095 0.622 8.918 3.31 22.84 

17 0.535 1.865 6.387 1.48 10.74 

18 0.156 0.787 8.582 2.26 16 

19 0.055 0.295 8.858 3.99 28.25 

20 0.061 1.078 9.729 4.35 30.61 

21 0.144 0.972 13.796 3.37 25.26 

22 0.161 0.251 20.727 4.23 31.06 

23 0.044 0.734 7.216 3.22 23.18 
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Table 2: Shifting Maintenance 

Schedule Fuel Offset 

charges.  As it can be seen from Table 2, running maintenance tests in red DUoS periods can 

offset at least 45% of the fuel costs depending on the region.  The offset exceeds 100%  in 

three DNO regions – where it is cheaper to run the maintenance 

tests in red DUoS periods than to import grid electricity – i.e the 

maintenance tests make a profit for the organisation.  

4.2. Additional Running 

The generator sets could be run for additional hours in order to 

reduce the grid connected loads for a higher proportion of the red 

DUoS charging periods.  Additional fuel, CRC and maintenance 

charges need consideration in this scenario.  An assessment of the 

financial implications of running generators at other red, amber and 

green DUoS periods show the differences in financial implications 

throughout the day. 

In this scenario, base unit cost of electricity will be offset in 

addition to the DUoS charges.  The calculations are based on the 

DUoS periods coinciding with the TUoS unit consumption 

charging period (16:00-19:00); this means that DNO charging 

regions with two red DUoS periods, the savings in the early 

afternoon peak will not be the same as shown in Figure 1.   

 

 

Under the CRC, a number of factors are applied to a range of activities that produce carbon 

emissions.  Emissions from grid imports are calculated using a factor of 0.51kg/kWh which 

equates to 0.65p/kWh [9].  Using a standard fuel consumption chart and the EA diesel 

emissions factor of 2.639kg/litre, the emissions from the standby generators are charged at 

0.85p/kWh.  The additional charge incurred by offsetting grid electricity with standby 

generators is 0.2p/kWh.  The cost of fuel has been calculated using the same consumption 

chart and internal charging documents for fuel contracts and is approximated to 16.3p/kWh. 

    

Figure 1: Cost Implications of Diesel Generators at Different Charging Periods (Low Voltage) 

DNO 

Number 
Offset of 

Maintenance 

Fuel Costs (%) 

 Low Voltage 

10 71.41 

11 77.15 

12 48.28 

13 106.92 

14 72.19 

15 48.36 

16 76.53 

17 45.51 

18 68.01 

19 81.43 

20 90.29 

21 105.81 

22 151.06 

23 65.52 
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A ‘total’ cost implication calculation has been carried out for each DNO region. The results 

are shown in Figure 1.  Where the number is below zero, it is financially beneficial for the 

organisation to run the diesel generators during RED DUoS periods that coincide with TUoS 

unit consumption charging periods. 

5. DISCUSSION 

The value of running standby generators for DSR for companies depends on the pricing 

structure in place.  It has suggested that standby generators could be up to 10p/kWh less in 

fuel costs than grid charging at peak periods [3].  Under today’s pricing structure, it can be 

seen that the price varies according to the DNO region and time of day.  This pricing structure 

provides an inherent incentive for customers to reduce their demand at these peak times but as 

the generation mix changes, the SO and DNOs will have to manage more intermittent supply.  

It is possible that the electricity pricing structure may change to accommodate this and to 

encourage DSR at times of low renewable supply as well as times of high demand.  DNO’s 

have suggested that a network wide DUoS charging structure may not deal well with localised 

peaks within their DNO region [11] and with more renewable supply, the charging structure 

may even see changes within DNO regions.      

It is difficult to equate TRIAD savings in terms of a unit cost because it is based on a kW 

demand rather than kWh consumption.  There is one, two hour maintenance test in an average 

TRIAD season between November and February.  There are three, half hour periods that are 

used to calculate TRIAD periods and these are allocated after the event has occurred.  The 

likelihood of these events coinciding is slim and it is therefore not unreasonable to discount 

them from the calculations.  However, if tests could be run during TRIAD periods there 

would be potential for greater savings.     

Maintenance costs have not been considered in the calculations presented.  Previous literature 

has claimed that additional maintenance will be ‘unlikely to outweigh the savings’ [3].  

However, a more quantified approach should be taken when assessing the potential use of 

standby generators across a large estate where maintenance costs are significant.  

Approximating maintenance costs is difficult as it is somewhat unknown whether required 

repairs can be directly attributed to the additional running hours. Preliminary calculations 

have suggested that additional maintenance costs can add up to 50% of fuel costs to running 

hours.  Further work needs to be carried out to assess the accuracy of these results. 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 

Current maintenance schedules should be optimised for maximum savings that can be seen 

when generators are run during higher electricity charging periods.  In some regions, simply 

moving the maintenance schedule can not only save the entire cost of fuel but also make 

profits.  Standby generators in some regions have the potential to save companies money if 

they are run for additional hours at periods of the day where electricity pricing is higher.  In 

regions where the DUoS and TUoS charges are high enough, savings could be up to 

14.3p/kWh in RED charging periods.  An initial assessment of the financial implications has 

allowed for an understanding of the potential savings available although further consideration 

of other issues is required.   

Initially, further work needs to be carried out on the effect on maintenance of running 

generators for additional hours as well as the interaction between voluntary generation and 

contracted services with the SO.  The impact that these generators could have on the network 

is an important next stage of research.  At a national and DNO level, investigation into the 
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potential benefits of these standby generators should be carried out.  Further work on 

TRIADS should be carried out to analyse the potential impact on load reduction in these 

periods.  Carbon emissions are a large consideration in the use of these generators.  An 

evaluation of the carbon impacts of generators based on marginal grid emissions factors 

should be carried out for particular usage patterns.  Other non-financial issues such as noise 

and air pollution should be considered, although these issues are location dependent and this 

is likely to be needed on a site by site basis.  This paper has demonstrated that there are 

savings inherently available in the end user pricing system for standby generators in DSM 

measures.  With further work on the consideration of regulated services that are available, the 

potential benefits to organisations could increase.  
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ABSTRACT 

Artificial lighting and air conditioning systems are responsible for a large amount of energy 

consumption in contemporary office buildings. This situation can be changed when buildings 

are constructed using design strategies that prioritize the use harnessing of daylight to save 

energy and are equipped with devices that generate electricity. The large available amount of 

solar radiation is a significant usability factor for solar energy in Brazil. Therefore, Building 

Integrated semi-transparent Photovoltaic (BIPV) solar systems interlinked to the electric 

network are becoming a promising alternative for the future. This research aims to evaluate 

the potential of semi-transparent PV windows for energy efficient buildings considering the 

use of daylight. The methodology entails modeling a semi-transparent PV window for 

evaluating energy and light performance through computer simulation. The modeling is 

performed using Optics 6 and WINDOW 7 programs. The daylight simulation for the 

investigation of the available annual daylight with different window systems is performed 

using Daysim/RADIANCE program and the simulation of the energetic performance using 

the program EnergyPlus. The simulations are accomplished for two cities in two different 

climatic zones of Brazil: Fortaleza/CE in the Northeast and Florianopolis/SC in the South. 

The results show that semi-transparent PV windows in combination with a control system for 

artificial lighting provided a reduction of the total energy consumption that can reach 24% 

with ASI thru and 22% with organic PV, due to the electricity reduction for cooling and 

generated energy. However, in environments where cooling is not necessary, more electricity 

is used with the BIPV than with a single glass window due to artificial lighting. In conclusion, 

the semi-transparent PV window is an appropriate choice for environments with air 

conditioning or environments with low light demands.  

Keywords: daylighting, energy efficiency, semi-transparent PV window, building simulation 

INTRODUCTION  

Daylight is an important factor for reducing energy consumption in buildings due to its wide 

availability during the day when non-residential buildings are occupied. In Brazil most office 

buildings present few strategies to improve the use of natural resources. A lot of these 

buildings were projected to prioritizing its aesthetic value with characteristics of international 

architecture that are inappropriate for the local climate.  

Nowadays a promising technology using natural resources and capable of in-situ energy 

generation has been incorporated into building envelopes substituting conventional 

construction materials. Building integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) have been used as part of the 

facade for energy efficiency and aesthetic considerations. Some studies have been conducted 

on semi-transparent PV modules as window [1-3]. One of them [2] shows that for a building 

in Tokyo energy savings of 54% are possible using semi-transparent PV modules in windows. 
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Semi-transparent PV windows have a significant potential to reduce the annual electrical 

consumption for cooling and in addition generate energy, compared to standard glazing 

systems using tinted glass or dark plastic films, which, together with clear glass, are most 

commonly used in Brazilian buildings according to some studies [4-5]. This paper aims to 

evaluate the potential of semi-transparent PV windows for energy efficient buildings, 

considering the use of daylight.  

METHOD 

Building model 

A representative model for Brazilian office buildings was chosen. The building 

characteristics, materials and internal heat loads were obtained from previous studies [5]. For 

the simulations a room with a base area of 8 m x 11 m and a height of 2.7 m was used. 

Simulations were made for models with different window to wall ratios (WWR) of the main 

facade which represent the most common window sizes in Brazilian office buildings and 

office buildings with large windows (Table 1).  

 

M1: WWR < 50% (8 m²) M2: WWR > 50% (16 m²) 

Single glass 

window 

Organic PV 

window 

ASI Thru PV 

window 

Single glass 

window 

Organic PV 

window 

ASI Thru PV 

window 

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 

  
Table 1: Simulation models.  

Three different window systems were analyzed
1
: I. Single glass window: U = 5.82 W/m² K, 

VT = 0.88 and SHGC = 0.82; II. Organic PV window: U = 1.67 W/m² K, VT = 0.23 and 

SHCG = 0.22; III. ASI Thru PV window: U = 1.67 W/m² K, VT = 0.09 and SHCG = 0.13. 

The building is occupied from 8 am to 6 pm with an average occupancy of 14.7 m²/person. 

The internal gains are 8 W/m² for lighting and 9.7 W/m² for equipment. The HVAC system is 

a window unit with a coefficient of performance (COP) of 2.8 and a set point for heating of 

18°C and of 24°C for cooling [5]. An automatic dimming system to control artificial lighting 

was used in order to ensure that artificial lighting was turned off when the available daylight 

reached 500lux [6].  

The internal surfaces (ceiling, wall and floor) were considered with 80%, 50% and 20% of 

reflectance, respectively. The models were evaluated for four different orientations: North 

(0º), East (90º), South (180º) and West (270º). The building was regarded as detached in the 

simulation and the surrounding was not considered. 

Semi-transparent PV window model 

The used semi-transparent PV window is composed of two glass layers with a thickness of 3 

mm separated by an air filled of 12 mm wide gap. The encapsulated PV cell is placed at the 

inner side of the exterior glass.  

                                                 
1
 U = Thermal Transmittance; VT = Visible Transmittance; SHCG = Solar Heat Gain Coefficient. 
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Fig. 1: Schematic of the PV window. 

 

Fig. 2: Detailed scheme for solar radiation balance. 

Two windows with different PV solar cell types were evaluated. One organic solar cell with a 

cell efficiency of 3% and transmittance of 30% [7] and a Schott ASI® thru solar cell with an 

efficiency of 5% and a transmittance of 8% [8]. The encapsulated organic PV cell was 

modeled and integrated on the outer glass sheet as a thin film by the program Optics 6 [9]. 

Optical and thermal characteristics of this module were modeled with the WINDOW 7 

program [9].  

As it is not possible to directly integrate a model for semi-transparent PV windows into 

EnergyPlus it was necessary to separate the thermodynamic energy balance of the glazing 

system as well as the energy yield calculation of the PV from the simulation of the whole 

environment to obtain the total energy consumption. Figure 2 shows the scheme used for the 

thermodynamical calculations to extract the temperatures inside the window [3]. The 

generated electricity can then be calculated by multiplying the result of (1) by the window 

area 

 
(1) 

Here α is the absorption, ρ the reflection, PV the solar cell efficiency, K the temperature 

power output coefficient (obtained from the PV manufacturer), ϑPV the solar cell temperature 

in °C, 𝑞  sol the solar radiation and 𝑞  el the generated electricity.  

Building analysis 

The energy consumption of the two building models was obtained through an integrated 

computer simulation using two programs: Daysim/RADIANCE and EnergyPlus. Daysim was 

used to evaluate the daylight behavior and to obtain the use of artificial lighting for the 

integrated simulation with EnergyPlus, which was used to obtain the overall energy 

consumption. 
The dynamic daylight results were analyzed using the Daylight Autonomy (DA)

2
 and Useful 

Daylight Illuminance (UDI)
3
 parameters. For the analysis a grid of 88 equally spaced sensors 

was used, which was located in a plane 0.75 m above the floor.  

The simulations were carried out for two Brazilian capital cities: Fortaleza/CE which is close 

to the equator (latitude of 3°78' S - tropical climate - solar irradiation of 5.67 kWh/m².dia) and 

Florianopolis/SC in the southernmost part of Brazil (latitude of 27°67' S - subtropical climate 

                                                 
2
 Daylight Autonomy (DA) is defined as the percentage of occupancy hours per year, for which a minimum 

illuminance level (e.g. 500 lux) is reached by daylight [10]. 

3
 Useful Daylight Illuminance (UDI) is defined as the annual occurrence of illuminances (E) that are within a 

predetermined range considered useful by occupants [11]. The ranges are: E < 100 lux: UDI fell-short (UDI-f); 

100 < E < 300 lux: UDI supplementary (UDI-s); 300 < E < 3000 lux: UDI autonomous (UDI-a) and 3000 < E 

lux: UDI exceeded (UDI-e). 
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- solar irradiation of 4.77 kWh/m².dia). The weather data of the cities was obtained from the 

website of the U.S. Department of Energy [http://apps1.eere.energy.gov].  

RESULTS 

Daylighting performance 

For the UDI analysis, the office room was divided into nine areas and the number of hours 

(total of 2500 hours) which attend the illuminance intervals were determined. In the Table 2 

below the resulting hours are written into each area. The different shades of gray give a visual 

impression of the attained number of hours for the studied room.  

 

M1: WWR < 50% ( 8 m²) M2: WWR > 50% (16 m²) 

Case 1 Case 4 

  
Case 2 Case 5 

  
Case 3 Case 6 

  

Table 2: UDI for the North facade in Florianopolis.  

The results show that in Florianopolis, the illuminance inside the rooms for the cases with a 

single glass window (Case 1 and Case 4) reach the range of UDI-a (300 < E < 3000 lux) many 

hours per day almost in the whole room. While for both PV windows similar values occur 

only in the region near the window (1/3 of the room). The UDI-e (3000 < E lux) represents 

the highest illuminance values, and is achieved in the region near the window for the cases 

with single glass window. For the PV window cases the UDI-e values are considerably lower 

and the region where they appear is smaller. Instead the values for the UDI-f (E < 100 lux) 

range are higher and their distribution reaches from the middle to the bottom of the room, as 

expected considering the lower VT (Table 2). 

Figure 3 and Figure 4 present the results using the DA metrics for an illuminance of 500 lux 

for the North facade. In Florianopolis, the illuminance near the window varies between 70% 

and 100% depending on the case. In contrast, for Fortaleza these values are significantly 

lower, between 20% and 90%. This is caused by the latitude of Florianopolis at which more 

daylight is available on the North facade. Using a PV window, it is possible to reach the 
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required illuminance only near the window with WWR < 50%: within a maximum depth of 

3.5 m in Florianopolis and 2.5 m in Fortaleza. For WWR > 50% the distance increases.  
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Fig. 3: DA(500lux) for the North facade in 

Florianopolis. 
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Fig. 4: DA(500lux) for the North facade in 

Fortaleza. 

Energy consumption vs. generated energy 

The figures ahead contain the final energy consumption for lighting and cooling obtained by 

the simulations. The black dots represent the percentage of the total required energy (actually 

consumed - generated) compared to the Case 1. Generally, in Florianopolis the total 

consumption values are lower than in Fortaleza, mainly due to cooling loads.  
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Fig. 5: Energy balance for Florianopolis. 
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Fig. 6: Energy balance for Fortaleza. 

Comparing the PV window with the single glass window, it is necessary to increase artificial 

lighting to reach 500 lux in the work plane for all PV window cases, since the transmittances 

of the PV windows (9% to 23%) are lower than the single glass window (88%). In addition, 

the larger the window size is, the higher is the energy consumption for lighting in the PV 

window in comparison to a single glass window. This increase reaches 81% for the organic 

PV window and 79% for the ASI Thru window in Florianopolis. In Fortaleza, these values 

can reach 112% and 122%, respectively.  
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In contrast, the energy consumption for cooling decreases in all cases, maximum of 32% with 

ASI Thru window in East facade for Florianopolis and 30% for Fortaleza. The energy 

generated by PV windows also reduces the final energy consumption in the office. However, 

in Florianopolis the South facade presents better final energy consumption with single glass 

window. This happens due to the lower levels of solar radiation which reduce cooling loads, 

energy generation and daylighting in this orientation.  

DISCUSSION 

The semi-transparent PV window is an appropriate choice for environments with air 

conditioning or environments with low light demands, for example corridors and hotel rooms; 

since the use of the PV window in conjunction with dimmer sensors that control artificial 

lighting reduces the total electricity consumption. A trade-off analysis between increased 

daylighting causing more heat gain on the one side and more electricity production requiring 

less cooling but more artificial lighting on the other side has to be made for each case.  

In conclusion, the PV window technology is not applicable for all orientations and cities (e.g. 

South facade in Florianopolis). The local climatic conditions, especially the available daylight 

and temperature have to be considered carefully. For the use of PV windows in environments 

that do not require artificial cooling, a study using different transmittances and efficiencies is 

recommended.  
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ABSTRACT  

For floating buildings the connection to a supply grid is more difficult than for onshore 

constructions. In combination with the surrounding water as heat source, heat pumps allow 

all-electric solutions for an efficient energy supply for space heating and domestic hot water 

(DHW). With on-site photovoltaics (PV) the power supply can be partly covered locally. This 

paper analyses the match or mismatch of local generation and consumption based on a 

monitored demo building. In addition to measured loads, a simulation study is used to 

investigate the load-shifting potential of the heat pump system with the goal of increasing the 

own consumption of renewable (PV) power and minimizing the connection power.  

The results of the simulation show that in very low energy homes (in this case according to 

passive house standard) the fraction of heat for space heating is too small to be used for load 

shifting – additionally the highest heating loads are typically complementary to solar 

radiation. More promising is to implement the PV output in the control strategy for heating up 

the DHW storage tank: the own usage can be increased, with the downside of a lower 

efficiency of the heat pump. Looking at the overall electric consumption, including the 

extremely user dependant load patterns in small apartments, the influence a heat pump system 

has on the overall solar fraction is rather small. 

Keywords: net-zero energy buildings, load and store management, smart buildings 

INTRODUCTION  

Floating constructions are an exotic or uncommon environment for buildings. Examples and 

Activities in this area are based not only on the desire to ever more exclusive buildings - there 

are also increasingly objectively related requirements for the use and exploitation of water 

areas for construction, such as after use of mining landscapes and abandoned city harbors, 

unused waterways and channels, to the use in flood-prone areas or districts with rising sea 

levels. In a joint research project the Fraunhofer ISE investigates energy supply systems for 

these floating buildings. A typical restriction for floating buildings is the access to grid-bound 

supply systems: water, sewerage and electricity or other energy sources. For this study, we 

assume a connection to the electric grid and a fresh water supply. The focus is to minimize 

not only the overall energy consumption of the building, but also the connection power. 

A prototype was built in 2011, located on a flooded gravel-pit (see Figure 1). The research 

building floats on steel pontoons, the construction is realized as a timber-framed building clad 

with white Eternit panels. The inside is devided up into a large conference or classroom and 

smaller individual rooms, which are used as a bathroom, kitchen and for technical equipment. 

The building is used as conference/training classroom. 
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Figure 1: Picture of the prototype demonstration-building in Kalkar, Germany (left) and 

schematics of the energy supply system (right). 

A summary of the design and technical systems: 

 thermal heat supply: heat pump (prototype, downscale-modification of existing unit; <5 

kW thermal) with lake as heat source 

 different supply systems for space heating: floor heating or low-temperature convectors 

 small solar panel for freeze protection of the pontoon housed feces container 

 passive-house design with additional PV systems to compensate the overall energy 

consumption, designed as "plus-energy" building: positive energy balance on a yearly basis 

 different PV systems: tilted, fixed, south-oriented; vertical, fixed, south-oriented; tracker, 

with and without additional lens- system 

Except for a small solar thermal collector, which is only used to prevent the fecal-container 

from freezing, the buildings is “all-electric” in terms of energy-supply. Numerous integrated 

sensors allow a detailed analysis of the performance and dynamic interaction of the technical 

components. 

BACKGROUND 

In todays "net-zero" or “plus-energy” concepts, typically grid connected energy efficient 

buildings are combined with an on-site renewable energy source (typically photovoltaics, PV) 

to compensate the remaining energy consumption by renewable generation on a yearly energy 

balance. According to [1] the schematic is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Schematic input/output balance of a building (from [1]). By defining a metric, an 

accounting system, the boundaries for the energy balance and a balance period a building (or 

district) can be evaluated. By applying efficiency measures a demand reduction is realized, 

covering the remaining energy needs with renewable sources leads to a net zero balance. 
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Without the availability of seasonal on-site energy storage, the public grid is used as reservoir 

whenever the renewable generation exceeds to local demand, at the same time the grid is used 

as source, when no renewable power is available. While these concepts show a match of 

demand and generation on a yearly basis, the energy balance on smaller time steps looks 

different. Seasonal variation of ambient conditions (temperature and solar radiation) as well as 

the course of day and night cause temporal mismatch. Figure 3 (left) shows the solar fraction 

for different periods: whereas on a yearly basis PV generated more energy than the building 

used, the solar fraction declines significantly when looking at smaller periods. At the same 

time the discrepancy between maximum consumption and generation increases. For demo 

building, it appears that the highest loads for the grid connection are caused by feed-in from 

PV, not from internal loads – see Figure 3, left. Additionally the correlation plot indicates that 

load and generation are mostly decoupled. 

     

Figure 3: Solar fraction for the demo- building, relating to different time periods and 

equivalent ratio of consumption and generation (left) correlation plot of generation and 

consumption (right). 

Another way to visualize the time-dependency of a value are “carpet-plots”: the x-axis 

represents the time of the year, the y-axis time of a day; the power is color-coded, plotted 

against date and time. Again these plots illustrate the mostly contracyclical pattern of load and 

PV generation. 

    

Figure 4: Carpet Plot for electric consumption (left) and PV generation (right) for the 

floating demo-building (time: CET, latitude: 51.7°) 

In Figure 5 electric consumption and PV generation are classified depending on their 

occurrence in 6h-periods over a day, summarized for a whole year and for the seasons 

(Winter: Jan, Feb, Nov, Dec; transition: Mar, Apr, Sep, Oct; Summer: May, Jun, Jul, Aug). 

Additionally the sum of (electric) energy is shown on the left axis. This reflects Figure 4: 

whereas the majority of PV power is available from noon to 6 PM and the summer season has 

the highest yield, the electric consumption is more equally distributed throughout a day with 

higher loads in winter (note: the building is heated, but only temporarily used). 
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Figure 5: Percental distribution and sum of electric load (left: generation, right: 

consumption) divided up into four 6h- periods; for the whole year and in 4-month periods. 

Because the demo- building is only temporarily used as conference room, the (electric) loads 

are not comparable to a residential building. To transfer the results from the monitored 

building to other uses and to investigate the influence of different usage- profiles and control 

strategies for the building equipment (mainly the heat pump), the building is modeled in the 

dynamic simulation environment Dymola/Modelica. The simulation models were validated 

with detailed measurement data as far as possible. The main differences of the real building 

and the simulation model are: 

 implementation of a DHW tap- profile 

 implementation of electric load- profiles: the household-electricity load profiles from 

different units of a multi-family home are analysed; different load profiles are selected and 

used with the simulation model 

 the buffer tank was changed from serial to parallel connection, to decouple the operation of 

the heat pump from space heating 

Goal of a parameter variation-study is to test the influence of different control strategies and 

variation of thermal storage capacities on the residual loads. The question is: to which extend 

own consumption of PV power can be increased by running the heat pump with availability of 

PV power as command variable in addition to standard demand-based control strategies. 

The different parameters used in the simulation are: 

 reference: reference scenario – space heating (SH) is controlled by an ambient-temperature 

dependant heating curve, DHW tank is set to 50°C. 

 off-time: operation of the HP is blocked for SH from 21:00 to 8:00, for DHW from 23:00 

to 7:00, buffer tank is increased to 2000 l. 

 SH 750l: whenever PV power is available, the heating curve is increased by 10 K, the 

buffer tank is increased to 750 l 

 DHW 750l: whenever PV power is available, the setpoint for DHW is increased by 10 K, 

buffer tank is increased to 750 l. 

 SH+DHW 750l: combination of the above – heating curve and DHW setpoint are 

increased 

 SH+DHW 200l/4000l: same as above, capacity of buffer tank is increased to 2000 l and 

4000 l respectively. 

RESULTS 

Figure 6 shows the results for the operation of the heat pump: by changing the control 

strategy, loads from the heat pump can be shifted towards periods with available PV power: 

the net grid-supply of decreases. At the same time, the heat pump is more often operated with 

lower efficiency – mainly because of higher supply temperatures for the heat sink: the electric 

consumption of the heat pump increases. By increasing the size of the buffer storage, the 

capacity for load shifting increases, as well as thermal losses. 
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Figure 6: Due to changes in the control strategy the electric energy demand of the heat pump 

increases by 40%, because the heat pump is operated in unfavourable conditions (high supply 

temperatures) more often. Because the additional consumption is covered by PV the net 

electricity demand from the grid is reduced by nearly 60%. 

To investigate the influence of an own-consumption optimized control-strategy in a small 

residential building, different measured load profiles from apartments (occupied by 2 – 4 

people) are analysed and compared. In single-family homes the load pattern is extremely user-

dependent [2]. For a comparison we used five different apartments, three of them are shown 

in Figure 7 and Figure 8 (named AP01 – AP03).  

    

Figure 7: Carpet plot of electric load profiles for different households. Some have very 

regular daily patterns (left: AP02), especially the loads during night and day can differ 

significantly (right: AP03). 

The figures illustrate that in addition to the summarized electric consumption, the dynamics of 

the load patterns is important. Even though AP01 and AP03 have a similar electric 

consumption for household electricity (incl. ventilation), in AP01 59% of the electric energy 

is used at daytime (6:00 to 18:00), whereas it is only 35% in AP03 (see Figure 8). In addition 

to the household electricity, the electric demand of the heat pump is shown (Figure 8, left 

graph, reference scenario). As the demand for the heat pump (=space heating and DHW) is 

nearly the same for every apartment, the ratio of heat pump and household electricity varies. 

   

Figure 8: Comparison of different electric consumption-profiles from different households 

(size: 2 – 4 inhabitants). 
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Combining the heat pump with the different control strategies with electric load patterns from 

small apartments levels the small achievements that are shown in Figure 6. For a cross-

comparison the summarized load patterns (HP plus household consumption) are combined 

with a downscaled PV system (2.1 kWp, 2000 kWh yield) and the net grid supply, the feed-in 

surplus and the solar fraction are calculated for the different apartments and the different 

control strategies – see Table 1. 

Table 1: Comparison of overall household electricity with different control strategies for the 

HP system. Net grid supply: sum of electric energy during time when demand is bigger than 

PV supply. 

 

 

reference 

off-time  

23:00 - 7:00 

SH+DHW  

750l 

SH+DHW  

4000l 

AP01      

gross consumption [kWh] 1426 1456 1598 1798 

net grid supply [kWh] 1025 1018 976 977 

PV feed-in [kWh] 574 544 402 202 

hourly solar fraction [%] 33% 31% 29% 27% 

AP02      

gross consumption [kWh] 2275 2305 2447 2647 

net grid supply [kWh] 1388 1359 1226 1174 

PV feed-in [kWh] 2875 2844 2703 2503 

hourly solar fraction [%] 34% 33% 32% 32% 

AP03      

gross consumption [kWh] 1496 1527 1669 1869 

net grid supply [kWh] 1123 1080 934 879 

PV feed-in [kWh] 3649 3619 3477 3277 

hourly solar fraction [%] 40% 39% 40% 40% 

The results in Table 1 again show that the overall consumption increases due to lower 

efficiency of the heat pump. Even though the net grid supply decreases, the PV feed-in 

decreases even more.  The hourly solar fraction is not getting better – on the contrary, even 

though the availability of PV power is used as parameter in the controls, the solar fraction 

decreases. 

CONCLUSION 

For buildings located on the water, HVAC systems based on heat pumps, using the water as 

heat source, can be seen as efficient solution. To minimize connection power and increase 

own-consumption for on-site PV, the load-shifting potential of using the heat pump is rather 

low. The influence of user dependant load patterns is bigger than adapted control strategies. 
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ABSTRACT 

The energyPLUS building demonstrates an integral solution of appealing architecture, energy 

efficiency and optimal usage of solar power through photovoltaic. The “only-electricity-

building” has an annual demand of approx. 9,500 kWh for space heating, domestic hot water, 

white goods and user equipment. The PV-system delivers approx. 14,500 kWh/a. 

The goal is to achieve an intelligent power load management with an intrinsic power-usage 

share of 50% for the building's internal power consumers. 

To achieve this goal the following measures were realized: In the heating period the heat 

pump is only powered by the public grid in exceptional cases during night time. White goods 

such as dishwasher, washing machine, laundry dryer etc. are preferably run during daytime. 

Fridge and freezer get switched off at night for a few hours (observation of internal 

temperature) in exchange an “under cooling” is realized during daytime using PV-power. 

By a backup-system of two batteries (storage-capacity 7 kWh and 20 kWh) and an inverter 

the small-scale users such as lighting, IT and the phone would get supplied in times at which 

the PV-System provides no power. 

Besides the prior direct usage in the building, the solar power is used to charge the electric 

car. The charging station is located in the garage of the residential building. Further surplus is 

fed into the public grid and drawn back out for the times the energy demand is higher than the 

PV energy yield. Unlike the common case where the public grid is used for energy storage to 

100% here it is relieved.  

The existing building is one of the answers to the challenges of our future energy supply with 

a high fraction of renewable energy. The project is a role model example of integral planning 

and allows researching future orientated technology- and energy strategies today. The high 

rate of PV-self-supply (direct and using batteries) makes this building a trendsetting pilot 

project rather than the plus balance on feeding PV-power into the public grid.  

Keywords: EnergyPLUS, PV-self-supply, energy storage, smart grid, sustainable architecture 

and design 

INTRODUCTION 

The goal of this project was to create a building that would meet the future energy-efficiency 

and living comfort demands as well as eco-friendly mobility. It combines these energetic 

goals with an ambitious architecture. In the future it will be not only important to reduce the 

heating energy demand but to have an integral overview on the entire electricity demand and 

the utilization of energy for private mobility. Important parts in this concept are the interfaces 

between building, e-mobility and building power grid. The monitoring of the research project 

(SF-10.08.18.7-11.32) is founded by the BMVBS by the research initiative ‘ZukunftBAU’. 
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METHOD 

Due to the active solar energy use the annual regenerative energy yield balance is higher than 

the whole power demand. It was only achievable with the high energy efficiency of the 

building: the orientation, the shape of the building, high quality air-tight building envelope 

with low heat transfer coefficients and the innovative building technology. The electricity 

from the PV system is fed into the two batteries with a capacity of 7 and 20 kWh. The 

implementation of the batteries increased the fraction of electricity used at home in 

comparison to electricity sent to the grid.  

Implementation of a monitoring enables an assessment of particular systems and the overall 

performance of the building and an identification and optimization in the direction of the 

target values. Furthermore the significant loads of heat and electricity, temperatures, humidity 

levels and local weather data are collected. The measurement data and the calculated energy 

values are optionally displayed to the users via an online energy monitor to make the current 

energy efficiency transparent and to influence the user behaviour if necessary.  

Architecture 

The single family home completed in the end of 2010 is built on the south-orientation estate 

with an area of around 900 m². The building has a floor area of approximately 260 m². The 

northern part of the basement points towards the hillside and is below the ground, while the 

southern part opens up to the valley with a large window front. The north, east and west 

façades are kept much more opaque. Because of the location on a slope, all living spaces are 

oriented towards the south. The different floors are staggered and the structural bearing-out 

forms a sun protection for the ground floor. As an integral part of the architecture the shed 

roof, facing 18 degrees south, becomes an active solar collector area. Around 15 kWp of 

polycrystalline photovoltaic modules and 7 m² of solar thermal collectors (switch off 2012) 

are fitted on the roof. The building is accessible from the lower located street over a stone 

staircase, built into the hillside, or through the underground garage. 

  
Figure 1: South and north-west side 

Energy concept 

The energy concept for the energyPLUS building is being developed in an integral design 

process. 

Due to the active solar energy use the annual regenerative energy yield balance is higher, than 

the whole power demand for space heating, hot domestic water, lighting, ventilation, 

household electricity etc..The basis to achieve this goal is a high energy efficiency of the 

building. The key for the consistent energy design of the dwelling place is the smooth 

teamwork between architecture and technology: The orientation and shape of the building on 

the one hand, high quality air-tight building envelope with low heat transfer coefficients on 
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the other hand, in combination with the innovative building technology add together to a 

sophisticated concept for an energyPLUS building. 

Optimized use of daylight and innovative and energy-efficient building equipment exclusively 

based on electricity reduce the power consumption of the building. Coverage is primarily 

realized through a high solar electricity direct use. The technical components of the building 

are equipped with battery storages and are linked to a smart electricity load management 

system. Primarily the solar-generated electricity is used to cover the building demand in 

addition the produced electricity beyond this load is stored in batteries inside the building and 

in the electric vehicle batteries allowing a fossil fuel independent mobility. Not until then 

further solar electric yield is supplied to the public grid. Thus the public grid is unloaded and 

not used 100% as power storage, as is usually the case otherwise. 

 

 

Figure 2: Energy concept 

The electricity from the PV system is fed into the two lead-acid batteries with a capacity of 

7 kWh respectively 20 kWh and supply the building via an inverter to power lighting.  

Besides the prior direct usage in the building, the solar power is used to charge the electric 

car. Charging station is located in the garage of the residential building. Further surplus is fed 

into the public grid and drawn back out for the times the energy demand is higher than the PV 

energy yield. Unlike the common case where the public grid is used for energy storage to 

100% here it is relieved.  

 

Building services engineering 

The heating system is based on a ground coupled monovalent heat pump powered electrically 

(max. 3.5 kWel) with 3 vertical ground probes of 100 m each, low temperature floor heating 

and a central hot domestic water system. The mechanical ventilation with heat recovery is 

coupled with a ground heat exchanger. Systems for energy storage are the thermally active 

building mass itself, a buffer storage (800 l) and two electric batteries (7 and 20 kWh). 

Further energy-efficient features are especially energy-saving white goods (washing machine 

and dishwasher with hot water supply) and energy-efficient lighting. 
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Energy Charge management 

The intelligent power-load-management is connected to all major intra-building electricity 

consumers. The idea behind this is to directly use the generated PV-power. To achieve this 

goal the following measures were realized: In the heating period the heat pump is only 

powered by the public grid in exceptional cases during night time. White goods such as 

dishwasher, washing machine, laundry dryer etc. are preferably run during daytime. Fridge 

and freezer get switched off at night for a few hours (observation of internal temperature) in 

exchange an “under cooling” is realized during daytime using PV-power. All relevant 

technical system components are controllable over the central building management system 

(BMS). The BMS is connected to the internal Ethernet-network through a LAN-interface. 

This allows changing parameters and selecting functions of the BMS using a PC, a touch 

panel or a Wi-Fi handheld device. 

 

 

Figure 3: Electricity supply, -storage and -distribution and electricity meter concept 

Monitoring 

The implementation of a monitoring the partial energy characteristics and the overall 

performance of the building are identified and optimized in the direction of the target values 

(annual primary energy demand, KfW Efficiency House 55 and high fraction of self-

generated power usage). Furthermore the significant loads of heat and electricity, 

temperatures, humidity levels and local weather data are collected. The measurement data and 

the calculated energy values are optionally displayed to the users via an online energy monitor 

to make the current energy efficiency transparent, and to adapt the user behavior if necessary. 

In addition to the energetic goals the acceptance of such long-range systems is examined and 

evaluated in a long-term test. It is interesting to see how the monitoring influences the user 

behaviour. 

RESULTS 

The data from the first two years of operation (2011/2012) for the energy balance surpassed 

expectations. In comparison to the calculated annual PV energy yield of 14,500 kWh/a, a total 

of approx. 16,000 kWh/a was collected in each year, which is about 12% more than predicted 

(Figure 4). This corresponds to a specific annual yield of 1,085 kWh/kWp. The photoelectric 
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energy yield over the first year of operation was approximately 1.8 times the annual electricity 

consumption. A total of 2,857 kWh/a (2012: 5,262 kWh/a) was used directly in the house and 

consequently 13,417 kWh/a (2012: 10,661 kWh/a) was fed into the grid. Of the total 

electricity consumption of 9,027 kWh/a (2012: 11,060 kWh/a), about 32% (2012: 48%) was 

covered directly by the PV system. The direct usage of the self-generated electricity reached 

approximately 18% in the first year of operation. The balance sheet shows a surplus of about 

7,250 kWh/a, which would be sufficient to power the electric vehicles (about 20 kWh per 

100 km) over a distance of 36,000 km/a or to cover the electrical demand of a house with five 

or six persons. 

 

 

Figure 4: Annual balance of total electricity of house (2011 and 2012) 

 

Due to modifications in load management and optimization of the control strategies for 

operation of the heat pump, the share of solar energy in the overall electrical consumption 

increased to 48% in 2012. A battery was additionally installed for optimal storage and 

utilization of the photovoltaic energy. Since the shutdown of the solar thermal system in 

March 2012, supply has been effected monovalently via the heat pump, resulting in a decrease 

to 144% in the balance for 2012 in connection with increased self-consumption of electricity. 

The overall specific electrical consumption in 2011 was about 35 kWh/(m2
LSa) in respect of 

the living space; as a result of the changes described above, the figure increased to 

42.5 kWh/ (m2
LSa) in 2012. With the relevant primary energy factor of 2.6 for the German 

electrical energy mix in 2012, the effective primary energy consumption is about 

58 kWhPE/(m²a), with a primary energy surplus of around 56,8 kWhPE/(m²a). 

 

Figure 5 shows the shares of heat supply and heat consumption in the building, broken down 

according to heat source (heat pump and solar thermal), heat distribution (buffer 

storage/distribution), and heat transfer (heating and domestic hot water). The total heating 

consumption amounted to 11,202 kWh/a in 2011 and 13,918 kWh/a in 2012. The 

corresponding specific heating energy consumption figures were 43.1 kWh/(m2
LSa) and 

53.5 kWh/(m2
LSa). The heat demand in 2011 was covered to 73% by the heat pump and to 

27% by the solar thermal collectors. 
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Figure 5: Annual energy balance of the buffer storage (2011 and 2012) 

 

Since the solar collectors were shut down in March 2012, the solar thermal benefit for that 

year was reduced to 1%; 99% was covered by the heat pump. The fraction of heat used for 

domestic hot water was 10% (1,089 kWh/a) in 2011 and 7% (1,024 kWh/a) in 2012; whereas 

78% (8,753 kWh/a) were used for heating in 2011 and 81% (11,167 kWh/a) in 2012. This 

corresponds to specific values of 4.2 and 3.9 kWh/(m2LSa) respectively for domestic hot 

water, and 33.7 and 43.0 kWh/(m2LSa) for heating. The energy heat losses due to storage and 

distribution amounted to around 12% for each of the two years of operation. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The energyPLUS building with e-mobility and a high PV-power self-supply is one of the 

answers to the challenges of our future energy supply with a high fraction of renewable 

energy. The project is a role model example of integral planning and allows researching future 

orientated technology and energy strategies today. The high rate of PV-self-supply makes this 

building a trendsetting pilot project rather than the plus balance on feeding PV-power into the 

public grid.  
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ABSTRACT 

Higher complexity of energy concepts in modern buildings leads to an increase of the amount 

of data points within a building automation system. More and more degrees of freedoms for 

different control strategies and approaches are available and energy efficiency of complex 

energy systems hardly depends on their operation mode.  

The authors implemented an extensive monitoring system into a multifunctional 7222 m² 

building for offices, laboratories and conferences. A complex energy concept with virtually 

all state-of-the-art building technologies satisfies the building’s energy needs while aiming for 

high energy efficiency. 

The paper presents guidelines for sensor placement via introducing four theoretical 

monitoring layers. Accomplishing sensor equipment at all four monitoring layers leads to a 

complete system that enables analysis toward technical operation and energy efficiency. They 

further present a data processing methodology. The paper explains how data is gathered from 

an OPC data access server and stored into an event-based SQL data base. The data is either 

processed on demand via different software tools or analysed within automatically generated 

reports. The authors present their evaluation methodology by introducing the content of their 

monitoring reports. The four existing report types are: a daily energy report for the building, a 

daily energy report for the systems of energy conversion, a daily energy report for the systems 

of distribution and demand, and a monthly energy report. 

With the presented reports it is possible to assess a complex energy concept and a huge 

amount of data and derive clear and meaningful statements. Optimization can be relevantly 

supported by such system. Without ongoing information and system insight optimization can 

only be hardly conducted. For the monitoring object it is obvious that the energy concept is 

currently not working according to its expected energy consumption and efficiency. The 

monitoring system will as such support further work towards control strategy and operation 

optimization. 

Keywords: monitoring, data storage, data processing, evaluation, visualization,  

INTRODUCTION  

Higher complexity of energy concepts in modern buildings leads to an increase of the amount 

of data points within a building automation system. More and more degrees of freedoms for 

different control strategies and approaches are available and energy efficiency of complex 

energy systems hardly depends on their operation mode.  

We implemented a complex energy system with virtually all state-of-the-art building 

technologies into a multifunctional office building with additional conference and laboratory 

use. Further we implemented an extensive monitoring system for energetic and operational 

analysis of the energy system. Via detailed monitoring reports it is possible to get a clear 
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picture of the system’s operation mode and behaviour. It is possible to identify malfunctions 

and failures. Our monitoring results show that the prior to the building’s construction 

designed control strategy is not working with satisfying energy efficiency. The actual control 

strategy has to be improved and research towards new advanced control strategies and 

approaches has to be done. 

In this paper, we present how we placed sensors following theoretical monitoring layers 

which allow for detailed analysis of building energy systems. We introduce our technical data 

gathering and storage system. From a technical point of view, we present our methodology for 

data processing, either on demand or by automatic reporting. We present a solution for 

dealing with huge amounts of data and build monitoring reports in order to support system 

evaluation and optimization. As results we present an extract of a monitoring report. 

BUILDING, ENERGY CONCEPT AND MONITORING PRINCIPLE 

The object of interest for our monitoring system is the new main building of the E.ON Energy 

Research Center at the RWTH Aachen University. The building offers facilities for 250 

employees. Its energy concept meets the trade-off between fulfilling all demands while 

maintaining a high energy efficiency. As shown in Figure 1 the concept consists of different 

energy conversion and distribution units. The system’s heart is a turbo compressor driven heat 

pump. A glycol cooler and a field of 40 borehole heat exchangers keep the energy balance of 

the heat pump’s hot and cold side throughout the whole year. A co-generation plant provides 

electricity, mainly used for the heat pump process, and high temperature heat for integration 

into a heat-to-cold shifting sorption process, or for direct use in laboratories or for additional 

heating energy. 

 

Figure 1: Energy concept of the monitored multifunctional office building. 

We organized the system in conversion, distribution, demand, and process layer. In order to 

gather data in required detail the sensors of the building automation system it was necessary 

to install additional sensors. We added sensors to provide a complete energetic and system 

operation monitoring data within four layers, which are detailed below. The sensor placement 

guarantees holistic and complete sensor equipment for monitoring purposes towards system 

optimization and energy efficiency. 
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Global consumption layer: This layer consists of all energy and mass flows that enter or leave 

the building. The electricity, water and gas consumption and the transfer of ambient energy 

are part of this layer. 

Energy conversion layer: All energy conversion related energy and mass flows are part of this 

layer. Inlet and outlet energy flows occur for every energy conversion unit, e.g. for the heat 

pump these flows are the electrical energy, the absorbed ambient energy and the emitted heat 

flow. Furthermore, sensors that map and image the conversion and generation process 

internally, such as temperature, pressure, control parameters, etc. within conversion units 

belong to this layer 

Energy distribution layer: Energy flows supplied by the energy conversion system are 

allocated and distributed within the building. Buildings can be separated in zones, following 

their use, their energy distribution principle and their geographical orientation. For each 

distribution system and for each use of the building the energy consumption has to be 

calculated. The distribution layer monitoring sensors are gathering the energy flows supplied 

to or extracted out of these different zones. 

Utilization layer: Each energy or mass flow satisfies a certain goal, within multi-functional 

buildings e.g. thermal comfort in office rooms or staff facilities, heating for test benches or 

cooling for server rooms. The evaluation of the goal-satisfaction is the last elementary 

monitoring layer. 

Given physical sensor equipment at all four layers, it is possible to conduct variable and 

complete assessments. Such assessments are orientated towards different key performance 

indicators (KPI), distinct parts of the equipment, system interaction, user behavior and so on.  

We used the four theoretical layers to place our sensors as follows: at the global consumption 

layer electricity flows entering the building from the grid or leaving the building due to 

cogeneration plant and PV production are measured. The gas consumption and the fresh water 

amount are observed. Furthermore, the energy exchange with the environment via the 

geothermal field and via the glycol cooler is included. At the energy conversion layer all 

energy flows entering and leaving all different conversion units are measured. KPIs of the 

heat pump, the boilers, the cogeneration plant, the chiller, and the sorption-supported air 

handling unit can be calculated. Data for other parts of the hydraulic systems, e.g. buffer 

storages and distribution systems is available. Concerning the energy distribution layer each 

energy distribution principle, such as concrete core activation, façade ventilation displacement 

ventilation, active chilled beams, air handling units and circulation air coolers, is separately 

monitored. Distinctions between different zones, like the east and the west energy supply 

hydraulic network for façade ventilation units and the four different zones of the concrete core 

activation are made. The monitoring system gathers data of the ventilation mass flows for 

each room. All operation data of the façade ventilation units, altogether 40 data points, is 

logged. At the utilization layer due to the immense sensor amount ten reference rooms have 

been chosen. These reference rooms are equipped with sensors measuring all supplied and 

extracted energy flows. In every room of the building, the room temperature, humidity, CO2 

and volatile organic compounds (VOC) are monitored. Installed sensors measure the energy 

transfer for all special demands, such as server cooling. 

ARCHITECTURE OF THE MONITORING SYSTEM 

A common building automation system – field, automation and management layer – was 

installed in the building during its construction. Programmable logic controllers automate 

field devices, such as control panels, sensors and actuators. A management server provides a 

supervisory control and data access system that is able to access all network data points. 
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BACnet integrates BACnet-compatible parts of the technical building equipment directly into 

the system’s management layer.  

We connected the institute’s intranet with the building management network and added a 

cloud server infrastructure. The cloud is connected to the building management network and 

to the institute’s intranet; see Figure 2 left. We virtualized the building management server, 

moved it into the cloud and added a monitoring server hosting all necessary services. 

A service logs every data point occurring in the building automation system and redundantly 

stores it into two event-based databases. The service uses an OPC (object linking and 

embedding for process control) data access server to gather data. OPC is a standard and 

commonly used data access protocol. The OPC server scans PLCs and BACnet devices within 

the building management network and provides data objects. Two other services include 

weather forecast, a weather station and a wireless sensor network into the database. 

Temporary measurements are integrated via a data import tool; see Figure 2  right. 

          

Figure 2: left: Building automation infrastructure with cloud server and link to the institute’s 

intranet; right: Schematic of the data logging and storage system 

DATA PROCESSING METHODOLOGY 

Basically, different software tools and programming language are able to access SQL data 

bases and process data. We implemented routines for data processing in Python, Excel, 

MATLAB and Java in order to be as interoperable as possible and in order to provide flexible 

data access for data user’spreferences. The data bases are accessible via VPN through the 

internet. An extensive building data catalogue is available for data users. The data catalogue 

consist of a description every data point that is available through the system. Every data point 

is included in a schematic which is linked out of the building catalogue. 

 

Figure 3: Schematic of the data access and processing system with online publication 

A data analytic and report generation system operates on a virtual machine in our cloud 

infrastructure. It generates detailed daily, weekly and monthly reports on energy consumption 

and KPIs; from whole building scale down to every single energy conversion unit and 
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distribution system. Reports are generated in HTML format. A cloud-based web server hosts 

generated reports to the internet. 

Daily energy report for the building 

The daily energy report for the building consists of an energy flow diagram, a table with 

additional information about the system performance and a plot with weather data. 

The energy flow diagram as shown in Figure 4 gives an overview of the total amounts of 

heating and cooling energy produced and distributed in the building. Different grey types 

indicate the temperature levels of the energy flows, starting from cooling energy at 6°C and 

17°C on to heating energy at 35°C and 80°C. The systems of energy conversion and 

distribution are shown together with the related amounts of energy for the day. More 

information about the systems can be found in the table, which additionally contains 

information about maximum heat flow, as well as maximum and minimum temperatures of 

the day. Another diagram shows the outside air temperature and global radiation that we 

obtain from our own weather data monitoring system. 

Daily energy report for the systems of energy conversion 

In order to get a deeper insight in the performance of the most important systems of energy 

conversion, detailed reports are created daily for the heat pump, the condensing boiler, the 

central heat and power unit as well as for the geothermal field. 

A table gives information about total amounts of energy, maximum and minimum values of 

heat flows and temperatures, the operating mode and operating coefficients. Two plots show 

the temperatures and heat flows during the day. The report is completed by information about 

outside air temperature and global solar radiation. 

 

Figure 4: Daily building report’s energy flow diagram 

Daily energy report for the systems of distribution and demand 

Reports about the high temperature heating, low temperature heating, and cooling energy 

distribution show the daily characteristics of how the energy is used in the building. 

Again a table summarizes information about amounts of energy, maximum and minimum 

heat flows and temperatures for the day. A plot shows the heat flows going to or coming from 
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the different systems, e.g. for the systems of low temperature heating. Additional plots display 

the temperatures of the flows over time and the weather conditions at the building for the day. 

Monthly energy report 

Once in a month a report is created that summarizes the total energy production and 

consumption of the building’s systems. Furthermore it shows how these amounts of energy 

are allocated to the different days of the month. Information about the outside air temperature 

and the total amount of global radiation in the month completes the report. 

The monthly energy reports are a basis for long time observation of the overall building 

performance. 

RESULTS 

As a representative result we present the energy flow diagram from an example building 

report for a cold day in March 2013. It is shown in Figure 4. On this day with an outside mean 

temperature of -3.2 °C high amounts of energy are needed for thermal heating. As can be seen 

in the figure the heating energy is provided by the heat pump, the CHP and the boiler. The 

CHP produces 617.3 kWh, the Boiler 744.6 kWh of high temperature energy this day. The 

major part of these amounts (950.3 kWh) is transferred to the low temperature grid where it is 

used for thermal heating purposes additionally to the energy from the heat pump. A smaller 

part (248.6 kWh) is used as process heat for the laboratories. The figure gives an overview 

about how the system operates to satisfy the building’s demand. It shows how the energy 

conversion units interact.  

CONCLUSION 

We presented four theoretical layers for sensor placement that lead to a complete sensor 

equipment for analysis towards evaluation and optimization of complex energy concepts. We 

outlined a solution for gathering data out of a common building automation system, for 

storing it and for making it accessible for analysis. We presented automated reports that 

evaluate the energy system from an energetic and operational point of view. They provide a 

clear insight about what is happening within the system. They enable the identification of 

malfunctions and disadvantageous operations. 

Our energy concept is currently not working according to its expected energy consumption 

and efficiency. The monitoring system will as such support further work towards control 

strategy and operation optimization. 

With the presented reports it is possible to assess a complex energy concept and a huge 

amount of data and derive clear and meaningful statements. Optimization can be relevantly 

supported by such system. Without ongoing information and system insight optimization can 

only be hardly conducted. 
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ABSTRACT 

Application limitations for solar heating are overcome by greatly improving heat storage. 

Adequate heat storage is achieved by reducing the time dependent thermal losses, reducing 

storage volume and allowing storage geometries to easily adjust.  

To this purpose much work has been done at Empa on a laboratory scale proof of concept of a 

closed sorption heat storage. This work has provided valuable insight into the potential as 

well as the challenges and limitations of this technology for the application as heat storage.  

The closed sorption heat storage concept is based on a continuous, but not full cycle, liquid 

state absorption heat pump. Heat is not directly stored, instead the potential to regain heat at a 

desired temperature from a low temperature thermal input is stored. The markable benefit in 

this is undoubtedly the time independent energy losses. Losses are encountered in the 

conversion processes during charging as well as discharging but not during storage time. For 

this reason there is great potential in the application of the closed sorption heat storage as a 

long term solar heat storage. Due to the losses during the conversion process the closed 

sorption heat storage is less suitable for short term heat storage. Therefore for a 100 % solar 

heated home a hybrid system is proposed. This hybrid system contains a hot water storage for 

short to intermediate term storage and a closed sorption heat storage for seasonal storage.  

In the scope of the EU funded project COMTES a prototype system based on the working 

pair aqueous sodium hydroxide is under construction. The system is dimensioned to cover 

space heating as well as domestic hot water in a single family house in Zurich, built to passive 

energy standards. The two major challenges in the system design are: keeping the system 

volume favourable and keeping the parasitic electric energy consumption at a minimum.  

Keywords: Longterm Thermal Storage, Thermo-chemical Material, Sodium Hydroxide, 

Absorption Heat Pump, Closed Sorption Heat Storage 

NOMENCLATURE 

TAin Temperature of the fluid to be heated entering the absorber 

TAout Temperature of the heated fluid departing the absorber 

TEout Temperature of the fluid departing the evaporator to the bore hole heat exchanger 

TDin Temperature of the fluid entering the desorber coming from the solar collectors 

TCin Temperature of the fluid entering the condenser coming from the bore hole heat 

exchanger 

wsh concentration of the regenerated sorbent containing a high sodium hydroxide content 

wsl concentration of the diluted sorbent containing a low sodium hydroxide content 

Δws concentration difference between wsh and wsl 
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INTRODUCTION  

In sorption heat storage, heat is stored by separation of substances [1, 2]. To retrieve heat, the 

substances are recombined. No thermal insulation is required. The process functions under 

exclusion of non condensing gasses and is represented by the following reaction scheme: 

Step 1: 

Step 2: 

AB (liquid or solid) + heat ⇄ A (liquid or solid) + B (gaseous) 

B (gaseous) - heat ⇄ B (liquid) 
(1) 

Closed sorption heat storage is based on a continuous, but not full cycle, liquid state 

absorption heat pump [3]. The operating principle is as follows: two chambers are connected, 

as shown in figure 1. Chamber 1 functions as desorber as well as absorber containing the 

liquid working pair. In the scope of this task the working pair is water and sodium hydroxide. 

Chamber 2 is the condenser and evaporator, containing the working fluid water. The 

reversible chemical reaction, in the case of sodium hydroxide and water, is: 

 NaOH . nH20 + heat  NaOH + nH2O (2) 

The system is facilitated with storage vessels to contain the working pair in its separated as 

well as combined state. Heat is not directly stored, instead the potential to regain heat at a 

desired temperature from a low temperature heat input is stored. In addition to achieving a 

potential increase in volumetric energy density compared to hot water storage, the closed 

sorption heat storage system has the markable benefit of time independent thermal loss. 

Thermal energy losses occur in the conversion processes, but not during storage. This 

technology is thus highly attractive for seasonal solar heat storage. 

Figure. 1. The concept of the closed sorption heat pump based heat storage. 

Regeneration or charging occurs by supplying heat from a heat source such as solar collectors 

to chamber 1. Water vapour is driven from the diluted sorbent to chamber 2, where it is 

condensed. The latent heat of evaporation is then released to the environment. In this process 

chamber 1 and 2 function as desorber and condenser respectively.  

This process is temperature regulated so that the desired sodium hydroxide concentration in 

chamber 1 can be reached. The achievable concentration is directly dependent on the 

temperature difference of the temperature in chamber 1 to the temperature in chamber 2. 

Both the resulting sorbent with high sodium hydroxide content and the water are stored 

separately. The liquids may then reach room temperature without potential loss, as long as 

reversed vapour transport is inhibited. The losses in storage are restricted to sensible heat loss 

of the liquids, which is a small fraction of the totally stored energy.  
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In heating or discharging mode, chamber 1 and 2 function as absorber and evaporator 

respectively. Water is introduced to chamber 2 and evaporated by employing a low temperature 

heat source.  Water vapour is thus driven from chamber 2 to chamber 1, where it is absorbed by 

the sorbent, releasing the latent heat of evaporation. Due to the high affinity of water to sodium 

hydroxide, vapour is readily absorbed by the sorbent whereby a temperature increases results. 

The output temperature TAout is dependent on the sodium hydroxide content in the sorbent wsh 

entering chamber 1 as well as the output temperature TEout of chamber 1. Figure 2 illustrates this. 

 

Figure. 2. Maximum output temperature in respect to sodium hydroxide concentration and 

solvent evaporation temperature.   

In respect to the heating capacity the parameter of interest is the change in sodium hydroxide  

concentration Δws in the sorbent. At this point it is important to note that the increase in 

capacity is not linear to the concentration increase. As illustrated in figure 3. The higher the 

concentration, the lower the  capacity increase in respect to concentration increase. It is thus 

important that a low concentration is achieved in the heating mode. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure. 3. Shows the reduction of the capacity gain in respect to the sodium hydroxide 

concentration in the solution. 

Maximum temperature at 

a concentration of 50 % 

Sector of interest 
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It can be concluded that the energy stored is a function of the resulting concentration and the 

concentration increase. In other words, the heat capacity stored is dependent on the quantity 

of water vapour mv transported. 

It follows that in order to determine the energy capacity of the closed sorption heat storage 

system the maximum sorbent dilution has to be found. This in turn is dependent on the 

temperature of the water entering the absorber TAin and the temperature of the thermal supply 

leaving the evaporator TEout. The difference between TAin and TEout must be as low as possible 

to achieve a high exploitation, and so reach a high capacity.  

The concentration difference of the working pair Δws is the difference between wsl and wsh. 

The high concentration or final regenerating concentration is dependent on the temperature 

difference between chamber 1 and chamber 2 during the regenerating mode. The greater the 

temperature difference the greater the resulting NaOH concentration in the solution.  A 

limiting factor to wsh is the solidification of the solution. This is dependent on concentration 

and temperature. For the working pair aqueous sodium hydroxide 50 w% sodium hydroxide 

in water is an upper limit whereby the solution does not solidify at temperatures above 15 °C.  

From the discussion it can be concluded that the output temperature and the storage capacity 

are based on the same parameters, namely TEout, TDin and TCin whereby the capacity 

additionally depends on TAin. 

LABORATORY SCALE PROOF OF CONCEPT 

Initial experience has been gained from a lab scale setup built with financial support from the 

Swiss Federal Office of Energy. Figure 4 left shows the schematic diagram of the system. 

Figure 4 right shows the laboratory setup.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Laboratory scale proof of function  

The laboratory setup consists of three storage vessels containing concentrated lye, diluted lye 

and water. Gear pumps are used to transport the liquids to and from the converter. An electric 

resistor heater is used to simulate the solar collector input and the facilities chilled water 

supply serves as heat sink and low temperature heat source. The system is controlled using 

Labview. This setup enabled an initial proof of function. The exclusion of non condensing 

gasses and the transport of highly concentrated NaOH solutions demanded a very solid build. 

This in turn made the transport of solution concentrations of 50 w% and higher very difficult 

and crystallisation was often encountered. Never the less, it was possible to increase and 

decrease the NaOH concentration in the solution and heat transport in the form of water 

vapour could be measured.  

The following diagram in Figure 5 shows the varying temperatures in the regenerating 

process. In the diagram one can see that up to the regenerating starting point the desorber 

plates are pre heated. The condenser plates are not pre cooled, resulting in a temperature rise 
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in plate C4 due to direct infrared radiation from plate D3. At the point “Start” the condenser 

plates are cooled and solution with low sodium hydroxide concentration is introduced to the 

desorber. The desorber is heated at a constant power. Due to the evaporation of water from 

the solution the temperatures TD1 to TD3 drop. In this process water is separated from the 

diluted sorbent to gain concentrated sorbent and water.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Diagram of the regenerating process. The temperatures of the desorber as well as the 

condenser plates are shown. 

The laboratory system was successful in proofing the concept of the closed sorption heat 

storage. Nevertheless operating the setup was complex and conversion efficiencies were low 

due to thermal radiation between the hot and cold plates, thermal convection due to reverse 

water vapour flow and thermal conduction through the massive steel body. This problem was 

most critical during heating mode, due to the considerably lower power input from the low 

temperature heat input. Much experience has been gained from this proof of concept that can 

be directly implemented into the prototype system now under development.  

PROTOTYPE SYSTEM 

With financial support from the European Union a prototype system is now under 

construction. The aim of the development is to build a heat storage system able to provide  

100 % solar coverage for a single family house built to passive energy standards and located 

in Zürich. It is based on a hybrid concept and consists of sensible heat storage in water tanks 

as well as the new developed sodium hydroxide storage system. The setup contains solar 

collectors as heat source and a vertical bore hole heat exchanger as heat sink and source. In 

the general mode of operation the sensible heat storage tanks are always initially charged 

from the solar input. If there is excess solar thermal input, it is used to regenerate the 

absorption heat pump. If the solar heat input is insufficient, the absorption heat pump is 

employed to gain heat at the desired temperature either from the sensible heat storage or from 

the vertical bore hole heat exchanger. In this manner the hybrid heat storage system is able to 

continuously supply heat at the required temperatures.  
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

The basic concept of the closed sorption heat storage based on sodium hydroxide and water is 

presented. Theoretical and experimental results are discussed. A proof of concept has been 

successfully built and operated and much experience has been gained. In a next step these 

results are used to design a full sized prototype to supply all heat requirements of a single 

family house. The running storage development is part of the COMTES (combined 

development of compact thermal energy storage technologies) collaborative project. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the design and planning process for solar cooling and free cooling systems simulation tools 

are required to optimize the final version and control strategies. There exists different 

simulation tools equipped with differential equation solvers which can be applied for this task. 

The POLYSUN software offers modules of small scale solar thermal driven sorption cooling 

machines as well as modules for electric driven compressor cooling machines. For the 

validation of thermal driven cooling systems POLYSUN simulation templates of two real 

installations of solar thermal driven sorption chiller implemented in systems have been 

developed. The challenge in this set up process was not only the thermodynamic equivalent 

transfer of installed components into the simulations environment but also to map the 

controller settings into the template. For this task an individually programmable controller is 

available in the software giving a wide range of possibilities in system controlling. The results 

of the simulation were compared with the measured data. For the comparison it was necessary 

to read in measured local weather data for the simulation. The comparison shows a good 

coincidence of the energy yield of the solar collector field, cooling energy output of the 

absorption machine and the electric energy used. A larger deviation of the simulation results 

in the thermal power of the heat rejection sub-system can be observed. But in both systems 

the simulated temperatures are qualitatively correct but deviate from the measured data. 

Therefore further adjustments of the component parameters and the controller setting will be 

done to reach an even better consistency. In an engineering design process different system 

versions can be checked or - for a real installation - a controller settings optimisation can be 

done with a POLYSUN template. 

INTRODUCTION 

The increasing need of comfort in living and working rooms as well as in shops, sports 

stadiums and activity areas in general will be a driving force for the planning and installation 

of air conditioning systems. Predominantly in summer time the energy consumption of air 

conditioned buildings will increase. Because of the coincidence of solar radiation and cooling 

need solar energy supported or even solar driven cooling systems are preferred to reduce 

electric and thermal energy from non-renewable sources [1, 2, 3, 4]. The design and the 

assessment of system versions should be done by the use of simulation software tools.  

There are different tools equipped with component catalogues and differential equation 

solvers which can be applied for this task [5, 6]. The special developed POLYSUN software 

[6] offers in the component catalogues beside of collectors, storage tanks, heat exchangers 

pumps etc. modules of small scale (max. 20kW) solar thermal driven cooling machines 

(absorption & adsorption) and electric driven compressor cooling machines. With this 

software a high flexibility tool for the combination of different components like collectors, 
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water storage tanks (hot and cold), cooling machines etc. is available. Based on two real 

installations of solar thermal driven sorption systems – ABKM KLIMATECHNIK GMBH LiBr-

H2O absorption and SORTECH Silica Gel-H2O adsorption – for each a POLYSUN simulation 

template was set up and tested. The results from the simulation and the measured data were 

compared. 

SYSTEM DESIGN AND GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE - TEMPLATES 

Both systems – ABKM KLIMATECHNIK GMBH LiBr-H2O absorption and SORTECH Silica Gel-

H2O adsorption – are driven by solar heat gained through solar flat plate collectors. In 

addition there are hot water storages due to buffer energy for times with no solar gains but 

cooling demand in the building. As cold distribution cooling ceilings or fan coils are installed. 

The heat rejection is either realized by a wet cooling tower or a dry/hybrid cooling tower. In 

the adsorption system the heat rejection sub-system can also be used for free cooling 

application if the temperatures of the ambient air, the server room and the cold storage tank 

have the necessary values. In Figure 1 the scheme of the installed adsorption cooling system 

is presented and the parameters like collector area and storage volume are indicated therein. 

The schematic, the template and the data of the absorption cooling system are shown in an 

earlier presentation [7].  

The system schemes were transferred into the POLYSUN simulations user interface by using 

the relevant catalogues libraries. Working with the component catalogues in POLYSUN the 

required modules easily can be called up or defined i.e. parameterised and interconnected 

through tubes. For the simulation unnecessary components like expansion tank, pressure relief 

and check valves or water filters are neglected. Also volume flow meters and temperature 

sensors don’t need to be invoked manually but the knowledge of the position of the 

temperature sensor is important for comparison with the measurement results and separate 

additional tubes at the (real) sensor position can be defined. POLYSUN automatically logs 

temperatures, flows etc. of every component. The POLYSUN Version 6 controller catalogue 

is now extended with a programmable controller of each 16 input, output, operating state and 

auxiliary variables.  

This high flexibility allows, beside of others, different flow set-points of one pump through 

different settings in the programmable controller. In Figure 1 the pump P5 (main pump in the 

low temperature circuit - LT) has three different set-points. In a transfer of the installation 

schematic correctly into a POLYSUN simulation template this has to be kept in mind. In case 

of the adsorption system where the heat rejection sub-system can be used for free cooling in 

the POLYSUN GUI two pumps were used to realise the hydraulic loops “adsorption low 

temperature” (LT) and “transfer low temperature free cooling” (via the heat exchanger to the 

Drycooler), Figure 1. These two pumps can be used to set the three different flows VT3 LT, 

VT5 HRF (1) and VT5 HRF (2), Figure 2.  

These flows are necessary because of the several system operation modes – for example solar 

cooling of the server room and/or the cold storage tank, free cooling of the storage and the 

server room, cooling of the server room through the cold storage etc. – which are active 

depending of temperature levels in the server room T6, the ambient air temperature T9 and 

the hot water storage tank temperature T4 and certain conditional relations between them. The 

resulting template for the adsorption cooling system is shown in Figure 3. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the simulation local weather data were read in and the results are compared with the 

measurement data of the real absorption located in Switzerland at Rapperswil. For the 

adsorption system located in Hedingen Switzerland the Meteonorm weather data [8] 

implemented in POLYSUN were used. The comparison shows a good coincidence of the 

energy yield of the collector field in period of one month [7]. For the same period the 

measured temperatures of the hot water storage tank and the simulation results show a good 

qualitative agreement but a deviation – the faster measured temperature decrease in the 

storage tank - of the lowest layer has to be analysed. 

If the fluid inlet and outlet temperatures to the cooling machine have the same absolute 

deviation there will be no influence on the energy and power analysis. But with the COP 

characteristic of the machine depending of the inlet temperature a higher cooling power could 

be realised in the simulation because of the higher temperatures compared to the 

measurement. For the absorption machine measurement data of the generator power (Q’_G), 

the cooling power (Q’_E) and the heat rejection power (Q’_AC) and the simulation results of 

the analogous apparatus are in good agreement for the operation period of one day. 

 

1

P5

2

 

Figure 1: Schematic of the solar thermal driven 8kW ACS08 Silica Gel-H2O adsorption 

cooling machine of SORTECH AG (1). The heat rejection sub-system of the solar cooling 

system (2) can be used in the server room free-cooling mode (schematic: E. SCHWEIZER AG). 

 

In the evaluation of the cooling technologies the electric energy consumption plays an 

important role and thermal driven machines, in principle, have the advantage of a lower need 

compared to compressor machines. The electric energy need for pumps and ventilators of the 

thermal absorption cooling systems is in good agreement for the period of one month. 
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Figure 2: Volume flow data from the solar thermal driven 8kW ACS08 cooling machine. In 

the simulation environment of POLYSUN the three different flows in VT3 LT, VT5 HRF(1) 

and VT5 HRF(2) will be realised with two different pumps and a programmable controller. 

For the nomenclature of VT3 LT, VT5 HRF and VT7 SR see Figure 1. 

 

VT7 SR

VT3 LT

VT5 HRF(1)
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Figure 3: Schematic of the graphical user interface in the POLYSUN-Software of the solar 

thermal driven 8kW adsorption cooling machine ACS08 of SORTECH AG. In the simulation the 

volume flows of VT3 LT, VT5 HRF(1) and VT5 HRF(2) will be realised by two pumps running 

with a programmable controller. 

Figure 4 shows first simulation results of the adsorption cooling system. The temperature 

curve in the lowest layer of the cold storage tank reveals the cooling mode of the system. At 

outdoor temperatures Tamb>20°C and high enough solar radiation the systems cools down the 

cold storage tank and the server room. After a decrease of the outdoor temperature Tamb below 

20°C the server room is cooled by free cooling and at a further decrease of Tamb below the 

temperature of the cold storage tank both the server room and the cold storage are cooled by 

free cooling. In the morning time of too low solar radiation and too high Tamb the server room 

is cooled by the cold storage tank – the temperature in the tank is increasing. 

In case of an installed cooling system related to the target function – for example a low 

electric energy consumption - an optimisation still can be done through the set-points of the 

system controller. With the developed template in POLYSUN this work can be done in 

advance of the start-up of the system. 
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Figure 4: Temperature of the server room, the lowest layer in the cold storage tank and the 

ambient air in function of time over two days (above). The building in the template of Figure 

3 represents the server room (SR). The ambient temperature has a hourly resolution and is 

staircase-shaped. The lower graph of the Figure shows the fluid flow in the pumps VT3 LT, 

VT7 SR and VT5 HRF (1, 2) of the template in Figure 3. 

In Figure 5 the measurement data and the simulation results are shown over a period of one 

day for the adsorption system. The Figure 5 shows the ambient temperature, the temperature 

of the cold storage tank and the status of the cooling machine ACS08 and the free cooling 

status are also shown. A qualitative agreement can be seen but for the temperatures the 

absolute values are different. One part to explane this deviation is the difference of the real 

and „synthetic weather” data in the measurement and the simulation, because for this system 

too low weather parameters were measured at to location of installation. But the time 

dependent oscillation behaviour of the storage tank temperature is in good agreement related 

either to the status of the ACS08 or the free cooling system. 

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK 

The analysis of the measurement data and the comparison with simulation results are showing 

good results. The observed deviations require a refinement of the components in the templates 

and a check and calibration of the temperature sensors as well as the flow meters in the field 

installations. The refinement of the component “cooling machine” in the POLYSUN 

catalogue for example means an extension of temperature and COP data table in the read-in 

csv-file. Nevertheless at this level of validation of the models they enable a planner to define 

the system parameters of the real installation and to vary the control strategy to optimise the 

electric energy consumption. This can be done by systematic variation of the conventional 

controller and the programmable controller settings in the simulation template. 

With the known location of the building, the building size and its use and the determined 

cooling need of the engineering designed system the POLYSUN software allows a comparison 

of different versions in relation to energetic and economic points of view. In a next project the 

absorption system could be operated with hybrid cooler in the heat rejection sub-system. This 
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type of cooler component opens the potential to reduce the water consumption. A further 

analysis and assessment of the results can be done. 
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Figure 5: Ambient temperature at the location and temperatures in function of time in the 

cold storage (lowest layer) as well as the states of the cooling machine ACS08 and the free 

cooling (ON=1 & OFF=0) in the simulation (above) and in the measurement (below). 
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ABSTRACT  

Kuwait is located in the desert geographical region and has a continental climate characterized by 

its dry hot long summer and short warm winter with occasional rainfalls. The mean annual 

temperature in Kuwait is 25.6 °C, and it receives annual total radiation more than 5280 MJ/m2 

with approximately 3347 h of sunshine. The potential for reduction of greenhouse gases emissions 

is an important issue for the wide spread of renewable energy systems. In most existing buildings 

cooling and heating loads lead to high primary energy consumption and consequently high CO2 

emissions. These can be substantially decreased with suitable energy concepts using appropriately 

integrated renewable systems.  Solar energy systems consist of PV modules and parabolic trough 

collectors are considered to satisfy electricity consumption, domestic water heating, and cooling 

loads of an existing building.  This paper presents the results of an extensive program of energy 

conservation and energy generation using integrated photovoltaic (PV) modules and parabolic 

trough collectors (PTC). The program conducted on an existing institutional building intending to 

convert it into a Net-Zero Energy Building (NZEB) or near net Zero Energy Building (nNZEB). 

The program consists of two phases; the first phase is concerned with energy auditing and energy 

conservation measures at minimum cost and the second phase considers the installation of 

photovoltaic modules and parabolic trough collectors to provide considerable portion of the 

energy consumption in the building. The 2-storey building under consideration is the Applied 

Sciences Department building at the College of Technological Studies, Kuwait. The performance 

of different solar components is simulated using transient simulation program (TRNSYS). A 

single effect lithium bromide water absorption chiller is implemented to provide air conditioning 

load to the building.  The economic calculations for this study are based on life cycle savings 

(LCS) method.  In addition, a numerical model is developed to assess the environmental impacts 

of building integrated renewable systems. The first phase results in an energy conservation of 

about 25% of the building consumption. In the second phase, the integrated PV completely covers 

the lighting and equipment loads of the building. On the other hand, 78% of the building cooling 

load can be accomplished by integrating parabolic trough collectors. The annual avoided CO2 

emission is evaluated at the optimum conditions to assess the environmental impacts of the solar 

heating and cooling systems. The total annual avoided CO2 emission is about 1100 tonne/year 

which confirms the environmental impacts of these systems in Kuwait. 

Keywords: building integrated renewable systems, Net-Zero Energy Building, payback period, 

emission factor, avoided CO2 emission. 

INTRODUCTION  

Energy use in buildings represents a significant part of final energy end-use, making building 

energy efficiency a top priority. Buildings are typically responsible for significant part of the total 

primary energy consumption. Net-Zero Energy Building (NZEB) is the building which, on an 

annual basis, produces energy from renewable sources that equals the amount of consumed energy 

by the building.  If the produced energy from the building is slightly less than consumed; such 

building is called nearly net zero energy building (nNZEB). In the future nNZEB concept may be 

extended to a life cycle zero energy approach, as proposed by Hernandez and Kenny [1].  An 

early example of a solar based zero energy home is presented by Voss et al. [2]. A number of zero 

energy homes and buildings have been built and tested throughout the world [3,4]. NZEB 

performance is usually measured and evaluated using various indicators, i.e. net primary energy 
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consumption, net energy costs, and carbon emissions [5]. Many research works have implemented 

audit standards for the buildings and their results showed substantial energy reductions [6-8].  

The potential impact in energy demand reduction at the Florianopolis International Airport in 

Brazil with the use of building-integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) systems is analyzed by Rüther et 

al.[9]. Their results showed that the integration of PV systems on airport buildings in warm 

climates can supply the entire electrical power consumption of the airport. A life cycle inventory 

model is presented by Keoleian et al. [10] to characterize the energy and environmental 

performance of BIPV systems.   

Zhai et al. [11] concluded that under the weather condition of Shanghai, 150 m2 vacuum tube 

solar collector arrays can be used to satisfy heating and air-conditioning for covered area of 460 

m2. A building integrated multifunctional roofing system is designed by Yin et al. [12] to harvest 

solar energy through photovoltaics and heat utilization. Their performance analysis indicates that 

the proposed solar roofing system provides significant advantages over the traditional asphalt 

shingle roof and PV systems without cooling.  

In the present work, a mid-size existing institutional building is considered as a model for existing 

public buildings that can be moved toward NZEB in Kuwait. This study has two purposes; the 

first is to carry out an energy audit to reduce the energy consumption in the building to its lowest 

possible value by implementing the appropriate energy conservation measures. The second 

objective is to design building integrated PV modules and parabolic trough collectors in Kuwait to 

achieve Net Zero/near Net Zero Energy Building (NZEB or nNZEB). In addition, the 

performance and environmental impacts of the designed building integrated photovoltaic 

parabolic trough collectors are evaluated. 

BUILDING LOAD 

The 2-storey building under consideration is the Applied Sciences Department in the College of 

Technological Studies, Kuwait. On average, 500 people use the building with irregular occupancy 

from 8 am to 5 pm, 5 days per week during the academic semesters. The building wall 

construction can be considered heavy mass, with an overall heat transfer coefficient of 0.498 

W/m²K. The roof of the building is constructed from light mass construction that is well insulated 

with an overall heat transfer coefficient of 0.185 W/m²K. The windows and entrance doors are 

aluminum-framed constructed from 6 mm double-tinted glazing with an overall heat transfer 

coefficient of 3.64 W/m²K. In dry and harsh hot weather such as the case in the State of Kuwait, 

the heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) system of the building is the most energy 

consuming equipment in buildings.  

Type 56 included in TRNSYS [13] is employed to carryout building simulation. This component 

models the thermal behavior of building having multiple thermal zones. The building description 

is ready by this component from a set of external files. The files can be generated based on user 

supplied information by running the pre-processor program called TRNBuild. From the 

simulation done with TRNSYS to determine the demand for air conditioning in the house under 

study, we obtained results that indicate that this demand starts from April to October, with critical 

periods for the months of June, July and August in which occurs the maximum load of about 228 

kW. In this study, the HVAC system is found to consume about 85% of the total building energy 

consumption. The remaining energy consumption in building is distributed between lighting 

system, 10%, and equipments, 5%. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Phase-I:  Energy Auditing and Energy Conservation  

A preliminary energy audit assessment is carried out, which revealed an inefficient practice upon 

the building and by the occupants. The main entrance and emergency doors were deliberately left 

open for a long time while the HVAC system was running. This increases the amount of air 

infiltrated into the building and consequently the HVAC energy consumption dramatically. 
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Moreover, visits at night and weekend to the building revealed that the lights and plug-in 

equipment of some offices and laboratories were left on after working hours and during the 

weekends. In addition, the light intensity in offices, laboratories, workshops, classrooms, and 

corridors are not to comply with the recommended intensity levels. In general, to reduce energy 

consumption, it is important to increase the awareness of the users to switch off the room lights 

and equipment before leaving. This asked to be checked by the security officers. This audit 

assessment revealed that there is a potential opportunity of energy conservation that could be 

achieved by applying the above mentioned energy conservation measures. It is estimated that as a 

result of applying the preliminary auditing of the building an annual saving of about 6% of the 

building consumption can be achieved. An additional energy saving of about 4% can be achieved 

if the temperature is set to 28 ºC instead of 24 ºC after working hours. Additional, 15% of the 

building’s energy consumption can be saved if the HVAC system is switched off during weekends 

and proper operation and maintenance are exercised. Implementation of above mentioned 

procedures can yield considerable energy savings as it reduces the annual energy consumption of 

the building from 2 GWh to 1.5 GWh. 

Phase-II: Building Integrated Solar Energy 

The second phase is concerned with integrating the building with photovoltaic modules and parabolic 

trough collectors to provide the energy consumption of the building in an attempt to convert it into 

NZEB. Building integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) system is adapted to provide the lighting and 

equipment load of the building. For the power to drive absorption chillers, the parabolic trough solar 

collectors are considered for the building under study. The weather data used in this study have 

been measured and collected for over two years in the College of Technological Studies, Kuwait.  

Building Integrated Photovoltaic (BIPV) 

Grid connected PV system is proposed for the present work because the PV array does not have to 

be sized large enough for worst weather conditions. The PV array charges the battery during 

daylight hours and the battery supplies power to the loads as needed. The electricity is started 

during extended overcast situations or at periods of increased load. When the batteries are low, the 

electricity will power the AC loads in the building as well as the battery charger. The system 

includes a DC to AC inverter to convert the direct current (DC) produced by the PV array to 

alternating current (AC). In the present work, the five parameter model [14] is used to simulate 

the characteristic of mono-crystalline solar cells at different weather conditions. This model adds 

the shunt resistance to the four-parameter model. At a fixed temperature and solar radiation, the I-

V characteristic for the five parameter model is: 

sh
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oLshDL
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IRV
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 -----       (1) 

Where, I current at the load, ID diode current, Ish shunt resistance current, IL photocurrent,  Io diode 

reverse saturation current,  V voltage at the load, Rs series resistance,  and Rsh, shunt resistance.   

Assumptions of angle of orientation, local temperature and radiation levels, inverter efficiency 

and module efficiency are the most important factors that determine the output of the PV system. 

Each simulation has a length of one year period and employing mono-crystalline solar cell (BP 

Solar PB 2140 S) rated at 140 W. The five parameter model is implemented into TRNSYS to 

determine the PV output. The data used are weather data, building load, utility rate schedules and 

total utility demand. The weather data used are hourly global solar radiation on horizontal surface, 

and hourly ambient temperature.  

The variation of the annual energy production for various PV orientations is studied. The slope of 

the PV array is changed from 0 to 60 (i.e. latitude  30). In addition, different azimuth angles 

are examined ranging from 0 (due south) to 40 west of south. It is found that the maximum 

energy generation from the PV arrays corresponds to array slope equal to 40 (i.e. latitude+10) 

and for arrays facing south (azimuth angle=0). So, annual energy production can be maximized 
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by using an array sloped at an angle 10 greater than the latitude. The annual PV generation from 

952 mono-crystalline cells in this case is about 225 MWh, i.e. 15% of the total building energy 

consumption. This means that the lighting and equipment loads of the building can be completely 

satisfied with the integrated PV modules.  Since each module area is 1.26 m2, so the total area 

required for integrated PV about 1200 m2.  

The overall benefit of BIPV systems over conventional electricity sources can be demonstrated 

also by calculating energy payback times. The Energy Payback Time (EPT) of a PV system is the 

time in which the energy input during the module life cycle is compensated by the electricity 

generated with the PV module and it depends on several factors including cell technology, PV 

system applications. The variation of EPT for the proposed BIPV system with tilt angle at fixed 

azimuth angle (azimuth=0) is presented in Figure 1. This figure suggests that employing tilt angle of 

40 (i.e. array with a slope of 10 greater than latitude) gives the best EPT which is approximately 

9.4 years i.e. less than 10 years. These results indicate that the BIPV system can produce net or 

free power after 10 years of its operation. The variation of annual avoided CO2 emission with tilt 

angle is determined. Again, the optimum tilt angle which maximizes the avoided CO2 emission is 

40. At this angle, the avoided CO2 emission is found to be about 200 tone/year. 
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Figure 1: Variation of EPT with tilt angle at fixed azimuth angle (azimuth=0) 

BUILDING INTEGRATED PARABOLIC TROUGH COLLECTORS 

Parabolic trough collector is assumed to be integrated with the building to satisfy the cooling load 

which represents about 85% of the building load (1.275 GWh). A performance model has been 

developed for parabolic trough solar collector (PTSC) based on a linear, tracking parabolic 

trough reflector. The developed PTSC model is a steady-state model and based on the energy 

balance and radiative and convective heat transfer mechanisms within PTSC’s receiver tube. It 

can calculate the collector efficiency, detailed thermal losses from collector, and the 

temperatures of various collector components and of the fluid throughout the receiver under 

different conditions. In addition, the model could be used for optimizing PTSC design by 

varying the size of receiver tube, the size of glass envelope, receiver tube material, coating 

material and so forth. The efficiency of PTSC which is given by:    
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          (2) 

where Ar is the receiver area, Aa is collector aperture area, G is the incident radiation on horizontal 

surface, FR  is the heat removal factor, () is the transmittance-absorptance product, UL is the 
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collector overall heat transfer loss coefficient, Ti is the inlet collector temperature, and Ta is the 

ambient temperature. The storage tank is modelled as a stratified tank. A computer program is 

developed to simulate and design a solar single effect lithium bromide-water cooling absorption 

system to supply demand of cooling for sunshine hours from April to October. To obtain optimum 

collector area, several data files of absorption chiller of single-effect employing LiBr–H2O 

solution as working fluid according toYazaki chillers WFC SH10 are adapted. This system 

operates with a relatively good coefficient of performance at generator temperature between 70C 

and 95 C [15]. Other TRNSYS types are adapted to simulate different system components. The 

variation of solar fraction (F), life cycle savings (LCS) and overall system efficiency () with 

collector area is presented in Figure 2. The results of simulation showed that for each ton of 

refrigeration, it is required to have a minimum collector area of about 25 m2 for a system to 

operate solely on solar energy and the maximum cooling load of 140 KW (40 refrigeration tons) 

in August.  
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Figure 2:  Variation of system parameters with collector area 

As seen from the figure, the optimum area which corresponding to maximum solar savings is 

approximately equals to 800 m2. It should be noted that the optimum area neither corresponds to 

maximum system efficiency nor to the maximum solar fraction. Also, the total solar fraction (F) 

for parabolic trough solar collector satisfies great portions of the cooling load about 0.78. The 

value of life cycle savings (LCS) is found to be $2400 per year for the optimum conditions. In  the  

present  study, the cost of 1 kWh provided by the proposed solar system is about 0.017 $/kWh 

which represents 68% of the value provided by the conventional fuel system ( 0.025 $/kWh) 

emphasising the feasibility of solar cooling systems in Kuwait. 

The variation of annual avoided CO2 emission with collector area is studied. It is found that the 

optimum area which maximizes the avoided CO2 emission is again 800 m2. At this optimum 

area, the avoided CO2 emission approximately equals to 900 tonne/year. In addition, the costs due 

to the application of the Kyoto Protocol, which penalizes the emissions of green house effect 

gases should be added to the costs of conventional energy resources. Considering application of 

this protocol will enhance the economical and environmental aspects of solar systems in Kuwait 

much more. In addition, the ongoing research on solar cells claims fast developing with respect to 

higher efficiency and lower cost. The present results should encourage governments for wide 

installation of solar heating and cooling systems in different applications which will significantly 

reduce energy consumption of conventional fuel as well as reducing environmental pollution to 

keep our community healthy and clean.  
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CONCLUSIONS 

This work evaluates the outcomes of energy auditing, energy conservation and energy generation, 

using photovoltaic modules and parabolic trough collectors on an existing institutional building in 

a trial to convert it into NZEB or nNZEB. Based on the present results, the following conclusions 

can be drawn: 

Preliminary energy audit, energy conservation and efficient operation strategies of the building 

result in an annual energy saving of about 500 MWh which is equivalent to 25% of the building 

consumption without the need to any retrofitting or investments. 

Efficient energy conservation can play an important role in converting the existing buildings into 

NZEBs as it saves a significant portion of annual energy consumption of the building. 

The integration of PV modules into the building produces about 15% of the building energy 

consumption (225 MWh) and can completely cover the lighting and equipment load. 

Parabolic trough collectors of optimum area of 800 m2 can satisfy 78% of the total building 

cooling load (1.275 GWh). 

The total area of BIPV and parabolic trough collectors required is about 2000 m2, i.e. about half 

the area of the building roof (4000 m2) enabling PV modules and collectors to be spaced widely in 

rows to minimize shading losses.  

Total avoid CO2 emission of about 1100 tone/year can be achieved. 

Nearly NZEB can be achieved in existing buildings by re-commissioning the building, installing 

better performance HVAC systems and other equipment and integrating efficient PV modules and 

parabolic trough collectors. 

The results of the present work should encourage governments for wide installation of solar 

energy systems to keep our environment healthy and clean. 
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ABSTRACT 

A concept is presented for the supply of heat and electricity within an urban development area 

including multifamily, two family, single family and row homes, aiming at a significant 

improvement in terms of non-renewable energy use compared to the current standard, with a 

balanced local production and consumption of electricity for each single month of the year. 

This can be achieved on a district level using a combination of combined heat and power and 

solar thermal energy to provide heat for a small local network that covers the most densely 

populated parts of the development area. The heat demand of the less densely populated areas 

is covered by geothermal heat pumps. The electricity for households and heat pumps in both 

areas is served from solar photovoltaics in summer and predominantly from electricity 

generated by the combined heat and power in winter. The proposed concept reduces the 

yearly non-renewable primary energy consumption for heating and power supply by 53% if 

natural gas is used for the combined heat and power plant, and by 81% if biogas is used. 

However, not only the yearly values but also the monthly balance of renewable energy supply 

and energy use has to be considered as Switzerland is a country that imports electricity in 

winter and exports in summer. With increasing installations of photovoltaic power production 

and heat pumps, this discrepancy may even increase in the future. The presented concept 

includes heat pumps and photovoltaic electricity production, but at the same time levels out 

the imbalanced electricity production with the combined heat and power plant. This overall 

concept has thus a higher chance for unlimited reproduction than a net-zero-energy concept 

alone, reducing the non-renewable primary energy demand substantially compared to standard 

solutions for supplying heat and electricity. 

Keywords: small-scale district heating, solar thermal, photovoltaics, heat pump, combined 

heat and power, smart grid 

INTRODUCTION  

The Institut für Solartechnik SPF, on behalf of Bildstöckli AG (Eschenbach), has simulated a 

concept for a predominantly local production of both electricity and heat for a planned 

development area in in the Swiss midlands, consisting of multifamily, two family, single 

family and row homes. The focus was on providing a solution that may serve as a role-model 

in terms of sustainability and cost-efficiency. In view of an unlimited duplicability of the 

concept, a balanced heat and power production for each month of the year was aimed for. 

This distinguishes the concept from most of the presented "net-zero-energy" approaches in 

which lacking electricity in winter leads to imports that are counterbalanced by exporting 

excessively produced electricity in summer. The Swiss government decided after the 

Fukushima nuclear disaster that the currently existing atomic power production facilities in 

Switzerland will not be replaced and thus will be phased out. Currently, Switzerland is 
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exporting electricity in summer, but importing it in winter. Additionally, the amounts of 

electricity from nuclear production and from unknown production are considerably larger in 

winter than in summer [1]. 

It is not difficult to reach a balanced production and consumption of electricity on a yearly 

basis with a combination of photovoltaics (PV, predominantly producing in summer) and heat 

pumps for domestic hot water preparation (DHW) and space heating (predominantly 

consuming in winter)However, a monthly balance between production and consumption of 

electricity cannot be reached with these two technologies alone. In this paper simulation 

results and cost calculations are presented for a concept that reaches a monthly balanced 

production and consumption of electricity and heat for a small development area designed for 

85 homes. 

METHOD 

In a first step, the development area was split into a more densely populated part A where heat 

will be provided by a small district heating network fed by a combined heat and power (CHP) 

plant in combination with solar thermal installations, and a less densely populated area where 

heat is provided by geothermal heat pumps in combination with solar thermal DHW 

production (Table 1). 

 

 Zone A Zone B 

 heat electricity heat electricity 

summer solar thermal photovoltaic solar thermal photovoltaic 

winter CHP CHP heat pump CHP 

Table 1: Overview of technologies that cover heat and electricity demand in zones A and B. 

In a second step the demand for heat and electricity within the two zones was estimated. The 

space heating demand was based on the limits for new homes of SIA 380/1 (2009). The 

demand for domestic hot water was estimated based on Nipkow et al. [2]. The solar thermal 

installations were sized in order to cover the heating demand for the district heating network 

(including losses) during the summer months, such that the network will remain in operation 

over the whole year. The sizing of the CHP for the district heating was based on the given 

heat demand profiles. The climate dependent heat loads and yields for solar thermal and solar 

PV were simulated with TRNSYS. 

RESULTS 

The demand for space heating, DHW, and household electricity for the two zones is given in 

Table 2. The small district heating network is equipped with a CHP plant (133 kWth, 90 

kWel), a peak demand gas boiler (200 kWth), a central heat storage (50 m
3
) and two solar 

thermal collector fields (in total 413 m
2 

absorber surface). The heat storage enables a better 

management of the CHP as well as the storage of solar heat. The solar installations (both solar 

thermal and PV) are sized in order to reach 100% heat and electricity coverage for the 

summer months (on a monthly averaged base in the case of PV). One of the solar thermal 

installations feeds directly into the heat storage, the other one into the distribution network. 

Figure 1 shows the simulated monthly energy balances of the small district heating network. 

In the less densely populated zone it was assumed that heat is provided by ground source heat 

pumps in combination with solar thermal DHW systems that improve the seasonal 

performance factor of the overall system because the ratio of heat output per electricity input 

is about 20 times higher for solar thermal than for heat pumps. The seasonal performance 
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factor of the overall system that provides space heating and DHW resulted to be 4.3 for a 

ground source heat pump alone, and 4.9 combined with the solar thermal DHW production. 

The monthly heat balance of zone B is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Zone A:   1FH 2FH RH MFH sum 

number - 8 4 0 5 17 

space heat MWh/a 111 98 0 318 527 

DHW MWh/a 22 22 0 112 157 

Zone B:   1FH 2FH RH MFH sum 

number - 13 5 2 0 20 

space heat MWh/a 180 122 70 0 373 

DHW MWh/a 36 28 17 0 81 

Zones A+B:  1FH 2FH RH MFH sum 

household electricity MWh/a 105 90 30 180 405 
1FH: single family home; 2FH: two family home; RH: row home (3 units); MFH: multifamily house. 

Table 2: Energy demand for zone A (district heating) and zone B (heat pumps). 
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Figure 1: Monthly heat balance of zone A (small district heating network). 
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Figure 2: Monthly heat balance of zone B (heat pumps with solar thermal). 
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The expected electricity production by the CHP is 310 MWh/a and exceeds by far the 92 

MWh/a needed to operate the heat pumps. However, in order to additionally cover the 

household electricity demand of both zones 497 MWh/a are needed. The missing electric 

energy (187 MWh/a) can be supplied by 1300 m
2
 photovoltaic panels, resulting in a net 

electricity production of 1.2% over the year. Thus, a balanced production and consumption of 

electricity can be achieved even on a monthly basis (Figure 3). In summer, the production is a 

bit lower than the consumption ( -9 MWh/mt) and in winter some electricity can even be 

exported ( +10 MWh/mt). By adding an additional 19 single family homes with heat pumps 

and increasing the PV area by 1000 m
2
 (53 m

2
 per additional single family home), a better 

balance between electricity production and consumption could be reached, with a maximum 

monthly deviation of -15 MWh for the month of September. Figures 4 and 5 show the 

monthly and annual balance of energy input and output into the whole development area. It 

can be seen that a mix of solar thermal, photovoltaic, ground source, heat pump and combined 

heat and power leads to a relatively balanced production and consumption both for heat as 

well as for electricity, not only on an annual average basis, but also for each single month. 
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Figure 3: Monthly electricity balance of both zones including household electricity. 
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Figure 4: Monthly balance of all energy inputs and outputs of the whole development area. 
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Figure 5: Annual balance of energy inputs and outputs of the whole development area. 

Figure 6 shows the comparison of non-renewable primary energy demand (fossil and nuclear) 

of the proposed concept with conventional heating with natural gas and consumption of 

household electricity from the grid (Swiss consumption mix), based on data from [3]. The 

most sustainable variant with biogas for the CHP reduces the non-renewable primary energy 

demand by 82%. If natural gas is used for the DHP the reduction is 55%. Not included are the 

grey energy included in the construction of the heat pumps, the CHP and the heat distribution 

network. Also for the reference system the grey energy for the decentralized natural gas units 

are not included. 
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Figure 6: Non-renewable primary energy demand in comparison to conventional natural gas 

heating and consumption of household electricity from the grid. 

If the system could be extended with additional 19 singe family homes and additional 1000 

m
2
 PV as mentioned before, the non-renewable primary energy savings would be 84% for the 

variant with biogas CHP and 63% for the variant with natural gas CHP. 

The investment costs of the different components for the CHP, the small district heating 

network as well as the solar thermal systems were estimated based on experiences from past 

projects and/or preliminary offers that were obtained for this particular project. Annual costs 

were calculated with the annuity method assuming an interest rate of 3% and a lifetime of 15 

to 30 years, depending on the component. The PV installations were not included in the cost 

calculation since a financing by the cost-covering feed-in tariffs (government subsidies) is 

assumed. Furthermore, also the heat production in zone B based on heat pumps in 

combination with solar thermal is excluded from the cost analysis. The average price for end-
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energy produced by the CHP in combination with the solar thermal installations (heat and 

electricity combined, including capital bound as well as maintenance costs) for different 

variants is shown in Table 3. Table 4 shows the end energy price for conventional heating 

systems as well as the average electricity price for single family homes in 2012 according to 

Elcom [4]. 

 

Variant end energy price [Rp/kWh] 
biogas CHP (certificates), with solar thermal 30.3 

natural gas CHP, with solar thermal 23.5 

natural gas CHP, with solar thermal, including incentives 22.9 

natural gas CHP, without solar thermal 20.9 

Table 3: Average end-energy price of the presented concept for zone A (incl. electricity from 

the CHP as well as heat). 

Variant end energy price [Rp/kWh] 
ground source heat pump SFH, without solar thermal 21.6 

natural gas heating SFH 24.1 

natural gas heating MFH 16.4 

electricity SFH [4] 19.7 

Table 4: Average end-energy price of conventional heating systems, including investment cost 

and maintenance (exception: electricity, where no additional investment is assumed). 

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 

The proposed concept reaches a quite balanced local production and consumption of both, 

heat and electricity, at a small district or community level. However, the photovoltaic 

environmental benefit is lost if PV electricity is fed into the grid, compensated by a feed-in 

tariff, and thus sold to others. In order to get the full credits of this "green" electricity that is 

produced on site, the same amount of PV generated electricity that is fed into the grid and 

sold has to be bought back by the inhabitants. If this is the case, quite important primary 

energy savings can be achieved compared with standard solutions even if the CHP plant is 

operated with natural gas. Assuming a feed-in tariff of 18 Rp/kWh and a one-time connection 

fee for the district heating of 15'000 SFR per home, the average cost for heat from the heat 

distribution network (with natural gas CHP and solar thermal) is at an acceptable 2066 SFR/a. 

However, the local electricity provider is only willing to pay 6.3 – 8.2 Rp/kWh for the fed-in 

electricity from CHP. With a price for natural gas of 7.4 Rp/kWh, the fed-in electricity would 

have to be cross-financed by the heat price which was not accepted by the investors. 
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ABSTRACT 

Although a classic photovoltaic module absorbs 80 to 90 % of incident solar radiation, 

typically only 10 to 20 % of the solar energy is converted into electricity. The remainder is 

dissipated into heat.  

Photovoltaic-Thermal (PV-T) hybrid collectors are multi-energy components that convert 

solar energy into both electricity and heat. They make possible the use of this large amount of 

solar radiation wasted in PV modules as usable heat in a conventional thermal system. 

In 2012, a research project led by CETHIL Lyon in collaboration with EDF / R&D and 

ADEME started with the goal to develop, monitor and model an improved PV-T system of 

solar electricity/heat cogeneration to meet the energy needs of the building to which they are 

fitted (Project PHOTOTHERM). At this stage of developments, the project is focussed upon 

the monitoring and modelling of a full scale PV-T system under real climatic conditions. 

Leading up to this phase, a full and in-depth study of the constituent materials and fabrication 

processes was undertaken regarding hybrid PV-T modules, resulting in a prototype offering 

an unprecedented level of solar energy conversion [1].  

All the phases of the design and the development of the hybrid PV-T solar collector prototype 

have been optimized. Moreover we have experimental data obtained in both controlled and 

real climatic conditions. This allows us to achieve the development of a reliable dynamical 

component model that could be validated at each stage. From this validated model, some 

complete systems will be implemented in order to elaborate optimal strategies for component 

interconnection, management of the cogeneration system, and adapting of the system to the 

heating and electricity requirements of the building.  

As an essential part of the performance evaluation, the basis of the new simulation tool will be 

presented in this article. Results comprising system-data comparisons involving in-situ 

measurements will be presented for domestic hot water configuration. The performance of the 

model under development is compared to those of existing models available in the TRNSYS 

software library.  

Keywords: Photovoltaic-thermal collector dynamic model  

INTRODUCTION  

PV-T solar collectors are hybrid collectors where PV modules have the function of absorber 

of a thermal collector while it produces electricity. Although numerous research and 

development works about such solar components have been conducted these three last 

decades, applications are still limited to R&D [2]. In this context, the PHOTOTHERM project 

was launched in 2012 with the goal to develop, monitor and model a new generation of PV-T 

modules. The aim of this paper is to introduce the dynamic thermal/electric model 
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implemented in this framework. Thus the PV-T component will be briefly presented in a first 

section followed by the modelling approach and then first results will be introduced. Finally, a 

sample of monitoring results will be showed.    

PV-T HYBRID COMPONENT 

In this research led at the Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems (ISE) in Germany 

with the support of EDF R&D, a broad, multi-scale and multi-competence approach was used 

to improve not only the PV and the thermal components separately, but also to find synergetic 

and specific solutions for the PV-T collector as a whole [3, 4]. 

PV-T absorber was built consisting of a flat heat exchanger coated with an electrically 

insulating film and was laminated with 32 interconnected mc-Si PV cells, EVA films and a 

polymer film as front cover. The aperture area of each collector is 1.01 m² and the PV packing 

factor is 0.79. The front cover is a 4 mm AR glass with a transmission around 0.93 and the 

distance between cover and absorber was 20 mm. A 20 mm thick thermal insulation with a 

conductivity below 0.03 W/(mK) was used at the back. 

Thermal and electrical performances of this PV-T collector were measured at the TestLab 

Solar Thermal Systems of Fraunhofer ISE. These results, presented in a previous paper at 

CISBAT showed an overall efficiency above 82% which represents a major improvement of 

both thermal and electrical efficiency in comparison to previous works on PV-T concepts 

found in literature [5].  

DYNAMIC 3D THERMAL MODEL 

It is essential to accurately determine the thermal state of these hybrid components because it 

is conditioning thermal efficiency but also electrical power generation and its reliability. This 

is why we put research efforts in this direction through the development of a 3D time 

dependent model. The panel is described according to 3D meshing, each volume of control 

following the heat balance equation: 

 LWSWCONDCONVp
t

T
Vc 



  (1) 

with ρ and Cp are respectively the mass density [kg/m
3
] and the specific heat capacity 

[J/(m
3
K)] of the volume of control, V [m

3
] are their volumes and 

 ΦCONV [W/m²] refer to the convective flux that are zeros for the layers except the 

surfaces that are into contact with the air, over the top-glass on one hand, between the 

top-glass and the PV-absorber plate on the other. In those cases, we consider  

  airlayerairCONV TTh   (2) 

 where the convective coefficients hair [WK
-1

] are calculated from Nusselt numbers 

 that result from correlations defined in [6] at the inner air layer and hair = 2.8+3.0uwind 

 outside. 

 ΦCOND [W/m²] are the conductive flux in calculated in all the directions according to 

the formula : 

 TkCOND   (3) 

 where k is the thermal conductivity [Wm
-1

K
-1

]. 

 ΦSW  [W/m²]  are short wavelength radiative flux :  
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 SWSW ES .  (4) 

 S are the surfaces of control volumes that are illuminates and ESW the radiations they 

 received. τα is a transmission-absorption coefficient for short wave radiations that 

 take into account multi-reflexion in the air layer. 

 ΦLW [W/m²] are long wavelengths radiation. For control volumes that are in contact 

with outside, over the top-glass 

     4444

glassgrdglassskyLW TTFrsTTFrcS    (5) 

 calculating Frc=(1-cos(p))/2 and Frs=(1-cos(p))/2, with p the inclination, and defining 

 αLW their long wavelength radiations absorption coefficients of control volumes.  

 For surfaces of the top glass and the PV-plate that are in contact with the inner air 

 layer:  

  44

plateglass

plateglassplateglass

plateglass

LW TTS 


 



 (6) 

Once the thermal model of the combi-panel implemented, the evolution of the fluid 

temperature is computed as follows [6,7]: 

   wwpwabsww
w

wwpw TLCmTTLkNu
t

T
VC 




,,

  (7) 

Nuw designates the Nusselt characterizing the thermal exchange with water, calculate from the 

relations in [6, 7] depending on the turbulent or laminar behaviour of the fluid. m is the mass 

flow ([kg/s]), L ([m]) the length of the path segment.   

ADAPTED TESSELATION 

The heat exchanger of the hybrid PV-T component has a bionic channels structure designed 

by Hermann's FRACTHERM algorithm [8]. This absorber performs better usual drawbacks 

observed on conventional exchangers: it reduces the pressure drops and allows an uniform 

flow distribution. 

An adapted meshing has been implemented for the model in order to respect the specific 

geometry of the exchanger. In that view, the channel structure has been designed following 

the description introduced by Hermann [8] and Pieper and Klein [9], reproducing the 

geometry. Then branching points and other central points of the paths defined a vertices 

network that are used as cells' centres of an adapted Voronoi meshing, as recommended in 

[9].  Thus, Voronoi polygons were used as a basis of a 3D tessellation applied to all the layers 

that constitute the PV-T module. The prisms' thickness are the characteristic height of each 

layer.  

PHOTOVOLTAIC CONVERSION 

At this stage of development we consider the photo-conversion through an entirely 

conventional. This approach is clearly insufficient for such component. In further 

developments we intend to increase the level of accuracy of its modelling and also take into 

consideration the location of PV cells at the absorber. Although the current approach we 

present is limited, we even include it to be consistent in the energy balance. The electrical 
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production computation is based on the Shokley diode equation. It outputs the I-V 

characteristics as functions of the temperatures and the irradiance according to the relations: 

  
 












 1exp(

nkT

IRVq
III s

0PV  (7) 

IPV is the photocurrent and I0 the saturation current of the diode, which expressions are 

developed in [10]. Rs are internal resistances, q the electron charge, k the Boltzmann constant 

and n a calibration factor.  

This model takes into account the temperature dependence of the photovoltaic conversion. 

The PV cell temperatures are obtained by the thermal model exposed previously.  As the 

meshing used in the thermal model is not adapted to the cells geometry, their temperatures are 

computed as weighted means of temperatures of Voronoi polygons. 

Then, the electrical efficiency is  

  
   

PV

mppmpp

AG

TVTI
T

.

.
  (8) 

It will be used to calculate the short wave irradiance ESW that is converted into heat :  

  GESW   1  (9) 

FIRST RESULTS 

The PV-T hybrid panel introduced in a previous has been modelled according to the theory 

developed above, using to the specific meshing recommended by [9]. The main equations 

(partial differential equations (1) and (7)) are solved thanks to an explicit Runge-Kutta (2-3) 

method implemented in Matlab for all the control volumes and the fluid.  

Figure 1 show the temperature field along the exchanger path for a mass flow 005.0m kg/s 

(18kg/h) and different inlet temperatures of the fluid. The exchanger path is drawn in black. 

  

 

Figure 1: Temperature fields in the exchanger for Tinlet = 28.1°C ;  Tintlet=48.5 °C and 

Tinlet=68.2 °C 

Since the environmental conditions are fixed (Tair = 29 °C ; G = 956 W/m²), we can consider 

that we are in steady state regimes. As expected, we can observe that the temperature of the 

fluid increases while it crosses the path, following a logic evolution. Besides, whatever the 
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inlet temperature of the fluid, we can observe that the outlet temperatures are still between 

4°C and 5°C greater. 

The robustness and coherence of the model is been evaluated. In that view, different values of 

mass flow have been tested with different values of Tinlet in steady state conditions (Fig. 2).  

 

Figure 2 : Outlet temperatures for 02.0m  kg/s ; 01.0m  kg/s ; 005.0m  kg/s and  

0025.0m  kg/s ; with Tinlet =27.2°C ; Tinlet =37.2°C ; Tinlet =47.2°C ; Tinlet =57.9°C; Tinlet 

=68.5°C ; Tinlet =28.1°C and Tinlet =22.5°C 

As expected, the smaller the mass flow is, the greater are the temperature gradients between 

inlet and outlet.  

We can also observe that for a mass flow value, the fluid temperatures increase the same way 

whatever the inlet temperature. Thus, for 02.0m  kg/s for example, the outlet temperature is 

1.2 to 1.5 °C higher that the inlet temperature. For 0025.0m kg/s, the difference hit 7.5 to 8 

°C. 

We can thus confirm the coherence of the model but confrontations to experimental data have 

to be realized. 

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES 

The PV-T hybrid collectors are components that convert solar energy into both electricity and 

heat.  Many attempts have been made in the past developing without leading to real products. 

In 2008, a collaborative project with EDF and the Fraunhofer ISE has allowed to develop a 

component with unequalled electrical and thermal performances. This project goes on since 

2012, with the goal to develop, monitor, model and demonstrate the reliability of a PV-T 

system dedicated to domestic hot water.  

Facing the complexity of such component and the interrelated implied phenomena that are 

governing their behaviour and reliability, classical simple modelling approaches can not be 

adopted.  We focused this paper on the development of a 3D thermal/electric model of the 

component which area key points of the accuracy of the power production prediction. Its 

specificity lies in the application of a Voronoi meshing particularly adapted to the bionic 

geometry of the exchanger.  

First results of the model have been shown, confirming its coherence, robustness and fast 

computation. Electrical modelling improvement are now required and under implementation.  

At this study stage, experimental confrontations in controlled conditions and steady state 

regime are in progress.  
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Besides, additional experimental data are collected in real conditions and dynamic regime at 

the test facilities BESTLAB (Building Envelope & Solar Technologies Laboratory of EDF 

R&D): six PV-T modules oriented south with an inclination of 45° are coupled to a real 

domestic hot water system. A pump drives the circulation of glycolic water from the heat 

exchanger in the tank to the PV-T collectors, and inverters inject electricity produced by the 

PV-T modules to the local grid. All the experimental data are collected minute wise 

monitored since summer 2012. In the future, our PV-T model will integrate a global Domestic 

Hot Water system model and the results will be confronted to the monitored data. 
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ABSTRACT  

In order to reach the goal of a zero emission building (ZEB), CO2 emission data has to be made 

available and verified for traditional building materials, new ‘state-of-the-art’ building materials 

and the active elements used to produce renewable energy. However, an initial literature review 

found that although there are databases of embodied carbon values for most building materials, 

the range in results for some materials are varied and inconsistent [1]. 

This paper follows on from previous work [1] on the development of a transparent and robust 

method to calculate CO2eq emissions of the materials used in the concept analysis of the ZEB 

residential model, single family house [2].  The aim of the concept analysis was to investigate if it 

was possible to achieve an "all-electric" ZEB-building by balancing operational and embodied 

emissions by PV-production on the building. The analysis has not considered minimising the 

embodied emissions but is rather a documentation of the embodied carbon dioxide emissions 

using traditional materials in the envelope and in the ventilation and heating systems, as well as, 

those associated with the renewable energy system, such as the photovoltaic panels and solar 

thermal collectors. Material inventories have been imported from the Revit BIM model [3], via 

MS Excel. The material inputs are structured according to the Norwegian table of building 

elements, NS 3451-2009 [4] and emission factors (kgCO2eq per functional unit) for the 

calculations are sourced from SIMAPRO/ Ecoinvent version 2.2 [5][6].  

The goal of these calculations is to estimate, and thus provide an overview of the materials and 

components in the ZEB residential model, which contribute the most to the embodied carbon 

dioxide emissions. The calculations are based on the principles of environmental assessment 

through life cycle analysis. It should be noted that in this first round of calculations, not all life 

cycle phases are included. In the next stage of the calculations, the model will be optimised and 

the impact on emissions recalculated accordingly. 

Keywords: Net ZEB, Residential Concept Model, BIM, LCA, CO2eq Emissions Calculation 

INTRODUCTION  

The main aim of this work is to do realistic simulations of the energy use, embodied emission and 

the total CO2eq emission for a typical residential building in Norway. By doing this the main 

drivers for the CO2eq emission will be revealed, and also what performance is necessary for 

components and solutions in a Zero Emission Building according to the current net ZEB-

definition levels [7]. The minimum requirements on energy efficiency are proposed to be in 

accordance with those stated in NS3700 [8]. The net ZEB definition levels of ZEB-O1 and ZEB-

OM2 are aimed to be achieved in this study.  The study evaluates the embodied carbon (EC) and 

the impact related to different building components and materials. The goal of these calculations is 

to estimate, and thus provide an overview of the materials and components in the ZEB residential 

concept model, which contribute the most to the embodied carbon dioxide emissions. The study 

also questions whether net ZEB-O and net ZEB-OM can be achieved with current technologies. 

______________________________ 
1
 ZEB-O: Emission related to all energy used for operation shall be zero, also energy use for equipment.   

2 
ZEB-OM: Emission related to all energy used for operation plus all embodied emission from materials and 

installations shall be zero.  
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Building Model 

The concept building is a timber frame, 2 storey, single family home with concrete slab on 

ground. The building has a high performance building envelope achieved by using materials and 

solutions already on the market. 

Figure 1  Revit model   Figure 2 First and second floor plans 

The envelope consists of a well-insulated timber frame wall construction with 350 mm mineral 

wool insulation. Table 1 gives the thermal specification of the building envelope. Even though 

this is a high performance building envelope, these figures can be achieved by materials and 

solutions already on the market.  
 

 Values Solution 

External walls U = 0.12 W/m²K Timbered wall with 350 mm insulation. 

External roof U = 0.10 W/m²K Compact roof with approximately 450 mm EPS insulation. 

Slab on ground U = 0.07 W/m²K  
(U = 0.06 W/m²K) 

Floor construction with 500 mm EPS insulation. U-value in brackets 
takes into account the thermal resistance of the ground. 

Windows U = 0.65 W/m²K Three layer low energy windows, with insulated frame.  

Doors U = 0.65 W/m²K Well insulated doors. 

Normalized thermal 
bridge value  

” = 0.03 W/m²K Detailed thermal bridge design 

Air tightness N50 < 0.3 ach@50 Pa Detailed design of a continuous vapour and wind barrier, good 
quality assurance in craftsmanship and pressure testing of the 
building in two stages (when the wind barrier is mounted and when 
the building is finished).   

Table 1  Specifications for the building envelope 

Energy Supply System 

The energy supply solution for heating, cooling and electricity is an “all electric” solution based 

on a combined system of an ‘air to water’  heat pump and solar thermal collectors covering the 

total heat demand, giving a high COP. The electricity demand is covered by high efficiency PV 

panels on the roof. This solution is chosen due to its relatively mature technology and it is 

commonly used on buildings with high energy ambitions (nearly zero, zero or plus energy 

houses).  

The vacuum tube solar collectors placed on the vertical south façade are designed to cover most of 

the heat demand (DHW and space heating) in the summer. Test data for vacuum collectors from 

APRICUS is used, with an optical efficiency of 69 % and a U-value of 1.51 W/m²K.  The 

collectors are mounted on the south vertical façade. The storage capacity is set to 600 litres. It 

should be noted that other solar producers can deliver collectors with a similar  performance. The 

heat pump system is an air to water heat pump, using the outdoor air as heat source. 

Consequently, due to fluctuations in the outdoor air temperature, the COP fluctuates accordingly. 

The data used in the simulation is for the AEROTOP T07 heat pump system from the Swiss 

manufacturer, Elco. The PV panels are normally arranged on a flat roof with arrays of south 

facing panels with an optimal tilt of around 30-45 degrees for Nordic conditions. However, with 

the low solar height in Norway, there needs to be a large space between the arrays or significant 

self-shading will occur. An alternative way to solve this is to angle the panels with a low tilt of 
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10-15 degrees and position them so that they face north and south alternatively. To analyse this, a 

module from the manufacturer Sunpower (spr-333ne-wht-d) has been chosen. This is a 

monocrystalline cell type with a very high nominal efficiency (20.3 %). Each module is 1.56 m 

high and 1.05 wide. A grey-water heat recovery has been used. Its efficiency has been set to 20% 

as it considered as a preheating of the cold water by the hot-water draw-off. 

SIMULATION TOOLS AND METHODS USED 

The 3D architectural drawings and 3D BIM modelling have been done in Revit, version 2012 [3]. 

Embodied emission and embodied energy calculation have been done in the LCA Software tool 

SimaPro version 7.3 [6] which uses data from the LCA database EcoInvent [5]. Material 

inventories have been imported from the Revit BIM-model, via Excel. Simulation of the annual 

heating and cooling demand, peak heating and cooling load, net energy budget, delivered energy 

and heat loss calculation has been done in SIMIEN version 5.011 [9]. The performance of the 

solar collector system and the heat pump system have been simulated using PolySun [10]. The 

performance of the PV-systems have been simulated with PV-syst [11]. 

Calculation Method 

The calculations are based on the principles of environmental assessment through life cycle 

analysis. It should be noted that in this first round of calculations, not all life cycle phases are 

included. The analysis focuses on module A1-A3 from the standard EN15978 [12], which include 

material inputs to gate. The use phase B4, replacements and replacement of new materials over 

the lifetime of the building has also been included. The functional unit is 1 m2 of heated floor area 

(BRA) in the residential building over an estimated life time for the building of 60 years. The 

heated floor area is 160 m2.  The results are mainly presented for emissions on an annual basis, 

where the functional unit of 1 m2 is divided by 60 years. The estimated service lifetime of the 

different inputs is mainly based on product category rules for different materials and components. 

The estimated service lifetime for the solar PV panels is 30 years and is based on guidelines from 

the IEA for the LCA of PV panels. [13] The service lifetime for PV panels is uncertain and is 

dependent on the quality of the actual PV panels used. Chemicals such as glue –paint and primers 

are not included in the analysis.    

The ZEB emission factor (130gCO2/kWh) [14] is used to calculate the emissions for operational 

electricity. With an assumed life time of the building of 60 years (standard value used in the ZEB 

centre), and a constant energy use assumed for the duration of the lifetime, the average CO2eq 

factor for electricity can be calculated to 130 g/kWh (for a building constructed in 2013). The 

average factor of 130 g/kWh is based on a several choices, assumptions, simplifications and 

scenarios. In addition, no official value or consensus on a CO2eq factor for electricity currently 

exists in Norway. However, the approach taken in the ZEB Centre is in line with the long term 

political goals for the electricity system in Europe [7]. The calculations for materials are based on 

emission factors based on the electricity mix used in the different processes for each respective 

material and are sourced from the Ecoinvent database. For example, the concrete used in the 

analysis is based on a concrete process from Switzerland with the Switzerland electricity mix as 

an input.  The solar cell production is based on the UCTE electricity mix (average European mix).  

Further work on the ZEB-residential concept model will include scenarios using different 

electricity mixes in addition to the ZEB emission factor. The impact of the different emission 

factors on overall emissions for the building will then be assessed. 

RESULTS 

In Figure 3 below, the emissions from the main material inputs and technical installations are 

shown. The total emission amounts to 7.2kgCO2eq/m²a, the initial material inputs 5.25 

kgCO2eq/m²a and the use phase replacements 1.95 kgCO2eq/m²a. The PV panels, external walls 

and foundation are the largest contributors to the emissions. The concrete used in the foundation 
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and ground works is responsible for the emissions from this part of the building. Another 

contributor is the insulation, in particular, the use of EPS insulation in the ground floor slab and 

the roof and also, the glass wool insulation used in the outer and inner walls. 

If the solar cells are not estimated to be produced in a 50% more efficient way in 30 years [15] 

and the same EcoInvent process is unchanged for the use phase, the total emissions will be 7.6 

kgCO2eq/m
2 per year i.e. 0.7 kg higher. This indicates that the PV panels alone account for 

between 2.1-2.9 kgCO2eq/m
2 per year or approximately 30-38 % of the current total emissions 

dependent on the replacement scenario.  It should be noted that an emission factor of 261 

kgCO2eq/m
3 per year is used for “normal” concrete. By replacing the “normal” concrete with low 

carbon or “green” concrete, the emissions from concrete could be reduced significantly. 

 

Figure 3 Distribution of carbon dioxide emissions (kgCO2eq per m2 per year) from material and 

technical inputs. 

Design of on-site electricity production and total CO2 balance  

The total CO2 emission (from the materials and from the energy used for operation of the 

building) amounts to 12,3 kgCO2eq/m² per year, or 1964 kgCO2eq  per year. With a CO2 factor of 

0.13 kgCO2eq/kWh, the necessary PV production1has to be 1964/0.13 = 15109 kWh per year. That 

amounts to 94 kWh per m2 heated floor area per year, which is a very high number to achieve 

under Norwegian climate conditions. The flat roof mounted PV will have a yearly production of 

11344 kWh. This is equal to 71 kWh per m2 heated floor area per year, which is well above the 

yearly energy used for operation (delivered electricity, 39 kWh/m² per year). Thus, this alternative 

can be called a plus energy house, producing more energy than it consumes. The PV production 

covers 75 % of the total CO2 emissions, as illustrated in figure 4 below and therefore fails to 

achieve the ZEB-OM target, however, it does satisfy the ZEB-O level. 

___________________________________ 

1 
This is based on the assumptions that exported electricity to the grid will offset equivalent amount of electricity 

in the central el-grid system, produced with the same mean CO2 emissions as the imported (bought) electricity 

i.e. the same CO2 factor is used for both exported and imported electricity (symmetric CO2 factor).   
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Figure 4 CO2 balance between emissions from energy used for operation & embodied emissions 

from materials, and PV production with roof mounted PV.  

DISCUSSION 

One of the main outputs of this research has been the inter-operability of Revit/BIM with 

Ecoinvent using Excel. This inter-operability is part of the development of a robust, flexible and 

transparent emissions calculation method for use at early design stage. Such application of the 

method to the concept model has demonstrated that it can be used to assess the impact on 

emissions of different material choices and energy systems, as well as testing and ensuring 

consistency in environmental input data. The main findings have shown that the emissions from 

PV panels account for 30-38% of the total emissions depending on the predicted production 

efficiency chosen. The preliminary conclusions from this study are:  

1. For a typical single family home (2 storeys) it is rather easy to achieve a ZEB-O level, which 

in this case can be labelled a net zero energy building (energy produced on-site with PV 

equals total electricity demand). 

2. Taking into account also the embodied emissions from materials and installations it is 

difficult to achieve the ZEB-OM (operation and material) level by using only the flat roof for 

PV production. However, it should be noted that the calculation of embodied emissions for 

operation are highly dependent on the emission factor chosen for the electricity mix.   

3. Even if the calculation of embodied emission (EE) has considerable uncertainties, 

preliminary results indicate that EE is significantly higher than the emission related to energy 

used in operation. However, in the current calculations no effort has been made to reduce EE, 

in contrast to energy used in operation where high performance solutions are used.  

4. To achieve a ZEB-OM level a combination of further reduced energy demand, high 

COP/SPF thermal systems, reduced embodied emissions and increased PV-production seems 

to be the solution.   

This study does not consider other on-site electricity production alternatives like bio-CHP, or 

building integrated wind generators. This study is also restricted to analyse operational and 

embodied emission, not taking into account emissions related to the construction and demolition 

phase. Despite the fact that this first round of calculations has presented many challenges and 

provided a large learning curve and interpretation of the data involved, it is expected that future 

optimisation of the design will be much less challenging. In the next stage of this research, the 

impact on total emissions of different lifetime and durability assumptions should be investigated and 

a series of scenario tests should be conducted to analyse the impact on emissions of the following; 
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1. Using Hybrid PV/T modules instead of separate PV panels and solar thermal collectors. 

2. Comparing the emissions for the monocrystalline, silicon PV panels (199 kgCO2eq/m
2)  used in 

this first round of calculations with less efficient thin film PV panels such a-Si (73,8 

kgCO2eq/m
2) and CIS (123 kgCO2eq/m

2)  which less energy intensive to produce and are less 

sensitive to over-heating.  

3. Replacing normal concrete with "green" concrete and replacing glass wool insulation with 

emerging materials such as VIP, PCM and aerogel. The corresponding structural implications 

would also need to be considered. 

4. Generic data should be replaced with specific data from Norwegian manufacturers where 

applicable. The boundary condition, year of the data and place of production of the material 

should be noted carefully when extracting data from the EPD. The emissions should be 

calculated by using the kWh for production and the ZEB emission factor. [14] 

5. Using different emission factors for the electricity grid. The current ZEB emission factors for 

electricity have been established assuming a massive and progressive de-carbonization of the 

grid until 2050, a so-called ultra-green scenario.[7] 
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ABSTRACT  

In recent years, the demand for urban or district cooling technologies and networks has been 

increasing significantly due to their higher efficiency and better ecological impact. Such 

impact is strongly expected to improve further integrating renewable energy technologies. 

Recent studies have been in favour of de-centralized District Cooling where the cooling 

network is divided into sub-networks instead of one central network. This raise the issue of 

which system is considered a better option or solution: Separated, De-Centralized or Urban 

Cooling System (UCS)? Which cooling technology is to be adopted and consequently which 

solar-assisted cooling system represents a better choice? 

A cost optimization model has been developed to optimize several elements of UCS such as: 

cooling network, cooling technologies (compression or absorption), capacity of cooling 

devices, cold and hot storage locations and sizes. Both conventional and renewable energy 

resources have been taken into consideration. Different solar technologies have been included 

in the optimization process such as: trough solar concentrators, vacuum solar collectors and 

PV panels. The model was developed based on the mixed integer linear programming method 

(MILP) and implemented using GAMS language. In this paper, the model developed as well 

as the results of two case studies are briefly presented. The aim of the investigation is to 

provide the decision makers with a preliminary idea of where to invest among all these design 

options, varying from Separated (one building) Systems to UCS, and the different solar 

technologies investigated. The work is also an attempt to answer the questions concerning the 

financial affectivity of integrating solar technologies into Urban Cooling Systems. 

It was observed that UCS represents a more efficient choice when dealing with residential 

districts. The decision of integrating solar technologies into UCS, especially in sub-tropical 

regions, is a technically feasible way to reduce the effect of climate change and global 

warming. Among the three solar technologies investigated in this research, PV-Panels 

emerged to be more economic option to adopt. This work is a starting effort to develop a 

multi-objective decision making model optimizing cost, primary energy consumptions and 

CO2 emissions. 

Keywords: Urban / District Cooling, Cost Optimization, MILP, Solar Energy Integration, 

Decision Making. 

INTRODUCTION  

A typical urban cooling system (UCS) consists of several cooling consumption locations 

(Buildings) which are usually different in application type and occupation pattern and 

therefore, different cooling load profiles. Each building is assumed to have an available area 

which can be utilized to install cooling energy production unit, cold water storage and/or user-

end unit. 
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Considering the wide range of possible network structures and capacity planning options, it 

becomes extremely essential to compare and analyse the trade-off between the scale 

economies in centralized solutions and those in the decentralized solutions in order to reach 

optimal solutions. This can be achieved by using binary variables accounting for fixed cost 

components [1]. MILP techniques already have been applied in the optimization of 

cogeneration and tri-generation systems by several researchers [2, 3, 4 & 5]. Thus the choice 

of using MILP in urban cooling systems (UCS) was driven by the necessity of producing a 

realistic comparison of centralized and decentralized solutions. 

The decision of integrating solar technologies into urban cooling, especially in sub-tropical 

regions, is a technically feasible way to replace the electric refrigeration machines, minimise 

the consumption of fossil fuels, subsequently reduce the green house emission and eventually 

reduce the effect of climate change and global warming [6, 7] 

In this work, two cooling technologies to produce cooling energy have been considered: a) 

Compression chillers powered by electricity grid, PV-panels or both. b) Absorption chillers 

connected to a boiler powered by natural gas supply line or to solar energy technologies (e.g 

vacuum tube collectors and/or trough solar concentrators). Figures (1a & b) represent the 

possible constructions of the cooling energy generation unit to be installed at each site 

including all the technologies integrated to the model. 

 
Fig. (1a & b): Configuration options for the cooling energy generation plant on site (i). 

METHODOLOGY 

A MILP model was developed, considering local energy balances and overall network 

configuration, to optimize the structural design and operational parameters of the urban 

cooling system. That includes: Size and location of each equipment in the system, type of 

cooling technologies (type of chiller: compression or absorption) to be used, type of energy 

resources, size and location of the each distribution pipeline in the DC network, energy flow 

rates in those pipelines and how the production and storage units should be hourly operated to 

cover the hourly cooling load of each building in the UC system. On a later stage, the model 

was upgraded to include the structural design and operational parameters of three solar 

technologies (PV-panels, Trough concentrators and Vacuum tube collectors). 

Figure (2) shows, schematically, the basic energy flow structure of the UC network. The 

nodes (i, j and k) represent the physical locations where the cooling energy can be offered or 

requested (e.g. buildings, storages, or plants). Figure (3) shows a superstructure at any 

location i, comprising all equipment and technologies which are possible to be installed at this 

site. In this model, each location is a possible plant, storage, consumer or all three together.   

-a- -b- 
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It is up to the optimization model to decide which type of cooling technology is to be installed 

in each energy generation site among the technologies presented in Figure (1).  

      

 

The optimization is defined as to minimize the overall annual cost of UC system. As 

presented in (eq. 1) the objective function considers both the investment and operational costs 

of all equipment and network of the UC system.  

min.   Z ={Cinv+ Copr }                                                                                                              (1) 

The MILP model for the multi-period design and operational planning problem is 

characterized by bainary variables (Yequ,i) which determines the location and number of units 

installed, and also by continuous variables (CAPequ,i) for the representation of nominal 

capacities and energy flows [3, 4]. The investment cost of each equipment or network pipeline 

is defined using the annuity method as presented in (eq.2) where (fequ) represents the annuity 

factor [1, 2]. CCvequ and CCfequ are the linearized price function parameters of equipment. For 

solar technologies, the equipment capacity variables were replaced with gross area variables 

(Aequ,i). On the other hand, the annual operational costs were calculated as the sum of 

operational costs in all time periods [1]. 

                                                   (2) 

 

 -                                                     (3) 

Where; PCopr is the sum of operational costs of the plant equipment for all time periods, ECnet-

opr is the sum of electricity costs of pumping the cooling water through the network for all 

time periods, ECcomp-opr is the sum of electricity costs to operate the compression chillers for 

all time periods, FCopr is the sum of fuel (natural gas) costs used to operate the boilers for all 

Fig. (2): energy-flow structure of 

the UC network at site (i). 

Fig. (3): Local Cooling Energy 

System (Superstructure) at site 

(i). Where : Gi represents the 

local fuel (Gas) supply system, 

Ei represents the local 

electricity supply grid, Si 

represent the solar energy 

resources and Ci represents the 

local cooling supply piping 

system. 
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time periods, ECpv is the sum of incomes of produced electricity at PV-Panels and sold to the 

national grid for all time steps (h) and Cpvt is the selling price (ct./kWh). 

 

                                                                         

Both electricity and fuel (natural gas) prices are time dependent in this model. Thus a time 

related purchase tariff including various prices of electricity (depending on the hour of the 

day) and fuel (depending on the time of the year) can be easily adopted. 

The annual demand is expressed considering a number of representative days throughout the 

year (e.g. one representative day for each month of the year) divided into 24 periods of (1 

hour). However, although only representative days have been included in the time set of the 

model, the operational costs were calculated for the full year by assuming similar operation 

costs at similar time periods. The objective function was subjected to several constraints 

regarding energy balances, capacity limits, consistency bounds and available area constraints. 

All of which were applied on the local equipment and the pipeline network. 

RESULTS 

The MILP optimization model was implemented using GAMS language and solved using the 

commercial solver CPLEX 12. Two realistic case studies were investigated. The first case 

study is a small sector of a university campus consisting of four buildings, three office 

buildings (N1, N2 & N4) and one dormitory (N4), as presented in Figure 4. The second case 

study is a residential neighbourhood consisting of five multi-apartment residential buildings 

and two office buildings, a school (N4) and a health centre (N8), as presented in Figure 5.  

  

 

                                                                                  (4) 

Figure (4): optimized cooling system 

obtained for Case study 1 for: Tariff A. 

Figure (5): optimized cooling system 

obtained for Case study 2 for: Tariff A. 
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Two different electricity tariffs were adopted. Tariff A is a constant tariff:  26 ct/kWh  (01:00 

– 24:00) and Tariff B is a variable tariff: 26 ct/kWh (01:00 – 05:00) & (22:00-24:00) and 19.4 

ct/kWh (06:00 – 21:00) [8]. Other scenarios with different conditions, such as limited 

available area and prices changes, were also performed in order to reach a general conclusion 

about the impact of some decision making parameters, related to the solar technologies, on the 

cost optimized system. 
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Figure (6): Annual costs of case studies 1 & 2 and for three different scenarios. 

DISCUSSION 

It is noticed that the results were strongly affected by the nature of the buildings under 

investigation and also the distances among those buildings. The buildings in the first case 

study were relatively big with high peak loads but their occupation pattern were limited for a 

certain period of time, the working hours, except of the student dormitory (N4). On the other 

hand the buildings in the second case study were mostly residential buildings with shorter 

distances among them.  It is observed that UCS is a more efficient choice to make when 

dealing with residential districts.  Although conventional compression chillers have less 

investment costs within the range of design capacities chosen by the model, absorption 

chillers driven by natural gas fired boilers seem to have less annual cost (both investment and 

operational costs).   

Among the three solar technologies investigated in this research, PV-Panels emerged to be 

more economic due to their annual income of locally produced energy. The energy produced 

in the local PV-Panels were assumed, at first, to be sold completely to the national electricity 

grid due to the difference in timing between the solar energy production hours, daylight hours, 

and the operation hours of the cooling chillers which are more related to the cooling load 

profiles. This difference was more obvious in the variable electricity Tariff (B) when 

compression chillers were to be installed at the production site, as a substitute for the 

absorption chillers, where most of the cooling energy was produced during low tariff period 

(night hours). However the selling prices of the locally produced energy where 16 ct./kWh [9] 

which is less than the purchased electricity tariffs A and B. This indicates that a better 

solution, less total cost, might be suggested by the model if electricity produced by the PV-

Panels were used directly to operate the compression chillers. Such a scenario was performed 

by assigning PV energy sell prices equal to the purchase tariffs. This scenario showed a 
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sufficient reduction in the annual cost, up to 59 % in case 1 and 32 % for case 2 (Fig. 6). 

However the configurations presented in figures (4 & 5) were still chosen by the model as 

optimal solutions.  

The condition of no fuel to drive the boiler was also investigated for case study 1 as a special 

scenario combined with the condition of no PV panels to be installed. The goal of this special 

case was to investigate which of the other two solar technologies represent the more economic 

option. Although trough concentrators have less investment cost, vacuum tube collectors have 

lass operational costs due to the absence of sun tracking systems. However, the model has 

chosen compression chillers operated by national grid electricity over the option of absorption 

chillers operated by solar energy. This can be explain by the relatively low amount of energy 

produced by each square meter of solar collectors which requires a wide area to be invested to 

operate the absorption chillers and big sized hot water storages to be installed as well which 

will eventually result in higher total cost of the system.  

In general, it is observed that integrating solar technologies into urban cooling system has a 

positive impact not only on the economic aspect but also on the ecological aspects as well 

where CO2 footprint and primary energy consumption rates where reduced significantly. 

Separated single-objective optimization models for minimizing the CO2 emissions and 

primary energy consumption have been developed and implemented for both case studies (1 

& 2). On the long-term future plan, the design and optimization model is to be further 

developed into a multi-objective optimization model where the ecological objective 

(minimizing the CO2 emissions and primary energy consumption) is to be included along 

with cost optimization. 
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ABSTRACT  

With the availability of accurate digital surface models over large areas, there is growing 

interest in solar cadastre, i.e. calculations of the irradiation for every roof of a city. Currently a 

solar cadastre gives a prediction for the yearly production of a PV plant on a specific roof as 

well as the orientation, inclination and area of the roof plane. This information together with 

the horizon calculated when developing the solar cadastre may be used to do update a solar 

cadastre with monthly production values for each roof.  

The irradiation calculation for a solar cadastre is rather time consuming. Thus it is not feasible 

to repeat the full calculation for a large area every month. Instead we have developed a simple 

model to approximate the monthly production values based on the irradiation calculation for 

an average year and measured current irradiation data from ground stations.  

The irradiation calculation for an average year that is performed for a standard solar cadastre 

takes into account orientation, inclination and shadowing for a specific roof. This result for an 

average year is scaled by comparing the direct and diffuse irradiation on a horizontal surface 

for the current month with the corresponding month of the typical year. The precision of this 

method was validated over a 10-year period showing that the standard deviation of the 

relative error is only 4% for roofs with an inclination between 20 and 60 degrees.  

The resulting monthly production values are presented in a web application accessible to the 

general public. The most important value presented is the estimated production in kWh/kWp. 

This allows owners of small private PV plants to compare the estimated production with the 

production of their plant to have a simple kind of plant surveillance.  

Keywords: Solar Cadastre, Solar Energy, Web Application, Monthly Production Values. 

INTRODUCTION  

For the first solar cadastre in the 1990’s the information on the geometry of the roof planes 

was derived from photogrammetric data [1]. In recent years the availability of airborne laser 

scanning provided a new option to obtain the digital surface model data needed for the 

derivation of a solar cadastre [2]. A further possible data source is an already existing 3D city 

model.  

The derivation of a solar cadastre may be divided into three steps. First of all, the input data 

need to be rasterized to obtain a digital surface model. From this aspect and slope of each 

raster cell may be derived based on the heights of neighbouring pixels. In the second and 

central step, the irradiation for each raster cell is calculated taking into account aspect and 

slope as well as shadowing effects. Finally, the results from the irradiation calculation are 

aggregated per roof plane. 

In particular the second step of the derivation, the irradiation calculation, is rather time 

consuming. In order to obtain accurate results, usually the irradiation and the shadowing 
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effect are calculated for each hour of an average year with a special resolution of less than 1 

meter. To repeat this calculation every month with current irradiation data takes several days 

up to weeks for larger areas and is thus not feasible.  

METHOD 

We use hourly irradiation data for an average year (period 1986-2005) from meteonorm [3] 

on an un-shadowed horizontal plain as the basis for the calculation. For the direct irradiation 

the analysis of the shadowing effect is straight forward: for each hour of the year one needs to 

determine whether the sun position is above the horizon or not. For the diffuse irradiation the 

method is a bit more complicated. In order to calculate the effect of the horizon on the diffuse 

irradiation it is necessary to calculate the radiation distribution of the diffuse radiation over 

the sky hemisphere. For this we use the Perez model [4]. As the radiation distribution depends 

on the sun position and the sky’s clearness and the sky’s brightness the radiation distribution 

needs to be calculated for each hour separately. Weighting the hourly radiation distribution 

with the diffuse radiation in the corresponding hour, one obtains the yearly diffuse radiation 

distribution. This yearly diffuse radiation distribution is then masked with the horizon for 

each raster cell (see Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1: Illustration of the shadowing analysis for the diffuse irradiation for a specific point 

in time: radiation distribution (left), horizon (center) and un-shadowed part of the radiation 

distribution.  

For each raster cell the results of the hourly irradiation calculation are summed for each 

month for direct and diffuse irradiation separately. These are then aggregated per roof plane in 

order to obtain for each roof plane the direct and diffuse irradiation for each month of a 

typical year.  
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In order to obtain the estimated production for the current year, the measured direct an diffuse 

irradiation on a horizontal plane are compared with the values for the average year and the 

values for each roof are scaled accordingly (see Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2: Illustration of the method to estimate the monthly irradiation values for the current 

year based on measured irradiation date on a horizontal plane.  

Validation 

The results of the method were validated for a place near Berne, Switzerland for the 120 

months during the period 2002-2011. The validation was performed for roof planes with all 

orientations and an inclination between 0° and 60°. First the irradiation was calculated 

directly with the Perez-Modell for each month based on the hourly data from meteonorm as is 

was done for the average year. These results were then compared with values obtained by 

scaling the values from the average year using method described above.  

The mean relative error was found to be less than 1%. The distribution of the mean relative 

error depending on the orientation and inclination of the roof plan is shown in Figure 3. The 

standard deviation of the distribution of the relative error was found to be 4%.  

In a first attempt a more simple method was tried by using only the global horizontal 

irradiation for the current month in comparison with the average year for scaling. While the 

mean relative error also is less than 1%, the standard deviation of the distribution of the 

relative error is 8%. This shows that it is necessary to look at the direct and diffuse irradiation 

separately.  

With the error of the method used typically being less than 4%, the accuracy of the measured 

irradiation is likely to have a similar or even larger error. Thus the accuracy of this method is 

comparable to performing an irradiation measurement at the site of the plant or using satellite 

data for plant surveillance. The last two have of course the advantage of higher time 

resolution. In contrast it is not advisable to use the method presented in this article to calculate 

daily values. On one hand because the data to be stored becomes much larger and the day of 

the current year may have a completely different ratio of direct to diffuse irradiation 

compared to the average year.   
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Figure 3: Distribution of the mean relative error (MRE) in % depending on the orientation 

and inclination of the roof plane for 120 months the validation period 2002-2011.  

RESULTS 

The results of the calculation were integrated into an interactive website [5] (see Figure 4). 

For each roof the standard parameters of a solar cadastre (orientation, inclination, area, mean 

annual irradiation) are given. On top of that the monthly irradiation values of the last and the 

current year are given and compared with the average year. This comparison is also displayed 

in a graphic. Further, the estimated production in kWh/kWp is given.  

To estimate the monthly production the mean monthly irradiation in kWh/m
2
 for a specific 

roof is multiplied with a performance ratio of 85% to obtain the estimated production in 

kWh/kWp.  

The data presented allows owners of small PV plants to check whether their plants production 

reaches the estimated production, thus performing a simple kind of plant surveillance.  
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Figure 4: Screenshots from the website http://solarkataster.meteotest.ch/belp which shows the 

monthly irradiation data and the estimated production.  
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ABSTRACT 

Social, economic and environmental (SEE) impacts resulting from the adoption of solar PV 

have been modelled at a community scale for the first time using a probabilistic graphical 

model in the form of a Bayesian Network (BN). Model parameters required to conceptualise 

this multi-disciplinary problem domain are characterised by uncertainty due to stochastic 

variability, measurement and modelled data errors, or missing or incomplete information. A 

BN conveniently represents the model parameters and the associations between them and 

endogenises the uncertainty in probability distribution functions or mass functions.  

The theory and method of construction of an object-oriented BN which encapsulates a number 

of SEE parameters is described. This is used to model small urban areas as potential adopters 

of solar PV technology. The BN has been populated with modelled and empirical quantitative 

data from a variety of disciplines to create an inter-disciplinary knowledge representation of 

the problem domain.  

The model has been used to explore a number of scenarios whereby ‘observations’ are made 

on one or more variables of interest thus altering their prior probability distribution. The 

updated or posterior distributions of all the other variables are then recalculated using 

inference algorithms. Results are presented which show the utility of this approach in 

diagnostic and prognostic inference making. For example it is shown that Solar PV can have a 

small but significant impact on energy poverty. 

It is concluded that the adoption of a BN modelling approach that endogenises uncertainty, 

and reduces investment and policy risks associated with energy technology interventions 

within communities, can act as a useful due diligence and decision support tool for a number 

of private, public and community sector stakeholders active in this sector, in particular key 

decision and policy makers. 

Keywords: Solar PV, Bayesian Networks, Community Energy, Uncertainty 

INTRODUCTION  

Community scale energy efficiency and renewable energy technologies are seen as a valuable 

means for contributing to a number of energy policy objectives, and are benefitting from a 

range of financial support mechanisms internationally. These incentives in turn are resulting 

in rapidly increasing investment in the community scale renewables sector. However, 

significant uncertainty exists with respect to the potential impacts of community scale 

renewables in terms of specific policy goals, including actual (as opposed to projected) 

greenhouse gas reductions, renewable energy generation capacity and socio-economic 

benefits such as fuel poverty alleviation. This uncertainty represents significant risk for 

investors and policy makers alike. A multivariate problem domain characterised by 

uncertainty is ideal for representation by a probabilistic graphical model and more specifically 
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by a Bayesian Network (BN) (Pearl, 1990). 

The aim of the broader research project to which the work here contributes is to use a BN 

methodology to evaluate the potential SEE impacts of low carbon interventions for urban 

areas in order to endogenise uncertainty in the modelled outputs and thus explore risk. A BN 

as a decision and policy making tool in this arena will be evaluated.   

This paper demonstrates how a candidate BN was constructed. The two key elements of the 

method are discussed; firstly the construction of the BN to represent the problem domain as a 

qualitative conceptual model; and secondly the elicitation of quantitative data to define the 

marginal and conditional probabilities for all the variables in order to construct an accurate 

knowledge representation. Some preliminary outputs of the model are presented.  Finally the 

efficacy of BNs as a tool for decision and policy making pertaining to the deployment of 

community renewable energy is discussed.  

BAYESIAN NETWORK THEORY 

A BN is encoded over a directed acyclic graph 

(DAG) in which the vertices (nodes) correspond 

to random variables and directed edges represent 

direct dependencies between them (see Figure 

1). A directed edge from a parent node A to child 

node B implies that variable B has a causal or 

influential dependence on variable A. 

The variable is represented as a probability mass 

function (pmf) which gives the probability of 

each disjoint state. A variable A, with n discrete 

states, a1, a2, a3... an, has a pmf, P(A), 
represented by a set as in equation 1. 

 ( )  { (     )           } Equation 1 

The dependency of a child variable on a parent variable is modelled using a conditional 

probability table (cpt)  ( | ), whereby each state of a child variable B has a probability 

conditional on the state of the parent variable A. The joint probability distribution 

(jpd),  (   ), is calculated using the fundamental rule from the prior pmf of the parent and 

the cpt (equation 2). 

 (   )   ( | )   ( ) Equation 2 

Using the jpd, the prior pmf of the child variable B can be deduced by the process of 

marginalisation which involves summing the probability of the child variable for each value 

of the parent: 

 ( )   ∑ (    )

 

   

 Equation 3 

These techniques, which follow from the axioms of probability, can be applied to all the 

variables in a BN. The fundamental rule yields the chain rule which can be factorised to a 

more tractable form. Thus the jpd for all the variables in the BN shown in Figure 1 can be 

represented using the factorised chain rule as in equation 4. 

 (         )   ( ) ( | ) ( | ) ( | ) ( |   ) Equation 4 

The pmf for each variable can be calculated by a repeated process of marginalisation. Such a 

 

Figure 1. Bayesian Network modelled 

as a directed acyclic graph 
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calculation produces the prior probability distribution - a measure of the prior uncertainty - of 

each variable. The utility of a BN is realised when one or more variables are fixed to a 

particular state (hard evidence), or state probabilities are adjusted in the light of new 

observations (soft evidence). The jpd can be updated and the pmfs for all other variables 

recalculated using Bayes Rule and the chain rule. The new posterior distributions allow the 

BN to be used as a decision support tool. 

For a large BN, with say 20 variables each with 10 discrete states, the number of elements in 

the jpd would number 10
20

. Its calculation is intractable and computationally NP-hard 

(Cooper, 1990). Software algorithms enable pmfs to be calculated without determining the 

entire jpd, rendering the problem feasible for all BN structures  (Jensen et al., 1990). 

Software packages are available which allow the encoding of a BN and the execution of rapid 

inference calculations. In this work AgenaRisk® was used. This software allows the encoding 

of  hybrid BNs which have both discrete and continuous random variables (Neil et al., 2005). 

Continuous variables, parameterised by a probability distribution function (pdf), are 

automatically discretised (converted to intervals) to yield a pmf. AgenaRisk® makes use of 

dynamic discretisation algorithms to create non-uniform intervals. This ensures that narrower 

intervals are used in regions of the pdf where broad intervals would lead to approximate 

inference. AgenaRisk® thereby maximises the fidelity of the resultant discretised pmf to the 

pdf without a “heavy cost of computational complexity” (Neil et al., 2007). 

CONSTRUCTING THE BN  

The first task is to construct the qualitative component of the BN, namely the DAG, by 

deciding upon the key variables of interest and determining the causal influence between them 

using expert knowledge in a fashion similar to causal mapping (Goodier et al., 2010). For a 

large interdisciplinary 

problem domain it is 

convenient to break the 

graph into smaller 

connected sub-domains to 

create an object-oriented 

BN (Koller and Pfeffer, 

1997; Molina et al., 

2010). Each object 

encapsulates a more 

granular BN in which a 

number of variables 

define the object’s domain. The prior, or posterior, pmf of an object’s variables can act as 

inputs for other objects thus creating a declarative object-oriented application. This approach 

was adopted here and eight objects which encapsulate a total of 40 variables have been 

defined, with their relationships shown in Figure 2. These are discussed further below.  

The second task is to populate each node with quantitative probabilistic data. For each 

variable a node probability table (npt) needs to be entered. For variables with parents, the data 

must convey conditional probabilities for each parent state. Preparing data for entry into the 

npt requires processing and conditioning. Occasionally it is convenient to parameterise a 

dataset into a continuous probability distribution using multivariate fitting algorithms. 

In the following section the resulting BN’s objects are described. Some key data sources used 

to populate the npts of variables are described and posterior pmfs resulting from observations 

are demonstrated. 

 

Figure 2. Object-oriented BN for community renewables 
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Figure 4. Distribution of annual household income 

 

 

Figure 3. LSOA locations in England 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1. GIS Area Profile - In this work the geographic unit of analysis was the Lower Super-

Output Area (LSOA), which is derived from socially homogeneous UK census output areas 

(Martin et al., 2001) and comprises, on average, 600 dwellings. Variables from several 

sources have been 

combined to create a 

Graphical Information 

system (GIS). Thus far, 4 

LSOAs have been 

included (Figure 3). Geo-

location, size, aspect and 

pitch of roofs have been 

derived using Light 

Detection and Ranging 

(LiDAR). Building type, 

height, footprint and age 

have been obtained from a 

commercial database. A pmf of the domestic household income has been estimated using 

spatial micro-simulation modelling. This has been estimated using census and family resource 

survey data (Anderson, 2013) and fitted with a -distribution for ease of entry into 

AgenaRisk®. Figure 4 shows the pmf and fitted pdf for household income in LSOA 

E01025703 (Loughborough). 

2. Technology Investment - This object models the probabilistic relationships between 

technology costs, loan finance and discount rates to give net present value distributions. 

3. Energy Generation - This object takes as a key input the solar potential of the LSOA 

from the GIS object and uses PVGIS  CM-SAF model (Huld et al., 2012) to calculate the 

solar potential pmf of the LSOA.  The results for LSOA E01018870 (Camborne) are shown 

in Figure 5.  

The deterministic PVGIS Yields are 

combined with empirical data to 

estimate system losses in a 

statistically robust way to introduce a 

realistic probabilistic measure of solar 

PV yield for any one property. This is 

coupled with empirical data for 

typically deployed UK Solar PV 

system ratings to calculate 

probabilistic annual yields. 

4. Monetisation - The UK FiT 

scheme pays PV owners a generation 

and export tariff. This object takes as 

an input the energy generated and 

monetises this using current tariffs. A 

pmf of the self-consumption of the PV generated electricity has been estimated using data 

from Solar PV field trials which enables a pmf for export income to be estimated. 

5. Domestic Energy Consumption - key variables in this object are domestic electricity and 

gas consumption. Inputs from other objects are the household income and property attributes 

from the GIS object and building energy performance. Fuel consumptions conditional on the 
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Figure 6. pmfs of saving due to displaced grid 

electricity in LSOA E0102570, Loughborough. 

 

 

Table 1. Percentage  

households spending 

over 10% on fuel. 

building performance and household 

income were derived from literature 

data (DEFRA, 2005) and 

deconvolution methods. 

6. Domestic Income - The income 

distribution from the GIS object is 

combined with cash flows from the 

monetisation and energy consumption 

objects. This object provides a pmf of 

the change in household income as a 

probabilistic economic indicator. 

7. Environmental Benefits - Using 

carbon intensity of displaced grid 

electricity, this object delivers a pmf 

of the carbon emission reduction for the technology. 

8. Economic Benefits - Cash flows into business from the Technology Investment object can 

be used to estimate business income, growth and employment creation.  

The model allows variables from a range of knowledge domains to be rendered as 

distributions in the form of pmfs. Such a representation of uncertainty is commensurate with 

Bayesian statistical inference. This is 

potentially more intuitive for stakeholders 

since a pmf gives an immediate and 

tangible variability of model parameters as 

opposed to alternative statistical inference 

methods using p-values and confidence 

intervals (Iversen, 1984). There are 

numerous aspects of this that can be 

demonstrated using this model across a 

range of SEE indicators e.g. carbon 

emission savings, domestic household 

income impacts and contributions to 

business growth. Figure 6 shows the pmfs 

for income from displaced electricity 

saving under 3 observations of solar PV 

system rating. 

In the UK context one pressing policy concern is fuel (energy) 

poverty (Boardman, 2012) and questions arise as to whether 

microgeneration can have an impact (Walker, 2008). Posterior pmfs 

for the percentage of household income spent on fuel have been 

generated by the BN for several PV system rating observations. From 

these the percentage of households spending over 10% of their 

income on fuel has been calculated. The results are shown in Table 1. 

This demonstrates how the BN allows scenarios to be tested and 

recalculates the posterior distributions accordingly.  

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 

An extensive interdisciplinary knowledge representation for the deployment of solar PV in 

four communities has been created. The probabilistic assessment of a number of SEE 

 

Figure 5. Solar potential for LSOA E01018870, 
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parameters has been made, providing a powerful inference making tool to aid multi-criteria 

decision making (MCDM). This robust whole-system approach facilitates multi-scale (e.g. 

building, community, or city) analysis whilst managing constraints such as cost or carbon 

emissions (Rowley et al., 2013). Further development will incorporate probabilistic impact 

distributions for a range of domestic low carbon technical and behavioural interventions. This 

can be further enhanced by adding utility and value nodes (Delcroix et al., 2013) for various 

SEE indicators to create a triple bottom line MCDM tool to aid deliberative policy making.  
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ABSTRACT 

Developing towards sustainable buildings with a high degree of energy independence, an in-

crease of the solar thermal yield can only to some extent be achieved by improving solar 

components such as collector, storage tank, or controller. Beyond that, the geometric setup, 

combination and integration of solar PV and thermal modules into the architectural concept 

yield many opportunities in terms of orientation and inclination angles, seasonal shadings, 

reflection and convection effects.  

Another optimization aspect for thermal systems is to align the concept according to the ex-

ergetic operating conditions of the supplied energy consumers. I.e. heat storage capacities and 

temperature levels have to reflect the energy demands and the fluctuation band of solar ener-

gy. 

All these concepts are taken into account in a building that is presently under construction and 

that aims at a thermal solar fraction of 75% without seasonal storage but using a concrete core 

activation to store heat on a weekly basis. Investigating the mentioned phenomena and opti-

mizing the geometric aspects are important steps towards a self-sustaining building managing 

to make use of the sufficient amounts of solar energy that are available even in winter time. 

Beyond the demonstration of these special features we hope to inspire energy specialists and 

architects to develop further concepts along these lines. 

Keywords: self-sustaining building, concrete core activation, high solar fraction, mirror effect 

BASE CONCEPT OF A PILOT AND DEMONSTRATION BUILDING IN WETZIKON ZH 

The design process for the pilot and demonstration project “75% active solar building (with-

out seasonal storage)”, supported by the Swiss Federal Office of Energy SFOE was driven by 

the above mentioned strategies. The one-family-building with a separate office apartment and 

studio is built according to the Swiss standard Minergie-P-ECO (passive house) with a specif-

ic heating demand of 15 kWh/m
2
/a. This is achieved by U-values of 0.1 W/m

2
/K for the walls, 

0.09 W/m
2
/K for the roof, and 0.95 W/m

2
/K for the windows (incl. the frame) respectively. 

The mechanical ventilation uses a soil heat exchanger to preheat the fresh air and a mem-

brane-based enthalpy exchanger. Due to overtopping and CO2 sensors, the ventilation flow-

rate can be reduced to a minimum. Loam elements and loam rendering in all inhabited rooms 

are further measures to keep the relative humidity in the comfortable range of 40 – 50% and 

to lessen the overheating in case of high passive gains. In this way, a healthy indoor climate 

and an ecological optimization are obtained simultaneously. 

A crucial point of a predominantly solar driven building is the heat storage. It is known since 

1991 that the irradiated energy in summer can be stored in a huge water tank and withdrawn 

in winter for heating. A certain disadvantage of this seasonal storage concept is that the col-

lector runs on high temperatures to obtain high energy densities in the tank.  
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In the here presented project, the heat storage is the concrete mass of the building, including 

the cellar floor and ceiling and the timber-concrete composite of the upper floor. 90% of the 

floor area can be activated and is directly linked (without heat exchanger) to the solar circuit. 

In this way the concrete mass can be used as storage on a weekly basis. In order to release the 

heat retarded, the concrete is covered above and below by insulating materials. The U-values 

are chosen such that heat transfer just covers the buildings transmission and ventilation losses. 

As soon as internal or passive gains raise the room temperature, the heat transfer diminishes 

due to the reduced temperature difference.  This self-controlling of the power release accord-

ing to the room temperature is also known from common floor heating. But in the present 

building, 60 m
3
 of concrete with a heat equivalent of 50 kWh/K help to keep the temperature 

up over a long period: Taking very moderate passive gains into account, 1 K of concrete tem-

perature covers the energy demand of a severe winter day. Since the temperature spread of 

about 5 K in the concrete (from 25 to 30°C) can be fully charged about 20 times per year, 

yielding an estimated integrated storage capacity of app. 5000 kWh. This is comparable to the 

annual heating demand of 6000 kWh. 

In contrary to the case of seasonal storage, the collector temperature in the present concept is 

always around 30 – 35 °C. The small temperature difference to the inlet temperature is possi-

ble because the solar circuit runs on water and is directly connected to the heating circuit, 

without heat exchanger. Furthermore, the water that drains properly down when the solar cir-

cuit stops has better heat transfer and turbulence properties than glycol mixtures, especially at 

these moderate temperatures. 

These collector operating conditions allow for significantly higher solar gains from diffuse 

irradiance in winter and for a high efficiency for direct solar irradiance. In order to use this to 

the highest extend, the collector inclination of 70° and exact south exposure has been chosen. 

In addition to the direct sun light, reflected sun light from the PV panels increases the total 

collector irradiance. This is further described in the over next chapter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Pilot and demonstration building (here a picture of its model) aiming at a 75% 

thermal solar fraction (heating and hot water), 25% are covered by wood pellets. The photo-

voltaic field covers the buildings electricity demand about four times. The construction will 

be/was terminated in summer 2013. 

Solar Thermal 

Photovoltaic 

Solar Architecture 
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS TO OPTIMIZE SOLAR THERMAL AND PHOTOVOLTAIC  

INSTALLATIONS 

For solar buildings that are planned from scratch, instead of a side-by-side of PV and solar 

thermal, a mutual assistance can be achieved under certain conditions. For the two technolo-

gies, the following characteristics have to be considered when planning an installation [1]: 

Photovoltaic: 

- For Switzerland, flat inclination of 25 – 35° are optimal (steeper in the mountains) 

- A good cooling (ventilation) of the modules increases the solar yield 

- South or slightly south-east orientation are optimal (mornings are cooler) 

- Should not be shaded by obstacles, especially in summer 

Solar thermal: 

- For Switzerland, steep inclination of 50 – 75° are optimal (in particular for heating) 

- Warm air around the collector increases the solar yield 

- South or slightly south-east orientation are optimal (afternoons are hotter) 

- Should not (heavily) be shaded in winter time 

Beside these two technologies, the shape of the building is another energy relevant element. 

The daily and seasonal variation of the irradiance orientation and intensity of direct and dif-

fuse sunlight can be systematically used for passive heating purposes in winter and preventing 

overheating in summer. Therefore, the following aspects are important: 

- Building orientation, big windows towards south 

- East and west side: smaller windows to prevent overheating in summer 

- Using a porch roof to shade windows in summer 

- Special glazing with seasonally variable transmission of sunlight (“SunPattern” [2]) 

- Compact building shape to minimize the surface 

- Thermally optimized placing of the rooms in the building interior 

All these aspects should be taken account of, or should be combined together as optimally as 

possible. Especially on the south façade, the considered applications rival one another, but 

when cleverly combined (for instance a flat PV porch roof shading a window below) the tech-

nologies support each other.  

IRRADIANCE AND THERMAL YIELD INCREASE DUE TO REFLECTION FROM THE 

PV FIELD 

The reflection concept is shown in Figure 2: A relatively flat PV field with an inclination of 

11° serves as a mirror for steeply inclined (70°) thermal collectors, installed above the PV 

field. For low sun elevations, parts of the sunlight are reflected from the PV to the thermal 

field. For high sun elevations, the mirror effect works the other way round, even though to a 

lower extend. 
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Figure 2: Mirror effect on the photovoltaic field (blue, 11° inclined) onto the thermal collec-

tors (black, 70° inclined) for low solar elevation (15 – 25°). This yields a 20% increase in the 

solar thermal gain during wintertime. In addition, the rising warm air from the PV field 

(round arrow) reduced the losses of the thermal field (in winter and summer) and hence in-

creasing the yield furthermore. 

In order to calculate the irradiance increase due to this mirror effect, not only the geometric 

effects but also the polarization of the irradiance has to be taken into account. These two for-

mulas represent the transversal and longitudinal reflectivity for an incidence angle  and a PV 

glazing refraction index n: 
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Incident angle modifier (IAM) for transversal, longitudinal and mixed polarization modes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Angle dependence of the transmission of the transversal (upper solid line) and the 

longitudinal (lower solid line) polarization axis, as well as for unpolarized light (intermediate 

solid line). The dotted line is the IAM (incidence angle modifier) according to Ambrosetti, 

adjusted at 50° to the Fresnel equation. 
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Since the reflection angles in winter are close to the Brewster angle where the polarization 

effect is maximal, the irradiance amplification is slightly diminished. The mirror effect results 

in wintertime in total up to a 20% increase of the collector irradiance, in case of snow on the 

PV field even to a 40% increase. As a consequence, the solar thermal yield during wintertime 

increases by 20%. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the implemented mirror effect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Irradiance increase onto the collector plane, with respect to the sun elevation (s) 

and collector plane irradiance angle (2) when taking the polarization effect into account 

(lower plane) resp. when neglecting it (upper plane). Over all, the effect lowers the irradiance 

enhancement by 1/5. 

On top of the irradiance effect, the mutual position of photovoltaic and the thermal field 

makes the waste heat from the PV field (about 80% of the irradiance turns into hot air) availa-

ble for the above installed thermal field, i.e. it reduces its thermal losses. How much this ef-

fect is able to additionally increase the thermal yield will be observed by the measurements 

starting in summer 2013. 

BUILDING AND SOLAR OPTIMIZATION USING THE SIMULATION FRAMEWORK TA-

CHION 

The building model of the simulation framework Tachion that was used to simulate and opti-

mize the present building is based on the “hourly method” of the EN ISO 13790 [3]. Com-

pared to the standard method, the computation of the passive gains in Tachion is considerably 

refined (window size and orientation, niche depth, porch roofs, g-value, glazing IAM, simula-

tion of sun-blinds). For the above described object, the following solar fraction (SFu: „solar 

fraction to user“,) has been obtained: 
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Figure 5: Solar fraction for the Minergie-P-ECO building with a specific consumption of 15 

kWh/m
2
 of energy reference area. The building is exactly southwards oriented. The thermal 

field has once been simulated with 45° inclination, than with an inclination of 70°, and finally 

with 70° inclination and a PV field below the thermal field with 11° of inclination. 

It can well be recognized in Figure 5 how the PV field acting as a reflector for the thermal 

field clearly increases the solar fraction in the winter season. The total solar fraction SFu rises 

from 59.3% to 64.6%. If the same increase should be obtained by a larger collector field, its 

size would have to be enlarged by a third. Thanks to the reflectors angle, no direct sunlight it 

directed to the thermal collector in summertime and hence does not intensify the overheating 

problem.  

The photovoltaic yield is reduced due to the flat inclination by 4% compared with the optimal 

inclination angle of 32°. But in the summer, the reflection from the thermal to the PV field 

again makes up about half of this reduction.  

CONCLUSION 

Solar irradiance is a high-valued and multi-purpose form of energy. Thanks to modern build-

ing technologies and sophisticated irradiance collection and heat storage, a net consumer 

building can be turned into a net energy producer. The presented pilot building demonstrates 

that the “best” form of using the solar energy involves a bunch of aspects and that dedicated 

software tools are required in order to release the maximum potential of these technologies.  
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ABSTRACT 

In the past years the research and development activities for heat pumps in combination with 

solar thermal collectors for preparation of domestic hot water and space heating were 

increasing. In most of these systems the collectors are used as a direct heat source for the 

load-side storage and thus only if the irradiation is high enough to reach the temperature level 

that is needed to increase the temperature of this storage. In this work it was analysed how 

low irradiation and the ambient can be used also as heat source. Therefore, three different 

systems were modelled and simulated in TRNSYS. One of the systems is a basic solar-heat 

pump (air source) combination which is sold today on the market. The other two systems use 

solar collectors in combination with an ice-storage as the only heat source of the heat pump. 

One of these variants uses unglazed selective coated absorbers and the other variant uses 

covered collectors with controlled natural ventilation behind and in front of the absorber. All 

systems have been sized to have the same costs for the end consumer. A single family house 

with boundary conditions according to the IEA SHC/HPP Task44/Annex38 was simulated 

with four different climates. The simulation results show that unglazed collectors and a brine 

heat pump in combination with a 400 litre ice storage can work reasonable and even reach a 

better performance than the reference. The free ventilated collector shows a benefit compared 

to the unglazed and standard glazed collector only for very warm climates and low energy 

demand.  

Keywords: Selective Unglazed Collectors, Heat Pump, Natural Convection, Ice Storage 

INTRODUCTION  

Heat pumps are a favoured choice for providing heat for new buildings or for the replacement 

of old heating systems. However, their application is restricted: At some places, for example, 

it is forbidden to drill boreholes, and an air-source system may be unfavourable because of 

noise or aesthetic reasons. Alternatively, a heat pump system which uses uncovered selective 

collectors in combination with an ice storage as the only heat source might be used. The use 

of uncovered collectors instead of covered collectors gives the advantage that the ambient 

heat can be used additionally to the solar irradiation. The disadvantage is that uncovered 

collectors have higher heat losses at elevated temperature levels which mean that the direct 

contribution of these collectors at the temperature level of the heat demand is significantly 

lower than for covered collectors. In this work, a collector-design is investigated which is 

expected to combine the advantages of uncovered and covered collectors. This can be reached 

with a new type of covered collector with controllable free ventilation. It allows ventilation by 

natural convection between the glazing and the absorber as well as between absorber and 

insulation by additional openings that are passively controlled to open and only when needed 

(see Figure 3). In this article a reference solar and heat pump system was compared with two 

alternative heat pump systems that involve an ice storage and different collector concepts: 
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One with unglazed selective absorbers and the other one with passive controlled free 

ventilation collectors. 

METHOD 

TRNSYS 17 was used for all simulations. The boundary conditions were based on the IEA 

SHC/HPP Task44/Annex38 (T44A38) [1], but slightly adapted in order to include different 

climates and a more realistic DHW profile which was calculated according to Jordan & Vajen 

[2], detailed information can be found in Mojic et al. [3]. Table 1 summarizes the climates and 

the corresponding heat loads.  

 

Location, 

Country Code 

Heating Demand 

[kWh/(m
2
a)] 

Domestic Hot Water 

Demand [kWh/a] 

Mean ambient 

Temperature [°C] 

Zurich, CH 56.4 3038 9.1 

Carcassonne, F 23.2 2691 13.2 

Davos, CH 79.6 3571 2.8 

Helsinki, FIN 93.3 3343 5.5 

Table 1: Climates and heat demand for four different locations. 

Reference System 

In this simulation study a reference system was chosen that represents a state of the art system 

which is sold many times on the market according to its manufacturer. Figure 1 shows the 

hydraulic design of the reference. The collector area is 10 m
2
 of standard glazed flat plate 

collectors (a1 = 3.95 W/(m
2
K), a2 = 0.0122 W/(m

2
K

2
), η0 = 0.793) with 45° inclination and 

south orientation. The heat storage has a volume of 750 litres with an internal coiled heat 

exchanger for the solar input (U = 1125 kJ/(hm
2
K)). For the domestic hot water supply an 

external heat exchanger is used which is simulated without heat losses (UA = 19200 kJ/(hK)). 

The reference system includes an air-source heat pump with a power of 8 kW and a COP of 

3.5 at A2W35. The heating distribution (floor heating) was simulated with a flow temperature 

of 35 °C and return temperature of 30 °C (Davos and Helsinki 40/35).  

 

 

Figure 1: Hydraulic scheme of the reference system; Txy = TRNSYS Type number xy 
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Alternative Systems 

The alternative systems (unglazed and ventilated) have different collectors, a different heat 

pump (brine source) and an additional ice storage. The hydraulic scheme can be seen in 

Figure 2. The heat pump was replaced by a brine-source heat pump with a power of 8 kW and 

a COP of 4.65 at B0W35 that is optimized for very low brine temperatures (minimal inlet 

temperature is -18 °C). The ice storage has a volume of 400 litres and is equipped with a 

coiled pipe heat exchanger (diameter 20 mm, 30 mm distance between the pipes). 

For the unglazed system the collector field was replaced by selective unglazed absorbers with 

a total area of 18 m
2
 (a1 = 9 W/(m

2
K), a2 = 0 W/(m

2
K

2
), η0 = 0.954) inclined at 45° and 

orientated south. 

 

 

Figure 2: Hydraulic schema of the both alternative systems; Txy = TRNSYS Type number xy 

The heat pump uses primarily the collectors as a heat source. If the collector outlet 

temperature gets too low, the heat pump switches to use the ice storage as a source. The main 

priority of the collectors is to charge the heat storage directly. Only if the required 

temperature cannot be reached, the collectors are heating the ice storage up to a maximum of 

20 °C. In the case that the heat pump power output is too low an electric backup heater 

switches on which is placed downstream of the heat pump outlet. 

The ventilated system has the same hydraulic scheme as shown in Figure 2. The only 

difference to the unglazed system is that another collector design is used as shown in Figure 

3. This is basically a standard flat plate collector with the option to open channels which allow 

a natural convection between the absorber and the glazing as well as between the absorber and 

the insulation. The idea behind this concept is to additionally use ambient air as a heat source 

for the heat pump at low irradiations where direct collector heat use for the load-side storage 

would be inefficient or impossible. 
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Figure 3: Design of the natural ventilated collector 

Parameters (closed/open) 

a1 = 3.95/11 W/(m
2
K) 

a2 = 0.0122/0.0265 W/(m
2
K

2
) 

η0 = 0.793/0.793 

 

The TRNSYS collector model (Type 832) [4] was modified to enable the ventilation feature. 

The collector parameters for the open air channels were calculated in EES (Engineering 

Equation Solver) based on equations from the Kolektor 2.2 software [5]. The free convection 

heat transfer was based on the theory of Klan [6]. A possible influence of wind on the air flow 

in the channels was not taken into account. For this first potential study the development of a 

mechanism for passively opening and closing the ventilation channels has not been developed 

yet. In these simulations it was assumed that this mechanism works perfect.  

A fair comparison of the performance of the three different collector and system concepts can 

only be done if the investment cost for all three systems are equal. Therefore, the collector 

areas of the alternative systems have been sized in order to reach the same estimated 

investment cost as for the reference. Thus, the unglazed and the ventilated system have 

collector areas of 18 m
2
 and 14 m

2
 instead of 10 m

2
 for the reference.  

RESULTS 

Table 2 shows the parameters which were used for the comparison of the three systems.  

 

Parameter Unit Description Boundaries 

,SHP penSPF   - seasonal performance factor complete system (T44A38) [3] 

,solar totQ
 

MWh collector gains 
collector field without heat losses of 

the pipes 

.el totW
 MWh 

electric demand of the total 

system 

complete system, with space heating 

pump 

.el BackupW  MWh 
electric demand of the backup 

heating 
only backup heating device 

Table 2: Overview of the comparison criteria for the simulation study 

The SPF factor is the quotient of all energy gains contributed to the system divided by the 

total electricity consumption of all system components including the space heating pump and 

penalties for comfort losses because of not reaching the needed temperatures for space heating 

and domestic hot water, according to the definitions in T44A38 [3].  
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Figure 4 shows the results for the four different climates, all energies are in MWh. 

  

  

 
 

 

Figure 4: Result summary of the comparison of all three systems, all energies in MWh 

The simulation results show that for Zurich the unglazed system can perform as good as the 

reference system, also for the very cold climate Helsinki the unglazed system has the same 

SPF as the reference. High differences between these two systems can be found for the 

climates Davos and Carcassonne, here the comparison shows that the unglazed system 

performs about 23% better in Davos and 14% worse in Carcassonne.  

Compared to the reference, the ventilated system performs +14 % better for Davos and 7% 

better for Carcassonne, but only for Carcassonne the results are better than those of the 

unglazed system. Naturally, the heat delivered from the collectors is much higher (2-3 times) 

for the unglazed and the ventilated system then for the reference. However, only for 

Carcassonne the heat output of the ventilated collectors is significantly higher than for the 

uncovered collectors. 

The electric backup heater contributes a lot to the total electric demand for the cold climates 

of Davos and Helsinki. This is an indication that the chosen heat pump is not suitable for 

these cold climates. 

    SPF           Wel,tot    Qsolar,tot         Wel,Backup.     SPF           Wel,tot    Qsolar,tot     Wel,Backup. 

        SPF           Wel,tot        Qsolar,tot       Wel,Backup.       SPF           Wel,tot    Qsolar,tot      Wel,Backup. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The comparison of the simulated systems shows that their performance depends a lot on the 

climate. For none of the systems it can be claimed that it is the best for all cases. The 

ventilated system outperforms the others only for the climate of Carcassonne.  

There is a possibility that the performance of this concept is underestimated because of the 

very basic simulation model of the collector that does e.g. not take into account the influence 

of wind on the air flow in the channels when they are open. On the other hand, the unglazed 

system leads to a good performance compared with the reference for many cases which makes 

it a good alternative. Only for Carcassonne the performance is significantly worse. The reason 

for this is the lower amount of heat that can be loaded directly to the load-side storage. A 

second one can be the low heating demand for this building and climate that leads to a high 

DHW share of the total heat load. It has to be mentioned also that for the unglazed collectors 

not all effects are taken in account, for example the loss of selectivity when the collector is 

covered by water droplets from condensation of moisture from the air [7] or the ice formation 

that may occur when the circulating fluid is at temperatures below 0 °C. 

To conclude it can be said that selective unglazed collectors in combination with a small ice 

storage can lead to a good and reasonable SPF, which is in the same range or even better than 

a state of the art air source heat pump combined with standard glazed collectors. Additional 

benefits of the unglazed system compared to the reference air source heat pump are that noise 

emissions and outdoor ventilated air heat exchanger units can be avoided. 
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ABSTRACT  

Older buildings represent a significant percentage of total building stock in Europe, therefore 

their impact on energy consumption needs to be addressed. The integration of smart and 

renewable technologies is a widely accepted and chosen way to approach changes to these 

buildings.  Most of existing buildings, commercial, require some form of changes and 

renovation could be the only choice considering different constraints (financial, listings order, 

etc.) to achieve a desirable level of the performance. One of the benefits of the approach 

presented in this paper is that each room or zone can be renovated independently of the rest of 

the building minimizing any disruptions to the operational processes of the building.  The 

concept is based on an intelligent façade design  and focuses mainly on four aspects of the 

design 

1.The architectural aspect describes modularity on different levels: whole system level, 

component and sub-component level.  

2.The structural section describes how the facade system and its application will influence the 

existing host structure of a renovated building. This part is split into three scenarios: facade 

replacement, application of a new skin, window unit replacement including integrated 

additional panels fixed to an existing wall.   

3.The energy and control section will describe a process to establish the performance of the 

new concept deployed on a single zone. It will also verify  the viability of the renovation. 

4.The Control and monitoring section of the design describes the control logic of the system.  

Finally the concept will be applied to a case study for one of the University College Cork 

campus buildings, Civil and Environmental Engineering (CEE). This case study will simulate a 

renovation process of the IT laboratory. The case study will involve replacement of existing 

single glazing windows with new modular units. Each unit will integrate an energy 

cogeneration or energy storage system with the ability to extend their harvesting capabilities 

through external wall based panels.  

Keywords: Renovation, Modularity, BIM, Façade Design, Energy Performance, Single zone 

approach. 

INTRODUCTION  

Among some recently proposed plans endorsed by the EU Commissions is the Action Plan for 

Energy Efficiency. In this plan the main goals for the EU until 2020 are: to decrease 

greenhouse gas emissions by 20%, increase use of renewable energy by 20%,to reduce of 

energy consumption by 20%. The commercial and residential buildings sector have quite an 

impact on energy consumption in all these areas, responsible for about 40% of overall energy 

use and about 36% of CO2 emissions.[1,2] Furthermore residential sector accounts for 77% of 

CO2 from all buildings in the EU![2] . The main steps taken by the EU Commission to address 

the above issues were presented by Directive 2010/31/EU in February 2012 focusing on 

mandatory introduction of EPCs (Energy Performance Certificate).They are obligatory for each 

EU member to increase awareness of public bodies in areas of energy efficiency focusing on 

new buildings to apply near zero energy standards. Older existing buildings should be 

renovated to similar standards ensuring positive impact in future use.   
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According to the Building Performance Institute of Europe in 2011 about 75 % of total building 

stock is housing which accounts for over 230 million dwellings across 27 EU countries[3]. In 

2010 the Ministry of the Interior and Exterior Kingdom Relations published statistics  showing 

housing stock per EU country.  This report indicates that in most of EU countries between 50 

and 60% of current building stock was built before 1970 [4].  

Currently there is a number of European projects that promote prefabricated units for facade 

renovation. International Energy Agency (IEA) in Energy Conservation in Buildings and 

Community Systems (ECBCS) Annex 50 introduces 4 systems that were used as renovation 

solutions for existing buildings[5].   

System Swiss Austrian French Portuguese 

Module structure Multi layered Multi layered Multi layered Multi layered 

Integrated systems Sun shading, 

Ventilation 

Solar comb wall, 

solar thermal 

Ventilation Ventilation 

U-values [W/m
2
K] 0.10-0.15 Construction 

dependant 

0.22 0.21 middle panel 

Conclusions/ 

Suitable for 

retrofit 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Table 1: Comparison of 4 Prefabricated Facade systems for renovation.[5] 

CONCEPT 

The main concept is focusing on a generic modular, prefabricated system where integration of 

new modules with existing buildings can be achieved on a single zone level. 

The system is designed to integrate energy co-generation, storage capabilities, and a high level 

of control. Through a common interface, adapted for various constraints (structural, listing etc.) 

the system elements can be integrated, suitable for decentralised renovation on a  zone by zone 

basis. The interface is designed to improve the flexibility of the connection and ease of 

replacement of outdated technologies in future years. Figure 1 presents the concept on very 

general level. 

 
 

Figure 1: The concept on a generic level. 

Architecture: 

The system design is based on modularity concepts. It is composed of dimensionally and 

functionally coordinated modules that are linked through simple interfaces. Each module is 

decomposed into smaller components that are designed independently. This approach 
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minimizes the amount of alteration needed in the case of replacement or upgrade and provides 

the following advantages: improved productivity and efficiency, increased flexibility, improved 

components quality, facilitated design standardization, reduced production and construction 

time, reduced labour and material consumption. The modular architecture of the proposed 

system means that the functional and physical components are mapped on one-to-one bases. In 

other words, the interfaces among interacting physical components are decoupled. Changes 

made to a specific component  can be done independently and do not require change to 

the other components in order for the system to function properly. This concept facilitates 

responding to changes required for upgrade, add-ons, adaptation and wear. Table 2 describes it 

in the following levels : 

 

 System level (figure2) Modular unit level Components level 

- flexible dimensional range;  

increases geometric 

possibilities while complying 

with the building’s boundary 

conditions. 

- standardization of the 

approach; dimensioning and 

interface allow future 

extension with minimum 

alterations to the structural 

frame. 

- different components are 

combined to form a single 

independent unit. 

- single module can have 

multiple vertical and/or 

horizontal sub-modules. 

- ease of replaceability by 

other units with different 

functionalities. 

-flexibility of the system 

for replacing existing 

components by new or 

more efficient ones. 

-integration of different 

technologies: PV panel, 

opaque panel, heating 

panel, window panel 

singular, window panel 

with extension 

Table 2: Architectural description of the system. 

 

Figure 2: System level of the design. Different types of modules. 

Structural: 

This aspect of the design focused on different types of existing structures and the level of 

applicability of the new concept design. Amongst the structural types of buildings the system 

can be applied to. Table 3 describes in detail possible scenarios and applicable choice of the 

system type. 
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Type of 

building 

Traditional wall Existing modular facade 

Renovation 

process 

Wall 

replacement 

Extra skin Window 

replacement 

(figure 3,4) 

Replacement Extra skin 

System 

selection 

Whole 

modular 

system 

Whole 

modular 

system 

Window module Whole 

modular 

system 

Whole 

modular 

system 

Main 

Factor 

Structural 

capacity before 

and after 

renovation 

Structural 

capacity 

before and 

after 

renovation 

Additional 

connection to a 

wall if module 

to be extended 

Structural 

capacity 

before and 

after 

renovation 

Structural 

capacity 

before and 

after 

renovation 

Comment Very work 

load and 

financially 

intense process 

Might 

require 

additional 

footing or 

connection 

to existing 

structure 

Extension 

possible with 

co-generation 

systems 

Use of 

existing 

framing 

Might 

require 

additional 

footing or 

connection 

to existing 

structure 

Table 3: Structural approach of the systems . 

 

Figure 3:Section view of replacement of the window module unit. 

 

Figure 4:Window module unit with additional panels. 
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Energy and Control 

The concept integrates energy co-generation and control capacity. There are a number different 

types of main modules. These can be used in three main scenarios: the whole system 

replacement, additional layer or window replacement. Technologies integrated are PV 

(Photovoltaic), solar thermal, and PCM (Phase Changing Material). Each one of the main 

modules integrates all aspects of sensing and control system. These systems not only control 

the facade performance but also provide data about internal and external conditions. The main 

controller is designed to have additional abilities to connect to existing wireless networks or to 

deploy additional in zone sensors. Figure below represent a window module with the integrated 

PV panel as an additional external panel. The integrated intelligent box includes storage 

capacity and controllers. Figure 5, 6 and 7 presents the intelligent box for window replacement 

tailored for PV integration. 

                  

Figure 5: PV module                        Figure 6: Detail of the intelligent box  

 

Figure 7: PID of PV window module 

CASE STUDY  

Computer lab CE108 of the Civil and Environmental Engineering building, University College 

Cork was chosen as a case study to determine the efficiency of the proposed PV based façade 

system. A simulation process was conducted using the proposed window module with 

integrated photovoltaic panels on the south façade of the building. In order to utilise the energy 

generated by the photovoltaic panels, a new lighting layout was proposed using LED lamps. 

Analysis were carried out to establish the room occupancy, lighting conditions, estimated solar 

radiation levels and estimated energy generation from the PV panels. The Sunpower E20/435 

Solar Panel was chosen with a cell efficiency of 22.5% and module efficiency of 20.1%. In 

order to estimate the power produced by the panel, daily and monthly weather reports from 

Valentia Island Observatory (Met Éireann) were used. Overhead lighting in the room was 

downgraded to provide a luminance level of 200 lux, with manually controlled LED desk lamps 

providing additional luminance as needed by occupants in other words 12 overhead T8 lamps 

were reduced to 9 and individual desk lights were provided. The simulation results prove that 

the proposed lighting conditions provide a more adequate lighting level for the room and did so 
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using less power. The installation of the window module on the south face of the computer lab 

including 5 solar panels would provide more than enough electricity to offset the lighting power 

demand in the computer lab.It was assumed that all lighting in the remainder of the building is 

in full operation during the occupation of the building (10hours per day, 6 days a week). [5] 

Figure 6 presents results for electricity demand for room CE108 Apart from weeks 1-9 and 42 - 

52 photovoltaic generated power will be more than sufficient to cover new lighting demand. 

However the mid weeks in a year are not densely populated by students ( summer break) this 

power could be utilised by occupants of offices using the premises the whole year around. 

 

 

Figure 6: Generated Power vs. Lighting Power Demand [5] 
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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this work is the energy efficiency assessment of a urban settlement supplied by a 

district heating system based on biomass located in Renon (Bolzano, Italy). The study 

investigates the energy performance of a 1 MWel Organic Rankine Cycle (i.e., ORC) 

connected to a district heating network that provides heat to several domestic users. A wood 

chip boiler, fed by wood waste and forest residues, provides thermal energy to the ORC 

system. The electricity produced is delivered to the electric grid and the heat recovered in the 

condenser is delivered to domestic users. 

A monitoring activity has been carried out to evaluate the energetic performance in different 

operating conditions; the system involves both the power plant, the distribution network and 

the users. Furthermore, a thermodynamic model that simulates the system operation has been 

developed in Matlab-Simulink environment using REFPROP 9. A preliminary test of the 

model has been carried out comparing the numerical results with the experimental data.  

Keywords: CHP, district heating, ORC, biomass 

 

INTRODUCTION  

The current energetic scenario of South Tyrol involves 70 power plants based on woody 

biomass, most of them supplying heat to districts. The thermal power of these plants ranges 

from 100 kW to 10 MW and most of them are based on direct combustion. Some of the power 

plants set an Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) for the combined generation of heat and power.  

Organic fluids are particularly suitable for small scale power plant with heat source at low 

temperature [1,2]. The ORC is a standardised and reliable technology as opposed to 

gasification that is a promising technology but with uncertainty about performance and 

reliability. The ORC has a low power-to-heat ratio but a high turbine efficiency at partial load 

that favours the heat load tracking [3–7]. Beyond the energy technology systems, district 

heating systems play a key role to promote large scale renewable energy integration and can 

improve the matching between supply and demand. The efficiency of such systems can be 

improved by means of simulation tools that allow the operational optimization [8–10].  

This work focuses on the experimental energy balance of a 1 MWel ORC power plant with the 

main aim of determining the electrical efficiency with respect to the temperature of the 

network. A thermodynamic model that simulates the system operation has been developed in 

Matlab-Simulink environment using REFPROP 9 for determining the fluid properties and will 

support the design of the improvement management strategies of the system. A preliminary 

validation has been carried out comparing the numerical results with the experimental data. 
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METHOD 

System characteristics 

The investigated system is a district heating (DH) plant of the urban settlement located in 

Renon (Bolzano, Italy). The heat distribution network connects 250 users of different size 

(single buildings, apartment houses and hotels) with a supply temperature at approximately 

90°C and a return temperature that depends on the user demand.  

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the power plant that provides heat to the district 

heating; the system is mainly based on a biomass boiler coupled with an organic Rankine 

cycle. The biomass boiler has a nominal power of 5.4 MWth at a supply temperature of 310°C 

and a return temperature of 240°C. At nominal condition, the ORC produces 1 MWel and 4 

MWth that is provided to the network at a mean temperature around 75°C. The boiler is fed 

with wood chip that consists of a main share of spruce forest residues from the surroundings 

(70%) and a small share of wood waste from sawmill (30%). Before feeding the boiler the 

feedstock is dried up to a water content around 15-25% on wet basis. Some samples collected 

on site show that the wood chips have a lower heating value ranging between 14-16 MJ/kgar. 

ORCBIOMASS

BOILER
DRYER

Pel

GRID 2GRID 1

Pth

Pth

Primary network
 

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the power plant components.  

As shown in Figure 1, the district heating has two main branches, the first branch supplies 

heat to the urban settlement of Klobestain (approx. 60% of total generated heat) and the 

second one to Oberbozen (approx. 40% of total generated heat). The length of the main 

network is about 23 km of steel pipe with diameter of 200 mm close to the power plant and 

100 mm near the users. The water content in the network is approximately 500 m
3
. The heat 

produced by the power plant is exchanged with the network and with the biomass dryer. The 

heat used by the dryer is around 53% on a yearly basis, but at lower temperature with respect 

to the network because the return stream from the network grid is used to supply the heat 

exchanger of the dryer.  

Monitoring activity 

The power plant has been monitored for the whole year 2012 with a time step of 1 minute to 

detect the operating performance of the different components. The supply temperature, the 

return temperature and the water mass flow rate have been recorded for the two branches of 

the district heating, the dryer, the biomass boiler, the input and output of the ORC. Also the 

electricity generation has been monitored to define the electrical efficiency of the organic 

Rankine cycle. A complete data set of the biomass mass flow to the boiler is not available, 

because the boiler inlet is not equipped with load cells.  

The collected data have been pre-processed to filter data corresponding to unexpected or 

planned outages of the plant due to detected anomalies  or to the maintenance program (which 
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is usually scheduled twice a year), that causes temporary arrest of the plant and, consequently, 

lack of data.  

The accuracy of the temperature sensors embedded in the power plant has been checked by 

means of thermocouples (J and K type) and a portable multimeter (Agilent 34972A). The 

maximum deviation between the values detected by the plant sensors and the ones measured 

by the portable instruments has been verified to be lower than 1%. 

ORC modelling 

A basic thermodynamic analysis has been performed to define the main operating 

characteristics of the ORC generator. The working fluid used is octamethyltrisiloxane 

(MDM), which is a siloxane particularly suitable for low temperature power generation due to 

its thermophysical properties. 

The biomass boiler provides heat to the thermal oil that flows to the evaporator and to the 

economizer where the working fluid of the ORC is pre-heated and vaporized. The organic 

vapour expands in a turbine, which is directly coupled to a synchronous electric generator. 

The exhaust vapour flows through a condenser and exchanges heat with the water flow of the 

primary circuit of district heating. Finally, the organic fluid is pumped to the regenerator 

before the next pre-heating and evaporation processes. 

 

Figure 2: T-S diagram of the organic Rankine cycle with regenerator. 

The values of the ORC working parameters are not stored in the control unit but values can be 

continuously recorded as they appear on the screen. By means of this data collection for 

different operating points, the thermodynamic cycle can be completely defined setting the 

values of the following parameters: condensing pressure, cp ; vapour evaporating pressure, 

vp ; superheating maximum temperature, 3t ; pinch point at the Heat Recovery Vapour 

Generator  (i.e., HRVG), ppt . The thermal power provided to the ORC can be calculated as: 

 _ _ _ _th oil oil p oil in oil out oil
P m c t t   

 
   (1) 

In order the define the evaporation temperature 
ev

T , in accordance with the experimental data, 

a pinch point of 20 °C was set in the evaporator heat exchanger between the thermal oil and 

the siloxane. The pinch point occurs at the beginning of the evaporation hence the siloxane 

mass flow rate ( Vm ) can be evaluated as: 
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in

pp_th

V
q

P
m       (2) 

where ppthP _  
is the thermal power from the thermal oil till the pinch point and 

ain hhq  3
is 

the heat conveyed to the siloxane. Since the plant embeds a regenerator, the vapour at the 

turbine outlet is used to preheat the liquid siloxane to the enthalpy 
rh , so the thermal energy 

fed to the siloxane can be evaluated as: 

)( 3_ rVrect hhmP  
    

(3) 

which equals the thermal power conveyed by the thermal oil, as reported in eq. (1). 

The regenerator also cools down the vapour at the turbine outlet so the enthalpy of the 

siloxane at the inlet of the condenser is hcond. 

As regards the condensing pressure, the adopted procedure is analogous to what has been 

done for the evaporating section. The condensing pressure ( cp ) and temperature ( ct ) depends 

closely on the temperature of the cooling fluid: 

 pinchcfc tt _     
(4) 

where pinchcft _  is the temperature of the cooling fluid at the pinch point and   is the 

temperature difference between the condensing fluid and the cooling fluid at the pinch point. 

Since the conditions and the thermal power recovered in the water condenser are known, the 

siloxane condensing pressure is set by defining the temperature difference in the condenser 

heat exchanger to 10 °C. The thermal power recovered at the condenser can be defined as: 

)( 1hhmP condVcond  
    

(5) 

The thermodynamic properties of the organic fluid (siloxane) used in the ORC module has 

been provided by REFPROP 9.  

1hhq condout   (heat output at the condenser per unit of mass) 

tisisturbine hhhhl ,4343 )(   (expansion work per unit of mass) 

  pmispump hhhhl ,1212 /  (pumping work per unit of mass) 

 141 ttttr  

 

(regeneration temperature) 

  auxv

pelpm

pump

geltmturbineel m
l

lP 


 





























 

,,

,,

 
(ORC electric power) 

,is turb
  0.8 ,el gen

  0.97 ,m pump
  0.98 .regen

  0.73 

,m turb
  0.98 ,is pump

  0.70 ,el pump
  0.90 aux

 
0.90  

Table 1: Equations adopted for the simulations and efficiency values assumed. 

RESULTS 

Figure 3 reports the electric load of the ORC as a function of the mean temperature of the 

primary network showing a correlation between the two parameters. The figure shows also a 

good agreement between the monitored data (dotted line) and the results of the model 

(continuous line). Nominal load operation refers to the winter period when the district heating 

demand is high and the return temperature from the network is the lowest. During summer the 
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plant manager keeps the district heating temperature as high as possible increasing the heat 

dissipated with the aim of maximizing the electricity generation, though causing a lower total 

conversion efficiency. 

Data Trendline
Monitoring activity:

ORC model

 

 Figure 3: ORC electrical load depending on the mean temperature of the primary network.  

Figure 4 shows the trend of the electric efficiency of the ORC as a function of the mean 

temperature of the primary network. The graph shows four levels provided with the ORC 

model considering different plant loads. A constant amount of feeding thermal power from 

the biomass boiler is considered for each load level. As the temperature of the primary 

network increases, also the condensing temperature of the thermodynamic cycle increases and 

the specific work of the cycle is reduced. For each degree of increase in the primary network 

temperature, the electric efficiency of the ORC generator lowers by about 0.1% and the 

thermal power discharged at the condenser increases. 
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Figure 4: Electric power trend as a function of the mean temperature of the primary network 

The ORC operating curve in Figure 4 represents the real operating conditions of the ORC and 

it crosses the black lines of the model in the corresponding operating point. The temperature 

at the condenser in the real plant is driven by the demand of thermal power from the district 

heating and the dryer: the lower the thermal power demand, the higher the return temperature 
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of the cooling water in the condenser. A lower thermal power demand also entails a lower 

power input from the biomass boiler because the heat output at the condenser cannot be 

discharged to the users. 

DISCUSSION 

The numerical results are in good agreement with the monitored data, hence - despite its 

preliminary features - the developed model shows some significant prediction capabilities. 

Since the power plant benefits of an incentive based on the electricity generation, the 

management of the power plant currently aims to maximize the electric power increasing the 

heat discharged to the network and then increasing the temperatures. However, a management 

of the power plant that aims to lower temperatures of the networks would probably lead to a 

smaller electricity generation but to a higher global efficiency. Moreover, a refurbishment of 

the buildings connected to the network e.g., upgrade to low-temperature systems, would allow 

a further improvement of the global efficiency. The future development of this work foresees 

the integration of the model of the plant with the model of the district heating and final users 

to evaluate and optimize the management strategy of the system. 
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ABSTRACT 

To meet the ambitious goals for the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions of the EU, the 

demand of fossil energy for heating purpose has to be reduced drastically and additionally a 

growing demand for building air conditioning has to be provided. Novel neighbourhood based 

energy concepts can provide an important contribution to the achievement of this goal. In 

urban areas residential buildings with a demand of heat for domestic hot water and space heat 

during winter are sited in the neighbourhood of buildings with increasing cooling demand 

from the industry or service sector. A low temperature district heating network based on 

water-bearing uninsulated pipes can work as heat source for efficient heat pumps in the 

residential sector as well as cold source for the air conditioning of office buildings or other 

processes with large cooling demands (for example large data centres). Large borehole fields 

serve as thermal storages for heat respectively “cold” between the seasons. Thermal losses 

form the borehole storage as well as in the piping network can be minimized by keeping the 

temperature of the network close to the average temperature of the surrounding ground. One 

example of such a low-temperature district heating network, which has been engineered by 

Amstein+Walthert AG and is under construction at the at the time of composition of this 

contribution is described.  

A project for developing the means for dynamically simulating the operation of low 

temperature networks was started at SPF, Amstein+Walthert AG and Vela Solaris AG with 

the aim of ameliorating the planning security for future networks and estimating the potential 

for energy savings by means of global regulation strategies or the implementation of other 

renewable and conventional energy sources. 

In the contribution a literature review on existing concepts and simulation models for low 

temperature district heating networks is given. Then, one exemplary network is explained in 

more details. Furthermore, preliminary simulations of the borehole storage temperature 

evolution are done based on estimated load profiles and an outlook on planned work is given.  

Keywords: low temperature district heating, low temperature networks, district cooling, heat 

pump, borehole storage, dynamic simulation, optimizing operation 

INTRODUCTION  

The residential sector accounts for about one fourth of the energy use of the EU and is 

dominated by fossil heat[1]. This demand has to be reduced and replaced by renewable energy 

sources or heat pumps driven by carbon free electricity to meet the goal of a reduced 

greenhouse gas emission of 80% below 1990 level by 2050 as announced by the EU und G8 

members[2].  

The European Technology Platform on Renewable Heating and Cooling predicts a decrease 

(80% SH and DHW, 20% Industry and others) in low temperature heat demand (<250°C) 
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until 2050 by 20..40% depending on the scenario[3]. In the meanwhile the cooling demand is 

foreseen to increase by a factor of nearly three by the same study. In urban areas, where 

domestic buildings and service buildings are present, the heat demand in winter can be 

compensated by the cold demands in summer on yearly bases.  

One possibility of providing seasonal storage is the use of more or less densely drilled 

borehole fields with ground coupled heat exchangers which are called borehole thermal 

energy storages (BTES). A large BTES was built 2001/2002 in Sweden with 100 BHE with a 

depth of 65m, which was designed for the direct use of solar energy at elevated temperature 

levels for a small heating network. In the first years of operation quite high losses of 45..50% 

were reported[4]. In Canada a small district heating network has been realized, where Solar 

collectors and a BTES provided more than 90% of the heat demand of 52 homes. Due to the 

elevated ground temperatures the BTES efficiency is, depending on the year, at about 50%[5]. 

Several heating networks with large solar collector fields and seasonal storage have been 

realized in Germany[6] based on four different storage principles (hot water, gravel-water, 

borehole and aquifer thermal storage). Both installations with BTES have been equipped with 

heat pumps after the first years of operation[7] in order to increase the temperature spread and 

the exploitation of the storage volume and to reduce the temperature level and the according 

temperature losses. All these projects show that seasonal energy storage in the ground is 

possible and can be used for district heating, but it is coupled with elevated heat losses when 

temperatures at the user level of 45..65 °C is to be provided. 

On the other hand BTES have been used for combined heating and cooling since 1980. A 

review on early projects is given by Sanner et al.[8]. Two of the largest borehole thermal 

energy stores were built in Norway, Nydalen Business Park and Akershus University Hospital 

with 180 resp. 228 boreholes with a length of 200m[9]. Both BTES serve for heat and cold 

supply and are running successfully since 2004 resp. 2007. Recently, design guidelines for 

geothermal cooling dominated BTES were elaborated by Pahud et al. [10] highlighting the 

need of dynamic simulations of the whole system for the definitive dimensioning. Most of the 

above cited BTES have been designed by means of dynamic simulations with models based 

on the work of Eskilson[11]–[13]. These models proved to be valid for the design and 

modelling of BTES.  

The combination of seasonal BTES and a district heating and cooling network running at the 

low temperatures of the BTES is rarely reported, but similar low temperature networks 

distributing deep lake water for heating and mainly cooling purpose are installed in 

Toronto[14] and Geneva[15]. At ETH Zürich a new energy master plan has been announced, 

which is described in [16]. In the final phase a total of 800 boreholes provide heat and cold for 

the Campus Hönggerberg, which is distributed in a ring-like network of water bearing pipes. 

Up to now, 230 boreholes have been realized and are in operational state since spring 2012. 

Several similar networks have been planned by Amstein + Walthert. In this paper a network 

of the Familienheim Genossenschaft Zürich (FGZ) is described in more details.  

DESCRIPTION OF THE FGZ-NETWORK 

The network consists of a flow- and a return line of water containing uninsulated pipes. In its 

final state the network consists of a closed ring in which the flow direction is not a priori 

defined. From this central ring line there are several linear connection lines to access distant 

building blocks or energy sources. The flow in the network is generated by decentralized 

energy stations. These are on one hand energy stations equipped with highly efficient large 

heat pumps providing mainly heat for domestic buildings of entire building blocks. These 

energy stations are also equipped with local storage tanks and conventional heaters as back up 

and for peak loads. On the other hand also the energy supply, which is in this case mainly 
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provided by the cooling load of large data centre, is guided by decentralized energy stations. 

All pumping power for flow generation is included in the decentralized energy stations. If the 

flow rates of consumers and producers don’t match, the excess flow is guided through the 

boreholes by charging or discharging the BTES. These borehole fields have no pumps for the 

flow generation, but are equipped with valves for connecting or disconnecting individual 

fields or subfields from the network. These valves provide the means to control the pressure 

drop between flow and return pipe and for a possible storage management with individual 

borehole fields held at different temperature levels if this is needed in a future running mode. 

A central control system called energy manager is installed with the aim of measuring the 

energy flow and controlling the working modes of each decentralized energy station. The 

connection of all decentralized energy stations to a central energy manager provides the 

possibility of implementing new control strategies for optimizing the energy efficiency of the 

whole network.  

The first BTES (Grünmatt) with 153 boreholes of 250m length and the first energy station is 

planned to start operation in the end of 2013. By the end of 2014 the first construction phase 

with three energy stations with a cumulated power of about 3.4 MW will start its operation. 

The regeneration is provided mainly from the cooling loads of large data servers of the 

company Swisscom. In summer, the network is also used for air conditioning of the office 

building resulting in total heat rejection of more than 2 MW. This excess heat is reduced by 

internal heat recovery to about 0.9 MW during winter. The ability of net annual heat rejection 

of the Swisscom servers and building exceeds the heat demand of the first construction phase 

by a factor of two. There is still capacity for connecting more domestic buildings with 

additional heat demand to the network in further construction phases. 

 
Figure 1: Overview of the planned low temperature network by construction phases. Blue: 

first construction phase, green: second construction phase, orange: third construction phase. 

Energy canters with heat pumps are marked with WP. (The coloured graph only available in 

the digital version of the paper) 

SIMULATION OF THE GROUND STORAGE 

The temperature evolution has been simulated based on estimated hourly load profiles from 

the first construction phase. The distribution of the space heat load was generated based on 

typical outdoor temperatures and the nominal powers of the planned heat pumps. For 

domestic hot water a constant load and for the recharging a profile constant monthly cooling 

loads from the company Swisscom where used. These load profiles are given in fig. 2. In 

addition to the energy load profiles, there are constraints on the temperatures, the lower limit 

was assumed to be 4°C and the upper limit was assumed to be 28°C. As the temperature level 

of the Swisscom cooling fluid is between 26°C and 38°C depending on the ambient 

temperature, there were no further temperature constraints applied, assuming that if 
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recharging is limited by 28°C (mainly in summer) this temperature can be provided by the 

Swisscom data centre. The ground properties have been evaluated by a thermal response test 

at a test borehole of 250m length (Rb=0.07KmW
-1

; mean=2.45Wm
-1

K
-1

) and were used for a 

ground simulation with a well-known superposition borehole model (SBM) developed by 

Eskilson[17] and adapted to TRNSYS[18] by Pahud[12]. A rectangular configuration of 6x25 

(=150) boreholes with a distance of 6m has been used to decrease simulation time by taking 

advantage of symmetry. The real configuration of 153 boreholes slightly deviates from this 

idealized configuration. In fig.3 the temperature evolution of the BTES during this simulation 

is displayed. The minimal temperature of 4°C is reached several times in the year (only 15h in 

the fifth year) meaning that during this time, conventional backup heaters have to support the 

heat pumps. The displayed scenario results in coverage of the heat load of 99.8% by heat 

pumps resp. network. It can also be seen from this figure, that the summer mode (cooling of 

data centre resp. recharging of BTES) is limited by the maximal temperature of the network 

resulting in an excess heat of the Swisscom of still about 7.8 GWh/a which must be cooled in 

the conventional way (air exchangers) during the first construction phase. But during this 

phase the charging of the BTES still exceeds the discharging (118%) resulting in a slight 

temperature increase, which is hardly recognized in fig.3.  

Figure 2: Estimation of the heating and regeneration loads at the “Grünmatt” ground 

storage after the first construction phase. (Coloured graph only available in the digital 

version of the paper) 

 
Figure 3: Input temperaturs at the “Grünmatt” ground storage simulated for ten years with 

the TRNSBM model based on a maximal temperature range of 4..28°C. (Coloured graph only 

available in the digital version of the paper)  
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OUTLOOK  

The temperature simulation of the BTES is based on estimated constant load files, where only 

the ground storage is dynamically simulated. In further steps the dynamic behaviour of the 

network, and each energy centre containing heat pump, circulation pump, backup heater and 

local (water based) storage tank is going to be included in the dynamic simulation. The 

thermal capacities of local storage tanks, but also the networks and the buildings allow 

implementing a load management. Different control strategies will be investigated in order to 

increase the efficiency of the overall system by taking into account the coefficient of 

performance (COP) of heat pumps for DHW and SH, the cooling efficiency by free-cooling or 

by cooling units, the pumping power and the backup heaters. 

DISCUSSION 

Several low temperature district heating and cooling networks have been planned by 

Amstein+Walthert AG in the Region of Zürich. The first phase of the FGZ network is under 

construction and will start its operation in winter 2013. The waste heat from server cooling 

largely exceeds the demand of the attached buildings of the first construction phase on annual 

bases. It has been shown that the installed BTES capacity is sufficient to transform the 

summer excess heat to the space heat demand in winter in order to cover 99.8% of the heat 

demand. As there are still about 8 GWh of excess heat, which can’t be distributed into the 

thermal network after the first construction phase, there is still capacity to add further BTES 

and energy consumers in the following construction phases.  

The simulation of the entire network in order to optimize the control strategy is aimed in 

further steps of the project. From the first years of operation measured data will be available 

to validate simulation results and to increase simulation accuracy.  
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ABSTRACT  

Ventilated double-skin photovoltaic (PV) facades can improve the thermal efficiency of a 

building whilst generating electricity. Such active building envelops are interesting in the 

context of goals to reduce the net energy footprint of buildings, yet to date remain 

underexploited, in part due to technical uncertainties concerning their real performance. This 

paper focuses on the simulation of a partially-glazed, ventilated PV facade designed for PV 

cooling in summer (with natural convection) and heat recovery in winter (mechanical 

ventilation). Air within the cavity is heated by transmission through glazed sections, and by 

convective and radiative exchange with PV elements and the primary wall. The system is 

simulated using a full-scale simplified physical model, developed for TRNSYS. 

We present the model for the summer operating configuration, which is more challenging 

from a numerical perspective. The model describes the active envelop in terms of a simplified 

geometry, and includes parameters such as density of PV cells, relative coverage of semi-

transparent/opaque surfaces, and the ratio of height/width of the double-skin. Surface and air 

temperatures, mass flow rate and PV power output are obtained via a calculation the thermal 

and aerodynamic balance, for a given set of meteorological conditions.  

The current phase of the work is primarily concerned with model development. Validation of 

the model was carried out using experimental data from the Ressources project (ANR-

PREBAT2007), comprising detailed in-situ measurements of a full scale prototype system 

installed in Toulouse, France, and monitored continuously with a sampling rate of 1/120 Hz 

for over a year.  

Keywords: natural convection; double-skin; photovoltaic; building integration 

INTRODUCTION  

Building-integrated photovoltaic (PV) systems are typically designed with features to promote 

heat dissipation away from photovoltaic cells in order to limit temperature-dependant losses. 

Photovoltaic-thermal systems (PV-T) go further by exploiting this heat source. Chow et al. [1] 

showed that a significant fraction of the incident solar energy absorbed by a solar panel 

installed on a building wall can be recovered for hot water or space heating, and demonstrated 

the application of naturally ventilated PV glazing to shade indoor spaces whilst generating 

electricity [2].  

The integration of photovoltaic (PV) panels into double-skin façades may be an effective 

solution to improve the energy-efficiency of existing structures and new builds. This hybrid 

system consists of PV panels incorporated into a double-skin with a thick air gap to the 

primary building wall. This gap acts as a solar chimney, and the air flow is driven by 

buoyancy (stack effect) and wind-induced pressure differences (if open to the exterior). In 

summer, the air gap can cool PV components, thereby enhancing power production, and act as 

a thermal barrier for the building. In winter, the same configuration can serve to pre-heat air 

entering the building (with the addition of mechanical ventilation). 
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In order to realise the potential of double-skin photovoltaic (PV) facades, system-level models 

are required to predict thermal and electrical performance under real conditions, taking into 

account natural convection and the wind effect on air flow within cavity. Moreover, 

simulations must be sufficiently robust to be applicable to the broad range of geometries that 

may result from building orientation, its surroundings, and other purposes of the double skin 

facade (such as sound protection and aesthetic criteria). [3]. In this context, rather than 

developing a detailed physical model with a faithful description of system geometry, thermal 

and aerodynamic behaviour can be adequately approximated using global models based on 

dominant physical features, such as that developed by Brinkworth et al. [4]. 

The present work concerns the simulation of partially opaque double-skin PV facades using 

TRNSYS. The starting point is the existing model for opaque BIPV systems with air cavities 

developed by TESS (type 567), which calculates the thermal state of the system for a given air 

flow rate. The model was adapted and extended to incorporate a calculation of mass flow rate 

due to natural ventilation, and allow for a semi-transparent double facade.  

MODELLING A SEMI-TRANSPARENT SOLAR COLECTOR 

Following the approach demonstrated by Guiavarch [5], a nodal model of a PV/T air collector 

was developed comprising PV cells integrated into partially opaque glazed facade. Figure 1 

presents the resistive network for used by the model, which consists of six nodes, Text, T0, T1, 

Tf, T2 and Tz, representing ambient air, PV cell, facade inner surface, cavity air, building 

primary wall and building interior temperatures respectively.  

 

Figure 1: Nodal model of a ventilated PV double skin façade 

Incident solar flux is hereafter represented by the symbol G. Parameters and represent 

transmission and absorption coefficients for the surfaces indicated by subscripts, and is the 

PV photo-conversion efficiency.  Thermal resistances and heat transfer coefficients are 

represented by parameters R and h (subscripts r and c refer to radiative and convective 

transfer). In terms of energy balance, a key factor is the relative coverage of transparent and 

opaque surfaces, which determines the portion of solar radiation that is transmitted. Thus for 

the model, the facade is approximated as a uniform semi-transparent PV collector, 

characterised by a transparency factor, ξ, where 0 < ξ< 1.   

                                                       
tot

cel

S

S
1                                                                         (1) 
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Where Scel and Stot are the area covered by PV cells and the total facade surface respectively. 

This factor is incorporated into the equations of energy balance for each node, which are 

resolved to determine the thermal and electrical performance of the system: 
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The variable Φr is the heat flux by radiation between the cover and the absorber. The net heat 

gain by the air in the cavity is equal to the net enthalpy of the fluid, given by the product of 

mass flow rate, specific heat and inlet-outlet air temperature difference, the latter being 

determined by the mean fluid temperature and knowledge of its evolution along the cavity 

(stratification): 

                                                                         TCmP pth                                                                               (6) 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CALCULATION OF THE FLOW RATE 
 

A global description of air flow in a naturally ventilated cavity can be obtained by performing 

a one-dimensional ‘loop analysis’ of buoyancy forces, wind effect (coefficients Cw), frictional 

losses (f), and pressure drops near inlet and outlet (Kf). For the case of natural convection and 

laminar flow, Brinkworth et al. [4] showed that such a simplified model can reproduce 

empirically observed relationships between heat flux and mass flow rate for under controlled 

laboratory conditions. By adopting friction factors and internal heat transfer coefficients taken 

from studies of forced convection in ducts, and by introducing the stratification parameter δs 

to allow for a non-linear variation in air temperature, the following generalised equation was 

derived: 
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Where  and are the kinematic viscosity, dilation coefficient and density of air. The 

length, width, depth, hydraulic diameter and inclination of the cavity are given by L, w, d, Dh, 

 respectively. Parameter g is the acceleration due to gravity. Wind speed at the inlet and 

outlet are represented by the variable W. Note that a positive wind pressure coefficient at the 

inlet and a negative (suction) one at the exit will enhance the mass flow rate.  

For turbulent flow, the Hypri model [5] provides a similar cubic relation for mass flow rate: 

                                                                             0'3  Dm                                                                         (11) 
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As the thermal model depends on mass flow rate, and the aerodynamic model provides mass 

flow rate as a function of heat flux, the equilibrium state is found numerically by iteration: 

starting from an initial value for flow rate, the Nusselt number and convective heat exchange 

coefficient are calculated, from which Pth is estimated. The mass flow rate is then recalculated 

using equation 9 or 11, and the loop is thus repeated until the results are found to converge. 

EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 

The model was configured to predict the behaviour of a full-scale prototype double skin PV 

facade constructed and monitored for the Ressources project, shown in figure 2. The 

installation, comprising a pleated, vertical facade, 7.7 m high, 4.5 m in width and (on average) 

60 cm in depth, was fitted to the glazed South-West wall an occupied office building in 

Toulouse, France [6]. Following the instrumentation of the prototype, in the model, the air 

channel was divided into 3 macro-volumes with uniform temperature and pressure of 2.3m, 

2.8m and 2.3m in height. Continuity of the flow is maintained between zones by conservation 

of the mass flow rate. 

  

Figure 2: Left: Prototype pleated double skin PV facade designed and constructed for the 

Ressources project. Right: single prism element showing PV and glazed surfaces. 

Other model parameters were chosen as follows. For heat exchange between the outer surface 

and the exterior, the standard wind-dependent correlation for convection presented by 

McAdams was used [7]. For friction, the form factor of the cavity suggests that flow should 

be primarily turbulent. An average constant friction coefficient f=0.0407 was estimated using 

experimental measurements of air speed and the following correlation for turbulent flow 

                                                            4
1

Re316.0f                                                            (14) 

Wind pressure coefficients where taken from reference data [8]: for a vertical wall and facing 

wind, inlet and outlet coefficients were set to 0.7 and -0.5 respectively. Singular pressure loss 

coefficients of Kf1 = 0.5 and Kf2 = 1 for inlet and outlet were estimated by tuning the model. 
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RESULTS 

A sequence of 9 consecutive days in June (summer) was chosen to evaluate the model. A time 

step of 120 s was set to match the sampling rate of the data. Simulated and measured air flow 

rates are presented in figure 3. An order-5 (10 minute) moving average of experimental data is 

also shown. For most days the simulation agrees with the latter in magnitude and daily 

variation, but does not predict the short-term fluctuations that are likely caused by wind. Note 

that during this period wind speed could briefly reach as high as 10.3 m/s.      

 

Figure 3: measured and calculated air flow rate during 9 consecutive days in June (summer). 

Data series “exp” and “exp2”refer to instantaneous and moving average values respectively. 

In figure 4, outlet air temperature and PV surface temperature are shown for the same 

sequence. In the figure, data series “num2” refers to the new model and series “567” shows 

the results for the existing BIPV model. 

 

Figure 4 : evolution of outlet fluid temperature and PV cell temperature during 9 consecutive 

days in June (summer). Data series “num2” and “567” refer to the new and existing model. 

In terms of the outlet temperature, the difference between the new model and the experiment 

varies from 2.4 K to as much as 12.8 K during the mid-afternoon when incident radiation is at 

a maximum. This discrepancy could be due to an oversimplification of air flow described by 

the models, although it may be possible to reduce this difference by further modifying 

pressure drop coefficients. Regarding the PV surface, the old model underestimates and the 

new model overestimates the temperatures during periods of high incident radiation. Since the 
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mass flow rate according to the two models are very similar (model 567 uses the experimental 

data), the difference in predicted PV temperatures is due to semi-transparency: the existing 

model corresponds to an opaque configuration whereas the new model assumed a constant 

degree of transparency of 30%. Considering the pleated geometry of the façade, a more 

accurate description would be provided by allowing the degree of transparency to vary during 

the day from nearly opaque when the sun is direct facing PV surface to nearly transparent in 

the late afternoon. Such a modification can be easily handled using TRNSYS. 

CONCLUSION 

We have presented a system-level model for a naturally-ventilated double-skin photovoltaic 

(PV) facade, the novel features of which include a calculation of air flow driven by the stack 

and wind effect, and an account of semi-transparency in energy balance equations. Validation 

with experimental data from a real full-scale system shows a reasonable agreement with mass 

flow rate, although discrepancies are observed in temperatures during periods of peak 

radiation. Some of these differences can be accounted for by further improvements to the 

model configuration, including allowing some parameters to vary with time of day. After 

making such refinements, in the following phase of work the model will be coupled to a more 

elaborate model in TRNSYS in order to evaluate the performance of double-skin PV facades 

as components of energy efficient buildings.  
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ABSTRACT  

For the purpose of energy conservation, modern buildings are becoming more and more air-

tight and generally rely on a mechanical ventilation system for the supply of breathing air in 

the rooms. According to literature, solar air heating systems can economize the heating and 

ventilation of commercial/factory/utility buildings. As they use ambient air as a heat carrier, 

they generally require less demanding production, fewer assembling techniques, and almost 

no maintenance. Therefore, they tend to be more cost-efficient than water based systems.  

However, as air displays a very low heat capacity and therefore is not adapted for heat storage 

purposes, efficient solar air heating systems rely on interaction with the building and thus 

require a more complex system design. 

In the Swiss Confederation, numerous factory buildings are allegedly reaching the end of their 

lifetime and need to have their façades refurbished. Refurbishment activity makes up around 

30% of total factory construction activity. This presents a good opportunity for façade 

integrated solar air collectors to penetrate markets. 

This paper describes the concept of combining solar air collectors, HVAC systems and 

building envelopes for use in factory building refurbishment. In addition, implementation at 

the Lucerne campus is depicted, including the monitoring concept.  

Keywords: Façade-integrated solar hot air collectors, impact of integration on the building, 

costs and benefits 

INTRODUCTION  

Energy conservation and environmental protection in the built environment are not new 

research topics. But recently, far-reaching political decisions were taken in Switzerland in 

order to address climate change. The resulting program, called “Energy Transition 2050”, sets 

energy performance targets for buildings, industries, and mobility.  

The building stock in the Swiss Confederation accounts for 40% of energy consumption. 

Potential energy savings are especially high for the retrofit market. Numerous non-residential 

buildings are allegedly reaching the end of their lifetime and need to have their façades 

refurbished. For instance, refurbishment activity makes up around 30% of factory 

construction activity. The total façade area of factory buildings amounts to nearly 3 Mio. m
2
. 

This presents a good opportunity for innovative refurbishment techniques to penetrate 

markets.  
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Cost-efficient, façade integrated “transpired” solar collectors seem to be an attractive new 

market segment for façade manufacturers [1], [2]. However, this target group lacks the 

technical knowhow on integrating and connecting these with the ventilation system. As a 

centre of excellence for ventilation, the Lucerne University of Applied Science – Technique 

and Architecture was asked to assist in the design of a generic solar air heating system. A full-

scale demonstration system with a ventilation system is currently under construction and will 

be extensively monitored in order to determine the performance characteristics under real 

operation conditions and to test different operation strategies. 

In this paper the concept of combining solar air collectors, HVAC systems and building 

envelopes for use in factory building refurbishment will be described. Additionally, 

implementation at the Lucerne campus will be depicted and the first lessons learned during 

the construction will be presented. 

BACKGROUND, MOTIVATION  

Solar air heating systems are considered in the literature as an effective technology for the 

heating and ventilation of residential and commercial buildings. As they use ambient air as a 

heat carrier, they generally require less demanding production, fewer mounting techniques, 

and almost no maintenance. Therefore, they tend to be more cost-efficient than water based 

systems. Since modern building envelopes are becoming air-tighter for the purpose of energy 

conservation, a mechanical ventilation system is generally relied upon to supply breathing air 

in the building.  

However, solar air collectors have to compete with other renewable energy sources. A study 

has shown that the most relevant competitor for solar air collector systems is the combination 

of PV panels and a heat pump, since it is assumed that PV costs will drop drastically in the 

coming years and earth coupled heat pumps are a well-established technology [3]. The most 

sensitive parameter in this competition is the investment costs. To become attractive for the 

market, solar air collectors need to be low cost [4]. A preliminary market study has shown 

that uncovered cladding, façade integrated solar air collectors are the collector type with the 

most potential in Switzerland for non-residential buildings [5]. It is called in the literature 

transpired solar collector (TSC) because outside air is sucked in through little holes. With 

high-efficiency at low temperature rise, TSC is well suited for the preheating of air in 

combination with commercial buildings and factories with a higher air change rate. Owing to 

its dual function as both an energy generating building envelope and a simple and low 

maintenance ventilation system, TSCs reach amortization periods of less than 3 years. 

The coloured transpired collector is a façade upright solar collector, absorbing the solar 

energy striking it. The wall captures between 60% and 75% of the available solar energy, 

making it one of the most efficient solar collectors designed to date [6]. In addition to 

capturing direct solar radiation, the transpired collector collects the indirect, scattered, and 

reflected sunlight known as diffuse solar radiation. Typically, diffuse solar radiation, which 

includes a portion of the radiation on clear days and all the radiation on overcast days, makes 

up about 25% of the total annual radiation at the Earth’s surface. 

However, as air displays a very low heat capacity and therefore is not adapted for heat storage 

purposes, efficient solar air heating systems rely on interaction with the building and thus 

require a more complex design. 

In Switzerland, it is mandatory to equip ventilation systems with a heat recovery unit. In 

central Europe, heat recovery in ventilation systems requires a pre-heating device to prevent 

frosting of the heat exchanger and the resulting disturbance in the air supply. A common 

energy saving solution is the ground-to-air heat exchanger (“earth tube”). In recent years 
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however, concerns have emerged about hygienic maters, since several studies found out that 

biofilm develops well in the buried tubes. A preferred solution nowadays is the direct electric 

defroster, which is low cost and easy to install. However, it dramatically increases the power 

bill and reduces the overall energy efficiency of the ventilation system. Therefore, there is an 

interest for high efficiency at low temperature rise as a solar preheating facility for the fresh 

air. Even if there is no sun, the heat transmission losses through the façade are recuperated by 

the façade integrated air collector and may be enough to keep the air above the freezing point. 

Solar air collectors have less than 0.5% share of the solar thermal market in Germany (2009). 

In the last decade, there has been less effort to develop air collectors than water-based 

collectors. A lack of test standards and governmental subsidies has made the market roll-out 

difficult. However, normalisation efforts have been recently undertaken to produce EU-

Standards for glazed solar air collectors [7]. 

Energy conservation and environmental protection in the built environment, especially non-

residential buildings are indeed not new research topics. Nevertheless, recent far-reaching 

political decisions were taken in Switzerland in order to address climate change. The resulting 

program called “Energy Transition 2050”, sets energy performance targets for buildings, 

industries, and mobility. This paves the way for the “2000 Watt and 1t CO2 society” and 

potentially presents a good opportunity for innovative multifunctional façades to penetrate 

markets. 

METHOD 

In order to prove technical and financial feasibility, the Centre of Integral Building 

Technologies ZIG of the Lucerne University of Applied Science – Technique and 

Architecture and Montana Bausysteme AG jointly launched a demonstration project on the 

university campus in Horw, Central Switzerland. The objective is to build a full-scale 

demonstrator of a typical factory building, which meets the thermal requirements of the Swiss 

building standards Minergie in a pre-Alpine region. The demonstrator comprises the solar 

wall collector and a ventilation system. It is going to be extensively monitored in order to 

determine the performance characteristics under real operation conditions of the full system 

and to test different operation strategies.  

Demonstration system 

The dimensions of the test building correspond to average sized factory halls in Switzerland. 

The factory hall has got a useful floor area of 300 m
2
 and a height of 8.2 m (s. Figure 1).  

The factory hall is a typical industrial building consisting of a steel construction. It is 

equipped with large entrance gates that allow trucks to enter into the hall. The roof and the 

walls are thermally insulated according Minergie-Standards. The wall construction is done by 

means of liner trays, which are covered by a metal sheet cladding on the outside. A perforated 

metal wall will be installed in the top section of the south-facing side of a building, creating 

approximately a 9 cm confined gap between it and the building’s structural wall. The coloured 

wall acts as a large solar collector that converts solar radiation to heat. It will receive the 

maximum exposure to direct sunlight during the fall, winter, and spring. Fans mounted at the 

top of the wall pull outside air through the transpired collector’s perforations, and the thermal 

energy collected by the wall is transferred to the air passing through the holes. The fans then 

distribute the heated air into the building through ducts mounted near the ceiling. By 

preheating ventilation air with solar energy, the technology removes a substantial load from a 

building’s conventional heating system, thus saving energy and money. 
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As shown in Figure 2, the transpired collector system also contains a bypass damper located 

directly in front of the fan inlet duct. During the summer months when ventilation air requires 

no heating, this damper opens, circumventing the air-heating system. The bypass damper 

automatically opens when the air outside reaches a predetermined temperature, usually about 

20 °C. 

 

13 m

8
,3

 m

 

Figure 1: Cogeneration demonstration façade at Lucerne University of Applied Sciences. The 

TSC is placed in the upper part of the façade and supplies preheated outdoor air to the 

building. In the lower part, thin slice PV ribbons have been placed for solar power 

generation. 
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Figure 2: Schematics of the generic TSC system including ventilation system but without air-

to-air heat recovery) (Illustration 8: © office.com)  
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Testing setup 

The measurement at the demonstration facility aims at gaining knowledge about the energy 

performance of the overall system and to develop energy efficient operation strategies. The 

following aspects are of scientific relevance: 

- Pressure losses in collectors at different air flow rates 

- Temperature rise characteristics depending upon irradiation and air flow rate 

- Collector efficiency line 

- Optimal air flow rate through collector 

- COP/EER of system 

A metering plan has been developed in line with these factors (s. Figure 3 and Table 1). 

Nevertheless, only the most relevant parameters are going to be monitored due to budget 

constraints.  
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Figure 3: Schematics of the energy metering concept for the TSC system in Lucerne. 

 

Sensor Description Sensor Description 

TR101-TR103 Local surface temperature 

of collector absorber 

ER114 Power consumption of ventilator 

TR104-TR106 Air temperature in collector 

plenum  

TR201 Outdoor air temperature 

TR107  Collector outlet air 

temperature 

XR202 Global solar irradiation 

TR108 Indoor air temperature PR203 barometric pressure 

TR109  Supply air temperature SR204 Wind velocity 

FR112 Air flow rate XR205  Wind direction 

PR101 Pressure MR206 Outdoor air moisture 

Table 1: Details of energy metering system for the performance analysis of TSC collector in 

Lucerne. 

Further research issues in the project are static and dynamic issues related to construction 

engineering (wind pressure, waterproof ability against rain, thermal expansion, resistance to 

corrosion, fouling of wall collector, moisture formation in collector plenum, …). They will be 

reported in the framework of a long-term observation by façade experts.  
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CONCLUSION AND PROSPECT 

A full-scale demonstration plant with a TSC collector and a ventilation system is under 

construction on the campus of Lucerne University of Applied Sciences. Its energy 

performance will be extensively monitored in order to obtain pertinent product specifications 

that can be used for instance in simulation (calibration of models). This paper describes the 

demonstrator and the measurement concept. Measurement results will be presented during the 

upcoming conference CISBAT 2013 in Lausanne and in future papers. 

Future research issues will deal with system integration aspects, i.e. the interaction between 

TSC and air-to-air heat recovery or with storing heat in murocausts and/or hypocausts.  

Considerations, such as simplifying and systemising façade refurbishment, providing 

knowledge based advice and tools to policy makers and industrial managers, elaborating rules 

and standards, and demonstrating feasibility will substantiate the technical and financial 

planning. As a result, more owners may decide to retrofit their facility rather than demolish 

and reconstruct it. This more environmentally friendly measure would save embodied energy 

and material, thus ensuring that TSC will have a far more reaching impact than simply 

reducing heating costs. 
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ABSTRACT  

This paper describes the evaluation of both measured and modelled heat generation for 30 

solar thermal systems in the UK. Variations in solar yield arising from simplified modelling 

methods are firstly analysed in terms of stochastic factors such as user behaviour regarding 

domestic hot water (DHW) demand, actual incident irradiation and the energy content of 

consumed hot water, along with other effects on the performance of real life solar thermal 

systems that cannot be easily incorporated into simplified model-based estimation. Additional 

statistical analysis shows evidence of performance variations arising from both technical and 

non-technical factors including system configuration, volumetric hot water consumption and 

hot water use profile. A number of techniques, including principal component analysis (PCA), 

were applied to explore the correlation between system performance and specific variables 

and a candidate Bayesian network (BN) has been developed which facilitates an effective 

means of both diagnosis and prognosis of system performance. 

The results show that deemed heat generation calculated using a simple model-based 

approach exhibits significant variation (or performance gap) when compared to measured heat 

generation. Complex interactions between a number of factors such as the volumetric hot 

water consumption, hot water use profile and the timing of auxiliary heating systems result in 

a wide performance variation and this indicates that in order to maximise the contribution of 

solar thermal systems, a deeper holistic understanding of the impact of these factors for 

individual cases is required, along with the application of appropriate mitigation strategies, 

including more effective system control approaches. An evidence-based approach, such as via 

the use of Bayesian networks, offers the potential to use real life performance data to 

probabilistically predict the likely heat generated based on prior knowledge of the system. 

Keywords: SAP, solar thermal systems, performance gap, Bayesian network 

INTRODUCTION  

The UK’s Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) is an energy yield tariff-based mechanism that 

aims to increase the take-up in renewable heat technologies. For domestic consumers, the 

scheme will be open to all those that meet minimum energy efficiency criteria, and will be 

payable based on deemed (or modelled) rather than measured energy generation. This 

estimated approach is based on the relatively high costs associated with measuring the 

performance of small-scale systems. Therefore, it is likely that the UK standard assessment 

procedure (SAP) for the energy performance of dwellings will play a central role in deeming 

the heat generated by domestic scale renewable heat systems [1], [2]. A key risk however, is 

the current  lack of understanding and empirical evidence regarding the real-life performance 

of renewable heat technologies, and the resulting uncertainty regarding the accuracy of SAP-

based deemed compared to actual heat generation.  This in turn results in uncertainty as to the 
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impact of renewable heat technologies on the UK’s carbon reduction targets [3], as well as 

investment risk for both Government and consumers alike. 

METHOD 

Field trial data 

Data from the Energy Saving Trust’s (EST) solar thermal field trial [4] was used to make an 

evaluation of the performance gap between SAP and actual heat generated and the variation in 

the performance of these systems. The field trial involved monitoring 88 systems throughout 

the UK, 30 of these were selected for the analysis presented in this paper. 

Evaluating modelled SAP and measured heat generation for STS 

The UK’s standard assessment procedure (SAP) is a compliance tool used to evaluate 

building energy performance. In SAP, benchmark values for a range of variables that 

characterise specific dwellings are provided and steady state calculations are carried out in the 

form of a worksheet. In this study, the solar heat generated by the STS were calculated using 

the SAP 2009 methodology [5]. Using 30 installed systems monitored during the EST solar 

thermal field trial. Two types of SAP calculation were performed: SAP 1 and SAP 2. SAP 1 

used basic knowledge about the STS size, orientation and efficiency as well as the occupancy 

level of the household but all other information was taken from the values provided in the 

SAP tables. SAP 2 used measured values from the EST field trial to replace simplistic 

assumptions made in SAP 1. The results for these calculations were compared to measured 

data from the field trial to evaluate the performance gap. 

Evaluating the variation in performance using principal component analysis (PCA) 

Principal component analysis (PCA) can be used to reduce a set of many correlated variables 

to a manageable number of uncorrelated variables. These are called principal components 

(PCs) and are obtained by orthonormal transformation of the original variables [6]. Eight 

variables from the 30 selected field trial systems were used in this analysis. Since the chosen 

variables have different units of measure the ‘weighted’ PCA method was used [7], carried 

out using the MATLAB programming environment. Transformations of the original variables 

were computed using the Pearson correlation matrix approach, as opposed to the covariance 

matrix.  

Constructing the candidate Bayesian network (BN) 

The candidate Bayesian network (BN) was constructed using a combination of a realist 

synthesis and causal mapping approach outlined in [8] and [9] respectively. The realist 

synthesis approach has the following steps: 

1. Develop theories and questions about the STS performance and find evidence in 

literature and/or data to support or reject (this is termed realist synthesis); 

2. Relationships and direction between the factors (variables) identified in the realist 

synthesis are determined; 

3. The strength of the evidence supporting the relationships between the factors is 

considered, which indicates the confidence in the evidence; 

4. The variables are discretised with the number of bins (states) being minimised to a 

level that maintains the correlations between the variables but reduces the number of 

conditional probabilities; 
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These four steps enable the structure of the BN and its initial conditional probabilities to be 

determined. After an initial realist synthesis of the literature, a causal map was developed 

showing the variables and related causality. This was transformed into a BN and data elicited 

from the literature was used to produce Bayesian priors and conditional probabilities. Where 

data was incomplete a heuristic approach to the derivation of the conditional probabilities was 

taken, which is an advantage of BNs compared to alternative methods [10]. Variables are 

represented by nodes and relationships by the linking arrows between them. Conditional 

probabilities are indicated by the distributions for each node. Distributions of heat generated 

by STS were generated by the BN using information about the domestic hot water (DHW) 

demand and system size (collector area and tank volume). Figure 1 shows the candidate BN 

used to generate distributions of annual solar heat generated (yield) in the current study. 

 

Figure 1: Candidate Bayesian network 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A comparison between SAP modelled and measured STS heat generation 

A comparison between SAP modelled (or ‘deemed’) and measured STS heat generation is 

shown in Figure 2 where Delta Qsol is defined as SAP deemed – measured STS heat 

generated. SAP 1 makes use of SAP assumptions whereas SAP 2 uses measured data in lieu 

of these. An underprediction of STS heat generation occurs when the SAP value is lower than 

the measured, the opposite represents an overprediction. Delta Qsol ranges from -1500kWh/yr 

to 900kWh/yr. 

 

Table 1 shows that there is a weak correlation between measured and either of the SAP 

estimates, whilst using measured data in place of SAP approximations improves correlation 

very slightly. This suggests that the use of SAP to deem heat generation for RHI accredited 

STS systems could be problematic; even by substituting known values in the calculation heat 

generated is poorly estimated. This may not be an issue related to the SAP procedure per se, 

but rather that user behaviour or other system factors are highly variable from system to 

system. Additionally, even if user behaviour for a particular system remains consistent over 

time, weather variations (and so variations in performance) are not accounted for by SAP. 

Thus, by not including uncertainty in the deeming method, confidence in the accuracy of 

modelled values is limited. 
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Figure 2: A) Individual Delta Qsol B) Distribution of Delta Qsol 

 SAP 1 SAP 2 Measured Data 

SAP 1 1   

SAP 2 0.005 1  

Measured Data 0.019 0.024 1 

Table 1: Pearson correlation matrix for SAP deemed and measured STS heat generation 

The results suggest that the inidcated instances of under-prediction of the heat 
generated by a RHI accredited installation could lead householders not being fully 
compensated for the initial cost of the system by the value of renewable energy actually 
generated. On the other, indicated instances of over-prediction of the heat generated 
poses a problem for policy makers in that this could result in consumers being over-
compensated by the RHI scheme.  

Evaluation of the variation in STS performance 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was used to evaluate the annual variation in 

performance of the 30 monitored STS. Eight variables were included in the analysis and these 

are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3 shows the results of the PCA in the form of a bi-plot using the 

first three PCs, representing 82.2% of the variation in the data. A grouping of variables 

suggests that they are positively correlated whereas variables that are opposed on the plot are 

indicated to be negatively correlated. Variables that are orthogonal on the plot have no 

indicated correlation. 

The results indicate a positive correlation between auxiliary water heater input and DHW 

demand. This is because for a given size of STS, greater DHW consumption volumes tend to 

require more auxiliary input to reach the desired temperature. There is a negative correlation 

between solar fraction and auxiliary input since solar fraction is a ratio of the solar input to the 

total input (solar and auxiliary). Solar fraction is therefore negatively correlated to DHW 

demand, due to the relationship between auxiliary input and DHW demand. Furthermore, the 

solar input is negatively correlated with auxiliary input and DHW demand on the second and 

third component axes. Higher auxiliary input can increase the temperature of the tank and 

therefore reduce the capacity for solar input [11], [12], whilst higher DHW loads can reduce 

the tank temperature and therefore increase the solar input [13], [14]. However if a system is 

poorly controlled in terms of auxiliary heating input, then the tank remains at a high 

temperature when the STS could otherwise make a contribution. Conversely, if optimally 

controlled, the DHW load can recharge the tank with cooler water before solar energy is 

available. Annual data might not show this relationship. 

A)       B) 
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Figure 3: A) Bi-plot of the first three principal components, B) Pearson correlation matrix 

Results from the Bayesian network 

For each of the 30 systems, a distribution of the annual solar yield was produced using the 

BN. The results show that for the majority of the systems, the measured values were within 

the distribution of modelled annual yield. Only two systems did not fall within the predicted 

BN distribution, both of which had low annual yields of 671kWh/yr. and 357kWh/yr. Thus, 

the results show the potential for such a BN approach to manage uncertainty in performance 

prediction.  

 

Figure 4: Distributions of annual heat generated A) under-predicted B) over-predicted 

Finally, financial projections were carried out using the BN approach. Figure 4 shows annual 

heat generated by two STS: A) shows a system where SAP 2 under-predicts the yield and B) 

shows an over-prediction. Using the current RHI value of 17.3p/kWh, household A would 

receive £127.67 from the RHI, but measured data indicates an entitlement of £400.32. 

Household B would receive £166.25 when measured data suggests their entitlement is only 

£43.94. Therefore, there is little incentive for the user to adjust their behaviour to maximise 

system output. With the BN, since the distributions are skewed, a median value can be used. 

The median for A lies between 1500-2000kWh/yr, (1750kWh/yr), whilst for B it is between 

500-1000kWh/yr (750kWh/yr). This would provide financial returns of £302.75 and £129.75 

per year respectively. Thus, this represents an improved means for setting returns, since these 

are calculated using likely performance based on evidence. 

In practice the BN based deeming method could be adopted during an RHI (or ‘Green Deal’) 

assessment: Information about a household’s energy behaviour can be used in a BN to 

A)           B) 

A)       B) 
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provide a distribution of the likely performance of an STS. If the distribution is overly broad 

then a STS may not be the best technology for the household. A STS would be potentially a 

good investment if the distribution is narrow and at a reasonable level (such that the median 

yield would at least fully compensate the initial cost of the system over the investment 

period). SAP based models do not allow this kind of decision making under uncertainty to be 

performed and technology solutions cannot be tailored to fit householders’ behaviour because 

variability is not fully considered. BNs incorporate uncertainty and variability and so allow 

households to be matched to suitable technologies. This is important because it allows a 

suitable tariff level to be set that will allow compatible households to see a positive return on 

investment and enables a mix of renewable heat technologies to be employed to meet carbon 

reduction targets. 
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ABSTRACT 

The authors have been exploiting a hybrid energy supply for a hotel building since 1999. The 

cooperating sources are: solar energy, geothermal system and power mains supply. The basic 

task for this composition is to provide hot water. The system is composed of solar thermal flat 

plate collectors, heat-pipe vacuum collectors, a heat pump with a ground heat supply and a 

thermal accumulation system of  water tanks aided by electric heating. The cooperation 

among various renewable energy sources is connected with the need to extend the systems 

with conversion devices and, even at first, with the need to accumulate the surplus of energy 

gain. It is important to optimise the fluxes of generated power and load in the way to 

distinctly reach energy savings in traditional energy carriers and energy efficiency of the 

whole solution. 

The control software has the tasks: to measure control values, to analyze their dynamics of 

changes and to work out correct setup signals. Nowadays, these possibilities have remotely 

scattered automatics based on PLC controllers. This way an intelligent local network can be 

created to provide energy needs for e.g. a hotel and at greater size, for a district or even for a 

village.There is fully automatic monitoring and control based on PLC type S-7-300. The 

variety of algorithms have been tested to enable this system to work as a local smart grid and 

to select optimal parameters adjusted for current ambient conditions and thermal load. The 

adaptation control system has been used to allow for particular element diagnostics too. The 

described thermal energy supply system undergoes now exploitation tests after the 

modernization. Different control algorithms are tested but each test requires the whole year of 

operation, so the results are still expected. 

Keywords: hybrid solar supply, automatic control, adjusted parameters, thermal 

accumulation system 

INTRODUCTION  

The reduction of traditional energy carrier sources and the tendency to raise the energetic 

effectiveness make people to search for more and more sophisticated techniques of 

cooperation between traditional energy sources and unconventional ones. The systems of 

hybrid supply have been composed recently. They incorporate energy sources of different 

character. Electric energy is aided by solar PV panels or wind turbines. Solar thermal 

collectors (flat plate and vacuum tubular) are used to prepare hot water and, e.g. shallow 

geothermal systems, for some other purposes. The combination of different renewable energy 

sources is not only the constructional composition of such elements as: solar collectors, PV 

panels, wind turbines, a heat pump and ground collectors but also the incorporation of a 

composed control system to enable the cooperation of these elements. The software 

component, i.e. a convenient control algorithm, is also of special importance.  
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The control of a renewable hybrid supply system requires the composition and construction of 

a measuring – monitoring system on a real time basis to enable monitoring either the 

possibility to gain the energy or to convert it, or also current demand.  

This paper describes a hybrid supply of a hotel hot water system. This system has been in 

operation since 1998 yr and makes a local smart-grid incorporating devices supplied with 

electric energy, solar energy, geothermal energy and gasoil. The system operation is 

monitored and fully controlled by PLC S7-300 (Siemens) controllers in master/slave mode of 

operation, according to the introduced algorithms. 

The system serves for the purposes to provide the needs for hot water system (SDHW) in a 

hotel and an auxiliary building. This system consists of several independent segments: flat-

plate collectors, vacuum – tubular collectors, a compressor type heat pump with the bottom 

source in the form of a ground heat exchanger and a thermal accumulation tank of 2 m
3
. This 

system is presented in Fig. 1 and cooperates with a gasoil boiler room and traditional electric 

water heaters which provide with thermal energy in the case when renewable energy supply is 

insufficient. 

 

Figure 1: The hybrid system diagram composed of the following elements: vacuum-tubular 

collectors 6 m
2
; 300 dm

3
water accumulation with two coils, main water accumulation tank of 

1000 dm
3
, main flat plate heat exchanger, heat pump of 12.5 kW, accumulation tank of 2000 

dm
3
, additional auxiliary heat accumulation tank, flat plate solar collectors 40 m

2
, flat plate 

heat exchanger, ground heat vertical exchanger 200 m long, additional symbols mean: 

electric power measurements, temperature sensor, flow meter, circulation pump, three-way 

valve, pyranometer on the plane of collectors. 

The segment of flat plate collectors (also presented in Fig. 2) consists of 20 panels of total 

absorber surface of 40 m
2
 placed on a construction on the ground, south oriented. Its load is in 

the form of main hot water accumulation tank of 1 m
3
 and the auxiliary one of 2 m

3
 that is 

used as the energy accumulator for the heat pump. Because of the use of glikol solution as 

medium in the solar system component the hot water tanks must be separated from the solar 

components by means of flat plate heat exchangers.  
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The sub-system of vacuum tubular collectors with heat-pipe elements consists of 60 tubes of 

total absorber surface of 6 m
2
. These collectors are mounted on the roof of the auxiliary 

building, with the tilt angle of 40⁰ and south – west orientation (see Fig. 2). This segment load 

is in the form of a two-coil 300 dm
3
 tank connected in series with the main HW tank.  

The stochastic character of solar radiation is the reason for high variation of thermal energy 

production intensity in collectors. This variation concerns either particular daytime hours or 

particular days and seasons. The compressor heat pump of nominal power 12.5 kW in 

cooperation with a vertical ground collector and its accumulation tank stabilize the supply of 

hot water. 

The vertical ground collector is made of polyethylene tubes of 40 mm diameter, placed as 

double pipeline in 6 boreholes each 30 m deep. The total length is 360 m in the form of two 

parallel 180 m branches. The heat pump provides the temperature of hot water at the level of 

50 C deg. There are some exemptions of intensive demand when a long time load exceeds the 

heat pump heating power. The reserve source (in the case of failure too) is a gasoil boiler 

which can be connected in the auxiliary tank loop. In practice, this happens only in winter 

season. 

 

Figure 1: The solar segments in the hybrid system. 

DISCUSSION  

The described hybrid system supply has an extended measuring system. The monitoring 

consists in the constant registration of sensor indications in all nodes where the 

transformation, transport and the exchange of energy occurs and this makes possible to create 

the data basis. These bases collect the knowledge of the state and the waveform of phenomena 

occurring within the system and form the foundation to perform the short term prognoses. 

They can be used also to work out energetic efficiency diagnostic methods.  

Initially, temperature in 40 measuring spots was measured by LM135 and LM335 sensors. 

Their advantages were low cost, linear characteristic, simple calibration and time constant not 

exceeding 1 minute. Their important disadvantage, however, was the fact that at high 

temperatures and simultaneous low load, they were damaged. That is why in 2010 yr., when 
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the system was modernized, they were substituted with Pt-1000 sensors o a bit longer time 

constant but of high durability. 

Medium flow measurements were then performed by means of water flow meters equipped 

with pulse triggers (1 pulse per 2.5 dm
3
). There were 7 such meters providing medium flux 

monitoring in all system segments and in heat exchangers. It followed from the research the 

sampling unit was insufficient at some detail analyses. That is why in both solar loops the 

flow meters have been substituted with higher precision ones, i.e.: 1 pulse per 1.5 dm
3
.  

Solar radiation intensity has been measured by means of two pyranometers for the 

measurements in both planes of collectors, i.e.: one for the flat plate collector plane and one 

for the roof mounted collectors. These pyranometers are of II
nd

 ISO class and their precision 

is sufficient for these exploitation measurements. The energy consumption of this hybrid 

system results from the need of power supply for the compressor type heat pump. Typical 

energy meter has been used to measure power used by the compressor electric motor (60 

pulses per 1 Wh). 

Initially, the control system consisted of 3 autonomous controllers that controlled separately 

the following segments: the flat plate collectors, the vacuum tubular collectors and the heat 

pump. That system enabled full remote monitoring through Internet of all current operation 

parameters (Fig. 3) but remote activation of regulator setups that were implemented in 

controllers was impossible those days. The circulation pumps in medium loops were not 

adjusted then to stimulate the flow. In 2011, the modernization of a measurement system and 

the control system of the whole was carried out. Then, the circulation pumps of changeable 

flows and controlled electromagnetic valves were installed to change hydraulic switch-over. 

At present, the superior controller – master controls the whole system. It receives the 

information directly from slave controllers and indirectly from measuring sensors, on current 

state of external inputs (e.g.: solar radiation, ambient temperature) and of current demand for 

hot water (Fig. 4). It also performs the analysis of the data and works out relevant valve 

settings (operation modes: flat plate collectors – accumulation tank; heat pump – 

accumulation tank; medium flow inside collectors, etc.). The method of task performance is 

determined by the algorithm uploaded to the controller memory. The algorithm can be 

changed remotely (through Internet) or control parameter values can be changed.  

The previously exploited control system had several disadvantages and limitations, as the 

following: no possibility to extend thermal flux control, impossible modification of control 

algorithm, no possibility to change control settings remotely, no real time clock, impossible 

communication among controllers of particular system segments. 

These limitations made impossible to maximize energy gain. The main problem was too low 

efficiency of particular segments and in the result  - the whole efficiency of the system. 

The newly modernized system has now SCADA (WinCC) software for the purposes of 

visualization and data storage, which is implemented at Windows on a PC computer. The card 

CP5611 with the protocol Profibus connects the controller. Besides the visualization, the 

technical features of WinCC make possible to read out the state of operation of particular 

devices and change settings of circulation pumps. Moreover, the remote monitoring through 

any Internet browser. Figure 5 presents the main screen of this system. 

It is necessary to perform dynamic identification of all component devices to work out correct 

algorithms of system operation. These research has been carried out during the exploitation of 

such elements as: flat plate collectors, vacuum tubular collectors, heat exchangers, ground 

collector, accumulation tanks and the heat pump on the data basis. Dynamic properties have 

been determined by means of parametric identification methods. The appropriate model has 
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been selected and then used to determine transmittance and pulse characteristics. The 

selection of results and the methods were presented by the authors in some references 

[1,2,3,4]. 
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Figure 3. The principles of the initial hybrid system control in schematic layout. 

The dynamic properties of some elements (e.g. collectors) are dependent not only on 

construction parameters but also on operation parameters. The example can be a set of 

collectors for which heat transfer resistance conditions their dynamics. They are strongly 

dependent on stochastic inputs, first of all on solar radiation. The determined dynamic 

properties let us use MATLAB Simulink all the way through the determination of all 

parameters and also of their character. One can carry out analyses of the system operation at 

different exploitation conditions when a hybrid system is modeled by means of dynamic 

blocks that reflect the cooperating elements. 

The results of simulations make possible to work out a convenient control algorithm 

providing for the minimal renewable energy loss. The master/slave controllers steer energy 

flux flows, direct the surplus of energy to the auxiliary accumulation tank, select the priority 

of operation and control working medium flow. The method recognized as satisfying is 

adaptation control. It is important in this method to analyze the current state of operation on 

the basis of measurement history (result data basis) and smart short term prediction (1 to 3 

hours ahead) of future states of operation. This is necessary to prepare operational devices to a 

relevant switch-over. 

CONCLUSION 

The described thermal energy supply system undergoes now exploitation tests after the 

modernization. Different control algorithms are tested but each test requires the whole year of 

operation, so the results are still expected.  

The local network of cooperating different energy sources (solar, geothermal, electric, gasoil 

combustion) is to be the more intelligent the more predictive the control algorithm is and the 

prognoses enable to adapt the system to the users’ need considering varying external inputs.  
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Figure 4. The principles of the modernized hybrid system control in schematic layout; D- 

hand operated valves, E - electric valves EP - three way valve, P circulation pumps. 

 

Figure 5. The main SCADA screen for the described system. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the past decades the portion of the population living in urban areas has continuously 

increased. Due to the high building density, the microclimate in urban areas changed 

significantly compared to rural areas. The temperatures measured in urban areas are, due to 

the urban heat island (UHI) effect, higher compared to the rural temperatures. The UHI 

intensities are increasing with higher building densities and growing cities. Space cooling and 

heating demands of buildings are strongly affected by the local microclimate at the building 

sites. Due to the climate change and the limited energy resources, energy saving and 

sustainability are nowadays important issues. A significant part of the global energy 

consumption is used for space cooling and space heating of buildings. Thus its minimization 

for buildings in urban areas has great energy saving potential. 

Most building energy simulation (BES) models were developed for stand-alone buildings and 

therefore do not consider effects of the urban microclimate. This can lead to inaccurate 

predictions of the space cooling and heating demands for buildings in urban areas. The aim of 

this paper is to investigate the urban microclimate and its potential influence on the energy 

demand of buildings in an urban context by conducting detailed flow, radiation and building 

energy simulations at the urban neighborhood scale. CitySim is used for the radiation and 

building energy simulations. In CitySim detailed radiation models for solar and longwave 

radiation are implemented that can account for the radiation exchange between neighbouring 

buildings. The flow around the buildings is modelled by running CFD (computational fluid 

dynamics) simulations using OpenFOAM. As a result it is shown, how the temperatures and 

wind speeds can strongly differ within different urban areas. Further an approach is presented, 

to consider the local microclimate in the building energy simulation tool CitySim. 

Keywords: Urban microclimate, Urban heat island effect, Building energy simulations, CFD 

INTRODUCTION  

Energy demand predictions for buildings in an urban context have to account for heat fluxes 

at several scales, considering interactions between surrounding buildings at local scale as well 

as urban heat island (UHI) effects at micro- and mesoscale [1]. Akbari et al. 1992 [2] reported 

that for US cities the peak electricity loads increase by 1.5 – 2 % for a temperature increase of 

1 °F. As compared to an isolated building, a building in an urban area experiences (i) 

increased maximum air temperatures due to the urban heat island effect, (ii) lower wind 

speeds, and consequently reduced convective heat exchange, due to wind-sheltering effect, 

(iii) lower energy losses during the night due to reduced sky view factors, (iv) changed solar 

heat gains due to shadowing and a modified radiation balance. All these effects have an 

important impact on the energy demand of buildings [3-5], as they affect the conductive heat 
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transmission through the envelope, the energy exchange by means of ventilation [6] and the 

potential to employ passive cooling by night-time ventilation. Further the buildings influence 

the local microclimate in the urban area, because they change the local wind flow conditions 

and increase the local air temperatures. This shows that the local microclimate and the energy 

demand predictions of buildings have to be analysed in a coupled way. The changed local 

microclimate not only influences the energy demand of buildings, but also has an impact on 

the human comfort and health in urban areas. 

In this study building energy simulations for a group of 14 buildings are conducted with 

CitySim [7]. For four weather conditions with high temperatures (high cooling loads), the 

surface temperatures determined with CitySim, accounting for detailed longwave and solar 

radiation exchange between the buildings, are used as boundary conditions for the CFD 

simulations. With CFD detailed temperature and velocity fields around the buildings are 

determined. These local air temperatures and wind speeds are then used for the building 

energy simulations of buildings in urban areas. In a second part of this paper an approach is 

presented to produce more accurate climatic data with CFD simulations, which can improve 

the energy demand predictions of building energy simulations. 

NUMERICAL MODEL 

The building energy simulations are conducted with CitySim for the climate of Zürich 

(Switzerland). CitySim is a simulation tool which models the energy fluxes from a small 

neighbourhood to an entire city. It includes a radiation model based on Perez All Weather [8] 

and Simple Radiosity Algorithm [9] to compute the hourly irradiation on the building 

surfaces. In this paper 14 office buildings are studied (Figure 1). The buildings have a height 

(H), a width (W) and a length (L) of 10 m, except buildings 6 and 9, which are 30 m or 25 m 

long depending on the cases. Two cases are studied with different distance (D) between the 

buildings to analyse the influence of the building density on the urban microclimate. The first 

case has an aspect ratio (H/D) of 1 and the second case an aspect ratio of 2. Each building 

consists of four thermal zones. Each thermal consists of one exterior building wall and a 

quarter of the buildings volume. The four zones are connected in such a way that they have 

the same inside air temperature. Space heating and space cooling are used to keep the inside 

air temperatures between 23 °C and 26 °C. The building walls have a glazing fraction of 25 % 

and a short wave reflectance of 50 %. The outside surfaces of the walls are made of bricks for 

simplicity. Therefore buildings with rather moderate surface temperatures are modelled here. 

Modern highly glazed office buildings using highly reflecting solar shadings will lead to 

significantly higher surface temperatures and influence the urban microclimate even more. 

 

Figure 1: Arrangement of the 14 studied buildings (left: aspect ratio 1; right: aspect ratio 2). 
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For four weather conditions with rather high ambient temperatures CFD simulations are 

conducted with OpenFOAM (Table 1). These weather conditions are considered to be critical 

for space cooling. 

 

 Wind speed Wind direction Air temperature 

Weather condition 1 0.3 m/s Normal 25.2 °C 

Weather condition 2 5.5 m/s Normal 25.5 °C 

Weather condition 3 0.6 m/s 45 ° 27.2 °C 

Weather condition 4 4.7 m/s 45 ° 25.9 °C 

Table 1: Different studied weather conditions (Normal: Wind flow normal to large facades of 

buildings 6 and 9; 45 °: Wind direction with an angle of 45 ° between the wind direction and 

the surface normal of the large facades of buildings 6 and 9.). 

Steady 3D RANS (Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes) CFD simulations are conducted with a 

k-turbulence model. For the near-wall modelling wall functions are used to limit the 

computational costs. The possible overestimation of the convective heat flux at the building 

facades due to using wall functions is assumed to be smaller than the influence of different 

weather conditions on the urban heat island intensity. The aim of this study is not a detailed 

quantification of the urban heat island intensity, but presenting importance of the urban heat 

island effect and how it can be modelled with CFD. A structured grid is built based on a grid 

sensitivity analysis. At the inlet of the computational domain vertical atmospheric boundary 

layer profiles of the mean horizontal wind speed, the turbulent kinetic energy and the 

turbulence dissipation rate are imposed. At the inlet the air temperature is set equal to the 

temperature from the meteorological data for the condisered weather condition. At the ground 

and building surfaces the temperature from the BES are imposed. To model buoyancy the 

Boussinesq approximation is applied. 

RESULTS 

First the wind flow between the buildings is studied in more detail. The wind speeds around 

the buildings are needed to determine the convective heat fluxes at the building surfaces. For 

BES commonly the wind speeds from meteorological data are used for the determination of 

the convective heat transfer. However in urban areas these commonly used correlations are 

not correct, because they are based on measurements of stand-alone buildings.  

 

Figure 3: Contour plot of wind velocity 5 m above the ground for weather condition 2 (top) 

and 1 (bottom). Left: Aspect ratio 1; Right: Aspect ratio 2. Arrow indicates the wind 

direction. 
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Figure 3 shows contour plots of the wind speed for weather conditions 1 and 2. For weather 

condition 2 with high wind speeds, it can be observed that flow is accelerated around the 

buildings. For the first row of buildings there is also acceleration between the buildings, but 

further downstream the flow is slower between the buildings. For the determination of the 

convective heat transfer, different transfer coefficients have to be used for the different 

buildings. The convective heat losses are significantly lower for the buildings further 

downstream. The wind speeds are decreasing with higher building densities. For weather 

condition 1 the wind speeds are decreased to a lesser extent. For these low wind speeds the 

flow is mainly driven by buoyancy, what changes the flow fields and the wind flow between 

the buildings is less dependent on the approach flow. 

 

Figure 4: Contour plot of wind velocity 5 m above the ground for weather condition 4. Left: 

Aspect ratio 1; Right: Aspect ratio 2. Arrow indicates the wind direction. 

Figure 4 shows the same contour plots for oblique wind flow directions. It can again be 

observed that the wind speed between the buildings is decreased. Further it can be seen that 

now the wind is flowing along the street canyon, in contrast to Figure 3, where the approach 

flow is normal to the street canyon and a vortex is generated inside the street canyon.The flow 

along the street canyon increases the removal of heat and increases the convective heat 

transfer at the building facades. It can be concluded that the wind flow around buildings in 

urban areas is complex and the convective heat transfer cannot be predicted only as a 

parameter of the wind speed of the approach flow. Either CFD simulations or local 

measurements are needed to accurately model the convective heat transfer for BES 

simulations. 

From the same simulations the air temperature increase in an urban area, caused by the heated 

building surfaces due to absorption of solar radiation, is studied. In Figure 5 air temperature 

differences between the approach flow and the air inside a street canyon (between building 6 

and 9) is presented for different weather conditions and different building geometries. As a 

first conclusion, it can be seen that the local heat island intensities can be modelled with CFD. 

Further it can be seen that the local heat island intensities for the chosen weather conditions 

can be up to 2.5 °C. This is a significant temperature increase that causes directly higher space 

cooling demands. Three parameters were varied in this study (wind speed, wind direction and 

building density). The results show that there is a complex interaction between these 

parameters. A higher building density decreases the solar gains inside the street canyon. This 

would lead to lower air temperatures. But at the same time, it also lowers the wind speed and 

therefore the removal of heat from the street canyon. Figure 5 shows that for weather 

condition 1 the shadowing effect is dominant compared to the effect of the wind. Therefore 

the air temperatures for the wider street canyon are higher. For weather condition 2 on the 

other hand, the effect of the wind is stronger and higher temperatures can be found in the 

narrower street canyon. For weather conditions 3 and 4 the wind direction is oblique to the 
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street canyon and therefore the wind can remove more heat by flowing along the street 

canyon. Here we can again see a stronger effect of the wind compared to the shadowing and 

therefore the temperatures inside the street canyons are higher for narrower street canyons. 

This shows that local heat island intensity cannot be predicted by analysing the three 

parameters independently. Therefore we propose to run CFD simulations with surface 

temperatures as obtain from BES as input to predict the air temperatures. 

 

Figure 5: Temperature difference between the local air temperature on the red line (at 5 m 

above the ground) and the inlet temperature for the different weather conditions (Table 1) 

and aspect ratios (AR). 

 

OUTLOOK 

In the previous section we showed the importance of accounting for the urban microclimate, 

when simulating the space cooling and heating demands for buildings in urban areas. Here we 

give an outlook on an approach that will be used for CitySim simulations to consider the 

urban microclimate. Because the buildings and the local microclimate strongly influence each 

other, models for the urban microclimate and the building have to be conducted in a coupled 

way. The computational costs are much higher for CFD than for BES. Therefore the number 

of CFD simulations needs to be minimized. Figure 6 sketches an approach to model the 

interaction between the buildings and the urban microclimate. First a BES is conducted to get 

realistic temperature boundary conditions for the CFD simulations. Then for limited number 

of weather conditions CFD simulations are conducted. With CFD more accurate convective 

heat transfer coefficients (CHTCs) are determined and used for a second BES. Final CFD 

simulations with updated surface temperatures are used to analyse the urban microclimate. 

The CHTCs are again updated for the final BES to study the energy demands. 

 

Figure 6: Sketch of approach to model the urban microclimate and its influence on buildings. 
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CONCLUSION 

In this study the urban microclimate was modelled using CFD (computational fluid dynamics) 

and BESs (building energy simulations). BESs were used to model the surface temperatures 

and the radiative fluxes that the building surfaces. CFD simulations were conducted to model 

the wind flow around the buildings and the air temperatures in a small urban area. The results 

show there is a complex interaction between the buildings and the local microclimate. There 

is a large number of parameters that influences the local microclimate leading to local heat 

islands and complex wind flow structures, which need to be considered in BESs. The complex 

interaction makes it impossible to use simple rule of thumb to predict the influence of the 

neighbouring buildings, when conducting BES for a specific buildings. Therefore we propose 

here an approach to conduct CFD and BESs in a simplified coupled way to improve the 

predicted space cooling and space heating demand of buildings by BESs and the prediction of 

the local microclimate in an urban area. 
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ABSTRACT  

High demographic dynamics and greater poverty in developing countries carry the urgent 

need to provide low cost housing to the poorest in urban regions. In Colombia the 

development of social housing settlements is characterized by two deficits, a quantitative one 

(related to urban density) and a qualitative one (related to indoor building conditions). It is 

therefore imperative to identify solutions that may lead to the adequate development of social 

housing in Colombia. This paper studies the relation between urban density and indoor 

thermal conditions of buildings of a social housing neighbourhood located in Bogotá, with the 

help of an urban energy simulator.  

The particular location of the case study, close to the Equator, brought up many challenges. 

At first, remarkable differences were found when comparing the simulation results with the 

international norm CEN (EN 13790). The thermal model had to be slightly adapted for a good 

dynamic behaviour of the room temperatures. Moreover, as the constructional model of social 

housing is realised without any insulation, the thermal behaviour is very sensitive to the 

infrared exchanges with the environment, and as such the estimation of the ground 

temperature had to be refined. This latter point reinforces the idea of the importance of the 

infrared exchanges between adjacent buildings. Finally, satisfactory results were obtained 

from the models’ improvements leading to an increase of confidence on the simulation 

results. With the optimised performance of the simulation tool, numerical simulations of 

radiatively interacting shelters were carried out heading to an analysis of the relation between 

different urban variables (such as site coverage, plot ratio, building and urban forms) and the 

thermal comfort of buildings’ occupants. The study comprises the verification of the thermal 

model for simulations, the definition of a thermal discomfort indicator, and finally simulations 

of a social housing neighbourhood in Bogotá, the capital of Colombia. Results show that it is 

possible to maintain the same high human density and to improve thermal behaviour of the 

settlement by combining lower site coverage with higher buildings, which can provide 

architects and urban developers with helpful insights to improve social housing planning in 

Colombia. 

Keywords: urban energy simulation, social housing, urban density, thermal comfort, Bogotá. 

INTRODUCTION  

By the horizon of 2050 urban areas are forecasted to hold almost 70% of the world’s 

population. In developing countries the situation is even worse due to higher demographic 

dynamics and greater poverty rates that force governments to provide low cost housing to the 

poorest in urban regions. In Colombia’s specific case, the social housing phenomenon has 

been characterized by two major deficits [1]. In one hand a quantitative deficit that carry the 

development of high density social housing settlements (macro-projects) [2], and on the other 

hand a high qualitative deficit that affects the well-being of inhabitants in comfort terms [3]. It 

seems therefore imperative to identify solutions that may lead to the adequate development of 
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social housing in Colombia. Thus, computer modelling happens to be an invaluable decision 

support tool as it potentially allows for a quick and somewhat precise evaluation of thermal 

performance associated to different urban scenarios. 

For the first time, the urban energy simulator CitySim developed at EPFL [4] is used to 

simulate the thermal behaviour of a social housing neighbourhood located in Bogotá, the 

capital of Colombia.  

METHODOLOGY 

The aim of the study is to analyse the relation between urban density and thermal behaviour 

of buildings in a social housing neighbourhood in Bogotá. For this, the free floating dynamic 

thermal behaviour of the buildings has to be evaluated since Bogotá has a tropical highland 

climate with a yearly average temperature of 14.4°C, and no cooling nor heating are used to 

reach adequate internal thermal conditions. To gain confidence in simulation results, a 

verification of the urban energy simulator CitySim with the CEN (EN 13790) standard was 

carried out. It helped us to improve the solver and consequently a thermal discomfort 

indicator was defined in order to analyse three variations of the selected case study. As 

boundary conditions for the simulations, climatic data were obtained from MeteoNorm [5] 

and 2D and 3D information of the case study were obtained directly from the designers of the 

project [6]. 

Verification of the thermal model 

As we rely on a software that has never been used exclusively for buildings without heating 

and cooling systems, results were verified through an inter-model comparison between 

CitySim and LESOSAI, the latter used for the certification and thermal balance calculation in 

buildings [7]. To acquire hourly thermal data for a complete year, calculation in LESOSAI 

was based on the CEN (EN 13790) standard. A simplified model of a typical building from 

the case of study was analysed using both simulation engines. Table 1 shows the input values 

associated to the virtual models.  

 

Table 1: Main characteristics of the simplified model - Input values in LESOSAI and CitySim. 
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To illustrate the results obtained from the inter-model comparison a zoom was made on a 

period of the year in which we noticed significant differences in the internal building’s 

temperature. The period starts from the 4105 hour of the year and ends in the 4205 hour 

which is essentially in the intermediate part of the year, from 21 to 24 June. In Figure 1, we 

present the results obtained with LESOSAI (labelled Lesosai) and CitySim (labelled 

CitySim_1), in which we notice important differences in the thermal behaviour. The major 

cause of the discrepancy was identified: the constructional model of social housing contains 

no insulation (as one can see from the U-Values in Table 1); therefore the buildings’ thermal 

behaviour is very sensitive to the infrared exchanges with the environment. Consequently the 

radiant environment is of great importance in the thermal simulation, and as such a correct 

estimation of the surrounding buildings’ and ground’s temperature is necessary. After a 

modification on the ground temperature model that was implemented in CitySim for taking 

measured data instead of calculated ones, a more similar behaviour was found compared to 

LESOSAI (see the label CitySim_Tg in Figure 1). However, a presence of a phase shift 

between the results remained. To solve this issue, a last adjustment of the solver was carried 

out in order to distribute the thermal inertia to the air and wall temperature nodes according to 

the penetration depth δe of a 24 hours harmonic temperature variation in the material of the 

walls as calculated by Equation 1 in which λ, ρ, Cp and T are respectively the conductivity 

(W/m∙K), density (kg/m
3
), specific heat (J/kg.K) of the concrete, and T corresponds to the 

time period of 24 hours (given in seconds). 

  (1) 

Figure 2 shows the variations in thermal results with the last adjustment (labelled 

CitySim_PD) compared with LESOSAI (labelled Lesosai). An acceptable thermal behaviour 

was achieved with CitySim, which allowed proceeding with the definition of the thermal 

discomfort indicator.  

 

 

 

Definition of thermal discomfort indicator 

Based on Givoni’s bioclimatic chart for Bogotá that aims at predicting the indoor conditions 

of the building according to the outdoor prevailing conditions [8] a comfort zone of internal 

temperatures between 18°C and 25°C was delimited. Consequently discomfort is understood 

as any indoor temperature (Ti in Equation 2) lower than 18°C or higher than 25°C. Hence to 

define a discomfort indicator that takes into account dynamic variation of internal building 

temperatures for each hour of a complete year, we calculated from Equation 2 the amount of 

Figure 1: Inter-model comparison – 

Effect of ground temperature. 

Figure 2: Inter-model comparison – 

Effect of penetration Depth. 
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degrees-hour for hypothetical heating (to achieve 18°) and for hypothetical cooling (to 

achieve 25°C). The final result is the total yearly average of degrees-hour spent outside of the 

defined comfort zone during 8760 hours.  

DH=                               (2) 

A scale from DH=0 to DH=3 was defined for the yearly average, where DH=0 means internal 

temperatures during the whole year in the comfort zone, DH=1 means internal temperatures 

on average 1° outside of the comfort zone, and DH=3 means internal temperatures on average 

3° outside of the comfort zone. In this scale a DH until 2 is considered an acceptable 

difference, and a DH between 2 and 3 an unacceptable difference. 

Case study 

The project “Las Huertas” a social housing neighbourhood, located at the south of Bogotá 

(4°63’, -74°08’) was selected mainly for two reasons: First, because it is a macro-project that 

follows the actual Colombian social housing regulations that encourage building “the greater 

number of houses in the available area” [9]. And second, because of its very high human 

density. These specific conditions allowed us to better understand the problem of urban 

density in social housing in Colombia and to design a case study according to a real situation. 

For study purposes we selected 3 plots of land from the total macro-project. Figure 3 gives a 

2D representation of the chosen area, and the density parameters are described in Table 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We considered the quantitative deficit problem by studying three different urban scenarios 

with the same plot ratio but different site coverage (Figure 4) i.e., human density is the same 

in all cases. To conserve the same plot ratio build heights were modified as shown in Table 2. 

 

Figure 4: 3D and 2D representations of 3 urban scenarios 

Figure 3: Selected plots of land. 

Table 2: Density parameters for Las Huertas’ selected 

plots and description of 3 case studies 
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To evaluate the free floating dynamic thermal behaviour of the buildings it is compulsory to 

know the hourly occupancy profile related to the high human density. Since we only have the 

total number of potential occupants but not the variations of their presence, it was necessary 

to use for simulations standard profiles of occupancy, lighting and equipment. For this, and 

due to the lack of available data, the Swiss norm SIA 2024 was taken into account. 

RESULTS 

Simulation results take into account urban form, urban density, materials and thermal heat 

gains by occupants, lighting and equipment, according to the previously defined occupancy 

profiles. Figure 5 shows the influence of site coverage on thermal discomfort, the latter is 

illustrated with a colour scale from white to black where 1.7 was the lowest DH value 

obtained from simulations and 2.6 was the highest.  

Case 3 with a site coverage of 0.46 (see Table 2), presents the highest discomfort rate with a 

DH=2.32, that is considered as an unacceptable difference. Case 2 with the lowest site 

coverage has the lowest DH. This can be explained by the effect of the larger vertical 

obstruction angle in case 2, which increases the distance between rows, and as a result more 

solar irradiation arrives to the buildings. In all three cases there is a better performance of 

buildings with a North-South orientation. Case 2 takes advantage of this privileged orientation 

allowing the settlement to achieve a lesser discomfort rate. 

  

 

 

Some interesting results were remarked in Cases 1 and 2; in the first case a zoom was made in 

order to see more clearly the influence of building’s orientation (Figure 6). North-South 

oriented buildings show a considerably better thermal behaviour than those with an East-West 

orientation. In the second case the zoom aims to emphasize the effect of horizontal 

obstructions (Figure 7). A degradation of the scale of colours is evidently noticed i.e. DH 

values are affected by a reduction of the irradiation coming from the sides.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Yearly average discomfort indicators of three cases 

Figure 6: Zoom of case 1 Figure 7: Zoom of case 2 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Three parameters associated with urban density have an influence on the average discomfort 

rate of urban settlements: vertical obstructions, horizontal obstructions and orientation of the 

buildings. Horizontal obstructions are related to site coverage (plan view), while vertical 

obstructions are related to plot ratio (elevation view). It was noticed that it is possible to 

reduce the discomfort rate of the neighbourhood and maintain the same high human density 

by combining lower site coverage with high rise buildings. In this way reducing vertical and 

horizontal obstructions of buildings can lead to more solar irradiation. Orientation is another 

important parameter that affects the thermal behaviour of buildings and therefore of urban 

settlement. North-South is the privileged orientation in Bogotá and architects and urban 

planners should take advantage of it in order to reduce the average discomfort rate of social 

housing neighbourhoods. 

In a future perspective, further studies may analyse discomfort rates by floor levels defining 

one thermal zone per floor. It would be interesting to evaluate the effect of thermal inertia and 

glazing ratio on discomfort rates by changing some of the buildings’ model parameters. 

Finally, architects and urban planners of Colombia have the challenge of creating sustainable 

urban habitats with a better environmental quality. To reach that objective, urban energy 

simulation is an invaluable support tool to manage the high urban and human densities that 

characterize cities in developing countries. 
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ABSTRACT  

This paper presents a study of the effects of density of residential neighborhoods on their 

energy performance. Different scenarios are considered to accommodate increasing levels of 

residential density in 1 acre of land. The study is carried out for Montreal location, Canada 

(45ºN). All configurations considered assume a suburban environment that allows high solar 

exposure (Hachem et al, 2011). Energy performance is measured in terms of energy consumption, 

on the demand side, versus electricity production by means of integrated PV systems, on the 

supply side.  

The first scenario consists of controlling density at the horizontal plan, through configurations of 

detached and attached two-story residential housing units of increasing degrees of density. A 

maximum density of 26 units/acre can be reached, while preserving a good solar access. Higher 

density levels are explored through apartment buildings - Low rise (3-5 floors), mid-rise (6-9 

floors) and high rise (≥10 floors). In apartment buildings, integration of PV systems in facades, in 

addition to roof surfaces, is considered, in view of the reduced availability of roof surface per 

dwelling unit. The results indicate that densification of housing units in multiplexes enables the 

generation of excess of solar electricity over net-zero energy status. PV systems integrated in 

south and near south roof surfaces are capable of generating electricity in excess by some 25% 

over total energy consumption. Apartment buildings are relatively energy efficient for heating and 

cooling, while allowing a high level of residential density, but their solar potential is limited. 

Under the present study, a building of three stories can generate about 96% of its total energy use, 

if the roof design is optimized for solar energy generation. Above 3 floors, additional measures 

are required to approach net zero energy status. Employing PV on 50% of the south facades of 

three-storey buildings enables 14% excess production over consumption. Electricity production 

can be significantly increased by means of integration of PV systems on external structures in 

open spaces adjacent to the residential buildings themselves. This is particularly applicable to 

low-rise configurations.  

Keywords: Density, energy performance, electricity generation, apartment buildings, 

multiplexes 

INTRODUCTION  

High density is conducive to viability and efficiency, while reducing infrastructure demand 

and greenhouse gas emission (GHC). On the other hand, increasing density affects negatively 

the solar potential of buildings and their energy efficiency (Hachem et al., 2012a). Land 

limitation in high density cities, restricts the availability of solar energy that can be used 

passively (passive space heating, daylighting, etc.) or actively to generate electricity and hot 

water.  

Compact urban form with vertical zoning, combining multi-level and multi-functional 

clusters, offers an efficient high density development. However, roof and façade surfaces for 

integration of photovoltaic systems for sufficient electricity generation in such buildings are 
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restricted. To reach energy self-sustained communities, it is necessary to create development 

patterns that shift from individual buildings to a regional perspective of energy generation. 

The current study investigates the level of residential density that can be reached per acre of 

land while maintaining a near net zero energy status. Increasing degrees of density are applied 

at the horizontal plan, through multiplexes of two story houses, and at the vertical plan using 

apartment buildings of increased height.  

METHODOLOGY OF DESIGN 

The objective of this research is to assess the effect of increasing residential density within an 

acre of land, on the overall solar potential and energy use of the development. Two general 

scenarios are explored: low rise- two story single family houses, and apartment buildings of 

varying height. A fixed floor area (120m
2
) is considered for both residential houses and 

apartments. A family of four members is assumed to occupy these residential units. Buildings 

are designed to conform to passive solar design principles and to be highly energy efficient (e.g. 

insulation of 7RSI for the walls and 10RSI for the roofs, triple glazing low-e argon fill windows, 

airtight construction, etc.) (Hachem et al, 2012a). Housing units possess an aspect ratio - ratio of 

south façade to perpendicular façade - of about 1.3. This ratio is within the optimal range for 

passive solar design in northern climate, to maximize passive solar gains in winter (Athienitis 

and Santamouris, 2002). Total energy consumption in units is obtained by assuming energy 

use for appliances, lightings and hot water based on energy use in energy efficient houses 

(Hachem et al, 2012). Lighting energy consumption in rear apartments, where daylighting is 

limited, is based on published data of the average lighting usages in apartment buildings 

(NRCan, 2003). Elevators are considered in buildings with 5 floors and above. 

Montreal (45
o
 N) is employed as the pilot location of the study, to represent northern cold 

climate. A heat pump with a coefficient of performance (COP) of 4 is assumed to supplement 

the passive and active solar heating systems. Simulations are performed employing 

Energyplus, to compute energy generation of the BIPV systems integrated on the south and 

near south facing surfaces (see below) and heating and cooling energy consumption.  

Housing units 

Housing units include configurations of rectangular housing units, attached and detached, and 

units with modified rectangular plans (hexagonal plans, see below). 

Rectangular units: Detached housing units with minimum distance at the east west axis of 4m 

are designed. The one acre land can fit two rows of units distanced 20m apart (Fig.1a). This 

distance avoids mutual shading by rows (Hachem et al, 2011). A maximum of 16 detached 

units can be reached in this configuration. Attaching the units of each row allows increasing 

the density to 22 u/acre (Fig.1b). In all units PV systems are assumed to cover the total south 

facing area of a gable designed roof. 

Figure 1 rectangular units, (a) detached, (b) attached 

Hexagonal units: These are units of rectangular plan modified into hexagonal plan, to fit the 

outline of folded plate roof (Hachem et al., 2012b). In the configuration considered,  facades 

 

 

BIPV 
system 

    (a)    (b) 
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and roof surfaces are oriented at 15° east and west of south (Fig 2a).The folded plate roof 

provides enlarged surface for PV integration and spread of peak generation timing due to 

varying orientations of roof surfaces. 

Some overlapping of units is incorporated in the design of multiplexes, for increased density 

(Fig. 2b), while ensuring that at least one near south façade is exposed. A maximum density 

of 26 units can be achieved through this method, while allowing solar access. The minimal 

distance between units of two rows is 12 m, resulting in some mutual shading of few units.  

Figure 2 Hexagonal units; (a) roof design, (b) Configuration of multiplex, (c) multiplex with 

external structure 

In the case of attached hexagonal units, an alternative design is considered, in which roofs are 

extended over the space between rows. The objective of this design is to enlarge the surface 

available for integration of PV systems. This roof extension consists of the same folded plates 

configurations of the housing units’ roofs, and covers the outdoor space between the rows of 

units. The south facing plates of these roofs consist of semi-transparent PV. The outdoor 

covered areas can serve for individual purposes (e.g. garages) or for public and/or commercial 

areas. A similar option can be considered for the attached rectangular configuration, but is not 

included in the present study. 

Apartment Buildings 

The basic apartment building is designed with 8 apartments per floor (basic module), and a 

core area that serves for functions such as elevators and stairs. 1 Acre with a long layout can 

fit a building with up to 18 units per floor (Fig. 3d). Buildings ranging from 3 to 10 stories are 

designed and simulated. 

Figure 3 Apartment building: a) view with gable roof, b) Plan, (c) view with folded plate roof, 

(d) Maximum apartment buildings within an acre. 

Design of south window area is based on sensitivity analysis of the effects of window size on 

heating and cooling loads. Window area larger than 30% of the south façade leads to a large 

cooling load especially in the upper floors, which may exceed the heating load. A south 

window area of 30% of the façade is therefore selected.  
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Roof design alternatives for integration of PV systems include a gable roof and folded plate 

roof (Fig.3c) with 45° tilt angles. In addition, up to 50% of south facades are PV integrated.  

Table 1 summarizes the main density aspects of the various studied configurations of houses 

and apartments.  

Table 1, Density of houses and apartments. 

 Housing units Apartment buildings 

Rectangular 

detached 

Rectangular 

attached 

Hexagonal 

attached 

Units per 

acre 

16 22 26 Height depending (54-144 units) 

Land 

coverage 

23% 32% 38.5% 62% 

RESULTS 

Low rise housing units 

Results of energy production and consumption for the studied configurations are presented in 

Table 2. Average consumption refers to the total energy consumed by a given configuration, 

averaged over the total number of units.  The configuration of detached rectangular units 

serves as reference for the multiplex configurations. Attaching the rectangular housing units 

can decrease heating load by up to 25% and cooling load by 8% while energy generation is 

not affected. Heating load is increased in the hexagonal configuration but this is 

counterbalanced by the larger density that can be obtained as well as the significantly larger 

energy generation (up to 1.46 more than the detached rectangular units). Scenario where semi-

transparent PV is incorporated within an external structure can provide up to 2.5 more 

electricity than the overall energy use of the neighbourhood (Table 2). 

Table 2, Results of energy performance: heating and cooling loads vs energy generation 

                Energy 

 

Configuration 

Total PV 

generation 

potential 

Energy consumption  Energy 

generation to 

energy use 
Average 

Heating 

Total 

Heating 

Average 

cooling 

Total 

cooling 

Detached (ref.) - kWh 7600 600 11853 149 2959. 8 1.02 

Comparison to detached rectangular buildings 

Attached rectangles 1 0.75 0.75 0.94 0.92 1.10 

Hexagonal 

Configuration 

1.46 1.08 1.17 0.65 0.84 1.25 

Hexagonal + external 

structure 

2.82 1.17 1.37 0.61 0.84 1.47 

Apartment buildings 

Heating load in apartment buildings is lower than that in detached and attached houses, while 

cooling load is similar to attached houses. Average heating loads for each floor of buildings of 

varying heights are presented in Figure 4. It can be observed that the heating load in each of 

the top four floors does not differ much among buildings over five stories high, as indicated 

by the dotted lines.   Heating load in the last floor increases by about 20% as compared to the 

floor below, due to the unheated attic. The rear apartments have an increased heating load of 

about 47% as compared to the front south facing apartments. Cooling load in such apartments 

is significantly lower than the front apartments (by 65%). 
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 Figure 4, Average heating load for each floor in apartment buildings. 

Results of energy generation versus consumption are presented in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows 

the relation between density and the ratio of energy generation to energy consumption. The 

relations for all roof configurations are also indicated in Figure 6 as regression lines. 

Electricity generation by a gable roof is limited, reaching a maximum of about 76% of the 

total energy use of a single 3-storey building. Replacing the gable roof by a folded plates PV 

roof enable to generate the approximate need of a 3-storey apartment building (Fig. 5).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5, Comparison of generation to consumption for different design options. 
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Figure 6, Energy balance vs density for different designs 

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

This study investigates the densification of 1 acre of land and highlights the maximum 

electricity generation that can be achieved by different configurations of BIPV systems. Table 

3 below generalizes the main findings of the study. The energy intensity of apartments and 

houses is included based on the assumptions of energy efficiency and passive design used in 

this study. Possibilities for enhancing electricity production by additional structures - either 
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horizontally as in the hexagon option, and/or vertically can be explored in order to improve 

the energy generation to energy consumption ratio. 

Table 3, Summary 

Studied scenarios Multiplexes Apartment buildings 

Density 22-26 units Height dependent (54 - 200 units in 

this study) 

Intensity of  energy consumption 62.5 kWh/m
2
 68 kWh/m

2
 

Ratio of energy 

generation to energy 

use  (Table 3 and Fig. 

5)   

Gables 

roofs 

1.10  0.76 of energy use of 3 floor building 

(54 apartments) 

Folded 

Plates 

1.35  0.96 of energy use of 3 floor buildings 

(54 apartments) 

The study shows that energy generation within an acre is rather limited. The maximum 

number of housing units that can be fully supplied is about 32.5 using multiplex 

configurations with folded plates’ roofs. For multi-storey buildings, the combined energy 

generated by a folded plate roof can almost supply the equivalent of energy consumed by 

around 54 apartments situated in 3 floor buildings (96%). This shows that low rise multi-story 

buildings can be more beneficial than multiplexes, due, partly, to regulations regarding clear 

space between rows of houses.  

Strategies for increasing electricity generation should be explored, including design aspects 

such as the possibility of changing the design of tall buildings for increased energy 

generation. Possible options are use of curtain walls for integration of PV systems or 

supplementary structures – horizontal (e.g. between blocks), inclined, (e.g. over atria) or 

vertical, as free-standing towers with the sole purpose of electricity generation.  

Design of land use and configurations within the land would play an important role in 

achieving optimal density and energy generation configurations. In the case of mix of 

different building types (low and high rise), the land design and positioning of the buildings 

should be optimized. For instance, high building should be on the north so as to avoid shading 

of the low-rise buildings. In all cases, policies and regulations affect the available options. 
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ABSTRACT 

Simplified thermal building models, especially thermal network models, are an interesting 

option to calculate buildings’ energy demands at city district scale because of their 

comparably low requirements regarding parameterization and computational efforts. Several 

such models have been suggested, which vary in their number and interconnection of 

resistances and capacities. In order to contribute towards a comprehensive assessment of such 

models, the aim of this paper is to compare a model based on the widely used ISO 13790 with 

a model based on the German guideline VDI 6007.  

For this comparison, both models were implemented in the object-oriented modeling language 

Modelica with the simulation environment Dymola. Four test cases were simulated to analyse 

the influence of several factors (outdoor temperature, solar radiation, and internal gains) on 

the inside air temperature and also to calculate the energy demand when using an ideal heater 

to keep the house at a constant set temperature. Because the results showed a crucial influence 

of the time period T describing the periodic depth of penetration for heat transfer through the 

walls, further tests using the same T for both models were carried out to quantify this 

influence. 

The obtained results display different dynamic behaviour for the two models of ISO 13790 

and VDI 6007, while the overall predicted heat demand for a longer time interval is similar 

for both methods. The model comparison shows that the differences in parameter calculation 

and thermal network design between the two models are outweighed by the influence of the 

time period T. These findings suggest that choosing the right parameter for the time period T 

can be more important than choosing which model setup to use for dynamic building 

performance simulations.  

Keywords: simplified building model, city district dynamic simulation, ISO 13790, VDI 6007 

INTRODUCTION  

Simplified thermal building models are an interesting option to calculate buildings’ energy 

demands at city district scale because of their comparably low requirements regarding 

parameterization and computational efforts. A broad range of research has been done in the 

field of dynamic building modelling and simulation [1, 2]. The application to city district 

scale often leads to simplified building models, of which thermal network models, based on 

the analogy with an electrical circuit, seem to be a wide-spread approach [3, 4].  

The international norm ISO 13790 [5] specifies three related methods for thermal building 

models: a monthly method, an hourly method, and a dynamic method. Most research on this 

norm has been done to validate results obtained with the different methods (see e.g. [6, 7, 8]). 

For cases where this method failed validation, Jokisalo et al. [9] suggest that the hourly 

method can lead to more accurate results. A similar approach is described in the German 

guideline VDI 6007 [10]. The aim of this paper is to compare these two approaches in order 

to contribute towards a comprehensive assessment of thermal network based building models. 
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METHOD 

Models 

Figure 1 shows the thermal networks of ISO 13790 and VDI 6007 for a building modeled as 

one single thermal zone. They are based on different network designs and consider influences 

of energy sources in different ways. 
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Figure 1: Thermal networks, a) ISO 13790 with air node, b) VDI 6007 with air node and 

adapted internal heat transfer 

In general, both models calculate the indoor air temperature and the heat demand depending 

on the building physics, inner loads, solar gains, ventilation, occupancy, and weather 

conditions. Except the buildings physics all influences are considered as varying over time. 

One main difference is the number of capacities used to model the thermal mass of the 

building. We added a capacity for the air volume in our versions of both models. The ISO-

model uses one capacity to represent the overall active mass of the zone. In contrast, the VDI 

distinguishes between capacities for adiabatic inner walls and outer walls. More capacities can 

lead to a finer resolution regarding dependencies between different masses in a building. By 

defining more than one capacity, it is possible to distinguish masses that directly participate at 

the heat transfer to the surrounding and adiabatic masses. Yet, calculating the temperature of 

capacities always encompasses time derivatives which highly influence the CPU-time. 

Concerning the heat transfer, both models use two resistances to model the transfer through 

the (outer) walls. In the ISO-model, one resistance is added for windows and one for the 

internal convective heat transfer. In the VDI-model, windows in terms of heat transfer are 

considered as walls without thermal mass. We adapted the VDI-model by using two 

resistances per wall to distinguish between convective and radiative heat transfer. 

The dynamic parameters for resistances and capacities for the VDI 6007 model are calculated 

with the Beuken model defined in ISO 13786 [11]. The capacities as well as the resistances 

highly depend on the thermal mass of the building, which can be activated. This mass thus 

depends on the thickness of the wall, which can be used to store heat (periodic depth of 

penetration). The depth is described by a time period T that corresponds to the periodical 

loading behaviour. This time period thus highly influences the model’s dynamic behaviour 

and should be chosen carefully. For the ISO-model, a time period of one day is recommended, 

while the VDI guideline specifies a time period of five days. In addition, the ISO 13790 
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proposes to use a simplified method derived from the Beuken model, while the VDI 6007 

uses the detailed calculation method. 

According to ISO 13790, the influence of solar radiation on the outer walls can be considered 

as an additional radiation or as an adapted outside temperature. Our ISO-model works with an 

adapted radiation while the VDI-model uses an adapted outside temperature. The radiative 

heat transfer in the ISO-model is divided in two parts. One part directly affects the inner wall 

node while the other part is taken into account on the inner surface of the wall. 

Test Cases 

As a test building a two storey single family dwelling with a living area of 150 m² was used. 

The walls are heavy and insulated according to the German Energy Savings Ordinance 2009 

[12]. Two simplified models for the building were developed in Modelica, reducing the model 

in both cases to one thermal zone. For VDI 6007 two sets of parameters were calculated: one 

considering a time period T of five days and the other a T value of one day, for a better direct 

comparison with ISO 13790, where a time period of one day is used. This leads to two 

comparisons: 

 Comparison “1-5”: ISO 13790 with T=1 Day and VDI 6007 with T=5 Days 

 Comparison “1-1”: ISO 13790 with T=1 Day and VDI 6007 with T=1 Day 

 

Parameter Unit ISO 13790 VDI 6007 

T Days 1 5 1 

Rindoor - outdoor K/W 65.13·10
-4 

64.20·10
-4 

59.15·10
-4 

Rcapacity- indoor K/W 5.03·10
-4 

3.32·10
-4 

2.39·10
-4 

Coverall J/K 767·10
5 

1207·10
5 

839·10
5 

Table 1: Comparison of overall heat capacity and combined resistances 

As shown in Table 1, the values for resistances and capacities differ between the test setups, 

with 57% for comparison “1-5”. The difference of about 10% for the overall capacity in 

comparison “1-1” can be explained by the different methods used for calculating the 

parameters. While the VDI-model uses a more complex calculation, the ISO-model 

parameters are calculated with a simplified method defined in the appendix of ISO 13786. 

Differing values of the resistances between the setups for the VDI-model originate from 

differing masses for the inner walls which can be activated. Differences between ISO and 

VDI regarding handling and division of the overall resistance lead to different values for the 

individual resistances. In addition, the different calculation methods of the parameters also 

influence the resistances. 

Four test cases were designed to investigate the behaviour of the models in a dynamic 

simulation. In order to achieve a clear result all influencing factors where set as constant at the 

beginning of the simulation: outdoor temperature 15 °C, ground temperature 10 °C, solar 

radiation 0 W/m², no ventilation / infiltration, no inner gains, no active heater. Once the 

simulation achieved steady-state, one of the selected factors was varied using a pulse signal, 

which lasted one day. After this the simulation continued until steady-state was reached again. 

This led to a simulation duration of 120 days/case, with the pulse taking place on the 60
th

 day. 

The first three test cases analyse the reaction of the indoor air temperature when: 

 the outdoor temperature (Case 0) is set  to 25°C 
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 the solar radiation (Case 1a) is set to 70 W/m² on all surfaces  

 the inner loads (Case 1b) are set to 1125 W  

The values were chosen in order to lead to a similar absolute increase in the indoor air 

temperature over all three cases. The last test case (Case 2) assesses the energy demand in 

keeping a set temperature of 22°C in the house. After achieving steady-state the indoor 

temperature was set to 22 °C until the end of the simulation and the energy demand of an 

ideal heater, which was conditioning the room air temperature, was measured. 

RESULTS 

Comparison “1-5” 
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Figure 2: Comparison “1-5” of ISO 13790 (T=1 Day) and VDI 6007 (T=5 Day) 
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Figure 3: Comparison “1-1” of ISO 13790 and VDI 6007 with T=1 Day for both 
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Table 2 shows the results for the different test cases regarding the CPU-time and root mean 

square error (RMSE) as a value for the deviation. The ISO-model is on average 51% faster 

than the VDI-model. This can be explained by the lower number of capacities used, which in 

turn led to a reduced system of equations to solve. 

 

Comparison Test case CPU-Time ISO CPU-Time VDI RMSE 

“1-5” 0 2.43 s
 

5.06 s
 

0.09°C
 

1a 2.62 s
 

5.61 s
 

0.08°C
 

1b 2.41 s
 

4.95 s
 

0.07°C
 

2 2.22 s 4.27 s 77.28 kWh 

“1-1” 0 2.43 s 5.14 s 0.03°C 

2 2.22 s 4.35 s 91.5 kWh 

Table 2: Results for the different test cases 

DISCUSSION 

All test cases in comparison “1-5” (see Figure 2) show a similar behaviour of both models, 

which leads to similar RMSE-values in Table 2. The maximum difference happens in test case 

0, with the RMSE also having a higher value than for the other test cases. As the pulse of the 

outdoor temperature takes effect on the exterior side of the wall, the transfer to the interior is 

damped by the loading of the capacity, which for VDI 6007 is 57% higher than for ISO 

13790. The radiant and convective loads in test cases 1a and 1b directly affect the inner side 

of the wall and the indoor air. Thus, the influence of different wall capacities is smaller on the 

indoor air temperature in these cases. The deviation visible in test cases 0, 1a and 1b at 

steady-state can be explained by the differing resistances between capacity and indoor air that 

lead to different heat flows. For test case 2, the deviation originates from the energy needed to 

load the different capacities. As the resistances between indoor and outdoor air are similar, the 

deviation remains nearly constant over time. 

Comparison “1-1” (see Figure 3) shows that the influence of the time period T outweighs the 

network design. With the same time period T of one day, both models nearly provide similar 

results with a RMSE of 0.03°C. The small deviation originates from the different resistances 

between wall capacity and indoor air. As the resistance between indoor and outdoor air of the 

VDI-model is now 9.7% smaller than of the ISO-model (see Table 1), the VDI-model needs a 

higher heat flow to hold the set temperature in case 2. 

CONCLUSION 

The aim of this study was to analyse the differences between two simplified thermal building 

models (ISO 13790 and VDI 6007) using dynamic simulations. There are two main 

differences between the models, the numbers of capacities (one for ISO 13790 and two for 

VDI 6007) and the time period for the periodic depth of penetration for energy flows, T, (one 

day for ISO 13790 and five days for VDI 6007). For a more detailed comparison we also built 

an additional model according to VDI 6007 using a T of one day. The simplified models were 

set up for a well-insulated single family dwelling. Four test cases were simulated to analyse 

the influence of several factors (outdoor temperature, solar radiation and internal gains) on the 

inside air temperature and also to calculate the energy demand when using an ideal heater to 

keep the house at a constant set temperature. 

Because of the extra capacity the CPU-time for simulations using the VDI 6007 model is 

higher (51%). When using a T of five days this model heats up less when a pulse for the 
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outdoor temperature is applied due to higher capacities. This difference disappears when 

using a T of one day. For the energy demand, the difference stays constant at 4.2% for T of 

five days, whereas for T of one day it increases over time to 8.3% after 60 days. The cause for 

this is the decrease in the resistance between outdoor and indoor with decreasing T. Slight 

differences (0.03°C) in the offsets of the temperature profiles are explained through different 

values in the resistances between capacities and indoor air. 

The results show that the influence of the time period T outweighs the differences in the 

calculations of the dynamic parameters and the design of the thermal networks. These 

findings suggest that choosing the right parameter for the time period T can be more 

important than choosing which model setup to use for dynamic building performance 

simulations. 
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ABSTRACT  

Current energy discussions involve reduction of fossil fuel consumption by improving the 

energy consumption of the building stock on the one hand and increasing the integration of 

energy from renewables on the other hand. Since renewable energy generation is known to be 

highly fluctuating in time, and as such energy demand and energy generation do not match 

necessarily, new concepts to manage these fluctuating power sources, like energy storage, 

energy conversion from one energy carrier to another, the integration of smart-, micro-grids, 

and energy-hubs have been developed. These concepts can be more effectively integrated at 

building block or quarter level then just taking individual buildings into account. Based on 

this background this paper outlines an approach for a simulation environment to evaluate and 

optimize energy flows within neighbourhoods. The envisioned simulation environment will 

integrate a city simulation tool with which different improvement scenarios of the energy 

performance of buildings can be investigated, and a simulation tool which manages and 

optimizes the energy flows within the community taking various energy carriers including 

renewables into account. The approach is presented based on a case study – a village in 

Switzerland. The intention of the village is to become an energy sustainable community, 

which relies on renewable energy sources, taking production, innovative energy networks, 

storage, and conversion into account, and fully reduce the consumption of fossil fuels. As a 

starting point the existing situation concerning the energy demand of the village with respect 

to different uses (heating, lighting, …), the different energy carriers (fossil fuel, gas, 

electricity, …), their origin (hydropower, combustion, …), their distribution and networks 

(e.g. district heating) is captured. In a next step the potentials for energy efficiency 

improvement of the existing building stock and the potential of decentralized energy 

generation is evaluated with the means of building energy simulation. Decentralized energy 

generation includes building integrated or local renewable energy generation by photo-voltaic, 

biomass, and small hydro power turbines. In a third step, different future energy scenarios 

towards an energy sustainable community are defined and analyzed with the energy hub 

concept aiming to optimize CO2 emissions of the village. 

Keywords: energy plan, energy hub, energy sustainable, neighbourhood 

INTRODUCTION  

A major share of the Swiss energy consumption is due to heating, cooling, and electricity 

consumed in buildings. To effectively reduce the energy consumptions of the built 

environment, concepts to sufficiently improve the energy efficiency of the building stock on 

the one hand and to manage energy from renewables on the other hand are necessary. 

Especially the energy performance of buildings can vary significantly depending on type, age, 

and integrated building systems, and not in all cases improvement options are feasible. There 

are historical buildings which are protected, and almost no improvement options of the 
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building envelope is possible, older buildings where the thermal performance of the building 

can be improved through a number of retrofitting measures, additionally the integration of 

renewables could be targeted, and there are new buildings which are listed as low, zero or 

even positive energy buildings which are highly equipped with renewable energy 

technologies. Renewable energy generation is known to be highly fluctuating in time, and as 

such energy demand and energy production do not match necessarily. Therefore new concepts 

to manage these fluctuating power sources, like energy storage, energy conversion from one 

energy carrier to another, the integration of smart-, micro-grids, and energy-hubs have been 

developed. These concepts can be more effectively integrated at building block or quarter 

level then just taking individual buildings into account. Based on this background this paper 

outlines an approach for a simulation environment to evaluate energy flows within 

neighbourhoods. It is targeted that the simulation environment should integrate a city 

simulation tool with which different improvement scenarios of the energy performance of 

buildings can be investigated, and a simulation tool which manages and optimizes the energy 

flows within the community taking various energy carriers including renewables into account. 

Within this paper the approach will be presented based on a case study. The intention is to 

develop a future energy concept for a village and convert it to an energy sustainable 

community, which relies on renewable energy sources, taking production, innovative energy 

networks, storage, and conversion into account, and fully reduce the consumption of fossil 

fuels.  

APPROACH 

The approach to effectively convert neighbourhoods to energy self-regulating entities is tested 

on an area within a village in Switzerland, and includes the following steps:  

1) Investigation of the current situation 

This area within the village, taken as a case study, consists of 20 buildings. The buildings are 

mainly built between 1970 and 1980s.  As a starting point the existing situation concerning 

the energy demand of the village with respect to different uses (heating, lighting, …), the 

different energy carriers (fossil fuel, gas, electricity, wood, biomass), their distribution and 

networks (e.g. district heating) are captured. Additional collected information pertains to 

building characteristics such as age, type, construction method, insulation quality, and type of 

heating system. The majority of the buildings are equipped with electrical heating systems, 

additional energy sources are oil, biomass for a small district heating network, and wood for 

wood stoves. The village is connected to the electricity network. It has a small district heating 

network which is connected to a CHP unit fired by wood chips, which are brought to the 

village by trucks. To identify the energy consumption of the buildings information pertaining 

to annual electricity, oil, and wood consumption and delivered energy due to the district 

heating network was collected. For buildings were also electricity is used for space heating, 

the annual electricity consumption was divided into electricity used for appliances and 

lighting, and electricity used for space heating based on statistical values. Thereby 

assumptions for typical electricity demand for appliances [1] are subtracted from the actual 

electricity consumption; the remainder is defined as electricity consumption for space heating.  

2) Energy performance of buildings 

To identify the potential of increasing the energy efficiency of the building stock a simulation 

model of the buildings is generated with the city simulation model CitySim [2]. CitySim 

consists of a thermal model for simulating the energy performance of the building stock 

within an urban configuration. To identify the actual energy consumption of the building an 
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energy system model integrating heat pumps, boilers, cogeneration plants, as well as some 

renewable technologies are included in the simulation tool. Input assumptions for the 

simulation model are based on collected data such as type of construction and construction 

period, glazing area ratios, number of occupancy, and type of heating system. Internal 

conditions within the model are based on statistical values. Weather information is used from 

a locally installed weather station which collects information pertaining to temperature, 

relative humidity, global horizontal radiation, wind direction and wind speed. With the 

generated building simulation model first the actual energy performance of the buildings is 

investigated and results are compared to the collected energy consumption data from the 

period of October 2010 to September 2011. Once the simulation model is calibrated it can be 

used to evaluate alternative improvement options of the building stock and the building 

systems towards reducing the total energy consumption of the village.   

3) Renewable potential 

To evaluate the potential for decentralized energy production at building level, the generated 

city simulation model is used. Decentralized energy production includes building integrated 

or local renewable energy production by photovoltaic, solar thermal, geo thermal, wind, etc. 

Within this paper the potential for photovoltaic on roof surfaces is evaluated. Roof surfaces of 

the area with orientations from East, South, and West and inclinations from 0° to 45° have 

been investigated.  

4) Energy hub model 

To efficiently integrate fluctuating and distributed power sources from renewables within city 

quarters or communities, the concept of an energy hub is applied. The energy hub model was 

developed by Power Systems laboratory at ETH Zürich to manage energy flows within a large 

building complex, a city quarter, neighbourhood, or even countries. It gives the possibility to 

store energy, convert energy from multiple energy carriers to another (e.g. electricity to heat, 

natural gas to heat, thermal solar or bio-mass water heating and hot water storage, etc.) and 

sufficiently supply electricity, heat, cold, gases or fuels to the community. Thereby it is 

typically connected to electricity and gas infrastructures at the input port, gives the possibility 

to convert or store electricity, and provides energy services to the end-users at the output port. 

The advantage of the energy hub approach is an increase in reliability of the energy 

infrastructure since usually a number of options to provide heating or electricity to consumers 

is possible. Additionally it has the advantage to optimize the energy consumption, costs, 

emissions etc. by regulating conversion, storage, and distribution of energy. The energy hub 

concept can be applied at different levels of complexity whereby it doesn’t imply that the 

energy hub is implemented as a physical entity but rather the concept can be used to optimize 

energy flows and evaluate the performance of different energy carriers within the community.  

The general idea of an energy hub model is based on the following equation: 

ESPCL            (1) 

Whereby L denotes the hub-output vector, P the hub-input vector, and Ė the vector of storage 

energies. C stands for the converter coupling matrix, and S for the storage coupling matrix.  

Within this paper the “multi-carrier optimal dispatch” model is applied, which determines the 

optimal dispatch of the available energy carriers to effectively cover the load at the output of 

the hub. Thereby the power flows through the hub are optimized for a specific snapshot (e.g. 

annual energy consumption) [3]. Since the total input of one energy carrier might be 

converted into different forms of energy (e.g. electricity directly used, or converted to heat) 

so-called dispatch factors have to be determined. For the electricity consumption of the 
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village we assumed a lossless connection between delivered and net energy demand. In case 

of the heating energy demand a coupling matrix was used to account for energy losses due to 

conversion of energy carriers of electricity, oil, wood chips, or wood into net heating energy. 

Since the first version of the energy hub model does not consider multiple time periods but 

only a time integrated period of one year no energy storage possibilities were taken into 

account. 

As a starting point for optimization we consider the time integrated energy consumption of 

the village area over the period of one year and optimize it aiming at minimal CO2 emissions. 

A convex objective function that reflects the total emissions of the hub over the time period is 

assumed (Equation 2). The coefficients aα assumed for this first example are given in Table 1. 

Coefficients are based on the following literature [4,5].   

 



wbhope

PaTE
,,,,,

           (2) 

 

Energy carrier aα[g CO2/kWh] Energy carrier aα [g CO2/kWh] 

Electricity (mix) 122 Oil 698 

PV 69.6 Biomass 21.6 

Small hydro 4.7 Wood 21.6 

Table 1. Assumed objective function coefficients (CO2 emissions) 

5) Development of Scenarios 

Once the potential for different renewable energy sources are identified and the energy hub 

model is generated, a number of different energy scenarios for the area are identified which 

then are evaluated with the energy-hub model. The required annual load of the area, which 

has to be covered by the energy carriers, resulted in 224431 kWh electricity consumption for 

appliances and hot water, and 872452 kWh for net space heating. Note that the energy 

demand for space heating was identified with the city simulation model. As to the different 

energy scenarios, it is assumed that the village disposes of the existing energy carriers, 

namely a direct connection to the electricity network, oil for oil space heating, heat from the 

district heating network which is fired by wood chips, and wood for wood stoves. 

Additionally to the existing energy carriers, the calculated potential for building integrated 

photovoltaic (BIPV), and the potential of a small hydro power turbines are taken into account. 

It is assumed that electricity from the network, from PVs, and from the small hydro turbines 

could be directly used to cover the electricity demand of appliances or it can be converted by 

the energy hub to heat. In case of a direct use of electricity a lossless connection is assumed, 

whereas in case of a conversion to heat an efficiency of 0.95 is assumed. The other energy 

carriers (oil, wood chips, organic material, and wood) can be solely used to cover the space 

heating demand. The resulting scenarios are presented in the following table.   
  

Energy carrier S1 S2 S3 S4 

Electricity unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited 

PV 266 MWh 266 MWh 266 MWh 266 MWh 

Small hydro - - - 176 MWh 

Oil unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited 

Biomass unlimited - 184 MWh 184 MWh 

Wood 201 MWh 201 MWh 201 MWh 201 MWh 

Table 2. Scenarios with the maximum available amount of energy per energy carrier 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 1 shows the simulated heating energy demand for all buildings of the village area, 

together with the actual energy consumption for a one year period from October 2010 to 

October 2011. The graph indicates a relatively good match for a number of buildings, whereas 

in other cases the simulated energy demand overestimates the real consumption significantly. 

Table 3 shows energy hub model results of the 4 different scenarios (as per table 2) together 

with the actual measured distribution of energy consumption per carrier. All scenarios show a 

reduction in total CO2 emissions. As the best performing scenario shows, reductions in CO2 

emission of up to 80% can be achieved by completely replacing the oil space heating by more 

sustainable energy sources such as biomass and by electricity from PV and small hydro 

turbines.  
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Figure 1. Comparison between measured and simulated heating demand of buildings 

 

  Energy [MWh] CO2 emissions [t CO2] 

  as is S1 S2 S3 S4 as is S1 S2 S3 S4 

Electricity 479 - 728 544 410 58 - 89 66 50 

BIPV - 224 266 266 224 - 16 19 19 16 

Small hydro - - - - 176 - - - - 1 

Oil 167 - - - - 117 - - - - 

Biomass 184 918 - 184 184 4 20 - 4 4 

Wood 201 - 201 201 201 4 - 4 4 4 

Sum 1031 1143 1196 1196 1196 183 35 112 93 75 

Table 3. Annual energy hub results (energy consumption per energy carrier and resulting 

CO2 emissions) 

CONCLUSION 

This paper presents an approach for a simulation environment to evaluate energy flows within 

neighbourhoods. The simulation approach is applied at a pilot project – a village in 

Switzerland which aims to be energy sustainable by 2020. A number of conclusions can be 

drawn from the results presented: 

Comparison between measured and simulated energy consumption shows a relatively good 

match for a number of buildings, whereas in other cases the simulated energy demand 

overestimates the real consumption significantly. Since detailed occupancy data are not 
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available, differences may occur due to higher occupants absence or presence compared to the 

assumed statistical values. Furthermore occupancy behaviour such as heating setpoint 

temperature, consumption of hot water, usage of electrical appliances etc. may contribute to 

additional deviations in energy consumption. 

Initial results of the energy hub model are presented on the example of four different 

scenarios. In this case the dispatch of multiple energy carriers was optimized for system 

emissions. A CO2 emission reduction of 80% could be achieved by increasing the 

consumption of biomass and PVs and decrease electricity from the network and the use of oil 

for space heating.  

OUTLOOK 

This paper presented the concept of an approach to develop an energy concept for a village. 

Further steps will include the identification of energy efficiency measures for the building 

stock using a more elaborated version of the city simulation model, and hence reduction of the 

total energy consumption of the buildings. Then further energy scenarios will be investigated. 

These will include also energy storage systems, both seasonal and short term storage, to 

efficiently overcome periods where the potential of renewables is low. To account for energy 

storage systems, a more advanced model of the energy hub will be developed. Finally the 

actual coupling of the city simulation model and the energy flow model is targeted. The 

resulting simulation environment will be tested at building conglomerations of different 

complexity, namely the development of a city quarter with options for new constructions, a 

city centre with historic buildings and more rigid boundary conditions, as well as further rural 

communities. 
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ABSTRACT

In order to facilitate urban energy management and energy planning, the project MEU
developed a web based tool as a decision support system for decision makers. Using a web
based approach minimizes the e�ort on the client site as no software needs to be installed
or be updated on the personal computer. First, data are collected based on the buildings
in the federal land registry o�ces' data. The data contains all the relevant elements
in the energy conversion chain of a given city over the last couple of years available on
an annual basis: meteorological data, a list of accessible resources, energy conversion
technologies, energy distribution networks and buildings as consumers of di�erent energy
services. Second, all buildings and networks are geo-referenced to allow plotting maps.
This already gives a comprehensive overview of the current energy state of a city. Third,
measurements of (annual) energy consumptions are introduced allowing the performance
monitoring. Fourth, this data is structured and completed for the use in the energy
simulation software: CitySim for the dynamic building energy demand simulation and
EnergyTechnology for the calculation of the energy conversion technologies. As a set
of default values is provided in the platform, it runs even if only a small data set is
imported. When more information is available such as the energy consumption or the
physical building data, the platform can easily be updated to increase the accuracy of the
results.

With this approach, urban energy �ows from resource to useful energy can be tracked
and ine�ciencies can be spotted easily along the conversion processes. Furthermore, the
creation of scenarios based on a given actual year allows for example the quick comparison
of di�erent energy conversion scenarios for di�erent technological measures introduced in
a city or the evaluation of refurbishment strategies on the energy demand. The maps
allow to geo-localize priority areas and help representing the results.

Keywords: urban energy planning, energy �ows, gis, demand and supply

INTRODUCTION

Today, the planning of urban areas and their energy systems plays a key role towards
reaching the goals of the mayors convention[1]. According to [2] over 35 percent of the
�nal energy consumption is used to deliver space heating and hot water in developed
countries such as Switzerland. Another 10 percent is used to deliver building related
services such as lights, ventilation, air conditioning or other electrical appliances.

Even though signi�cant e�orts have been made over the last years, the primary energy
use is still increasing[3]. With the introduction of smart metering, more and more data is
available. However, di�erent actors own this data in a more or often less structured way
making it di�cult to get the key information out of the data. In addition, the data quality
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varies a lot between sources such as di�erent cities. Only few publications[4] tackle the
problem of the creation of urban scale data sets.

Being aware of the data related quality issues, MEU represents a consolidated e�ort to
use a bottom up approach based on the available data on demand and supply simula-
tion. MEU wants to help the partner cities in their energy planning. In the form of a
cartographic web interface, di�erent research tools can be accessed by partner cities.

Four cities have been studied in the validation process:

• La Chaux-de-Fonds (UNESCO World Heritage site) at 1000 meters altitude,
• Neuchâtel on the slope facing north-east on lake Neuchâtel,
• Lausanne facing south on the lake Geneva and
• Martigny (Bourg) with a lot of historic buildings behind a mountain ridge.

METHOD

The project MEU uses an energy �ow graph for the evaluation, planning and monitoring
of urban energy systems. In the current phase, only annual energy balances are calculated.
The oriented graph traces all energy �ows within the boundaries of the chosen district,
that concern the following three services: heating, hot water production and electricity.
From source nodes that represent resources, the energy �ows towards energy distribution
or conversion system nodes. Each distribution network node contains information about
the physical connections and additional information about the type of contract. From
there on, further edges can either connect to network nodes, energy conversion system
nodes or directly to sinks that represent the building's energy demand.

Each node has one or many input �ow edges and output �ow edges. Each �ow-edge
contains a fraction equal to the amount of the start or stop node's total transported
energy. A network node has a loss factor, therefore the input does not equal the output.
Energy conversion system nodes rely on a separate set of simple energy conversion models
for di�erent technologies.

With the help of this graph, about 50 percent of the �nal energy use within the system's
boundaries can be simulated.

Structure of the platform MEU

The website uses a carto-graphical user interface with underlying layers of an areal Or-
thophoto and o�cial geometries of buildings to give access to the di�erent modeled enti-
ties. Di�erent layers can be activated to show the results such as speci�c consumption of
each building or the Display Labels of each building.

The most important entities are the choice of the year or scenario, information about
individual buildings and the possibility to calculate the energy �ow graph in order to get
global scene speci�c results such as primary energy use. All commands from the web
interface are passed to the central meu service, which decides to either load a stored value
or to calculate a value if necessary.

All the values are stored in a geo-spatial and temporal data base (PostgreSQL). For the
calculation, the MEU service has the choice to either call the building simulation solver
or the energy technology models.

In order to determine the heating demand of a building, CitySim[5] is called, a detailed
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urban energy use simulation software. Once building demands are calculated, energy
technology models are called to determine the �nal energy consumption. The energy
technology models use also default e�ciencies based on the current Swiss norms[6] when
no other manual data has been entered.

Data and Default Data Sources

All cities provide the land registries o�ce data, which contains basic information such
as building footprint, height, usage and construction year[7]. From the local utilities,
consumption data is added.

Most of the time when launching a simulation, whether on building or on scene level, the
data set needs to be completed with default data. Data considered as measurement has
the �rst priority. When no measurement exists, the default data set is used. The meta
data traces whether the input data required for calculations is based on measurements or
default values based on current norms and best practice values.

The electricity and hot water demand of a building are taken from the current Swiss
norms[8]. The distribution networks have losses according to each local energy utility. All
of the default values have been validated by the project partners[9].

Space Heating Demand: Estimation and Measurement

Space heating is the biggest part of the �nal energy demand. Therefore it is modeled with
more detail. As an input, a complete physical model of the all the buildings is needed.
Additional information such as occupant behavior can signi�cantly improve predictions
of the energy use. For MEU, standard pro�les are used.

Most measurements are available for either heating and hot water demand of a residential
buildings at the same time, these are analyzed in detail. With the help of these equations,
measurements and simulation are put into relation with each other:

Measurement ∗ηtechnology = Simulation (1)

Measurement ∗ηtechnology ∗ Fractionheating = Simulation (2)

Measurement ∗ηtechnology ∗ Fractionheating ∗ FractionBuilding = Simulation (3)

First of all, the hot water use is excluded with the help of a statistical correction factor
(Eq.:2). When the technology is connected to several buildings, only the building's fraction
part is taken into account (Eq.:3). The FractionBuilding is calculated based on the heat
demand calculated by CitySim:

FractionBuilding =
Building Heat Demand∑
Building Heat Demands

(4)

With each simulation of an energy demand a scaling factor(SF) is calculated 5 between
measurement and simulation to propagate the correct value in the energy �ow graph:

SF =
Measurement

Simulation
(5)

With the help of the scaling factor the simulation is corrected as the the measurement
cannot be modi�ed and is taken as a �xed value into the graph.

When no measurement is available, the simulation value of CitySim is taken as it is. This
simple approach allows calculating all values within the graph from buildings to resources.
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The �nal energy use or the green house gas emissions per building or for the whole scene
are a result of the graph.

This approach is compared to a simplistic regression model: The space heating demand of
all buildings is assumed to behave proportional to the outdoor temperature[10, 11]. The
advantage of this approach is the simple usage and implementation. It does not need as
much input data as a dynamic simulation nor as much computation time, but does not
take the building physics into account.

RESULTS

The platform MEU can already be used as a monitoring tool to survey the annual energy
consumption. The authors demonstrated that it is possible to let the platform MEU cal-
culate urban indicators such as the annual �nal or primary energy demand (per building)
as well as the green house gas emissions.

A proof of concept has been made for the proposed work�ow: With the help of default
data sets, the platform can perform its calculation. However, the results in �gure 1 show a
big gap between simulation and measured results for each case. Of course, all the factors
of equation 3 could introduce errors in this calculation.

When looking at the overall picture, both generally over-estimate the consumption. Very
old buildings as well as very new residential buildings seem to be di�cult to estimate
correctly as they are highly overestimated. New buildings represent only �ve percent of
all available buildings, it is therefore di�cult to evaluate these buildings in more detail.
Residential buildings constructed between 1920 to 2000 are in average correctly simulated,
however high standard deviations indicate that more knowledge of the building could help.

−100 −50 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

< 1920 CS

< 1920 ES

=> 2000 CS

=> 2000 ES

[1920-1970) CS

[1920-1970) ES

[1970-2000) CS

[1970-2000) ES

Mean Error [%]

Figure 1: La Chaux-de-Fonds: Boxplot of the error between measurement and estimation
with either the energetic signature(ES) or CitySim(CS) for di�erent construction periods.

Comparing these results to other cities that provided data, the picture is con�rmed.
High standard deviations and high mean errors, show that more work on the individual
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buildings is needed. With MEU speci�c error maps are be plotted to show the di�erence
between estimation and measurement helping to identify poorly understood buildings.
The tool might also identify faulty measurements on buildings which are well understood
once better data was introduced. For the moment, it is highly likely that the error between
the real and the estimated consumption for the buildings that do not have measurements,
show the same di�erences. Therefore the platform is very likely to overestimate the total
energy consumption by about the error shown in table 1.

City Number of
Measure-
ments

Mean Con-
sumption

Mean Error in % ± standard deviation

CitySim Energetic Signature

La Chaux-de-Fonds 237 of 307 126 kWh
year∗m2 50% ± 131 33% ± 75

Neuchatel 104 of 152 166 kWh
year∗m2 74% ± 97 19% ± 54

Martigny 69 of 76 78 kWh
year∗m2 103% ± 88 20% ± 48

Table 1: Results across all cities that have introduced measured data.

CONCLUSION

First, the project demonstrates the possibility to generate a default data set in the absence
of real measured data to get an idea about the current state of a city, if needed. Second,
the data, measured or estimated, can then be used to calculate a set of urban performance
indicators to compare the city over several years with itself (or with other cities): It is a
monitoring tool measuring if the goals of the mayor's convention to cut down emissions
and increase energy e�ciency by 2020 are reached. Third, decision makers can use the
results of the current state simulation or those of a scenario, such as overall primary
energy consumption, part of renewable energy and greenhouse gas emissions, to quantify
their choices. Local authorities can use it as a decision support. In addition, they can use
MEU as a training tool to show the impact of typical scenario simulations.

One can conclude that making dynamic building simulations on scenes with very small
measured data sets, leads to big errors. A simple method works at least as good as
the sophisticated method for the already constructed building stock on the current data.
Furthermore, the hypothesis of a �xed and on norms based �rst law e�ciencies for the
energy conversion systems needs to be re-evaluated. Varying the e�ciency around a
certain interval between 50 to 100 percent changes the overall result. Especially, when
the e�ciency is very low such as 50 percent, the overall results improve. However, these
values are very unlikely.

For the short-term improvement, the following general steps for all cities should be un-
dertaken:

• take the actual hemispherical view/horizon into account,
• introduce a basic numerical terrain model with all other obstacles,
• verify the user pro�les for the residential buildings and introduce the number of
inhabitants,

• consequently update physical building data for all buildings,
• create building types so that not general default values have to be used and
• measure technical e�ciency of all technologies.

If these steps are not undertaken, it is very di�cult to verify the taken approach and
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adapt the default data set to correct values. One could change the air in�ltration rate of
a building or the u-values of a wall with the same result: But which change is correct?
Such a platform can therefore only work correctly if the city takes consequently care of
it, introducing correct data and default data sets.

As an alternative, one could accept the fact the correct retro�t is di�cult to realize.
Simple models require less data. For an annual energy consumption, they deliver at least
the same precision for the old building stock, which represents the vast majority of all
buildings, as more complex simulation approaches. Therefore simple models could be
used for the retro�t where as dynamic approaches are used for new neighborhoods where
all values are known. Especially new high performance buildings or neighborhoods can
be precisely simulated and evaluated before being constructed.
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ABSTRACT  

This paper describes work carried out as part of the European Energy Research Alliance’s 

(EERA) ‘Smart Cities’ joint programme, in which the aim is to apply advanced modelling 

approaches to support improved urban energy supply infrastructures. Additionally, a means to 

achieve medium and long term forecasting of possible scenario pathways to sustainable cities 

based on clear taxonomies, KPIs and benchmarks is a central goal. The paper illustrates the 

consortium’s initial methodology from component to building scale, which includes 

development and integration of appropriate sub-system modelling approaches, whether 

empirical, stochastic, probabilistic or deterministic. Approaches for measured data integration 

are described in order to clarify potential routes towards cost-effective attainment of ‘smart’ 

sustainable urban environments within a pan-EU context. A particular focus is upon data-

driven modelling for forecasting and control, especially the applications of grey-box 

modelling as bases for model predictive control for optimizing the operation of energy 

systems in cities. Specific aspects are described, along with testing and validation of the new 

framework by application to case studies. 

One of the principal concepts behind the approach is the smart integration of a spectrum of 

various technologies into an urban environment applying an integrated, holistic methodology. 

This includes the smart integration of on-site renewable energy sources into buildings, the 

cascaded use of energy resources (or polygeneration) and the future coupling of electricity, 

heating and transport networks. This focus on the development of scientific tools for the 

optimal application of hybrid supply systems is demonstrated in the context of end-users’ 

(such as building designers) requirements, with uncertainties in the outcome of complex 

system operation managed appropriately via various probabilistic and stochastic techniques. 

A framework, or architectures, within which specific scenarios may be analysed 

quantitatively is also presented, in which multivalent energy sources and demand are 

considered as central modelling parameters. Beginning with an evaluation of the current 

practitioners’ state-of-the-art, the modelling considers comparative assessments above and 

beyond the consideration for “single operation” approaches, which do not handle complex 

whole-system challenges arising on both system and component levels. Finally, the work 

discusses the practical aspects of creating adaptive, holistic models for the effective 

integration of distributed technologies on multi-scale levels, using techniques that are capable 

of dealing with complex integration issues such as sub-system control as well as that of 

whole-system design and operation. 

Keywords: Simulation, control, smart cities, integrated modelling, renewable energy, demand 

management 
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INTRODUCTION  

The European Strategic Energy Technology Plan (SET-Plan) outlines the crucial role of 

energy systems in successfully combating climate change and securing future energy supplies, 

and the importance of more efficient and new technologies in achieving these goals. 

In response, leading Research Institutes across Europe have founded the European Energy 

Research Alliance (EERA), whose key aim is to accelerate the development of new 

approaches to energy system development by conceiving and implementing Joint Research 

Programmes. Key to this is the integration of activities and resources, combining national and 

Community sources of funding and maximising complementarities and synergies. 

The Smart Cities EERA joint programme is focussed on energy efficiency and the integration 

of renewable and sustainable energy sources within urban areas. The main objective is the 

development of scientific tools and methods that will enable the intelligent design, planning 

and operation of energy systems of entire cities. An integrated transnational approach for the 

research is intended to capture best practice within national activities as they relate to all the 

relevant elements of the energy system, including thermal and electrical energy networks, 

buildings, energy supply technologies and the end-user. 

The work presented in this paper sits within the context of the urban ‘energy performance 

gap’ that exists between predicted and actual performance of buildings, and is focussed upon 

a number of specific objectives, including: 

 The creation of an integrated adaptive ‘whole system’ approach that is capable of 

incorporating holistic factors (both technical and non-technical) related to urban 

energy systems; 

 The evaluation of the fitness-for purpose of current system and sub-system models, 

especially those currently used in building design and compliance contexts;   

 The development of improved approaches to sub-system modelling that build upon 

international best-practice across the consortium; 

 The use of national case studies to illustrate the testing and validation approach 

applied in the work. 

METHOD 

Central to the EERA Smart 

Cities joint programme is 

the development of a 

simulation platform 

integrating specific sub-

system (or component) 

models, specialized around 

energy supply technologies 

as illustrated in Fig. 1. This 

concept includes the 

integration of models of different levels of detail to determine the interaction effects of large-

scale implementation of renewable energy supply technologies in an overall Smart City 

context. Empirical validation of sub-system models utilizing appropriate national case studies 

underpins the achievement of reliable and accurate simulations. To this end, simulated effects 

of integration are progressively validated via comparison with data from continuously 

increasing numbers of national field experiments already running across the consortium. 

Aligning and integrating relevant national activities requires effective sub-system model 

Figure 1: Conceptual EERA Smart 

Cities energy supply simulation 

platform 
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interoperability and temporal adaptation, according to the complexity of the simulation 

models. These may be relevant to large urban areas with different energy generation and 

distribution units, industrial and residential buildings and electricity grids. Thus, valid 

optimisation requires careful and reasonable definition at detail level for each component in 

order to achieve satisfactory dynamic system behaviour whilst concurrently reducing the 

simulation time, especially for thermal energy simulations, where higher numbers of variables 

may be involved. In order to promote these goals, clear pathways should be defined, such as 

where possible the use of validated simplified stochastic or probabilistic models instead of 

complex physical or empirical models. To this end, a key aspect is the development of a 

standardized database as input source of data for all different modelling approaches and the 

possibility of a co-simulation platform, in order to achieve a real-time simulation of the whole 

energy system, while integrating various models from different tools. 

RESULTS 

Construction of an adaptive, integrated framework 

Building upon the initial conceptual 

architecture, an integrated 

framework is developed which 

supports the creation of new 

strategies for the design, operation, 

and control of complex integrated 

urban-related energy supply and 

consumption systems. Figure 2, 

building upon a concept from DTU 

in Denmark, illustrates a framework 

for application within the EERA 

programme. This structure and the 

models within it need to fulfil 

several purposes, including 

simulation, forecasting and control. Within the framework, different modelling approaches 

are applied for various purposes depending on the context, ranging from deterministic 

physical models (white box models) through stochastic or probabilistic models to advanced 

dynamic stochastic modelling approaches, combining prior physical knowledge with data-

driven statistical techniques (grey box modelling). 

Baseline evaluation of current whole building and sub-system models 

The frequent discrepancy that exists between design and post-occupancy energy use [1] arises 

not only due to inaccuracies in predictive deterministic modelling techniques, but also 

because practitioners’ modelling assumptions are often poorly informed by what happens in 

real urban scenarios. From a whole-system perspective, the performance gap may arise from a 

combination of factors ranging from of poor client briefing, through sub-optimal design, 

construction, commissioning, management and system control.  In turn, this problem is 

exacerbated by both a lack of feedback of actual monitored performance to designers and 

managers, as well as a shortfall in the capability of current pre-construction modelling 

techniques to reflect the complex interplay between various causal factors. Thus, an important 

aspect of the EERA work is to manage this complexity in order to address the need for new 

whole-system and component models that are fit-for-purpose.  

 

Figure 2: Modelling framework architecture. 
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Figure 4: Comparison of (a) modelled and monitored sub-system EUIs and (b) frequencies of 

boiler efficiencies and water return-to-boiler temperatures measured at 15 minute intervals 

during operating period.  

 

 

Figure 3: Simulated and monitored 

consumption for space heating and domestic 

hot water for the first year of operation for 

three example energy systems 

 

An example is illustrated in Fig. 3, which 

shows data for a sample of non-residential 

energy systems in Austria monitored during 

their first year of operation.  For the 50 systems 

in question, all utilize solar collectors with a 

gross area between 100 and 2000 m
2
. 

Additionally, most of the systems are individual 

combinations of solar with heat pump, seasonal 

ground storage, and/or fossil back-up units 

respectively. Such complexity makes the design 

of optimised hydraulics and controls very 

challenging. Simulations performed on these 

systems in the planning phase were carried out 

with TRNSYS, T-Sol, GetSolar or PolySun, 

depending on the specific context [2].  

Of the 8 systems that have already been 

monitored for an entire year of operation, the 

most important findings are: 

1. Systems tend to be too complicated to apply general installation rules concerning 

hydraulics, controls and storage management. A total number of 32 optimization measures, 

such as increasing efficiency by hydraulic compensation, minimizing losses by lowering 

storage temperatures, avoiding unwanted circulations and for instance, resulting heat losses in 

the solar system during night time, could be applied to 17 systems. Some details can be found 

in [3]. Some of the errors were only for optimization purpose but some were fatal errors that 

caused significant harm to the system or led to stagnation of the solar part during the time of 

the largest solar yield.  

2. The consumption for space heating and domestic hot water preparation estimated in 

the planning phase often significantly differs from the real operational consumption that has 

been monitored. An overall number of 8 systems showed an average miss-match in the order 

of 52%. However, this mismatch does not apply to a specific type of system configuration.  

In the same context, the relevance of sub-system evaluation is illustrated in Fig. 4, which 

shows both an analysis of modelled and measured sub-system energy use intensity (EUI) for a 

commercial building in the UK. Both simulation environments utilised (TAS and IES) are 

regarded as ‘best-in-class’ dynamic simulation tools for such large and complex buildings.  

The results show deviations in excess of 100% between modelled and monitored performance 
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for both space heating and cooling energy.  Thus, although reasonable agreement of modelled 

and measured whole-building energy performance may occur at a whole building level, this 

can be the result of significant sub-system modelling errors effectively cancelling each other 

out, reflecting the difficulty for existing models to effectively reflect post-occupancy reality. 

Fig. 4 also shows frequency distributions for both boiler efficiency and return water 

temperatures. A causal factor for the significant underperformance for this heating system is 

suggested by the frequency with which boiler return temperatures for the same plant are 

below the dew temperature of the flue gas, and points towards improvements in either system 

design or control approaches.   

 ‘Smart metering’ for improved modelling and demand response management 

An important enabler for the development of higher quality modelling approaches is the 

advance in metering technologies that facilitates the recording of sub-system energy 

generation and consumption at varying temporal resolutions. This allows insight into the 

behaviour of consumers and resulting consumption patterns as well as on the performance of 

energy equipment. Although the collection and distillation of this information into a useful 

form is a computational challenge, especially where real or near-time analysis is the goal, 

recent research [4,5] has shown that frequent recordings of the energy consumptions for 

heating or cooling can be used not only to characterize the energy performance of a building 

and identify ‘low hanging fruit’ for energy savings, but also in the identification of the time 

constants or thermal dynamics of buildings, which is very important for identifying how these 

thermal dynamics can be used in balancing consumption with fluctuating energy production. 

In terms of whole-system modelling, this approach also paves the way for real time pricing of 

electricity. Information from frequent meter readings may also be useful for demand response 

management solutions, such as the control of electricity consumption through variable 

pricing, thereby utilising its latent flexibility [6]. The potential for peak load reduction of 

approximately 15% is apparent, and price-based demand response management can shift 

peaks by 5-10 hours in time by using the thermal capacity of buildings). An example from 

DTU Denmark of both a price response model concept and related measured consumption 

response is shown in Fig. 5. It should be noted that in the context of both renewable and 

traditional energy sources, the efficient management of such systems will require expertise in 

stochastic optimisation and modelling, statistics and computing. Forecasting will equally play 

a pivotal role for all stakeholders in the energy system and markets. An important example 

related to demand response management is a requirement for forecasting models describing 

the dynamic relation between price and consumption. 

 

 

Figure 5: (a) Schematic of a system used to control electricity consumption in buildings using 

price signals and (b) Consumption response when the electricity price increases at hour 0.   
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DISCUSSION  

The results described in this paper illustrate how holistic approaches to sub-system modelling 

and advanced data acquisition and analysis within an interoperable and adaptive framework 

can provide a foundation for the optimisation of urban energy supply infrastructures. Via 

careful selection and integration of sub-system modelling approaches (which include 

appropriate empirical, probabilistic, stochastic and deterministic methodologies) the means to 

achieve optimisation of multi objective outcomes emerges, along with identifying possible 

scenarios for cost-effective, ‘smart’ sustainable built environments within an international 

context.  Specific aspects will be the focus of work within this EERA Smart Cities joint 

programme moving forward, including: 

• Development of improved sub-system models and integration approaches for both 

energy supply technologies and for enabling technologies such as energy storage. This 

includes the capability to integrate non-technical factors such as human behaviour or tariff 

signalling using data-driven modelling, forecasting and control. 

• The creation of an integrated data and model repository for use by research groups 

across the EERA network and beyond, utilising open standards for aspects such as data 

structures, provenance and usage permissions.  

• Wider testing and validation of the framework by application to large-scale case 

studies across the EERA area, including for industry-urban integration. 

In conclusion, this work illustrates a potential pathway for improving the ‘smart’ integration 

of a spectrum of energy technologies into complex built environments, with a focus on tool 

development for the optimal application of energy systems in light of a wide range of end-

user and other stakeholder requirements, with uncertainties in the outcome of complex system 

operation managed appropriately via appropriate modelling techniques, whether empirical, 

deterministic, probabilistic or stochastic. 
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ABSTRACT  

A growing number of cities worldwide become aware that they are key actors to tackle global 

challenges like climate change and energy scarcity. To support cities to become sustainable 

the German Fraunhofer Society on applied research formed a research network under the 

brand name »Morgenstadt – City of the future«. Urban energy systems are a relevant research 

topic since energy is very important for cities to become sustainable. 

The transformation of an urban energy system to a sustainable energy system based on 

Renewable Energy Sources (RES) needs several years at least for large cities. New 

technologies, equipment and infrastructure must be developed and installed for generation, 

conversion, storage, distribution and consumption of electricity, heat and cold, and energy 

sources for transport. 

At the beginning of the transformation, an ENERGY MASTER PLAN must be developed 

including the ENERGY TARGET SYSTEM and the ENERGY ROADMAP, which describes the path 

to achieve the ENERGY TARGET SYSTEM. A procedure to develop the ENERGY MASTER PLAN 

step-by-step is described. An extensive involvement of main stakeholders and strong 

governance structures are important to implement such a process successfully. 

To identify the optimal ENERGY TARGET SYSTEM the ENERGY TARGET must be set precisely. 

Especially the origin of the RES and the balancing period must be well defined. Based on that 

ENERGY SYSTEM SCENARIOS can be simulated and the TARGET ENERGY SYSTEM identified. 

Since the fluctuating solar energy and wind energy are usually the main RES used, temporally 

resolved simulations of ENERGY SYSTEM SCENARIOS are necessary. Therefore Fraunhofer ISE 

is developing the model »KomMod«, which allows to simulate detailed TARGET ENERGY 

SCENARIOS as a sound basis for decisions on the ENERGY ROADMAP. 

To cover the interdependencies of the components of the energy system »KomMod« includes 

all four demand sectors and takes a macro-economic perspective. System design and 

operation are optimised simultaneously and the model is provided with perfect foresight. All 

components are implemented with the modelling environment AMPL, following a 

homogenous modelling approach and building one simultaneously solved equation system.  

Keywords: urban energy system, energy system model, energy master plan, energy roadmap 

INTRODUCTION 

In the 21
st
 century, mankind has to tackle serious challenges like the scarcity of conventional 

energy sources, scarcity of raw materials, climate change, an ageing society and growing 

population. A growing number of cities worldwide become aware that they are key actors to 

develop appropriate solutions since there is a strong tendency of urbanization worldwide. To 

support cities to become sustainable the German Fraunhofer Society on applied research 

formed a network under the brand name »Morgenstadt – City of the future« to do research in 

the sectors energy, buildings, mobility, water, production and logistics, security, information 
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and communication technologies (ICT) and governance. Urban energy systems are a relevant 

research topic in the network since energy plays a key role for cities to become sustainable. 

Smart urban energy systems based on renewable energy sources (RES) are main pillars of 

sustainable cities, since they avoid CO2-emissions, mitigate climate change, generate local 

added value and create jobs. Due to their decentralized structure, RES enable cities to 

generate energy on their own area and the surrounding region and become self-sufficient. 

In Germany and several other countries a growing number of cites are setting ambitious goals 

regarding their future energy supply. For example, the city of Copenhagen with 650,000 

inhabitants set the goal to become the first carbon-neutral capital by 2025, the city of Munich 

with 1.4 Mio inhabitants aims to supply the whole city with electricity from RES by 2025, 

and in the German city of Freiburg with 220,000 inhabitants a study was conducted which 

explains how Freiburg can become carbon-neutral by 2050. 

Several decades are necessary to transform the energy system of a larger city to a sustainable 

energy system based on RES. New technologies, equipment and infrastructure must be 

developed and installed in generation, conversion, storage, distribution and consumption of 

electricity, heat and cold, and energy sources for transport. To run this transformation 

successfully a strategic long-term approach based on a well-defined target, a transparent 

governance structure, a strong political commitment, and the involvement and acceptance of 

the important stakeholder in the city are needed. 

At the beginning of the transformation an ENERGY MASTER PLAN should be developed 

including the TARGET ENERGY SYSTEM and the ENERGY ROADMAP, which describes the path 

to achieve the TARGET ENERGY SYSTEM. To support these activities a standardized procedure 

of developing an ENERGY MASTER PLAN step-by-step is proposed. In this process the 

temporally and spatially resolved model for urban energy systems called »KomMod« can be a 

supportive tool, which allows to simulate detailed ENERGY SYSTEM SCENARIOS as a sound 

basis for decisions on the ENERGY ROADMAP. 

PROCEDURE TO DEVELOP AN ENERGY MASTER PLAN  

The challenge for cities to develop a sustainable urban energy system is twofold.  

Firstly, most of the cities and their decision-making representatives and bodies are not 

experienced in designing the city’s energy system. Most of them delegate the right to supply 

their citizens with energy to a utility company. But even if a city is owner of the local utility 

company the energy system is usually designed by experts of the utility company and only 

some framework conditions are set by the politicians. 

Secondly, there is a lack of experiences on how a medium-sized or large city can mainly be 

supplied by RES. The vision of an urban energy system mainly based on RES has been a 

dream already for several decades, but the conviction that this is a realistic technological 

option which can be achieved within a few decades even in medium-sized and larger cities in 

industrialized countries is only some years old based on the strong growth of RES in countries 

like Denmark and Germany in the last decade. Nevertheless there are various issues 

unresolved yet: how a sustainable urban energy system will look like in detail, which 

technologies will be available at which costs, how stability and security of energy supply can 

be assured and how the energy market must be designed. 

A systematic procedure for the development of an ENERGY MASTER PLAN is recommended as 

shown in Figure 1. In the first phase (step 1-5) a precise long-term ENERGY TARGET SYSTEM 

must identified by setting a precise ENERGY TARGET and calculating the ENERGY SYSTEM  
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 1. ENERGY TARGET setting 

Political decision based on 

stakeholder consultation 

 Which energy sources, level of autonomy, CO2-emissions 

 Autonomy on an annual balance or at any hour of the year 

 Origin of RES, how much import / export is allowed 

   

 2. Data gathering 

Demand: profiles 

Supply: potential 

current and forecasts  

 Data from all sectors: electricity, heating/cooling, transport 

 Demand profiles: households, industry, institutions, … 

 Forecasts for development of efficiency, demography, 

population, economic growth, …   

   

 3. Simulation of  

ENERGY SYSTEM SCENARIOS 

Which energy system 

will meet the demand 

 Identifying the solution space: Temporally and spatially 

resolved simulation of the energy system to identify possible 

energy systems for different sets of framework conditions 

 Sensitivity analysis on changes in framework conditions 

   

 4. Assessment of the  

ENERGY SYSTEM SCENARIOS 

Advantages and drawbacks 

 Economic, social, technological and environmental 

advantages and drawbacks of the energy system scenarios 

 Robustness (flexibility to react on changes of conditions) 

   

 5. Decision on a  

TARGET ENERGY SYSTEM 

Based on extensive  

stakeholder consultations 

 Stakeholder forums to explain the options for the energy 

system, their advantages and drawbacks 

 Identify the most practical scenario with the highest 

acceptance of the citizens and stakeholder groups 

   

 6. Development of the 

ENERGY ROADMAP 

Implementation plan for the  

Target Energy System 

 Defining subprojects, evaluation of costs, time, resources, 

know-how and requisites to implement them 

 Business models, communication, lighthouse projects,… 

 Governance of the transition process, responsibilities 

   

 7. Monitoring concept 

Periodical review of the 

process and the targets 

 Definition of key indicators and data sets collected 

 Frequency, structure and transparency of reporting 

 Resources needed for reporting 

   

 8. Final decision on the  

ENERGY MASTER PLAN  

Based on extensive 

stakeholder consultations 

 Structuring the subprojects to a comprehensive Master Plan, 

defining involved actors and necessary budgets 

 Improving the Master Plan by stakeholder consultation 

 Aiming for a decision based on a high acceptance of the 

citizens and stakeholder groups 

   

 9. IMPLEMENTATION  

   

Figure 1: Procedure of the development of an ENERGY MASTER PLAN 
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SCENARIOS, with which the target can be achieved. This task is challenging, since the results 

are dependent on the predictions on the framework conditions e.g. the influence on the energy 

demand by improving efficiency, ageing society and growing or shrinking population. In the 

second phase (step 6-8) the ENERGY ROADMAP must be developed describing the steps to 

implement the TARGET ENERGY SYSTEM. In the third phase the ENERGY ROADMAP will be 

implemented. 

Several aspects must be considered by implementing such a process. It must be accepted that 

it is not possible to identify the optimal TARGET ENERGY SYSTEM since a lot of conditions are 

unknown for the target year or not precisely predictable, regarding the development of the 

socio-economic data as well as of the available technologies. Therefore robust development 

paths must be identified and the implementation plan and its underlying assumptions must be 

regularly revised based on the progress achieved. This underlines the high importance of 

implementing a monitoring system (step 7) for energy consumption and CO2-emissions to be 

able to measure the progress. Such a fundamental transition needs a strong backing by the 

majority of the citizens. Therefore, the ENERGY MASTER PLAN must be developed in an 

extensive stakeholder process to take into account the views of all stakeholder groups to get a 

high acceptance and a strong support for the implementation.  

HOW TO IDENTIFY A TARGET ENERGY SYSTEM  

Already the first step of the ENERGY MASTER PLAN development, the ENERGY TARGET setting 

is challenging. Typically a target like »Carbon-neutrality by 2025« or »100% RES by 2050« 

is set by a city. Since the corresponding TARGET ENERGY SYSTEM which fulfils this target is 

very much dependent on the set of boundary conditions like the definition and acceptance of 

carbon-neutral energy sources (nuclear power, waste incineration, fossil fuel with CCS or 

RES), the origin of the RES and the balancing period, these conditions must be defined 

precisely. Some consequences of different definitions are shown in Table 1. 

 

Balancing period 

Origin of the RES  

Energy supply and demand  

balanced over the year 

Energy supply and demand 

balanced every hour 

RES only from the 

city area and its 

surrounding region 

CALCULATED LOCAL AUTONOMY 
Feasibility dependent on local RES (e.g. 

availability of wind power); large storage 

capacity or complementary energy 

generation needed in other regions to 

compensate seasonal imbalance; 

TRUE LOCAL AUTONOMY  
Very difficult to achieve  

at least for larger cities; large on-

site seasonal storage capacity 

needed; not optimal from the  

macroeconomic standpoint; 

RES partly imported 

from other regions 

of the country 

CALCULATED LOCAL AUTONOMY  

WITH NATIONAL RES IMPORT 

The use of RES from other regions of the 

country reduces seasonal imbalance and 

the need of storage capacity; beneficiary 

from the macroeconomic standpoint; 

Not reasonable  

RES partly imported 

from other countries  

CALCULATED LOCAL AUTONOMY  

WITH INTERNATIONAL RES IMPORT 

Attractive RES sources in other countries 

can be used (e.g. solar power in southern 

Europe); transmission lines are needed; 

import dependency is increasing;  

Not reasonable 

Table 1: Types of ENERGY TARGETS for an urban energy system 
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To define the optimal TARGET ENERGY SYSTEM first the solution space must be identified by 

modelling ENERGY SYSTEM SCENARIOS, which correspond with the ENERGY TARGET. Based 

on well-defined criteria (e.g. costs or acceptance) the optimal TARGET ENERGY SYSTEM must 

be selected. How such a TARGET ENERGY SYSTEM principally looks like is shown in Figure 2. 

This graph shows that in energy systems with a high share of RES the energy sectors 

electricity, heating and cooling and gas are highly integrated and interacting strongly. 

Since potential analysis shows that usually the fluctuating solar energy and wind energy are 

the main RES used, temporally resolved simulation of ENERGY SYSTEM SCENARIOS is 

necessary to identify the share of the different RES, the storage capacities and import/export 

of energy sources needed. Heating and cooling networks will play an important role in such 

systems since they allow the use of larger combined heat and power units, the transport of 

heat generated by RES to city areas without space of solar thermal collectors and the 

integration of large seasonal thermal storage. Therefore also spatially resolved simulations of 

ENERGY SYSTEM SCENARIOS are necessary as well. 

 
Figure 2: Structure of an urban energy system based on 100% RES 

THE URBAN ENERGY SYSTEM MODEL »KOMMOD« 

For the identification of optimal TARGET ENERGY SYSTEMS, Fraunhofer ISE is developing the 

urban energy system model »KomMod«, which allows to simulate temporally and spatially 

resolved ENERGY SYSTEM SCENARIOS [1]. »KomMod« is meant as a strategic tool, supporting 

cities with the structural analysis of their energy system and resulting strategic decisions. A 

major aspect within this task is the consideration of multiple interdependencies. Cross-

sectoral interdependencies occur between all four demand sectors (electricity, heat/cold, 
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natural gas, and (local) transport), intra-sectoral interdependencies between different 

technologies, and furthermore interdependencies between structure (design) and operation of 

the components of an energy system as well as dependencies between technical and 

economical aspects have to be taken into account. 

To cover these interdependencies »KomMod« includes all four demand sectors and takes a 

macro-economic perspective instead of calculating solutions optimal only for single 

stakeholders. System design and operation are optimised simultaneously and the model is 

provided with perfect foresight. This means that the model is able to adjust both, the 

capacities of the technologies used as well as their operation, under the premises of knowing 

the energy demand for every future time step, until it finds a well-balanced optimum. This 

process is dynamic in the way that the requirements of future time steps are already taken into 

account for current decisions. In contrast to short term operation planning, for strategic 

decisions it is sufficient to model every time step as a point of steady-state operation thus 

meaning that the dynamic behaviour of the components is only partly integrated.  

All components are implemented with the modelling environment AMPL, following a 

homogenous modelling approach and building one simultaneously solved equation system. 

Technically, the component models include part-load efficiencies, load acceptance rates, 

minimal charging levels (reducing the net capacity of a storage) and self-discharge of storages 

for example. Grouping technologies into components of similar physical behaviour allows for 

their description with identical equations while differences between the elements of a 

technology are expressed by a change in the parameter sets. 

To be able to model the requirements of high shares of RES properly, the temporal resolution 

is set to an averaging period of one hour, intended to be reduced to 15 minutes. This also 

enables »KomMod« to provide answers to questions with respect to the amount and operation 

of short-term storage. The spatial division into zones, sub-zones, and building types provides 

a finely graded basis to adjust the model to the specific needs of the respective municipality. 

As a result »KomMod« enables the user to analyse and optimise urban energy systems and 

identify the optimal TARGET ENERGY SYSTEM. Different scenarios of possible technical, 

economical and/or socio-economic developments and their assessment as well as 

recommendations for the capacity and number of facilities to be installed, the relevant time 

series for their operation, and cost data can be included in the calculations. 

CONCLUSION 

The transformation of their energy system is a key element for cities to become sustainable. 

As a solution, a concept of an urban energy system based on renewable energy sources (RES) 

is presented. A standardized step-by-step approach is proposed to develop an ENERGY 

MASTER PLAN, including the TARGET ENERGY SYSTEM, which defines the target and the 

ENERGY ROADMAP, which describes a robust path to implement the concept. To identify the 

optimal TARGET ENERGY SYSTEM, temporally and spatially resolved simulations of ENERGY 

SYSTEM SCENARIOS are necessary. With the urban energy system model »KomMod«, 

Fraunhofer ISE provides a tool for cities to plan the transformation of their energy system on 

a sound basis. 
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ABSTRACT  

The energy efficiency of the urban texture relies notably on the buildings’ form, which 
characterizes its capability to take profit of the solar potential as well as its loss of energy 
through the envelope. Therefore, the general layout at the district scale has a significant 
impact on the global energy balance in a dense built environment, where the relative position 
of the adjacent buildings generate shadowing and inter-reflection on a large part of the 
incoming solar radiation.  

In the current work, an urban energy simulator named CitySim is used together with a hybrid 
evolutionary algorithm. The physical model within CitySim features the computation of 
shortwave radiation including reflections, longwave radiation and a nodal thermal model for 
the building energy flows. The complete simulation leads to a rather precise evaluation of the 
annual heating needs, defined as the objective function to be minimized at the district scale. 
An existing district in Paris is taken as case study: the Bercy park front. Its buildings are 
disposed in several blocks surrounding courtyards with openings on the park’s side (south-
west). This district is recent (1994-2005) and located in a dense area of seven stories 
buildings. In its original design, the access to sunlight was taken into account by the planner, 
thus the initial intuition of the architect is compared with optimized configurations. 

The paper describes a case of urban form optimization, with the formal description of the 
variables, constraints and objectives of the problem and the definition of the geometrical case 
for Bercy Front Park. The optimization variables focus on geometrical properties such as the 
height of the buildings and glazing ratios. The thermal properties of the building (insulation, 
glazing type) are set in accordance with the French standards of the thermal regulation 
(RT2005). The urban layouts resulting of the optimization process are analyzed and 
discussed.  

Keywords: Urban form optimization, evolutionary algorithm, urban energy simulation, 

CitySim  

INTRODUCTION  

The use of simulation tools for the energy balance evaluation leads to a better understanding 
of what are the most important features of a good urban layout. The most common 
methodology consists in comparing different urban layouts considering one criterion, e.g. 
minimize the energy needs. In this context, combination of these tools with numerical 
optimization methods appears to be an efficient way to search within a large space of possible 
configurations those that best suit a given objective. Results are expressed as a set of values 
for each of the optimization variables which can be related to geometric and architectural 
characteristics (height and form of buildings, glazing ratio), materials properties (insulation, 
glazing), or building systems specifications for heating, cooling and HVAC [1]. Most of the 
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building optimization studies involves genetic or evolutionary algorithms to search for 
optimal solutions [1]. 

In the specific field of urban planning, the solar potential is a common criterion for design, 
either treated geometrically [2], by parametric studies of urban layouts [3], or by using 
optimization methods [4]. It has been shown that a significant improvement in the annual 
solar potential can be achieved compared to standard intuitive configurations [5]. While 
playing an important role in the solar transmitted energy, the design of windows is usually 
treated separately as a optimization problem in itself: glazed areas better transfer heat by 
conduction but allow the transmission of solar radiation which has an impact on daylighting, 
heating and cooling needs [6][7]. 

The present study describes a case of shape optimization at the urban scale based on the 
geometric parameterization of an existing district in Paris. The optimizer uses an evolutionary 
algorithm (hybrid CMA-ES/HDE) developed with the purpose to achieve urban optimization 
[8]. The annual energy needs for heating are defined as the objective function to be 
minimized. The evaluations of these needs are performed with CitySim, a software designed 
for the simulation of the energy fluxes at urban scales [9]. The cooling needs are not taken 
into account since they are not significant under Paris climate, assuming the possibility to 
open windows and to use blinds.  

In a first optimization case, the heights of buildings forming a block are defined as 
optimization variables. The optimum configuration, obtained after the optimization process, is 
compared with the original layout with respect to their heating needs. An analysis of a set of 
good urban configurations is then performed with the aim to characterize the design subspace 
ensuring low heating demands. Finally, the glazing ratios of the four main block orientations 
are set as optimization variables together with the building heights to compare the importance 
of these two characteristics on the design subspace obtained. 

METHODOLOGY 

Optimizer 

The optimization process is treated using an evolutionary algorithm developed as part of a 
work on urban shape optimization [8]. 

To this purpose, a vector of bounded continuous parameters, ��, is defined, encoding the 
characteristics of an urban configuration. In this scope, a set of values for these parameters 
defines an individual. A population corresponds to a group of individuals.  

�� � ���, … , ��	                ��,���  ��  ��,��� 

The optimization problem consists in minimizing the objective function �����, in our case the 
heating needs, given a parameter space A, ie: 

min���� ����� 

Case study 

A district of Paris is considered as a case study: the Bercy Front Park. This district was built 
between 1988 and 2005 at the site of a former wine warehouse district, southeast of Paris. It is 
composed of seven stories housing blocks surrounding courtyards (24 m height). The area is 
bordered on the southwest side by the Bercy Park. Although the blocks were designed by 
different architects, consistency rules have been established by the architect responsible for 
the development of the area, Jean-Pierre Buffy. Thus, the blocks adjoining the park have a U-
shape closed by two independent blocks, leaving visual openings on the park.  
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For this study, one single block is considered (Figure 1). To simplify the modeling, the block 
is discretized into 16 identical buildings around a courtyard (Figure 2). Trees and balconies 
are not taken into account, although they may have a significant influence on the reduction of 
solar radiation. The surrounding buildings are modeled in a simplified manner and influence 
the heating needs calculation. The heights of each of the 16 buildings of the modeled block 
constitute the parameters of the model, represented by the continuous variables ��, … , ���. 
The vector �� of the optimization parameters can be written: 

�� � ���, ��, … , ��	 

The optimization problem is solved in two steps. At first, only the heights of the buildings are 
set as variables. Then, four parameters: ���, ���, ���, ��� corresponding to the glazing ratio 
of the four directions of the block (for every surfaces) - respectively southwest, southeast, 
northeast and northwest - are added to the optimization parameters. 

  

Figure 1: satellite view of the block (source: IGN) and simplified representation 

  

Figure 2: representation of the block discretization with building numbering 

Constraints 

The Local Development Plan of the city of Paris sets the maximum allowable building height, 
which, for the studied block, is 31 m. In accordance with the regulation, and to work only 
with floors of 3 m, each height parameter is bounded: 

3  ��  30            " � 1, . . ,16 

A constraint on the total volume of the block is defined with respect to the volume of the 
simplified original geometry of the block, &'(�)* (Figure 1): 

+ ,��� �
��

�-�
&'(�)* . 5% 

In the second optimization case, the glazing ratios, considered as variables, are bounded in 
order to prevent them from taking extreme values (no windows or fully glazed façades): 

0.2  �  0.8            � � ����, ��� , ��� , ���	 
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Heating needs simulation 

The annual heating needs are assessed using the software CitySim [9]. It features a nodal 
thermal model applied to each building. Heat gains from direct and diffuse solar radiation are 
taken into account, as well as shortwave reflections [10]. Longwave exchanges between the 
walls are also calculated. The calculations are based on weather data for the city of Paris from 
Meteonorm 6.1 [11]. 

The insulation of the buildings is defined in accordance with the French thermal regulation of 
2005. Construction details are referenced in Table 1. 

Location Parameter Unit Value 

Façades Wall U value W/(m².K) 0.36 

Wall solar reflectance - 0.4 

Glazing U value W/(m².K) 1.8 

Glazing ratio on all walls 

(1st optimization case only) 

- 0.25 

Glazing solar transmittance - 0.7 

Floor  U value W/(m².K) 0.27 

Flat Roof  U value W/(m².K) 0.27 

Solar reflectance - 0.2 

Ground Ground solar reflectance - 0.2 

Table 1: construction details 

The air is renewed from ventilation and infiltration, with a coefficient of 0.4 volume/h. 
Thermal bridges are not taken into account in the calculation, which results in an 
underestimation of the heating needs. However, the corresponding losses are supposed 
constant with the geometric parameters (modification of heights), and therefore should not 
influence optimization results. 

RESULTS 

First case: optimization of the heights of the buildings only 

In a first step, only the heights of the buildings are considered as optimization variables. A 
total of 5000 evaluations of the objective function are performed in the optimization process.  

A decrease of 16.5 % of heating requirements is observed between the worst and the best 
individual. The best obtained configuration is presented in Figure 3. The original design was 
simulated using the same simplified typology (Figure 1), to ensure a comparable envelope 
surface and volume. The evaluation on CitySim results in a decrease of 12.1 % of the heating 
needs between the original configuration and the optimal case. 

In order to evaluate the importance of each parameter, a set of good configurations is 
analyzed, using for this the 5 % best evaluations (about 250 unique individuals). These 
individuals are all within 2 % of the best individual with respect to the objective function 
computed with CitySim. For each parameter, a preferential range appears to gather the best 
configurations. The standard deviations and mean values are calculated for each variable 
(Figure 3), giving information on the acceptable range ensuring low heating needs while 
leaving some flexibility to the urban planner for the design. It has to be mentioned that all the 
considered individuals have a total volume close to the minimum allowed (&'(�)* 3 5%�. 
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Figure 3: best configuration (left) and 

Second case: optimization of the 

The combined building height 
evaluations of the objective function
5 % best individuals, are shown in
individuals, the standard deviation of the 
For the walls facing north (northeast and north
(southeast), the glazing ratio obtained 
offsetting losses only for the 
obtained glazing ratio of 0.3 is still much lower than what was actually bui
possible explanation for the
contradictory criteria such as daylight evaluation in the 

The best solution found in this optimization case 
compared to that of the first optimization case, 
set in a first time. The height 
best configuration observed in the case 
the south side and higher to the north side
fit within the standard deviation around the mean value
of the first optimization case.  

Figure 4: mean values and standard deviation

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

A study of urban form optimization was performed by coupling an evolutionary algorithm and 
CitySim for the calculation of heating needs. A city block based on a 

 

best configuration (left) and analysis of the 5% best individuals

standard deviations (right) 

of the building heights and the glazing ratios 

combined building height and glazing ratio optimization is also performed
objective function. The mean values and standard deviation

are shown in Figure 4. It appears that, for the 
individuals, the standard deviation of the glazing ratios is low relatively to height parameters

facing north (northeast and northwest) and for the obstructed 
obtained corresponds to the defined lower bound.

for the southwest orientation which is unobstructed
obtained glazing ratio of 0.3 is still much lower than what was actually bui
possible explanation for these generally low values of glazing ratios

daylight evaluation in the objective function. 

in this optimization case has a 2 % decrease heating requirements 
first optimization case, with optimal glazing ratios close to the value 

 values of the best individual presents some similarities with the 
erved in the case where only heights are optimized 

south side and higher to the north side). Furthermore, the values for most of its 
within the standard deviation around the mean value calculated for the 5

 

and standard deviations for building heights and glazing ratio

SSION 

A study of urban form optimization was performed by coupling an evolutionary algorithm and 
CitySim for the calculation of heating needs. A city block based on a district

 
s: mean values and 

also performed with 5000 
and standard deviations, based on the 

for the analyzed set of 
relatively to height parameters. 

obstructed orientation 
lower bound. Solar gains are 

southwest orientation which is unobstructed. Nevertheless, the 
obtained glazing ratio of 0.3 is still much lower than what was actually built (over 0.5). A 

of glazing ratios is the lack of 
 

% decrease heating requirements 
ratios close to the value 

similarities with the 
 (lower buildings to 

Furthermore, the values for most of its parameters 
calculated for the 5 % best individuals 

 
and glazing ratios  

A study of urban form optimization was performed by coupling an evolutionary algorithm and 
district of Paris was 
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used as a case study. For this purpose, the geometry of a block was simplified into elementary 
buildings of varying height. The optimization initially focused on the heights of the 
elementary buildings, then on the heights of buildings together with the glazing ratios of the 
different block façade orientations. 

The results were analyzed by focusing on a set of good configurations with respect to the 
objective function. Thus, it was possible to define a design subspace in which urban 
configurations have low heating needs. After examining the combined building height and 
glazing ratio optimization, it was observed that the standard deviations of the glazing ratio 
parameters over a set of good configurations are lower than that of the height parameters. This 
could be explained by a higher sensitivity of the objective function to the glazing ratios than 
to the height parameters. 

This study focused only on heating needs, which is the most important part of the energy 
consumption of residential buildings in Paris. However, notions of comfort, including the 
visual profit of daylight were not considered and would certainly lead to different results. 
Future studies might take these aspects into account, possibly in a multi-criteria optimization. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper aims to investigate the use of building performance simulation tools as a method 

of informing the design decision of NZEBs. The aim of this study is to evaluate the effect of a 

simulation-based decision aid, ZEBO, on informed decision-making using sensitivity 

analysis. The objective is to assess the effect of ZEBO and other BPS tools on three specific 

outcomes: (i) knowledge and satisfaction when using simulation for NZEB design; (ii) users’ 

decision-making attitudes and patterns, and (iii) performance robustness based on an energy 

analysis. The paper utilizes three design case studies comprising a framework to test the use 

of BPS tools. Two types of data were collected, mainly preference and performance data. The 

preference data were used to collect information from participants using self-reported metrics. 

The performance data were used to collect information on the energy performance of the final 

design. The energy evaluations were compared with the results of a quantitative assessment of 

the overall design performance. Finally the results were compared and presented.  The paper 

provides results that shed light on the effectiveness of sensitivity analysis as an approach for 

informing the design decisions of NZEBs. 

Keywords: decision support, early stage, net-zero, design, simulation, architects 

INTRODUCTION 

Building performance simulation (BPS) tools have the potential to provide an effective means 

to support informed design decision-making of NZEBs. However, certain barriers block 

architects’ use of BPS decision support for NZEB design during early design stages. The most 

important barrier is informing design decisions prior to the decision-making and early on in 

the design process [1-2]. The barriers to informing the decision-making and providing 

guidance to architects during the early stages of NZEB design have been quoted by a number 

of previous studies around the world [3-5]. Currently, simulation tools are mostly used in the 

later stages of NZEB design by specialists as evaluation tools, rather than by architects as 

guidance tools. In this context, this paper aims to evaluate the effect of a simulation-based 

decision aid on achieving informed design decision-making by architects during early stages 

of the design of NZEBs. 

DESIGNING AND CONDUCTING THE STUDY 

Two types of data were collected, mainly preference and performance data. The preference 

data were used to collect information from participants using self-reported metrics. The 

performance data were used to collect information on the energy performance of the final 

design. Three workshops took place in Cairo to examine the effect of using the BPS tools and 
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sensitivity analysis technique in the design of NZEBs. The workshops were announced and 

three groups of participants were recruited.  

Prior to starting the workshops, participants were asked to achieve proficiency in the use of 

geometrical modelling in DesignBuilder (DB) using the video tutorials provided online. 

Additionally, ZEBO, a Graphical User Interface developed for Egyptian, was installed and 

used by all participants [6]. At the beginning of the workshop, participants were given an 

introductory crash course in use of DB and ZEBO, requiring a time investment of eight hours. 

Throughout the crash course, participants were required to follow a guidebook checklist on 

how to carry out successful simulations. The checklist was developed after reviewing the 

work of Bambardekar [7] and Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI) [8] and was used to remind 

participants to use the minimum number of steps and to make the steps explicit. During the 

introductory tutorial participants were taught to: 1). create a simple building geometry model 

in ZEBO, 2). perform a simulation and sensitivity analysis exercise using ZEBO, 3). create a 

simple building geometry model in DesignBuilder, and 4). perform a simulation exercise in 

DesignBuilder, where the main building components as well as typical occupancy and 

equipment schedules were provided to the participants. 

During the software instruction portion of the workshop, participants followed procedures as 

demonstrated by the checklist and instructor to create a model. The RMI 

Building_Model_Checklist was used to remind participants about the minimum steps of the 

simulation and to make them explicit [8]. The checklist offered the possibility of verification 

and instils a kind of discipline of higher input performance. The use of the checklist was 

established for a higher standard of baseline performance. 

CASE STUDIES FRAMEWORK  

This section describes three different design case studies for NZEBs in which simulation was 

used to test and measure the ability to achieve informed decision-making for design. Three 

design workshops were organized early in 2011 in Cairo to design and develop three case 

studies. One with the architects and engineers of the Egyptian Earth Construction Assoication 

EECA, one with the students from the Faculty of Fine Arts (FOFA) in Cairo and one with 

professional architects and engineers from different offices (OPEN). We provided all 

participants with rudimentary software training and asked for volunteers for more in-depth 

study of the BPS tools package. The aim was to provide opportunities for all participants to 

attain basic proficiency in using the software package with the help of a checklist developed 

to enable them to better understand the complexities of performing simulations. This 

introduction to BPS is meant to build a common-ground for future investigation of design 

decision-support by BPS during the design development of the case studies in the workshops.  

Most participants participated in a previous introductory workshop on BPS tools in 2010 [9]. 

Before or parallel to that, all participants were instructed in various analysis techniques, 

including reading a sun path diagram, analysing  thermal comfort, using the Database of 

Egyptian Building Envelop (DEBE) [10],  and using the Weather Tool and Climate 

Consultant for climate visualization.  Weather Tool is a visualisation and analysis program for 

hourly climate data. It recognises a wide range of international weather file formats as well as 

allowing users to specify customised data import formats for ASCII files. It also provides a 

wide range of display options, including both 2D and 3D graphs as well as wind roses and 

sun-path diagrams. The tool allows generating full psychrometric and bioclimatic analysis, 

which is a unique mechanism for assessing the relative potential of different passive design 

systems. Solar radiation analysis can be accurately determined and optimum orientations for 

specific building design criteria. The tool allows comprehensive pre-design climate/site 
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analysis.  Climate Consultant is a graphic-based computer program that displays climate data 

in several of ways useful to architects, including temperatures, humidity, wind velocity, sky 

cover, solar radiation graphics and psychrometric charts for every hour of the year. Climate 

Consultant 5.0 also plots sun dials and sun shading charts overlaid with the hours when solar 

heating is needed or when shading is required. The psychrometric chart analysis shows the 

most appropriate passive design strategies in each climate, while the new wind wheel 

integrates wind velocity and direction data with concurrent temperatures and humidities and 

can be animated hourly, daily, or monthly.  

RESULTS 

The effects of the use of BPS and sensitivity analysis, was evaluated by means of three design 

case studies using a control trial and extended usability testing for preference and 

performance indicator. The following paragraphs identify the influence of BPS knowledge on 

the decision-making attitudes and patterns. Then the results of the scenario questionnaire are 

reported. Then the improved design through the energy performance comparison of the three 

case studies using BPS tools is verified. Finally, the outcome of the open-ended questions and 

workshop discussions together with associated material and observations are presented. An 

extended paper has been published including detailed analysis results [11]. 

Satisfaction: Using self-reported metrics, the background knowledge and understanding of 

NZEBs design and the satisfaction with the use of BPS decision-support were determined. 

Knowledge: Evaluating the effectiveness of BPS tools in informing design required an 

understanding of the participants’ pre- and post-simulation knowledge. Respondents 

completed pre- and post-simulation surveys to assess the value of the BPS tools to further the 

participants’ understanding of NZEBs’ design influences and their relation to the use of 

simulation. In order to assess participants’ knowledge about NZEB design issues, participants 

were asked “How would you assess your ability to design NZEB?” Table 1 shows the paired 

t-test analysis of pre- and post-responses, showing a statistically significant increase. A 

significant increase in knowledge uptake was recorded for the three groups. Moreover, the 

repetition of this increase in all three group samples is strong evidence that the use of BPS 

increased the knowledge uptake. This indicates participant perception of growth in 

informative knowledge of the basic tenets of decision-making.  

Table 1, Pre- and post-test analysis 

ITEM PRE-TEST 

MEAN 

POST-TEST 

MEAN 

MEAN 

DIFFERENCE 

T P N 

HOW WOULD YOU ASSESS YOUR ABILITY TO DESIGN NZEB? (EECA) 5.40 7.30 -1.900 -5.01 0.0007 10 

HOW WOULD YOU ASSESS YOUR ABILITY TO DESIGN NZEB? (FOFA) 4.00 6.13 -2.130 -8.66 0.0318 23 

HOW WOULD YOU ASSESS YOUR ABILITY TO DESIGN NZEB? (OPEN) 3.57 6.68 -3.110 -8.88 0.0001 19 

Satisfaction (After-Scenario Questionnaire): The After-Scenario Questionnaire (ASQ) 

developed by Lewis (1995) was used to measure three fundamental areas of usability: 

effectiveness (question 1), efficiency (question 2), and satisfaction (all three questions). The 

results indicate a low level of satisfaction regarding the ease of completing the design using 

ZEBO and other BPS tools for all groups. Similarly results indicate a low level of satisfaction 

with the amount of time taken to complete the design using ZEBO and other BPS tools. On 

the other hand, participants’ satisfaction with the information support was reported to be high. 

Surprisingly, the patterns of answers of the three groups almost match. These findings have 

unlimited generalizability because the sample size for the factor analysis was relatively large 

(52 participants). Also the resulting factor structure was very clear. 
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Figure 1, The After Scenario Questionnaire Results of the EECA, FOFA and OPEN groups 

respectively  

Decision-making attitudes and patterns: Another self-reported usability metric was a post-

workshop questionnaire that was administered to participants regarding how far using ZEBO 

and other BPS tools informed their decision-making and led to higher reliability and 

robustness of the NZEB design. Participants were asked to fill in an online questionnaire with 

six questions.  

Informed decision-making: Figure 2a and 2b show that participants’ questionnaire responses 

vividly indicate agreement with the statements “guides your decision-making” and “informs 

your decision-making”. With regard to the “guiding” question, Most of Group 1 respondents 

strongly agreed or agreed while few were undecided. The results of Group 2 and Group 3 

were similar. In total, 71.2% of participants recognized the importance of BPS tools in 

guiding the decision-making of NZEBs design even though 6.0% of all three groups disagreed 

with the statement. With regard to the “informing” question and as shown in Figure 2b most 

of participants recognized the importance of BPS tools in informing the decision-making of 

NZEBs design and none of the questionnaire respondents disagreed with the statement. In 

Group 1, 2 and 3, almost all respondents strongly agreed or agreed with the statement while 

few were undecided.  

 

Figure 2, Participants’ responses to a question related to guidance of decision making, 

informed decision making and confidence in decision making 

However, as shown in Figure 2c, participants disagreed with the statement “makes you 

confident about your decision-making”. In total one third of participants disagreed that the use 

of ZEBO and other BPS tools made them confident about their decision-making in NZEBs 

design while almost half of respondents were undecided.  In the open-ended questions and 

discussion respondents indicated that the simulation process and the results have to be well 

presented and understood, so that they can gain confidence from the information.    

Reliability and robustness of design: Figure 3a shows that participants’ questionnaire 

responses indicate disagreement with the statement “allowed you to achieve the NZEB design 

target”. In total more than half the participants disagreed that the use ZEBO and other BPS 

tools allowed them to achieve the NZEB design target while one third were undecided 
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According to Figure 3b, more than two third of participants agreed that the use ZEBO and 

other BPS tools is essential for NZEB design. More than half participants agreed that the use 

ZEBO produced reliable and robust NZEB design while one third of respondents were 

undecided (see Figure 3c). To avoid any ambiguity of the terminology the term reliable and 

robust was explained before the questionnaire. For most participants having to use ZEBO or 

DesignBuilder which are graphical user interfaces for EnergyPlus was sufficient to produce 

reliable and robust NZEB design. 

 

Figure 3, Participants’ responses to a question related to the achieving the NZEB, 

importance of using BPS for NZEB design and BPS tools and the reliability and robustness of 

NZEB design  

Verifying the effect of BPS:  The impact of BPS is compared and summarized in Table 1.  

As shown in Table 1, a significant increase in knowledge uptake was recorded for the three 

groups. Also the new design incorporated optimised changes which were compatible, 

acceptable to the designers. Their introduction was a result of sensitivity analysis and 

parametric variation of the different design parameters listed below:  

 The geometry was redesigned to reset the mass correctly with orientation close together. 

 The solar protection was redesigned so that it maximizes the shading of openings and 

envelope. 

 The openings ratio and glazing type were significantly improved in the third design round. 

 Extra envelope insulation was added so that all envelopes thermal performance improved 

by at least 50%.     

 The PV & ST sizing and architectural integration was optimised in all designs   

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The use of BPS tools and the sensitivity analysis technique in the design of NZEBs 

demonstrated a strong correlation between increased usage and achieving informed decision-

making. The main purpose of using BPS tools was to assess their ability on informing the 

decision making by using a simple parametric tool (ZEBO) and a detailed comprehensive tool 

(DesignBuilder). The aim of the study was not to compare those tools or expose participants 

to a broader composition of tools; rather it was assess the mechanics and process of using 

BPS tools to inform the decision making. In order to evaluate BPS and sensitivity analysis as 

a tool for informing decision-making, participants completed several questionnaires assessing 

their informative effectiveness. The questionnaires reveal participants’ perceptions of the 

simulation’s informative importance in their design decision-making. Specifically, the open-

ended questions and group discussion addressed the value of and barriers to the use of 

simulation as a decision-support method. To validate the study findings a formal energy 
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analysis measure was employed in this respect.  A group discussion was also used as an 

informal triangulation to facilitate the validation of the survey results reported below:  

1). There is a relationship between BPS usage and better energy performance outcomes. 2). 

Parametric Analysis features were found to promote informed decision making. 3). The case 

studies revealed a significant difference in knowledge levels before & after. 4). NZEB design 

ambitions should be tempered by the complexity of design and design process.5). A more pre-

decision approach is required to meet the uncertainty of decision making of designers. 6). 

Value of usability testing and other user experience measurements (self-reported metrics) is 

high as a research methodology. 7). Four factors that promote or inhibit the uptake of BPS as 

decision support in architectural practice: a) Interactional usability, b) Decision support 

(informative), c) Users’ skills d) Contextual integration.   
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ABSTRACT 

In the UK, the non-domestic stock accounts for 19% of national CO2 emissions. Due to a slow 

turnover of stock, efforts are required to make energy efficiency improvements to the existing 

building stock to have a chance of reaching national emissions reduction targets. However, 

there is still a lack of understanding of the compositions and energy use in this sector, partly 

due to a lack of good data, though disparate datasets do exist. 

This paper details a study carried out on 150 non-domestic buildings in England, to evaluate 

the potential for sustainable improvements, taking swimming pools as a building type 

example. Simple external surveys were carried out online, and information gathered in this 

manner was combined with data from several sources of disaggregated information. The 

result of this data-gathering is a large database of information on the design, occupancy, 

system and construction of each of the buildings, along with actual energy use figures for the 

year 2008/2009. Naturally, the level of certainty for the different variables varies, and some 

factors have been estimated using proxies. For instance, envelope u-values have been 

assumed based on the survey, and building age information. 

Simplified (monthly, steady-state) modelling was carried out for each building. To take 

account of the inaccuracy of the data, probability distributions were assigned to most 

variables, and Monte Carlo analysis was run for each building. Under this approach, the 

impact of different measures was calculated for each building not as a fixed ‘annual 

emissions’ reduction, but as a probability distribution instead. This paper presents the 

preliminary results of the analysis, at both the individual building scale, and the level of the 

overall swimming pool stock, and shows the benefits of using probability distributions to 

define uncertain variables, rather than ‘typical’ factors. 

Keywords: energy performance, existing buildings, probabilistic analysis 

INTRODUCTION  

The UK non-domestic sector consists of over 2 million buildings [1], and accounts for a fifth 

of national CO2 emissions [2]. Given the slow turnover rate, it is likely that over 70% of non-

domestic buildings in 2050 already exist [3]. This makes improvements to the existing stock 

particularly important if the UK is to meet its stringent emissions reduction targets. 

To happen efficiently, this requires a comprehensive understanding of both the current state of 

energy performance and the potential for improvement. Despite this need, there is 

acknowledged to be a relative lack of freely available, comprehensive data for non-domestic 

buildings [4] particularly when compared to the residential sector [e.g. 5]. Given the large 

diversity of form and function this means that, despite many years of research, further work is 

necessary in order to fully understand the non-domestic stock.  
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However, large-scale disaggregated sources of data on the non-domestic stock are indeed 

available, albeit with mixed levels of quality and coverage. Crucially, the introduction of 

Display Energy Certificates (DECs) in 2008 means that actual energy use data for thousands 

of public non-domestic buildings is collected, and made available, each year. 

This paper presents the preliminary findings of an ongoing study into the energy performance 

of the non-domestic sector. The study considers 149 public swimming pools and leisure 

centres in England, using data from a number of sources in combination with a simple survey 

carried out online. Although swimming pools represent far fewer buildings than some non-

domestic types, they account for the highest CO2 emissions per m
2
 in UK public buildings [7]. 

Furthermore, their large, concentrated, steady heat loads and typically public ownership can 

make them useful in improving local urban areas by acting as anchor loads for heat networks. 

METHOD 

Data Collection 

The motivation for this study was to evaluate the potential for simple desktop studies to assess 

building performance at a large scale, using the data available without having to carry out  

detailed site surveys for each building.  

Building information was collected from several sources of large-scale disaggregated data. 

Two of the main sources were the DEC and Active England databases. The DEC database 

(2008-2009) provides actual metered building energy use data (used to evaluate model 

outputs), alongside various building characteristics for many building types across the UK. 

Active Places is a comprehensive database of sporting venues within England, collected by 

Sport England [8]. Detailed information about the data gathering and processing for this data 

is available in a previous paper [9] 

Due to differing motivations for collecting and publishing each dataset, mixed levels of 

quality and coverage were found, and some of the buildings were found to have 

inconsistencies across datasets, so significant processing was necessary on each raw dataset. 

Following the removal of buildings with unrealistic, conflicting or default data, a combined 

dataset was created for 149 leisure centres and swimming pools in England. 

Surveys of the external characteristics of the building envelopes were also carried out using 

aerial and street level imagery collected from Bing Maps and Google Maps/Streetview, as 

well as image web searches. 

  

Figure 1:Desktop external surveys were carried out using e.g. Digimap & Google Streetview. 

Table 1 provides a summary of the disaggregated data that has been collected for this study 

for each swimming pool, grouped together based on the key factors that affect energy 
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consumption [10]. Where further information was necessary for building modelling, 

information from a small selection of the pools, or existing or typical data was used. This 

includes water temperatures (from Swimmers Guide), and ‘typical’ internal layouts and 

conditions [11, 12]. 

Info Type Variable Source(s) 

Climate Location (full address) DECs 

Building Gross Internal Area (m2) DECs 

Age (proxy for fabric type, U-values) Spogo 

Internal Layout (typical layout from Econ 78, assigned based on size/survey) Econ 78, Spogo, Survey 

Swimming Pools (number and dimensions of pools) Spogo 

Form (Building shape and footprint (m2) Digimap & Survey 

External Walls Digimap 

Height * Landmap & Survey 

Envelope Types & Glazing Survey 

Shading Survey 

Systems HVAC (HVAC type; Used to estimate system efficiencies) DECs 

Primary Fuel Type (Used to estimate plant efficiencies, fuel CO2 intensity) DECs 

Pool Water Temperature (°C) * Swimmers Guide 

Operation Opening Times (Typical winter opening timetable (hrs per wk)) Spogo 

Internal Conditions (Typical internal conditions & gains) NCM 

Performance Annual Fossil-Thermal energy consumption (kWh/m2) DECs 

Annual Electrical energy consumption (kWh/m2) DECs 

Annual CO2 emissions (kgCO2/m2) DECs 

Table 1: Summary of data gathered modelling (*not yet included in analysis) 

Uncertainty, Modelling and Calibration 

Previous work examining the uncertainties in retrofitting the non-domestic stock has been 

carried out using both dynamic [e.g.13], and steady-state modelling techniques [e.g.14]. The 

relative advantages & disadvantages of the two approaches have been discussed in detail 

elsewhere; broadly, due to the ability of dynamic models to simulate a building and its 

internal environment in a more detailed transient fashion compared with steady-state 

approaches, they are commonly used for the design and specification of complex buildings. 

However for the purposes of comparing retrofit options at the macro level, the additional 

requirements in computation time and input data complexity mean that steady-state 

approaches may be preferable [7, 8]. 

For this study, a quasi-steady state energy model has been used. The model is based on an 

implementation of the EU CEN-ISO 13790 standard [15], specifically the UK SBEM 

(Simplified Building Energy Model, [16]). In order to account for the influence of swimming 

pool characteristics on water heat loss, the calculation has been adjusted to include the pool 

heat loss equations outlined in ASHRAE [17]. This enables the impact of swimming pool 

specific improvement options to be assessed; for example the addition of pool covers. 

Uncertainties in the input data for this analysis can broadly be split into the three categories 

outlined in Table 1. The first two are fixed parameters that could potentially be found with 

detailed site surveys, while the last could vary in any given period of operation (two further 

key sources of uncertainty are model accuracy, but that is not considered here aside from 

simple model validation, and the climate data):  

 Systems (e.g. boiler/chiller efficiencies, lighting power density) 

 Building (e.g. fabric U-values [estimated based on age], infiltration) 

 Operation (e.g. occupancy density, hours of occupancy) 
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A Monte Carlo analysis approach has been used, following previous work in understanding 

sensitivity and uncertainty in building thermal modelling [e.g. 18, 19]; this randomly samples 

variables determined by a probability density function, evaluating the model many times, 

producing a range of outputs. For this study this approach has also been used to estimate the 

impact of improvements to the buildings. This allows a better understanding of the 

uncertainty within the model, allowing the potential impact of different retrofit measures on a 

building’s CO2 emissions to be properly considered as a range of possible values, rather than 

a single definitive point. Furthermore, by evaluating the relationship between the variations in 

input data, and the different possible outcomes from improvement measures, it may be 

possible to identify the key drivers and, in turn, better identify the buildings most suitable for 

different retrofit measures.In this study, we have focused on fossil-thermal (FTh) energy use. 

The results for two types of building improvement have been presented; both the impact of 

the measures on an typical building, as well as the aggregated results for the sample. The 

measures were selected based on previous research [9, 11]; adding a swimming pool cover; 

and adding a pool cover + improving the heating system efficiency 

Finally, it should be noted that at the time of writing this work is still ongoing, including some 

of the data collection. Consequently, the ranges and probabilities for any uncertain input data 

have been estimated based on existing studies and previous experience. Therefore, the results 

presented below should be considered as preliminary, and subject to change. 

RESULTS 

A total of 149 buildings were studied, which were categorised into swimming pools (25), 

leisure centres (64), and combined centres (69). Each building was modelled a thousand times 

with a range of random input variables. Figure 2 shows the comparison of the modelled FTh 

data for the building types against the actual FTh energy use from the DECs. In each of the 

cases, there is a strong overlap between the actual and modelled data.  

 

Figure 2: A comparison of actual Fossil-Thermal (FTH) energy use against modelled energy 

use, showing median, 10
th

, 25
th

, 75
th

 and 90
th

 percentiles, split by building type. 

At this stage, the difference between the median actual and overall modelled FTh energy 

consumption is 12%. While ANOVA testing between the types does show that there is a 

statistical difference between the actual and modelled distributions, it is hoped that further 

data collection, and calibration of the model against monthly energy data, in the coming 

months will improve the model fit. 
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Improvements 

The impact of the modelled improvements on the buildings are shown in Figure 3. This shows 

firstly the energy consumption distributions for the actual, modelled, and improved cases for 

all of the buildings in the study; secondly it shows the range of percentage reduction in 

emissions for a single building from the improvements, and for an example pool.  

  

Figure 3: Impact of improvements on FTh consumption across all buildings (left); the range 

of % reduction in FTh consumption in an example swimming pool and leisure centre (right). 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The analysis presented here includes the preliminary results from ongoing work that aims to 

use existing large-scale datasets and simple desktop building energy modelling studies in 

order to better understand the improvement options for the non-domestic building stock. The 

work considers uncertainties in building energy modelling, at a multi-building/stock level, 

using information for swimming pools and leisure centres, brought together from various 

sources in conjunction with a simple online survey. 

The results show that even for individual buildings, the impact of improvement measures can 

vary significantly. This is in part a reflection of the limitations of carrying out building 

modelling without a detailed survey, but will also partly be due to factors that are very 

difficult to identify precisely; such as occupancy behaviour. Evaluating the relationship 

between input variables and building performance in more detail will be beneficial both for 

understanding the improvement potential for the wider swimming pool stock, and for 

prioritising data collection. 

Further work will focus on improving the data that this modelling work is based upon, and the 

probability distributions used to define the building characteristics of the stock. 

A similar project is also being undertaken at the stock level, for the EPSRC funded 

ReVISIONS project, considering retail, office, factory and warehouse sector non-domestic 

buildings. This incorporates building stock projections over the next 20 years, and allows a 

greater understanding of the uncertainty in non-domestic stock energy use. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this study, dynamic modeling and simulation of a building with geothermal heat pump 

system has been performed. The simulated system is an office building located in Stuttgart 

and equipped with a heat pump, which is coupled to eleven vertical borehole heat exchangers. 

The system has been modeled in the object-oriented programing language Modelica. Dymola, 

which is a multi-domain modeling and simulation tool, has been used as simulation 

environment. The Modelica Standard Library 3.2 and the Modelica libraries for building 

simulation developed at the Institute for Energy Efficient Buildings and Indoor Climate, 

E.ON Energy Research Center, RWTH University have been applied to simulate the 

hydraulic and thermal behavior of the system. Sub-models for the hydraulic system have been 

developed and coupled with a model of the building to make a general model for simulating 

the performance of the whole system. To assess the validity of the model, the simulation 

results have been validated with the available measurement data. Reasonably good agreement 

has been obtained between the measurements and predictions. 

Keywords: Building modeling and simulation, Dymola, Geothermal heat pump system, 

Modelica 

INTRODUCTION  

The amount of energy used for heating and cooling in the building sector is about one third of 

the total energy consumed in the world. The finiteness of natural energy resources on the one 

hand, and the ever-increasing demand for energy in the world on the other hand, necessitate 

the development of systematic approaches for improving the efficiency of building energy 

systems as well as minimizing the usage of primary energy resources and the damaging 

impacts and harmful effects on the environment. Dynamic modeling and simulation of heating 

systems, which are one of the most energy consuming parts of buildings, provides not only a 

convenient and low-cost tool for evaluating the performance of heating systems, but also 

makes engineers capable of developing new control and optimization strategies for such 

systems [1]. 

A geothermal heat pump, also known as ground source heat pump, is a central heating and 

cooling system that pumps heat to or from the ground. It uses the earth as a heat source in the 

winter or a heat sink in the summer. A geothermal heat pump system consists of a 

conventional heat pump coupled with a ground heat exchanger where water or a water-

antifreeze mixture exchanges heat with the ground. This component accounts for a third to a 

half of the total system cost. Several major design options are available for these, which are 

classified by fluid and layout. Direct exchange systems circulate refrigerant underground, 

closed loop systems use a mixture of anti-freeze and water, and open loop systems use natural 

groundwater. Geothermal heat pump systems are attractive alternatives for both conventional 

heating and cooling systems because of their higher energy efficiencies. They have recently 

been applied to many residential and commercial buildings for heating and cooling purposes, 
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and they offer significant energy use and demand reductions on the power grid. Therefore, 

they are recognized to be energy efficient heating and cooling systems. 

The objective of this research is to evaluate the dynamic performance of buildings with closed 

loop geothermal heat pump system. Therefore, in this study, a model for an office building 

and its energy system has been developed and the performance of the system has been 

simulated. The system has been modelled in the equation-based, object-oriented programing 

language Modelica. Models written in the Modelica language cannot be executed directly, and 

a simulation environment is needed to translate a Modelica model into an executable program. 

In this study, the models have been developed and simulated in the Modelica modeling and 

simulation environment Dymola version 7.4. To assess the validity of the model, the 

simulation results have been compared with the available measurement data. 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The simulated system is a model of the DS-Plan office building in Stuttgart and its energy 

systems [2]. The building is a five-floor office building with the total net area of 2500 m², 

which has been equipped with a reversible heat pump with a heating and cooling capacity of 

68 and 52.3 kW, respectively. The heat pump has been coupled to eleven vertical borehole 

heat exchangers; each has about 100 m length. Six boreholes have the nominal diameter of 40 

mm and the diameter of the rest five boreholes is 32 mm. The waste heat of the server room, 

which is about 6 kW, is also recovered for space heating. Figure 1a provides the façade of the 

simulated building and figure 1b depicts a schematic illustration of the system. 

 

             
(a)          (b) 

Figure 1: a) Façade of the building   b) Schematic illustration of the system 

 

The building is heated and cooled through concrete core activation and edge strip heating 

elements. Concrete core activation is the concrete floor slab of a building having integrated 

water tubes. Through these tubes, heated or cooled water can circulate to heat up or cool 

down the slab. The heated or cooled slab exchanges heat with the room below and above, 

controlling the room temperature. It should be mentioned that concrete core activation and 

floor heating/cooling are not equal. Where in a floor heating/cooling system, the embedded 

pipes are separated from the building structure by a layer of insulation, with concrete core 

activation the pipes are embedded in the building structure. Thereby, the whole of the thermal 

mass of the building, which in modern office buildings is mostly situated in the floor, is 
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actively heated or cooled [3]. Due to the large thermal inertia of the concrete slab, this is a 

very slow process, and consequently room temperatures cannot be quickly changed. The edge 

strip heating provides additional heat for a fast response time. The building has been equipped 

with a monitoring system to gather local data. 

MODELING 

The Modelica Standard Library 3.2 and the Modelica libraries for building simulation 

developed at the Institute for Energy Efficient Buildings and Indoor Climate, E.ON Energy 

Research Center, RWTH University such as BaseLib, Database, Building and HVAC 

components libraries have been applied to simulate the hydraulic and thermal behavior of the 

system. The following paragraphs explain the developed sub-models of the general system in 

detail.  

BUILDING MODEL 

The components airload, wall, window, door, thermal and radiation interfaces, and solar 

radiation and wind speed ports have been used to model the building [4]. The airload model 

represents a heat capacity consisting of air described by its volume, density and specific heat 

capacity. The thermal and radiation connectors equate the temperatures and balance the 

convective and radiative heat flows, respectively. In order to reduce the simulation time, the 

offices with the same conditions in each floor has been considered in one zone. The floor 

plan, the zoning and the view of the first floor model in the graphical model editor of Dymola 

have been shown in Figures 2a, 2b and 2c, respectively. 

 

            
(a)    (b)           (c) 

Figure 2: a) Floor plan of the first floor   b) Zoning of the first floor in the model  

   c) Graphical user interface of the room model in Dymola 

 

To simulate the internal heat gain, a component entitled HeatLoadFactor has been applied. 

The heat output of this component depends on the number of office workers and electronic 

devices in office rooms, which has been defined in a frame of time-dependent scenarios. Heat 

transfer by air exchange has been taken into account by using a component namely 

AirExchange. Furthermore, it has been considered that the main door of the building opens 

every half an hour, which causes a short but high air exchange. 

WEATHER MODEL 

To simulate the dynamic performance of the system under real climate conditions, the 

developed model has been coupled with a weather model that is capable of interpreting the 

weather data and integrating solar radiation, wind velocity, and ambient temperature into the 

simulation. The weather data of Stuttgart has been provided by the Federal Institute for 

Research on Building, Urban Affairs and Spatial Development (BBSR) [5].  
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HYDRAULIC SYSTEM MODEL 

The components that have been used to model the hydraulic system are heat pump, expansion 

tank, pipe, valve and pump. Sensors for measuring temperature and mass flow rate have also 

been used. The sensors monitor the thermodynamic properties of the fluid passing their ports 

while they do not influence the fluid. The heat pump component is a table-based model which 

contains two simple heat exchangers. 

GEOTHERMAL HEAT EXCHANGER MODEL 

To model the field of borehole heat exchangers, models for the single borehole heat 

exchanger and the surrounding soil have been implemented and the interaction between these 

two models have been taken into account [6]. For the borehole heat exchanger an axial 

discretization has been chosen. The boundaries for this partial model are four fluid connectors 

for the upwards and downwards flowing streams and one thermal connector for the 

temperature of the soil at the borehole surface. The predominant heat transfer phenomena are 

heat conduction in the tube wall and in the concrete filling between soil and tube wall as well 

as heat convection in the pipe. In order to receive a one-dimensional problem in each element 

the distribution of heat capacities is assumed to be radial-symmetric. Each component consists 

of inlet and outlet pipes and concrete borehole fillings between the pipe and outside of the 

pipe. The surrounding soil is also modelled in a discretized way.  

GENERAL MODEL 

The hydraulic system model has been coupled with the model of the building in order to make 

the general model of the system. The thermal connectors that connect the building model to 

the distribution pipes equate the temperatures and balance the convective heat flows between 

distributor pipes and rooms. Also the solar radiation interfaces, thermal connections and wind 

ports of the building model have been connected to the weather model. The view of the 

general model in Dymola has been illustrated in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3: Graphical user interface of the general model in Dymola 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the first stage, the developed model of the building has been validated on its own. The 

measured forward temperature of heat pump has been used as input for the model of building. 

The model has been simulated for a two-day heating period. Figure 4 compares the simulated 

and measured temperature at the outlet of the building. As it can be seen in Figure 4, 

reasonably good agreement has been obtained between the measurements and predictions. It 

should be mentioned that the model of geothermal heat exchanger has already been validated 

in another study [6]. 

 

 
Figure 4: Heat pump forward and return temperatures 

 

In the next step, the coupled model of building and hydraulic system has been simulated. The 

measured mass flow rate and inlet temperature of the borehole heat exchanger have been 

applied as inputs to the model. Fig. 5 illustrates the air temperature in zone 1a of each floor. It 

is evident from Figure 5 that top floor has the lowest temperature, which is caused by higher 

amount of heat loss from this floor to ambient in comparison with the other floors. 

 

 

Figure 5: Air temperature in zone 1a of each floor 

 

The predicted outlet temperature of the borehole heat exchanger has been compared with the 

measured data in Figure 6. The simulation results show a good correspondence with the 

measured data. 
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Figure 6: Borehole heat exchanger inlet and outlet temperatures 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the performance of a building with geothermal heat pump system was evaluated. 

The system was modeled in the object-oriented programing language Modelica.  Sub-models 

for the hydraulic system were developed and coupled with a model of the building to make a 

general model for simulating the performance of the whole system. The developed model was 

simulated for a two-day heating period. To assess the validity of the model, the simulation 

predictions were validated with the available measurement data. The simulation results 

demonstrate the reliability and accuracy of the model. Developing a room temperature control 

system for the model can be the subject of the future research.  
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ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses the use of exploratory scenarios with environmental conditions on a case 

study in the Dutch context. The goal is thereby to assess the robustness of design alternatives 

during the lifetime of its building components. During building design it is common practice to 

use “normative” scenarios to prove compliance with design standards. The use of “exploratory” 

scenarios is less common. However, it is hypothized that the use of exploratory scenarios is a 

meaningful alternative, if no information is available on the uncertainty of input data such as 

climate and building use. This paper focusses particularly on the performance variability due to 

climate change.  

The European Commission targets a 20% reduction of CO2 emissions, a 20% increase of energy 

efficiency and a 20% increase in the use of renewable energy by 2020 still providing comfortable 

conditions within the buildings. As neither, building use nor environmental conditions are 

constants, it is necessary to quantify their influence on the energy use over the lifetime of its 

building components and subsequently on achieving the overall aim. 

For the designer it is impossible to assess the contribution of his/her individual building project on 

achieving the goals posed by the European Commission. However, considering the performance 

of the building and its components under potential future conditions, conditions deviating from 

the design conditions, has the potential to support design by supporting the selection of design 

alternatives, provide comfortable conditions and reduce energy demand during building operation. 

To integrate building use and environmental conditions into the computational performance 

assessment, their stochastic character needs to be taken into account, which is rarely possible due 

to limited availability of data. Still, in the absence of stochastic input data the use of exploratory 

scenarios represents a feasible alternative to map the variability of building use and environmental 

conditions. The paper concludes that exploratory scenarios present a feasible alternative to assess 

the future performance of potential design alternatives. Its application on the case study allows to 

identify the most robust out of three design alternatives by considering the performance indicators 

energy use and thermal comfort. 

Keywords: design support, robustness assessment, performance simulation, climate change, 

occupancy pattern, future building performance 

INTRODUCTION  

The assessment of the future performance variability of design alternatives is an important aspect 

to consider during the design process. The goal is thereby to inform the client and design team 

about the design alternatives capacity to maintain comfortable conditions throughout the lifetime 

of the system components but also about its capacity to maintain the balance between energy 

supply (local generation) and demand as designed. 

To integrate building use and environmental conditions into the computational performance 

assessment, their stochastic character needs to be taken into account. However this information is 

rarely readily available. In the absence of input data describing the stochastic behaviour the use 

scenarios represents a feasible alternative to map the variability of building use and environmental 

conditions onto its performance. It is common practice to use “normative” scenarios as input in 

building performance studies aiming to prove compliance with building regulations. The use of 
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“exploratory” scenarios is less common. Exploratory scenarios start with past and present trends, 

leading to a likely or unlikely future. Following Berkhout and Hertin [1] they are based on four 

assumptions. (1) The future is not a continuation of the past relationships and dynamics but is 

always shaped by human choice and action; (2) The future cannot be foreseen; however 

exploration of the future can inform the decisions of the present; (3) There is not only one 

possible future, uncertainty calls for a variety of futures mapping a “possibility space”; (4) The 

development of scenarios involves both relational analysis and subjective judgment. 

Mietzner and Reger [2] identify two distinct disadvantages of using scenarios: (a) the necessity to 

collect expert knowledge and judgment to define comprehensive scenarios, as well as (b) the risk 

of diverting to wishful thinking, considering the most likely, best- and worst-case scenarios, only. 

Still, the use of scenarios also has four advantages: (i) potential to consider events with low 

probability but strong impact; (ii) the possibility of considering different futures side by side; (iii) 

the potential to recognize “weak signals” for discontinuities and disruptive events; (iiii) they 

function as vehicle to improve strategic communication about performance. The use of scenarios 

in building design practice is limited to normative scenarios. However, the robustness assessment 

of the future performance of design alternatives requires the provision of exploratory scenarios. 

METHOD 

To investigate the feasibility to use exploratory scenarios for providing design support the authors 

conducted a simulation study with a number of scenarios representing the projected climate 

change in the Netherlands across three temporal horizons now, over 15 years and in 30 years. To 

conduct the study a case study was defined, weather data sets generated and a robustness 

assessment in between three design alternatives undertaken. 

Simulation study 

The simulated case study considers one intermediate floor based on the layout of the office tower 

‘La tour’ in Apeldoorn, The Netherlands. For the robustness assessment the performance of three 

conditioning concepts are investigated; top-cooling, floor cooling and the application of 4-pipe 

fan coil units. As climate change leads in the Netherlands to warmer and dryer summers, the 

investigation is limited to the period of April to September [3, 4]. 

The three concepts are sized to maintain an equal quality of the thermal comfort. The criterion 

used is zero hours above the adaptive temperature limit (ATL) of 80% for the reference year De 

Bilt 64/65. The cooling capacity is limited to maintain the target criteria. The concepts are then 

exposed to reference data sets derived from projected climate data. For the estimation of the 

uncertainty of the annual cooling, four data sets were used, representing the four change scenarios 

for the Netherlands W, W+, G and G+. For calculating the uncertainty in the number of hours 

above the ATL of 80%, 12 data sets were used; the three files 1%, 2% and 5% for each of the four 

change scenarios. 

The adaptive temperature limits (ATL) differentiate building types into alpha and beta buildings. 

The differentiation is based on the degree of influence individuals can practice on their 

environment. Three performance bands of different quality, which are not to be exceeded, are 

defined. The central band, class B, indicates an acceptance of 80% of the building occupants over 

the use period of the building. The innerband, class A, represents the most stringent requirement 

and indicates a high quality thermal environment with an acceptance of 90% of the building 

occupants. The outer band, class C, is the most relaxed, only representing an acceptance of 65% 

of the occupants. Class C is not to be applied to new buildings. Exception can be granted e.g. to 

historic buildings to limit the technical and financial effort for refurbishments.  

The performance bands are defined by the operative temperature and a derivative of the external 

air temperature; the four-days running mean outdoor temperature (RMOT). The RMOT is 

calculated from weighted daily means of the current and the three previous days (ISSO, 2004). 
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Performance indicators 

The case study targeted considers the performance indicators the annual cooling demand and the 

number of hours above the adaptive temperature limit of 80% are applied. 

The adaptive temperature limits differentiate building types into alpha and beta buildings. The 

differentiation is based on the degree of influence individuals can practice on their environment. 

Three performance bands of different quality, which are not to be exceeded, are defined for both 

building types. The central band, class B, indicates an acceptance of 80% of the building 

occupants over the use period of the building. The inner band, class A, represents the most 

stringent requirement and indicates a high quality thermal environment with an acceptance of 

90% of the building occupants. The outer band, class C, is the most relaxed, only representing an 

acceptance of 65% of the occupants. Class C is not to be applied to new buildings. Exception can 

be granted e.g. to historic buildings to limit the technical and financial effort for refurbishments. 

Future Climate data sets 

Data sets generated based on historic weather data are unlikely to satisfactorily describe the 

external future climate conditions because they cannot account for global warming or cooling and 

heat island effect to be experienced in the future. To represent climate change in data sets for 

performance simulation, Guan [5] differentiates four methods: (1) Statistical extrapolation 

(Degree-day method); (2) Use of global climate models. (3) Imposed offset method; and (4) 

Application of stochastic weather models. 

Of those four methods, the latter two are extensively used in research on building simulation and 

performance predictions the application of stochastic weather models by e.g., Wilde and Tian [6] 

and Kershaw [7] and the imposed offset method by e.g., Belcher et al. [8] Crawley [9], Degelman 

[10], Guan et al. [11]. As there is no information available yet to derive stochastic weather 

projections for the Netherlands the authors make use of scenarios for the robustness assessment. 

Dutch climate change scenarios 

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has formulated a common set of climate 

change scenarios based on assumptions about the likely future development of energy demand, 

emissions of greenhouse gases, land use change and future behavior of the climate system. The 

scenarios are based on results of Global Circulation Models (GCM). GCMs are numerical models 

for the simulation of physical processes in the atmosphere, ocean, cryosphere and land surface. 

The models describe the climate using a three dimensional grid with a typical horizontal 

resolution of 250-600km. Nested regional circulation models (RCM) are used to down-scale the 

climate change scenarios. Based on input of GCMs and RCMs, the Royal Dutch Meteorological 

Institute (KNMI) defined four likely climate change scenarios based on two observed phenomena: 

the global temperature increase and the change in airflow pattern over Western Europe. With 

respect to the temperature increase, the KNMI distinguishes between a global temperature rise of 

1°C and 2°C for the period 1990 till 2050. With respect to air flow pattern, the temperature 

increase scenarios are associated with more westerly winds during winter and more easterly winds 

during summer, see Table 1. 
 

Scenario Global temperature 

increase in 2050 

Change in atmospheric 

circulation 

G +1oC Weak 

G+ +1oC Strong 

W +2oC Weak 

W+ +2oC Strong 
 

Table 1: Parameters values to identify climate change scenarios [12] 
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With the current knowledge it is not possible to indicate which of the four scenarios is most 

likely. All four are plausible and are therefore regarded with equal probability for 

performance simulations. 

KNMI’06 Climate scenario data transformation 

The KNMI website [13] provides the possibility to transform historic datasets for temperature and 

precipitation into projected future data sets for a specific location and temporal horizon. The 

transformation is based on three steps, taking into account the different changes in extremes and 

mean values over a given period. 

Step1: Based on daily means of the standardized historic period the tool calculates the 

median 10th and 90th percentile for each month of the historic data set. 

Step2: The tool determines the deviation of the future climate scenario for the specific 

time horizon from the historic dataset. The deviation is hardcoded for the horizons 

2050 and 2100. Linear interpolation is used for other horizons. 

Step3: The historic data series are transformed using the established deviation. 

The difference between the projected daily mean air temperature and measured historic daily 

mean air temperatures was added to each hour of the corresponding day. By repeating the 

procedure, 20 projected data sets were created for the use with simulation tools. The work was 

accomplished in close cooperation between VABI BV and the TU/e. 

Future projected and reference data sets for the Netherlands 

The historic data sets were projected 30 years into the future, 2006 – 2035, using the most 

extreme KNMI climate change scenario, W+. The 30- year time horizon was chosen as this period 

corresponds to the expected lifetime of HVAC equipment. Using the projected data four artificial 

reference data sets were generated by selecting the corresponding months as defined in the NEN 

5060. The four artificial reference data sets, one for energy and three for thermal comfort 

assessment, represent the 30-year projected reference period 1986 - 2005. 

Design concepts 

The presented simulation study only considered the summer period. That is why heating 

installation is not represented. The consideration of the system performance and its control in 

winter and mid-season is not considered. 

Top cooling concept is a widely used conditioning concept in the Netherlands. Air is conditioned 

centrally and distributed over the floors to the rooms. The top-cooling capacity is used to lower 

the supply air temperature. It does not control the humidity. The supply air temperature is 18°C. 

However the supply air temperature linearly increases if the external air temperature rises above 

28°C. The system maintains a maximum temperature difference between supply air and external 

air temperature of 10K. The system is expected to be critical with respect to climate change. 

The second conditioning concept is floor-cooling. The system makes use of pipework installed 

within the top layer of flooring. Conditioned water is pumped through the pipes to temperate the 

floor as heat exchanger. The system is modelled to continuously maintain a water temperature of 

17°C for cooling and 35°C for heating. Fresh air is provided centrally but unconditioned at the 

minimum flow rate. 

The last conditioning concept considered is the traditional local air-conditioning via 4-pipe fan 

coils. The fan coil uses convection to via preconditioned air to heat ad cool the space. Different to 

a 2-pipe the 4-pipe fan coil has different set of supply and return pipes for heating and cooling. 

The supply water temperature for cooling is 6°C. Fresh air is provided centrally but unconditioned 

at the minimum flow rate. 
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RESULTS 

Cooling demand 

The results in Figure 1 and Figure 2 indicate that for top-cooling an uncertainty band exists which 

is twice as wide as that for the 4p-fancoil and floor-cooling concepts for the 30 years projection. 

Whilst it gives the smallest energy demand for the three concepts at 0 years, its mean gives the 

highest demand over 30 years with an increase of the factor 1.3. The floor cooling and 4p-fancoil 

concepts initially show a higher cooling demand than the top-cooling concept. However, for the 

15 years of projected data the mean for top cooling shows the highest cooling energy demand of 

the three. The 30 year projections indicate the lowest energy demand for the 4p-fancoil units, 

followed by the floor cooling concept. Top-cooling gives the highest demand. 

  
Figure 1: Uncertainty band (±1) of annual 

cooling demand for two temporal horizons, 15 

and 30 years. 

Figure 2: Uncertainty band (±1) of 

number of hours above ATL80% for two 

temporal horizons, 15 and 30 years. 

Adaptive temperature limit 80% 
The number of hours above the adaptive temperature limit of 80% shows a different ranking. The least 

number of hours are indicated by the floor cooling concept with a moderate maximal  of 8h over 30 

years. The uncertainty for the 4p-fancoils and top cooling are 4 and 4.5 times higher, respectively. The 

uncertainty band for floor cooling does not overlap with the bands for top-cooling and 4p-fancoils. 

DISCUSSION 

The concepts considered are floor cooling, top-cooling and 4p-fancoils. It was found that the 

reference data sets from the projected 15 and 30 years provide a good basis for a relative 

robustness assessment. From the concept comparison it can be concluded that the floor cooling 

concept provides the most stable and favourable condition with the least uncertainty within the 

office space during the considered summer period. This information has a high potential to inform 

the design process and subsequently reduce the impact of the climate on the energy use of the 

building. Although both diagrams show increasing trends it is not unfeasible that the opposite 

trend occurs if one takes use pattern and their impact on internal gains into account. The current trend 

towards lower specific office equipment could potentially offset the impact of the warming climate. 

CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK 

Scenarios are commonly used in buildings design. It is common practice to use “normative” 

scenarios to prove compliance with design standards. The use of “exploratory” scenarios is less 

common. However, exploratory scenarios are required as input to assess the potential future 

performance of design alternatives as no information is available to quantify their likelihood of 

occurrence. In cooperation with VABI BV future climate data sets were generated. The data sets 
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were developed for different temporal horizons. The robustness assessment of three design 

alternatives shows that the floor cooling alternative performs most favourable compared with the 

two alternatives top-cooling and 4p-fancoils. 

FUTURE WORK 

Little is known about the severity of the response of specific performance metrics to the climate 

data used. Clarke [14] characterized residential buildings using the parameters: capacity, capacity 

location, window size, infiltration rate and insulation level to categorize typical constructions. 

Still, the work excludes HVAC system parameters that define the response of integrated building 

systems to climate variations. Hensen [15] highlighted problems associated with artificial 

reference data sets. He states that weather parameters, such as temperature, solar radiation and 

wind, are not necessarily correlated. When selecting days or months to compile an artificial 

reference data set, the specific applied parameter weights might not correspond to the sensitivities 

of the building under study. Hensen refers to different building types to illustrate the problem. A 

building with a high window to wall ratio – type: solar collector - might react most sensitively to 

variations in solar radiation, whilst a building with no windows - type: repository - is expected to 

be most sensitive to changes in temperature. As artificial reference data sets are typically purpose 

bound, e.g. annual energy demand and overheating risk assessment, they need to be carefully 

chosen for the specific type of performance study and “ideally” also for the type of building at hand. 
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ABSTRACT 

With the growing share of renewable non-dispatchable energy generation the challenge of 

matching electricity production and consumption arises. To facilitate balancing excess 

renewable electricity generation (i.e. at times of strong wind) the potential for thermal energy 

storage in buildings is analyzed within our project. As of today pricing schemes for electricity 

in Germany and most other countries are either not time dependent at all, or a lower price for 

electricity is only provide at night. Considering the rising share of renewable electricity 

generation it is expected that dynamic electricity prices, driven by the actual availability and 

demand, will be introduced in the future creating demand for more storage capacities. 

The focus of this analysis is the evaluation of energy storage in buildings thermal mass, 

comparing a conventional radiator heating with concrete core activation (CCA) as heat 

distribution system. Therefore within an accurately monitored room at our research center a 

field study was performed and the results were compared to simulation outcomes of a thermal 

model for the same room. Since the behavior of the simulation model proves to be close to the 

thermal behavior of the real room, the model is then used to simulate a scenario for activation 

of the buildings thermal mass according to a signal describing the availability of renewables. 

For both systems a three hour overheating phase allowed to postpone further heating demand 

in winter by more than eight hours. The radiator based system lead to a room temperature 

increase of 3.1 K compared to only 0.2 K for the CCA. Thus, due to potential thermal 

discomfort the radiator based system would require either the limitation of permitted indoor 

temperature or a more complex control with occupancy monitoring / prediction. Furthermore, 

it is shown for the CCA system, that integration of an exemplary signal indicating high 

availability of renewable energies (RE) would have doubled the consumption of RE during 

our field test time, without compromising thermal comfort. 

Keywords: demand side management, dynamic simulation, thermal storage, heating systems 

INTRODUCTION  

With the growing share of renewable non-dispatchable energy generation the challenge of 

matching electricity production and consumption arises. Thereby, residential and commercial 

buildings, accounting for up to 30 % of Germany’s end energy consumption, could potentially 

provide flexibility to balance fluctuating electricity supply. Therefore, within the Dual 

Demand Side Management (2DSM) approach a concept is developed to manage the total 

energy demand (i.e. electrical and thermal) on city district level in a holistic way.  

To facilitate balancing excess renewable electricity generation (i.e. at times of strong wind or 

high photovoltaic (PV) generation) the potential for thermal energy storage in buildings is 

analyzed within 2DSM. Thus, intending to use renewably generated electricity for heating 

purposes (i.e. through heat pumps (HP)) whenever it is abundantly available. Instead of 

prevalent hot water tank storage technologies this analysis focuses on the inherent thermal 

storage capacity of a building attributable thermal capacity of the used construction materials.  
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As of today pricing schemes for electricity in Germany and most other countries are either not 

time dependent at all, or a lower price for electricity is only provide at night [1], when lower 

room temperatures are preferred by residents anyway [2]. Fossil fuel powered heating systems 

have the same cost of operation at any time, therefore the effects of time dependent room 

heating were not subject of close analysis in the past. Nevertheless, the lower electricity prices 

at night were already used in the past to pre-cool non-residential buildings, thus lowering the 

electrical load throughout the day [3, 4]. Considering the rising share of renewable electricity 

generation it is expected that dynamic electricity prices, driven by the actual availability and 

demand, will be introduced in the future creating demand for more storage capacities.  

However, the commonly used radiator based heat distribution systems seem not to be the 

optimal heat delivery method for thermal storage purposes. This can be accounted to the 

partially air based heat transfer between the radiator and the thermal mass as well as to 

infiltration and ventilation processes cooling the air down before it can reach the thermal 

mass. Hence, due to the direct heat transfer within the thermal mass e.g. floor heating or 

concrete core activation seem to be favorable heat distribution systems. 

The focus of this analysis is the evaluation of energy storage in buildings thermal mass, 

comparing a conventional radiator heating with concrete core activation (CCA) as heat 

distribution system. Therefore within an accurately monitored room at our research center a 

field study was performed and the results were compared to simulation outcomes for a 

thermal model of the same room. Furthermore, the impact of thermal storage based demand 

side management (DSM) upon the integration of RE is shown through the integration of an 

binary “availability of renewables” signal into the simulation. In the next section the method is 

presented in detail, explaining the properties of the observed room, the implementation of the 

field study aw well as the modeling and simulation approach. Afterwards the obtained field 

test and simulation results are presented, compared and discussed.  

METHOD 

Measurement setup 

The measurements are performed in an office within the E.ON Energy Research Center of 

RWTH Aachen University in Germany over one winter week in 2013. The building conforms 

to the requirements of the German energy directive 2009 [5]. The room is a corner office with 

a floor area of 41 m², two external walls (north-east and south-west orientation) and with a 

total window area of 24 m². In order to reduce the influence of solar radiation the external 

blinds were drawn throughout the experiment. The room was unoccupied. 

The office room is conditioned using concrete core activation (CCA) within the ceiling, which 

is supplied by a HP. As the considered office is a reference room in the building, it is 

equipped with additional monitoring equipment, measuring the supply and return 

temperatures as well as the volume flow in the CCA. Additionally six tripods with air 

temperature sensors at four different heights were set up in the room, according to the 

ISO 7726 standard [6]. Also the ceiling surface temperature was measured at three positions. 

An electrical radiator with a maximum power of 2.0 kW was used to represent a conventional 

radiator based heating system for comparison with the CCA. The total electrical consumption 

of the set-up consisting of radiator and measuring equipment was constantly measured. 

Weather data (outdoor air temperature, wind speed, global and diffuse solar radiation) is 

available from our own weather station, situated on the roof of the nearby experimental hall. 

At winter conditions (ambient temperatures in range of 3° C) the test room was repeatedly 

overheated for approx. 3 hours with the maximum power of either the CCA or the radiator 

system. Afterwards the cool down period was monitored till indoor temperature reached 0.5 K 

below the start values, with particular focus on the resulting postponement in heating demand.  
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Simulation setup 

Two simulation setups are created: one for comparing the simulation with measurement data, 

and a second for simulating a scenario with intelligent activation of the thermal mass 

according to an “availability of renewables” signal. 

The simulation model is build using the modelling language Modelica under the simulation 

environment Dymola by using components from our Modelica libraries [7]. Each wall, 

window and door is individually modelled and an additional thermal mass representing 

furniture is integrated. The air volume is modelled as one node. For the CCA a physical 

model is used, with the pipes inserted between the concrete layers. The electrical radiator is an 

ideal heat source with both convective and radiative heat transfer. 

In order to compare the simulation with the measurement data, the relevant measurements 

(weather data, supply temperature and volume flow of the concrete core activation) were used 

as an input for the simulation and the response of the simulated system was compared against 

the real system, focusing mainly on the measured free flowing air temperature in the room.  

Implication for the integration of renewable energies through DSM 

Based on real energy generation data for the winter of 2012 collected from the European 

Energy Exchange AG (EEX) [8] an exemplary binary reference signal for availability of 

renewable energies (RE) is generated for a period equal to our field test (ten days). The 

electricity generation from renewables for the considered period was analysed and for all 

generation values among the top 20 % (approx. > 9.5 GW) the signal is set to one, while for 

all other values the signal remains zero. This results in a total of six intervals were the signal 

has a value of one, with a cumulated duration of 35 h over ten days. Thus, the availability of 

renewables is indicated for approx. 15 % of total field test time. This signal is then integrated 

into the performed simulation, where each time the signal turns to one a three hour 

overheating phase begins. The resulting DSM impact upon integration of RE is then analysed. 

RESULTS 

Measurement 

The gathered temperature values from all sensors are aggregated to an average temperature 

value for the room temperature. Also, based on three sensors, an average surface temperature 

of the ceiling is calculated to monitor the status of heat stored into the concrete. 

Out of several heating and cooling sequences performed with CCA as well as with the electric 

radiator, two measurement series were chosen due to their strong similarity of boundary 

conditions. For a clearer comparison, average values for the indoor and ambient temperatures 

are calculated over the time frame of overheating and cool down to the initial room 

temperature. Table 1 shows main characteristics of the analysed measurement series. 
 

Measurement series (compare figure 1) CCA  Radiator 

start temperatures room/ ceiling 22.1 °C / 24.1 °C 22.2 °C / 23.9 °C 

overheating time / energy input  3 h / 6.5 kWh 3⅓ h / 6.2 kWh 

overheating temperatures indoor / ambient 

→ resulting ΔT between indoor and ambient 

22.2 °C / 2.5 °C 

19.7 K 

23.7 °C / 3.6 °C 

20.1 K 

maximum room temperatures reached 

→ ΔT between start and maximum temperature 

22.3 °C 

0.2 K 

25.3 °C 

3.1 K 

time until room temperatures return to start value 6 h 7.5 h 

time until room reaches 0.5 K below start value 12 h 11.5 h 

Table 1: Main characteristics of two series within the thermal storage field study 
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To allow for a comparison of these overheating processes the average heating demand of the 

observed room is calculated. Based on the actual heat delivery of the existing supply system a 

normalized heating demand is calculated for an indoor / ambient ΔT of 20 K. Thus, for the 

CCA approx. 910 W and for the electric radiator 650 W are needed. The difference between 

these values is explained by the fact that the CCA also delivers energy to the room above. 

Table 2 summarises the heating demand for the two measurement series compared above. 
 

 CCA Radiator 

normalized heating demand 910 W 650 W 

actual heating power during overheating 2190 W 1930 W 

energy demand regular operation/with overheating 5.5 kWh / 6.5 kWh 4.9 kWh / 6.2 kWh 

consumption overhead due to overheating 18 % 27 % 

Table 2: Heating demand and energy balances for the analysed supply systems 

Simulation 

The first simulation is used for comparison with the measurement data in order to assess the 

suitability of using the simulation to produce realistic results when testing other scenarios. 

Figure 1 shows the comparison between the simulation and measurement results for the room 

air temperature during a five day phase of the field study. The increase in the air temperature 

on the first day is due to overheating with CCA. The following four peaks are results of 

overheating with the radiator. At a first glance we recognise that the simulation follows a 

similar trend to the measurements and an overall similar temperature level.  

 

 

Figure 1: Comparison between simulation and measurement for the room air temperature 

The simulation of the field test phase was repeated integrating the signal on availability of 

renewables. In the regular operating mode the CCA delivered 13 % of the total heating energy 

demand when the signal was one. In signal controlled operation, however, the CCA was able 

to incorporate 27 % of total heating demand into the renewable phases, thus approx. doubling 

the consumption of electricity available from renewable generation. In both cases the room 

temperature was kept between 21° C and 22° C. 
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DISCUSSION 

Measurement shows that through energy storage in the thermal mass a considerable shift in 

thermal energy demand is possible for both tested heating systems. However, the temperature 

profiles and the storage behaviour vary distinctly between the CCA and the radiator based 

heating. 

While the overheating phase causes only a room temperature increase by 0.2 K for the CCA 

system, the radiator setup induces 3.1 K temperature increase, thus heating the room to 

possibly inconvenient 25.3° C. However, this increase of room temperature enables thermal 

storage in all wall surfaces and other thermal masses (e.g. furniture), while the CCA mainly 

uses the capacity of the activated wall. This results in a many thermal masses just loaded in 

the surface layers for the radiator system, yielding an exponential temperature decrease in the 

cool down phase. For the CCA, however, the single thermal mass which is loaded up to the 

deeper layers leads to a linear temperature decrease. 
  

 

Figure 2: Comparison of measured overheating and cool down phases 

It can be seen that both storage approaches allow more than eight hours without heating 

demand, if temperatures of 0.5 K below the start value are allowed. However, since the 

radiator system can interfere with thermal comfort expectations it would be preferable to 

schedule overheating phases at times without occupancy. Both systems have an increased 

energy demand due to overheating. However, the CCA system mainly loses energy to rooms 

adjacent to the activated ceiling while the radiator system loses heat to the ambient due to an 

increase temperature delta to the ambient. This results in 18 % higher energy demand for the 

CCA and 27 % higher energy demand for the radiator setup due to overheating (table 2). 

The comparison between measurement and performed simulation shows a coefficient of 

determination of 0.94 with an absolute mean difference of 0.18 K and a standard deviation of 

0.03 K. Since our goal is to test the similarity in the room reaction between simulation and 

measurements and not to exactly reproduce a set of measurements. We thus consider the 

model adequate.    

The exemplary signal for availability of renewables was integrated in into our field test 

scenario. During regular operation the energy consumption from renewables corresponded to 

their relative availability (15 % of total time). When using the signal the CCA system was able 

to double the consumption of available RE. Considering that this increase in integration of RE 

is reached without violating strict comfort constraints, the theoretical potential is even larger. 
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CONCLUSION 

For a state of the art thermally well isolated office within a building according to the German 

energy directive 2009 the potential for demand side management through heat storage within 

the buildings thermal mass was successfully shown. The thermal storage activation was 

performed with a CCA as well as with a radiator based supply system within a field test in 

winter time. For both systems a three hour overheating phase allowed to postpone further 

heating demand in winter by more than eight hours. The radiator system lead to a room 

temperature increase of 3.1 K compared to only 0.2 K for the CCA. Thus, due to potential 

thermal discomfort the radiator based system would require either the limitation of indoor 

temperature or a more complex control with occupancy monitoring / prediction. Furthermore, 

the radiator system had indeed a significant heating demand increase due to higher losses to 

the ambient. The CCA system, however, has a very low impact upon indoor temperature. 

Therefore heat loses to the ambient do not increase and even today’s electricity pricing 

schemes could potentially be exploited, since overheating phases at night time are acceptable.  

Thus, for thermal storage in building wall mass CCA or other heat delivery systems within the 

building structures seem favorable, especially since they are also suitable for cooling and pre-

cooling of the thermal mass. Nevertheless, radiator systems which are by far more common 

and will still be the typical heating system for many years to come are also suitable for 

thermal storage. Still, the usage of radiator systems must be thoroughly planned to take higher 

energy demand into account and ensure comfortable indoor climate. Furthermore, it is shown 

that integration of an exemplary signal indicating high availability of RE would have doubled 

the consumption of RE during our field test phase, without compromising thermal comfort.  

This analysis indicates considerable potential for thermal energy storage in building mass as 

well as the suitability of our simulative approach to investigate this process. Building on these 

results, analysis will be extended for further building structures and DSM algorithms based on 

thermal storage in building mass will be developed for different supply systems. 
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There were several studies carried out in the recent past proving the existence of heat islands 

in many of the developing Asian cities. The temperature rise in urban areas influence the 

peak air conditioning energy consumption during hot days and thus increase the electricity 

demand of the entire city. Most of the cities in India face deficit in energy supply as the gap 

between demand and supply go up by almost 15 to 20% during summers. Local bodies 

should actively involve for implementing cool roofs for all new buildings in order to reduce 

the city electricity demand and to have a control on frequent power cuts.  

The paper highlights a new methodology for the evaluation of urban environment and the 

impact of improved micro climate at building level cooling load demand. The study involves 

both experimental as well as simulation studies. Experimental part highlights the air 

temperature monitoring at city centre as well as city outskirts, along with the thermal 

performance of the reflective coatings.  ENVI-met tool was used for modelling two urban 

locations in the city.  Measured locations have been modelled in ENVI-met to predict the air 

temperatures. There is a good correlation (R
2
= 0.96) found between measured and simulated 

data.  Output data of these simulations is used to develop weather file format that is 

compatible for VisDOE.  

 

A Box type building model for commercial office space has been developed for hourly 

energy simulation in Vis DOE. The updated weather files generated using the ENVImet 

output has been used for these simulations. This paper discusses the potential of cooling load 

reduction that is possible due to improved micro climates with the reflective roofs. It is 

observed that about 1.5⁰C reduction in daily maximum temperature possible with improved 

micro climate due to reflective roofs. Also the study shows that there is almost 16.8% 

potential of peak load reduction possible due to the impact of reflective roofs. 

Keywords: Heat Islands, Improved micro climate, reflective roofs, cooling load reduction 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Increase in population and consequent urbanisation leads to upsurge in urban built-up 

density. Buildings constructed with materials that absorb heat and emit back into atmosphere 

cause rise in temperatures. Due to higher built-up density at the core of an urban area and less 

open area and vegetation, it results in higher temperature than the surrounding suburban/ rural 

area and this phenomenon is known as Urban Heat Island (UHI) effect.  The adverse effects 

of UHI include increase thermal discomfort (both indoor and outdoor) of people and thus 

results in higher energy consumption in air conditioned buildings.  

The UHI issue is very prominent in many of the developing tropical cities of Asia where the 

ambient air temperatures and solar radiation intensities are normally high. Studies carried out 
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in the tropical cities of Asia like Tokyo, Hongkong, Singapore, Colombo, New Delhi, Pune 

and Chennai have confirmed the existence of heat island due to the rapid growth of these 

cities [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. It is estimated that 3 to 8 % higher electricity demand in 

cities with populations greater than 1, 00,000 is used to confront the heat due to heat island 

effect [8]. Most of the cities in India face deficit in energy supply as the gap between demand 

and supply go up by 15-20% during summers. Although the issues of UHI are well 

documented in India, a very few mitigation measures have been implemented yet.  

Implementation of Urban Heat Island (UHI) mitigation measures for various urban surfaces 

will reduce the ambient air temperatures. Energy savings in air conditioned buildings will 

possible due to improved micro climate around the buildings. ECO III- Cool Roof is one of 

the prevalent projects that are carried out in India addressing this issue. Simulations studies 

carried out as part of the project in Hyderabad [9] estimated maximum temperature reduction 

up to 2.5
○
C due to cool roofs. The study also highlighted that about 16% savings in annual 

cooling demand possible with the use high albedo paints over the buildings. The studies 

carried by Abkari & Konopacki[10] show upto 18-19% total energy savings are possible 

because of the improved micro climate due to high albedo roofs. These studies imply a sense 

to encourage passive cooling techniques and improve indoor conditions when the 

microclimate around the building is improved. With this background, the energy saving 

potential using cool roofs in context of the city of Bengaluru has been studied and presented 

in this paper.  

 

METHODOLOGY 

The study involves field experiments and use of simulation software to predict Urban Heat 

Island (UHI) in built environments, impact of mitigation measures to reduce UHI and its 

impact on reduction of building cooling demand has been established.  

In the first phase, field experiments were carried out in Bengalurue to quantify urban heat 

island in the city. Field experiments were also carried out in locations where, UHI mitigation 

design measures were adopted. Thermohygro data loggers were used to monitor air 

temperature and relative humidity. Thermal infrared gun was used to take instantaneous 

surface temperature readings. The second activity was to use ENVImet software tool that can 

analyse urban microclimates. The software tool was validated for its results with the 

measured data from field experiments. The calibrated models were later used to carry out 

parametric simulations to study the impact of UHI mitigation measures on urban 

microclimate. Output data of these simulations was used to develop weather file format that 

is compatible for building simulation tools. 

Finally, hourly energy simulation tool, VisDOE , was used to quantify the impact of UHI 

mitigation measures at building level and predict reduction in cooling demand of typical 

commercial building in Bengaluru. In this activity, using the ENVImet output for reflective 

roof modified Bengaluru weather file was used in VisDOE. Figure1 summarises the 

methodology adopted in the research project. 
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Fig. 1 Methodology followed to assess the impact of UHI mitigation strategies 

 

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 

Field studies were carried out for air temperature monitoring at one hour interval at 

Commercial Street (dense city centre) and Kodathi (sub urban area) for about one week 

during February. Higher air temperatures are recorded in case of Commercial Street when 

compared with Kodathi. Maximum of 5.3 degC observed between the two sites during the 

night. The difference in daily mean air temperature during the measured period (table 1) 

varies between 0.8 and 2 degC, where the commercial street remains at higher temperatures 

on all the days. Night temperatures at Commercial Street increase significantly as a result of 

the heat absorbed by the buildings during the day time. Kodathi gets cooled down drastically 

due to lesser built up and more vegetation. This, along with monitoring results at other 

locations confirms and proves the existence of heat island at the centre of the city where 

dense development and less vegetation is present.  

Following to these studies, hourly measurements are carried out for reflective roofs at TERI 

Southern regional centre (TERI SRC). Surface temperatures (over and under the deck) are 

taken instantaneously at 1 hour interval during the daytime. It is observed that the under deck 

surface temperature for un coated and mass RCC roof remains constant at 29
○
C throughout 

the day. However, it got reduced from 29
○
C to 26

○
C after white coat is applied over it. It is 

very clearly noticed that difference in the average under deck and over deck surface 

temperature is 2.8degC and 16 degC for RCC mass roof with white coating, and conventional 

RCC roof respectively. Thus s significant reduction in heat flux is observed in case of coated 

RCC mass roof compared with the uncoated RCC roof. 

 

Table 1 Daily mean air temperatures recorded at Commercial street and Kodathi 

  
Day1 Day2 Day3 Day4 Day5 Day6 Day7 

Mean Air 

Temperature 

Kodathi 24.8 23.5 23.6 24.5 24.8 23.8 23.3 

Commercial St. 25.6 24.7 25.1 26 26.3 25.6 25.3 

Difference 0.8 1.2 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.8 2 
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SIMULATION STUDIES 

It is essential to compare the measurements with existing urban micro climatic models in 

order to carryout various parametric simulations. The ENVI-met tool which is used in this 

study is basically a three dimensional non- hydrostatic micro climate model for urban built 

environments. The tool helps to understand various UHI mitigation strategies and their levels 

of impact on the surroundings.  

The hourly output data during the simulation period was compared with the measured data. 

Though the simulated data was found lower than the measured, a good correlation (R
2
= 0.96 

for Kodathi, R
2
= 0.89 for Commercial street) was found. Thus the validity of ENVImet was 

confirmed to carry out the work. Simulation results of ENVI-met provide minimum, 

maximum and average temperatures possible in the studied area. When, ENVI-met 

predictions for Commercial Street are compared with the field monitored data, minimum 

temperatures were found similar with an average difference of +0.6
○
C. As the difference 

between the measured and simulated model is minimal, the software model is hence 

calibrated and used for further analysis. 

 

The calibrated ENVI-met model for Commercial Street is used to carryout parametric 

simulations, where the roof type and its thermal properties are modified. High reflective roof 

is considered for all the buildings in the area of extent considered for ENVI-met model. 

Output data of these simulations was used to develop weather file format that is compatible 

for building simulation tools. Table 2 shows the thermal properties considered for these 

simulations. It is observed that there is 1.5
0
C reduction in peak air temperatures possible with 

reflective roof when compared to the existing case. Figure 2 shows hourly air temperatures 

observed in ENVI-met for reflective roof in comparison with the existing (base case) 

scenario. 

 

Table2. Input parameters considered for parametric simulations 

Parameter High reflective roof case 

Heat Transmittance (U-Value) of roof 3.74W/m
2
K 

Reflectance of roof 0.9 

Reflectance of wall 0.8 

Simulation time 18.02.2012 & 06:00:00 

Simulation interval and duration 1hr & 24hrs 

Wind speed & Direction 3 m/s & SW 

Ambient Temperature 17.9
○
C 

Relative Humidity 85.8% 

Indoor Building Temperature 19.9
○
C 

 

Studies are carried out to observe cooling load patterns for a typical commercial building in 

commercial street area with the improved micro climate using VisDOE, a widely used and 

accepted commercial building energy analysis program. Providing a new weather data for 

modified micro climate was the most important in this task. Predicted ambient air 

temperatures from ENVI-met for reflective case is replaced in the weather file format 

(TMY2) that is currently available for Bengaluru. Thus, the modified weather data is 

converted in to the format that is readable for VisDOE tool. Table 3 shows the input data that 

is considered for the VisDOE simulations. Simulation results show that about 16.9% of peak 

cooling load reduction is possible in case of reflective roof. 
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Figure2. Hourly air temperatures observed in ENVI-met for reflective roofs in comparison 

with the existing (basecase) scenario 

 

Table 3. Input data considered for VisDOE simulations 

Parameter Base Case Reflective Roof 

Building Type Commercial Office Commercial Office 

Zone Area 40000ft
2
 40000Sft

2
 

Height 10ft 10 ft 

Lighting power density 1.4 W /ft
2
 1.4 W /ft

2
 

Equipment power density  0.75 W /ft
2
  0.75 W /ft

2
 

Occupants 275 ft
2
 / person 275 ft

2
 / person 

Occupancy Schedule 8 hours, 5 days a week 8 hours, 5 days a week 

External wall Uninsulated 230mm Brick 

Wall 

Uninsulated 230mm Brick 

Wall 

External Roof Uninsulated 150mm RCC 

Roof 

Uninsulated 150mm RCC 

Roof with reflective coat 

(albedo 0.9) 

Glazing Specification     6mm clear glass 6mm clear glass 

 

 

It is observed from the hourly load profile that the load reduction is possible throughout the 

day and it is maximum at 3PM when maximum temperature is recorded. Similar observations 

were made during the experimental studies where the reduction in heat flux was maximum in 

case of reflective white roof. Thus, it is clearly understood the impact of heat island 

mitigation options in reducing the cooling demand of air conditioned buildings.   

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Presence of heat island is thus clearly evident from the profile of the mean air temperature 

where, Commercial Street at centre of city with high development is 1.5degC higher than 

Kodathi which is located in the outskirts of Bangalore. The heat flux reduction incase of 

reflective white roofs on reduction of heat islands is also understood.  It is observed that there 

is 1.5
○
C reduction in peak air temperatures possible with reflective roof when compared 

existing building scenario. It is clearly noted that about 16.9% of peak cooling load reduction 

is possible in case of reflective roof.  It is thus understood the combined impact of improved 

micro climate and high albedo roofs. These studies encourage improvement of micro climate 

as a passive strategy to reduce the building loads and hence the methodology presented in this 

paper may be adopted to predict the same. 
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ABSTRACT  

This study assesses and validates the influence of measuring noise levels in the urban 

environment, site parameters, and glass façade components in responsively reducing sound 

transmission to the indoor environment. Among the most reported issues affecting 

workspaces, increased awareness to minimize noise led designers to reconsider the design of 

building envelopes and its site environment. Outdoor sound conditions, such as traffic noise, 

challenge building designers to accurately estimate the capability of glass façades in acquiring 

an appropriate indoor sound quality. Indicating the density of the urban environment, field-

tests acquired existing sound levels in areas of high employment and traffic activity, 

establishing a baseline for sound levels common in urban areas. In this study, the city of Los 

Angeles is used to assess existing soundscapes common in urban areas. Field-measurements 

for sound transmission loss can establish a baseline performance in a context for sound levels 

common in urban areas. INSUL is a sound insulation software utilized as an informative tool 

correlating glass façade parameters with outdoor sound levels based on ISO 717 to predict 

indoor sound levels. Composed from the sound transmission loss of glass facades simulated 

through INSUL, results are utilized as an informative tool correlating glass façade 

components to respond to outdoor sound levels of a project site, achieving desired indoor 

sound levels based on occupancy. Field-measured sites in Los Angeles indicate the density 

and activity of the area and responds to the need in emphasizing the influence of site 

parameters in order to respond sound transmission from outdoor sound sources.  This study 

also progresses to link the disconnection in validating the acoustic performance of building 

facades early in a project’s design, from conditioned settings, such as field-testing and 

simulations, to project completion. Results from the study supports that acoustic comfort is 

not limited to a singular solution, but multiple design options responsive to its environment.  

Keywords: acoustic, urban noise, sound transmission loss, indoor environmental quality, 

double-skin facade, design support 

INTRODUCTION  

Globally, urbanization continues to evolve, contributing to social, economic, and 

environmental issues, such as climate change, informal growth, energy consumption, 

congested infrastructure, and environmental pollution. Increased density makes zoning, site 

selection and planning impossible to avoid environmental noise.  City planning and zoning 

regulations can no longer serve as the first response to informal growth. It is an unpredictable 

and uncontrolled force. Increased traffic congestion due to increased urban density results in 

noise pollution, a form of environmental pollution not as highly focused on like air pollution 

and water pollution. Noise pollution is one form of pollution resulting from urbanization. As 

the dynamics in the urban environments creates its own soundscape, designing a façade 

assembly to respond to urban noise is a challenge. Reported as one of the most common 
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issues of indoor environmental quality (IEQ) affecting workspaces, the unpredictable nature 

of environmental noise led designers to reconsider the design of the building envelopes in 

regard to its role in contributing to acoustic quality through the transmission of outdoor sound 

(Acoustics CEU 2009). In contrast to the available design guidance for other environmental 

aspects of the building façade, the influence of acoustics contributing to workspace comfort is 

not fully understood until after project completion. To determine and understand the acoustic 

performance for glass facades during the design phase remains a challenge for most projects, 

and is an area where designers have limited intuition to guide decision-making. With 

increased awareness of acoustic quality and its influence on occupant comfort, improved 

acoustic design guidance for building facades is needed to aid designers in making informed 

decisions for envelope design and material selection appropriate to the acoustic environment 

of the project site. While advances in design tools and facade performance criteria primarily 

focus on day lighting, thermal performance, and ventilation, acoustic design is often not the 

highest priority. The impact of acoustic performance in affecting workspace comfort is 

underestimated and confronted in every design project (Paradis 2012). Due to urban density, 

urban noise, and increasing levels of urbanization, designing towards acoustic comfort is an 

increasing design challenge. As urban environments vary, façade design solutions for one 

setting may not be applicable to, or effective in another. Each design project and each façade 

elevation requires sensitive consideration and response to site parameters and façade 

components. 

METHOD 

Applying field-tests enables building designers to identify its soundscape and façade 

components necessary to reduce sound transmission. The objective of this research is to 

provide acoustic design guidance to assist architects in designing glazed facades in areas 

where significant control of outdoor sound is needed. The approach is aimed at acoustic 

design support during early stages of design decision-making and voluntary implementation 

of building site and façade parameters. Methods included field-measurements using a hand-

held sound meter device, Decibel 10
th

, and sound transmission simulations using INSUL, a 

sound insulation prediction software (INSUL 2011). As an iPhone application, Decibel 10th is 

utilized as a sound meter that measures sound pressure levels between 0dB and 110dB 

(Decibel 10
th

). Within the given timeframe, it identifies peak sound levels and maximum 

sound levels. Decibel 10th is not classified as Class I equipment; however, the iPhone 

application is used as a relative measurement tool and a diagnostic tool to compare the relative 

difference between measurements. Utilization of Decibel 10
th

 encourages voluntary use and 

data collection  of existing urban conditions. Sound data was organized to compile indoor 

conditions and outdoor conditions for an overall comparison. Comparing the indoor condition 

to its actual outdoor condition was also documented to determine the acoustic performance of 

each condition’s building enclosure. Implementing field-measurements, INSUL simulations in 

compliance with ISO 717 standards, analytical simulations were obtained to provide realistic 

levels of traffic noise. While encouraging data collection of current urban conditions, this 

study identifies indoor sound levels to derive from sound transmission loss from the building 

façade. Graphs for each simulation, classified by glass type and thickness, display outdoor 

sound levels, amount of transmission loss, and resulting indoor sound levels below 5000 

Hertz.  Since the medium for field-test sound conditions were single-glazed facades, single-

glazed facades were simulated to determine the acoustic performance a façade with a single 

glazing. In this study, single-skin facades are composed of an insulated glazing unit, IGU. For 

double-skin facades, graphs were also classified by glass type and glass thickness, along with 

air-cavity depth. Simulated single-glazed facades and single-skin facades of three glass types 

were classified into three graphs: (1)monolithic glass, (2)PVB laminated glass, and (3)TSC 
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laminated glass. With each graph focusing on a glass type, it displays the indoor sound levels 

for industry-standard glass thickness. Glass thickness is indicated by its shade of color, the 

darkest shade corresponds to the largest dimension and lightens as the dimension decreases. 

Double-skin facades followed the same format as sealed single-glazed facades and sealed 

single-skin facades. 

Field-testing 

Field-testing is performed to measure and establish baseline outdoor acoustic information, and 

to examine the efficacy of conventional curtain wall assemblies in reducing sound 

transmission. Measurements were taken at six existing sites in Los Angeles of office and 

study workspace occupancies (Table 1).  
 

Condition Exterior Interior Area 
Outdoor 

4:00 Indoor 

4:00 
1 Downtown LA Bunker Hill Central 

Library 

Business 60-100dB 49-67dB 

2 Downtown 

Culver City 

Office Business 42-87dB 45-76dB 

3 LAX Arrival Arrival Transit 65-90dB 57-75dB 

4 LAX  Depart DDeparture Departure Transit 68-84dB 57-82dB 

Table 1: Field-test site conditions. 

 

Figure 1: Map of employment density and congested traffic intersections indicating sound 

levels in Los Angeles 

Sites were selected from mapping high employment density and midday vehicular traffic, 

indicating a concentration of activities that are common noise conditions in an urban 

environment (Fig. 1). Noise conditions at sites included vehicular traffic and aircraft noise. 

Indicating traffic congestion as red line segments, mapped street traffic was attained from 

Google Maps’ interactive traffic feature. Each site was recorded and documented within 

closely related conditions. In measuring and recording indoor sound levels, an iPhone, utilized 

as a sound meter using the Decibel 10th application, was situated no more than 3 meters from 

glazed facades. In efforts to respond to sound levels affecting the workspace environment, all 

field tests were conducted on weekdays between 12:00–15:00, during active business hours. 

To compile a range of sound levels and reduce isolated test conditions, outdoor and indoor 

sound conditions were measured and recorded within a 4-minute timeframe (Fig. 2-3). 

        

Figure 2: Field-tested outdoor sound levels of condition 1, Bunker Hill & LA Central Library 
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Figure 3: Field-tested indoor sound levels of condition 1, Bunker Hill & LA Central Library 

It is fundamental to identify and understand the influence a façade design has on a workspace 

environment and its site conditions. Among the most challenging sound conditions is traffic 

noise, a common condition in the urban environment.   Serving as initial measurements, the 

highest sound level obtained from field-testing- the most extreme condition, was implemented 

to weigh traffic sound spectrum simulated in INSUL. ISO 717, a rating of sound insulation in 

buildings and of building elements: airborne sound insulation, is defined as single-numbered 

values for airborne sound insulation in buildings and building elements, such as walls, 

flooring, doors, and windows (ISO 717). Field-measurements were used as a correction factor 

to INSUL’s ISO 717 traffic noise prediction method to resemble the outdoor sound 

environment results in increasing the accuracy of simulations. Field-measurements provided 

single-figured dB levels. Implementing field-measurements in INSUL’s ISO 717 traffic noise 

prediction method, a 1/3-octave band sound spectrum was obtained.  This strategy aims 

toward enabling designers to determine design goals to reduce sound transmission through the 

facade. 

Sealed Single-Glazed Facades, Sealed Single-Skin Façades, and Double-Skin Facades 

The intent of assessing sound transmission loss from glass facades through simulations was to 

further analyze the performance of double-skin glass facades in reducing sound transmission 

from immediate distanced outdoor levels within frequencies to 5000Hz. Frequencies indicate 

the number of cycles-per-second (cps) a sound pressure wave repeats in hertz  (Hz) and is 

used to determine the audible range of human hearing, 20Hz to 20,000 Hz. Within the audible 

range of human hearing, 20Hz to 20,000 Hz, INSUL simulated facades identifies sound 

transmission loss below 5,000 Hz.  As a result, sound levels (dB) derive from the outdoor 

sound spectrum and simulated transmission loss. In accordance to EN ISO 717, varying 

conditions of sealed facades were simulated (British and International Standards 1997). 

Weighting ISO 717 sound levels with the maximum outdoor sound level from field-tests, 

90dB, increased the accuracy of simulations to resemble a realistic setting as well as adjust 

sound levels to be audible Since field-test conditions consisted of single-glazed facades, 12 

single-glazed facades were simulated in INSUL to determine the acoustic performance of a 

façade with single-glazing. In analyzing the acoustic performance of single-skin facades, 12 

iterations derived from variables such as glass type and glass thickness (Fig. 4). Selected glass 

types, such as monolithic, PVB Glass (PVB), and Trosifol Glass (TSC), and glass thickness 

simulated for this study are typical models in the most glass manufacturing companies . 

Comparing transmission loss obtained from both forms of façade assemblies (single-glazed 

and single-skin) determined the amount of transmission loss improved by adding an additional 

glazing and increasing air-cavity dimension. In addition to comparing sound transmission loss 

in field-tested conditions and simulated conditions, data obtained from field-tests served to 

validate the accuracy range of INSUL’s estimations. Demonstrated to provide sound 

transmission loss estimations within close range of single-glazed facades field-tested, double-

skin glass facades were modelled and simulated within the same INSUL configurations used 

to simulate sealed single-glazed facades and sealed single-skin facades.  
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Figure 4: Progression from sealed single-glazed facades to sealed double-skin facades based 

on improved sound transmission loss from analysed simulations. 

Using INSUL, sealed double-skin facades composed of three glass types were simulated 

under varied components. Considering standard parameters, three glass types, four thickness 

and four air-cavity depth, 48 were analysed (Fig. 4). 

RESULTS 

With field-measurements involving single-glazed facades as its enclosure, measured and 

recorded site conditions served as a baseline differentiating outdoor sound levels and indoor 

sound levels. Identifying differentiations between outdoor and indoor conditions in decibels 

(dB), its highest noise levels for traffic was implemented into simulated sealed single-skin 

facades and sealed double-skin facades. Obtained from field-tests, inputting the highest 

outdoor sound level to weight INSUL’s standard traffic noise (ISO 717) provided a more 

realistic setting for the analysis. Sound transmission loss (dB) obtained using INSUL were 

ordered by four standard glass thickness and separated based on the three laminate types: 

monolithic, PVB, and TSC.  Determining transmission loss due to varying parameters, all 

graphed simulations responds to the same outdoor sound level obtained from field-

measurements. Simulated sealed double-skin facades were composed into 3 charts separated 

by glass type. Displaying the influence of glass type, glass thickness, and air-cavity depth in 

reducing sound transmission, indoor sound levels resulting from the remaining outdoor sound 

level transmitted correspond to a shade of a given color.  The darkest shade of a given color 

indicates the thickest glass simulated. As the darkest shade indicates the largest glass 

thickness, lighter shades represent the smaller glass (Fig. 5). Comparison from single-glazed 

facades to single-skin facades, and single-skin facades to double-skin facades validated 

improved transmission loss resulting from double-skin facades. 

Sealed Double-Skin Facades 

Simulating sealed single-glazed facades, sealed single-skin facades, and sealed double-skin 

facades, increasing the air-cavity dimension provides increased sound transmission loss in 

comparison to glass thickness. As a result, increasing the air cavity depth for double-skin 

facades effectively reduced sound transmission within higher frequencies. Towards lower 

frequencies, air-cavity depth linked with maximum glass thickness improved sound 

transmission loss (Fig. 5). 

 

Fig. 5: Simulated sealed double-skin façade composed of monolithic glass  under ISO 717. 
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DISCUSSION 

Using Simulations configured to resemble realistic settings, sealed double-skin facades 

demonstrated to improve sound transmission loss. Field-testing is a fundamental procedure 

that reflects noise conditions in the current environment. In determining the parameters of a 

building’s glass facade, measuring existing conditions of its site enables designers to 

specifically address to its sound environment. For instance, as field tests were conducted 

within Los Angeles’ most concentrated commercial areas, the simulations and design support 

tool provides designers design solutions that would specifically respond to its current context. 

Mapping outdoor sound levels within an urban environment, highlighting high and low sound 

levels, designers can determine façade parameters that would reduce sound transmission loss 

with particular areas. Figure 6 displays high sound levels concentrated around commercial 

areas and streets with frequent traffic (Google Maps).  

 

Fig. 6: Outdoor sound levels obtained from field-measurements to compose a mapping tool 

indicating façade parameters necessary to respond to indicated outdoor sound conditions. 

Utilizing this study’s approach can increase architectural designers’ awareness in designing 

glass building enclosures and its response to its acoustic environment.  This study approach 

demonstrates the careful consideration necessary to provide acoustic comfort. As the methods 

conducted in this study redefines acoustic design for glass facades, it provides designers the 

opportunity to collaborate with the city in continuing efforts to improve indoor acoustics as 

well as environmental acoustics.  
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ABSTRACT 

Building and Transportation are the main consumers of final energy and emitters of GHG. In 

France, many efforts are made to improve energy performance of buildings, but the location 

of these buildings may erase the gains: 80 kWh/m²/yr of energy savings in a building is wiped 

off by 20 km by car every day for a year. 

The present study aims to assess the impact of the concept based on electric vehicle (EV) 

coupled with solar photovoltaic building, on the power grid. TRNSYS software was used to 

assess the source of energy (PV, Grid, EV battery) involved when EV is used for commuting 

to work. The EV battery is used as a power source to minimize the energy needs from the 

power grid during peaks of electricity demand. Twelve scenarios have been examined in order 

to integrate assumptions on plug-in, climate and commuting distance. Finally, the influence of 

efficiency reduction due to aging of PV cells has been evaluated on a case.  

Whatever the scenario is, the results show that, the annual PV energy production is greater 

than consumption, but as expected, does not match every time: for 50 to 70% of the time, the 

use of power grid is required. EV charging at work reduces drastically the need to the grid for 

consumption due to mobility. Moreover, the use of a plug-in station at home is particularly 

effective: EV battery acts as a source of additional electricity, it supplies the needs related to 

home electrical appliances and avoids the use of power grid during peak hours. Finally, the 

decrease of PV efficiency significantly reduces the energy sold to electricity supplier and 

increases the fraction of power grid in the energy supplied to the vehicle. 

Keywords: Building, Electrical Vehicle, V2H, Energy Balance 

INTRODUCTION  

In France, Building and Transportation sectors are the main consumers of energy and the 

largest emitters of greenhouse gas [1]. To balance this, the French government has enacted the 

"Grenelle" laws including, among other key measures, the Sustainable Building Plan and the 

development of electric mobility. The first is to promote the diffusion of energy positive 

buildings after 2020, the second is to develop electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles with the 

objective of 2 million units sold in 2020 (30% of vehicle sales in 2020). 

Considering these issues, development of solar mobility for individuals become a key point: 

energy positive buildings will be considered as production sites (PV) and become charging 

points for hybrid and electric vehicles. In addition, since on one hand, vehicles are parked on 

average 95% of the time and on the other hand the recharge time is long enough (a few 

hours), it seems interesting to take advantage of these periods of parking either in park lot of 

energy positive office buildings or on Park & Ride facilities equipped with PV [2]. Moreover, 

this Building-Transport convergence could be enhanced if EV batteries were used as energy 
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storage systems to cope with intermittent energy production and consumption (Vehicle-to-

Home Concept - V2H). 

This paper is the result of a part of the work made within the framework of POLINOTEN, a 

project funded by ADEME, whose purpose is to define how the French innovation policy 

towards solar mobility should be implemented. The study aims to assess the impact of the 

electric vehicle coupled with PV buildings on the power grid. Besides the energy used for 

moving, the EV battery also acts as a source of electricity to minimize the energy need from 

the power grid during peak electricity consumption. Plug-in scenarios, climate and 

commuting distance have been compared. The influence of aging of solar cells has also been 

investigated for one case. 

METHOD 

The study analyses the electric power balance of a French family living in an energy positive 

house (only household appliances consumption) located in suburban area. One of the adults 

goes to work during the day with an EV charged primarily by PV or otherwise by power grid. 

Vehicle plug-in modes 

Three modes were studied based on the location of PV and plug-in station (Figure 1). 

1) PV and plug-in station at home 

 

2) PV and plug-in station at work 

 

3) PV and plug-in station at home and at work 

 

Figure 1: Plug-in modes 

Commuting distance 

Two kinds of weekday trips are considered: a 50 km round trip and a 16 km round trip which 

matches respectively the median and average commuting distance for French employees [4]. 

This parameter is quite important in terms of the overall balance since 80 kWh/m
2
 of energy 

saved in building is wiped off by 20 km travelled by car every day for a year [5]. 

Climates 

Two French climates have been studied to compare the influence of solar production: Trappes 

in the north of France and Carpentras in the south of France. The annual productivity for 

optimal solar orientation of PV panel is respectively, 973 kWh/kWp and 1320 kWh/kWp [3]. 
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Electrical loads have been calculated through annual TRNSYS simulation with a 5 minutes 

time step. The assumptions for each component of the model are presented below. 

ASSUMPTIONS 

One relies on the high ranges of current performance. It was decided to adopt rather 

pessimistic hypothesis for 2030 by limiting the technological progress that can be expected. It 

is a way to prevent the risk of promoting a concept that would be unsustainable 

retrospectively. 

PV cells 

The model of PV panel used in the simulation is crystalline type (type 194a) of 140 Wp/m
2
. 

The yield between the DC output of PV cells and the AC input of the power grid was set to 

86%. It takes into account the efficiency of the inverter, the wire losses and unexpected 

disconnections due to power grid quality. The design of PV array at home is provided so that 

the house is energy positive over the year: for electrical appliances and mobility when plug-in 

at home is possible and only for appliances otherwise. Solar panels aimed to charge the 

vehicle at workplace cover 13 m
2
 of the roof above the parking lot. A power grid supply at 

work for the car is possible only if it cannot be plugged-in at home. 

Building and users 

The investigated house is an energy positive house (BEPOS: Bâtiment Energie POSitive). 

Regulatory energy consumption items related to heating, cooling and domestic hot water have 

not been considered. Only electrical appliances consumption of the house has been taken into 

account. This assumption is justified since this item will be dominant in the future. Electricity 

consumption habits have been set for home equipment. As no projection in 2030 exists, 

consumption patterns from IEA for 2002 and 2005 have been used [6]. According to surveys 

conducted with a 5 minutes time step, the annual power consumption of the family is around 

3028 kWh/year. At workplace, the power consumption has not been taken into account due to 

a lack of data. This strong assumption is realistic when you consider the alternative of park 

and ride facilities as a place to recharge the vehicle, disconnected from the workplace. 

Electric vehicle 

Electric vehicle is considered as a battery discharging when travelling. The battery model 

used in TRNSYS is a kind of lead battery (Type 47a) in which the state of charge (SOC) 

varies linearly for a constant power load or unload. The battery has a capacity of 25 kWh, 

depth of discharge (DOD) of 90%, a yield of load of 95%, a yield of unload of 90% and an 

estimated consumption of 0.2 kWh/km. One assumes the EV is only used to satisfy 

commuting distance (starting and returning times are respectively 8am and 5.30pm). The 

family does not use EV for travels during weekends. The actual journey duration is not taken 

into account; each trip is half an hour long (1 hour per day) and the vehicle's battery discharge 

more or less quickly depending on the length of the commuting distance. 

Power grid 

Power grid is modelled as a constant electric power of 3.7 kW (230 V and 16 A). 

Practices rules 

Practices rules modelled in TRNSYS by equations of Boolean type have been set up (figure 

2). It is assumed that power grid parity will be reached by 2030. Consequently, self-

consumption is favoured by assigning photovoltaic production primarily to home appliances, 

then load of the vehicle (if a plug-in station exists) and finally sale to the electricity supplier. 

Currently, considering Feed-In tariffs of solar electricity, priority is given to power grid. At 
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home and at work, the electric vehicle is loaded primarily by solar panels. Charging via the 

power grid is possible only if the SOC of the battery is too low to make one and a half times 

the daily commuting distance. Moreover, charging may only happen outside peak hours: at 

home between 10pm and 8am and at work between 10am and 12pm and between 2pm and 

5.30pm to avoid peak hours. 

 

Figure 2: Electric flux and uses priorities 

Between 6pm and 10pm, household appliances are supplied primarily through the car battery 

if its SOC is high enough (V2H concept). At workplace, this option is not available. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Among the data, particular attention is paid to the use of PV production and the appliances 

and EV consumption. Besides, energy profiles from the power grid with a 15 minutes time 

step, consistent with French data of CO2 content of power grid, are available. These results 

were used in another study to quantify the environmental impact of the concept [7]. 

Figure 3 shows three main indicators for each scenarios: the percentage of solar energy 

consumed by EV compared with its total energy consumption, the percentage of time the 

building is autonomous and does not use power grid, and finally the percentage of energy 

provided by EV for appliances consumption during peak periods (concept V2H) versus the 

total energy consumed during this period. 

 

Figure 3: Solar load of EV, Building autonomy and Peak load savings with V2H for 3 plug-in 

modes – H (Home), W (Work) and H+W (Home & Work), 2 climates, 2 commuting distances 
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Whatever the scenario is, the annual energy production from PV panels is greater than the 

consumption of appliances and EV, but as expected, does not match the demand all along the 

year: for 50 to 70% of the time, the use of power grid for appliances consumption is required. 

Otherwise, the percentage of solar energy consumed by EV is between 28 and 100% 

depending on the scenario. Charging at workplace reduces drastically the use of the power 

grid for mobility. For the shortest trip and sunniest climate case, no power grid is even 

required. Finally, plug-in station at home is particularly effective for peak-shaving. When EV 

battery acts as an additional source of electricity during peak hours, it covers between 80 and 

95% of the total energy consumed by electrical appliances of house during this period. 

 

Figure 4: Distribution of energy consumed by appliances and EV for 3 plug-in modes – H 

(Home), W (Work) and H+W (Home & Work), 2 climates, 2 commuting distances 

Figure 4 shows for each scenario, the source of energy consumed by appliances and mobility. 

Solutions combining plug-in station at home and at work (H+W) reduce the most the energy 

from power grid. The largest PV panels design also explains this result. An additional study 

was developed to examine the economic feasibility and the environmental impact of the 

aforementioned scenarios [7]. 

 

Figure 5: Distribution of solar production and energy consumed by EV and appliances for 

new and aged solar panels 

Finally, to assess the impact of a decrease in performance of PV cells due to aging, an 

additional simulation has been run. It was based on the following hypothesis: a 20% decrease 

of PV yield, 50 km commuting distance, Trappes climates and plug-in station at home and at 

work. 
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Figure 5 compares the distribution of solar energy production and sources of energy 

consumed by electrical appliances and the vehicle for new and old PV cells. When energy 

produced decreases by 20%, energy sold to the electricity supplier is primarily affected with a 

26% decrease. In addition, the power grid need for EV also increases by 17%; the percentage 

of solar load of EV varying then from 57 to 50%. For equipment, the decrease of PV yield 

does not affect the need to power grid. It is due to the fact that PV panels have been oversized 

as it has been designed for household appliances and mobility. 

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES 

This study examined the energy balance of the concept based on the Building - Transportation 

convergence. Several cases have been analysed according hypothesis on meteorological 

location, commuting distances and place of the plug-in station.  

The results show that despite an annual solar energy production greater than the energy 

consumed by electrical appliances and electric vehicle, energy from power grid is still 

required in order to fit the demand every day. To minimize the energy supply from the power 

grid, a plug-in station at home and at work seems to be efficient. During the day, the vehicle is 

charged at the workplace parking lot, whereas when it is back home, the EV battery meets the 

needs for household appliances during the peak load period. 

This energy study has served as a starting point for a larger study dealing with economic 

feasibility and environmental viability of solar mobility. Now, the aim is to define the best 

governmental policies in order to implement and develop this concept. 
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ABSTRACT  

The evaluation of cooling needs and summer comfort in buildings requires an accurate 

quantification of solar gains through window systems (glazing and solar shading). However, 

in dynamic thermal simulation tools, the modelling of shading devices is usually simplified: 

angular dependency of properties is neglected; shading devices are considered as perfect 

diffuser; internal reflections between the slats of a venetian blind are neglected or considered 

only as diffuse. In some cases these simplifications bring significant inaccuracies on the 

evaluation of solar gains entering the building, and, consequently, on the building thermal 

behaviour. Bi-directional Scattering Distribution Functions (BSDF) allows a more detailed 

modelling of materials and systems which enhances the characterisation of the window 

behavior. The use of these functions appears to be an appropriate way to consider optical 

angular properties of shading devices in dynamic thermal simulations: it increases the 

accuracy of results without requiring excessive computation time.  

This paper shows and discusses the results obtained when using-directional Scattering 

Distribution Functions in dynamic thermal simulation, for six common configurations of solar 

shading devices (external screen and venetian blinds of different characteristics), in 

comparison with those obtained by simplified modelling methods. The Window 7 software 

was used to generate BSDF data that were then used as input in the EnergyPlus V8 building 

energy simulation program. Results focus on transmitted solar energy through windows 

(double low E glazing) and cooling needs of a simple office room for the different solar 

shading devices.   

In conclusion, this study shows for several solar shading types (and their characteristics), the 

importance of considering optical angular properties in dynamic thermal simulation and the 

accuracy gained obtained by BSDF characterisation. 

Keywords: Solar shading, BSDF, dynamic thermal modelling, solar gains. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the main purposes of dynamic thermal simulations is the evaluation of cooling needs 

and summer comfort in buildings. This evaluation requires an accurate quantification of solar 

gains through window systems (glazing and solar shading). However, modelling of shading 

devices is usually simplified in most of the tools. 

For screens, the simplest models use fixed optical properties (with no dependence of 

incidence angle). For venetian blinds, more advanced models exist but present some 

simplifications. For example, EnergyPlus V8 [1] integrates a modelling inspired of ISO 15099 

[2] standard which neglects the fine slat subdivision and the directional and spectral 

characteristics of the reflexion onto the slats [3]. In some cases these simplifications bring 

significant inaccuracies on the evaluation of solar gains entering the building, and, 

consequently, on the building thermal behaviour. This is especially the case for venetian 

blinds with highly reflective slats [4]. 
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Characterizing the optical properties of glazing system by a Bidirectional Scattering 

Distribution Functions (BSDF) allows considering all these aspects in dynamic thermal 

simulation. Especially, the significant dependencies of angular properties on the profile angle 

for venetian blinds (obtained here from simulation), and on the solid angle for screens (here 

obtained from measurements) can be covered inside the more general formalism of BSDF. 

METHODOLOGY 

In EnergyPlus 8, a BSDF matrix can be input in order to define the angular optical properties 

(absorption, transmittance and reflectance) of the entire glazing complex (glazing and solar 

shading).  This matrix can be generated using WINDOW 7 software.  

For glazing equipped with screens, WINDOW 7 integrates a data base with angular optical 

properties measurements (BSDF) as an alternative for the simplified model (homogeneous 

diffusing shade). For glazing equipped with venetian blinds, an advanced radiosity calculation 

method (directional diffuse) and a more detailed slat subdivision and curvature is used to 

simulate the complex reflection between the slats of venetian blinds. This finally forms the 

BSDF pattern exported as input to EnergyPlus.   

This study compares results obtained by the use of these WINDOW 7 BSDF representation 

(Complex Shade Model) with results obtained by common shading devices modelling 

methods in EnergyPlus, namely the Shade modelling (perfectly diffusing and non angle-

dependant screen) and the Blinds modelling (roughly discretized and flat diffusing venetian 

blinds) [3]. 

CASE STUDY DESCRIPTION 

For this study, a simple office room having a 60% glazed façade, south oriented, was 

considered [Figure 1]. Key hypothesis for simulations are presented in Table 1.  

 

Figure 1: Geometry of the case study (office room). 

U-values 
South façade: U=0.32 W/m²K (EPBD requirements). The other walls 

are considered as adiabatic. 

Window 

Double Low E glazing (4-16-4) with a 90% argon gas layer. 

U=1.45 W/m²K; SHGC :0.58  

Distance between shading layer and glazing: 50 mm. 

No top, bottom and sides openings considered.  

Hygienic air flows 30m³/h.pers  

Infiltration 12m³/h.m² (v50) (EPBD default value for Belgium [8]). 

Internal gains 
Occupation: 123 W/pers and 10m²/pers; Equipment: 7.11 W/m²; 

Lighting: 10 W/m². 

Weather data Brussels- IWEC [9] 

Workings hours Full occupation from 9a.m. to 5 p.m. (on weekdays). 

Table 1: Key hypothesis considered for thermal simulations. 
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Two types of external shading devices have been tested (screens and venetian blinds). Table 2 

and Table 3 gives respectively the screens and the venetian blinds properties. 

Screen 

 Sc1 Sc2 

Openness Factor 5.24% 3.95% 

Thickness 0.7mm 1mm 

Solar Transmittance 13.73% 

 (mainly diffuse) 

4.59%  

(mainly directional) 

Solar Reflectance 44.85% 35.04% 

IR transmittance 5.24% 3.95% 

Emissivity 85.3% 86.4% 

Conductivity 0.15 W/m.K 0.15 W/m.K 

Table 2: Description of screen properties (normal hemispheric optical properties) 

BSDF characterising of glazing complex with screen were calculated using angular optical 

properties measurements (BSDF) included in the WINDOW 7 data base. Figure 2 and Figure 

3 illustrate the angular behaviour of Sc1 and Sc2 in function of the incidence angle (normal 

plan).  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Hemispheric Front Solar 

Transmittance of Sc1  

Figure 3: Hemispheric Front Solar 

Transmittance of Sc2  

As can be seen, the solar transmission of the first screen is relatively higher and more diffuse 

than the solar transmission of the second screen which is mostly directional. Therefore, the 

relative difference between results using the BSDF or the simplified model is expected to be 

lower for the first screen than for the second.  

Venetian blinds 

Two slats types with two different slat angles were studied (see Table 3) (no curvature is 

considered). These two slats differ mainly from their level of solar reflectance and from the 

shape of the spectral curve which interferes specifically with the one of the glazing. Spectral 

slat properties were measured by the Belgian Building Research Institute (BBRI).  

BSDF characterising of the glazing complex were then calculated from these measurements 

considering 5 subdivisions of the slat [6] while the Energy Plus Blind modelling is based on 

global coefficients and 2 subdivisions. 
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 Bl1_20 Bl2_20 Bl1_45 Bl2_45 

Slat angle (from horizontal) 20° 20° 45° 45° 

Slat width 65mm 65mm 65mm 65mm 

Slat separation 55mm 55mm 55mm 55mm 

Thickness 1mm 1mm 1mm 1mm 

Slat Solar Transmittance 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Slat Front Solar Reflectance 54% 4.8% 54% 4.8% 

Slat Back Solar Reflectance 54.8% 5.2% 54.8% 5.2% 

IR transmittance 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Emissivity 84%  84% 84%  84% 

Conductivity 100 W/m.K 100 W/m.K 100 W/m.K 100 W/m.K 

Table 3: Description of venetian blinds properties   

VARIABLES DESCRIPTION 

Results are discussed through the transmitted solar energy (amount of beam and diffuse solar 

radiation entering through the window) and the cooling needs (calculated in order to maintain 

air temperature of maximum 24°C during occupancy). 

RESULTS 

Screen 
 

 

Table 4: Comparison of main results for screens. 

 
Figure 4: Monthly transmitted solar energy 

trough window for Sc1 and Sc2. 

 
Figure 5: Annual zone cooling needs for 

Sc1 and Sc2. 

  Fixed Properties Complex Shade (BSDF)   

 
December transmitted solar energy [kWh] Relative difference [%] 

Sc1 6.59 6.66 1.06% 

Sc2 2.11 2.06 -2.37% 

 
July transmitted solar energy [kWh]   

Sc1 29.64 26.89 -9.28% 

Sc2 9.51 7.11 -25.24% 

 
Annual cooling needs [kWh]   

Sc1 622.83 593.22 -4.75% 

Sc2 508.75 469.57 -7.70% 
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Venetian blinds 

 
Figure 6: Monthly transmitted solar energy 

trough window for Bl1_20 and Bl2_20. 

 
Figure 7: Monthly transmitted solar energy 

trough window for Bl1_45 and Bl2_45. 

 
Figure 8: Annual zone cooling needs for 

Bl1_20, Bl2_20, Bl1_45 and Bl2_45. 

 

 

 

 
Blinds modelling Complex Shade (BSDF)   

  December transmitted solar energy [kWh] Relative difference [%] 

Bl1_20 15.76 16.72 6.09% 

Bl2_20 11.23 12.49 11.22% 

Bl1_45 5.84 6.2 6.16% 

Bl2_45 2.21 2.46 11.31% 

  July  transmitted solar energy [kWh]   

Bl1_20 52.54 58.3 10.96% 

Bl2_20 32.34 39.09 20.87% 

Bl1_45 32.42 35.49 9.47% 

Bl2_45 17.59 20.39 15.92% 

  Annual cooling needs [kWh]    

Bl1_20 724.65 791.84 9.27% 

Bl2_20 596.57 660.15 10.66% 

Bl1_45 581.4 621.1 6.83% 

Bl2_45 498.29 537.4 7.85% 

Table 5: comparison of main results for venetian blinds. 
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DISCUSSION  

For screens, no significant difference of transmitted solar energy is noticed during the winter. 

Main difference appears in summer when the sun is high in the sky. In this case, simple 

modelling with fixed properties overestimates transmitted solar energy. This is particularly 

true for Screen 2 which presents properties with high angular dependency (25% of monthly 

values of transmitted solar energy. This provokes an overestimation of cooling needs (up to 

7.7%). For Venetian Blinds, the common Energy Plus modelling globally underestimates 

transmitted solar energy. As seen previously for screens, main differences are noticed during 

the summer period. These differences appear to be more significant for low slat angle (closed 

to the horizontal) and are relatively more important for small values of glazing complex 

transmittance (up to 20.87% for Bl2). This provokes an underestimation of cooling needs (a 

difference of 10.66% was noticed). 

CONCLUSION 

This results comparison shows the importance of considering properly the angular 

dependency of optical properties for a precise evaluation of summer comfort and cooling 

needs with dynamic thermal simulation. BSDF characterizing of window complex represents 

a powerful way of introducing optical angular properties. This consideration allowed to 

highlight the under or over estimation of cooling needs generally obtained by simple 

modelling according to the type of shading device.  

FUTURE WORKS 

The enunciation of general rules concerning over- and under-estimations requires more in-

depth studies and replication of the obtained results with other products. More parameters 

may also be varied, such as the positioning of the shading devices with respect to glazing 

(inside or outside), possible specularity of slats or other special products, as well as different 

shading controls.  
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ABSTRACT 

A local solar energy generation with solar thermal collectors or photovoltaic modules 

combined with the use of ambient heat by heat pumps can provides powerful solutions in 

building heat supply for a one hundred per cent renewable energy strategy.  

This paper shows and characterises six heat generation system concepts with solar heat or 

electricity generation combined with heat pumps. The work is conducted as simulation study 

with Polysun
®
 applying best available technologies. The systems range from a mainly direct 

use of solar irradiation for heat generation, thus requiring highly efficient components to 

overcome the seasonal mismatch of solar irradiation and heat demand in the building, over 

combined systems using either glazed collectors for direct use and unglazed absorbers as heat 

source for the heat pump or high efficient selective absorbers for both direct and indirect use. 

Furthermore a system that uses a solar absorber with cold storage as only heat source for a 

heat pump is evaluated and compared to a classical air/water heat pump system. The systems 

are applied to a single family house with three different thermal qualities of the building 

envelope, which has been defined in the “Solar and Heat Pump Systems” project of the 

International Energy Agency, to which these results also contribute.  

The juxtaposition of the six systems shows and characterises solution pathways with its 

strength and weaknesses. The focus on solar thermal heat generation with seasonal heat 

storage reduces the electricity consumption to the lowest level. The heat generation only by 

heat pump comes with the highest electricity consumption but a combination with a PV 

generator leads to a high surplus electricity generation in summer. A combined solar heat and 

electricity generation with PVT modules reduces with a well-adapted control the electricity 

demand from the net to a comparable level to the seasonal solar heat storage and furthermore 

also produces surplus electricity. 

Keywords: heat pump, solar heat, photovoltaic 

INTRODUCTION  

Future energy supply systems need to support the transition from a mainly fossil to a 

predominantly renewable energy generation. The heat generation for space heating and 

domestic hot water in buildings plays an important role. Therein solar energy systems as well 

as heat pumps are key technologies. This study investigates combinations of solar heat and air 

source heat pump systems striving for high renewable energy shares in systems that are still 

robust and can be realized with a reasonable technical effort at affordable cost. Aim of the 

paper is a juxtaposition of systems that use the roof as part of the building envelope to 

generate energy and to show their individual characteristics and respective strength and 

weaknesses. The work has been conducted in the frame of the International Energy Agencies 

(IEA) Heat Pump Program (HPP) Annex 38 / Solar Heating and Cooling (SHC) Task 44 

“Solar and Heat Pump Systems” (A38T44) [1]. 
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METHOD 

The simulation study is conducted using Polysun
®
 [2]. The generated heat is used for space 

heating and domestic hot water preparation of a single family house (SFH) which has been 

defined in IEA HPP Annex 38 / SHC Task 44 "Solar and heat pump systems" (A38T44) as 

reference heat load, c.f.[3]. Therein, three building types called SFH15, SFH45 and SFH100 

are defined, where the numbers refer to the insulation quality and therewith the space heat 

demand of 15 kWh/m
2
/a, 45 kWh/m

2
/a or 100 kWh/m

2
/a as described in detail in [4]. The 

heat demand is in this study implemented as load profiles where no interaction with the 

building, e.g. due to higher flow temperatures, could appear and thus the heat load for all 

compared systems is equal with the particular reference. In all systems the heat distribution 

and emission systems are equal and the heat is supplied via a buffer storage that is heated 

whether by the heat pump or by the solar thermal collectors. Six different heat generation 

systems have been defined to evaluate their respective characteristics and are applied to the 

three different heat loads of A38T44 each. All simulations use the moderate climate data set 

for Strasbourg, a French city in central Europe. 

A south oriented and 45° inclined roof surface has been defined as possible area of up to 

50 m
2
 that could be covered either by solar thermal absorber area or photovoltaic panel area 

or photovoltaic-thermal absorber area (PVT) or a mixture of the named components. The 

photovoltaic generators in this simulation study supply the generated electricity to the grid. 

Furthermore all consumed electricity is taken from the grid. Hence, no electricity storage is 

considered, only the balance of electricity generation and consumption are evaluated on the 

bases of daily energy sums. The reason for the evaluation of a daily energy balance is that the 

heat storage is assumed to be able to store the heat for one day if an advanced control, which 

could not be modeled in the simulation environment, would be applied. The authors are well 

aware of the different handling of thermal and electric energy storage in this study, but 

concentrate on the system design for thermal energy supply and consider the photovoltaic 

generated electricity as potential use of the remaining roof area and as an estimation of a 

potentially own consumption of an own photovoltaic generator for SH and DHW heat 

demand. 

Applied tools and parameter data sets 

The used flat plate collector data set is the generic collector data set named “flat plate 

collector, premium quality” [2]. The storage tank model uses generic storage data with typical 

insulation thicknesses between 20 mm (e.g. for the heat pump source buffer in systems 5 and 

6) up to 200 mm (e.g. for the 10 m
3
 seasonal storage tank in system 3). For the air/water heat 

pump, performance data of a Viessmann Vitocal 350 A AWHI 351.A10 [5] are used. For the 

brine/water heat pump the data set “brine/water heat pump: heat pump 10 kW” [2] is taken. 

The photovoltaic generator is calculated with the “Photovoltaic polycrystalline PV module” 

which is identical to the one used in the PVT modules, which is taken from the data set 

“Photovoltaic thermal absorber: PVT collector 2” [2]. 

SYSTEMS 

System 1 is the reference variant for the energetic efficiency since it only uses an air/water-

heat pump (A/W-HP) without solar thermal heat generation. Hence all roof space remains for 

the PV system of 50 m
2
 (c.f. Figure 1, left). 

System 2 adds glazed solar thermal collectors of 8 m
2
 aperture area for the heat generation 

that is otherwise supplied by the A/W-HP. Hence, the PV surface is reduced to 42 m
2
 (c.f. 

Figure 1, right). 
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Figure 1 System and hydraulic scheme of system 1 (left) and system 2 (right) 

System 3 uses the whole roof surface for glazed thermal collectors for direct heat generation 

and seasonal heat storage extended to 10 m
3
 for this case. This leaves no space for PV (c.f. 

Figure 2, left). 

System 4 employs PVT modules for combined electricity and heat generation on the whole 

roof surface. These modules supply heat as far as possible directly to the buffer storage and 

serve furthermore as heat source for the heat pump over a 0.6 m
3
 brine buffer (c.f. Figure 2, 

right). 

 

Figure 2 System and hydraulic scheme of system 3 (left) and system 4 (right) 

System 5 keeps the hydraulic concept of system 4, but uses classic uncovered plastic 

absorbers as heat source. In this case no space is left for PV (c.f. Figure 3). 

System 6 equals system 5, except that instead of the plastic absorber, now selectively coated 

steel absorber plates are used. Again no PV space is available (c.f. Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3 System and hydraulic scheme of system 5 and 6 
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RESULTS 

Figure 4 shows the energetic evaluation results of the six systems for the building SFH15 on 

Minergie-P / passive house level; Figure 5 for the building SFH45 on new standard buildings 

level and Figure 6 for the building SFH100 an older existing building. 

Systems with a low share of directly solar thermal generated heat, where the heat comes 

mainly from the heat pump (systems 1, 4 & 5), come with the lowest quantity of generated 

heat. On the other way around, a high share of directly solar thermal generated heat leads to 

high heat losses, for the SFH15 building nearly doubling the demand. This effect decreases 

with higher heat demands and leads for the SFH45 to an increase of 47% and for the SFH100 

of 24%. This high quantity of generated heat for high solar thermal shares affects on the other 

hand the electricity demand only in a smaller degree because of the high efficiency of directly 

solar thermal heat generation. This leads to the smallest total electricity consumption for the 

systems 3 and 6 (in Figure 4 to 6 the sum of PV self-usage and grid electricity consumption). 

In contrast to this the systems with mainly heat pump heat generation (1, 4 & 5) result in the 

highest total electricity consumption due to their compared to solar heat lower efficiencies. 

 

Figure 4 Results of the system comparison for the building SFH15 

 

Figure 5 Results of the system comparison for the building SFH45 
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Figure 6 Results of the system comparison for the building SFH100 

Considering the grid electricity consumption, where the self-generated and -used electricity 

from PV is yet subtracted, this result in a differing assessment of the systems, using the 

assumption of a restricted roof area. In systems 3, 5 and 6 the roof area is already completely 

covered with thermal collectors and hence no PV generator could be realised – so all 

electricity consumption comes from the grid. In systems 1, 2 and 4 a PV system can generate 

electricity at least partly in the roof area. This PV electricity is in this study primarily used for 

the heat generation system. The remaining electricity demand is then taken from the grid.  

Table 1 summarises the relevant results for the electricity discussion of all three buildings and 

six heat generation systems with the following four resulting values: 

 the ratio of generated heat in relation to the heat demand 

 the surplus PV electricity that could not be used for the heat generation 

 the total electricity consumption of the heat generation systems 

 the electricity consumption from the grid 

 

 

Table 1 System simulation results for the three building types and six heat generation systems 
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Comparing the grid electricity consumption of one building standard instead of the total 

electricity consumption it can be seen that, with the assumption / the aim of an as far as 

possible daily use of the PV electricity in the heat generation system, the grid electricity 

consumption could be reduced significantly. For the systems 1 and 2 with pure heat pump 

heat generation or a small solar thermal share, the grid electricity consumption could be 

reduced by two thirds. A combined heat and electricity generation with PVT collectors as heat 

source for the heat pump (system 4) reduces the grid electricity consumption to the level of a 

highly efficient solar thermal heat generation with seasonal heat storage as in system 3. 

Beyond that system 4 delivers surplus PV electricity in summer time. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A parallel heat generation with solar thermal collectors and a heat pump, both working on a 

combi-storage or buffer-storage for space heating and domestic hot water preparation, could 

reduce the electricity demand with increasing solar thermal heat share and be a robust solution 

if some rules like storage stratification or small temperature lift for the heat pump are 

respected. A combination of heat pump and photovoltaic represents a technically simple and 

flexible solution that could reduce the grid electricity consumption to a level slightly higher 

than a seasonal solar thermal heat storage system if an improved control strategy for high PV 

self-usage is used and furthermore supplies surplus PV electricity. A further developed and 

optimised combination of heat pump and PVT-collector as source for the heat pump delivers 

the highest specific energetic collector yield and is able to reduce the grid electricity 

consumption to the level of a seasonal solar thermal heat storage system with additional 

surplus PV electricity. 
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ABSTRACT  

There are quite a number of established passive design strategies geared towards indoor 

thermal comfort of spaces in the current climate for the many climatic zones in the world. It 

has been hard to fully answer the question on how effective these different approaches to 

passive indoor comfort will be in the future presuming that the climate, boundary conditions 

around the building, the future modification of space and its use in the building’s life time 

may not remain stationary. In line with the fact that buildings and climate are inextricably 

linked and that indoor thermal performance of buildings is closely related to climate, it is 

becoming increasingly difficult to ignore the need for probabilistic analysis of the changing 

climate hand in hand with the analysis of thermal performance of indoor spaces over an 

extended time scale. There is need to ensure that indoor spaces remain thermally comfortable 

and energy efficient both in the short term and long term future while being subjected to the 

warming effects of climate change. Using defined parametric thermal simulations, this study 

presents results of work that characterize the potential of climate change in Nairobi, Kenya on 

a number of passive design pathways with regard to their effectiveness in minimising indoor 

overheating effects of the increase in atmospheric temperature caused by climate change. By 

quantifying the extent of thermal discomfort as a function of the ambient climate scenarios 

and properties for the various parameters investigated, the most effective passive measures in 

reducing or eliminating the negative impacts of climate change on indoor thermal comfort and 

cooling energy consumption were identified for future climate projection A2 (2080-2100) for 

Nairobi. All in all, if a space is able to passively reduce overall indoor overheating, carbon 

emissions from the use of active means to meet the remaining cooling energy is reduced. This 

therefore resonates with the idea of adaptive mitigation.  

Keywords: Climate change, Passive thermal comfort, Adaptation, Mitigation 

INTRODUCTION  

Predictions of the world’s climate point to an increasingly warmer world [1]. In recognition of 

the strong evidence that climate change is happening, the impact of climate change on our 

built environment is a subject generating considerable interest. With the inevitable effects of 

global warming and the awareness that that buildings have a relatively long lifespan which 

could easily reach 50 to 100 years, heightens the need to look towards the future and institute 

appropriate measures now. This therefore prompts the need to future-proof buildings against 

the effects of a changing climate. 
 

The central objective of this study is to evaluate a range of established passive
1
 design 

strategies used in a tropical urban climate with regard to reviewing their effectiveness in 

reducing indoor thermal discomfort which is set to get worse in the changing climate. This 

                                                 
1  The term “Passive design” in this study’s context applies to low energy design achieved not by electromechanical means, but by 

the building’s particular morphological organisation to enable the indoor temperature of the building to be modified through natural and 
ambient energy sources in the natural environment. [4] 
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study seeks to answer the question: To what extent will passive means of achieving indoor 

thermal comfort be able to reduce overheating of spaces? How effective will different 

approaches to passive comfort cooling be under a changing climate? How can tropical urban 

designs be best adapted to reduce further impacts of climate change and withstand ongoing 

changes of the increase in atmospheric temperature? It will, in the end, determine which 

passive means of adaptation perform ‘best’ in the worst case climate scenario future 

projection A2
2
(2080-2100). 

 

This inquiry is based on the premise that by changing design parameters such as shape, 

orientation, and envelope configuration, a high-quality designed building can consume 40% 

less energy and adapt better to climate than a low-quality designed one [2].  Using defined 

parametric thermal simulations, this study presents results of work that characterize the 

potential of climate change in Nairobi, Kenya on a number of passive design parameters with 

regard to their effectiveness in minimising the negative impacts of increase in atmospheric 

temperature caused by climate change.  By quantifying the extent of thermal discomfort as a 

function of the ambient climate scenario and properties of various parameters investigated, the 

most effective passive measures in reducing or eliminating the negative impacts of climate 

change on indoor thermal comfort and subsequent cooling energy consumption were 

identified.  

PARAMETRIC STUDY 

Introduction 

Studies on various passive cooling techniques are extensive and different scholars have 

established preferred passive cooling techniques suitable for Nairobi’s (1°17′S 36°49′) 

tropical climate for the current (21st century) atmospheric temperatures [3] [4] [5] [6]. This 

study will investigate nine of these preferred passive design parameters alongside 5-6 design 

variables for each parameter undertaken for both current and future climate scenario 

A2(2080-2100)  as listed here below: 

a. Floor plate shape: Circle, Ellipse, Rectangle, Rhombus, Square, Trapezium, Triangle 

b. Floor plate configuration: Elongated, M-Plan, Rectangular courtyard, Square 

courtyard, U-Plan, W-Plan 

c. Floor plate orientation: 5oEast of North, NEE-SWW, NWW-SEE, E-W, N-S, NE-SW, 

NW-SE 

d. Window to Wall ratio: 100% solid, 15% glazed, 25% glazed, 50% glazed, 75% 

glazed, 100% glazed 

e. Window Orientation: North window, South window, East window, West window, 

East + West window, North + South window, Window on all sides 

f. Glazing material: 4mm single glazing, 6mm single glazing, 10mm glazing with cavity, 

Double glazing, Low-E Double glazing, Low-E Triple glazing, Triple glazing. 

g. External wall material: Fully glazed, Brick faced concrete,  Heavy weight concrete, 

Insulated concrete, Light weight concrete, Aluminium, Stone. 

h. External Shading devices: Balcony, Horizontal shading, vertical shading, recessed 

windows, Not shaded. 

i. Ventilation rate: 2 Air changes per hour, 4 Air changes per hour, 6 Air changes per 

hour, 8 Air changes per hour, 10 Air changes per hour, 12 Air changes per hour 

                                                 
2  The A2 scenario family describes a very heterogeneous world. The underlying theme is self reliance and preservation of local 

identities. An  increasing population. Economic development is primarily regionally oriented and per capita economic growth and 
technological change more fragmented and slower than other storylines [1] 
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Software used 

IES-VE3, a dynamic building energy simulation software was used to perform thermal 

simulations. It consists of a suite of integrated analysis tools, which can be used to investigate 

the performance of a building either retrospectively or during the design stages of a 

construction project4. Climatic data for the two climate scenarios under study was input as 

outdoor temperature in IES VE software to perform indoor temperature analysis for each 

model. The software calculated indoor temperatures for one design day for each month. This 

study’s results present average indoor temperature data calculated for Monday (24hrs) for all 

months in the respective climate scenario modelled. 

Climatic Data used 

Average monthly minimum and maximum temperatures, for the 20th Century(1960-2000) 

and A2(2080-2100) climate scenarios  for Nairobi’s Dagoretti meteorological station were 

downloaded directly from the IPCC  Data Distribution Website. This climatic data will 

present results for extreme indoor temperature that is Low (1960-2000) and high (A2-2080-

2100). 

Simulation Assumptions 

All spaces simulated are assumed to be free running with a floor to ceiling height of 3 metres 

and a floor depth of 5metres. Additionally, partitioning, doors, beams and columns have been 

omitted from the data input in IES VE simulating software. Isolated single room enclosures 

highlighting the various parameters listed above were analysed, with an assumption that the 

room under investigation is single banked (with a one room deep section) as illustrated in 

fig.1 below. This is in the view that a single banked room is a more challenging space to 

design for when it comes to reducing indoor heat gain from the ambient climate compared to 

double banked rooms et al. This room will be modified to pick characteristics of parameters 

under investigation and in the end, the most resilient parameters to extreme climate will be 

picked out for further investigation. Internal heat gains have been taken into account and 

included in the room temperature analysis between 8am to 6pm (Normal office working 

hours). These values are as listed in the CIBSE-A [7], under benchmark allowances for 

internal heat gains in a typical office building for a density occupation of 12m2 of floor space 

per person. The values used are as summarised here below: 

 • Heat gain from people= 6.7W/m2 

 • Heat gain from lighting with dimming allowance = 8W/m2 

 • Heat gain from equipment = 15W/m2  

 
                                                 
3 Virtual Environment by Integrated Environmental Solutions 
4 An overview of IES VE software is given online in :http://www-embp.eng.cam.ac.uk/software/iesve (Accessed  March 2013) 

Figure 1: Drawing highlighting single banked room being 

investigated in this study. 
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Evaluation strategy: 

To quantify the levels of thermal discomfort for each variable investigated, the thermal 

comfort temperature levels for each climate scenario  was calculated using the Humphreys  

thermal neutrality formulae5 for free running buildings [8]. The hourly values of indoor 

temperature above the thermal comfort levels per floor were then calculated over a 24 hour 

period of the design day for all the months and the net value of thermal discomfort in °C 

hours (°C h) was then calculated. Net thermal discomfort levels were used as the main 

performance index to pick out the most favourable passive strategies. The most favourable 

parameters were highlighted and later put together to perform an integrated effect.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

 

Table 1 and Graph 1 above summarize the results detailed in table 3. To investigate an 

integrated effect on indoor thermal comfort of the most favourable passive design strategies as 

identified above, a model with properties highlighted in table 1 was simulated in IES VE 

presenting results for 20th Century and A2(2080-2100) climate scenarios. Table 2 below 

summarises results of this integrated effect.  

 

 

 
 

 

The results of an integrated effect of the most favourable passive parameters indicate that: 

i. Although it doesn’t completely eliminate the risk of overheating, an integrated effect 

of passive design strategies is more successful in reducing indoor thermal discomfort 

levels rather than one particular strategy in the two climate scenarios modelled. 

ii. Thermal discomfort in A2 scenario is likely to be more than double that of the 20th 

Century scenario. 

iii. We will have to persevere relatively high peak temperatures for longer in future cli-

mate A2(2080-2100) compared to the current scenario.  

                                                 
5 Humphreys (1978) examined a large number of comfort studies, correlated thermal neutrality with the prevailing climate, and for 

free-running buildings suggested the equation Tn = 11.9 + 0.534 To.av (where To.av is the month’s mean outdoor temperature), thus laid the 

foundation of the adaptability model. [6] 

Table 1: A summary of the net values of thermal 

discomfort recorded for the best performing passive 

design parameters highlighted in Table 3. 

 

Graph 1: Graph illustrating the net values of thermal 

discomfort for the best performing passive design 

parameters highlighted in Table 3. 

 

Table 2: A summary of results for the integrated effect of the best performing passive design parameters 

identified. 
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Table 3: Bar graphs summarising parametric results of the study. Highlighted in lighter shades are the best 

performing parameters under each design variable investigated.  
. 
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CONCLUSION 

The  main purpose of this study was to gain a deeper understanding of the role of established 

passive design strategies outlined by various authors in the delivery of thermally comfortable 

indoor spaces in a changing tropical climate. Passive design parameters were evaluated within 

two clearly defined climatic contexts: The 20th Century and A2(2080-2100) climate 

projections specifically for Nairobi, Kenya. In summary, the results of this small study 

suggest that:      

i. As expected, design elements such as the spatial layout of the building; its 

orientation; the number, size and location of windows; shading devices around it; 

the thermal resistance and heat capacity of its envelope as well as its orientation 

with respect to the sun path have a significant effect on indoor thermal comfort. 

However, no combination of passive design parameters is able to entirely 

eliminate the risk of overheating in the two climate scenarios investigated. 

ii. The relationship between increase in external temperature due to climate change 

and increase in internal temperature and indoor thermal discomfort is linear. 

iii. Even in the best performing buildings, compromise is an inevitable part of design 

and specification. Therefore, passive design considerations will no doubt be 

subject to the process of trade-off in achieving the right balance of priorities for a 

particular project. A balance of day lighting and visual comfort with the outdoors 

and natural ventilation should be achieved while at the same time trying to achieve 

the most favourable indoor thermal temperatures that requires a smaller window to 

wall ratio. 

iv. There is need to cool the thermal mass of the external walls at night in Nairobi’s 

climate given that external walls are likely to store a lot of heat energy from the 

sunlit hours during the day, which makes night cooling of the walls ideal. Light 

weight and low thermal mass envelope materials seemed to be most favourable for 

Nairobi’s climate, especially the ones that display multidirectional heat effects that 

ensure the retarding of as much heat as possible during the day and at the same 

time having a higher rate of heat loss at night when the outdoor temperature is low. 
 

This study was motivated by the world’s increasing concern about the effect of global 

warming on the built environment. The presented work aims to contribute to the selection and 

application of building design strategies which aim to prevent and/or reduce indoor 

overheating of free-running office buildings in Nairobi’s carbon constrained tropical climate. 
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ABSTRACT 

Energy performance modelling can provide insights into the efficiency and sustainability of 

commercial buildings, and also the achievement of certification standards such as USGBC 

LEED. However, the results from the modelling must be validated via a post-construction 

evaluation, which quantifies any discrepancies between the predicted energy usage and the 

actual energy consumed. In this study, an existing office building was examined to test how 

well the model predicts energy usage. The results from the model were com-pared with the 

actual usage of gas and electricity over two years (2010-2011). Our study showed a 123% 

higher in gas usage, and a 36% lower in electricity, compared with the simulation. This 

difference presents that occupant behaviour and building construction practices have 

significant impact on the energy usage of a building. For instance, the large discrepancy 

among gas usage is due to the office building’s thermal envelope, which identifies the spots at 

which heat leaks out of the building, thereby forcing the heating unit to work more. 

Additionally, post occupancy evaluation study identified that indoor environmental conditions 

impact on energy consumption of the building. 

Keywords:. Indoor environmental quality; Post occupancy evaluation; Energy simulation; 

Energy efficiency; User Satisfaction 

INTRODUCTION  

There is often a significant discrepancy between the designed and the actual total energy use 

in buildings. The reasons for this difference are generally poorly understood, and often have 

more to do with the role of human behaviour than the building design. 

One limitation of current research would be that it focuses mostly on building-related factors, 

such as climate, building envelope and HVAC systems rather than human related aspects [7]. 

All of the factors, however, including building operation, occupants’ activity and behavior, 

and indoor environmental quality, need to be analyzed using real measured energy 

consumption data [6,7].  

Post occupancy evaluation (POE) is one of the most important efforts for energy consumption 

reduction while enhancing indoor environmental quality and occupant satisfaction.  Raftery et 

al pointed out that user patterns would be a one of the important factors for total energy 

consumption modeling and adjustment of error [9].  Loftness et al showed that measured field 

data on IEQ, user satisfaction and the technical attributes of building systems (TABS) 

supports ongoing opportunities for energy conservation while meeting IEQ standards [2,6].  

The goal of this study is to better understand and strengthen the knowledge for effective total 

energy usage in buildings by analyzing energy usage and expenses, sustainable practices and 

materials during construction, and the indoor environment quality.  

We highlight areas of efficient performance, as well as deficiencies within the building.  

Following our assessment, we provide strategies that can improve its energy efficiency, 
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occupant comfort and the building’s marketability through additional the U.S. Green Building 

Council (USGBC) Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification. 

These strategies will also factor in the cost of adopting the recommendations to provide the 

building owner with insights into the return from such investments, since not all benefits are 

quantifiable.  

METHODS 

Our approach for assessing the overall performance of the commercial building is to focus on 

three areas: thermal envelope, energy usage and indoor environment quality.  The energy 

usage comparison was conducted through the use of gas and electricity bills dating back to 

May 2010.  This data was then compared to the energy simulation conducted using the 

eQUEST DOE-2 based simulation modelling tool [8].  Energy consumption was normalized 

for the heating and cooling degree-days to determine how well the building was actually 

performing.   

To evaluate the thermal envelope, we used a thermo graphic camera to take pictures of the 

building exterior, work areas and the wall connections of the entire indoor space. This enabled 

us to identify areas of heat loss inside and outside the building.  We also researched the 

materials of the building and their respective U-Values to compare with our actual findings 

from the pictures taken.  Lastly, indoor environmental quality field measurements were taken 

over two days in the office building in Pittsburgh, PA.  The first measurements were taken on 

April 2nd, 2012, and the second set on April 17 and 18, 2012.  Both were workdays with a 

number of employees present in the office.  On the first day, thermo graphic pictures, digital 

photos, surveys and NEAT cart measurements were taken for all rooms and spaces, including 

the basement.  The subsequent days were used to capture additional thermo graphic and 

digital pictures, conduct interviews, distribute longer occupant surveys, and setup the 24-hour 

Airquity measuring system.   

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT CONDITION 

Building information, Equipment, and Controls 

The building in this case study is Architectural building (Figure 1, Figure 2) in Pittsburgh, PA 

and is owner occupied.  It has 1 ½ floor plus a basement. The total floor area is 1,650 ft
2
 (153 

m
2
) with a conditioned volume of 23,100 ft

3 
(654 m

2
). The total wall and window area is 

2,716 ft
2
 (252 m

2
) and 182 ft

2 
(27 m

2
), respectively. When the TAI+LEE group took over the 

building it had to be completely reconstructed since there was no insulation, and the roof had 

caved in.  Therefore, they had to start from scratch by reconstructing the floor, walls and roof.  

 

    

Figure 1. Exterior Figure 2. Work area Figure 3. Radiant floor & thermal graphic 

image 

The radiant floor system serves as the primary heating unit for the building (figure 3).  It has a 

much smaller rated output of 42 kBTU/h versus 117 kBTU/h for the standard building.  Its 

performance ratings are 96 for the EFF and 17 for the EER, compared to 80 and 8.9 for the 

traditional unit.  TAI+LEE also installed a supplemental air heat pump to heat and cool the 
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building during extreme weather conditions.  Although this system was installed to operate 

under the most extreme weather conditions, it is a high efficient system with a variable speed 

blower motor and is rarely used throughout the year. 

The building is ventilated using two ERV systems, one in the basement (130cfm) and one on 

the first floor (200cfm) above the bathroom.  The unit in the basement must be in constant 

operation to help control for humidity.  However, the unit in the first floor is not used as often, 

since it is sufficient to manually ventilate the space by opening the windows on the north and 

south walls and the skylights.  

Another controller is responsible for the ERV, AC and heater as a sub-system.  Under normal 

conditions, passive techniques for ventilation are used, such as opening the skylights or front 

and rear windows.  We noticed that the employees rarely used this control due to its multiple 

settings and the necessity to readjust once comfort level is reached.  Although they prefer 

passive techniques, it has its own inconveniences, as workers tend to stay focused until the 

thermal comfort is unbearable.  When the ceiling fan was turned on, it made a significant 

positive impact for air circulation.  

Interviews conducted with the employees revealed that the indoor thermal controls were 

complicated to use, and most preferred to leave it alone.  There are multiple devices for 

controlling various systems in the building.  When the building was first finished, the central 

thermostat did not have an automated timer. This resulted in a significant time lag between 

when it was turned on and when the radiating floors would come into effect.  A workaround 

for this was to turn on the heat pump while the radiating floor system took time to ramp up.  

Consequently, this resulted in higher electricity use until they installed an automated 

mechanism that set the temperature to 72°F (22.2°C) at 6 AM in the morning and 65°F 

(18.3°C) after 8 PM and on weekends 

ENERGY ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

Thermal Envelop 

One method to understand the large discrepancy among gas usage is to assess the office 

building’s thermal envelope. This helps to identify the spots at which heat leaks out of the 

building, thereby forcing the heating unit to work more. A thermo-graphic camera identified 

multiple spots of heat loss on the front sidewall of the building.  

A blower door test was performed for this building in 2008.  The simulated infiltration was 

0.3 ACH (Air exchange per hour), but the results from the test returned 0.4 ACH.  The leaks, 

which were from the wire installations of the solar PV panels located on the second floor, 

were supposedly fixed shortly thereafter.  However, Thermal graphic image shows some 

residual heat loss at the junction between the roof joist and the wall.  Also, there are additional 

leaks in the conference room.  Overall, the majority of the leaks occur in the north wall/area 

of the building (Figure 4, Figure 5)  

 

      

Figure 4. Images of loft ceiling area  
(Left: normal, Right: thermal Image) 

Figure 5 Images of conference area  
(Left: normal, Right: thermal Image) 
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Comparison of Simulation and Energy Bill 

An energy simulation was conducted on this project via eQUEST software and was compared 

against a reference case commercial building with the same floor area, volume and weather 

conditions (Pittsburgh, PA, USA).  This building has a 36% lower average u-value for the 

entire building (0.051 btu/hr-ft2-f), with increased R-values coming from the roof, floor and 

windows construction.  In addition, it employs a more efficient and smaller HVAC system 

due to the improved thermal envelope.  In addition, it contained only 2% total duct leak, 

compared with the expected 11% for the reference commercial building.  Therefore, 

TAI+LEE outperforms the reference case by 52% on cost and 32% on electricity use over the 

course of the year.  

Although the simulation shows that the building surpasses the reference commercial building, 

we wanted to compare the actual performance of the building to the simulated results.  Based 

on the gas and electricity bills, this project used a total of 130,807 and 103,171 kBTUs for the 

years 2010-2011 and 2011-2012, respectively.  The simulation estimated a total energy usage 

of 101,184 kBTUs. However, the heating degree day (HDD) and cooling degree day (CDD) 

for 2008 may be different than those for which we analysed.  Therefore, we normalized each 

year’s total energy usage by its respective HDD and CDD and separated it by electricity and 

gas use (Figure 6).  Comparing their EUI to the 2003 CBECS data for office buildings, this 

building fell within the 25th percentile for electricity use (6.98 kWh/sq. ft.).  However, their 

natural gas (47.09 cf/sq. ft.) put them in the 50-75th percentile range.  This agrees with the 

findings above that they are using electricity efficiently, but gas use is suboptimal - possibly 

due to leaks within the thermal envelope.  

 

 
Figure 6. Normalized Energy Usage 

 

Indoor Environmental Quality Evaluation: Thermal Comfort 

In order to enhance the environmental profile of the work group beyond the descriptions 

possible with spot measurements, twenty-four hour continuous measurements were taken in 

one location of the office.  An Aircuity Optima system is utilized to measure temperature, 

relative humidity, CO2, CO, large and small particulates, TVOC, radon, and ozone.  In this 

study, we are focused on thermal environmental qualities and findings.  

Spot and 24 hour continuous air temperature measurements (1.1m, 0.6m, 0.1m) ranged 

between 68-78°F (20 - 25.6°C), average 73°F (22.8°C), comfortably within the seasonal 

comfort zone (Figure 7).  
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 Figure 7. IEQ thermal comfort measurement and user satisfaction survey result  

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

Comparative analyses showed that energy usage discrepancies between the predicted and 

actual usages were significant. Based on the gas and electricity bills, the building used a total 

of 130,807 and 103,171 kBTU for the years 2010-2011 and 2011-2012, respectively, whereas 

the simulation predicted a total energy usage of 101,184 kBTU. The TAI+LEE commercial 

building was a well-thought out and executed retrofit on a dilapidated storage garage.  Its use 

of high-quality, sustainable materials and selection of HVAC components are impressive.  

The electricity EUI was excellent as it fell within the 25th percentile of office buildings 

surveyed in the 2003 CBECS, and outperformed its energy simulation in 2008. In regards to 

the indoor environment quality, all measurements were within the comfort range and all 

employees enjoyed working in the building.  With that said, there were some areas that could 

have been improved.  The natural gas EUI did not perform as well, since it fell within the 50-

75th percentile of the CBECS 2003 [3].  

Since the HDD and CDD may vary year by year, each year’s total energy usage was 

normalized by its respective HDD and CDD and separated it by electricity and gas use. 

Although the simulation predicted the total energy use relatively well, larger discrepancies 

were found after differentiating between electricity (36% lower than actual) and gas use 

(123% higher than actual).  In general a building simulation analysis is expected to predict the 

usage in less than 10%. One method to understand the large discrepancy among gas usage is 

to assess the office building’s thermal envelope. This helps to identify the spots at which heat 

leaks out of the building, thereby forcing the heating unit to work more. A thermo-graphic 

camera identified multiple spots of heat loss on the front sidewall of the building.  It infers 

that that occupant behaviour and building construction practices may have significant impacts 

on the energy usage of a building.  Accordingly, the design of a building needs to be 

incorporated with occupants’ behaviours and interaction with their indoor environment. 

Additionally, it would be better that building codes and certification standards include 

requirements for best practice at construction sites to ensure proper installation and storage of 

materials. 

Simplify Control Systems 

The appearance of multiple controls mounted on the wall can be daunting for new and 

existing employees.  Currently, the central thermostat control for floor heating does not need 

to be adjusted, since it is running on a timer and thermostat.  The sub control can adjust the 

A/C, fan and heating, but is rarely used due to its complexity and the employees’ aversion to 

making too many adjustments.  Our first recommendation is to provide another training 

session solely for the Mitsubishi control and to educate them on the situations for appropriate 

use.   
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Although employing a consolidated automation control system would not be practical under 

current conditions, this could have been an option during the initial retrofit.  Integrating once 

of these systems would remove the wall full of controllers and consolidate it into one 

touchscreen unit.  The primary benefit of such a system would be difficult to quantify, but can 

provide much more convenience and comfort for employees, thereby increasing productivity, 

and additional security for the building. 
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ABSTRACT   

In the context of low energy buildings we study the impact of the incoming radiation through 
a window (sun patch) on the heating and cooling demand. Existing studies have shown that 
not considering the sun patch and fast climatic variations (Figure 4, Global radiation) can lead 
to important differences in energy power evaluation [1, 2, 3]. In this paper we present a 3D 
envelope model taking into account the minute-wise sun patch evolution. Simulation results 
are analysed for a low energy cell. 
A numerical model has been developed in order to simulate the transient thermal behaviour, 
with a refined spatial (3D) and temporal (down to one minute time step) discretization of the 
single room. For each node of the grid, the energy conservation equations are developed. 
They traduce balance between short-wave and long-wave irradiations, convection, air 
enthalpy and three-dimensional heat conduction. The particularities of the program are that it 
projects the sun patch on the inner walls, the conduction is treated in three dimensions and 
climatic minute-wise variations are taken into account.  

As main results, the surface temperature evolution, the air temperature evolution and the 
heating or cooling power necessary to maintain an inner air set-point temperature are 
calculated at each time-step. Heating or cooling power is compared to the power calculated 
with no sun patch incorporation (solar loads only on the floor). Conclusions are made on the 
importance of the integration of the sun patch and its impact on the observed results.  
Keywords: sun patch, fast climatic variations, heating and cooling power, insulated cell 

INTRODUCTION  

Electrical energy savings has become an important issue. Among the consumption sources, 
the building’s sector represents 40% of the consumed energy in France. The heating power 
represents 2/3 of the total power consumption of the buildings sector [4] so that, in January 
2009 for example, heating power represented a third of the total maximal power demand [5] 
(Figure 1). Therefore, a particular attention is given to the development of low energy 
buildings, which are strongly insulated and require less energy demand.  
Very often, the overall power charged by the supplier is done according to simplified models, 
which do not evaluate the power peaks in time and do not integrate fast climatic variations in 
time [6]. On Figure 2, we can observe power discrepancies: the power charged by the supplier 
compared to the power measured does not overlap. The power charged by the supplier does 
not evaluate variations in time of the power consumption.  

In dynamic simulations, the predominant method used to estimate the heat load is done by 
using the heat balance equation of the zone [7, 8, 9]. The heat is supplied to the air node by 
convection and/or radiation. Then, the heating load is estimated in order to reach the set-point 
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temperature.  When the temperature of the zone is higher than its set-point, the value of the 
load is set to zero. This method is coupled to the transient behaviour of the zone. In TrnSys 
for example, in order to describe a building zone, the walls have to be defined. They are 
considered as “black boxes” and the “thermal history” of the walls is defined using the 
transfer function method [10]. Using TrnSys for simulations of high thermal inertia walls, 
when they reach a certain value of thickness, can lead to important problems [11, 12, 13]. 
Also, heat conduction transfer through a wall is evaluated in one dimension, only. 

 
Figure 1: Heating power among the overall power 

consumption 

 
        Figure 2 : Power charged 
                by the supplier 

The aim of the actual work is to better evaluate the power peaks for low energy buildings. In 
order to do this, it is important to better model the envelop so that it takes into account more 
accurately the weather variations in time. In order to consider weather variations in time we 
use one minute time-step weather data and the sun patch is located for each minute. In order 
to locate the sun patch, we have discretized the walls in control volumes and used the 3D heat 
conduction equation in order to model more accurately the heat exchanges through the walls. 
Then, the heating or cooling load is evaluated for given set-point temperatures.   

METHOD 

The building envelop is modeled following a three dimensional approach. The model 
represents a single room with a window.  

The walls of the model are discretized. However, only a single air node is taken, considering 
that the air stratification has been neglected in this study in regard to the surface temperature 
distribution. The partial differential heat conduction equation in three dimensions for the 
temperature of the control volumes  is applied to all the volumes  of the cells. The heat 
conduction equation has been coupled to the convective and radiation exchanges.  

𝐶𝑉
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑡 =   𝜆!

𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑥 !!!"!
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𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑦 !!!"!

𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑧

−   𝜆!
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑦 !!!"!

𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑧 + 𝜆!
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where 

 

(1) 

 Ф!"!     =   Ф!"   +Ф!"   +Ф!"#$   (2) 
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ФCONV is the convective heat flow between the surfaces and its environment and ФLW and 
ФSW are the long wave and short wave radiations. Thermal conductivities in the three 
directions are designated as 𝜆x =   𝜆y  = 𝜆z  [W/mK] and  the volumetric heat capacity is 
denoted by C [J/m3K]. A particular attention is given to the short wave radiations absorbed by 
the surfaces of a control volume, as it will depend on the sun patch location. The short wave 
radiations absorbed by the surfaces of a control volume come together in the vector {ФSWI}  
and are calculated by: 

 {Ф!"#  } = 𝑆 𝑎!"# {𝐸!"} (3) 
where [S] is the surfaces matrix and [aSWI] is the matrix of absorptivity of the internal wall for 
the short wave radiations. {ESW} is the vector of radiations received by the meshes obtained 
resolving:  

 [𝑆] 𝐸!" = [𝑆] 𝐸!"° + [𝑆][𝜌] 𝐹𝐹 {𝐸!"} (4) 

where  [𝝆] is the reflectivity matrix, [FF] the view factors of the matrix which are calculated 
following the Nusselt analog. {ESW

°} is the vector composed by primary radiations received 
by the control volumes. It results from the horizontal beam radiation Gb and the diffuse 
radiation Gd received by the meshes: 

 𝐸!",!
°  = 𝜏!𝐺!𝑅!+𝜏!𝐺!𝑅!, if the element i is in the sun patch 

            𝐸!",!
°  = 𝜏!𝐺!𝑅!, if the element i is not included in the sun patch (5) 

τb and τd  are the direct and diffuse transmission coefficients of the glass and depend on the 
incidence angle of the beam, whereas Rb and Rd allow to calculate direct and diffuse radiation 
on titled surfaces, with p  the slope of the surface. The sun patch position has been calculated 
by a geometrical test: the boundary of the window is projected on an orthogonal plane to the 
beam. The control volumes of the walls are projected on the same plane, and thus those 
projected cells belonging to the projection of the window are identified. The energy balance 
equation for the air in the cavity with temperature 𝑇!" is:  

 𝜌∁!"#𝑉!
!"#$
!"

= 𝑄∁!"# 𝑇!" − 𝑇!"!
!!! + 𝑆ℎ!" 𝑇!" − 𝑇!"!"

!!!                              (6) 

where 𝑇!"   is the exterior dry bulb temperature (°C), 𝑄   is the air flow (kg/s),  ∁!"# the heat 
capacity of the air (J/kgK), 𝝆 the air density (kg/m3), Vc the volume of the cavity, 𝑇!" the 
interior surface temperature and ℎ!" the convective transfer coefficient. 𝑁𝑀 is the number of 
radiation balance equations corresponding to the number of surface mesh elements and 𝑁 the 
number of zones (here 𝑁 =1).  
When wanting to maintain a set point temperature of 20°C for example, we maintain the set 
point temperature to 20°C and heat power is instantaneously injected on the air node. 
Differential equations 1 and 2 are solved with a function of Matlab (ode23t). This function 
solves moderately stiff ordinary differential equations using the trapezoidal rule or Runge 
Kutta. This method solves the equations with an adapted and variable time-step, depending on 
the fluctuations of the data. 

CASE STUDIES AND HYPOTHESES 

We have modelled a single cell, similar to an existing in situ experimental set up.  Five walls 
among the six are strongly insulated (U = 0.099 W/m²K) and therefore heat losses through 
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these walls are very small.  Slightly higher losses take place through the south oriented wall, 
which has a window (Uwall = 0.277 W/m²K and Uwindow = 5.95 W/m²K). This room has a small 
thermal inertia and is highly insulated. The dimensions of the room are:  2.98 m in width, 2.89 
m in depth and 2.83 m in height and the window’s area measures 1.3×1.3m². The weather 
data is existing one minute time-step data from Vaulx-en-Velin of 2011[14]. The six walls 
and the window describing the cell contain 11000 control volumes, with a refined meshing 
near to the surfaces of the walls.   

The first case study evaluates the cooling power necessary to maintain an inner set point 
temperature of 25°C, in July. Again, two models are studied: the first projects the incoming 
radiation on the floor (M1) and the second locates the sun patch throughout the day (M2).  
The second case study consists in evaluating the power necessary to maintain an inner set 
point temperature of 20°C, in January. Two models are used: M1 and M2.  

RESULTS OF DYNAMIC SIMULATIONS 

For the first study, we evaluated cooling power for two days: 11th and 12th July 2011. Inside 
temperature was fixed to 25°C and cooling power was calculated for M1 and M2. For both 
models the incoming radiant flux is the same but it has been projected differently on the cells. 
On the 12thJuly (15h UTC) we observe the inside temperature distribution for the two models 
M1 and M2. Figure 3a/ shows that the sun patch touches some of the cells of wall 3 and 2. In 
Figure 3b/ the incoming radiation has been projected on all the cells of the floor. We can 
observe that the floor cells’ are warmer than the other cells of the room. This last model 
follows the traditional taken hypotheses by most of the simulation tools.  

 
Figure 3: a/ with sun patch (M2) b/ incoming radiation projected on the floor (M1) 

Despite the 25°C set point temperature, we notice differences on the temperature field (Figure 
3) between both models. Maximal variations of 0.4°C are observed between the cells of the 
sun patch and the floor when comparing both models. This can explain the discrepancies 
between the two models when evaluating the power.  

Cooling power is between 0 and 50W and gets more important when the temperature and the 
incident radiation is rises (Figure 4). Cooling power of M1 and M2 are compared. 
Discrepancies are observed, represented by the red area. Differences are larger when 
important solar fluctuations occur, during the day (red area). During this period the two 
models will project spatially the incoming radiation differently. With the sun patch model 
(M2) we have less cooling demand. For these two models and days of July, we have a relative 
difference of 83.9 %.   
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For the second case, we modelled the heating power necessary to maintain 20°C (Figure 5). 
Powers between 30 and 45 W are calculated. We observe discrepancies between these two 
models only during the day time, as for the other configuration. With the sun patch model, 
more heating is required during the day. A relative difference of 3.6 % is obtained between 
these two models. 

 
Figure 4: Cooling demand for M1 and M2 

 
Figure 5: Heating power demand for a set point of 20°C for the two models 

CONCLUSIONS 

A 3D transient envelope model has been developed. In this model, we discretized the walls in 
small control volumes, with a refined meshing towards the surfaces. This spatial discretization 
enables to know where the sun patch is located at each time step. The weather data was 
sampled at a minute time-step, in order to take into account the fast climatic variations in 
time.  
We applied this model to a low energy cell case, strongly insulated. A general similar trend 
between the results with the sun patch model and the results of S. Dautin [3] was found, 
knowing that we have a 3D model and in her work only 1D exchange were modeled. In the 
observed results of this paper, it seems important to consider the sun patch position for days 
with clear sky conditions.  Higher discrepancies are observed between the two models for the 
cooling power demand than for the heating power demand. Taking too simplified hypotheses, 
like done with model M1, for clear sky conditions, could lead to important errors. These 
results were found for an important insulated cell but future studies for different 
configurations of cells will be realized in order to draw broaden conclusions on the impact of 
the sun patch on power demand. 
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These results have to be validated with experimental data, and therefore we are working on an 
in situ experimental set up.  
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ABSTRACT 

Fenestration, important for adding aesthetics to the building design and providing adequate 

daylight illumination levels, also plays a vital role for thermal comfort in buildings and is 

easily considered as the most important individual strategy in passive solar design of 

buildings. Purpose of this work is to analyse and discuss optimal fenestration parameters for 

an office building located in Belgrade, Serbia. Office buildings are characterized by high 

internal gains due to the presence of people, computer equipment and lighting during the 

work hours, which may be beneficial in the heating season, but may pose a significant 

problem in the cooling season. 

The case study is a four-story office building, rectangular in shape, with longer sides facing 

south and north. Windows are present at southern and northern walls only. The design 

parameters include six glazing types for southern and for northern windows each, seven 

values of windows-to-wall ratio for southern and northern facade each, presence of external 

shading at southern windows, as well as three U-values of external walls. In total, 10,584 

parameter combinations have been simulated in EnergyPlus, with the building in a free 

running mode and with annual heating and cooling discomfort hours recorded at the output. 

The analysis is focused on the set of Pareto optimal solutions with heating and cooling 

discomfort hours as competing performance objectives. 

The simulation results clearly demonstrate the importance of improved thermal insulation in 

the continental climate of Belgrade and the necessity of using superior triple, low-e, argon-

filled glazing for all building variants with larger than minimal southern windows-to-wall 

ratio. The optimal choice of the southern windows-to-wall ratio turns out to be between 

37,5% and 50%, with external shading of southern windows, while the optimal choice of the 

northern windows-to-ratio is between 25% and 37,5%. 

Keywords: passive solar design, office building, fenestration, Pareto front, EnergyPlus. 

INTRODUCTION 

Passive solar design strategies aim to use solar energy to help establish thermal comfort in 

buildings, without the use of electrical or mechanical equipment. The greatest opportunities 

for integrating passive solar design strategies occur at the conceptual design level, by 

determining the values of building envelope parameters that have critical influence on its 

thermal performance. Building energy simulation plays a fundamental role in this process, 

since the building’s future response to applied passive solar design strategies is highly 

sensitive to local climate factors. 

Among the passive solar design strategies, fenestration may be considered as the most 

important, since it has the largest influence on the admission of solar energy into the building 

and, hence, plays a vital role in its thermal comfort. The purpose of this work is to analyse 
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and discuss optimal fenestration parameters for an office building located in Belgrade, Serbia. 

Belgrade has continental climate with hot summers (Dfa in Köppen classification), with 

average maximal monthly temperatures of 27,3°C in July and August and average minimal 

monthly temperature of -2,3°C in January [1]. 

CASE STUDY DESCRIPTION 

Survey of the research on optimal passive solar design of low energy buildings [2] suggests 

two alternative optimal building plans: a square plan, which minimizes the ratio of the 

envelope surface and the interior volume and thus increases energy efficiency, or an elongated 

rectangle plan, with longer side oriented towards south, which enables better passive use of 

available solar energy during winter. The case study considered here has, therefore, a 

rectangular plan with dimensions 20m x 14m and four stories of 4m storey height. Office 

building is of open plan, so that the model has no internal partitions (except towards spaces 

that do not have large influence on thermal characteristics, such as staircases and restrooms). 

By current Serbian legislative [3], exterior walls have U-value at most 0,3W/m
2
K, while 

typical U-value for exterior walls of passive houses is around 0,1 W/m
2
K. Three alternative 

U-values – 0,1 W/m
2
K, 0,2 W/m

2
K and 0,3 W/m

2
K have been used in simulations. Exterior 

walls consist of plastic malter 0,5cm on the outside, expanded polystyrene of adequate 

thickness, hollow brick 25cm and cement stucco 2cm on the inside. The remaining opaque 

envelope components have fixed values: slab on the ground has U-value 0,246 W/m
2
K, the 

construction between stories has U-value 0,416 W/m
2
K, while the flat roof has U-value 0,147 

W/m
2
K. Concrete ceiling of each storey is stripped down, so that it serves as a thermal mass, 

while the insulating layer above it reduces the transfer of accumulated heat to upper stories. 

Infiltration rate is good and set to 0,5h
-1

. 

Glazing properties have significant impact on a number of building functions: its U-value is 

important for preservation of heat within the building, the solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) 

determines the transmittance of solar energy, while the visible light transmittance coefficient 

(VL) influences the daylighting and reduces the needs for artificial lighting. Six common 

glazing types, whose properties are given in Table 1, have been considered in the case study. 

 

Glazing U-value (W/m
2
K) SHGC VL 

double, clear 2,742 0,743 0,801 

double, clear, selective 1,628 0,421 0,682 

double, tinted, selective 1,628 0,291 0,408 

triple, clear 1,779 0,658 0,723 

triple, low-e, argon-filled 0,893 0,495 0,651 

triple, low-e, tinted 1,214 0,254 0,322 

Table 1: Glazing types. 

Windows-to-wall ratios (WWR) on southern and northern facade vary from 25%, necessary 

to satisfy minimal daylighting requirements, to 100% in steps of 12,5%. Windows shading is 

provided with external blinds. Blind slats are horizontal with 10cm depth and 10cm vertical 

distance between adjacent slats, which shade windows completely from May 20 to September 

20, the period when maximal daily temperature is higher than 27°C in Belgrade [1]. 

Internal gains are determined by the presence of employees. Working hours are 8am-4pm, 

five days per week, although it is assumed that a half of the employees will be present from 
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7.30am-8am and also from 4pm-4.30pm. Each employee occupies area of 9m
2
 and has a 

100W computer equipment. The metabolic rate for light office work, standing and walking, 

for a mix of equally many men and women, is 114,39W per person, which yields internal 

gains of 23,82 W/m
2
 from presence of people and computer equipment. Artificial lighting 

uses T5 tubes, which in the absence of daylighting, use 13,2W/m
2
 to provide 400lux light 

intensity. Since the glazing type and shading greatly influence availability of daylight, and 

respectively the energy needed for artificial lighting, the case study has a photosensor at desk 

height in the center of each storey and linear lighting control. 

Natural ventilation is used as a passive cooling measure, as the oscillation between maximum 

and minimum daily temperatures in Belgrade is 10,4°-10,5° from May to July and 11,7°-11,9° 

in August and September [1]. Natural ventilation is available from Apr 15 to Oct 15 during 

working hours as necessary and during nighttime from 10pm to 6am, whenever the internal 

temperature is above 20°C and above the external temperature. It has maximum rate of 5,0h
-1

, 

with at most 20% of windows area allowed to open. Further, mechanical ventilation is used to 

provide minimum of 10l/s of fresh air per person during working hours. 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

The case study office building has several variable parameters: three exterior walls U-values 

(0,1; 0,2; 0,3 W/m
2
K), six glazing types for southern facade (Table 1), six glazing types for 

northern facade (Table 1), seven WWR values for southern facade (25%; 37,5%; ...; 100%), 

seven WWR values for northern facade (25%; 37,5; ...; 100%) and the indicator of 

presence/absence of southern windows shading. In total, 10 584 building variants were 

simulated in EnergyPlus, using jEPlus [6] to automate simulation process. 

The building variants were simulated in free running mode, with the simulation output 

consisting of heating and cooling discomfort hours. If Тzone,i,j,t denotes operative temperature 

in zone i (i=1,2,3,4) during the working day ј in a year and 15-minute long timestep t, then the 

heating discomfort hours are defined as 

 ),°C0,°C20max(
4

1
,,,

,,

tjizone

tji

THDH   (1) 

while the cooling discomfort hours are defined as 

 ).°C0,°C26max(
4

1
,,,

,,

 tjizone

tji

TCDH  (2) 

Hence, the heating discomfort hours represent the number of degree hours that the operative 

temperature is below the heating setpoint of 20°C, while the cooling discomfort hours 

represent the number of hours that the operative temperature is above the cooling setpoint of 

26°C. The discomfort hours have been used before in [4,5] as the heating and cooling energy 

indicators. Essentially, as pointed out in [5], it can be expected that the building minimizing 

heating and cooling discomfort hours will also minimize heating and cooling energy demand. 

Natural ventilation was simulated using the EnergyPlus option Calculated, which takes into 

account wind and buoyancy effects. Simulation of each building variant took between 110s 

and 140s on Fujitsu Lifebook E782 with Intel Core i7-3612QM processor on 2.1GHz. Since 

the processor allows execution of eight EnergyPlus simulations in parallel, simulation of all 

10 584 building variants took litlle more than 50 hours. 
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Figures 1-4 represent heating and cooling discomfort hours for all building variants, 

differently colored with respect to external wall U-value (Fig. 1), southern glazing type 

(Fig. 2), southern WWR (Fig. 3) and northern WWR (Fig. 4). These figures also show the 

Pareto front, made from those building variants for which no other variant has smaller both 

heating and cooling discomfort hours. The Pareto front, in this case, is made up of two parts: a 

steep line on the left with heating discomfort hours below 7 500°C, and an almost horizontal 

part with cooling discomfort hours below 2 500°C. Since heating requires substantially more 

primary energy than cooling, the five Pareto solutions situated at lower left peaks in the steep 

part of the Pareto front may be considered as the optimal choices. These five Pareto solutions 

all have: 

 exterior walls U-value of 0,10 W/m
2
K, 

 triple, low-e, argon-filled glazing at both southern and northern windows, 

 shading present at southern windows, 

 northern WWR equal to minimal value of 25%, 

while the southern WWR ranges from 87,5% for the variant with (HDH, CDH)=(5 172°C, 

10 204°C) down to 37,5% for the variant with (HDH, CDH)=(7 365°C, 2 573°C). 

 

 

Figure 1: Building variants colored according to U-value. 

 

Figure 2: Building variants colored according to southern glazing type. 
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Figure 3: Building variants colored according to southern WWR. 

 

Figure 4: Building variants colored according to northern WWR. 

 

DISCUSSION 

It can be seen from Figure 1 that the building variants with smaller exterior wall U-value are 

generally closer to the Pareto front than the building variants with higher U-value. Together 

with the fact that all Pareto optimal variants have the exterior wall U-value of 0,1 W/m
2
K, this 

clearly demonstrates the importance of thermal insulation in the continental climate of 

Belgrade. Nevertheless, large overlaps between areas with different U-values also show that 

the U-value itself is not the only decisive factor, as the numbers of heating and cooling 

discomfort hours largely depend on fenestration parameters as well. 

The grouping of variants according to the type of southern glazing is easily noticeable from 

Figure 2. The smallest heating and cooling degree hours are generally obtained when triple, 

low-e, argon-filled glazing is used at the southern facade, and all Pareto optimal solutions 

with less than 10 000°C heating discomfort hours have this glazing type both at southern and 

northern windows, together with shading present at southern windows. The triple, low-e, 

argon-filled glazing is superior to other glazing types due to the smallest U-value, important 

for heat conservation during the heating season, and medium SHGC value. While it can be 

noticed from Figure 2 that some building variants, which use triple, clear or even double, 

clear glazing, are close to the lower left part of the Pareto front, such variants have minimal 

southern WWR, which limits the influence of glazing parameters. 
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Most Pareto optimal solutions have the southern WWR equal to either 25% or 37,5%. There 

is, however, a number of Pareto optimal solutions with the southern WWR between 50% and 

100%, which all have triple, low-e, argon-filled glazing both at southern and northern facades 

and shading present at southern windows. These variants, due to the beneficial effect of 

winter solar gains have the smallest heating discomfort hours (less than 7 000), but at the 

same time have the largest cooling discomfort hours (from 3 574 for the southern WWR of 

50% up to 13 436 for the southern WWR of 100%). The optimal choice of the southern WWR 

is between 37,5% and 50%, with shading present, which enables beneficial effect of solar 

gains during the heating season, without large negative impact on cooling discomfort hours. 

The northern WWR has significant impact on heating and cooling discomfort hours, as visible 

from Figure 4. Building variants with larger northern WWR are generally further away from 

the Pareto front, while only variants with the northern WWR up to 50% appear close to the 

lower left part of the Pareto front. The fact that Pareto optimal solutions come in pairs, one of 

which has the northern WWR of 25% and the other 37,5%, suggests that these values are 

optimal choices for the northern WWR, which prevent large heat loss during the heating 

season, with appropriate influence on cooling of the interior space during summer months. 

The northern glazing type, with such WWR, does not appear to have large influence on the 

number of discomfort hours. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper investigates the seasonal performance of a combined solar, heat pump and latent 

heat storage system for dwellings. This combination could provide a viable alternative to 

common brine-water heat pump systems with a borehole heat exchanger. (BHX). Since the 

latent heat storage, or ice storage, is filled with pure water, it can also be used in (but is not 

limited to) places where a BHX is prohibited, e.g. water protection areas. The aim of this 

work is to find and evaluate given system configurations for three different annual heat 

demands that reach seasonal performance factors (SPF) comparable to those of BHX heat 

pump systems, i.e. SPF ~ 4.0. 

A simulation study using MATLAB
®
/SIMULINK

®
 and the CARNOT Blockset is conducted. 

Technologies considered in the simulation study are a brine-water heat pump, unglazed solar 

collectors as source for the heat pump and a buried ice storage that serves as alternative 

source for the heat pump and is regenerated by the collectors. Unglazed collectors use solar 

irradiation and ambient heat (via convective heat exchange) for heat generation. Additionally, 

thermal coupling of the ice storage to the surrounding soil which also contributes to the 

regeneration of the system is considered. The simulation models of this system have been 

validated with laboratory and field test data. The heat generated by the heat pump is used for 

space heating and domestic hot water preparation of single family houses with different heat 

loads which have been defined in the framework of IEA SHC Task 44 / HPP Annex 38 "Solar 

and heat pump systems". To obtain the desired SPF for each building type the power output of 

the heat pump with the corresponding size of the collector field is varied. 

For each building a configuration is found that yields a SPF ~ 4.0. A high SPF can only be 

reached as long as no backup heating is needed, which means, that the ice storage should 

never be completely discharged, i.e. completely frozen. This requires significant contributions 

from the solar collector, especially during the heating period. 

Keywords: heat pump, solar heat, latent heat, ice storage 

INTRODUCTION  

The turnaround in energy policy demands energy supply systems to use predominantly 

renewable energy sources. Heat pumps in combination with solar energy are key technologies 

for heat generation for space heating and domestic hot water in buildings. Currently the most 

effective heat sources for heat pumps are borehole heat exchangers. Recently systems with 

large ice storages have been promoted as equally efficient at comparable cost without the 

need for deep drilling and the associated authorization and risks. Furthermore, ice storages 

can also be installed in areas where deep drilling is not possible or prohibited, even in water 

protection areas since the ice storage is filled with pure water. 

Aim of this study is to investigate the seasonal performance of a combined solar, heat pump 

and ice storage system for buildings with different heat loads and compare it to the average 

seasonal performance factor of systems with borehole heat exchangers of ~ 4.0. 
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METHOD 

The simulation study is conducted using MATLAB
®
/SIMULINK

®
 [1] and the CARNOT 

Blockset [2]. Technologies considered in the simulation study are a brine-water heat pump, 

unglazed solar collectors as source for the heat pump and a buried ice storage that serves as 

alternative source for the heat pump and is regenerated by the collectors. Unglazed collectors 

use solar irradiation and ambient heat (via convective heat exchange) for heat generation. 

Furthermore, thermal coupling of the ice storage to the surrounding soil which also 

contributes to the regeneration of the system is considered. The heat generated by the heat 

pump is used for space heating and domestic hot water preparation of a single family house 

(SFH) which has been defined in IEA HPP Annex 38 / SHC Task 44 "Solar and heat pump 

systems" (A38T44) as reference heat load, c.f.[3]. Therein, three building types called SFH15, 

SFH45 and SFH100 are defined, where the numbers refer to the insulation quality and 

therewith the space heat demand of 15 kWh/m
2
/a, 45 kWh/m

2
/a or 100 kWh/m

2
/a as described 

in detail in [4]. The implementation of these buildings in the presented simulation 

environment differs from the reference which can lead to an increase in the heat demand due 

to a different space heating control. However, the aim of the study is not to perfectly match 

the heat load to the reference, but to investigate the behaviour of the heat generation system 

for different system configurations. 

Reference conditions 

The reference conditions of A38T44 are applied using the following options for all systems: 

 moderate climate of Strasbourg, a French city in central Europe 

 a simplified domestic hot water (DHW) tapping profile of only three tappings per day 

(07:00, 12:00 and 19:00) corresponding to an average draw off of 140 l/d at 45 °C or 

5.845 kWh/d (2133 kWh/a). The seasonal variation of the DHW energy demand is 

approximated with a sine-curve variation of the cold water temperature. 

Domestic hot water preparation is delivered by a boiler with attached mixing valve to adjust 

the fixed tapping temperature and heated only by the heat pump. 

The heat delivery system for space heating in SFH15 and SFH45 is a floor heating system, in 

SFH100 a radiator. The required flow temperatures needed to satisfy the heat demands are 

30 °C for the SFH15 building, 34 °C for the SFH45 and 48 °C for the SFH100 building. 

There is a range of heat pump models intended by the manufacturer for the solar ice storage 

system with thermal capacities of 6, 8, 10 and 13 kW. To study the behaviour of the heat 

generation system in combination with the aforementioned reference buildings, a heat pump is 

chosen for each building such that its thermal capacity exceeds the design heat load of the 

building (1.8 kW, 4 kW and 7.3 kW for SFH15, SFH45 and SFH100 respectively). 

The heating characteristic of the heat pump controller defines the space heating return flow 

temperature as a function of the outdoor temperature. The heating characteristic is set such 

that the room temperature is kept around 20 ± 0.5 °C. If necessary, DHW preparation has 

priority over space heating. 

Solar thermal absorber modules are installed on a south facing roof at an inclination of 40°. 

The collector area for the buildings SFH15 and SFH45 amounts to approximately 10 m
2
, for 

building SFH 100 to 20 m
2
. 
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Applied tools and parameter data sets 

All simulations are performed with MATLAB
®
/SIMULINK

®
 in combination with the CARNOT 

Blockset, an extension for the calculation and simulation of thermal components of heating 

systems. All simulation results are annual values from July to July with 300 days 

preconditioning, corresponding to one full heating period. Heat loads are simulated with the 

simple house model from the CARNOT Blockset, parametrized according to the building 

definitions from the IEA HPP Annex 38 / SHC Task 44. The Isocal solar ice system [5] 

consists of Isocal SLK-S pipe absorber modules and an Isocal SES ice storage.  

The absorber is modelled as described in [6] and parametrized according to the data in [5]. 

Effects of condensation as well as freezing/frosting are not taken into account. The model has 

been validated through laboratory tests both with and without irradiation. For the brine/water 

heat pump the generic heat pump model from the CARNOT Blockset is used with 

performance data of Viessmann Vitocal 300 G BW series models [7] BW 301.A06 (6 kW) 

and BW 301.A08 (8 kW). The storage tank model is a CARNOT multiport model with 

specifications of a Viessmann Vitocell 100-V CVW [8]. All simulation models and applied 

parameter data sets have furthermore been validated through field test measurement data. 

Schematic 

Figure 1 shows a schematic depiction of the system and the hydraulic connections. The solar 

thermal absorber and the ice storage both serve as heat source for the heat pump. The buried 

ice storage is not insulated and can exchange heat with the surrounding soil. Additionally, the 

absorber also supplies heat for the regeneration of the ice storage. The heat pump is the sole 

supplier of heat for space heating as well as for domestic hot water preparation. The electric 

heater serves as backup in case the source temperature drops below the minimum operating 

temperature of the heat pump. 

 

storage
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Figure 1 System and hydraulic scheme 
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RESULTS 

 A selection of results for the three chosen systems is presented in Figure 2 and Table 1. 

Therein, the following results are shown: 

 The total generated heat for space heating and domestic hot water preparation in kilowatt-

hours (kWh), divided into the different heat sources for the heat pump: electricity, solar 

collector or ice storage. The contribution from the ice storage is subdivided into a solar 

and a ground heat part, depending on how the heat extracted from the ice storage is 

restored. Since heat exchange between ice storage and ground works in both ways, the 

displayed value denotes the net annual energy balance. The latent heat contribution cannot 

be displayed here since its annual energy balance is zero. 

 The total electric energy consumption of the whole heating system including all 

components in kWh. 

 The seasonal performance factor (SPF) of the heat generation system as quotient of heat 

generated by the heat pump divided by the electricity consumption of the heat pump, the 

heat pump control, the pump between collector and ice storage, the pump for the heat 

pump source and the electric backup heater. 

The variant SFH15, representing a building with very high energetic quality, has the lowest 

heating energy generation of 5'260 kWh. The major heat source for the heat pump is the solar 

absorber, providing 2'908 kWh of the 4'267 kWh needed. The rest of the energy is supplied by 

the ice storage, which in turn is regenerated by the absorber. On average the temperature of 

the ice storage is higher than the temperature of the surrounding ground. This excess heat is 

transferred from the ice storage to the ground which is indicated by the negative contribution 

in Figure 1. The SPF of 3.73 is slightly below the expected 4.0.  

 

 

Figure 2 System simulation results for the three building types 
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The variant SFH45 represents a renovated building with good thermal quality of the building 

envelope that also satisfies current legal requirements. From the total 9'731 kWh of generated 

heat, 7'351 kWh are used for space heating. The predominant heat source for the heat pump is 

the solar absorber. Its contribution of 5'654 kWh to the total heat demand of 7'906 kWh is 

significantly larger than the 2'252 kWh extracted from the ice storage. On an annual balance 

the ice storage is not only recharged by the absorber, but also extracts 467 kWh heat from the 

surrounding ground. The thermal capacity of the heat pump of 6 kW matches the design heat 

load of the building quite well, resulting in the highest SPF of 4.23 among the presented 

simulations. 

A38T44 

building 

type 

Solar 

absorber 

surface 

in m
2
 

Thermal 

power of 

heat 

pump in 

kW 

Total 

generated 

heat in 

kWh 

Design 

flow/return 

temperature 

in °C 

SPF of 

heat 

generator 

Total 

generator 

electricity 

consumption 

in kWh 

Electricity 

consumption 

of auxiliaries 

in kWh 

SFH15 10 6 5'260 30/25 3.73 1'412 150 

SFH45 10 6 9'731 34/29 4.23 2'301 161 

SFH100 20 8 20'249 48/38 4.02 5'040 158 

Table 1 System simulation results for the three building types 

The variant SFH100 represents a non-renovated existing building and has therefore the 

highest heat demand. From the total 20'249 kWh of generated heat 17'681 kWh are used for 

space heating. The 20 m
2
 of thermal collectors deliver 13'549 kWh of heat as source energy 

for the heat pump. The remaining 2'298 kWh of source energy are supplied by the ice storage. 

The annual balance of the ice storage shows 233 kWh of heat that are extracted from the 

surrounding ground, the rest is provided by the collector. The heat generator reaches an SPF 

of 4.02. 

DISCUSSION 

For all three buildings the heat demand for space heating is significantly higher than the 

reference values given in [4]: 21 kWh/m
2
/a for SFH15, 52.5 kWh/m

2
/a for SFH45 and 

126 kWh/m
2
/a for SFH100. The main reason for this difference is the fact, that no 

thermostatic valves regulating the mass flow are used in the heat delivery system. This in turn 

leads on average to higher room temperatures and therefore more heat losses. However, the 

focus of this work is to study the performance of the solar ice storage system, i.e. the heat 

generation system, for different heat loads and not the optimal reproduction of the reference 

heat loads. The authors are well aware that this aspect could be optimized in future studies. 

The most important result is that for all three buildings the solar ice system reaches an SPF 

close to or above 4.0. With a value of 3.73 the SFH15 variant is the only one with an SPF 

below 4.0. There are two main reasons for this discrepancy: 

1. The heat pump thermal capacity of 6 kW is a factor 2-3 larger than the design heat load 

which leads to a lower SPF of the heat pump alone. 

 2. The fraction of electricity consumed by auxiliary systems (here the heat pump control, the 

pump between collector and ice storage, the source pump of the heat pump and the electric 

backup heater), 150 kWh, to total generator electricity consumption, 1'412 kWh, is around 

11 % which leads to a rather large reduction of the SPF when extending the system boundary 

from the heat pump alone (SPF 4.17) to the heat generator (SPF 3.73). 
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From the range of available heat pumps intended for this system by the manufacturer, with 

thermal capacities of 6 kW and above, it is obvious that the ice storage system is not primarily 

designed for buildings with very low space heat loads like SFH15 (1.8 kW). In this context an 

SPF of 3.73 is still a remarkable result. 

The SFH100 variant reaches an SPF of 4.02 which is only slightly above the desired value of 

4. In this variant the heat pump SPF is reduced, because higher flow temperatures are needed 

to meet the heat load than in the variants with floor heating, see c.f. Table 1. To obtain these 

temperatures the heat pump needs more electricity which in turn reduces the SPF. 

The highest SPF is reached for the SFH45 variant where the thermal capacity of the heat 

pump is close to the building heat load and heat is delivered at moderate temperatures with a 

floor heating system. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The study shows, that the solar ice system generates heat efficiently for different heat loads. It 

reaches SPF > 4 for buildings with moderate (SFH45) to high (SFH100) space heat demands 

with space heating or radiator heat delivery systems. The system is not primarily intended for 

buildings with very low heat loads (SFH15) but reaches a SPF close to 4 nevertheless. 
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ABSTRACT 

Buildings could influence surrounding microclimate with their envelope designs. Reflective 

surfaces on the building envelopes could reflect daylight to the neighbourhood and cause 

problems such as glare and overheating. For the surrounding drivers, pedestrians and building 

occupants in the area, the reflected sunlight from the building envelope becomes the bright 

spot in their view which results visual discomfort or impairment. For building envelope 

designs, it is important to analyse the effect of daylight reflection to the neighbourhood at 

design stage. This could reduce the risk of environmental problems and minimize the 

consequences cost after construction.  

A software tool to evaluate the reflected daylight from building envelopes has been 

developed. It is implemented on parametric design platform GRASSHOPPER using 

RADIANCE as background simulation engine. As shown in the case study, using the tool, the 

form of the assessed building envelope could be analysed and the critical areas around the 

assessed building including roads, pavements and façades of neighbouring buildings are 

examined for potential concentration of reflected daylight. Rich information is recorded for 

the critical areas: annual reflected solar radiation, period with irradiance value above 

threshold, origin of the reflected daylight on the assessed building envelope, etc. This 

information could help designers to optimize the form of the envelope and make façade 

material selection. The tool shows potentials for architects to understand the impact of their 

designs and avoid potential environmental problems. 

Keywords: simulation, daylighting, building envelope, reflection, RADIANCE 

INTRODUCTION  

Buildings could affect surrounding microclimate with their envelope designs. Reflective 

surfaces on the building envelopes could reflect daylight to the neighborhood and cause 

problems such as glare and overheating. For the drivers, pedestrians and building occupants in 

the area, the reflected sunlight from the building envelope becomes the bright spot in their 

view which may result visual discomfort or impairment. With development of new glazing 

technologies, glass is increasingly being used on building envelopes. Additionally, in order to 

achieve the goal of energy conservation and lower the cooling load, glazing with high 

reflectance is preferred by façade designers. Both of these contributed to the more frequently 

encountered problems of reflected daylight from building envelopes. Another issue may lead 

to the problem of reflected daylight is the design of free formed or curved envelope. Without 

careful analysis, reflective materials on the curved surfaces could magnify sunlight in the 

same way as solar concentrators and cause problems more than annoyance to immediate 

neighbors. In extreme cases, scorched people’s hair or even melted plastic cups are reported 

[1].  
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In literature, many approaches to evaluate and prevent the hazard from reflected daylight can 

be found. Planning authorities have enacted regulations to eliminate the problem of reflected 

daylight from building facade in several countries, mainly by controlling the use of building 

materials based on their reflectivity alone [2,3,4]. In practice, problems may rise because of 

such regulations. The policy may be possibly too restrictive with material selection, 

particularly in cases where proper architecture design can offset the additional reflected 

daylight from the envelope. In academia, researchers also developed methods to evaluate the 

effect of reflected daylight from building envelopes [5, 6]. These methods could only analyze 

a limited number of viewpoints in the simulation step and as a result, it is possible that 

viewpoints with severe glare problem in the neighboring area are overlooked. Building 

professionals also established methods to assess potential solar hazard from the proposed 

development in response to the requirement in building regulations. One methodology is 

widely adopted by Australia building consultants [7]. The application of this method is 

limited to constructed buildings and thus could not predict potential problems from reflected 

daylight in the design stage. This approach however ignores the duration of time over which 

reflections occur to the neighboring building. 

With the aim of overcoming most of the drawbacks explained above, a new software tool for 

the evaluation of the reflected daylight from building envelope has been developed. Each 

building envelope design could be evaluated in the design stage. It allows detailed description 

of the assessed building envelope and the neighboring buildings with material reflection 

property. Positions in the neighborhood where reflected daylight is concentrated could be 

identified by the algorithm. With selected positions as viewpoints, using annual weather data 

in simulations, each time period when reflection occurs could be detected. The tool could also 

record the origin of the reflected daylight from the assessed building envelope and display it 

on the 3D model. 

The tool presented may help architects to have a better understanding of the environmental 

impact of the building envelope at design stage. Additionally, it also provides information for 

designers to modify the form of the envelope and make material selections.  

METHOD 

For the task to assess reflected daylight from building envelopes, the presented method 

combines the two most commonly used lighting simulation method: forward ray tracing and 

backward ray tracing. Forward ray tracing method is more efficient in the situation to identify 

the areas in the neighborhood which are affected by the reflected daylight from the assessed 

building envelope. It could trace the whole transmission process of daylight: emission from 

the sun - reflection on the assessed building envelope – terminates on neighboring buildings. 

The distribution of reflected daylight from building envelopes follows angle of incident as 

well as ambient weather conditions and seasonal differences. Therefore, it is necessary to 

evaluate reflected daylight with annual weather data. Backward ray tracer in RADIANCE 

provides an efficient way for time-series simulations using daylight coefficient method [8]. It 

could avoid redundant computations and improve the overall speed of annual simulation by a 

large factor. 

The working procedure could be divided into four steps. In the first step, the assessed building 

envelope and the neighbourhood models are required with their material reflection property. 

The next step is to localize reflected daylight distribution in the neighbourhood using forward 

ray tracing method. The critical positions are identified by density of intersections between 

reflected daylight and neighbouring buildings. This step works as a pre-selection step for 
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following backward ray tracing procedures and it also ensures that all positions in the 

neighbourhood where daylight is concentrated could be identified. The third step is to 

quantify the reflected daylight received at the critical positions with annual simulation. In the 

last step, the annual simulation result from the previous step is further processed to extract 

information of the origin of the reflected daylight on the assessed building envelope. With all 

the information from the above evaluation process, designers could modify the envelope 

design accordingly by changing the form, materials, orientation, etc. The design-evaluation 

process could be repeated until the design target is achieved. 

CASE STUDY 

Step 1 

The presented reflected daylight evaluation tool has been applied to analyse performance of a 

building with curtain wall facade. The assessed building is located in Zurich and covered with 

a full glazing envelope. The model has been created in RHINO together with the 

neighbourhood. The assessed building envelope has been modelled with Double Pane Low-e 

glazing assuming reflectance of 29.3%. The neighboring buildings are 35% diffuse reflectors 

and the reflectance ground has been set to 20% (see Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: The assessed building with glazing envelope and the neighbouring buildings. 

Step 2 

With Zurich’s sun path, forward ray tracing process has been carried out using half-hour time 

step throughout one year. Figure 12 (left) demonstrates the ray tracing process for one time 

step with reduced number rays while in the actual simulation, 10000 rays has been used for 

each time step. Figure 12 (right) shows the distribution of reflected daylight in the 

neighbourhood and 7 critical positions which have the highest density of ray intersections has 

been identified. Position 2 and 5 are located on the roof of the neighbouring buildings while 

the other positions are on the facades.  

  

Figure 2: Left: Forward ray tracing for one time step using reduced number of rays. Right: 

Colour coded intersection density (number of intersection per square meter) for one year with 

critical positions numbered and marked with red crosses.  
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Step 3 

With critical positions identified, the climate based simulation has been performed with 

luminance distribution of the sky according to measured data in Zurich and CIE clear sky 

model. The result with the sky model assumes sunny sky over the whole year which 

represents the worst case scenario for reflected daylight from the assessed building envelope. 

The simulation using weather data addresses the influence of weather condition for the 

location of the building and therefore it could be used to predict the reflected daylight in a 

local context. Some of the simulation results are presented in Figure 3. Position 2 receives the 

highest intensity of reflected daylight among all the tested positions because it is located the 

closest to the assessed building which constitutes a large part of the view at position 2. 

Position 3 only receives excess reflected daylight in the early morning. The reason consists in 

the fact that this position locates opposite southeast facing façade of the assessed envelope. 

Reflected daylight could only reach position 3 when the sun is to the east of the façade. 

Position 6 receive large amount of reflected daylight throughout the year around 3pm. This 

explained the high intersection density at position 6 in Figure 2. In the afternoon, intensive 

daylight is reflected by the southwest facing tower block toward the façade where position 6 

is located. 

 

   

  

  

 

Figure 3: Heat maps of illuminance contributed from reflected daylight received at critical 

positions 2, 3 and 6 using Zurich weather data and CIE clear sky model. 

Step 4 

  

Figure 4: Left: Colour coded cumulative radiance on the assessed building envelope.     

Right: Hour count of luminance above threshold of 10000 cd/m
2
 displayed on the assessed 

building envelope 
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After further processing of the time-series simulation results, the cumulative radiance of the 

reflected daylight from the assessed building envelope is calculated and displayed on the 

model (see Figure 4 left). The southwest facing façade of the tower block reflects intensive 

daylight and the extreme values occur at the highest levels of the southeast facing façade. The 

effect of the daylight reflection is also evaluated by counting hours when luminance is above 

threshold of 10000 cd/m
2
 (see Figure 4 right). The color coded pattern is very close to the 

radiance distribution pattern in Figure 4 (left). The difference is that highest values are located 

around the medium height on the building rather than the highest levels. 

Designers could focus the optimization work on the identified areas with extreme values in 

Figure 4. Whether to choose results from cumulative radiance assessment or radiance above 

threshold depends on the function of the neighbouring buildings and the potential effect of the 

reflected daylight. 

CONCLUSION 

A software tool for the assessment of reflected daylight from building envelopes has been 

developed. It overcomes the drawbacks of the existing assessment methods. Detailed model 

for the assessed building envelope and the neighboring buildings are accepted. Material 

reflection property is emphasized for the building models which should be based on verified 

or measured material models. Forward ray tracing is introduced to the evaluation procedure as 

a pre-processing step for the following annual simulation. It could identify all critical 

positions in the neighborhood where daylight is concentrated and make the later steps more 

efficient. Both weather data and CIE weather model could be used for the time-series 

simulation. For all viewpoints assessed in the neighborhood, rich information could be 

recorded including annual irradiance values contributed from the assessed envelope, period 

with irradiance value above a threshold, origin of the reflected daylight on the assessed 

building envelope, etc. With the assessment results displayed on the 3D model using color 

scale, designers could identify the critical areas on the envelope quickly and adjust the 

envelope design accordingly.  

Further improvement of the presented method is possible. The assessment result could be 

linked to algorithms for mesh modification. With this feature, the whole design-assessment 

process could be repeated automatically. Ideally, the improved method could suggest 

optimized envelope design in which minimal modification is involved. Validation of the 

assessment results with more case studies is also planned. 
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 ABSTRACT  

In order to respond to the growing urbanization process and subsequent energy demand, 

methodological approaches which implement alternative urban models are required to support 

the indispensable change towards more energy efficient cities. This paper discusses the solar 

energy potential of built environments and explores how urban planning can contribute to 

converting existing cities into Solar Smart Cities. To support this study, a performance-based 

analysis was done on an existing urban area taking into account the solar potential of roofs 

and the optimization of power distribution networks across the city neighbourhood. Using 

GIS and dynamic simulation software, urban morphological parameters and land use patterns 

have been identified and characterized to support the urban planning process. Statistical data 

of energy consumption at the neighbourhood level were used to estimate peak to off-peak 

periods taking into account current uses of buildings and their duration, frequency and 

temporal distribution during the day. This study shows the positive contribution that solar 

energy can offer at building block level and how urban planning and energy management 

supported by a solar smart grid can be important tools to reach the energy balance across a 

whole city. 

Keywords: Solar Smart City, photovoltaic systems, GIS, urban planning, smart grids 

INTRODUCTION  

What are the determining factors and parameters that would turn an existing city into a Solar 

Smart City? This paper develops an approach that could be considered as a starting point for 

further discussions and research contributing to the global transition to renewable energy and 

more energy efficient cities. 

Around 75% of global energy consumption occurs in cities and 80% of greenhouse gas 

emissions that cause global warming comes from cities [1]. These trends cannot continue 

along the same path and implementation of alternative urban models is required to support the 

indispensable change towards more energy efficient cities.  

The Kyoto Protocol objectives to reduce global greenhouse gas emissions and, more recently, 

the emerging constraints on energy supply have increased the importance given to energy 

efficiency policies [2]. 

Furthermore with 40% of global energy consumption consumed in buildings [3] it is evident 

that the first step has to focus on actions to improve energy performances and efficiency in 

both new and existing buildings. Dealing with issues of energy security, access and demand, 

the generation of renewable energy within the city boundaries constitutes a substantial 

resource to be correlated with efficiency and conservation measures.  
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Whereas a global emergency regarding cities is their energy-consumption, several studies on 

renewable energy technologies show that urban areas have an enormous solar potential both 

for photovoltaic and thermal applications that at present is not exploited [4] [5] [6] [7].  

In planning a solar smart city, the objective is to make the most of the solar photovoltaic 

potential on suitable rooftops and improve the energy balance setting out over a smart grid. 

On the other hand, urban planning can play a key role through integration and intensification, 

and thus manage the production of energy through the use of the solar potential on suitable 

built roof and façade areas. 

In recent years this approach, which focuses on energy consumption and solar energy 

potential aiming to global city energy balance, has emerged as the name of Solar Urban 

Planning [8]. In this perspective, urban planning adopts the use of solar potential as a key 

urban design principle to improve energy efficiency in existing urban areas and promote 

Building Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV) in new ones. 

METHODOLOGY 

In order to approach solar energy production and consumption at the urban scale, several 

studies have been considered. By reviewing them in comparison, it is evident that urban 

geometry has large impacts in both these domains.  

The estimation of the solar potential on a suitable roof and façade area has to take into 

account factors such as the spacing between buildings to avoid overshadowing, their 

orientation and the type of roof  [8] [9] [10] [11].  

Likewise energy consumption is strictly related to urban form but also to other factors which 

depend on user activity in buildings including its duration, frequency and temporal 

distribution during the day [12] [13].  

The proposed methodology is based upon a sequence of four steps which on one hand reflect 

the literature review and on the other hand focus on the urban planning role in ensuring the 

use of solar potential and managing the energy balance across the city. 

Appling the case study method, a medium sized city localized in Portugal was selected to 

illustrate the methodological structure of the research. 

Step 1: Data Collection 

In conducting this research, the data collection aims to select and correlate indicative data 

which characterize the urban morphology and land-use patterns in the city.  

Census data on population and buildings features were collected from the Information 

Reference Geographical Database (BGRI) released by the National Institute of Statistics 

(INE, Portugal) [14] and then combined with satellite imagery and topology across a GIS 

platform. 

Step 2: Division of city into sub-spatial units 

In this step the determining parameters that permit the energy consumption prediction and the 

solar potential estimation in the urban context are identified [8] [9] [12] [13].  

According to this framework, the city was divided into Sub-Spatial Units that represent the 

“backbone” to evaluate and manage the energy performances across the city (Table 1).  

Within the sub-spatial unit, the buildings blocks were then classified in order to build 

parametric elements and provide a common structure for the GIS platform to support and 

facilitate the urban planning approach from the local to the whole city scale (Table 2). 
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Table 1: Sub-Spatial Unit  

 

Table 2: Building block parameterization  

Step 3: Energy Consumption Prediction 

The energy consumption prediction at the urban scale is a quite complex process that depends 

on various factors [13].  

To date, this study presents only the electricity consumption prediction based on statistical 

information for different building uses as shown in the Table 3 [14] but a considerable 

approximation is evident in this kind of approach.  

 

Table 3: Energy consumption 

Average annual electricity 

consumption by building use 

Annual building energy 

consumption at the block level 

(kWh)

50

( kWh/m²)

100620 292078

1398

(Residential:  kWh/inhab)

73000
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According to this reflexion and using dynamic simulation software, the analysis of the 

constructive and geometrical aspects of buildings and occupant behaviour is already a work in 

progress to reach better results (Table 4).  

 

Table 4: Building parameterization at the building block level 

Step 4: Solar Energy Production 

According to related approaches to urban solar simulation, the net roof area available for a PV 

installation on the building block is determined assuming some reduction factors [8] [9] [11]. 

To estimate the annual energy production by PV systems the following equation [15]  has 

been adopted: 

                                                     Y = PR × Me × (Gr ×A)                                                      (1) 

 

PR is the Performance Ratio that considers the energy losses in the balance of system 

(adopted value in (1) | PR=75);  

Me is the nominal module efficiency rating at Standard Test Conditions: air mass AM 1.5, 

irradiance 1 kW/m
2
, cell temperature 25ºC reported by the selected manufacturer [16] 

(adopted value in (1) | Me = 13 %);  

Gr is the sum of all global solar radiation values in each metric over a year (value obtained 

from Ecotect
®
 simulation, see Table 5) 

A is the net available roof area for PV installation (value calculated considering reduction 

factors [8] [9] [11] ). 

3d Building model 

Total building height (m)

Typical floors height (m)

Single gross floor area (m²)

Resident Population

Total gross floor area (m²)

Total gross façade area (m²)

Volume (m³)

Percentage of surface area which 

is glazed

Average annual electricity 

consumption by building use 

Annual building energy 

consumption at the block level 

(kWh/yr)

209 _

1524

7058

Energy Consumption - Building block level

1398

(Residential:  kWh/inhab)

73000100620 292078

21%

2.7

11152

6681

31%

11848

436

2%

5.2

_

1460

50

( kWh/m²)

282 / 315 / 304 /493 1461

72

39648

1529

27.227.3

2.7

3860
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Table 5: Solar energy production at the building block level 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

“Will cities be able to be shaped by solar energy in the future?” 

The concept of a Solar Smart City is likewise an atom structure: the neighbourhoods 

energetically behave as particles with positive, negative or no electrical charge and their 

energy balance is managed and improved by means of the solar smart grid that keeps the 

energetic performances of the whole city stable. 

On this premise and as demonstrated by comparing energy consumption (Table 3) and solar 

energy production on roof areas (Table 5), the annual solar energy supply appoints at positive 

mean values of 50%. On the other hand, this result also shows how energy demand reduction 

is an indispensable step towards energy efficiency which has to include the adoption of 

measures at both the building and user behaviour level. 

The construction of a GIS platform based on the proposed parametric elements allows the 

automatic approach to geometric and spatial characteristics of buildings, their energy 

performances and smart grid integration across all the sub-spatial units. 

Following what has been described, further research will be carried out to understand how 

urban planning can play an important role improving energy consumption and production 

balance by means of mixed land use patterns and the utilization of smart grids, smart meters, 

and intelligent buildings across the city. 

Gross roof area of building (m²)

Gr | Sum of all global solar 

irradiation values over a year  

(kWh/m²)

Predicted annual yield for PV 

systems on available roof area 

(kWh)

Annual Solar Energy Supply 53% 57%

53354 167414 43173

41%

436

371

Mean annual global radiation on 

available roof area (kWh)
547225

1475

1185

1449

1717065

A | Net available roof area for PV 

installation considering 

reduction factors (m²)

1025

442800

1395 509

432
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ABSTRACT  

This paper describes and analyzes a study regarding the requalification of palm trees as a 

sustainable instrument for urban planning. The objectives are to find a simulation of the 

sunspot under the palm trees, the optimal height of the palms and distance between them to 

promote an adequate shade on a defined surface. The study will confirm that the urban 

ecosystem can be restored by the reuse of palm trees to protect outdoor spaces.  

Keywords: Sustainable urban planning, arid regions, palm trees 

INTRODUCTION 

Palms are the backbone of the oasis ecosystem and agricultural character of social life in 

Ziban. They have an ecological role that limits the advancing desert. Also, they create an 

essential microclimate for the proper development of understory crops. On the ground palm 

trees cover very large areas, minimizing the solar gain of the areas under palm trees, creating 

shaded areas identical to Saharan regions. The return to agriculture and palm trees, which is 

the original culture of Ziban particularly and the desert generally, becomes a necessity. In 

order to promote the use of palm trees, it must be integrated in development and urban 

planning.  

Current situation of the case study, the Ziban (wilaya’s Biskra): 

     

Figure 1: Maps show the mutation of oasis into urban space.   Source: APC de Biskra. 

These maps show the disappearance of palms from left to right; the first card presents the 

Turkish colonial period in 1844 , the second presents the period during the French colonialism 

from 1932 to 1958 and the third presents the post-colonial French period from 1962 into 

know. [1]   We clearly see the continual loss of palm trees, natural heritage of this Zab, 

leading to an imbalance in the oasis ecosystem and consequently in the desert urban 

ecosystem. Urban growth in this Zab happens despite the palm groves which have undergone 

several transformations since the creation of the first cores till today.  
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Climatic Context 

The climate of the micro-region is desert-prone arid and semi-arid, with a high temperature in 

summer reaching (48.8°C) in August, and a low temperature of (1.6°C) in February. Because 

of the desertification phenomena we get a longer and a hotter summer and a dry and shorter 

winter, with a 139, 8 mm / year of average rainfall [2]. 

In a previous research we have shown that palm trees are the sustainable armature of the oasis 

ecosystem. [3] Symbol of oasis agriculture, they are centers of life and a source of inestimable 

values: religious and moral, [4] cultural and economic. [5] To revitalize the use of this 

element and to restore the urban and oasis ecosystem we have proposed in this second part of 

work a project of local sustainable management module for outdoor spaces exposed to 

sunlight. 

Calculation of Ziban overheated zone 

This diagram highlights the diurnal and seasonal variability of air temperatures. To plot it, 

first we project the maximal and minimal monthly temperatures (Table1) on the calculator’s 

hourly temperatures (Figure 2a). Then, in a table, we represent the temperatures for each 

month and draw lines linking between the maximal and the minimal. 

Table 1: Monthly temperature forecasts of Biskra (2011) Statements of the meteorological 

station of Biskra 

The sunshine is significant; the number of hours of sunshine in warm periods exceeds 14 

hours per day. In winter it is around 10 hours. (Figure 2a) This permits also considering the 

incidental energy on the ground that, by turns, is not negligible. "In the summer, the amount 

of incidental energy on a horizontal plane is 6682 Wh/m
2
 [6] This solar potential offered by 

the climate of Ziban is promoting the integration of passive architectural processes. [7] Yet, a 

problem of overheating arises. 

 

       

 

Figure 2(a): Hourly temperature calculator. (b): Ziban’s matrix temperature per months and 

hours.                                          Source : S. Szocolay, (1979) [8] 

 

Months  Jan.  Feb.  Mar. Apr. May.  Jun. Jul. Aug.  Sept.  Oct. Nov. Dec. 

Max. t. 18°C 18°C 23°C 27°C 31°C 37°C 41°C 40°C 34°C 28°C 22°C 18°C 

Min. t. 8°C 8°C 11°C 15°C 20°C 25°C 29°C 28°C 24°C 17°C 12°C 8°C 
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The thermo-isopleths presented in (Figure 2) show a close relationship between the average 

temperature and time of day (hour) and year (month), from which we can deduct three groups 

of zones: first one known as the zone of sub-heating, which lasts from December to February; 

second one known as the zone of comfort, which is defined by the neutral temperature 25 ° C 

and spans the months of March, October and November; third one known as the zone of 

overheating, which spans the months of May, June, July, August and September when the 

temperature exceeds 25 ° C, especially between 10 am and 6 pm, where the sun's intensity is 

high and requires solar control. 

Once the temperatures are expressed in hours per month (Figre2b) we can carry them on the 

chart to determine the solar superheating zone. (Figure3) 

 

Figure 3: Polar diagram of Biskra, presentation of the superheated zone  

The solar diagram of the micro region of Ziban latitude 35 ° confirms that the superheated 

zone is spread over all months of the year except winter. Summer is the overheating period. It 

starts from 6 am until 7 pm. This fact calls for the occultation of outdoor areas. 

DATE PALMS -  A TOOL OF SOLAR OCCULTATION IN ZIBAN 

The proposed sustainable planning module counts with 15 palm trees per person [9]. For 

agricultural reasons, there are 2 palm tree planting methods in the Sahara (Figure 4), the 

"Quintral System" and the "Square System", which we will use it since it is the most common. 

                      

Figure 4: a)   "the Square System"                 (b) the Quintral System    Source: SECAAR 

In this part of the study we have changed the orientation of "the square system" to southeast 

and southwest, the two orientations most exposed to solar radiations; three models of palm 

trees with varying distances are studied, and a height of approximately 10 m. The 

corresponding scale models were exposed under the sun of the hottest month of the year, 

June, simulated by the heliodon.  
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Figure 5: the simulation of palm trees Source: author 

The 7 m x 7m module 

Several studies in the field of agronomy found that a distance spaced from 7 m up to 10 m 

represents the best spacing in agricultural terms, [10] as a higher density has detrimental 

effects on yields and the ventilation of palm trees, since it hinders mechanization and handling 

inside the palm groves and makes difficult any development effort [11]. Besides, high density 

creates an unfavorable microclimate, and requires more work since the operations applied 

individually to each palm tree are even more numerous. [12]   

The 5 m x 5 m module 

This setting is chosen to  to protect outdoor areas. The old palm groves were designed with 

such a dense spacing. It optimizes shade, compared with the new palm groves; but it does not 

foster the maintaining of palm trees and underlying cultures.  

The 3 m x 3 m module 

Traffic spaces in the region of Ziban are more or less narrow. Mmaximum distances in the 

streets and traffic lanes are 20 m for divided highways including pedestrian traffic areas. 

Pedestrian zones include an area of 3 m to 1.5 m, which is why we chose this as a third 

pattern for the study. 

 

 3mx3m module 5mx5m module 7mx7m module 

10 am 

   

12 am 

   
2 pm 
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4 pm 

   
6pm 

   

Table 2: capture of the solar occultation of Jun 21st, the hottest month of the year by three 

different modules of palm groves (2012) 

RESULTS 

By comparing the three modules we notice that:   

3 m x 3 m spacing allows more solar occultation over the whole day. 

5 m x 5 m spacing: from 8 am till 12 am the spaces, under the palm trees, are shaded, from 12 

am till 2 pm the spaces, under the palm trees, are less shaded, from 4 pm till 6 pm the spaces, 

under the palm trees, are also shaded.      

7 m x 7 m spacing does not offer a great opportunity for occultation compared with the two 

other modules. But we note that: from 8 am till 12 am the spaces under the palm trees are 

enough shaded, from 12am till 4pm the spaces under the palm trees are not shaded, from 4pm 

till 6pm the spaces under the palm trees are less shaded. 

5*5 m2 spacing can be used for solar occultation of public spaces, such as plazas and 

walkways, structuring and management of boulevards (more or less 20 m wide in arid 

regions). It serves as a Tool for channeling pedestrian traffic and provides a wide variety of 

planning possibilities (child play areas, fountains ... etc.). 

As to the module 7*7 m2, it will be a good cover for vehicle stopping and parking spaces as 

well as for marking entrances of equipments such as universities, town hall, hospitals, and 

towns. 

In both instances, palms will play an important role. The regular grid also allows easier 

surveillance for public security, and a good definition of  visual landscape and perspective. 

DISCUSSION 

What happens in the urban context of the micro Ziban, which was one of the greatest oases, is 

public spaces desertion or worse, their mutations in to parking zones. As a result of the lack of 

inadequate development of outdoor spaces in the arid and semi arid area during the 

overheating period between 11 am and 3 pm they become places of aggression. 

The integration of palm trees as a planning tool of outdoor spaces can promote their good 

practice. It will allow minimization of reflected solar radiation, absorption of sound noise, and 

consumption of CO2 emitted by vehicles, and finally the use of all the heat emitted for the 

maturation of dates. 

Socially, the inhabitants of the micro region speak nostalgically about the atmospheres created 

in the oasis of the 80s (before they were burned or abandoned and sold as land) restoring this 

nostalgia can only encourage rooting society. 
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CONCLUSION 

Sustainable planning, according to the Canadian Council of Forests Ministers intends "to 

maintain and improve the long-term ecosystem health ... for the benefit of all living beings ... 

while providing for present and future generations good environmental, economic, social and 

cultural prospects "[13]. Hence the need for this scientific approach to find the  best density of 

“palm trees” for the studied oasis, which represents both the economic and environmental 

capital of Ziban and any Saharan regions. 

This study has shown that the palm tree square system used by farmers to preserve the 

underlying cultures can be a tool of local and sustainable management of outdoor spaces for 

these regions. As we have seen, the module 5 m x 5 m is the most favorable for solar 

occultation in arid and semi arid regions. 

The reuse of the palm tree as a tool of planning can help restore the oasis ecosystem through 

first the resumption between urban and natural heritage and second the rootedness of society 

itself in its natural context. This reuse must necessarily be a promoting factor to the recovery 

of the oasis identity of Ziban. It must also be a great developing project to prevent 

desertification. In order to promote the use of palm trees, they must be integrated in 

development and urban planning.  
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ABSTRACT  

Studies regarding solar energy at the neighbourhood scale always have to deal with the size 

and the complex geometry of a real built context. Three-dimensional modelling techniques 

allow visual reproduction of formal features and solar performance of a city portion. 

Nevertheless, the definition of the right level of detail (LOD) is always a crucial point when 

creating digital mock-ups.   

On the one hand, currently available computational resources are not totally able to support 

the exact representation of a building cluster and the simulation of environmental phenomena 

is often based on parametrical analyses. On the other hand, a drastic geometrical abstraction 

could discard important information and affect the reliability of solar predictions.  

This study aims to identify the most suitable LOD to simulate the solar performance at the 

mesoscale of the city. To do this, the direct radiation access within a building cluster is 

assessed by employing virtual models with different approximation degrees.  

This comparison allows assessing the margin of error between different levels of detail and 

discussing about benefits and inconveniences of the two approaches. The results might be 

elaborated to define a rank of deviation factors, useful to evaluate the margin of error 

provided by generic models with regard to solar predictions.  

Keywords: geometrical 3-D modelling, mesoscale, morphological and typological mock-ups, 

LOD, solar potential predictions, roughness  

INTRODUCTION  

The development and application of three-dimensional virtual models in the field of 

environmental studies offer great facilities to the research regarding solar access at the scale 

of the city district [1]. Traditional graphical methods [2] impose, in fact, a high degree of 

abstraction and provide information that is often limited to a schematic or two-dimensional 

representation of the urban context. Digital tools permit, instead, to handle large amounts of 

data and reproduce the complexity of a real urban structure considered as a whole system.  

The employment of digital mock-ups for solar simulation allows for simultaneous evaluation 

of energy gains on different surfaces and ensures more accurate results. However, currently 

available hardware and software resources still have some limitations in exactly reproducing 

the complex interaction between the solar phenomenon and the extremely heterogeneous 

geometry of an urban portion. Therefore, a certain approximation degree is necessarily 

required by mesoscale modelling. 

At the same time, applying drastic simplifications and assimilating the irregular urban fabric 

structure to a continuous array of identical blocks might cause the loss of relevant information 

and seriously affect the reliability of final outputs. 
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What is, therefore, the correct level of detail (LOD) for 3-D digital mock-ups at the 

neighbourhood scale? What is the relevant geometrical information to enclose, in order to get 

the right balance among calculating time, processing power and confidence of solar results? 

Previous research was developed about the effectiveness of generic models for environmental 

analyses [3, 4] and about techniques for a simplified spatial representation of complex urban 

scenes [5, 6]. Outcomes of those studies commonly demonstrate the significant influence of 

morphological specificities on the amount and distribution of solar energy collected. 

Nevertheless, the possibility to exploit simple and synthetic models is not rejected at all, but it 

asks for some specifications. 

The definition of a correct LOD for virtual models is firstly related to the final purpose of the 

solar analysis. Furthermore, it should be considered that the effects of any simplification 

action might differently affect solar predictions, depending on the uniformity of the original 

configuration and on the position of the exposed surfaces.  

This paper deals with the assessment of solar potential on building façades and roofs by 

means of digital mock-ups with different levels of detail. The main purpose is to establish the 

most suitable LOD of 3-D models for solar simulation at the district scale. More specifically, 

it aims to evaluate the extent to which an identical simplification process might affect the 

solar potential of horizontal and vertical surfaces with regard to different degrees of 

morphological roughness. This kind of approach shall permit to identify the variable 

deviation factor associated to the application of generic models to different urban contexts.  

METHOD 

This study is based on the comparative analysis of solar predictions provided by the use of 

morphological and typological models. The former class keeps relevant geometrical 

specificities of the real urban form; the latter consists of a homogeneous simplified pattern, 

shaped according to the general and average spatial features deduced from experimental data.  

Two urban fabric samples with very dissimilar formal structures were selected in the 

metropolitan area of Barcelona (Spain): the Eixample district (Case 1) is the result of a 

specific design and stands out for its ordered network; the Barri Gotic area (Case 2) keeps the 

typical features of an old city centre with narrow streets and irregular blocks (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1: Aerial view of the selected urban fabrics: Eixample (left) and Barri Gotic (right). 

Source: https://maps.google.es/ 

Morphological modelling 

The morphological models (class A) were built on the basis of the cadastral plans which 

contain data about the number of floors, patios, courtyards and staircases of every block. 

Direct observation and photographical surveys were employed to complete and validate the 

available information. By assigning a height of 3m to each floor and extruding the plot 

footprint by computer-aided design techniques (software AutoCad), a 3-D reproduction of the 

existing buildings was therefore obtained.  
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The level of detail of these models is similar to level LOD2 of the CityGML official OGC 

Standard [7]. This means that the positional and height accuracy is about 2m and objects with 

a footprint of at least 4m x 4m are included (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2: Morphological models of the Eixample (left) and Barri Gotic samples (right) 

Typological shaping 

The construction of the two typological models (class B) was based on the average 

dimensions determined by means of the SpaceCalculator method [8]. This tool allows 

calculating a series of indicators which express the abstract spatial properties of an urban area 

by mutually relating empirical data through mathematical functions (Fig. 3).  

In order to reproduce the right proportion of full and empty spaces, the overall volume and the 

coefficient of porosity [9] were set equivalent to those of the morphological mock-ups (with a 

margin of error of about 2-3,5%); the proportions and distribution of voids were arranged 

according to the prevailing distinctive characteristics of the real urban fabric. The level of 

detail of typological models can be assimilated to LOD1 (see [7]), where the accuracy is 

about 5m and only major-scale objects are represented (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3: Typological models of the Eixample (left) and Barri Gotic samples (right) 

Assessment of solar potential and deviation factor 

The solar potential is defined as the ratio of solar gains to exposure surface area of roofs and 

façades, independently. Horizontal (SPh) and vertical solar potential (SPv) were assessed in 

samples 1 and 2 with regard to the classes of model A and B, during the months with the 

highest and lowest level of irradiation: July and December, respectively. The solar simulation 

was implemented by means of the software Heliodon 2 [10]. 

The deviation factor (df) is computed as the percentage variation between solar potential 

values provided by the typological approach and solar potential values referred to the 

corresponding morphological method.   
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Roofs 

As a general tendency, the employment of typological mock-ups enhances the assessment of 

horizontal solar gains (Table 1). In fact, the flattening of height variations and the elimination 

of any protruding volumes considerably reduces the presence of obstructions on the roofs and 

improves their exposition to solar rays. The only surfaces that nearly do not receive any direct 

radiation are the covers of the minor patios located at a very lower level, but they do not 

affect the overall results, tahnks to their very limited extension. 

In both case studies, the deviation factor between A and B in the month of December is more 

than double with respect to July (59% vs 23% in Eixample and 48% vs 21% in Barri Gotic), 

due to the greater impact of obstructions and of their cast shadows during the winter months.   

Comparing the performances of the two urban patterns, it is observed that the values of df are 

slightly lower in Case 2 than in Case 1 (48% vs 59% in December and 21% vs 23% in July). 

This means that, when dealing with morphological models, the weight of shadowing on SPh is 

more notable in the Eixample than in the Gotic district. This performance is attributable to the 

major presence of vertical projections on the roofs, that is to say to the higher level of 

roughness in the former case with respect to the latter. 

Finally, it has to be noticed that the utter amounts of SPh, are always higher in Case 2 than in 

Case 1. In other words, the simplification process does not modify the general tendency of 

behaviour: both morphological and typological models, in fact, evidence that covers in the 

Barri Gotic area have a bigger solar potential with respect to those in the Eixample district. 

Table 1: Horizontal solar potential (SPh) in kWh/m
2
: December (left) and July (right) 

 

Façades 

Vertical surfaces show a more complex functioning with regard to the use of different LOD 

models, but some points in common with the performance of roofs can be found. The results 

confirm that the influence of actual geometry on solar potential is more important during the 

cold season: in absolute values, df decreases from 72% to 51% in Case 1 and from 34% to 4% 

in Case 2, in December and July, respectively (Table 2).   

Once more, the deviation factor is more elevated in the Eixample than in the Barri Gotic 

neighbourhood and the difference between the two cases is more considerable than before: df 

is 72% vs -34% in the cold period and 51% vs -4% in the warm one. These data verify the 

tendency that was previously identified, that is to say the greater impact produced by the 

simplification process on SPv in the sample 1 with respect to the sample 2.  

However, while in the case of roofs the divergence was entirely attributed to the height 

variations, the performance of vertical surfaces is also affected by the horizontal roughness, 

that is understood as the presence of folds, protrusions and indentations with respect to the 

hypothetical “straight line” of a façade. Looking at the spatial distribution of the SPv, the main 

differences between models A and B are effectively detected on internal fronts of the block, 

which show a very fragmented geometrical structure. 

Case studies Model A Model B df (%)   Case studies Model A Model B df (%) 

1_Eixample  17,40 27,61 59 
  

1_Eixample 155,00 191,07 23 

2_Gotic 23,25 34,42 48 2_Gotic 165,09 199,82 21 
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The most remarkable and probably unforeseen result is that the employment of typological 

models leads to an under-estimation of the solar potential on Barri Gotic façades, namely: -

34% in winter and -4% in summer. This one constitutes the only case, among those which 

were studied, where the homogenization of irregularities (i.e. the inner outline and cavities of 

the block) improves possibilities for solar access. 

Despite the contrasting results obtained in cases 1 and 2, it is important to point out again that 

the overall qualitative trend is not altered by the application of simplified models: in both A 

and B, in fact, the results display that the Eixample configuration supplies a higher vertical 

solar potential than the one provided by the Barri Gotic domain.  

Table 2: Vertical solar potential (SPv) in kWh/m
2
: December (left) and July (right) 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

This paper examines and compares the application of variable level-of-detail digital mock-ups 

with regard to the assessment of solar potential within different urban patterns.   

In general terms, the results of the analysis demonstrate that the same LOD might produce 

changeable margins of error in evaluating possible solar gains, depending on the roughness 

and on the spatial characteristics of the urban pattern, on the period of the year and on the 

relative position of surfaces which are considered. It is, therefore, not possible to define an 

optimal LOD for solar simulation at urban scale nor identify a univocal deviation factor to be 

indistinctly applied to all classes of typological models. Nevertheless, some general 

considerations can be done: 

- The simplification process mostly affects the three-dimensional virtual models of those 

urban fabrics which display a high degree of geometrical roughness.  

In the present analysis, the highest deviation factor is detected in the case of the Eixample. 

The apparent morphological homogeneity that characterizes this pattern is actually limited to 

the street network and the external perimeter of the blocks, but the effective distribution of 

volumes is jagged. In fact, both the compactness and the porosity coefficients (see [9]) 

confirm that the Eixample sample has a lower level of mass concentration and a denser 

distribution of empty spaces with respect to the Barri Gotic one, which exhibits, instead, a 

smoother envelope. 

- The employment of typological digital mock-ups might have dissimilar effects on 

quantitative predictions of solar potential, according to the vertical or horizontal position and 

to the openness of a surface. 

In the case of roofs, the flattening of vertical projections generally produces an over-

estimation of the energy collected. In the case of façades, the influence of roughness enhances 

or reduces the SPv according to the greater or lesser spaciousness of the block internal 

surfaces. In fact, the deviation factor assumes positive values in wide and unobstructed spatial 

surroundings (i.e. the central courtyard in the Eixample block), but becomes negative when 

close and narrow spaces are considered (i.e. the resulting room within the Barri Gotic block). 

From the historical point of view, this performance might be related to the fact that the 

unplanned growth of the Gotic district probably allowed for an “instinctive” and spontaneous 

exploitation of available space, in order to get optimal solar exposure conditions.   

Case studies Model A Model B df (%)   Case studies Model A Model B df (%) 

1_Eixample  11,42 19,65 72 
  

1_Eixample  32,67 49,45 51 

2_Gotic 7,07 4,64 -34 2_Gotic 24,65 23,67 -4 
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- For both horizontal and vertical surfaces, the incorporation of specific details within the 

morphological 3-D modelling is definitely more impacting during the cold season because of 

the lower altitude of the sun in the sky vault and the greater impact of cast shadows.  

In summary, it must be recognized that, in all the cases that have been studied, a lower 

approximation degree (from LOD2 to LOD1) does not modify the tendential relative solar 

performance of roofs and façades within a particular layout. Therefore, the employment of 

simplified models appears particularly suitable and helpful in comparative analyses aimed at 

evaluating the qualitative solar potential of different urban fabric archetypes. This kind of 

approach might be useful during the early decision steps of the design process, in order to fit 

urban design solutions and predicted daylight and thermal requirements.  

However, specific attention should be paid to the simplification process, particularly to the 

definition of proper criterions and tools to regulate and implement the transition from a 

morphological reproduction to a typological representation of the city at the mesoscale. The 

manual method applied in this study proves to be valid and reliable, but displays some 

restrictions in the simultaneous handling of several dimensional and formal parameters. For 

this reason, the typological modelling necessarily requires a certain approximation degree. 

A parametrical approach, supported by appropriate computational and modelling software, is 

strongly recommendable for further investigation about 3-D digital mock-ups and solar 

potential assessment. This kind of method would ensure a greater rigorousness with regard to 

the consistency between different level-of-detail models and to the assumption of generally 

applicable results. Furthermore, it would enable systematic processing of digital mock-ups 

and solar comparative analyses extended to a wider series of urban cases. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a process of solar potential optimization for residential buildings in high 

density urban areas. The process is validated through its application to the project of a mixed 

use, net zero energy building including public facilities and four levels of apartments. The 

optimization process concerns three phases: energy, solar and panelling optimization. The 

design approach combines parametric volume transformations (Rhinoceros - Grasshopper), 

solar dynamic analysis (Daysim) and solar maps analysis (DIVA for Rhino). The energy 

optimization regards the reduction of the heated volume, compared with the allowable volume 

defined by the regulations of the city of Milan, to a smaller one with lower internal heights, 

minimizing the building’s energy demand. The solar optimization is focused on the 

transformation of the initial volume based on the local urban parameters (distance among 

buildings, allowable profile, building’s height, plot ratio), in order to improve the solar 

exposure and maximize the solar access. The façades are modified to reduce the 

overshadowing effect of the nearby buildings, maintaining the same volume. The optimized 

volume derives from parametric studies about solar availability tilting the vertical facades 

away from the vertical. Solar dynamic annual analyses were conducted using Daysim and 

DIVA for Rhino in order to compare the initial and the solar optimized scenarios. The first set 

of simulations was carried out on both the isolated initial and optimized volumes, while the 

second set was carried out on the latter volumes placed in the district, thus affected by the 

surroundings. The loss in floor area due to the slope of the south and east façades is balanced 

by the addition of living areas facing the inner court without losing any commercial floor 

area. This choice allows a comparison of the two buildings, which have different shapes but 

the same volume. The annual solar mapping analysis is performed to localize the most 

irradiated parts of the building envelope, giving the possibility to design both a photovoltaic 

or thermal solar system with variable density elements. The results show the increase of 

available solar radiation in solar optimized design, while the panelling study permitted to 

optimize both technology and energy design of the solar systems required and furthermore to 

justify the architectural choices that led the building’s design. The studies have demonstrated 

that through the optimization of the building shape, it is possible to obtain a huge 

improvement in the amount of solar radiation available on the façades, while keeping the 

same envelope surface. The next steps of the research will be focused on the analysis of both 

photovoltaic and solar thermal panels’ efficiency, as well as the related assessment of 

increased surface temperatures on the façades, due to the solar energy system integration. 

Keywords: Solar Potential, Energy optimization, Solar dynamic simulation, Panelling façade. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Recent surveys show that 31% of the electrical energy and 44% of the thermal energy 

produced are consumed by houses, offices and commercial buildings causing 36% of CO2 

emissions in Europe. Most of this energy is used for heating (78%) and air-conditioning 

(25%) [1]. These data show how important it is to design self-sustainable buildings in order to 

fulfil the energy needs taking advantage of renewable sources and reducing the impact on 

climate. In the recast of the Energy Building Performance Directive (2010/31/EU), the 

European Commission has established that by 2020 all new buildings within the European 

Union should reach the nearly zero energy buildings standards [2]. In this scenario it is 

necessary to develop an integrated design process taking into account the most important 

technical aspects since the early design phases. Therefore the right orientation, exposure and 

design of the building envelope, as well as its performance and the choice of the solar 

integrated systems, should be considered since the preliminary design steps [3] [4]. The 

design process should be carried out evaluating different shapes and observing their effects in 

terms of solar access and irradiation onto the building itself, as well as the effects over the 

surroundings and from the surroundings to the building [5] [6] [7]. This paper shows a 

process of design optimization of a new building located in via Palermo, North of the city 

centre of Milan (Italy). This is a high density area composed of 4 or 5 storey buildings. 

Currently the site of construction, constrained within an L shape rotated 12° clockwise from 

the North direction, is a big hole in the urban texture. Therefore, because of its localization, 

the area is strongly restricted in terms of footprint of the ground floor, building height, limits 

for elevations’ profile, plot ratio, and size of rooms. 

AIMS OF THE RESEARCH 

The study presented in this paper is a validation of a new solar design approach based on the 

optimization of the built volume. The work proposes guidelines for the assessment of solar 

potential in urban areas through a process of parametric modelling of the relationships 

between buildings and districts. The new design approach is the result of a wider process 

started with a first optimization of volumes within an intervention of demolition and 

reconstruction, in search of the shape with the highest solar access [8]. The work continued 

with a second study [9], where a sensitivity analysis of the levels of total solar radiation on the 

external envelope has been carried out for several geometrical transformations of the building 

shape; finally, the same analyses were developed through parametric transformations of 

complex shapes [10]. As was shortly written above, the process of the solar design 

optimization here presented is organised into two different but logically consequent steps. The 

first part is related to the estimation of the increment of solar access of the new building 

through a comparison between the initial building's volume and the solar optimized shape, 

defined by a parametric study and maintaining the same volume (5,409 m
3
) and the same 

amount of the exposed surfaces (2,340 m
2
). The second part is focused on the localization of 

the most irradiated areas of the building envelope, suitable for the installation of solar systems 

in order to produce energy and reduce the building’s purchased energy demand. Therefore the 

aims of the study are: 

- improve the solar access of the new building; 

- maintain or improve the solar access of the nearby buildings; 

- localize the best areas for the installation of solar systems. 
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THEORY AND METHODOLOGY 

The approach starts from the maximum volume allowed by the city planning regulations, 

reducing the floor-to-floor height, from 3.80 m to 3.50 m changing the total height of the 

building from 19.20 m to 18.00 m. The preliminary transformation, which is permitted by the 

local regulations, allowed the reduction of the heated volume used for further parametric 

study for solar access optimization. This volume, called Vol.A-ref, is considered isolated and 

not inserted in any context.  

Figure 1. Comparison of the maximum allowable volume (Vol.0), initial volume (Vol.A) (on 

the left) and solar optimized volume (Vol.B) (on the right). 

The approach is therefore based on the comparison, in different scenarios of analysis, between 

Vol.A and the Solar Optimized Volume, called Vol.B. The study started by fixing the urban 

parameters and modifying the shape of the building, varying them within the range indicated 

in the local urban planning regulations. All the transformations were conducted maintaining 

the volume of the building and the amount of surfaces exposed to the sky. Each 

transformation was applied taking into account parameters such as the orientation and 

inclination of the façades and the usability of the interior space. Figure 1 and Figure 2 

summarize the different features considered for improving the solar exposure of the envelope 

surfaces. In particular the solar optimization process consists of an iterative parametric 

process that, for each façade, considers different slopes and orientations using generative 

modelling tools, such as Rhinoceros and Grasshopper [11]; the annual solar radiation 

analyses were run using a dynamic daylighting simulation tool, such as Daysim [12], 

considering all solar radiation components coming from sun (α), sky (β), reflections from the 

surroundings (λ) and from the ground (µ). 

After the shape modelling based on the solar optimization process described above, same 

volumes with different shapes were obtained. The data of total annual radiation were filtered 

in order to choose the best shape with the highest value of solar access, limiting the 

overshadowing effect from the surroundings. Table 1 shows the final parameters used for all 

Radiance-based simulations, validated previously [10]. 

 

Table 1. Set of “rtrace” parameters used for all radiance-based simulations. 

Table 2 reports the radiance material adopted for surrounding buildings. All external surfaces 

of neighbouring buildings were treated with the average colour (pink) of existing districts. All 

simulations used the EnergyPlus weather statistical data climate file recorded for Milan-

Malpensa Airport (latitude 45.27° N, longitude 9.11° E). 

 

 

 

 

ambient 

bounces 

ambient 
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resolution 
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direct 
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direct 

relays 

3 1000 20 300 0.1 0.15 0.20 2 
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Table 2. list of radiance materials. 

Figure 2. From the left side: site plan with the elevation of the analysed nearby buildings, the 

orientation of the building with respect to the sun path and section A-A’ with different solar 

radiation components (sun (α), sky (β), surroundings reflections (λ), ground reflections (µ)). 

The amount of solar radiation incident on the building envelope was calculated using the 

Daysim software. Daysim was developed by the National Research Council of Canada and the 

Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems in Germany. It is one of the best software [13] 

to use for these kind of analysis. In a previous work [8], Daysim program was adopted and 

validated for a similar case of calculating solar radiation values on the external envelope of 

buildings. 

The calculations have been performed using the DDS (dynamic daylight simulation) model, 

allowing for a more detailed analysis of direct solar radiation [13]. A detailed solar maps 

analysis, aimed at locating the most suitable area to install the solar energy system, was 

conducted using DIVA for Rhino [14]. It is a highly optimized daylighting and energy 

modelling plug-in for Rhinoceros and Grasshopper, based on Radiance. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the first part of the solar optimization process, regarding the improvement of the building’s 

solar access, two different sets of simulations were run: in the first set, the total annual 

radiation on the building envelopes has been calculated, in the condition of simple isolated 

volumes, in order to define the design with the largest solar irradiation; in the second set of 

simulations, the analysed volumes were considered together with the existing urban 

environment, in order to estimate the overshadowing effects by nearby buildings.  

 

Table 3. Isolated Scenario - Results of solar radiation analysis. R: total solar radiation 

impacting on the external envelope. RA: average solar radiation on the external envelope. 

Δref.: percentage of variation of solar radiation with respect to the initial reference volume 

(Vol.A-ref) and Δrel: with respect to the volume of the relative scenario analysed each time. 

Material 
Radiance 

Description 

Number 

of values 

R 

(refl.) 

G 

(refl.) 

B 

(refl.) 
Specularity Roughness 

conc.plaster void plastic 005 0.713 0.713 0.713 0.00 0.00 

 
 

 

Shape ab gr. refl. R [kWh/yr] RA[kWh/m2yr] Δref[%] Δrel[%] 

Vol.A-ref 3 0 1,448,946.67 620.53 - - 

Vol.B 3 0 1,536,555.12 652.7 6.0 6.0 

Vol.A 3 0.15 1,572,936.63 673.63 8.6 - 

Vol.B 3 0.15 1,649,919.11 700.85 13.9 4.9 
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Table 4. Context Scenario - Results of solar radiation analysis. Legend: the same of Table 3. 

Figure 3. Comparison of solar radiation maps analyses between Vol.A (on the left) and Vol.B 

(on the right) in a Context Scenario – Elaboration data by DIVA for Rhino. 

Each set of simulation includes two different scenarios: in the first, ambient bounces (ab) are 

set equal to 3 and ground reflectance (gr. refl.) equal to 0.0 in order to calculate only the solar 

reflection effect created by the surroundings, while in the second ab is considered equal to 3 

and gr. refl. equal to 0.15, to calculate also the ground reflection contribution. The results are 

reported in Table 3 (Isolated scenario) and Table 4 (building inserted in a context – Context 

Scenario). The irradiation values obtained show that the solar optimization permits to increase 

the solar radiation on the building envelope up to 13.9% considering the isolated scenario. 

Moreover, the solar gains cover the reduction due to the surroundings (-0.5%) when the 

building is inserted in the context. It is important to underline that the ground reflectance 

affecting Vol.B, instead, does not provide the expected increment. The last column of Table 3 

and Table 4 shows that the percentage of the scenario considering the ground reflection 

(ab=3, gr.refl.=0.15) is lower than the previous scenario (ab=3, gr.refl.=0.0). The increment of 

total solar radiation given by the ground reflected component is higher considering the 

Isolated Scenario (1.1%) and it is lower in the Context Scenario (0.7%). This is caused by the 

shape of the volume: the shape of the ground, visible in Figure 2, level has been designed in 

order to reduce the summer solar gains (both direct and reflected radiation) in the mediateca.  

More solar access analyses were carried out on the context, in order to estimate if the amount 

of solar radiation on the façades of the nearby buildings would remain the same or would 

instead increase because of the new building. Considering the Context Scenario (ab=3, 

gr.refl=0.15) and the presence of Vol.B, the North and East façades of the closest building, are 

affected by an increment of solar radiation of 8.2% for the East façade and 0.7% for the North 

façade compared to the Vol.A case. The purpose of the second part of the solar optimization 

process was to localize the most irradiated surfaces of the building envelope; these would be 

the most suitable locations for the installation of the solar systems. The optimized volume 

includes North and East elevations tilted 6° away from the vertical direction. Starting from the 

South façade of the initial building, a new elevation is created by slicing the volume for the 

best exposure of South façade, which is sloped 10°. The “solar shell” (Figure 4) composed by 

27% of the overall surface is able to harvest up to 45% of the total radiation incident on the 

building envelope, as estimated in the Context Scenario (ab=3, gr.refl.=0.15). 

Shape ab gr. refl. R [kWh/yr] RA[kWh/m2yr] Δref[%] Δrel[%] 

Vol.A 3 0 1,253,231.71 536.71 -13.5 - 

Vol.B 3 0 1,366,164.2 580.32 -5.7 9.0 

Vol.A 3 0.15 1,331,002.54 570.01 -8.1 - 

Vol.B 3 0.15 1,440,993.46 612.11 -0.5 8.3 
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Figure 4. Views of the “Solar shell”. 

CONCLUSION AND OUTCOMES 

The results confirmed that a new solar design approach can significantly contribute to the 

definition of the building’s volume and the production of on-site renewable energy. Further 

studies are required to understand the consequences of the complex shapes deriving from the 

solar optimisation process, in terms of construction (panelling of surfaces) and cooling loads 

(increased surface temperatures due to solar panels). 
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ABSTRACT  

Renewable Energy Sources (RES) are set to be the pillar of the future energy supply in smart 

cities. However, the volatile generation of RES leads to challenges for matching the demand 

and supply. Hence, innovative energy management systems on a city district level are 

required to ensure the security of supply. A simulation environment is essential to investigate 

and assess the energy management concepts. This simulation environment comprises large 

numbers of buildings and different energy supply systems which result in extensive 

simulation time and thereby a great restriction to the research, especially for long simulation 

periods. Therefore, a modeling approach that ensures fast simulation times while simulating 

the thermal behavior accurately is developed. In this regard, simplified building as well as 

boiler, heat pump, storage heater and combined heat and power unit, table-based models are 

developed within the context of a Modelica-based library construed for city district 

simulation. The modeling and parameterization approach is presented in this paper. The 

feasibility of this approach is analyzed by a simulation of several dwellings. The results show 

that the approach enables fast simulation times while accurately simulating the thermal 

behavior of the buildings. Finally, further simplification of the models for the Energy 

Conversion Units (ECU) through eliminating the hydraulic components and reducing the 

model to thermal-based is investigated. This method results in reducing the simulation times 

of the ECU models up to 10 times. 

Keywords: City district simulation, Parameterization of buildings, Modelica-based modeling  

INTRODUCTION  

Renewable Energy Systems (RES) are set to be the main contributor to energy supply in the 

near future. However, the weather dependent and volatile nature of RES allows only for 

throttling the generation and undermines the possibility of scheduling the energy generation. 

This leads to challenges for matching the demand and supply. Consequently, innovative 

energy management systems on city district level are needed to ensure the security of supply. 

In contrast to the conventional energy optimization strategies on a house level, a concept 

designed for city districts offers a higher degree of freedom and a large potential of 

flexibilities [1]. City district models can be used to assess the integration of RES in the supply 

structure and identify storage and load shifting potentials. Hence, City district simulations 

provide the investigation environment required to develop the different energy management 

strategies and analyze the feasibility of these solutions. The paper presents a parameterization 

and modeling approach of buildings and energy supply systems for city districts. 

PARAMETERIZATION AND MODELING APPROACH 

Parameters for Drafting a Building Model  

The general set-up for the modeling of a building is illustrated in Figure 1. The heating 

demand in houses is mainly governed by the overall heat transfer coefficient of the house 
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envelope and its heat storage capacity. Therefore, the determination of the heat capacity and 

heat resistance of the building construct enable a rough simulation of the dynamic thermal 

behavior of a building. This requires the assessment of several parameters: a) the net area of 

the building which is deployed as the zone area of the simplified building model. The net area 

is equal to 85-90 % of the building gross area AG which is computed according to eq. (1) from 

the construction area AC of the building and the number of heated floors nf b) the heated floor 

space AN that is calculated using eq. (2) and (3) from the heated building volume Ve and the 

storey height hf 

 fCG nAA *  (1) 

 mVA eN /3.0*  (2) 

 ffe hnV *  (3) 

c) the construction configuration of the inner walls, outer walls, floor, ceiling, roof, flooring 

as well as the type  of the windows  d) the orientation and area of the outer walls and windows 

for the solar irradiations. Information on the building’s dimensions is not always available and 

can be approximated through the analysis of pictures of the buildings and the usage of the 

aerial perspective in public web mapping service application. The construction configuration 

i.e. physical properties of the wall’s layers, as well as the storey height is derived from the 

construction year as construction periods are characterized with a typical set up.  

 

Figure 1: Set-up of a house model 

Moreover, the heat demand depends on dynamic parameters i.e. the solar irradiation gains 

mainly through transparent areas, the inner thermal gain mainly the dissipation energy form 

light bulbs and electrical appliances i.e. computers, TV sets and refrigerators, the ventilation 

rates as well as the outdoor ambient temperature, the wind speed and the indoor temperature 

that define the potential of the heat losses to the environment. Furthermore, the outdoor 

temperature is an important parameter for the control of energy delivery system. This value is 

used to determine the feed temperature of the supply system with a characteristic heat curve. 

In this manner, a comfortable room temperature regardless of the outdoor temperature is 

ensured while minimizing the energy costs. The weather data can be derived from the 

measures of a weather station or from a test reference year. The ventilation rate and the inner 

thermal gains are users’ dependent and cannot be accurately determined and must be 

approximated based on stochastic models for occupancy.   
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Sub-Models   

Simplified building model: to simulate and investigate the thermal load performance of a 

large number of building models for a long period in parallel, a high computing capacity is 

required. The size of the equation system and the number of events are dominant factors for 

the simulation speed [2]. One feasible method to enhance the simulation speed without 

modifying the model is to parallelize the simulation and distribute it onto several nodes of a 

computer cluster. This might not be reasonable however, if the equations are strongly coupled 

– for example when the behavior of the heating system directly influences the thermal 

behavior of the building. A different approach is to reduce the complexity of the models. The 

more detailed the model is, the larger the number of equations to be solved. Events occur 

when a set of equations has to be changed during the simulation resulting in one or more non-

differentiable function values at this point in time. Events normally occur in controller models 

because they use discrete variables but are also related to the complexity of physical models 

(switching between equations). Reducing the complexity of models can therefore result in less 

events and higher simulation speed. As a tradeoff, the accuracy of the simulation models 

normally is reduced as well. The developed simplified building model is based on the 

approach of the German industry guideline VDI 6007 [3]. The building is reduced to a single 

heating zone with two main components, thermal resistances and capacitors that describes 

respectively the heat transfer and storage in the building’s wall mass. The implementation of 

this model requires a conversion of the original list of construction parameters of wall 

material layers and dimensions into equivalent thermal resistances and capacitors for outer 

and inner walls in a step prior to simulation. This approach decreases the model’s number of 

equations as well as the computing time required to a reasonable level which enables city 

district simulation scenarios. 

Energy conversion unit models: The energy supply system of a building is the link between 

the house and the energy grids (electrical, gas or thermal). Boilers are the standard heat 

generation in residential buildings. Heat pumps (HP) and combined heat and power (CHP) 

systems are increasingly installed due to their higher efficiency compared to standard boiler 

systems. HP and CHP coupled with thermal storage systems offer a load balancing potential 

for energy management. Similarly, electrical storage heaters gain attraction in an energy 

market with large amounts of renewable energy which can be stored as thermal energy for 

heating when the electrical energy supply is larger than the energy demand. The boiler system 

is modeled based on manufacturer data for the heat output. The control strategy used for this 

system is feed temperature control. Hence, the boiler controller minimizes the difference, 

between the set feed temperature according to the heat curve and the feed temperature 

measured value, by regulating the heater’s power within the possible limits. The HP model is 

based on manufacturer data for heat and electrical power flow with two simple heat ex-

changers, the evaporator and the condenser. The temperature of the cold side in the evaporator 

and the warm side in the condenser determine the design thermal energy flow as known from 

manufacturer data. A continuous speed control concept is implemented to regulate the thermal 

power of the HP. A buffer storage is included in the system to reduce excessive on/off 

switching of the heat pump. In the CHP model, the conversion of the fuel into heat and 

electricity is determined based on manufacturer data. Both thermal- and electrical driven 

control are possible. Night storage heaters are used to take advantage of low electricity tariff 

during night and charge a storage mass to cover the heat demand for the next day. The 

charging time in the model is determined according to the outdoor temperature based on the 

manufacturer data. The output of the storage heater is controlled via a thermostat that 

regulates the revolution speed of the storage heater built in ventilator to ensure that the 

comfort set temperature is reached.  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Investigation of City District Simulation 

In this section, the results of an investigation of 19 buildings in the region Bottrop in 

Germany are presented. Figure 2 depicts the complete model of these houses implemented in 

Dymola/Modelica. In this investigation, the buildings are modeled as a single heating zone 

according to the VDI 6007. The construction parameters of wall material layers and 

dimensions are approximated based on the parameterization approach presented earlier.  

 

Figure 2: Snapshot of the buildings models in Dymola/Modelica 

The supply systems are represented using the energy conversion models described in the 

previous section. A ventilation model is incorporated into the building. In this model, a 

selectable base air change rate increases due to occupancy, indoor and outdoor temperature. A 

higher occupancy leads to a higher additional air change rate. Also lower outdoor or indoor 

temperatures decrease the additional air change rate as people are less likely to leave windows 

open under these conditions. A discrete transient temperature profile ranging between 18 and 22 

°C is chosen as the indoor set temperature which influences the radiators’ thermostatic valve set 

point. This profile shows a night setback and normal daily temperature level. The occupancy 

and electrical consumption profiles for lights and appliances are generated stochastically 

while taking into consideration the number of apartments and residents to accommodate the 

internal heat gains according to [4]. The data form a test reference year is used for the weather 

parameters.  

 

Figure 3: Evaluation of the simulation with the average annual specific energy demand with 

respect to the construction year based on [5] 

The simulation execution time for the thermal performance of a single zone over a year period 

is estimated at 52 seconds. The simulated thermal behaviors of the houses are plotted in the 
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left diagram of Figure 3 as specific annual heat demand with respect to the building year 

construction. The results show a decreasing trend with increasing year of construction. This 

correlates with the increase in the thermal insulation requirements for buildings over the 

years.  

The right diagram in Figure 3 illustrates the progress of the specific annual heat demand with 

respect to the construction periods with the simulation results presented as dots. The 

construction periods are characterized with a certain heat insulation standards for buildings. 

The results show a good agreement with the average progress of the annual specific energy 

demand. The negative deviation can be drawn back to refurbishment measures of the building 

or the energy supply system, or to a rational heat consumption pattern of the residents. The 

positive deviation can be explained through excessive heat consumption than the theoretical 

average due to an increased individual comfort standard, increased ventilation or inefficient 

operation of the energy supply system.   

Investigation of Thermal Based Supply Models  

For the simulation of city districts, the simulation time is a critical parameter. The energy 

supply systems are typically modeled with thermal-hydraulic components. However, the 

simulation of hydraulic models is computationally intensive, due to the higher number of 

variables involved. To further reduce the simulation time, two approaches are feasible. The 

first is to reduce the complexity of the medium model used and decrease the number of its 

physical properties that are continuously computed and result in long simulation time. The 

other is to eliminate the hydraulics and reduce the model to a thermal one. The investigation 

of this approach show that the elimination of the hydraulics results in several challenges in 

different segments of the energy supply model mainly the lack of a return temperature, due to 

the absence of the mass flow, as well the accommodation of the system’s reaction time that 

depends on the hydraulics and of the thermal capacity of the heat carrier. These drawbacks are 

countered through regulating the heat supply’s power, with no information about the return 

temperature, based on the energy balance of the building-supply system in which the power of 

the supply model is defined as the sum of the building heat losses. The time delays are 

accounted for by extracting the reaction times from the simulation of the hydraulic systems 

and implementing these in the thermal model. The consideration of the thermal capacity 

within the thermal models is essential to achieve an accurate behavior between the added 

energy and the temperature gradient. Therefore, the mass of the heat carrier is calculated 

directly from the manufacturer data of the supply unit and is replaced into the thermal model 

with an equivalent heat capacity.  

 

Figure 4: Comparison of the feed temperature and energy output 
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Figure 4 shows a comparison of the thermal-hydraulic (HTh) and thermal (Th) models of a 

CHP unit. This comparison is assessed while inducing several events during the simulation 

process, first under stationary condition followed by a period with a fluctuating desired feed 

temperature and finally two external on/off signal. The left diagram in Figure 4 displays the 

feed temperature delivered by the thermal and thermal-hydraulic models along with the set 

feed temperature during a 10 days simulation time. The absolute average error is 0.25 K while 

the standard deviation amounts to 0.46 K. The generated thermal and electrical energy with 

both models is depicted in right diagram of Figure 4. The absolute average error and standard 

deviation are respectively 0.144 and 0.155 kW for the electrical power and 0.295 and 0.4 kW 

for the thermal power. Hence, the performance of the thermal based supply models is 

validated. The simulation time for the thermal-based boiler and the CHP unit is around 11 

times faster in comparison to the thermo-hydraulic models. The simulation time of the heat 

pump could be only improved about 4 times, due to the existence of many events. 

CONCLUSION  

The paper defines an approach for modeling city districts. A simplified building model as 

well as table-based boiler, heat pump, storage heater and combined heat and power units 

models are developed within the context of a Modelica-based library construed for city 

district simulation. The parameterization method for the building simulation is introduced and 

discussed in detail. This method enable an estimation of the construction parameters based on 

the construction year and through using web mapping service application. The residents’ 

occupancy and internal thermal gain profiles are approximated based on a stochastic model. 

Accordingly, this approach is used to parameterize, model and simulate several buildings for a 

one year period. The simulated annual specific energy demands correspond to the average 

annual specific energy demand with respect to the construction period.  The computing time 

for a one year simulation of a single zone model is estimated around 52 seconds. The results 

show that the modeling approach enables fast simulation times while accurately simulating 

the thermal behavior of the buildings. Finally, the first investigations on reducing the 

complexity of the models for the energy conversion units through eliminating the hydraulic 

components and reducing the model to thermal based show that the simulation time can be 

reduced up to 10 times for CHP and boiler systems and up to 4 times for HP. However, this 

method delivers several modeling drawbacks mainly the lack of the return temperature due to 

the absence of the transport medium. Therefore, a simplification approach based on reducing 

the number physical properties of the medium model could provide an improved solution. 
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ABSTRACT  

The building stock has a decisive impact on energy consumption, greenhouse gas (GHG) 

emissions and sustainable development of urban areas. In previous studies the authors have 

assessed these impacts by applying a bottom up building stock model (BSM) including 

construction components and energy systems for different development scenarios. The goal of 

this work is to present novel improvements of the BSM which include a spatial differentiation 

of building characteristics, energy infrastructure and local potentials of renewable energy. As 

such the model is suitable to be used in the context of urban energy planning and to simulate 

different scenarios, for instance with regard to the feasibility of long term carbon mitigation 

and (primary) energy consumption reduction goals.  

To simulate energy demand, carbon emissions and further key indicators of the building stock 

the bottom-up simulation methodology has been enhanced in terms of spatial differentiation. 

So far, to deal with the great complexity of building stock modelling, different building types 

of an urban context have been clustered into cohorts with similar characteristics. As compared 

to these earlier approaches, we combine specific data known on the level of each individual 

building with generic data that is known or assumed on the level of building or spatial 

cohorts. These cohorts are defined by variables such as construction period, building type and 

utilisation, and building location. However, model calculations are done on the level of 

specific building archetypes, building technologies, and building components. As such 

assumptions on technical characteristics and building stock alterations may be brought much 

closer to the decision processes. This new approach of spatial building stock modelling 

(SBSM) offers the advantage of being able to include specific, geo-referenced building data 

(e.g. from surveys or from building registers) and to represent results at the level of details 

needed. Hence, results may be represented by building type or other building attributes, but 

also by hectare or neighbourhoods, using geographical information systems (GIS). 

Scientific results are achieved both with regard to methodology and with regard to content. 

Methodologically we demonstrate the feasibility of combining data and assumptions on 

different levels of aggregation such as building elements, individual buildings and cohorts. 

With regard to content we present results from a case study about feasibility of achieving the 

goals of the 2000-Watt- and 1-ton-CO2-society in the city of Zurich, referring to spatially 

differentiated potentials of renewable energy and energy-efficiency. 

Keywords: building stock, spatial simulation modelling, geographical information system 

(GIS), energy-efficiency, renewable energy, urban context 

INTRODUCTION  

The building stock is one of the largest energy consumer and emitter of greenhouse gases 

(GHG) in urban spaces. Even though buildings newly constructed in recent years have been 

using less and less energy, the average consumption of the building stock remains high as 

retrofitting rates of existing buildings remain low. Thus also potentials of renewable energies 
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should be taken into consideration to reach ambitious GHG mitigation goals. Yet, especially 

for urban areas tapping energy-efficiency and renewable energy potentials entail specific 

challenges. Models are adequate tools to improve the understanding of the development of the 

energy consumption of the building stock in different scenarios. 

Several different methods of building stock modelling have been developed so far. Swan and 

Ugursal [1] and Kavgic et al. [2] give a general overview of the different modelling 

techniques. Especially bottom-up models have become more sophisticated with a trend 

towards spatially differentiated models related to geographical information systems (GIS). 

Markus et al. [3] use spatial data from a land use model in order to model the development of 

the energy demand distribution of city regions. A similar method is used by Howard et al. [4], 

who assess the current energy demand of New York by applying the results of a statistical 

regression model to the floor area distribution if the city. Biberacher et al. [5] combine 

spatially differentiated supply and demand modelling by optimizing local energy potentials 

with heat demand based on costs, efficiency and CO2-emissions. 

In previous studies the authors of this paper have assessed the impacts of the building stock 

on final energy consumption and GHG-emissions by simulating different scenarios with a 

bottom-up building stock model (BSM) that explicitly includes construction components, 

building technologies and energy systems [6-9]. The goal of this work is to present a further 

development of the BSM using a new approach of spatial building stock modelling with 

results from a case study about feasibility of achieving the goals of the 2000-Watt- and 1 ton 

CO2-per-capita-society in the city of Zurich.  

MODELLING CONCEPT 

The bottom-up simulation methodology previously developed by the authors [6-9] in order to 

simulate energy demand, carbon emissions and further key indicators of the building stock is 

extended in terms of spatial differentiation. As such local heating (and potentially cooling) 

energy demand can be compared to locally bounded renewable energy potentials or current 

and future energy network infrastructure. With this modelling principle of matching locally 

demand and potentials or supply it becomes possible to assess energy policy scenarios in an 

urban context much more realistically.  

The model adopts a cohort approach that aggregates data of individual buildings that are 

similar by building (construction) type, construction period, type of use (e.g. which mix of 

economic sectors within a building type) and location (right-pointing arrow in Figure 1). 

Thus, these cohorts are spatially differentiated in order to enable the modelling of spatially 

differentiated energy demand. Demand evolution is simulated using construction rates and 

retrofit measures, which differ across the city depending on urban development strategies. 

The demand is covered by spatially differentiated energy carrier mixes depending on the 

available supply infrastructure, renewable energy potentials and development strategies.  

In order to deal with the great complexity and heterogeneity of the building stock, different 

building types of an urban context are clustered into cohorts with similar characteristics. As 

compared to the earlier approaches, we combine specific data known on the level of each 

individual building (from geo-referenced building registers) with generic data that is known 

or assumed on the level of building or spatial cohorts (right-pointing arrow in Figure 1). The 

heating and hot water heating demand is calculated for all cohorts based on the official Swiss 

norm SIA 380/1 (EN ISO 13790) [10]. The distribution of different heating systems, building 

technologies and appliances is modelled based on assumed diffusion rates, which depend on 

the different scenarios and are differentiated for all cohorts. Based on the building 

characteristics of each cohort and the assumed mix of heating systems, the model calculates 
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the final energy demand for all cohorts for each time step up to 2050. Based on the emission 

and primary energy factors (PEF)—which, in the case of electricity and district heating, 

depend on the break-down of primary energy input—the model then calculates greenhouse 

gas (GHG) emissions and primary energy use.  

In a final step, cohort-specific results are allocated to the individual buildings of the geo-

referenced building register in order to represent results in a geographical information system. 

The interface between the BSM and the GIS (left-pointing arrow in Figure 1) refers to 

attributes that uniquely identify the different cohorts of the BSM which are building type, 

construction period, zone, status of patrimonial protection, and others.  

 

 

Figure 1: Interaction of the building stock model (BSM) with geo-referenced data and the GIS 

environment 

IMPLEMENTATION 

At the current stage technical implementation is quite heterogeneous: The BSM as such is 

implemented in MS Excel using Macros and VBA code, the interface between the BSM and 

the GIS environment is implemented in MS Access, and dividing the city area into different 

zones is done in ArcGIS.  

Spatially differentiated development of heat demand 

The development of heat demand of the buildings is carried out for all building types and is 

spatially differentiated. Geo-referenced data of the building stock, which covers all building 

types of a city, is aggregated to cohorts in GIS based on aforementioned characteristics. 

Based on the local characteristics of the building stock and urban development considerations 

the city area is divided into different development zones. Zones can consist of the historic city 

core, traditional, pitoresque residential areas, reorientation areas or urban development areas. 

These zones differ in terms of the state of their buildings, their retrofit and new construction 

rates and the effect of energy efficiency measures, especially in the case of the facade (see 

Table 1 that exemplary show retrofit rates for two different cases and Table 2 as well as 

Tables 4 to 6 in [11] that illustrate how U-values of retrofitted façades are differentiated).  

All buildings are grouped into different retrofit types based on the building type, building 

period, listed building status (patrimonial protection registry) and the construction zone, 

which includes specific assumptions about the renewal of their envelope and the building 
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technology (e.g. external insulation of the facade is often not possible for listed buildings and 

for the alternative internal insulation less insulation material can be applied resulting in a 

higher U-value). This results in spatially differentiated retrofit measures and efficiency 

potentials. The specific heat demand is then calculated for a limited number of building 

archetypes. Each of the cohorts is characterized by such an archetype. Archetypes are 

specifically defined in terms of geometry and building physics data for each of its main 

building envelope components (façade, windows, roof, etc). Results are then extrapolated to 

the whole building stock, relating resulting heating demand to the aggregated cohorts.  

 

With listed buildings  

(e.g. old city core area) 

Without listed buildings  

(e.g. reorientation area) 

Construction 

period 

2005 2020 2035 2050 2005 2020 2035 2050 

Pre 1920 0.40% 0.58% 0.56% 0.45% 0.58% 0.84% 0.81% 0.65% 

1920-46 0.54% 0.79% 0.76% 0.61% 0.69% 1.00% 0.96% 0.77% 

1947-74 1.04% 0.96% 0.88% 0.75% 1.27% 1.17% 1.07% 0.92% 

1975-1990 0.44% 1.22% 1.06% 0.38% 0.52% 1.44% 1.24% 0.45% 

1991-2009 0.02% 0.21% 0.33% 0.41% 0.02% 0.25% 0.39% 0.48% 

Table 1: Annual renewal rates [% floor area/year] for the building component “Facade" for 

Multifamily houses in the efficiency scenario as defined in [11]. The differences between the 

two areas stem mainly from the high percentage of listed buildings in city core areas. 

(Adapted from [11]) 

 

With listed buildings  

(e.g. old city core area) 

Without listed buildings  

(e.g. reorientation area) 

Construction 

period 

2005 2020 2035 2050 2005 2020 2035 2050 

Pre 1920 0.68 0.51 0.36 0.29 0.44 0.36 0.26 0.21 

1920-46 0.50 0.39 0.27 0.22 0.38 0.31 0.22 0.18 

1947-74 0.44 0.36 0.26 0.21 0.40 0.31 0.22 0.17 

1975-1990 0.40 0.35 0.24 0.20 0.38 0.30 0.21 0.17 

1991-2009 0.40 0.35 0.24 0.20 0.38 0.30 0.21 0.17 

New buildings 0.24 0.20 0.15 0.14 0.24 0.20 0.15 0.14 

Table 2: U-values [W/m
2
/K] for the building component “Facade" for Multifamily houses in 

the efficiency scenario as defined in [11. The differences between the two areas stem mainly 

from the high percentage of listed buildings in city core areas. (Adapted from [11]) 

Spatially differentiated heat supply and renewable energy potentials 

Additionally to zoning motivated by urban development and energy demand considerations 

the city area is also divided into different zones depending on the availability of renewable 

energy potentials suitable for heating purposes. The zones are differentiated according to the 

local availability of such potentials or use restrictions of thereof. Typical examples are ground 

water, perimeters of lakes and rivers, geothermal energy, waste water purification plants, and 

others. Many of these potentials require a (thermal) energy network infrastructure which 

implies that the existing district heating network and topological considerations (e.g. distance 

from lake and river, traffic infrastructure) are also influencing the zoning process.  
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Spatially matching heat demand, supply, and renewable energy potentials 

Zones motivated by demand related considerations are than superposed with zones of supply 

infrastructure and potentials (see “Abbildung 1” in [11]). This allows for spatially matching 

supply and demand and to appraise to which extent locally available potentials may be 

sufficient to cover demand.  

RESULTS  

The spatial building stock model (SBSM) was applied in a case study covering the area of 

Zurich-Altstetten. Using specific, geo-referenced building data (from the building registry of 

Zurich) using geographical information systems (GIS) it became possible to represent results 

at the level hectares (see Figure 3). In Zurich-Alstetten areas of high demand coincide with 

groundwater energy potentials. Moreover it becomes apparent that high demand areas will be 

shrinking in the future and the demand in general is decreased in the scenario considered.  

 

 

Figure 2: Exemplary results comparing the spatially distributed heat demand (space heating 

and warm water) of the neighbourhood of Altstetten in the city of Zürich in 2010 and 2050. 

CONCLUSION 

The new approach of spatial building stock modelling (SBSM) offers the advantage of being 

able to include specific, geo-referenced building and energy potential data (e.g. from surveys, 

building registers and geological maps), to locally match demand, existing energy 

infrastructure and potentials and to represent results at the level of details needed or desired. 

Obviously the approach and the level of disaggregation depend on the data availability of the 

place to be investigated. Hence, results may be represented by building type or other building 

related attributes such as building owner, but also by spatial attributes such as hectare, 

neighbourhoods, using geographical information systems (GIS) if data resolution is 

appropriated. The transferability of the SBSM to other cities is currently under investigation. 

For the case of London this is within the project Smart Urban Adapt (SUA) from which 

preliminary results are to be expected by the end of 2013 and for other cities within other 

activities of TEP Energy and Chalmers University of Technology. In parallel software 

implementation is being transferred to a more appropriate environment. 
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ABSTRACT  

The real estate market tends to grow as cities are more and more populated and new buildings or 

districts are hatching. But a systemic vision of the realization of eco-districts is still lacking. 

Current buildings have less thermal needs because of the technical improvements in the envelope and 

the heat distribution systems. Thus the morphological and geometric parameters of buildings have a 

significant impact on changes in energy needs, and it is possible to minimize the energy consumed 

while leaving ample liberty to planners and architects in their respective work. This can be done on 

one condition: the consideration of energy must take place at an early stage of the draft, when the first 

model is designed, in agreement with the planners, to assess its effects. 

The objective of the “QuaD” project, driven by CREM in collaboration with the EPFL and the HES-

SO Valais, is to develop a tool that can modelize a district and give energy, economic and 

sustainability indicators as the buildings, energy production and supply are defined by architects or 

urban planners on a 2D/3D software platform. 

An ideal spacing between buildings, ideal compactness, optimum orientation, sustainable envelope 

elements and thoughtful supply aim at providing a more sustainable society. Sensibility calculations 

have been done on those parameters and many others to show their influence on the energy needs, that 

include heating, domestic hot water, embodied energy, electricity and energy induced by mobility. In 

parallel, providing a tool to urban planners represents a challenge as those people have typical 

workflows that can’t be changed drastically. An analysis of the workflows of architects and urban 

planners has been done and the tool has been developed in order to meet their needs. 

The difference of this tool compared to others is that it can modelize a district in 2D/ 3D, and 

immediately evaluate the impact of constructive, energy production and building choices. “QuaD” 

gives energy indicators that vary depending on those choices, and can integrate all the concepts of 

sustainability: from an economic comparison of solutions to the choice of the most efficient energy 

solution for energy supply, and taking social recommendations into account. 

“QuaD” will give a new opportunity to planners who want to excel in building the new eco-districts of 

tomorrow, but could also be used by municipal architects, who want to elaborate scope statements for 

building projects on their parcels, or make district plans which contain energy criteria. 

Keywords: sustainable districts, urban planning, energy efficiency, energy 

INTRODUCTION  

The Swiss real estate market tends to grow. It is well established that the choice of an urban project 

has a significant impact on the three pillars of sustainable development. However, it seems that some 

of these areas are neglected as actual processing for developing a district is not designed for being 

energy-/socially-/economically efficient. 

Against this backdrop and in order to create new sustainable development standards, different tools 

have been developed and used to qualify or quantify whether a neighborhood is sustainable or energy 

efficient, but only when the architectural and urban concepts were endorsed. 

In parallel, there are many communities that would make sustainable neighborhoods but who feel 

helpless when it comes to provide guidance for developers and investors, both technically and legally. 

The CREM, in collaboration with the EPFL and the HES-SO Valais, want to solve this problem 

through the applied research project QuaD (Sustainable Neighborhoods). The goal is to create a 

software which allows to model the neighborhood showing energy indicators corresponding to the 

choice of the architect or another user, and that includes all the concepts related to energy efficiency. 
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METHOD 

To identify issues related to the design of sustainable neighborhoods, it was first necessary to 

understand the current operation of projects that are undertaken, and assess the criteria that influence 

the energy performance of neighborhoods. 

Cross approach bottom-up 

Various players were included in this bottom-up approach to identify precisely the problem (architects, 

municipal councilors, housing service managers, responsibles for sustainable city development, urban 

planners, etc.). 

These interviews and analytical work helped define and sketch a procedure for the neighborhood 

design competition. 

 

Figure 1: Standard process of a neighborhood design competition. QuaD project, CREM 

A short analysis of this scheme shows that many parameters that have a major influence on the energy 

performance of a neighborhood are set too early in the project, without having been analyzed as 

criteria involved in the selection of projects. 

Evaluation of key energy parameters 

The first step to solve this problem was to list all the parameters that influence the sustainability of a 

neighborhood based on the experience gained through many construction projects or renovations. 

According to the "environment" dimension of sustainable development, the elements that have been 

identified are mainly related to: 

 Invariable local context (there is a certain amount of fixed geographical data) that are for 

example the location, weather conditions, topology etc. 

 The building’s typology, depending on the type of construction, its assignment (residential, 

office, and all other categories of the SIA standard
1
), and also its shape and orientation. 

 The behavior of the users for which it is possible to issue recommendations, but difficult to 

determine the representative criteria. The calculated heating needs are based on a 20°C inner 

temperature but real cases show that the inner temperature is closer to 22°C which causes a 

greater energy consumption. 

 Mobility, responsible for a large share of greenhouse gas emissions. There are several ways to 

quantify the energy induced by mobility based on the use of buildings in the neighborhood. A 

calculation tool has been developed by the SIA. 

For each identified parameter, experts have determined their relevance to be implemented in a help-

designing tool, based on their experience and study results explained later. 

In the "economic" aspects of sustainable development, a financial module allows to take into account 

the different costs that appear in the lifecycle of the neighborhood that has been created. This module 

also allows quantitative comparison of different solutions or concepts. The overall costs consist of 

investment costs, operating costs and decommissioning costs. 

                                                      
1
 www.sia.ch 
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Figure 2: Economic analysis of a scenario. QuaD project, CREM 

The data of a scenario can be showed in a web-diagram and those scenarios can be compared and 

include the CAPEX and OPEX. The costs taken into account here are: 

 CAPEX: capital costs including the building costs and technical supply system costs. A 

standard cost has been assigned to types of construction: CHF 1’000.-/m3 for a standard 

construction, majored by 5% for Minergie label and 12% for Minergie-P. This is information 

communicated by the Minergie office concerning the actual construction costs. Concerning 

the supply systems, costs are based on experiences of municipal councilors that work in the 

“buildings commission”. 

 OPEX: operational costs consisting of energy costs, maintenance costs and amortization 

during the life-cycle of the different elements. They are related to the technology used for the 

scenarios. Energy costs are correlated with a standard inflation rate. 

Finally, with the "social" aspect of sustainable development, it is not conceivable to set conditions that 

are evaluated in the QuaD tool. In this perspective, it makes sense to only offer recommendations. The 

social success of a neighborhood is depending on environmental factors, social diversity to promote 

social mix, and its functional diversity in order to create synergy, but also identification and ownership 

space for residents. Many studies show that for the moment, no tool is able to quantify social aspects 

on the basis of identified parameters. 

Nevertheless. The QuaD tool could be coupled to other tools that give more information on social 

aspects that must be included during planification, as the SMeo
2
 tool does. 

Set of parameters 

Developed for a use in the design phase, the number of inputs must be as low as possible while 

maintaining an acceptable accuracy in the final performance. In accordance with the working group, it 

was proposed that the tool QuaD has two levels: 

 Level 1 – Summary model for a brief building assessment which includes  

o Location on a map or giving an address (weather station and solar mask are 

automatically calculated and retrieved). 

o Designing the main ground forms of the buildings 

o Introduce the height of the buildings, the number of floors and the ratio of glass 

surface 

o Choose the construction type (standard concrete, wood or mixed structure) 

 Level 2 – Detailed model taking into account the specificities of each building in order to 

refine the previous results for the heating and associated costs. 

Finally, the methodology for sensitivity studies was to model a neighborhood or a model building on 

which a parameter has varied. Then it is the result of the study to determine whether the tested 

parameter is significant or not. 

                                                      
2
 www.smeo.ch  
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A document of specification has been elaborated and the partners of the project, the HES-SO in Sion 

and the EPFL LESO-PB have simulated the sensitivity studies. Here is an example: 

 Impact of existing buildings on solar gains 

o In studying different cases, a ratio could be found and give an ideal spacing between 

buildings in function of their height.  

o Varying parameters: distance between existing and planned buildings and height of 

buildings 

o Tool: CitySim 

o Output : ideal distance between buildings, in function of their height and margin of 

error 

o Priority: high 

o District model: planned district “Prés Magnin” located in Martigny 

This was done for all the parameters influencing the energy performance of a building / neighborhood. 

All studies, given their numbers, cannot be presented individually in this paper but the main results 

from these many analyses are nevertheless presented below. 

RESULTS 

The parameters that must be considered when designing a neighborhood were divided into three 

distinct categories, which are planning and infrastructure, building and energy supply. 

Planning and infrastructure 

Urban form and geolocation are certainly essential for energy consumption in the area and therefore its 

environmental impact (greenhouse gas emissions). 

 The mean angle of the solar mask must be optimized. Ideally, the mask angle should not 

exceed 20°. 

 The orientation of buildings plays a significant role. By varying the orientation angle between 

0 and 90 °, the consumption varies in the following manner : 

 

Figure 3: Energy-orientation correlation. Métamorphose project, Lausanne. The orientation 

of the buildings compared to a north-south axis implies a variation of the energy needs. The 

different colors represent the solar mask angle 

In this diagram, different buildings have been simulated as « cubic » buildings or 

« rectangular » buildings. The orientation of the buildings compared to a north-south axis 

implies a variation of the energy needs. This is due to solar gains that change in function of the 

surfaces irradiated by the sun. 

In consequence, for low solar masks, the orientation of rectangular buildings can change the 

energy needs up to 25%. 
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 The average solar mask is also related to geolocation. It is essential to be able to automatically 

retrieve the mask distant horizon based on the geolocation of the neighborhood.  

 Finally, the average annual ambient temperature changes with altitude and location. It is 

expected to be able to automatically choose the weather station through the georeferencing 

tool QuaD. 

 

Buildings 

In addition to its aesthetic side, the architecture of a building is a basic component for the optimization 

of thermal needs. The shape of the building will play a role in the thermal decrease of the building, 

generating more or less heat losses, potential thermal bridges and discomfort associated with summer 

overheating. 

 First, the shape of a building will define its compactness. This is what is called the form 

factor. It is the ratio of the surface of the heat losses and the energy reference area. Optimizing 

the form factor limits the need for heating. Thus, there may be a factor 2 or 3 on the heating 

needs between a compact and a building that is not for the same energy reference area (ERA) 

 Changing the number of floors influences the form factor. The following graph shows that 

there is an optimal number of floors that varies depending on the ERA. Those data are 

calculated on a standard actual building. 

 

Figure 4: Influence of the number of floors and ERA. QuaD project, CREM 

 The design of a building goes inevitably through the choice of materials. Thereby it is possible 

to be guided by their embodied energy. For example studies show that the concrete 

construction method has an equivalent embodied energy to one’s generated by induced 

mobility. 

 Finally, studies on the windows show that a good glass quality over the south facing glass 

surface reduces the heating needs. It should be noted however that these values were obtained 

by a static thermal calculation for each month of the year, which does not reflect the real 

dynamic behavior. 

Energy supply 

From a technological point of view, “improving the energy performance of a neighborhood is the 

result of the integration of four measures: improving the building envelope, use of distribution 

systems, use of indigenous resources and improved energy efficiency of conversion” [1].  

Thus, even after optimization of the integration of building space and choices about the envelopes of 

these buildings, a quantity of energy is more or less required to meet remaining energy needs. This is 

ensured by energy supply systems which are mainly characterized by two distinct elements: 
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 The energy carrier (electricity, natural gas, oil, wood, geothermal energy, etc.) 

 Technology or energy conversion systems that convert an energy carrier into another one or 

into useful energy. 

The choice of energy supply systems has a major impact on the quantities of final and primary energy, 

[2] consumed to provide equivalent energy services. It is the same for GHG emissions.  

In the case of QuaD project, it has been found that the energy supply systems, which ensure the needs 

of different consumer items, must in all cases be considered. This will calculate the amount of primary 

energy and greenhouse gas knowing the energy needs of the district. 

Finally, Fig. 5 shows an example of analysis performed for a fictitious neighborhood showing the 

influence of different systems of energy supply on the primary energy consumption of the case study. 

This comparison is coupled with a presentation of the influence of the choice of constructive modes 

(wood or concrete) and energy performance related. 

 

Figure 5: constructive modes and energy supply comparison. QuaD project, CREM 

CONCLUSION 

Following those works, broad prospects seem open to QuaD tool. In fact, that kind of help-designing 

tool would, on the one hand, facilitate the implementation of specifications including economic and 

energy efficiency criteria for the planning competition, and, on the other hand, evaluate draft district 

under energy-climate performances. 

This assessment tool will be made available to district designers (architects, general contractors, etc.) 

giving them the opportunity to integrate economic and energy issues since design phase. 

The example of a neighborhood in Martigny, taking into account different scenarios of energy supply, 

shows that the energy performance of the district, in terms of total primary energy (embodied energy 

included), varies by a factor 2.3. 

Designing a neighborhood with high energy-climate performances requires considering energy issues, 

both for the urban design of the district, the architecture of the buildings and collective energy 

infrastructure.  
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ABSTRACT  

In urban development projects, planners face significant challenges from the complexity of 

the urban system. Urban growth reflects the dynamic inter-connections among social, 

economic and environmental aspects. Land use arrangements have huge impacts on urban 

infrastructure, including energy, water, transport and waste, as well as on carbon emission 

levels. Traditionally, there is a communication gap between urban planners and technical 

teams. The former is centring on land use schedules while the latter focusing on proposing 

their individual strategies. This gap results in inconsistency that harms the potential of 

maximising the sustainability of urban development.  

The Integrated Resource Management (IRM) approach was proposed by Arup London in 

2005. This innovative and systematic approach integrates spatial and resource flow 

information from different technical disciplines through their internal linkages. Therefore, the 

model is able to process inputs from each technical team and quantifies performance outputs 

to provide a comprehensive indicator system for decision-makers. Since then, IRM has been 

further developed in the UK, the United States and Australian and has been applied for large 

scale projects globally.  

During the unprecedented urbanization process, China has achieved great success in 

economic growth while facing severe environmental challenges in natural resources shortage 

and environmental pollution. With the slogan of “Shape a Better World”, Arup has the 

mission and competence to drive Chinese cities’ development into a sustainable path. 

Developing IRM within Chinese context is an essential part to achieving this goal. This paper 

provides a brief introduction to IRM China version by a case study in order to illustrating the 

benefits of its adoption in urban planning projects. 

Keywords: urban development, integrated planning, sustainability 

INTRODUCTION 

City is defined as a relatively large and permanent settlement and is constituted of complex 

systems including housing, transport, land usage and utilities [1]. Cities accommodate lives of 

their residents and consequent business activities. High level concentration of developments 

brings prosperity to cities and attracts migrants and business moving to cities. This kind of 

urbanization process has taken place for decades globally and is extraordinarily remarkable in 

China during the past 30 years. Based on World Bank’s prediction, there will be 350 million 

more people adding to China’s 1 billion urban populations, and 221 cities with populations 

over one million by 2025 [2]. Not only the megacities such as Beijing and Shanghai, the 

second-tier cities, like Suzhou and Tianjin, call for integrated urban planning for their 

ambitious development goals.   

Urban planning is both a political and technical process, with considerations of land use 

control and urban environment design. Expertises from policy makers, urban planners, 

architects and engineers all contribute to the planning process from concepts to detailed plans.  
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Traditionally in Mainland China, urban planning follows the designing process that has the 

similarity with an assembly line. Firstly, strategic development targets are set up by the 

central and local authorities. Urban planners then start to focus on land use schedules that 

reflect the high level targets. After that technical planners propose individual strategies on 

different disciplines accordingly. However, mass information is required to be processed 

within short time and the dynamic inter-connections generate urban complexity problems that 

are challenging urban development practitioners.  

The Integrated Resource Management (IRM) model is created to provide a solution to urban 
complexity issues [3]. It interconnects data between land use and technical solutions in an 
Excel spreadsheet. It is able to process these technical inputs by integrating assumptions and 
calculations from energy, water, transport and waste sectors. All the outputs can be instantly 
quantified and sent to key performance indicator system, which can be used to appraise the 
performance of planning schemes.  

Furthermore, the integrated design approach is developed along with the increasing emphasis 
on urban sustainability. With the adoption of IRM model, a sustainable design framework can 
be built up to guide the design and development from the very beginning. Work flow will be 
changed subsequently and so does the project management method.  

Since 2005 when the first version came out, IRM has been used in various types of Arup 
projects all over the world, including eco-city planning in Dongtan masterplan (Shanghai, 
PRC) [4], greenhouse gas emissions estimation for waterfront Toronto (Canada) [5] and 
environmental impact assessment in Concord Community Reuse Plan (Northern California, 
US).  

IRM CHINESE VERSION 

IRM China version is further developed from its previous adoption in Australia with special 
considerations of the Chinese context. Framework of the model was re-structured according 
to Chinese coding system of land use while basic rates of resource consumption were 
collected by referring to national and local standards. In addition, an energy profile database 
for typical building types was established by using energy simulation tools.  

In this paper, a case study is selected to introduce the China version model. All the 
information comes from a practical project which locates in a fast developing city of East 
China. The following sectors provide the details of using IRM to drive sustainable urban 
development.  

i. Scenarios 

The main purpose of using IRM is helping decision makers to efficiently assemble all the 
information together and make judgement and decision on optional scenarios. Therefore, 
scenario setting is the first and one of the most significant steps to build up framework of the 
project model.  
There are two scenarios in the case study, BaU (Business as Usual) and Sustainability.  BaU 

is developed according to national and local standards, and its strategy combination and the 

consequent results in its indicator system are regarded as the benchmarks to be compared with 

the counterparts of the Sustainability scenario.   

ii. Indicators 

As for sustainable urban development projects, a comprehensive indicator system is required 
to be established in order to be the guidance of the development. The indicators, as the 
performance results, are well linked with land use information and inputs of technical 
strategies.  
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Major indicators in this case are consumption and supply structure in energy and water sectors, 
waste generation and its breakdown after treatment, and transport mode share and the network 
performance, and carbon emission, which is the essential one to present overall result of both 
scenarios. In IRM, results are able to be calculated automatically, which makes the whole 
decision making process to be simplified by just clicking buttons in the input dashboard and 
choosing strategy combinations. Parts of the dashboard are shown in Table 1~3. 

iii. Energy 

Energy sector in IRM is divided into two parts, demand and supply. Energy demand focuses 
on calculating energy consumption according to land use arrangement and population, while 
supply structure and energy balance are considered in the latter one. 

In terms of energy demand, an energy database is established by adopting e-Quest, the energy 

simulation software. There are five typical building models, including residential building, 

office, hotel, shopping mall and cultural buildings. Assumptions of each building model 

follow national codes and standards. As the results, the hourly energy profiles provide the 

demand baseline of electricity, heating and cooling.  

Sustainable energy planning strategy calls for the reduction of energy demand and optimized 
supply option to minimize total carbon emission. In order to reduce energy demand, green 
building is the preferable option for the Sustainability case. In the Sustainability case, all the 
buildings are required to obtain the Three Star Certification, the highest Chinese green 
building standard. That means energy efficiency increasing 20% by comparison with national 
standard (GB).  

As for energy supply, increasing renewable energy proportion are mainly considered. 
Compared to traditional grid supply, the priority of energy resource in Sustainability case 
goes from solar, to biomass, and to heat pump. In IRM, max yield of each supply option is 
provided and the desired proportion is testified to pursue for the optimized combination of 
solutions. Table 1 lists the results of the energy supply options. By replacing grid electricity 
with renewable energy, the structure of energy supply is changed totally (Figure 1 & 2). 
Hence the demand for national grid and natural gas is declined dramatically. 

 
 

Scenario => BaU Sustainability 

2. 
ENERGY 
DEMAND 

Residential 
Select 

=> 
GB 

Select 
=> 

3 Star 

Administration and 
Public Services 

Select 
=> 

GB 
Select 

=> 
3 Star 

Commercial Facilities 
Select 

=> 
GB 

Select 
=> 

3 Star 

Business Facilities 
Select 

=> 
GB 

Select 
=> 

3 Star 

Recreational & Public 
Service Facilities 

Select 
=> 

GB 
Select 

=> 
3 Star 

3. 
ENERGY 
SUPPLY 

 
Yield Desired % Yield Desired % 

Solar PV (Building 
Roofs MWh) 

141,44
7 

0% 
141,44

7 
5% 

Solar PV (South 
elevation MWh) 

34,537 0% 34,537 20% 

Solar HW (Building 
Roofs MWh) 

599,66 0% 599,66 5% 

Bio-energy generation 
(MWh) 

11,071 0% 11,071 80% 

Ground-source heat 
pump (KW) 

263,74 0% 263,74 10% 

Water-source heat 
pump (KW) 

2,500 0% 2,500 0% 

 
Consumption Consumption 

Grid Electricity (MWh) 108,171 48,569 

Gas (GJ) 14,088 65 

Table 1: Dashboard of energy sector 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Energy Supply Type Proportions 

Figure 2: Energy Source Breakdowns  

(kWh supplied p.a.) 
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iv. Water 

As the same as in energy sector, balancing water demand and supply are the main concern 
here. In BaU case, all the water usage counts on tap water supply and water consumption rates 
are identified in National Water Saving Standard [6].  

The so-called sustainable water strategy focuses on introducing non-traditional water supply 
resource to diminish the demand of fresh water. By subdividing water use purposes, demand 
for toilet flushing and gardening can be satisfied by water regeneration and rainwater 
collection. Then the valuable fresh water is only required to meet the portable water needs. It 
should be mentioned that rainwater supply is regarded as backup because of its unreliability, 
although rainfall collection strategy is included in IRM water sector. Besides, pipeline leakage 
rate is also considered and its reduction is of significance to increase the efficiency of water 
supply network.  

From Table 2 and Figure 3, it can be seen that 1/3 of tap water supply is saved by recycling 
40% of waste water, collecting all the rainfall available and controlling pipeline leakage rate.  

 
 

Scenario => BaU Sustainability 

4. WATER 

Regenerated 
Water Supply 

0% 40% 

RainWater 
Supply 

0% 100% 

Leakage 
Rate 

20% 12% 

Table 2: Dashboard of water sector 

 

 

 

v. Waste 

The current situation of waste sector from generation to treatment in China is quite different 
from that in western countries. There is no sophisticated garbage classification system. Total 
waste generation is divided into four classes: household refuse, big rubbish (waste furniture 
and electrical equipment), construction waste and hazardous waste.  

Construction waste takes the biggest proportion due to the huge amount of new construction 
across China. Of them, 60%  is able to be recycled [7]. As for household refuse, it can be 
separated into two parts, dry and organic waste. 50% of organic waste can be decomposed and 
contribute to bio-energy generation [8]. The 60% of dry waste, together with decomposed 
organic waste, disposed hazardous and big rubbish will also be recycled. Then, by considering 
combustible rate (90%) and combustion efficiency (90%), the amount of burning waste can be 
calculated, while the rest will be sent to landfill.  

vi. Transport 

In transport planning, the key indicators of network performance are total vehicle kilometres 
per year and total vehicle hours per year. Low vehicle kilometres and vehicle hours stand for 
high network efficiency. Those performance indicators are determined by total number of 
trips and transport strategies.  

With the inputs of land use information and trip rates, daily trip amount can be obtained. Trip 
rates value in this model refers to Beijing statistics [9], which is the recognized source in 
Mainland when lack of local data. Two transport strategies are provided for this project, 
Metro/LRT provision and Transit Oriented Development (TOD). By adopting both of them 
and promoting the usage of public transport, mode splits are changed accordingly (Figure 4). 

Figure 3: Water Demand by type (ML p.a.) 
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Then, by referring to local average travel distance and time, the performance indicators can be 
obtained (Figure 5 & 6). Moreover, environmental performance can also be assessed by 
calculating annual carbon emission from transport sector. In this case, assessment methods 
refers to Air Quality Assessment Screening Method in United Kingdom [10].  

 
 

Scenario => BaU Sustainability 

5. TRANSPORT 

Public 
Transport Mode 

Share 
percentage 30.0% percentage 50.0% 

Metro/LRT 
Provision 

Select => X Select => √ 

Transit Oriented 
Development 

(TOD) 
Select => X Select => √ 

 
Total Million 

Vehicle km/yr 
Total Million 
Vehicle hr/yr 

Total Million 
Vehicle km/yr 

Total Million 
Vehicle hr/yr 

Network 
Performance 

1,675 69 957 40 

Table 3: Dashboard of transport sector                                    Figure 4: Mode splits 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Total Million Vehicle km per Year   Figure 6: Total Million Vehicle Hours per Year 

vii. Carbon 

Carbon emission is an integrated indicator to 
evaluate the overall performance of the 
development plan. It constitute with three main 
parts, grid electricity, gas and transport.  

The carbon emission factors refer to emission 
factors for regional power grids in China and 
IPCC report [11] [12]. By summarizing all the 
strategy illustrated above, total consumption of 
grid electricity and gas can be calculated. 
Figure 7 presents the fact that carbon emission 
is much smaller that BaU because of the 
replacement of grid electricity and introduction 
of green transportation.   

viii. Summary 

From the case study, the whole process of adopting IRM in planning strategy decision is 

presented. By establishing database in advance, this approach provides an efficient way for 

decision making and project management. Most importantly, it is also a solution to realize 

sustainable planning when facing urban complexity. 

Figure 7: Carbon Emissions Breakdown 
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FURTHER DEVELOPMENT 

There are three parts which will be further developed in the next research phase.  

Firstly, database needs to be strengthened in order to obtain full picture of energy 
consumption, especially those from industry and logistic. Secondly, financial appraisal is of 
significance in decision making. Construction cost and living expense data will be collected 
for each technical solution. Then the cost-benefit analysis is able to be presented to identify 
the best package of technical strategies. Third, the model will be used in urban design projects 
by equipped with 3D visualization function. Data link will be realized among AutoCAD, GIS, 
IRM and parametric design tool such as grasshopper.  
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ABSTRACT 

A clear consensus exists in the German society that renewable energies have to play a 

dominant role in the future German energy supply system. However, many issues are still 

under discussion; for instance the relevance of the different technologies such as photovoltaic 

systems and wind energy converters installed offshore in the North Sea and the Baltic Sea. 

The uncertain cost of a future energy system mainly based on renewable energies also gives 

rise to concerns. In this context, the presented work addresses the following questions: (1) Is it 

possible to reduce the emission of greenhouse gases of German energy sector by more than 

90 % compared to 1990 within the limits of the available technical potentials of the main 

renewable energy resources? (2) What is the overall annual cost of such an energy system 

once it has been implemented? (3) What is the best composition of renewable energy 

converters, storages and energy saving measures?  

In order to answer these questions we carried out many simulation calculations using REMod-

D, a model we developed for this purpose. To date this model covers only part of the energy 

system, namely the electricity and heat sector, which correspond to about 62 % of Germany’s 

current energy demand. The main findings of our work indicate that it is possible to supply 

the total electricity and heat demand of the total building sector within the given aim of 

reducing greenhouse gas emissions - on the precondition that the heat demand of the building 

sector is significantly reduced by at least 50 % or more compared to today’s demand. 

Moreover, our analysis shows that once the transformation of the energy system has been 

concluded, supplying electricity and heat only from renewables is not more costly than the 

energy supply of today. 

Keywords: Germany, energy system, optimization, renewable energies, space heating  

INTRODUCTION 

The current discussion on how or even if we should transform our fossil fuel based energy 

system to a renewable system is often based on emotions rather than facts. Political 

instruments like the German act for renewable energy technologies “Erneuerbare-Energien-

Gesetz” (EEG) are discussed very controversially. Discussions are carried out about the 

number or the kind of needed power plants, the dimensioning of storage and the expansion of 

the electricity or district heating grids. In this paper we try to assess these issues based on 
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numbers and assumptions from different reliable sources and based on a complex computer 

model that calculates hourly energy balances for the interaction of the German electricity and 

heat sector. We investigate different system configurations, the consequence of keeping a 

certain amount of fossil fuels in the system on the dimensioning of fluctuating renewable 

energy sources (RES) and the importance of energy retrofit measures in the building sector. 

Various simulation models for national energy systems, which consider a high penetration of 

renewable energies, exist, but only a few models are able to combine the supply and demand 

from both the electricity and heat sectors. Many of the energy system models developed in the 

past focus on the electricity sector and its development but rather neglect the heat sector or do 

not cover it in detail. For example, the BALMOREL or the SIVAEL models cover the 

electricity sector but only district heating for the heating sector [1]. The EMCAS model 

focuses in detail on the operation of power systems [2].  A widely used example that covers 

both the electricity and the heat sector is the EnergyPLAN model developed in Denmark 

which has been applied to a number of different scenarios and regions [3-9]. A typical 

example for a model that focuses on the optimization of minimal energy system cost is the 

MARKAL model developed by the International Energy Agency (IEA) [10]. In contrast to the 

EnergyPLAN model, this model is used to optimize system cost and to represent the evolution 

of an energy system over a time period of several years. Other models with a comparable aim 

are, for instance, IKARUS which performs optimizations for a time period of up to 40 years 

in time steps of 5 years [11] or PERSUS which focuses on the minimization of energy supply 

system relevant expenditures [12]. These cost optimization tools cover the heat sector to a 

certain extent, but there is no detailed description of the related influences like building 

retrofit or alternative future heating technologies for centralized and decentralized systems. 

To our knowledge, there is only one tool that focuses on the detailed description of the 

heating and building sector in the context of a complex energy system. This model, called 

Invert [13], determines the influence of policy schemes in the field of heating, domestic hot 

water and cooling through a detailed description of this sector. Nevertheless, there is no cost 

optimization for a one year time period with hourly time-steps and also the interaction with 

the electricity sector is not treated in detail.  

We developed the REMod-D model, introduced in this paper, to fill the gap with detailed 

modeling of the building sector in a complex energy system involving both the electricity and 

the heat sector. Further, the total cost optimization of a complex future energy system with a 

high penetration of renewable energy sources is carried out in hourly time-steps over a one-

year simulation. 

METHODOLOGY 

The basic concept of the REMod-D model is to set up a fixed topology of energy producers, 

converters, storages and consumers and to optimize their sizing to meet the goal of minimized 

annual overall cost. The optimization rescinds – at least in this first step – completely from the 

existing infrastructure of the German energy system, i.e., the approach can be characterized as 

a “Green Field” simulation. A schematic of the implemented complete system is shown in 

Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Topology of the model of the German energy system (electricity and heat sector) of 

the REMod-D model 

The system contains photovoltaic power systems, on- and offshore wind generators and hydro 

power stations as primary renewable electricity generators. In addition, the expected residual 

amount of installed capacity for the year 2050 of nuclear and fossil fuel based power plants 

such as coal, natural gas and oil fired power plants are implemented in the system. Solar 

thermal collectors, connected either to central heating systems or to decentralized heating 

systems, act as primary heat generators. The secondary renewable electricity generators are 

combined heat and power systems (centralized, decentralized) and combined cycle power 

plants. Both use either natural gas, gas from biomass (value fixed here as: 50 TWh or gas 

produced from primary renewable electricity (power-to-gas). The total electric load is given 

by the overall load of all electricity consumers connected to the public grid (e.g. lighting, 

machinery, household electricity etc.) plus the electricity loads due to electrically driven 

compression heat pumps. Heat loads are separately treated for buildings which are connected 

to a centralized heat production (district heating networks) and buildings which have a 

decentralized heating system. For buildings having a decentralized heating system, different 

technologies are distinguished, namely electrically driven heat pumps, decentralized 

combined heat and power systems, gas driven heat pumps and conventional condensing 

boilers. Five different types of storage are included in the model: pumped hydro-power 

storage and batteries for the direct storage of electricity, gas storage (in Germany typically 
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large caverns) for storage of gas from renewables (power-to-gas) as well as centralized and 

decentralized heat storage. 

RESULTS 

In order to investigate different electricity and heat reduction scenarios and the influence of a 

certain amount of natural gas available for the electricity and heating sector, we selected 

corresponding boundary conditions.  

Two scenarios were used concerning the electricity demand: In the first one no 

electricity reduction is accomplished and thus still 500 TWh [14] of electricity is 

needed in the system. In the second one the electricity demand is reduced by 25 % 

down to 375 TWh.  

In order to cover the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in a range of 80 to 95 % 

compared to 1990 we fixed the amount of available natural gas in the system with 0, 

150, 300 and 500 TWh.  

Table 1 gives an overview of the results. It can be seen that the required installed capacity of 

fluctuating RES strongly depends on the reduction in electricity consumption and on the 

amount of natural gas available in the system.  

 

Table 1: Results of different optimization runs 

With an amount of 300 TWh of natural gas in the system, no power-to-gas facilities are 

needed to store electricity and reducing heat in the building sector is less attractive. 

Analogously, the results suggest that smaller amounts of natural gas in the system promote 

higher reductions in heating energy demand. With a constant electricity demand of 500 TWh 

and no use of natural gas the cost optimal reduction in the heating sector amounts to about 

55%, i.e. the space heating demand amounts 45 % of today’s value. As boundary conditions 

for further calculations we choose 500 TWh of electricity, which seems reasonable assuming 

that the mobility sector switches at least partly from fuel to electricity in 2050. Furthermore 

we decided to fix the amount of natural gas to 150 TWh, because we expect natural gas to be 

used less in the low temperature heating sector and more for high temperature processes in the 

industry, which are not considered in the model yet. The influence of reduction for space 

heating in the building sector is investigated with a reduction ranging from 80 % down to 

40 % compared to the space heating demand in Germany in the year 2010 (780 TWh [14]). 

Electricity demand TWh

Natural gas TWh 0 150 300 500 0 150 300 500

Wind offshore GW 50 49 42 34 50 50 48 40

Wind onshore GW 150 118 101 67 150 147 122 91

Photovoltaic GW 221 141 93 68 257 233 173 123

Power-to-Gas GW 70 29 0 0 75 46 10 0

Heat demand %2010 72% 77% 82% 88% 45% 76% 78% 84%

CO2-Emissions Mio t 36 66 97 137 42 66 97 137

Reduction of CO2 in % 95% 90% 85% 79% 94% 90% 85% 79%

375 500
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The effect of reducing the energy demand in the heating sector on the total annual cost and the 

amount of installed capacity of fluctuating RES can be seen in Figure 2. The minimal total 

annual cost is achieved with a reduction of the heat demand down to only 70 % of the 2010 

value. At the same time, the installed capacity of fluctuating RES reaches almost 400 GW and 

an installed capacity of about 50 GW power-to-gas facilities is needed. With energy saving 

measures that lead to a heat reduction of 50 %, the total annual system cost increases by about 

5 %, whereas the installed capacity of fluctuation RES decreases by about 18%. At the same 

time, the required installed capacity of power-to-gas facilities is reduced by almost 50 % from 

41 GW to 22 GW. Thus a small increase in total annual system cost can decrease the number 

of installed energy facilities significantly and can thus be very helpful in increased societal 

acceptance concerning the expansion of fluctuation RES. 

Figure 2: Installed capacity of different technologies and the total system cost depending on 

the amount of energy saving retrofit measures 

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

Achieving the political goals of significant reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in Germany 

is technically possible and after the transformation of the energy system is completed, the 

overall annual cost will be comparable to today’s cost. A complete supply of the energy 

system under these conditions, however, is dependent on a high energy efficiency standard of 

the building sector whereby the energy demand for heating is reduced by 50 % or more 

compared to the value in 2010. Therefore the costs for energy saving retrofit measures are a 

crucial value for the whole annual system cost. Furthermore, the installed capacity of RES 

and long term storage options like power-to-gas can be reduced significantly with an energy 

reduction for space heating down to 50 % of the 2010 value with only 5 % higher system cost. 

This is especially relevant for societal acceptance of large scale installation of RES. 

With the model introduced in this paper we developed a powerful tool to assess different 

energy scenarios for national and regional energy systems. At the same time, the model is able 

to assess the impact of specific technologies in a future renewable energy system. Sensitivity 

analyses can help identify performance and cost dependencies of different technologies in a 

future energy system. For future work, several steps to further develop the model are planned: 
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 Integration of energy demand of the fuel based mobility and industry sector 

 Calculation of system transformation cost to assess the expenses for conversion of 

today’s energy system to a system relying on renewable energies  

 A more detailed model of electricity exchange in a European context 

 Diversification of the model, especially for space heating demand where the building 

structure in Germany will be implemented more in detail 
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ABSTRACT

Following the increased consciousness regarding global warming and other environmental
issues, there is a growing urge in cities for a more rational energy supply and use in build-
ings. In parallel, the range of possible actions has broaden, from building refurbishment
and construction options, through local energy production (solar panels, heat pumps) to
the larger scale re-use of waste heat, green electricity production or trading.

This evolution has increased the complexity of urban energy management, and more in-
formation regarding the energy efficiency of the energy demand and supply is required to
evaluate possible improvements. Crude models fail to include all aspects of this complex-
ity, while specialised simulation tools make global assessments and comparisons difficult.
There is thus an opportunity for research to provide tools dealing with the increased
complexity of urban energy flow to study the numerous options available to decrease the
primary energy use of buildings and the related greenhouse gas emissions.

Focusing on the scale of a few hundred buildings, we model in this paper the disaggregated
energy flow, from the resources through networks and energy conversion system towards
the energy use in buildings for distinct services, as an oriented graph. Combining the
limited available data with existing simulation tools and energy consumption data, a new
graph theory inspired simulation method is formulated. The resulting detailed picture of
energy flow can give access to a large amount of information but, most importantly, will
provide a unified tool to compare energy efficiency scenarios regarding a broad range of
technological aspects of energy demand and supply.

Keywords: disaggregated urban energy flow simulation, graph theory, factor graph, belief
propagation, energy demand and supply, energy use measurements

INTRODUCTION

Graphical models is a framework used in various fields to represent and study probability
distributions. Developed independently in statistical physics, coding theory and artificial
intelligence, message passing algorithm are used to perform inference on such models and
calculate marginal distributions [1].

Let Ψ be a probability density function of N variables x = {x1, x2, ..., xN} that can be
written as a product of M factors: Ψ(x) =

∏M
a=1 ψa(x∂a). Each factor ψa depends on

a subset of variables; the set of the corresponding variable indexes is noted ∂a and the
set of variables is noted x∂a . Factor graphs [1, 2] represent such functions as graphs
composed of variable nodes associated with the variables xi and factor or function
nodes associated with functions ψa. There is an edge between the variable node i and
the factor node a if and only if the function ψa depends on the variable xi, i.e. iff i ∈ ∂a.
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Message-passing algorithms have been developed to compute the marginal or max-
marginal distributions of the variables. This approach was proven to be very efficient
in particular on tree graphs with discrete variables [1]. The message-passing algorithms
operate by passing messages along the edges of the graph; the messages are probability
distributions over the variable nodes’ domains. Variable nodes inform neighbouring fac-
tor nodes of their probability distribution according to the other factor nodes they are
connected to (ν

(t+1)
i→a (xi)). In turn, each factor node send neighbouring variable nodes

the distribution it would assign to them according to the other connected variable nodes
(ν̂

(t)
a→i(xi)).

Considering in particular the max-product algorithm, the purpose of which is to find
the configuration x maximising the probability Ψ(x), the message update rules are given
by the following equations:

ν̂
(t)
a→i(xi) ∝ max

x∂a\i

ψa(x∂a)
∏
j∈∂a\i

ν
(t)
j→a(xj)

 (1)

ν
(t+1)
i→a (xi) ∝

∏
b∈∂i\a

ν̂
(t)
b→i(xi) (2)

(note that the message distributions need to be normalised). On a tree-graphical model,
these updates converge to the correct max-marginals after at most t? iterations, where t?

is the diameter of the graph, i.e. the maximum distance between two variable nodes [1].

While the numerical implementation of this algorithm is straightforward for binary or
discrete variables, continuous variables prove to be more challenging. Loeliger [3] dis-
cusses options to treat continuous variables; of these the max-product particle belief
propagation [4] consists in using a list of P samples to discretise the continuous domain.
An optimisation can be performed iteratively using the max-product algorithm on the
particle sample, and then choosing a more refined discretisation based on the results on
the previous sample.

In order to fully define the algorithm, one must fix the number of particles to be used for
each variable and their initial value. The initial messages ν

(0)
j→a(xj) of the variable nodes

are set to a uniform distribution, although other initial conditions could be used. An
update rule to define the new set of particles based on the results is also necessary, as
well as a convergence criterion.

This paper presents an application of the factor graph formalism to the simulation of
urban energy flow. Modelling the energy flow as a graph, the necessary simulation is
formalised as an optimisation problem that can be solved using the max-product particle
belief propagation algorithm.

METHODOLOGY

Modelling the disaggregated urban energy flow, from primary energy to energy services in
buildings, naturally leads to an oriented graph representation, with energy nodes repre-
senting any grouping, transformation or distribution of energy, and edges corresponding
to energy flows between nodes. In this conceptual graph, a distribution network is a node
which collects the production of any number of energy conversion system (ECS) (or other
networks) and distributes this energy, minus losses, amongst other nodes. ECS nodes are
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similar, while the energy use of a building is represented by several ”sink” energy ser-
vice nodes. We consider distinctly the space heating, electricity and domestic hot water
(DHW) services.

The N variables of interest x = {x1, x2, ..., xN} are the quantities of energy passing
through each edge in the chosen unit of time (we consider here annual energy flow, al-
though the formalism is strictly identical for any unit of time). The energy nodes of the
conceptual graph can be seen as constraints or information about these variables.

Provided enough information about the structure of the disaggregated energy system is
available to build this conceptual graph, the available figures regarding the intensity of
the energy flow are diverse:

• Energy losses at network and ECS nodes and energy conservation rules.

• Possible monitored energy flow for any edge (usually for billing purpose).

• Simulated values of energy demand per service.

• Estimated provision mode of each building’s services (for instance, which fraction
of a building’s DHW service is provided by each ECS node).

The first two items correspond to hard constraints on the energy flow through the graph.
However, the usually low availability of monitored data is insufficient to guarantee a
determined problem. Using building simulation software or other methods to estimate
the energy demands of building provide a consistent groundwork of data. Still, the system
might be underdetermined where several edges provide the same service for instance. If
the simulated demand of space heating for a building is known, and the model shows this
service is provided both by a boiler and a heat pump, the system will only be determined
once it is specified which part of the demand is provided by each ECS, or once a method
(and enough data) to determine this information is defined.

Carefully building the model and setting rules about accepted structures can thus lead to
a fully determined problem, which actually becomes overdetermined if monitored data is
available together with simulated energy demands. Calculating the most coherent picture
of the energy flow over the graph thus corresponds to an optimisation problem, satisfying
(when possible) all the constraints regarding energy conservation and measurements, while
approaching the simulated or estimated values as much as possible where degrees of
freedom remain.

Optimisation problem

In order to formally define this optimisation problem, a cost or energy function Ea must
be assigned to each node. The cost of a node is minimal when its constraints are satisfied
and increases when the variables stray from the expected values. The variables for which
measurements are available can either be fixed, or kept as variable to ensure that a solution
might be found even in overdetermined cases (such a solution can be treated later and has
the advantage to evidence the conflicting variables). The objective of the optimisation
problem is then to find the configuration that minimises the total cost function; a robust
method which allows the number of variables to become quite large (a few thousand to
simulate a few hundred buildings zone) is preferred.

In a statistical physics analogy, the total cost function can be seen as an energy function
E(x). Finding the minimum energy configuration is then equivalent to finding the most
probable configuration according to a (fixed low temperature) Bolzmann distribution
µβ(x) ∝ e−E(x). This distribution has two properties supporting the use of factor graph:
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• E(x) being a sum of partial cost functions, Ψ(x) can easily be factorized, each factor
corresponding to a node: Ψ(x)∝e−

∑
aEa(x∂a ) =

∏
a ψa(x∂a), with ψa(x∂a)=e−Ea(x∂a ).

• Most factors concern only a small number of variables.

CASE STUDY

The methodology discussed above was applied to a test case representing a seven-storey
apartment building. The conceptual model of the energy flow to supply electricity, space
heating and domestic hot water in the building is represented in Fig. 1. The ECS are
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Figure 1: Example of conceptual graph representation of the energy flow concerning the
provision of a building’s energy services.

modelled through the pa functions, estimating their energy production xout based either
on their consumption xin or on climatic data c. The energy demands have been simulated
by external means, as well as the solar panel production; the simulated values are noted
S. Finally, the purchased electricity is known (M value). The sign of the energy flow
variables xi is fixed through the orientation of the graph from resources nodes to energy
service sink nodes (building).

Each constraint or information is assigned a weight function Ea(x∂a) and a probability
distribution ψa(x∂a) ∝ e−Ea(x∂a ), resulting in the full probability distribution Ψ(x). The
corresponding factor graph is shown in Fig. 2, with the same xi variable nodes and the
ψa representing the factor nodes. The information available at the energy nodes of the
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Figure 2: The factor graph corresponding to the test case energy flow.

conceptual model is embodied in the factor nodes ψ101 to ψ107. These are completed by
measurement data (ψ108) and positive flow constraints (ψ109-ψ114) factor nodes.
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The translation of the node properties as cost functions offers a large range of possibilities;
the functions must however be chosen carefully in order to convey the intended behaviour.
The selected cost functions Ea(x∂a) are detailed in Table 1.

Factor node type Cost (or energy) function Definitions

Positive flow Epositive,a = 100 ·max{0,−x∂a
} ∂a contains only one index i

Measurement Emeas,a = 1000 |m∂a − x∂a |
∂a contains only one index i,
m∂a

is the measured value of x∂a

Usual energy
conversion
systems

EECS,a(x∂a
) =∣∣∣pa (∑i∈∂a

1+oi,a
2 xi

)
−
∑

i∈∂a

1−oi,a
2 xi

∣∣∣
pa(xin) = xout is the function
linking the input and output energy
flows of the ECS a, and oi,a :=
{1 if orientation i→a,−1 otherwise}

Solar energy pro-
duction systems

ESEPS,a =
∣∣Sa −

∑
i∈∂a

xi

∣∣ Sa is the simulated production of
the energy system a

Building’s service

Eservice,a(x∂a
) = 10−3 ·max{Ta, Sa}·(max{Ta

Sa
, Sa

Ta
}−1

)
+

( ∑
j∈∂a

(
fj− xj

Ta

)2)2
Sa is the simulated demand for the
service, fj the fraction of the
service the edge (j,a) is expected
to provide, and Ta =

∑
i∈∂a

xi

Table 1: Cost functions associated with the different kinds of node. These functions where
adapted to avoid unwanted behaviour with zero or (forbidden) negative values.

RESULTS

First tests where performed with a sampling of P = 3 or P = 5 particles per variable,
evenly spread on the domain chosen for this test case to D

(0)
i = {−100′000, 500′000}

for all variables (based on the available simulated and measured values). The parame-

ter s(u) represents the size of the domain D
(u)
i . Once the belief propagation algorithm

has converged, the most probable particle x
(u)
i is chosen for each variable based on its

max-marginal (given by Eq. 2 summing on all neighbouring factor nodes b). To force
convergence, the search domain is decreased according to the rule s(u+1) = k · s(u), with
k chosen at 0.7 for these tests, and the new particles are evenly distributed on the new
domains D

(u)
i = {x(u)i − 1

2
s(u+1), x

(u)
i + 1

2
s(u+1)}. These steps are repeated until s(u) ≤ 0.1.

The algorithm was found to be stable only if the cost functions are altered to match the
granularity of the chosen discretisation, i.e. to ignore any variations in the values smaller

than s(u)

P
: E(u)(x) = min

{
E(x′) | xi − x′i ≤ s(u)

P
∀ i
}

. As the types of cost function are in

limited number, this can be performed easily. Using those adapted weight functions, the
algorithm converges to the x values pictured in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Simulation results: optimal energy flow according to available data.

The solution found fulfills the capital constraints regarding monitored data, energy con-
servation and simulated energy production. The second point of interest is the repartition
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of the energy amongst the services. In this test case, the total supply is known and lower
than the total simulated energy demand. As intended, this is reported evenly on all ser-
vices, which are provided only 49% of the simulated demands. The indications about
the production of DHW are intended to be influential only when other constraints are
satisfied, and thus do not weight much in this example.

Despite the limited number and rough choice of particles discussed above, the algorithm
converges correctly to the values expected given the available data. This is partly due to
the deliberately ”nice” nature of the energy functions used and their lowered sensibility.
The convergence remains stable with small variations of k; smaller k can be used when
the number of particle P is increased, however the computational cost increases faster
with P than with k.

CONCLUSION

A conceptual model of urban energy flow considered as a graph has been developed. In
order to simulate the disaggregated energy flow, the transformation in an optimisation
problem through the building up of a factor graph is proposed. Using this formalism,
the max-product particle belief propagation algorithm has been successfully applied to
simulate the energy flow related to a test-case building. Based on a few other tests, this
resolution method is expected to behave correctly in most situations, the main problems
originating rather in the number of variables.

Still, in order to refine and possibly accelerate the simulation process, several aspects of
the method can be further investigated. The robustness and efficiency of the algorithm
in particular could be increase by exploring possible improvements:

• The domain of the variables does not need to be fixed beforehand if the parameter
s(u) is not decreased after each iteration, but only once some convergence criterion
has been met.

• The optimal combination of the parameters P and k requires more investigation.

• The properties of the cost functions have a dominating role: other possibilities and
relative weighting need to be tested.

Nevertheless, the first concluding results encourage studies be carried out at a larger
scale and on real cases, in order to assess the robustness and efficiency of the suggested
algorithm.
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ABSTRACT 

Reducing cities energy consumption is a main target of the 20-20-20 communitarian policies, 

but effective strategies to promote existing buildings stock retrofitting need to be fostered and, 

on the same time, based on the specificity of the urban context.  

The paper shows the preliminary results of an experimentation carried out on an Italian pilot 

case that has the purpose to define and test combined methodologies for the study, at urban 

scale, of the energy demand of buildings. The methodology is set on the Italian regulations [1] 

but can be easily adapted and replicated in any other geographic location. 

The paper will describe two different methodologies: the “Energy Web Feltre” best practice, a 

project carried out in the pilot city of Feltre (Belluno, IT) that tested the use of survey data to 

analyse urban energy demand, and the "Urban EPC" experimentation that estimates the city 

energy demand using a bottom-up engineering model, developed on a GIS platform and based 

on the Italian standards for calculating the energy efficiency of buildings. [2] 

In the end the results and the limits of the proposed study will be discussed by a comparison 

of the two different approaches. The paper ends with a preliminary hypothesis to solve some 

of the problems emerged during the experimentation using a social tool based on a web 

interface with the goal of using the knowledge of end users (eco-feedback) to improve the 

quality and quantity of data in order to improve calculation of buildings energy demand at 

urban level and to have a continuous update of information related to end-use energy 

consumption. 

Keywords: energy demand, GIS, EPC, energy saving, urban regeneration, 3D city models 

INTRODUCTION 

The retrofitting process both of single buildings and entire districts is still an undeveloped and 

untapped solution that could considerably contribute to cut the energy consumption of cities; 

a process that, in any case, to be effective, needs to be associated with appropriate urban 

policies and actions that combine the opportunities of the mix of new available technologies 

with the complexity and particularity of urban systems. [3] 

There is therefore the necessity of tools and methodologies able to define, assesses and 

represent the energy status of cities based on the energy demand of buildings that is the 

combined result of a number of micro energy utilities. For this reason its representation at 

urban level raises some problems due to the lack of available base data and to the strong 

variability of the factors that affect it. 

In literature there are many approaches that, according to the purpose of the study, develop 

more or less detailed methodologies. [4] The recent availability of technologies for detailed 

urban survey (LiDAR, ground laser scanner, high resolution orthoimages), smart metering 
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and "City Sensing" [5], traces the path for overcoming the chronic lack of geo-referenced data 

about end users energy consumption, about the physical and facilities buildings characteristics 

and about the profile of the end-users (citizens). 

To study these new opportunities we tested and compared two different methodologies: 

"Energy Web Feltre" best practice that calculates buildings energy demand on the bases of 

end users real consumption and behaviors and the "Urban EPC" experimentation that 

calculates buildings energy demand on the basis of technical standards to estimate buildings 

energy demand. 

THE "ENERGY WEB FELTRE"BEST PRACTICE. 

"Energy Web Feltre" is an experimental research project designed and conducted by the 

NT&ITA research group at University IUAV of Venice and its Spin-off Unisky s.r.l. It creates 

a shared knowledge system of the city focusing on the relationship between buildings energy 

consumption and the urban system. On it is built a networking between citizens, public 

administration and construction companies. 

The strategy used is based on the union of two digital data structures. One - the "City Model" 

- refers to the physical and tangible field, like the morphological structure of the city, the 

geometric characteristics and the construction materials. The second - the "City Sensing" - 

includes the flow of social information matched with data about consumption, energy losses 

and families' behaviours. 

We applied these methodologies to the Italian city of Feltre near Belluno. The construction of 

the City Model was made by the integration of high-resolution orthophotos, an airborne laser 

survey (LiDAR) and a 3D laser scanner survey. The fusion of these three levels of data leads 

to the creation of a geo-referenced high-resolution 3D model (City Model). From this it is 

possible to extract geometrical parameters that are useful in the verification of energy 

performance of buildings (e.g. surfaces extensions, volume, roof extension) and to analyse the 

urban territory by primitive elements like squares, roofs, green spaces and arboreal masses. 

To this model we connected the City Sensing data structure that includes two different kinds 

of data: data from a survey work and data already collected in existing databases of public 

authorities or services companies. 

Regarding the first kind of data, we performed a spread infrared thermal survey campaign of 

the buildings facades and a check of civic numbers of buildings. 

Regarding data that comes from existing sources, thanks to the cooperation and the 

involvement of the City Administration we collected the data of the civil register. In this way 

we have information about the number of people living in each building, their age and family 

composition (young couples, elderly families, …). Also from the City Administration comes 

data about the kind of energy sources used for heating, while from the supply company, we 

obtain data about gas consumption. These structures of data give back the real energy 

consumption of the buildings. From the integration of the City Model and the City Sensing we 

created a new knowledge level, the Energy Model, an interactive data structure about energy 

consumption of buildings integrated in a collaborative geo-web portal that features also a 

social network with showcase of all city buildings. This system of notice boards is reserved to 

families, local construction companies, energy suppliers and city administration departments, 

and creates a space for networking and partnership between the different stakeholders. This 

common space, that becomes a sort of collective mind, is therefore inserted in a knowledge 

system where much information is stored and visualized about the energy status of the city. 

Information calculated for each building is the height, surface and volume. Elaboration of data 
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about gas consumption and kind of heating system used gives the possibility to estimate the 

total energy consumption in KW/year of each building and to express it per cubic meter 

(Figure 1). In this way it is possible to have a general view at urban level of the energy 

consumption of different city sectors, but also to have at the same time a clear view of the 

energy status of every building. The calculations done give a result that technically is quite 

coinciding with reality as the consumption data are not generated by standard procedure, but 

from real use of primary energy (gas). At the same time, they can be affected by many 

particular conditions that can distort the final consideration. For example, some people can 

use electricity to heat their apartment (and for this reason it is important to get also 

information about electricity data); some apartments in a building could be empty for some 

months, or only some rooms of the apartment are used. In any case, also considered these 

inconsistencies, the data that we get is the real trend of the city. The only carefulness that is 

necessary is to be aware of this situation and to crosscheck data in order to have a general 

view. This experience needs therefore other parameters and other levels of information to be 

compared with in order to validate results. One of these is the application that we have 

developed and that is described in the next paragraph. 

 

Figure 1: total energy consumption in KW/year per cubic meter of each building. 

THE "URBAN EPC" EXPERIMENTATION. 

The "Urban EPC" methodology focuses on the Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) 

calculation done according the “asset rating” procedure defined by Italian technical standards 

for the existing buildings [1,2].  

The main outputs of the process are:  

-  The "Net Energy Need" of the building envelope for winter heating (NE), that means the 

heat energy required to maintain conditions of thermal comfort depending on the physical 

characteristics of the materials used and the geometry of the envelope; 

-  The "Primary Energy need" (PE), that is the energy needed to run mechanical systems and 

it represents the theoretical energy consumption taking into account the performance of the 

mechanical systems; 

-  The "Energy Performance Certificate" (EPC) labeling, an efficiency classification of the 

envelope-facilities system based on degree-day, the PE need and the ratio between loss 

surface and heated volume.  

In the "Urban EPC" experimentation a GIS calculation procedure has been adopted to 

calculate these values at urban level starting from the available contextual data. The 
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procedure, developed using the "model builder" tool in the ArcMAP ESRI environment, 

defines a hybrid engineering model, based on standard calculation method and focused on 

residential buildings. The model assumes some simplification hypotheses: 

-  As suggested by asset rating calculation for multi-level buildings with similar dwelling 

units, sets the building envelope volume as thermal zone. This is also coherent with the 

scale of the end use data where, because of privacy protection, units consumption micro 

data has been aggregated at the building level; 

-  Adopt an archetypal approach for building physical characteristics according to the date of 

constructions. This well documented simplification for building stock energy need 

assessing is also suggested for existing buildings EPC calculation by the Italian standards, 

where it is not economically viable to provide measurements and materials testing. 

Without going deeply into the calculation procedure, the workflow (Figure 2) shows how the 

data – coming from official open geodata source and from Energy Web Feltre project - have 

been combined into three different GIS toolsets. The first toolset uses the City Model 

topographical data and some manually input data to calculate the geometric attributes to carry 

out the asset rating calculation.  

The second executes the calculation of "Neat Energy need" (NE), calculating by separately 

the factors of (1); 

The third combines the neat heating need (NE) with the theoretical seasonal efficiency of 

heating and Domestic Hot Water (DHW) systems to calculate the PE need and the EPC label. 
 

Needh = (Qhve+ Qht) - fx (Qhint+ Qhsol)    (1) 

where:  

Needh = Neatheatingneed [kWh]  Qhint = Internal heat gains [kWh] 

Qhsol = Solar  heat gains [kWh]   Qhve = Ventilation heat loss [kWh] 

Qht  = envelope heat loss [kWh]   f = dynamic factor  

 

Figure 2: "Urban EPC" methodology logic schema and workflow 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Using the GIS procedure, the calculation has been provided for each building of the city 

center of Feltre. Considering the age of the building stock and the cold climate, common 

physical characteristics have been adopted: brick wall (0,45 meter wide), wood insulated roof, 
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windows with common thermal performance. Also building archetypes, identified by a local 

survey, show just a few types, while differences are mainly on the glazing ratio.  

A spatial and statistical comparison has been done between the theoretical data coming from 

the "Urban EPC" experimentation and end users data coming from "Energy Web Feltre" 

methodology (Figure 3). As showed in a diagram of Figure 4, there are a lot of differences 

between theoretical and real consumption: as was predictable, theoretical PE need is higher 

than real consumption. This is because there are many houses not used or used just for the 

seasonal period, and because asset rating calculation gives precautionary results with an 

overestimation of about 20% of the theoretical need calculated by a dynamic algorithm. [6] It 

is also known that a percentage of the heating need is fulfilled by electrical heating systems, 

of which we totally lack consumption data. This hypothesis is confirmed by the difference 

between the number of residential buildings in the area and the number of buildings 

connected with the natural GAS network (Figure 4).  

We also investigated the relationship between the shape parameter S/V ratio and the 

theoretical and real consumptions. The PE need is correctly strong related with S/V ratio 

while the solar heat gain that depends on glaze ratio and windows orientation explains a little 

variance. By contrast the real consumption does not show a strong relationship with 

geometrical parameters (Figure 4). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The two tools developed could be used to assess and design scenarios about building envelope 

refurbishment, mechanical facilities improvement and general retrofitting of the building 

stock. The proposed methodologies miss the consumption forecasting and monitoring, and 

end use data must be improved with electricity consumption. In any case, the proposed tools 

could be used in assessing and monitoring, in a preliminary way, the effectiveness of energy 

saving for urban policies and programs. 

An important improving step, now under development, is to combine these two models with 

an eco feedback [7] web interface able to compare the theoretical energy needs trend with the 

dynamic trend of real consumption with the aims to improve users awareness and collect 

missing data from a voluntary generated information.  

 

Figure 3: spatial representations of energy demand at urban level. 
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Figure 4: Comparison between theoretical EP need and end-use consumption  
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ABSTRACT 

The goal of this study is to analyze the effects of thermal exchanges (conductive, convective 

and radiative heat transfers) in some reference situations using finite element method. Usually, 

in space applications the thermal studies are performed using nodal methods. For instance, 

ESATAN is the standard European thermal analysis tool used to support the design and 

verification of space thermal control system. However, today, several finite element programs 

providers (SAMCEF , ANSYS , Siemens PLM Software…) are also proposing solutions in 

their general commercial offer. This new trend is potentially very advantageous because it 

allows analysis staffs working always in the same well known finite urban engineering, the 

two above cited laboratories of UTC are intending to develop a new generation of improved 

finite element software specialized in urban systems analyses. In this framework, they need to 

perform preliminary tests and to calibrate their product with standard finite elements software. 

The first test of the benchmark corresponds to the case of an urban canyon oriented north – 

south and located at Equator. In these conditions the computation of solar radiation is 

drastically simplified and it is very easy to appreciate the influence of the different parameters: 

environment temperature, material properties and coefficients related to heat transfer. The 

solar radiation is calculated according to the equation based on the sun's position and the 

location of the city. The transient thermal simulation is performed in order to obtain the 

evolution of the temperatures on the facades in one day. The computation is realized with 

ANSYS . More sophisticated situations will also be examined in the near future in order to 

build a set of benchmarks that will allow checking the quality and the performances of the 

other codes in development in the two UTC teams. 

Keywords: Thermal finite element analysis; solar radiation; urban area 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The scope of this study is to analyze the effects of thermal exchanges (conductive, convective 

and radiative heat transfers) in some reference urban situations using finite element method.  

In building applications, the thermal studies are usually performed with three main methods 

[1]: CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) approach, zonal approach and nodal methods. The 

application of CFD method is large but not specific to building model. FLUENT [2], 

COMSOL Multiphysics [3], etc are familiar CFD software. For example, a coupling program 

with a text-mode interface between building simulation and CFD simulation has been 

developed for thermal environment of natural ventilation in residential building, by Wang and 

Wong [4]. The zonal approach has the advantage of detailing the indoor environment and of 

estimating a zone thermal comfort. Jiru and Haghighat [5] have presented an application of 

the zonal approach for modeling airflow and temperature in a ventilated double skin facade. 

The last method is the nodal approach considered as a one-dimensional approach. TRNSYS 
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[5], ENERGYPLUS [6] etc. are the most popular software using this method in building 

simulations. For instance, Goyal and Barooah [7] have used a reduced order model to predict 

the temperature and humidity in multi-zone building.  

Today, however, several finite element programs providers are also proposing solutions in 

their general commercial offer. This new trend is potentially very advantageous because it 

allows analysis staffs working always in the same well known finite element environment.  

Finite element analysis is a numerical tool for determining approximate solutions to a large 

class of engineering problems [8]. It has large application in industrial engineering, especially 

for complex industrial problems, because of its diversity and flexibility as an analysis tool. 

Starting from the fundamentals of the finite element method for heat and fluid flow problems 

and the knowledge of urban engineering [9], developing a new generation of improved finite 

element software specialized in urban systems analyses is expected.  

In this framework, preliminary tests are needed to be performed and to be calculated with aid 

of ANSYS Mechanical, simulation software using finite element analysis. It offers a 

comprehensive product solution for structural linear, nonlinear and dynamics analysis [10]. In 

addition, it provides powerful thermal analysis. Thereby, the dynamic analysis of thermal 

behavior in urban area is expected to be accomplished in ANSYS Mechanical.  

This study tries to show the thermal behavior of an urban canyon oriented north – south and 

located at Equator on the 21
th

 March using finite element analysis.  

2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Urban and Building Design Parameters 

The street width between two buildings is equal to 12 meters. The street orientation is North-

South. The first test corresponds to a single building oriented north – south and located at 

Equator. The flat roof has an elevation of 15 meters. The width of building is 14 meters and 

its length is 20 meters. Then a twin buildings model is studied considering the shadow part on 

the wall. 

 
 

Figure 1: Street and building orientations with sun path 

It is assumed that the material of the walls is uniform standard concrete. The density is 

defined as 2300 kg/m³. The thermal properties are specific heat of 1000 J/kg*K and the 

thermal conductivity of 1.28 W/(m*K). The wall thickness is studied in two cases: 0.2 meters 

and 0.4 meters. 

2.2 Finite Element Analysis 

A finite element analysis usually consists of three principal steps: pre-processing, analysis and 

post-processing. In the pre-processing step, the geometry of the building model is created. It is 

an empty block without bottom surface, shown in Figure 1. Compared to the length of the 

2 

3 
5 

6 

1 (face opposite to facade 3) 

4 (face opposite to facade 6) 

12m 
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building, the wall thickness is small enough to allow a representation with shell element. It is 

a surface with the definition of thickness in ANSYS. Moreover, using shell element can 

reduce effectively the computation time compared to the solid element due to less nodes and 

elements. The type of shell element chosen in the study is a three dimensional thermal 

element with 4 nodes, having in-plane and through-thickness thermal conduction capability. 

The mesh for a building model has element size of 0.5 meters*0.5 meters with 5269 nodes 

and 5200 elements. The solar load on facades is computed every 30 minutes, so a dynamic 

thermal analysis is has to be performed. The time step varies from 0.5 seconds to 20 seconds. 

It is assumed that the initial temperature of each node is 15°C. 

2.3 Solar Energy 

The global irradiance on a surface of a scene consists of direct irradiance (sunbeam), diffuse 

irradiance (sky) and all the reflections. In this study, only the direct irradiance is calculated in 

Matlab. Then it is applied as load in building model. The amplitude of direct irradiance is 

obtained from 8 o'clock to 16 o'clock on the 21
th

 March, representing spring and autumn 

equinoxes, under fair weather condition. 

Direct irradiance is calculated in Matlab only for the roofs, and the facades facing east and 

west, because there is no thermal load on the facades facing north and south taking the sun 

path into account. The thermal loads to be applied on each element are then calculated. These 

values are distributed equally on the 4 nodes of each element. Table 1 shows the amplitude of 

direct irradiance on each facade. In the single building model, the east facade (facade 1) is 

exposed to the sunbeam only until noon, and the west facade (facade 3) only after noon. In the 

twin buildings model, the value of direct irradiance reaching the facades 3 and 4 varies with 

the time as well as the region where shadow part is taken into account. For instance, the whole 

facade 3 is exposed to the sunshine between noon and half past two in the afternoon. Then 

region A, shown in Figure 4, on the surface begins to be in shadow due to the obstacle of the 

other building. After half past three p.m., region B, shown in Figure 4, enters in shadow as 

well. The region C, shown in Figure 4, is always in the sun, without shadowing.  

 

 

 

 

(a) The single building model 

 

 

 

 

(b) The twin buildings model 

Figure 4: Positions of nodes extracted from each facade  
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 Facade 

 

Facade 3 Facade 4 Facade 

 

1 2 Single

build-

ing          

model 

Twin buildings model Single 

build-

ing 

model 

Twin buildings model 5 6 

Region Region 

A B C A B C 

8h 550.46 334.59 0 0 0 0 550.47 0 0 550.47 334.59 0 

8.5h 603.64 463.19 0 0 0 0 603.64 0 603.64 603.64 463.19 0 

9.5h 530.84 691.81 0 0 0 0 530.84 530.84 530.84 530.84 691.81 0 

10.5h 355.59 858.46 0 0 0 0 355.59 355.59 355.59 355.59 858.46 0 

11.5h 124.52 945.80 0 0 0 0 124.52 124.52 124.52 124.52 945.80 0 

12h 0 945.80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 945.80 0 

12.5h 0 945.80 124.52 124.52 124.52 124.52 0 0 0 0 945.80 124.52 

13.5h 0 858.46 355.59 355.59 355.59 355.59 0 0 0 0 858.46 355.59 

14.5h 0 691.81 530.84 530.84 530.84 530.84 0 0 0 0 691.81 530.84 

15.5h 0 463.19 603.64 0 603.64 603.64 0 0 0 0 463.19 603.64 

16h 0 355.59 550.46 0 301.82 550.46 0 0 0 0 335.59 550.47 

Table 1: Amplitude of direct irradiance (W/m²) reaching the facades 

2.4 RESULTS 

Figure 4 shows the positions of the nodes on each facade. In the single building model, node a, 

node b and node c are in the centre of each facade. In the twin buildings model, three nodes 

are positioned on the facade 3 in order to show the influence of the shadow. Node c1, node c2 

and node c3 are situated in the centre of region A, region B and region C, respectively. The 

same happens to the facade 4. For the facade 1, 2, 5 and 6, only one node is located on each 

facade because of uniform change of temperature.  

Figure 5 (figure on the left) shows the temperature of central nodes on the faces 1, 2 and 3 

from 8 a.m. to 16 p.m. in the single building model. The sun appears in the east and faces to 

the facade 1 whose temperature rises up until noon. However, the facade 3 is shaded in the 

morning. Its temperature has no change. Similarly, in the afternoon, the sun is in the west, 

facing the facade 3 whose temperature increases after noon. The temperature of external 

surface of facade 1 decreases in the afternoon without direct irradiance, but the temperature of 

internal surface of this facade still increases due to conductive heat transfer through the wall. 

The roof face 3 warms up all the time. 
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Figure 5: Temperature of central nodes on facades  

In the twin buildings model, the temperature of node a has the same amplitude as in the single 

building model. Node f  has the same temperature as node c in the single building model due 

to the identical value of irradiance. Similarly, the curves of temperature of node b and node e 

are the same as that of node b in the single building model. The only difference happens to the 

facade 3 and facade 4, shown in Figure 5 (central figure and figure on the right). For example, 

the temperature curve of external surface at node c1 decreases after half past three p.m. 

because it enters in shadow. But internal surface at node c1 warms up all the time due to 

conductive heat transfer. Similarly, the temperature curve of external surface of node d1 

begins to increase until half past eight a.m., because region A is totally in shadow between 8 

and half past 8 a.m. 

Figure 6 shows the comparison of temperature of nodes on facades for different wall 

thicknesses of the single building model. The thicker the wall, the slower is the increase of its 

temperature. 

 

Figure 6: Comparison of temperature for different wall thicknesses  
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3. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 

The study shows the evolution of the temperature of external and internal surfaces on the 

facades in one day period taking solar energy and conductive heat transfer through the wall 

into account.  

The temperature curves of walls in the cases of different wall thicknesses are also presented in 

this study. The results of the twin buildings model show clearly the influence of shadowing on 

the temperature of surface.  

Different sun path, complete climate data and shortwave reflections are expected to be added 

in further work improve the quality of the results. In addition, further simulation should be 

accomplished considering convective heat transfer between the ambient air and the external 

surfaces, which has also important influence on the temperature of external surface of the 

walls. Radiation as a mode of heat transfer should also be presented. Furthermore, one 

advantage of the shell element is its ability to simulate non-uniform materials, because 

different layers can be defined easily in the direction of the thickness.  

An urban area is a complex environment. Its thermal behavior is driven by lots of uncertain 

parameters. This study is a good preparation for the further research in the domains 

combining urban engineering and finite element method.  
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ABSTRACT  
 

Recent findings have demonstrated that microclimate inside urban canyons is largely 

controlled by its geometry. This study, intends to examine the impact of canyon geometry 

upon air temperature and radiant temperature in a high density warm humid context. For this 

study, two urban canyons in Dhaka city have been chosen with different street orientations. 

The microclimatic characteristic was observed through a high resolution CFD microclimatic 

model: ENVI-met Version 4. Important findings include reduced air temperature but 

increased Tmrt in deeper canyons while presenting apparently conflicting design options to 

achieve comfortable urban-microclimate. However, there are potentials to find a variety of 

canyon geometries that are harmonious with the apparently conflicting design objectives in a 

tropical city context. 

Keywords: canyon geometry, sky view factor, height/width ratio, mean radiant temperature, 

air temperature 
 

INTRODUCTION  
 

Unbridled urbanisation in Dhaka has led to growth of disorganised and unplanned 

arrangement of built forms. Lack of effective urban planning has further worsened the 

situation. It is becoming increasingly difficult to ignore the unfavourable impact of urban 

pattern on city’s micro-climate. Increased air temperature and reduced vegetation in this 

urban heat island exacerbated by the climate change scenarios, is directly affecting comfort 

levels in urban outdoor spaces. In this context, urban planning can play a substantial 

role to modify the microclimate of city’s outdoor spaces. According to previous research [1] 

it is possible to control the urban microclimate through a careful arrangement of urban 

blocks.  The study intends to find how urban geometry can affect the outdoor thermal 

environment in a high-density warm humid context. Outdoor open spaces in urban areas 

should be considered in relation to the built-form as they complement each other. Therefore, 

to create a comfortable urban microclimate, a harmonious balance between the built form and 

open space is necessary. The study is concerned with the quality of urban spaces adjacent to 

the buildings. This mainly includes pedestrian streets. These spaces not only affect the social 

life of the surrounding buildings but also comfortable atmospheric conditions in these areas 

will directly reduce the energy demand of the buildings. Promoting the idea of designing the 

city’s outdoor spaces in relation to the neighbouring buildings will encourage the concept of 

city design and urban planning simultaneously with the design of urban spaces. The spaces 

will assist in vibrant social life in cities as well as accommodating myriads of activities which 

will in turn lead to a sustainable future of cities. 

 
URBAN GEOMETRY AND CLIMATE 
 

The main difficulty in designing a thermally responsive street is to achieve shelter from 

excessive solar gain, specially in a tropical context where the sun is very high in the sky most 

around the year. Shading has been identified as the main strategy to promote comfort 
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conditions in the warm climates [2]. Givoni [3] has also emphasised on the benefits of 

lowering solar and long-wave radiation to be the primary strategy to achieve cooler ambience 

in outdoor spaces. Inside an urban canyon (UC), the surface temperatures of the flanking 

buildings, the sensible heat flux transferred to air from building surfaces and consecutively 

the air temperature (Ta) is significantly affected by the presence or absence of direct solar 

radiation [1,4]. 

It is important to notice that air temperature inside the UC will vary temporarily but spatial 

difference is generally insignificant [4].Therefore thermal comfort studies explicitly 

depending on air temperature are imprecise as ascertained by Jendritzky and Nuber (1981) 

[cited in 5, p 48] specially in the outdoor context where mean radiant temperature (Tmrt) can 

be significantly different from air-temperature. Tmrt is identified as the most influencing 

factor to determine comfort level in outdoor thermal environment [6,7]. In fact, Tmrt is twice 

as important as Ta in case of tropical climates, whereas in cooler climates the impact of Ta 

and Tmrt are similar [8]. Therefore, the main strategy to enhance outdoor comfort should first 

aim to lower the amount of direct, diffused and reflected radiation. Tmrt is the average 

temperature of surrounding surfaces acting upon a standing person that represents its radiant 

heat exchange with the environment.In this study, Tmrt is calculated by ENVImet using the 

following formula [9]: 

     [
 

  
(  ( )  

  
  
(  ( )    ( )))]

    

 

 

Tmrt calculation includes all radiation fluxes, i.e. direct irradiance It(z), diffuse and diffusely-

reflected solar radiation Dt(z) as well as the total long-wave radiation fluxes Et{z} from the 

atmosphere, ground and walls. 

In a high-density urban area with a H/W ratio of 4 or more, the amount of radiation reaching 

the ground is smaller in comparison to medium density areas (H/W = 1), as it is mainly 

absorbed high above the ground level [cited in 10]. Therefore, daytime air temperature 

increases with decreasing H/W ratio and larger view of the sky (SVF, Sky View Factor) [10]. 

This phenomenon is mainly applicable to mid-latitude cities. In case of equatorial climate the 

trend is rather reduced due to high solar altitude [11]. Despite the fact that deep canyons are 

able to cut large amount of direct solar radiation, it may on the other hand assist in entrapping 

the reflected short and long-wave radiation and reducing wind-driven cooling [12].  

 

STUDY AREA 
 

Dhaka is located at 23.24°N, 90.23°E which falls under tropical Monsoon climate with a 

distinct warm-humid rainy season, a hot-dry summer and a short cool-dry or winter season. In 

the outdoor spaces in Dhaka we see a preference for shaded spaces and exposure to air flow. 

Two different case study areas with different land-use patterns have been chosen for this 

study located in Baridhara and Sukrabad (Fig.1). Baridhara is a medium-density formal 

residential area with mostly uniform building heights (6 storied), while Sukrabad is an 

informal mixed-use residential area with a combination of different building heights and plot 

sizes.  

 

METHODOLOGY 
 

In this paper, the pedestrian level (1.5 m) thermal environment has been calculated and 

compared for two case-study areas with the aid of ENVImet Version 4.  The climatic 

parameters include: air (Ta), radiant (Tmrt) and surface (Ts) temperature along with direct, 

reflected short-wave and long-wave radiation. Unlike the previous version (3.1), the latest 
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version of ENVImet is able to consider heat capacity of the walls into calculations [13]. As 

cloud coverage and its temporal variation is complex, a clear sky condition is assumed for all 

model situations. Air temperature and relative humidity was ‘Forced’ in the simulation with 

the data collected from local weather station. The input data for other parameters are shown 

in the Table. The building material was considered same for all buildings for easy 

comparison. The simulation was carried out for a typical day during the hot-humid season, in 

the mid-August when a high range of air temperature is coupled with high relative humidity 

and creates an uncomfortable environment.  

 

Date of start of simulation  10 Aug 12 

 

Time of start of simulation  7:00 am 

Simulation period 18 hours 

Wind speed at 10 m height  1.3(m/s) 

Wind direction  135 

Roughness length  0.01 

Initial air temperature  30.15
0
C 

Specific humidity at 2500 m  14 (g/kg) 

Relative humidity at 2 m  71(%) 

Table 1: Input data for simulation Figure 1:Case-study area and measurement points 

 
RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

 

  

Figure 2: Comparison of Air Temp in Residential in E-W (a) and N-S(b) Street Canyons 

between Baridhara-DOHS and Sukrabad  

 

Fig.2 (a) and (b) represents the relation between SVF and air temperature in two different 

sites. Higher temperature is observed in Baridhara DOHS which is a planned residential area 

in comparison to Sukrabad, an informal residential area. In case of N-S streets the 

temperature difference between the sites are almost 2
0
C, whereas in E-W streets the 

difference is around 1
0
C.  

 The temperature difference between different 

sites in Dhaka is not insignificant (2
0
C) although 

the input data (collected from the local weather 

stations) was same for all simulations at different 

sites. In actual field the input data may be 

different due to different building materials, 

detail ground surface pattern and other complex 

parameters. Even a smaller reduction in outdoor 

air temperature has its implications on the 

building energy performance. For instance,   

Figure 3: Temperature decreasing with 

height due to lapse rate 
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Wong et al [14] have reported a 5% saving in building energy consumption resulted from 1
0
C 

reduction in outdoor air-temperature. Within the same canyon the temperature may also vary. 

Fig. 3 shows that air temperature decreases slightly (1.5
0
C) with height due to lapse rate 

between the canyon surface (.2m) and roof (20 m). However, the correlation between air-

temperature and SVF is clear from all figures above that air temperature decreases in deeper 

canyons with lower SVF. Both areas represent higher air-temperature than the ambient 

temperature. 

  

 

 
 

Figure 4: Comparison of MRT in 

Sukrabad and Baridharain N-S and E-W 

oriented streets 

 Figure 5: Comparison of Short-wave 

radiation at 14pm in Sukrabad and 

Baridharain N-S and E-W oriented streets 

 

Comparing Fig.4 and Fig.5, it is clear that MRT is largely controlled by the amount of direct 

short-wave radiation and the presence of shade [6]. In Fig.4 , the MRT of sunlit areas in N-S 

street at 14:00pm (the hottest time of the day) in Baridhara is 35
0
C higher than shaded 

parts.Findings from [7] also indicate similar differences in Colombo.The figure also 

indicates, N-S streets in Baridhara has lower MRT than E-W streets.The impact of orientation 

is also visible in Sukrabad area. In both sites, the spaces in between buildings which are 

constantly under shade are much cooler in comparison to the streets where H/W ratio is lower 

and SVF is higher. It indicates the importance of shade to lower MRT which ultimately 

results in better outdoor thermal comfort during daytime. MRT, however, is not governed by 

the presence of shade only. The ground surface temperature and longwave heat fluxes from 

building facades cannot escape easily due to restricted SVF. Inside deeper UCs mutual 

reflection and absorption of radiation tend to increase resulting in a lower albedo. Therefore, 

deeper canyons have higher day-time pick value of net radiation in comparison to shallower 

canyons [11,12]. 

  
 

Figure 6: Comparison of SVF and MRT at 

14pm in Sukrabad, and Baridharain in N-S 

and E-W oriented streets 

 Figure 7: Comparison of MRT in 

Sukrabad and Baridhara 

Fig.6 indicates this strong corelation between SVF and Tmrt. Fig. 7 also shows that the Tmrt 

for deeper canyons in Sukrabad area in both N-S and E-W orientations is atleast 2
0
C higher 

than shallower canyons in Baridhara. Moreover, shade plays an important role in measuring 

Tmrt. Therefore, a shaded area although located in a wider canyon can have a lower Tmrt in 

comparison to a sunlit area in a deeper canyon. Fig.8 suggests that ground surface 
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temperature is almost 2
0
C higher in the deeper canyon in Sukrabad in comparison to 

Baridhara. The increased surface temperature is mainly causing higher Tmrt (2
0
C difference) 

in the deeper canyons. From Fig. 9 (a), (b) and (c) it is clear that in deeper canyon the amount 

of reflected short-wave radiation (Qsw.refl), long-wave emission of surface (Qlw.surf) and 

absorbed long-wave radiation from environment reaching the ground (Qlw.downTotal) is 

higher. This suggests a day-time urban heat-island effect in deeper canyons. 

 

(a) (b) (c) 

 

Figure 9: Comparison of Qsw.refl ,Qlw.surf and 

Qlw.downTotal between deeper (SUK13 DE) and 

shallower (Bar13 TZ) canyon 

Figure 8: Surface temperature in 

Sukrabad and Baridhara  
 

 

CONCLUSION 

The important findings from above discussion can be summarised as follows: 

• In a deeper canyon air-temperature decreased during daytime due to restricted SVF, (less 

than 2
0
C). 

• According to the simulation results, all urban canyons showed higher temperature values 

in comparison to ambient air-temperature over an 18 hour cycle, which suggests the 

impact of higher thermal storage and consequently elevated long-wave emission from the 

building mass in urban areas. 

• The presence of direct solar radiation is the main guiding factor behind Tmrt and 

therefore thermal comfort. The study suggests a difference of 35
0
C in Tmrt values 

between shaded and sun-lit areas. During the hottest time of the day at 15:00 hours, Tmrt 

is at least 50
0
C higher for sun-lit areas and 20

0
C higher for shaded areas in comparison to 

the air-temperature.  

• Tmrt is also largely affected by orientation as orientation governs the presence of shade 

inside urban canyons. North-south canyons in the study areas were found more 

comfortable in comparison to east-west canyons. 

• This result shows higher Tmrt in deeper canyons comparing different measurement 

points in different canyons with varying SVF values in the presence of shade. Matching 

correlation has been found from comparing all receptor points in the sun-lit area. This 

has resulted from the increase of net radiation inside deeper canyons as suggested in 

previous research [11,12]. 
 

It is important to note that impact of shade and the influence of H/W ration have to be dealt 

with separately to understand the resulting Tmrt. Several studies [2,6 ] have attempted to 

associate the reduction of Tmrt with reducing SVF or increasing H/W ratio, while this study 

suggests that the relation should refer to the presence/absence of shade. Increased H/W ratio 

can increase the mutual shading inside urban canyons and greater shade can reduce Tmrt 

when compared with Tmrt of sun-lit areas. It may be possible to achieve greater shade with a 

higher H/W ratio due to a reduction of direct solar radiation at street level. However, it has to 

be considered simultaneously that greater depth results in higher reflection of diffused short-

wave radiation and trapping of long-wave radiation from the building mass, specially in a 
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high density context. The present arrangement in Dhaka is already very high-density, 

specially in terms of high land-coverage in the informal areas. Even, in planned formal 

residential areas like Baridhara, the FAR value is approximately 3.1 and percentage of land 

coverage is 61%. In this area the FAR and percentage of land coverage both are very high. 

Although modern urban planning intends to promote high-density and compact development 

to achieve sustainability, it does not discuss the consequences or upper limits of high-density. 

Therefore, any future steps should explore the implications of high density with the provision 

for increasing SVF which could provide sufficient density without impairing the street 

thermal comfort.  Previous research [15] has shown that it is possible to produce high density 

and high SVF, as a result of a diverse urban geometry (i.e. variations in building heights and 

in spacing results in quite high densities and quite high SVFs compared to a traditional, more 

regular urban form). To conclude, the results and information from the current study can be 

integrated in the future urban planning processes. 
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ABSTRACT 

In Italy, as in the rest of Europe, the base of cultivated lands contracts due to the opposite 

processes of rural abandonment and urbanization. In particular Veneto, the region around 

Venice, has undergone considerable land use and land cover change in the last decades. This 

work integrates field observations and numerical simulations to study the urban heat island 

(UHI) effect in the mainland part of Venice, in order to suggest possible mitigation strategies. 

The numerical study was performed using ENVI-met, an environment and micro-climatic 

simulation tool. Different mitigation scenarios are evaluated in a case study area. The focus of 

the analysis is, in particular, on the use of permeable surfaces vegetative soil or grassed 

parking instead of conventional asphalt or cement pavement as soil compensation 

mechanisms for soil loss and on the replacement of traditional roofs with cool or green ones. 

This study aims to explore the factors that contribute to urban heat island development 

proposing practical, feasible and specific solutions for mitigating their effects.  

Keywords: urban heat island, surface energy balance, diurnal cycle, cool roof, Venice 

INTRODUCTION  

The world’s population living in urban areas is more than 52%, with a much higher fraction 

(72.9%) in Europe and these percentages are expected to rise in the future [1]. This growth of 

urban population affects the land use and consequently the urban climate. A recent report 

presented by the Italian Institute for Environmental Protection (ISPRA) shows that the loss of 

rural land in Venice area from 1994 through 2006 amount to 24,00 km
2
 and puts it in second 

place in the ranking of the Italian regions with the highest rates of building [2]. Is well known 

that in a city the atmospheric conditions are quite different compared to the surrounding rural 

environment. In urban areas, buildings, roads and paved surfaces store heat during the day, 

causing the surface temperature of urban structures to become 10-40 °C higher than the 

ambient air temperatures [3]. The surface heating throughout an entire area involves global 

increase in air temperature. This process known as the `urban heat island effect' is usually 

ascribed to many physical differences between urban and rural areas: absorption of sunlight 

and increased heat storage of buildings and streets surfaces, obstruction of re-radiation by 

buildings, less evapo-transpiration of water from soil for the lack of vegetation, obstacles in 

air circulation, and other phenomena [4]. The phenomenon can raise air temperature in a city, 

particularly in the night: on average, urban temperatures may be one to three degrees 

centigrade warmer, but under appropriate conditions air temperatures can be more than 10°C 

warmer than surrounding rural environments. Many studies have been conducted in order to 

mitigate discomforts associated with urban heat islands [e.g. 5,6,7] The climate effects 

associated with urban heat islands can adversely affect the health of the population. Therefore, 
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a method of mitigating UHI that is known to be effective is to increase areas of green-space, 

which lowers ambient temperatures mainly through increased evaporative cooling [8]. 

Moreover, the albedo of a city may be increased gradually replacing dark materials surfaces 

with high-albedo surfaces as cool roofs and cool pavements [9,10]. The aim of this study is to 

examine the urban heat island effect and to evaluate the effects of the mitigation strategies. A 

set of climate data, collected from a range of weather stations, are analyzed and used to 

evidence the UHI phenomenon. In a second phase a numerical analysis is performed to 

evaluate and quantify the possible additional benefits of large-scale use of roofs with both 

high reflectivity and high thermal emittance (cool roofs) and pavements that combine 

reflective materials and high water permeability (cool pavements). The microscale climate 

model ENVI-met v3.1 [11,12,13] was used to simulate a case study in Mestre, the part of 

Venice on mainland that has undergone a rapid and chaotic urbanization associated with the 

industrial expansion in mid to late 20th century. 

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF UHI 

With the aim to determine the spatial extent of urban heat island in the town of Mestre, 

temperature data collected by meteorological station in the area (owned by ARPAV the 

Regional Agency for Environmental Protection and by the Italian Air Force) were analysed. 

Mestre (45.49° N, 12.24° E) is the new part of Venice in the mainland with 176000 

inhabitants. In the south-east it is limited by the lagoon, while in the north and north-western 

part the limit is given by a series of suburban centers. For the southern part, the border is 

given by the Northern Industrial Channel of Porto Marghera. 

       

Figure 1. Satellite view of Mestre, Marghera and Venice area (left). Weather stations location 

map (right). 

Figure 2 shows the behavior of air temperature in the area of Mestre over the period July 1
st
 to  

August 31
st
 2012 using data from 3 weather stations distributed in the city center (Mestre, Via 

Torino and Marghera), and from one in a rural area (Favaro, 4 km east of Mestre). The lowest 

and highest mean daily temperature of 19,3°C and 28,9°C are observed at Favaro and Mestre 

respectively. Moreover there are two periods of high temperatures (above 26°C) one on late 

July to early August and ten days in the middle of August, each one followed by a rapid 

temperature drop of 5°C and 8°C. Observing the plot of the mean daily temperatures it is 

difficult to see the difference between the various sites. Using the rural Favaro station as 

reference it was possible to calculate the difference of mean daily temperature T in order to 

highlight the heat island effect. Results are plotted in Figure 3. The difference T between the 

rural site and urban sites is highest (2,5°C on August 28
th

) at Via Torino. Via Torino is in the 

center of Mestre and the cover of this area is mostly of buildings and thermally-absorbent 

artificial materials, confirming the "urban heat island effect". The difference is most of the 

time lower between Favaro and Marghera, a low density residential area.  
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Figure 2 Mean daily temperatures of four weather stations 1
st
July-31

st
August 2012 

 

Figure 3. Mean daily temperatures differences T 1stJuly-31thAugust 2012 for 4 weather 

stations with respect to Favaro station. 

 

Figure 4. Mean temperatures between 9pm and 3am for four weather stations in the period 

1
st
July-31

th
August 2012. 

 

Figure 5. Mean night (9pm-3am) temperatures differences T(°C) 1
st
July-31

st
August 2012 for 

three weather stations with respect to Favaro Veneto station. 
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As the UHI effect exhibits diurnal variations, most intense at night [4], analysis focused on 

the data of mean temperature collected at night-time in the range between 9 pm and 3 am 

(Figure 4). In this case, the temperature difference T(°C) between urban areas in Mestre 

(Parco Bissuola and Via Torino weather stations) and the surrounding suburban or rural areas 

of Favaro Veneto, is on average always greater than 4°C, and sometimes reach values greater 

than 7°C (Figure 5). In particular the highest temperature difference T=7,33 °C is recorded 

on August 21
th 

 in Via Torino weather station. The lowest temperature difference, T about 

0,53 °C, is on August 6
th

 in weather station.  

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

Mitigation strategies were implemented as different plan scenarios using the numerical 

microclimate model ENVI-met. Simulations were run to analyse the effectiveness of the 

mitigation strategies for different urban surfaces. In the case study a real urban area in the 

center of Mestre, an unbroken pattern of buildings in a system of repetitive blocks, is used as 

a base map framework, in order to realise a theoretical optimal form of urban settlements as 

‘model area’ for evaluation of mitigation strategies and produce generalizable results. 

According to Oke [14], the urban climate zone classification results as intensely developed 

high density urban in the class 2 of UCZ (Urban Climate Zone), with a fraction of ground 

covered (building, roads paved and other impervious areas) greater than 85% . The ‘model 

area’ defined complies with parameters suggested by Mestayer [15] to describe properties of 

urban surfaces as the percentage of total plan area. The urban morphology of the area used as 

model is about 15% permeable soil, impermeable of which 45% are buildings and 40% are 

streets, parking lots and paved areas. 

(a)         (b) 

Figure 6. (a) Model area map and overlapped grid (b) model area (real scenario). 

To assess the environmental impact of building on land use it has been defined a numerical 

index called “RIE” (Reducing the Impact Building Code). It varies between zero and ten. A 

values close to zero correspond to a full impermealized area with little or no green cover. In 

Italy it is used in building regulations of Bolzano and Bologna, which state that, in urban 

areas, the RIE index must be great than 4. The case study was analyzed in four different 

scenarios: real configuration (a); RIE index equal to 4 (‘RIE configuration’) (b); complete 

sealing of the soil (c); “cool materials” instead of existing pavements and roofs (d). In the 

simulation, the numerical model has been calibrated with data obtained from Mestre weather 

station. The figure 7 shows that the measured (solid line) and simulated average temperatures 

(dashed line) for 24 hours of August 2
nd 

2012 are in good agreement. The maximum in the 

measured temperature plot is lower and in advance than in the simulated one because the 

weather station is in an area where building density is lower than in the ‘real scenario’. As 
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shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8, in c scenario, the temperatures are significantly higher than in 

the base case, while as both mitigation strategies (b and d) have led instead to a lowering of 

temperatures, with slightly better results using of permeable surfaces. 

 

 

Figure 7. Measured (red line) and simulated hourly temperatures (dashed line) on August 2
 

2012(left). Hourly temperatures simulation on August 2
 
2012 for four cases scenarios (right). 

(a) (b) 

 

 

26,75 °C 

28,55 °C 

28,55 °C 

29,45 °C 

30,35 °C 

31,25 °C 

32,15 °C 

33,05 °C 

33,95 °C 

34,85 °C 

(c) (d) 

 

Figure 8. ENVI-met results urban air temperature, horizontal profile at 3m height in August 

2
nd

, 3pm in four scenarios: (a) real, (b) RIE, (c) impervious surfaces, (d) cool surfaces. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Using data from weather stations distributed in city center and rural area nearby it has been 

possible to evidence the UHI phenomenon in the area of Mestre. In the night-time during the 

summer, the temperature difference between urban areas with high density building and the 

surrounding suburban areas is on average always greater than 4°C, and sometimes reach 

values greater than 7°C. A micro-scale climate model tuned with local environmental 
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conditions permitted to simulate as a case study a portion of Mestre area. The case study was 

analyzed in different scenarios and the use of “cool materials” and green permeable surfaces 

instead of existing pavements and roofs led to a lowering of the temperature around 4°C. 
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ABSTRACT  

Lightsolve is an innovative tool that offers architects and lighting engineers a goal-based 

simulation platform for daylighting performance evaluation in early stages of building design. 

Users can import their own 3D model and define their own design goals for a comprehensive 

spectrum of daylighting performance perspectives regarding task illumination, visual comfort, 

overheating risks, health effects and visual interest of a space. The tool provides key 

information to the designer that is easy and intuitive to grasp thanks to a combination of 

unique, visual and interactive graphical display formats. Available visualization options 

include photo-realistic renderings, full-year temporal performance representation as color 

maps, and spatial performance distribution through false-color renderings. Both model 

orientation and localization can be user-defined, and weather data (e.g. TMY) can be used to 

get climate-specific results. Accuracy is ensured by the usage of the ubiquitous and 

extensively validated Radiance simulation tool. 

INTRODUCTION  

Designing spaces that are able to balance the many aspects of daylighting performance 

(workplane illuminance, visual comfort, overheating risks, visual interest, etc) over a whole 

year is a real challenge, yet a problem faced every day by building designers. A simulation 

framework for climate-based daylighting design support has been developed over the past few 

years, named Lightsolve, meant to address guidance at the early stages of the design process 

[1-3]. The adopted approach for this framework is to express performance from the 

perspective of user-defined goals fulfillment and with a strong emphasis on temporal 

dynamics and on displaying performance visually
 
[2].  

LIGHTSOLVE FOR DAYLIGHTING PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

The various research efforts have now been gathered into a new software platform for 

interactive, comprehensive daylighting analysis, available to architects and lighting designers 

and compatible with most 3D modeling softwares. The new embodiment for Lightsolve 

includes a Radiance calculation engine combined with an interactive user interface to 

visualize temporal and spatial ‘distribution’ of performance simultaneously. Annual 

performance is analyzed statistically over user-defined time intervals [4] (rather than time-

steps directly derived from a TMY weather file) and is based on the validated ASRC-CIE sky 

model [5].  

Daylighting performance is assessed from various perspectives based on metrics previously 

developed or under development and adapted for that purpose: Acceptable Illuminance Extent 

[2]
 

for task (typically workplane) or surface (e.g. wall) illuminance, Daylight Glare 

Probability [6] for visual comfort – possibly extended to whole perimeters of interest [2], 

Solar Gains Surplus or Scarcity
 
[2] for overheating risks and seasonal gains management, 

non-visual lighting effects [7,8] for health impacts (direct effects such as alertness and/or 
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circadian effects such as phase-shifting e.g. [9]), and perceptual daylight effects regarding 

contrast or variability [8,10].  

These different types of performance metrics can be simultaneously visualized over time and 

over space on the Lightsolve interface, both in absolute terms using a linear color scale, and 

from a goal-based perspective using a triangular color scale
 
[2]. 

LIGHTSOLVE OUTPUTS – ANALYSIS EXAMPLE 

The Lightsolve interface and visualization framework (see Fig. 1) offers a very powerful 

support to reveal multi-faceted performance thanks to its time-based focus combined with a 

simultaneous visualization of renderings.  

 

Figure 1: Lightsolve interface with a 3D model of a West-facing room, located at 41 degrees 

North (latitude). A real-time rendering is shown on the right. 

As soon as a 3D model is uploaded in Lightsolve, the user can define his/her own design 

goals for each of the performance perspectives (metrics) of interest to the project. Then, the 

processing of the full-year analysis can be launched. It takes less than 1 minute to get results 

for all metrics. In Fig. 2 such results and their visualizations are depicted for a 3D model of a 

simple West-facing room. 

There are two ways to visualize performance. Either using an absolute scale (most 

straightforward approach), where the respective metric’s average value is displayed over a 

user-defined perimeter of interest, such as workplane illuminance [lux] in the example shown 

in Fig. 2a. Or using a goal-based scale, like in Fig. 2b, where what is represented is how 

closely prescribed goals are met. For both scales, two representations appear side-by-side on 

the Lightsolve interface to fully reveal annual, seasonal and daily performance over both time 

and space: a time-varied representation in the form of a temporal map (left) over which a 

cursor (cross in Fig. 2 left) can be moved to select a given moment over the year; and a 

rendering (right) associated to that specific moment, where the spatial distribution of the 

respective metric’s values can be visualized in false-color on the user-defined sensors (areas 
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of interest). The type of sky (clear, clear-turbid, intermediate or overcast, see [4]) can be 

selected for visualization, while weather conditions are accounted for according to the 

selected weather data file.  

The resulting “double combination” of absolute vs. goal-based and time-based vs. spatial 

visualization, further discussed in [8], makes the performance analysis particularly interactive 

and intuitive to the user. 

 

 

Figure 2: Time-based illuminance analysis (left) with associated rendering at given moment 

(right and cursor) on an absolute (a) and goal-based scale (b). Performances are evaluated 

on the visible sensor plane defined by the user (area of interest). 
 

CONCLUSION 

Lightsolve offers a set of innovative simulation resources that makes it a unique design 

support tool for comprehensive yet reactive and intuitive daylighting performance analysis. 

Such a tool could enable a desirable shift in schematic stage design practice and offer a more 

holistic approach to daylighting analysis by embedding its many aspects into a unique, 

interactive simulation framework.  
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SOFTWARE 
 

 

LIGHTSOLVE 
 

A full-year goal-based tool for daylighting performance evaluation 

 

Available languages 
 

 Français  English 

 Deutsch  ………. 

 Italiano  ………. 

Editor 
 

LIPID / EPFL 

CH-1015 Lausanne 

Distributor 
 

LIPID / EPFL 

CH-1015 Lausanne 

Price 
 

400€ 

(Free for academic use) 
  

 

Description 
 

Lightsolve offers architects and lighting engineers a goal-based simulation platform for daylighting performance 

evaluation in early stages of building design. It is seemlessly integrated into the design process through 3D 

modelling compatibility and targeted inputs focusing on design objectives. Key information regarding a large 

spectrum of daylight performance perspectives is provided to the user derived from his/her own goals, based on 

visual, interactive and intuitive graphical displays. 
 

Key features of this first publicly available version are: 
 

• A full-year analysis of  all daylighting performances achieved  in less than 1 minute (56 year moments) 
 

• Performance analysis currently available:  

Acceptable Illuminance Extent for task or surface illumination  

Daylight Glare Probability for visual comfort 

Solar Gains Surplus or Scarcity for overheating risks and seasonal gains management 

Non-visual lighting effects for health impacts (alerting and phase-shifting effects e.g.) 

Perceptual daylight effects regarding contrast or variability 
 

• Results accuracy ensured by the usage of the lighting simulation tool  RADIANCE  
 

• Visualization over time and/or over space, either in absolute terms using a linear color scale, or from a goal-

based perspective using a triangular color scale. 
 

• Extremely fast photo-realistic renderings (few seconds) for better daylighting evaluation understanding 
 

• Exact model orientation and localization, with TMY Weather data compatibility 
 

• Robust import of own user pre-design 3D model using a standard format (OBJ) 
 

• User-defined urban surroundings taken into account 

 

Technical Data 
 

Operating System 
 

  WINDOWS [XP, Vista, 7] 
    

  MAC [OS X 10.6+] 
   

  LINUX    

 

 

 Others …………………………………………………… 

Processor 

x86 / x64 – NVidia GTX 5xx 

 

Required memory 

2GB of RAM 

 

Required disk space 

500 MB 
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A COMPREHENSIVE INSTRUMENT TO ASSESS THE COST-

EFFECTIVENESS OF STRATEGIES TO INCREASE ENERGY 

EFFICIENCY AND MITIGATE GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS IN 

BUILDINGS 
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2
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ABSTRACT 

The building sector is responsible for both direct and indirect energy consumption and 

related local and global environmental impacts. Apart from building envelope retrofit 

measures as such, a wide variety of options is available for building owners and policy 

makers to mitigate these impacts.  

A comprehensive calculation tool was developed to assess trade-offs and synergies 

between different types of measures and to identify strategies aiming at reducing cost-

effectively primary energy use and greenhouse gas emissions. The tool includes a 

database of empirical techno-economic characteristics of several types of measures. 

Measures are categorized in seven categories: (i) building envelope insulation, (ii) heating 

systems, (iii) ventilation system with heat recovery, (iv) electricity based services 

(lighting, cooling, and appliances), (v) energy supply mix, (vi) building automation 

control and regulation, and (vii) onsite energy production. Up to ten renovation packages 

of measures and related reference cases may be represented in terms of economic and 

environmental indicators: investment costs and life-cycle costs, total and non-renewable 

primary energy consumption, and greenhouse gas emissions. Using up-to-date empirical 

cost and price data the economic effectiveness and economic viability of advanced retrofit 

measures and up-stream options is assessed from a life-cycle-cost point of view. With the 

tool the impact of factors such as starting situation, scope and costs of measures, interest 

rate and energy price expectations can be revealed.  

Concerning the output of the tool the user may develop guidelines and strategies for 

different building types and for different contexts to reach ambitious environmental 

targets at least life cycle costs. However, the tool is limited to a general approach and 

cannot be used in detailed design problems.  

Keywords: energy-efficiency, renewable energy, cost-effectiveness, techno-economic 

database, assessment tool 

INTRODUCTION  

The building sector accounts for a large share of global final energy consumption in 

Switzerland. While energy related requirements for new buildings are constantly increasing, 

the improvement of energy performance of the building stock constitutes a major challenge 

for the future. The mastering of this challenge requires the identification of cost optimal 

retrofit strategies to achieve maximal reduction of energy consumption and carbon 

emissions within building renovation.  

The economic effectiveness and viability of building retrofits, however, depend on many 

factors, e.g. scope of retrofit project, time horizon, costs of retrofit measures, including 
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information and transaction costs, performance risks, interest rate and energy price 

expectations as well as user preferences. Optimal energy related retrofit strategies for typical 

types of buildings to achieve ambitious targets for the reduction of primary energy (PE) use 

and greenhouse gas (GHG) mitigation haven't emerged yet nor have been systematically 

analyzed.  

The purpose of a developed comprehensive calculation tool is to reveal trade-offs and 

synergies between different types of strategy measures and to identify strategies aiming at 

reducing cost-effectively primary energy use and greenhouse gas emissions. The tool includes 

a database of empirical techno-economic characteristics of several types of measures. Up to 

ten renovation packages of measures and related reference cases may be represented in terms 

of economic and environmental indicators: investments costs and life-cycle costs, total and 

non-renewable primary energy consumption, and greenhouse gas emissions. Using up-to-date 

empirical cost and price data the economic effectiveness and economic viability of advanced 

retrofit measures and up-stream options is assessed from a life-cycle-cost point of view. With 

the tool the impact of factors such as starting situation, scope, interest rate and energy price 

expectations can be revealed. Therefore the user may develop guidelines and strategies to 

reach ambitious environmental targets at least life cycle costs. The tool enables comparison 

between different renovation packages and strategies. As such this calculation tool is a 

complement for SIA 2040. 

METHOD 

Overview 

The INSPIRE Tool focuses on residential buildings and simple office buildings without 

cooling needs. The methodology applied does neither account for building related mobility 

nor for co-benefits of retrofit measures, however, embodied energy use, up-stream life cycle 

primary energy use for energy carriers and related carbon emissions are included.  

The software was developed as a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, providing maximal 

flexibility and a familiar working environment for the user. For easy updating and 

maximum performance the data is stored in a separate file and accessed from Microsoft 

Excel by using industry-standard SQL commands. 

Using a combination of programming in Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) and 

custom-build Excel functions, an interactive user interface was built. Options can be 

selected through drop-down menus and for most user inputs default values are provided 

which can be adjusted by the user. The interface is dynamic, as it reacts to the users input, 

e.g. if the option «building has a ventilation» is selected, the related input fields are shown 

and correct default values computed. 

A schematic representation of the methodology to calculate the environmental and 

economic indicators (GHG emissions, PE and non-renewable PE use, and life cycle costs) 

is given in Figure 1. Building data and techno-economic data of GHG mitigation and PE 

efficiency measures are used to calculate heating energy need, final energy consumption, 

GHG emissions, PE use, and life-cycle-costs.  

In Figure 1 input sections are shown with blue background (left side), calculation sections 

with yellow (middle), and the output sections with green (right side). The calculations and 

database are hidden. The arrows from the blue boxes refer to the user definition, which is used 

to derive corresponding data from the database as a default value. These default values can be 

overwritten. The arrows from databases and calculation boxes towards the input boxes refer to 
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default values. The arrow from the output box towards the calculations box refers to user 

preferences selected in the output sheet. 

 

 
 

The structure of the INSPIRE Tool 

The Microsoft Excel spreadsheet is structured into the following five worksheets: 

The «State» sheet is used to define a current situation of a building. Inputs related to 

building specific data, occupancy, building envelope area and previously undertaken 

building envelope measures, and building technology are provided by the user.  

The measure packages and related reference cases can be defined in the «Measures» 

sheet. The possible measures are related to (i) building envelope insulation, (ii) heating 

systems, (iii) ventilation system and heat recovery, (iv) electricity based services (lighting, 

cooling, and appliances), (v) energy supply mix, (vi) building automation control and 

regulation, and (vii) onsite energy production. 

The energy prices of the different energy carrier are defined in the «Energy prices» sheet 

using five interpolation values: default values are provided. From the interpolation values 

the tool calculates the annuities of the energy cost savings, depending on the interest rate 

and the life-time of the measures selected. 

The two «Output» sheets are used to collect and present the results of the calculations. To 

cover different needs concerning the level of detail beside the comprehensive «Output» 

sheet a more manager-style «Output Summary» sheet is also available. 

Database 

The tool includes a comprehensive database of empirical techno-economic data concerning 

properties of building elements, energy systems and carriers, and a large range of measures 

that were collected from the companies and literature, such as CRB Elementarten-Katalog. 

Based on the dropdown selection made by the user (e.g. building type, building period, 

heating system) values from the database are used to automatically compute default values for 

a majority of the input values needed in the calculations. This approach enables also users, 

Calculations 
Space heating and hot 

water needs (SIA 380/1) 

 

Annualisation of 

investment costs and of 

energy costs (EN 

15232) 

 

Primary energy use and 

GHG emissions based 

on final energy 

 

Primary energy use and 

GHG emissions of 

embodied energy use 

 

Output: 

«Output» sheet 

 
Useful heating energy  

 

Final energy demand by 

energy-carrier 

 

Primary energy demand, 

non renewable primary 

energy demand 

 

Greenhouse gas emissions 

 

Life cycle costs 

Current state: 

«State» sheet 

 

 

  

Output for managers: 

«Output summary» 

sheet 

  

Packages of renovation 

measures: «Measures» 

sheet 
Building envelope insulation 

Heating systems 

Ventilation system and heat 

recovery 

Electricity based services 

Energy supply mix 

Control and regulation 

Energy production 

Energy prices : 

«Energy price» sheet 
  

Database 

  

Figure 1: Schematic structure of the INSPIRE tool 
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with little knowledge of details and in an early project phase, to use the INSPIRE Tool and to 

generate at least preliminary results. Most of default-values derived from the database can be 

overwritten at any time if more accurate values are available.  

Calculations 

The information about the building and techno-economic data of GHG mitigation and PE 

efficiency measures are used to calculate the indicators in the «Output» sheet (see Figure 
1). Calculation of energy needs takes into account energy performance of a building 

envelope, outdoor climate, target indoor temperature, and internal heat gains according to 

SIA 380/1. Optionally, the life-cycle impact in terms of energy need and greenhouse gas 

emissions of materials used in the renovation measures can be included. Greenhouse gas 

emissions and PE use are calculated by taking into account conversion efficiencies of the 

heating systems and emission factors as well as primary energy factors of the energy 

carriers including up-stream emissions or energy use. The life-cycle-cost and cost-

effectiveness calculations are carried out dynamically with the annuity method. In order to 

compare the annuity of the investment with the increasing savings of energy costs, the 

savings of energy costs are discounted and converted to an annuity. The calculations are 

based on real prices, real interest rates and typical lifetimes of the building elements. 

RESULTS 

The tool can be used to compare renovation packages or build up a renovation strategy. An 

example of possible strategy is presented in the following steps.  

Step 1 Choice of energy supply mix (electricity) 

Step 2 Improvements of the thermal protection by insulation of building envelope 

(building element and efficiency level) 

Step 3 Choice of energy carrier/ Change in the heating system 

Step 4 On-site energy production: Implementation of solar thermal panels, PV or 

wind 

Step 5 Construction design and material choice with low embodied PE and GHG 

emissions 

The steps above are implemented in the «Measures» sheet. The «Output» sheet shows 

graphically the results of the strategy that are presented in Figure 2.  

 

 

Figure 2: Emissions (left side) and primary energy use (right side) versus the life cycle costs 

for each strategy steps 
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In Figure 2 the GHG emissions (left side) and primary energy use (right side) versus the life 

cycle costs are presented. The Output- sheet includes also numerical results, for example, of 

the total life cycle costs per m
2
 and year and a differentiation of costs in capital costs, 

operating and maintenance costs, and energy costs. 

DISCUSSION 

The novelty of the tool is to assess relations between GHG emissions or PE use vs. the life 

cycle costs. Typically, this kind of tools includes only the calculation of GHG emissions and 

PE use. The tool includes a wide variety of measure options to be investigated in terms of 

GHG emissions and PE use reduction. The strength of the tool is a possibility to compare 

different renovation packages with reference cases or to build up a renovation strategy with 

different steps. Four building categories are covered in the tool: single- and multi- family 

house, office building, and school. This makes the tool useful for different building owners, 

planners and other stakeholders. Finally, based on the result, the user may develop guidelines 

and strategies to reach ambitious environmental targets at least life cycle costs. 

The tool is a simplified model and it is not developed to create energy certifications due to 

a lack of accuracy in modeling. However, the tool allows investigation of different 

renovation packages and strategies for specific buildings, taking into account particular 

characteristics of buildings or particular framework parameters. The user can either use 

the database or add case-specific data. The tool is currently made specifically to cover 

situations of building renovation. It could be envisaged to develop it further to cover also 

the case of new buildings. 
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SOFTWARE 
 

 

INSPIRE Tool 
 

 

 

Available languages 
 

 Français  English 

 Deutsch  ………. 

 Italiano  ………. 

M. Jakob, R. Bolliger, S. von 

Grüningen, , S. Kallio, W. Ott, C.Nägeli 
TEP Energy GmbH, 

econcept AG 

Price: Free of charge from 

www.bfe.admin.ch 
 

Description 
 

The building sector is responsible for both direct and indirect energy consumption and related local and global 

environmental impacts. Apart from envelope retrofit measures as such, a wide variety of options is available for 

building owners to mitigate these impacts. In this context building owners face the challenge of finding the 

adequate strategy to reduce energy use and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the most cost-efficient way.   

 

The purpose of the software is to provide a practical tool to reveal trade-offs and synergies between different 

types of measures and to identify strategies aiming at reducing cost-effectively energy use and GHG emissions. 

The software helps building owners not only to reach their energy and GHG goals but provides also a useful tool 

to secure the return on investment in an economic environment characterized by increasing energy prices.  

 

The software includes a comprehensive database of empirical techno-economic data concerning several types of 

measures which were collected from companies and from the literature. This data enables even users with little 

detail-knowledge and users in an early project phase to use the tool and to generate (preliminary) results. All 

default-values from the database can be overwritten at any time if more accurate values are available. This 

approach makes the INSPIRE Tool a good choice in any phase of a retrofit project. 

 

The software was developed as a Microsoft Excel spread-sheet, providing maximal flexibility and a familiar 

working environment for the user. For easy updating and maximal performance the data is stored in a separate 

file and accessed by using industry-standard SQL commands.  

 

Measures are categorized into seven categories: (i) building envelope insulation, (ii) heating systems, (iii) 

ventilation system, (iv) electricity based services (lighting, cooling, and appliances), (v) energy supply mix, (vi) 

control and regulation, and (vii) onsite energy production. Up to ten measures or packages of measures may be 

analysed and are represented in terms of economic and environmental indicators: investments costs and life-

cycle costs, total and non-renewable primary energy consumption, and greenhouse gas emissions. With the 

INSPIRE Tool the impact of factors such as scope, interest rate and energy price expectations can be revealed 

and presented both in a manager-style summary output sheet as well as in a more detail-oriented output sheet. 

 

Technical Data 
 

Operating System 
 

  WINDOWS [Windows 7] 
    

  MAC [Versions] 
   

  LINUX    

 

Microsoft Office 2007 or 2010 is required. 

 

 Others …………………………………………………… 

Processor 
n/a 

 

Required memory 
n/a 

 

 

Required disk space 

10 MB 
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MIXED-DIMENSIONALITY APPROACH FOR ADVANCED RAY 

TRACING OF LAMELLAR STRUCTURES FOR DAYLIGHTING AND 

THERMAL CONTROL 

Kostro A., Scartezzini J.-L., Schüler A. 

Solar Energy and Building Physics Laboratory, Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne: 

LESO-PB, Station 18, Bâtiment LE, EPFL, 1015 Lausanne, Switzerland. 

 

ABSTRACT 

The appropriate choice of the type of glazing and glazed area in a façade depends on many 

factors. They include amongst other criteria: location, orientation, climatic condition, 

energetic efficiency, usage of the building, required user comfort, and the architectural 

concept. All requirements cannot be fulfilled at all times and priorities have to be set to find a 

compromise between occupant comfort, design objective, cost and energetic efficiency. An 

innovative glazing system combining daylighting, glare protection, seasonal thermal control 

and clear view was developed [1] and patented by the authors. This design was developed 

using a novel ray tracing approach to obtain a strongly angular dependent transmission with a 

specific angular distribution. Taking advantage of the changing elevation of the sun between 

seasons, a seasonal variation is created by a strongly angular dependent transmittance. 

In this paper we present the mixed dimensionality approach used to achieve a very fast and 

accurate ray tracing of any lamellar structure that has a two dimensional profile. The 

originality of the presented Monte Carlo algorithm is the separation of intersection and 

interaction. Intersections are computed using only the two dimensions of the profile thereby 

increasing significantly computational speed. Interactions are computed using vector calculus 

in three dimensions and provide accurate results with very little computational load. 

With such optimizations, the user interface could be designed to give an instantaneous idea of 

the light path in the modelled system. The model also calculates an accurate bidirectional 

transmittance distribution function that is used in a Radiance simulation to obtain a rendering 

of the daylighting distribution in an office space. Hereby we can compare the daylighting 

performances of the novel design based on optical microstructures with those of other CFSs. 

Finally the combination of simulated angular dependent transmittance and Meteonorm data 

provides an estimate of transmitted energy over the year and proves the efficiency of the 

presented optical microstructures for dynamic thermal control. The proposed working 

principles of redirection and angular dependent transmittance are thereby demonstrated. The 

software provides all the mentioned results in the user interface where the performances of 

different designs can also be compared, making the optimization process of a profile with a 

defined objective very intuitive. 

Keywords: Microstructures, Daylighting, Thermal Control, Smart Windows, Complex 

Fenestration System, Ray Tracing, Monte Carlo 
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INTRODUCTION  

In Switzerland, electric lighting, heating and air conditioning account for about 71 % of total 

energy demand in private housing (dominated by heating : 67%) and 31% of the overall Swiss 

electricity usage (dominated by lighting :13%) [2]. The novel complex fenestration system 

(CFS) proposed by the authors combines several functions and can contribute to significantly 

reduce energy consumption in buildings with favourably oriented glass façades. In winter, 

solar gains are used to reduce heating energy requirements; in summer, the proposed device 

blocks direct radiation and thus limits air conditioning load as well as overheating risks. 

Judicious use of daylighting furthermore reduces energy needs for artificial lighting and 

improves the well-being of occupants. These principles are illustrated in figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 : Working principle of the CFS for daylighting, glare control and seasonal thermal 

control. 

Ray tracing is a technique from geometrical optics to model the path taken by light in an 

environment by following rays of light. It may be use in the design of optical devices such as 

lenses and sets of lenses in microscopes, telescopes etc… Ray-tracing software is often used 

to calculate the Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Function (BSDF) of complex 

fenestration systems (CFS) [3, 4] but no dedicated tool was found for the modelling of CFSs 

combining geometry and material-dependent designs and integrating thin films. Also, existing 

commercial tools provide complete three dimensional characterisation but they are time 

consuming and the output is not adapted to the evaluation and comparison of CFS 

performances. For these reasons, a simple and efficient ray tracing tool for the study of 

laminar structures was developed with the possibility to directly compare glazing related 

performances and modulate designs. In this paper we describe the innovative concepts used in 

the algorithm, the user interface of the software and some of the CFS specific performance 

indicators provided.  

Ray tracing is also used for graphical rendering in computer graphics and produces realistic 

illumination of virtual scenes. Amongst many, Radiance offers complete and flexible tools for 

the use of architects to render construction projects. More specifically and in relation to 

complex fenestration systems, rooms with different types of windows and electrical lighting 

sources can be modelled to study the illumination, be it natural or artificial, direct or indirect 

[5]. This however requires an accurate definition of the studied window. Such detailed 

description can be computed with the developed software. 

Monte Carlo algorithms are stochastic and they are used to solve complex physical or 

mathematical problems. In a typical Monte Carlo algorithm, random draws define a chain of 

local events characterizing the global event and leading to a final state. Each draw follows a 

given distribution representative of the corresponding event. By repeating this iteration over 

random events numerous times, a probability distribution of the final states is obtained. 
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MIXED DIMENSIONALITY APPROACH  

A two dimensional (2D) description of the designs is sufficient for most existing CFS 

products because they can be described as 2D extruded profiles. In a pure 2D ray-tracing of 

such a profile, with no scattering, transmittance is modelled accurately for zero degree 

azimuths because the rays are always in the same plane as the profile. For small deviations 

from this plane, the azimuth angle has little influence on the distribution of transmittance. 

However in some cases, for azimuth angles above 40°, using 2D only for reflection and 

refraction introduces errors above 20% in the angular distribution of transmittance. This is not 

acceptable for an evaluation of annual energetic transmittance that relies on three dimensional 

bidirectional Transmission and Reflection Distribution Functions (BTDF and BRDF). For an 

evaluation of daylighting using rendering software such as Radiance, complete and accurate 

BTDF are also required. For these reasons, the third dimension has to be considered. 

In the proposed algorithm, all intersections are still computed in 2D. If a profile is defined in 

the x and y coordinates, the only loss of information is the z coordinate of the intersection. 

This information is of little use since we are interested mostly in the angular distribution of 

rays. Finding intersections between lines in two dimensions is very fast and can be efficiently 

done using a binary space partitioning tree [6]. For interactions however, all three dimensions 

are used. Reflection, refraction, scattering and absorption are precisely modelled using tree 

dimensional vector calculus and following physical rules. These principles are illustrated in 

figure 2. 

Reflection and refraction probabilities are modelled following the Fresnel equations and 

Snell's law. Absorption follows the Behr Lambert law. The Fresnel equations for the 

calculation of reflectance and transmittance of thin films are derived from Maxwell's 

equations. Following the work of Macleod [7], a characteristic matrix can be used to compute 

these values. These behaviours all depend on the complex refraction indices of the implied 

materials. For accuracy, spectral values of these refraction indices are used. 

 

 

Figure 2: Illustration of the mixed 

dimensionality concept for ray tracing of 

profile defined geometries. 

 

Figure 3: Graphical User Interface. Area 1 

shows the output, in this case ray tracing. 

Area 2 shows the project list. Area 3 the 

parameters listed in the script. 

OPTIMISATION OF GEOMETRY AND PARAMETERS 

Besides accurate physical modelling and calculations, the developed software was also meant 

to be an intuitive and flexible design tool. For intuitive development, structures are 

parameterized and the parameters can be modified in the graphical user interface (GUI) with a 

direct rendering of the resulting rays distribution. The GUI can be used to change the angle of 
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incidence of the beam and visualize the angular distribution of transmitted and reflected light. 

To provide flexibility, the projects are described by a file containing the geometrical 

description of the design and parameters to modify and optimise the design. For example, a 

script describing an integrated flat mirror contains a description of how to draw the interfaces 

between the bulk material and air and where to include mirrors of a given width, tilt and at a 

specified interval. The scripts can use basic javascript language such as for and while loops, if 

then else statements, mathematical operands as well as more advanced data structures such as 

arrays. In addition to the javscript language, ray tracing specific functions are implemented to 

add interfaces, define materials and light sources. Another set of instructions was defined to 

add parameters, these are directly included in the graphical interface. Hereby almost any 

structure can be defined, modified and visualized.  

In the process of designing a solution, new concepts need to be tested and parameters 

optimized. To facilitate the study and optimisation of CFS complying with complex 

requirements, the graphical user interface of the software was built around a list of projects 

and their variations. As shown in part 2 of figure 3, this gives a rapid overview and history of 

designs. As mentioned above, the projects are described by a javascript containing both the 

geometry of the design and the list of parameters. Each parameter can then be modified 

individually in the GUI -area 3 in figure 3- and the resulting ray path visualised immediately- 

area 1 in figure 3- . The resulting performances can also be visualized in area 1 of the GUI for 

each design. For a meaningful comparison and optimisation, a design can be varied according 

to a single parameter. The different variations are sub projects that can then be varied again or 

discarded. By selecting several projects in area 2 of the GUI, their performances can be 

directly compared in area 1 regarding different criteria. These criteria include transmission 

distribution, transmittance depending on incident angle, energetic transmittance and daylight 

rendering. This approach proved to be very useful to understand how complex geometries 

affect ray paths depending on the angle of incidence and it was used to find and optimize an 

original design described in the next section. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The engineered geometry shall provide elevated daylight levels by redirecting the incoming 

light towards the depth of the room. This redirection simultaneously protects occupants from 

direct sun light and reduces glare risk. For an optimized usage of available solar radiation, the 

direct sunlight is transmitted in winter and reflected in summer. This complex set of 

objectives needs to be reached to achieve daylighting, seasonal thermal control and 

transparency simultaneously. In this section we briefly re-introduce the novel design proposed 

and patented by the authors [1] along some new results. 

 

Figure 4: Structure as proposed with incoming beam at 60° and 30° elevation. Illustration of 

the focusing and resulting reflection in summer; and redirection for daylighting in winter. 
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The key of this new design is the focusing of light from a given angular interval by a first 

component onto a second component. To focus incoming light, the first component of the 

system should be a parabolic surface. The parabola has to be drawn in order to focus light 

incoming from a given range of incident angles on a second reflecting surface, which is 

located on the inner side of the system. This second mirror reflects lights from the selected 

range back through the system. The focus is achieved for angles corresponding to the summer 

elevation of the sun at the specified location (for example 60° in Lausanne). For this range the 

light is concentrated on the second surface and reflected. For angles out of the specified 

blocking range, the reflection on a parabolic shape distributes a parallel beam over a range of 

angles; this distribution is suited for daylighting. To achieve clear view, direct transmission 

without interaction for close to normal angles is maximized: the two elements have a minimal 

height and maximum overlap. The miniaturization of structures bellow a millimetre further 

reduces their impact on see-through property.  

This principle is entirely based on a static structure and to be efficient, it has to be adapted to 

the geographical location where it will be installed. Depending on the latitude, the solar 

course changes and the two components have to be optimised to block radiation for the 

aestival elevations of the sun and transmit radiation from the winter sun. 

 

Figure 5: Radiance rendering of a scene with 

microstrucutred glassing following computed 

BTDF function using the bsdf primitive. 

 

Figure 6: Simulated transmitted irradiance 

per surface area for a microstructured glass 

over the year compared to incident direct 

irradiance. 

For seasonal thermal control, the defining value is the thermal gains. For each square meter of 

window, a portion of the incoming solar radiation is transmitted and this energy heats up the 

space behind the window. To calculate an estimate of this value, diffuse and direct 

transmission factors are calculated with the ray tracing simulation tool and used in 

combination with Meteonorm radiometric data. To combine these data, a common 

representation of space has to be used. For direct radiation the hourly solar position is used 

and for diffuse radiation, the hemisphere is divided into patches following Tregenza's 

subdivision of the sky. A Perez model of the sky is used to define the hourly radiation coming 

from each patch according to the corresponding climate file. The thermal gains due to direct 

and diffuse radiation were computed over the year and compared with other types of glazing. 

The designed glazing showed an energetic transmittance of direct sunlight lower than 20% 

during the summer period and higher than 70% during the winter period. Results are shown in 

figure 6. 

Glare and illuminance on the work plane are the critical values for the evaluation of 

daylighting. Glare can be estimated using the Unified Glare Rating (UGR) or the Daylight 

Glare Index (GDI) and illuminance is measured in lux and should be between 300 and 1000 
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depending on the task. For common office work, values between 300 and 500 lux are 

required. To assess these values for the developed complex fenestration systems, the software 

is used to create the characteristic bidirectional transmittance distribution functions (BTDF). 

These BTDFs are then used to define a window in a Radiance scene and Radiance routines 

are used to render the scene, an example can be seen in figure 5. After careful alignment of 

the reference coordinates and of time, this radiance simulation was also used to compute 

hourly illuminance levels and glare indices on the defined workspaces over the course of a 

day, month or year in different sky conditions.  

CONCLUSION 

A simulation tool using a novel approach was developed for the modelling of CFSs. It was 

developed to find a new system that provides daylight, glare protection, seasonal thermal 

control and clear view. These aims were reached with the invention of a new design 

combining two reflective surfaces to achieve redirection of light and a strong seasonal 

dynamic in thermal gains. This design was characterised using Radiance simulations for the 

assessment of daylight and glare protection capabilities. An estimate of thermal gains for the 

evaluation of seasonal thermal controls was computed based on Meteonorm data. It was 

demonstrated that the simulated design reaches the set goals. 
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ABSTRACT 

From a building physics perspective a building represents a single thermal unit with a vital 

relationship between the heat consumption and building envelope’s thermal performance level 

that should be considered exclusively in connection with climatic conditions.  

Four key principles should be under consideration with respect to thermal performance design 

of energy-efficient buildings: 

 selection of a geometric shape for the building that reduces heat losses; a design 

approach that aims to lower the exterior surface area-to-volume ratio; 

 reduction of energy consumption demand by increasing the thermal performance level 

with reduction of air permeability; 

 provision of required air exchange with the help of organized air intake; 

 meeting energy consumption needs of the building for heating purposes in the most 

effective manner. 

The Energy Passport software program is a tool that enables a team of professionals including 

building physicists, architects and construction engineers to use an integrated design approach 

for assessing thermal performance by identifying the interaction of building envelope choices 

with other systems at the project planning and the design stage. Such an approach helps to 

make a decision for project implementation together with a cost benefit analysis for 

verification of reasonable cost. 

The Energy Passport software program screens incorporate windows for climatic and building 

data that should be filled out. The program enables setting ofa  normative/ recommended level 

for specific energy consumption for the type of building that is under assessment and 

calculates heating degree days for relevant climatic conditions based on best practices. 

The above program provides flexibility to achieve the optimal thermal resistance values for 

exterior components and calculation of the designed specific consumption value based on the 

energy consumption requirement of the whole building through a variety of options selected 

for individual elements using normative/recommended value as a benchmark for results 

comparison. The selected thermal performance (design) level enables labelling/certification of 

a building by a specific energy consumption rating system and provides energy consumption 

figures that can be used to estimate energy savings and associated reduction of  CO2 

emissions.                                                

Keywords: “Energy Passport” software – tool, design of thermal performance of  building 

envelope, energy efficiency, thermal balance of building, specific energy consumption value,  

labelling/certification of building, reduction of energy consumption and  associated CO2 

emissions.                                                
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INTRODUCTION  

One of the main goals of thermal performance design with enhanced energy efficiency is 

reduction of energy consumption in buildings. The sustainability approach for the building 

sector concerns reduction of the negative impact on the environment without compromising 

the internal level of comfort. The overall strategic vision on buildings’ energy efficiency is to 

fill in the gap between the supply and demand sides, in terms of building sector energy 

balance and reduce energy consumption growth as well as associated CO2 emissions by 

meeting the evolving energy needs while ensuring energy efficiency. 

During the recent years research efforts in buildings energy efficiency have resulted in broad 

understanding of the implications of heat consumption in buildings and development of 

strategies and technologies for energy saving. The most comprehensive and advanced tool 

that should be used for designing a building’s thermal protection level is the software tool, 

which enables assessment of energy consumption during the whole year.  

The main aim in the application of a software tool for energy efficient design purposes is the 

achievement of the optimal balance between all the factors that affect minimisation of energy 

consumption. This approach enables engineers to examine energy consumption at the 

planning and the design stage. It is expected that an evaluation of thermal performance design 

should be supplemented with reliable economic calculations for the integrated energy 

performance measures for the building envelope aiming at identification of the cost optimal 

levels of energy efficiency. 

However software tools are often not used by designers and developers for the following 

reasons: on the one hand due to the issue of accessibility of the software tools, on the other 

hand due to a lack of information on building energy consumption during the design stage. 

 
METHODOLOGY 

The concept of an advanced integrated approach to enhance the thermal performance level of 

buildings combines upgraded thermal resistance values - R for thermal properties for  all 

exterior components of the building providing the set up level for reduced heat consumption 

with the consideration of air exchange and air permeability not exceeding the permissible 

limits. This approach enables designers to control indicators of the thermal protection level 

already at the design stage. 
 

The “Energy Passport” software tool represents one of techniques that have been developed to 

reflect this advanced thermal performance design approach.  

Software is developed based on a methodology that lays down a foundation for the advanced 

systematic approach in a building’s thermal performance design and reflects requirements that 

are set not for the separate components that affect the heat balance of the building (walls, 

floors, ceilings, windows, et al.), but rather for the energy performance of the building as a 

whole. Energy performance is calculated as a function of envelope performance, building 

design and geometry, design and selection of heating and ventilation systems and passive 

solar gains intake over cardinal points of the building orientation with respect to the 

favourable volumetric-planning design solutions taking into account the efficiency of the heat 

supply system and climatic parameters. Based on this systematic approach the software tool 

calculates the specific energy consumption of the whole building over the heating season with 

the indication of heating system load for the heating season.  
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The above methodology envisages calculations that start from the calculation of heating 

degree -days DD by equation (1) that is given below: 

DD= (tin – ths)x Z h        (1)    

where: tin –  is the indoor temperature, 
o
C; th.s – is the average temperature of heating season; 

Z hs –  the duration of heating season. 

The normative/recommended thermal resistance values for exterior components of the 

building are calculated based on correlation  results between DD and thermal resistance 

values of the building envelope components.  

Methodology reflects integrated approach in thermal performance design by setting up 

normative/ recommended specific energy consumption values according to the type of 

building and number of storeys. This specific energy consumption parameter is proposed as a 

amount of heat required during the heating season per cubic meter of volume of a building, 

per degree day, measured in KJ/(m
3
.
o
C.day). In each particular case the 

normative/recommended specific energy consumption value is adjusted since it takes into 

consideration efficiency of  heat distribution system. 

The overall demand in energy/heat consumption for the heating period foresees thecalculation 

of thermal balance components and is calculated as a function of conductive heat losses, heat 

losses via air exchange, domestic and solar radiation intakes, coefficient of efficiency of 

automatic regulation of heat supply, as well as coefficient that considers additional heat 

consumption by theheating system. 

In turn conductive heat losses -Qt are calculated as a function of degree -days, building 

envelope area and coefficient of heat transfer. Infiltration heat losses – Qv are calculated as a 

function of degree -days, building envelope area and conventional factor of heat transfer 

through infiltration and ventilation. Heat intake through solar radiation- Qs is calculated as a 

function of window area, passive solar gains intake over cardinal points of the building, and 

coefficient of relative penetration of solar radiation through the window as well as a 

coefficient that considers shading of windows with opaque elements. Domestic heat intake - 

Qi is calculated as metabolic heat per square meter, duration of heating season and rated 

heated area of the building. 

Normative / recommended specific energy consumption value indicates benchmark level 

during design process and is very informative for its comparison with the designed specific 

consumption value that results from thedesign process  aiming at selecting design solutions 

and insulation materials for exterior components of the building. 

The Energy Passport software is a standalone desktop application. All required entrance data 

is divided into two parts: Climate Data and Building Data. Based on the methodology 

approach every input has its own purpose in performed calculations and in particular 

circumstances may or may not affect the result. The software calculates and shows several 

intermediate values. The main purpose of these calculations are design of the thermal 

performance of the building envelope and certification of the building by a specific energy 

consumption rating criterion based on the designed value of the specific energy consumption 

of the building for the heating season. Additionally the software creates the chart of the 

thermal balance components.    

The software performs calculation tasks by steps in the following sequence: Climatic data 

such as designed outdoor temperature, average outdoor temperature for the heating season 

together with the internal temperature relevant to the type of the building, duration of heating 

period and solar radiation income on each side of the building according to its orientation 
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towards cardinal points as well as building geometry parameters are entered in the program 

and heating degree–days are calculated. For a given category of energy efficiency (A, B, C) 

the normative/recommended specific energy consumption value is determined based on the 

type of the building under design. Other building indicators as ratio of windows and balcony 

doors area to the total wall area, together with selected coefficients of window shading are 

also calculated. The software possesses special so-called energy “design” screen windows for 

entering coefficients of heat supply, efficiency of heat distribution, efficiency of regulation, 

and metabolic heat released from people. With the fulfilment of all building design 

parameters the software performes all calculations. 

RESULTS 

The thermal performance design of a new residential building designed by the Georgian 

company “ARCI” was performed with the aid of the “Energy Passport” software tool . The 

calculation was performed for the overall thermal resistance value for walls constructed from 

perlite blocks of 19 x 29 x 39 cm, and thickness: δ =29 cm. The figures for outdoor and 

indoor layers were taken as follows: for an outdoor plaster layer - cement sandy mortar with 

δ=0.02 m, λ=0.93 W/m K; for indoor plaster - complex mixture consisting from cement, sand 

and lime with: δ=0.02 m, λ=0.87 W/m K. In order to avoid thermal bridges in exterior walls it 

was suggested to smooth out joints with perlite cement mortar. The overall thermal resistance 

value – R walls for walls from perlite blocks was identified as:  

R walls = R in+ R c+ R out = 1/8.7+0.02/0.87+0.29/0.148+0.02/0.93+1/23=2.14 m 
2
 K/W         

Thermal resistance values for other exterior components have been selected and calculated in 

the same manner. Figure 1 presents software screen with results of thermal performance 

design calculations performed by “Energy Passport” software. 

 

Figure 1 Software screen with the thermal performance design calculation results  Figure 2 

gives a chart with thermal balance components that have been calculated by software tool.  

DISCUSSION 

As of today Georgia has not adopted advanced thermal engineering codes which are in 

compliance with the European Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD). 

Assessment of the current construction sector shows that there is a great energy saving 

potential in the building sector, since the energy efficiency approach is not implemented and 

the construction sector in Georgia still continues to use old Soviet codes [1].  
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Figure 2 Thermal balance chart with certification label section 

 

Results of thermal performance design based on an advanced approach have been compared 

for the prototype building designed with the old Soviet approach – an un-insulated house 

version that represents the current unfortunate construction practice in Georgia. This un-

insulated version has also been calculated by the “Energy Passport “software. A comparison 

of heat consumption results is shown in Figure 3. 

Calculations prove  53 %  savings in heat consumption over the heating period, since R values 

of the un-insulated version are benchmarked by old Soviet codes and are rather low, for 

instance thermal resistance value for walls constitutes: R walls = 0.54 m 
2 

 K/ W  

and is almost four times lower than the thermal resistance value -R walls  in insulated version.“   

 

Figure 3 Heat consumption results calculated by software tool for un-insulated and insulated 

prototype building 

 

The Energy Passport” software tool provides the opportunity for a quick assessment of a 

building design with the thermal protection level at the design stage and labeling with the 

wide possibility for evaluation of volumetric-planning indicators and thermal insulation 

solutions. 
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SOFTWARE 
 

 

Energy Passport 
 

 

 

Available languages 
 

 Français  English 

 Deutsch  ………. 

 Italiano  ………. 

Editor n/a 

 

 

 

 

Distributor tbd Price pending 

 

Description 
 

The Energy Passport software is a standalone desktop application based on Microsoft .NET 

Framework 4.0. The software is developed to calculate the thermal performance of the 

building envelope and labelling according to the requirements that are imposed by European 

Energy Performance of Buildings Directive. The data input is separated into Climate and 

Building windows. Every input has real-time impact on the results. The software is able to 

save and load the data as project file (*.epp), climate data file (*.stm) and building data file 

(*.bld). Also, software is able to generate report in Microsoft Word format (Microsoft Office 

required for operation). The Climate window includes the input boxes for climate data.  

The gray boxes on the right side are designed for the read-only purposes. 

These values should be updated according to the user’s input in other sections of the software. 

The Energy Passport software - Building window includes the input boxes for the building 

data. The input boxes are grouped by subject. The first tab groups the general data of the 

building. The second tab groups the building geometry data  (Area, Volume and Exposure). 

The third tab groups the design data of the building as well as coefficients attributed to 

heating system energy efficiency. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Technical Data 
 

Operating System 
 

  WINDOWS XP/Vista/7/8 
    

  MAC [Versions] 
   

  LINUX    

 

 

 Others …………………………………………………… 

Processor 

1 GHz 
 

Required memory 

512 MB 

 

Required disk space 

10 MB 
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ABSTRACT

During the last few decades, citizens around western countries became more and more
sensible to energy saving. However, while home electricity consumption is a source of
concern, the means to reduce this consumption are not easy to find and implement for
private individuals. Different studies show that displaying the home consumption could
lead to a reduction of electricity use. However, the global consumption doesn’t provide
the consumer with sufficient information about what counts for the main part of their
electricity invoice. Systems able to display the energy used by the main appliances would
greatly help the consumer to find out which equipment should be replaced and/or which
behavior should be modified. Implementing such systems requires the disaggregation of
the consumption of the main appliances. One solution consists in measuring the global
electricity consumption and extracting the most important information from the general
load curve using signal processing methods and detection algorithms.

The HES-SO Valais-Wallis (University of Applied Sciences Western Switzerland) and the
CSEM (Swiss Center for Electronics and Microtechnology) are currently working in this
direction. To develop recognition algorithms from an aggregated load curve, an acquisition
system able to measure the three phases of a standard household has been built. This
system has been deployed in seven households and has been acquiring data sampled at
1Hz for over two years for the first deployment site. In two households Ecowizz [1] plugs
are used to acquire disaggregated data of the main appliances in parallel to the central
measure. In parallel the HES-SO Valais-Wallis is deploying the system in fifty households
for one month.

The collected data allow a better understanding of the main contributors to the load curve
as well as the useful characteristics to recognize them. To first tackle the complexity
of the aggregated load curve, a simulator of the main contributors (washing machine,
dishwasher, tumble dryer, oven, stove, etc.) was also created, thus allowing to initially
test the disaggregation algorithms with an a priori knowledge of the contributors. Both
the database of real signals and the simulator are new tools that will allow for new research
and development of algorithms for the analysis of aggregated load curves.

Keywords: Electricity Consumption, Energy Management, Non-Intrusive Load Monitor-
ing (NILM), Load Signatures, Household Appliances, Household Appliances Simulator,
Disaggregation Algorithms
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INTRODUCTION

Since the first energy crisis in the early 1970s, populations of the western countries became
progressively aware of the importance of sustainable development and energy saving for
preserving the environment but also for reducing their energy bills. In 2010, households in
Switzerland have consumed 19 TWh and a typical Swiss household of 4 people consume
about 4500 kWh, representing a 1000 USD electricity bill [2]. Although Swiss households
could potentially save 40% of their electricity bills by 2035, thanks for example to the
optimization of the energy efficiency of appliances [2], efficient tools to reduce this con-
sumption are not easy to find and implement for private individuals. Different studies
show that providing pertinent information about the home consumption could lead to a
reduction of electricity use between 4 and 15% [3]. However, the general consumption
doesn’t provide the consumer with sufficient information about what counts for the main
part of his electricity invoice.

On another hand, systems able to display the energy used by the main appliances, in
other words systems able to disaggregate the global consumption, would greatly help the
consumer finding out which equipment should be replaced and/or which behavior should
be modified. The disaggregation could be achieved using a measuring unit embedded in
each appliance, in a similar way to the Web of Things [4]. This kind of solution is however
very difficult to implement, especially with the already existing appliances, and generates
high investments and operating costs. Another way to achieve this disaggregation is to
measure the global electricity consumption of the household and to extract the most
important information from this general load curve. This solution only requires one
measuring unit but requires a system able to recognize in real time the main appliances.

The HES-SO Valais-Wallis (University of Applied Sciences Western Switzerland) and the
CSEM (Swiss Center for Electronics and Microtechnology) are currently working in this
direction. In order to develop recognition algorithms to disaggregate the general load
curve, a representative consumption data set was needed. Given the lack of publicly
available large data set and the relatively poor precision of already installed measuring
systems we had to develop our own acquisition system able to measure the three phases of
a standard household. As a example, the data of previously deployed smart meters were
at our disposal, but the period (15 min) and the precision (1 kWh) were clearly insufficient
for our purpose. The setup is recording values of voltage, current, active power, reactive
power, power factor and energy at 1Hz. The system has already been deployed in seven
households for up to two years. In two households a series of Ecowizz plugs able to record
the electrical “signature” of a single-phased appliance [1] are used to record the electricity
consumption of different appliances in parallel to the central measure. The acquisition
system together with up to eight Ecowizz plugs are currently deployed in fifty households
for one month in order to build a representative database.

The collected data allow a better understanding of the main contributors to the general
load curve as well as the useful characteristics to recognize them. To first tackle the
complexity of the aggregated load curve, a simulator of the main contributors (electric
heating, boiler, washing machine, dishwasher, tumble dryer, oven, stove, etc) has been
created. The simulator allows the aggregation of fully generated appliances as well as
the aggregation of previously recorded appliances. This simulator is a powerful tool to
initially test different disaggregation algorithms as it provides an a priori knowledge of
the different appliances and therefore allows quantitative evaluations of the performances.
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METHOD

The measuring unit is a power meter PowerLogic Series 800 PM810 from Schneider Elec-
tric. This power meter is equipped with 40/5 current transformers and with RS485
communications for integration into any power monitoring/control system. The PM810
is a true RMS meter capable of accurate measurement of highly non-linear loads. The
sampling frequency is 6.4kHz (128 samples per 50Hz cycles) and the sampling technique
enables accurate measurements through the 31st harmonic [5-6]. The data is integrated
and finally sampled at 1Hz and values of voltage, current, active power, reactive power
and power factor for the three phases are recorded. The system also allows to store the
value of the total active energy. The measurement accuracy is 0.325% from 1A to 10A
for the current, 0.375% from 50V to 277V for the voltage and 0.2% for the power [5-6].

Figure 1: Data acquisition system.
The PC Engine can be seen on the left whereas the PM810 and the electric connec-

tions can be seen on the right.

The data is stored through a Modbus connection on a small PC platform (PC Engines [7])
running Voyage Linux [8], a very stripped-down Debian Linux. The data is stored in CSV
files (Comma Separated Values) and is saved on two flash drives for redundancy. The
data is composed of two timestamps (one from the PM810 and one from the PC Engine),
the 3 voltages values, the 3 current values, the 3 active power values, the 3 reactive power
values, the 3 power factor values and the cumulated active energy. The system generates
one CSV files for every period of 24 hours, each CSV file consists thus of 86400 entries. The
recordings are finally synchronized with a data server at the HES-SO Valais-Wallis that
provides the final storage location. Figure 1 shows the details of the acquisition system,
the PC Engine can be seen on the left whereas the PM810 and the electric connections
can be seen on the right.

The simulator aims at producing realistic load curves by combining different electrical
appliances. It is written in MATLAB and the format of the generated data is the same
as the format of the “real-world” data recorded by the acquisition system. The simulator
is based on configuration files defining the setup of the simulations (start and stop times,
appliances to be used, phase(s) on which the appliances will appear, etc.) and models of
the different appliances. Every electrical appliance used in the simulator is either gener-
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ated using a statistical model or directly extracted from a database containing different
measurements of the specific appliance. Two main aspects are modeled: the occurrence
probability and the load curve. The occurrence probability varies during time (e.g. the
dishwasher is more likely to be used around 1pm and/or 7pm rather than in the middle of
the night). The statistical models contain parameters representing the appliance (number
of cycles, duration of the cycle(s), duration of the different functioning states of the cycle,
power levels of the different states, etc). The output of the simulation is stored in dif-
ferent files. The global load curves, similar to the “real-world” data, can be used to test
different disaggregation algorithms. The particular load curves of every appliance used in
the simulation can be used for quantitative evaluations of the disaggregation algorithms.

RESULTS

The acquisition system has been deployed in seven households and has been recording
data sampled at 1Hz for over two years at the first deployment site. In two households
Ecowizz plugs [1] are used to acquire disaggregated data in parallel to the central measure.
In parallel the HES-SO Valais-Wallis is deploying the system in fifty households for one
month to increase the statistical relevance of the database. Figure 2 shows a typical 24-
hour recording of the active power for the three phases. A washing machine (over phase
1 & 2), a coffee machine, a tumble dryer (over phase 1 & 3), a dish washer and a fridge
were used that day.

Figure 2: Typical 24 hour recording (active power, three phases).
A washing machine (over phase 1 & 2), a coffee machine, a tumble dryer (over phase

1 & 3), a dish washer and a fridge were used that day.

The simulator allows the aggregation of fully generated signals and/or the aggregation
of previously recorded “signatures” of different high-consuming appliances. The user can
choose to aggregate an electric heating, a boiler, a dish washer, a fridge, a heat pump
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a tumble dryer, a washing machine, and cooking appliances. The user can also choose
on which phase(s) the selected appliances will appear. Figure 3 shows a typical 24-hour
simulation of the active power for the three phases. The simulation includes a heat pump
(over phase 1 & 2), a washing machine, a fridge, a dish washer and a tumble dryer.

Figure 3: Typical 24 hour simulation (active power, three phases).
The simulation includes a heat pump (over phase 1 & 2), a washing machine, a

fridge, a dish washer and a tumble dryer.

DISCUSSION

Research in this field is moving fast. Between our first measurements and the time this
article was written (April 2013), a publicly available large data set of households elec-
tricity consumption appeared on-line [9]. Likewise, smart meters, which were initially
developed for remote monitoring and billing purposes, are becoming more and more effi-
cient, meeting the desired requirements (precision of a few Watts and data accessible each
second). Moreover, solution such as the Solo II from Geo [10] counting the pulses from
old smart meters should also provide the user with accurate enough data. All those low
cost acquisition solutions would make data available for new services such as the analysis
of aggregated consumption data.

Qualitative evaluations of different output of the simulator have shown a good match
between simulated data and “real-world” measurement. Furthermore, the simulator is a
powerful tool to test different disaggregation algorithms as it provides an a priori knowl-
edge of the different appliances and therefore allows quantitative evaluations of the per-
formances. This a priori knowledge could be obtained for “real-world” measurement
using individual meters for each appliances, but generates higher investments and op-
erating costs. Based on the recorded data and the simulator, different approaches for
disaggregation algorithms are currently investigated with encouraging initial results.
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ABSTRACT  

Increasingly, companies strive to deliver project sustainability and indoor environments that 

are conducive to increasing human productivity in corporate buildings. Corporate 

environmental policies are underpinned by a strong nexus between business needs in an 

uncertain and resource constrained world, societal awareness, and governmental targets to 

decrease the economy's carbon footprint. Building Performance Simulation (BPS) is a key 

enabler for the realization of sustainable buildings, providing quantification of building 

performance for different design alternatives.  Building performance simulation clearly has a 

role to play in the trend towards sustainable corporate buildings. Yet, it is ultimately in the 

boardroom that key decisions on investments in buildings are made. Boardrooms are arenas 

for human/social interaction as well as platforms for expert decision making. The decisions 

made on the board typically have different attributes, with performance needing to be 

balanced with other important issues such as cost, safety, capacity and others. 

This paper explores how BPS results and their visualizations can aid key investment decision 

making in the boardroom regarding sustainable buildings. It uses an expert interviewing 

methodology to collect information from BPS experts in the field at senior management levels 

operating in large scale international companies and presenting BPS results to clients 

globally. Findings indicate that BPS experts often exchange knowledge by selecting and 

visualizing information from larger datasets of BPS results. They may use sophisticated 

information visualization techniques to overcome perceived cognitive limitations and 

information overload in the boardroom. It concludes that taking BPS results into the 

boardroom is a specialist and critical undertaking. While experts presently use advanced BPS 

visualizations to retain their competitive edge in the market, the interviews reveal that the 

level of economic funding for the project is changing methods in communicating building 

performance predictions in the boardroom 

Keywords: boardroom decision making, building performance simulation visualizations 

INTRODUCTION  

Turkle (1995) states that ‘We are moving towards a culture of simulation, in which people are 

increasingly comfortable with substituting representations of reality for the real’. BPS tools 

present virtual predictions of environments that are communicated by experts to persuade 

board members, as the main financial decision makers, to invest in sustainable building. 

High profile sustainable building projects are built statements of the corporate forward 

thinking and ethical responsibility towards combating climate change. Hamza (2011) analyses 

case studies of corporate sustainable buildings, where the ethical commitment, combined with 

ambitious corporate goals, provide impetus for building design teams to push design 

boundaries, allowing ample opportunity for the use of building simulation tools. Further 

analysis, discussions and examples of 2D-graphes and 3D-visual materials that are presented 
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in the corporate boardrooms and project developers can be found in (Hamza and DeWilde, 

2013) 

While building simulation is now making inroads into boardroom decision making, thus far 

there is no dedicated research into this particular use of simulation outputs, the underlying 

drivers, and the peculiarities that govern success in influencing boardroom decisions. 

Sheppard (2012) argues that information processing of issues related to climate change 

(buildings as contributors to carbon emissions in our case) have to be balanced and 

professionally crafted based on the receptors expertise, pre-existing knowledge, attitudes and 

values and the length of time given to this encounter. A desired effect of this encounter would 

be to affect cognition (knowing and learning). The main goal of using visualizations for 

building performance and building carbon emissions is to create a positive emotional and 

behavioural change to motivate the boardroom into decision making and action towards 

investment in sustainable buildings. Building performance information visualization needs to 

be ‘technically defensible’ and ‘culturally palatable’ to create a shared space of knowledge 

exchange and decision making’ (Loukissas 2012:11) 

Corporate decisions to construct sustainable projects are governed by board members with 

diverse technical experiences, often from different industries and companies. These members 

will vary in their domain knowledge, the problems they have been exposed to and the 

problem-solving skills they have developed (Rindova, 1999). Boardroom meetings regarding 

these projects typically include the owner/representatives, company directors, building 

architects, sustainability consultants and, wherever possible, in-house building performance 

simulationists. As with investment decisions, the use of external building performance 

consultants to undertake building performance simulation (even if there is in-house 

experience) is attributed to the need for a second expert opinion to increase the credibility and 

success of decision-making, and as a ‘shield for liability’ (Waltin, 2012). 

METHOD 

This paper explores how BPS results aid key investment decision making in the boardroom 

regarding sustainable buildings, with a focus on the visualization of building performance. 

The term `visualization` is inclusive of graphs, 3D images and walkthroughs 

The focus on experts and their high-performing teams is based on their track record of 

effective reasoning, reliable expert advice and effective communication in design teams that 

has led to the realization of award winning sustainable buildings in major national and 

international architectural projects. The paper applies a broad understanding to 

‘documentation’, including traditional paper based reports and graphs, as well as state-of-the-

art multimedia animations, probing the experts in terms of what data visualization techniques 

they use, and why. Expert interviews are typically used as a method of qualitative empirical 

research, and are suitable mechanisms for theory generalization, exploration of expert 

knowledge, and for augmenting a critical literature review. Pfadenhauer (2009) defines an 

‘expert’ as an actor who has a good overview of the overall status as well as specialist 

knowledge in a given discipline. An expert thus is aware of what the specialists in this 

discipline know and how this relates to knowledge of other specialists. They have privileged 

access to information and the responsibility for planning and undertaking problem solving 

decisions regardless of their team’s numbers or specialisms.  

Semi-structured interviews were constructed based on the salient issues highlighted in the 

literature review on methods of facilitating knowledge exchange in the context of 

boardrooms. Telephone interviews were conducted with twenty eight directors and managers 

in five international companies, all with headquarters in the UK. The interviews or conference 
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calls lasted between 20-40 minutes and were thematically focussed on the use of building 

performance simulation tools in practice, and on the exchange of information and knowledge 

with stakeholders and colleagues in a boardroom decision context. Introductions were used to 

include activities and roles of team members, relevancies and maxims connected with various 

positions and functions. The team members themselves all had a range of 10-30 years of 

experience in practice. Interviews were taped with permission from interviewees and 

respondents annonymised, with this paper just stating their role in the team.  

The semi-structured interviews were carried out to investigate six areas of interest: 

o The knowledge background of those in the BPS teams within each company; 

o The knowledge background of clients’ representatives in boardroom meetings; 

o The reasons for the use of BPS, and the need to use information visualization; 

o Techniques and methods used for exchanging data output, and the complexity of visual 

structure techniques used and their temporal encoding. 

o Extending the knowledge transfer beyond assurance of performance. Discussing design 

options explaining BPS data and outputs’ uncertainties. 

Data analysis followed a two tier classification, as suggested by Straus and Corbin (1990). 

‘Open coding’ was carried out in which the various responses were categorized into key 

words; the second stage created a ‘selective and thematic coding’ in which a central storyline 

was created to better reflect current practices in processing building performance information 

and the communication of the results within a boardroom situation. 

DISCUSSION 

The Boardroom Scene: 

Interviews reveal the mixed background of developers and their representatives in the 

boardroom requires strategic decisions on what and how to present BPS results. It is evident 

that presentation formats are affected by the consultants’ perception of the level of the 

boardroom audience’s understanding and knowledge of BPS. Also, this affects how 

consultants translate the projects’ briefs to meet or exceed building energy saving targets. 

‘In the UK, we have stringent building regulations, I frequently present to knowledgeable 

people in BPS, working for large retailers and oil companies. They are regional managers 

and facilities managers, the architects and sometimes BPS specialists who work for the 

clients.’ [Director] 

‘I work nationally and in the Middle East; when we meet clients there is an architectural team 

present. The clients may be there in person, with their financial representatives and 

sometimes representation from their estates departments, they might have not dealt with BPS 

before and we use different visualization tools to catch the clients’ interest. Building 

performance simulation companies want to sustain their competitive edge and will endeavour 

to generate complex media for BPS information exchanges such as walk-throughs and 3D 

environmental models.’ [Director] 

The project brief may request prediction of future building performance under scenarios of 

climate change in which exceeding regulatory conformity is a target, extending the role of 

BPS visualizations. 

‘If clients are forward thinking and require proof that their buildings will continue to perform 

sustainably and resiliently, the work that we’re doing with Land Lease on the Olympic 

Village, we use the software to make sure that residential units -  or if you like hotel rooms- 
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are not only going to operate properly for the athletes, it’s not only designing a building that 

will work in a year, but it’s going to continue to perform for another 20 years. We need to 

present this to the clients and visualization of data is necessary’. [Director] 

What To Present?: 

Interviews reveal that the level and number of visualizations used in the boardroom are 

dependent on consultants’ perceptions and understandings of their clients’ information needs. 

‘A good consultant will know what the client needs to know and present it’ [Team Manager] 

The interviews also show that the decisions on inclusion of BPS visualization in presentations 

to the board were undertaken by the BPS teams intuitively. The consultants conceded that 

they were not graphic designers and depended on the default graphical presentations from 

simulation software. They highly valued the role of BPS visualisations: 

'As boardroom members are increasingly knowledgeable about BPS, the tools and the 

possible outputs, we are increasingly depending on 2D graphs to show thermal conditions, 

and sometimes still 3D to show daylight and ventilation conditions. Sometimes we need to 

develop virtual walk-throughs to translate the environmental and technical performance’ 

[Team Manager] 

3D presentation of results relies on a combination of BPS tool outputs exported into 

visualization software tools using high computational power for rendering processes. 

However, time spent on generating 3D walkthroughs and detailed building simulation 

visualization has been reducing substantially over the last 5-6 years even before the economic 

downturn:  

‘It has to do with the economic situation and the project funding. We still need to retain a 

profit and if clients are more knowledgeable about the software capabilities and predictions 

we need less [sic]visualizations to externalize our knowledge. Verbal communication of 

expertize is used to answer any further queries on building performance’ [Director] 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Top indicating CFD analysis imposed on a 3D 

model of a mall. Left: Walk through daylight levels at 

different room positions in an office building 

With permission: Hilson Moran. 
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Interviews reveal that experts were intuitively aware of the main issues of reducing cognitive 

loads and also confirm that they made targeted presentations of BPS visualizations that would 

answer questions on performance but would not ‘waste time’ in proposing alternatives if the 

simulations of the proposed design indicated that they had met intended design targets. Also, 

the information exchange does not focus on uncertainties of the data outputs and scenarios of 

the building when in use leading to the possibility  of the actual building deviating from 

predictions. However, there was an indication that these issues would be communicated 

verbally and more extensively in a detailed report to the board and the design team rather than 

in visualizations. 

‘This is a litigious issue. We need to protect ourselves by mentioning that the actual building 

will definitely perform differently as it will be occupied, have IT facilities and will change in 

its use over time’ [Director] 

‘All tools have inherent errors and calculation limitations and approximations; this is a 

highly technical issue. The board members sometimes have to endure day-long design 

meetings of which many decisions on the building construction take place, we cannot waste 

the board’s time’ [Team Manager] 

 

RESULTS AND KEY FINDINGS  

This paper explores how building performance simulation visualization of outputs is an aid in  

key investment decision making regarding sustainable buildings in the boardroom. Through a 

series of interviews with elite consultants (experts) it gathers both opinions and examples of 

how building simulation results are presented to boards of directors. The results demonstrate 

how experts externalize what is normally seen as specialized and technical knowledge of 

building performance in a demanding context, where client interests, expertise, finance and 

litigation need to be taken into account. 

Findings confirm that: 

• Experts are aware that documentation that feeds into boardroom decisions needs to be of 

high quality; directors face both issues of data overload as well as of insufficient information. 

Interviews also suggest a preference for boardroom documentation that (1) is based on facts, 

evidence and analysis (2) makes explicit any uncertainties and (3) is transparent in terms of 

the logic used to prepare the documentation. 

• The interviews and literature support the premise that different BPS outputs visualizations 

(graphs, tables, and animations) are sensory and perceptually effective tools for a wide-

ranging audience in the boardroom. However, BPS results need to be combined with well-

presented textual reports and physical architectural models and drawings when presenting to 

the boardroom.  

• Experts actively manage the presentations of data outputs and sometimes ‘tweak’ and 

‘tune’ it to highlight certain performance aspects. They confirm that visualizations are sensory 

and perceptually effective tools to a wide ranging audience in the boardroom. However, BPS 

visualizations need to be backed up by well-presented textual reports and physical 

architectural models and drawings when presenting to the boardroom. 

• Visualizations do not normally highlight uncertainties in modelling, nor do they 

demonstrate the interlinked nature of cause and effect in results. Experts are aware that 

visualizations of high resolution and data contents may obscure issues of validity and the 

reliability of BPS results, and that these need to be communicated in boardroom presentations 
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and the final textual reports alike to avoid leading the focus of attention away from the 

relevant information and to avoid possible litigation actions in the future. 

• While experts presently use advanced BPS visualizations to retain their competitive edge 

in the market, the interviews reveal that the level of economic funding for the project is 

changing methods of building performance communications. It remains to be seen how recent 

economic developments will impact the high end of building simulation result presentation in 

the boardroom in the long run, and whether a niche of special visualisation techniques will 

develop - or whether this will remain a domain that is mainly driven by experts combining the 

best from the building simulation and visualisation worlds. 
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ABSTRACT

Conditioning of buildings is responsible for a large part of the man-made greenhouse
gasses; therefore low energy buildings can contribute a significant amount to the solution
of the problem. Amongst low energy buildings, the low exergy approach has a high po-
tential, because it is efficient, cost-effective and suitable for newly built houses as well as
for retrofit projects.
Low exergy (LowEx) setups consist typically of water-based low temperature heating sys-
tems and high temperature cooling systems. In order to assess the energy performance
and thermal comfort of buildings equipped with these systems, detailed modelling of
HVAC equipment as well as their controls is required. Models have to represent these
systems and their dynamical behaviour and impact on the thermal building mass and
temperature with sufficient accuracy. In this case study we focus on LowEx zone equip-
ment in EnergyPlus; we develop models namely for low temperature radiant heating and
high temperature cooling panels and a decentralized ventilation system. Further we show
an exemplary tuning process for those radiant panels and ventilation systems. The tun-
ing process includes integration of manufacturer data and verification of the EnergyPlus
component model, with very limited measured data available for comparison.
We conclude that modelling of LowEx zone equipment must be preceded by detailed com-
ponent sizing and tuning; a procedure which currently cannot be automatized. Further
the simulation results should be compared and validated with measurements. As a field
of further research the development of a standardized process for model tuning and verifi-
cation is recognized. In order to make LowEx simulations more convenient and feasible in
terms of required time and modelling effort we suggest the development and integration
of simplified idealized water-based equipment models into EnergyPlus.

Keywords: simulation, thermal modelling, EnergyPlus, heating, cooling, ventilation, low
exergy, LowEx

INTRODUCTION

Motivation Heating and cooling processes in residential and non-residential buildings
are responsible for a large part of the man-made greenhouse gasses [1]. Several strategies
to use energy more efficiently were developed in the last years, i.e. passive houses or
the low exergy strategy [2]. The latter is especially suitable for retrofit projects [3],
as it lowers the requirements on the insulation of the building envelope (at the cost of
an increased complexity of building systems). LowEx systems operate at very small
temperature differences to the room air temperature, i.e. zone equipment that provides
high-temperature cooling and low-temperature heating in order to use as little high quality
energy (exergy) as possible.
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Scope In this publication we discuss the thermal modelling of LowEx HVAC compo-
nents used in a retrofit project. We present results of a study on energy and thermal
comfort performance of radiant heating and cooling ceiling panels. This case study fo-
cuses on secondary LowEx systems (i.e. zone equipment); primary systems (e.g. heat
pumps) and other plant-related devices are not treated. A main goal of the study was (i)
the application of existing radiant systems models in the EnergyPlus simulation environ-
ment and (ii) assessing the suitability and potential obstacles for using these models for
LowEx buildings.

HPZ BUILDING CASE STUDY

For this study the EnergyPlus building simulation environment was chosen. This environ-
ment provides models for radiant ceiling panels; however experiences and documentation
of applying these models for LowEx building components are limited.

Case Description The HPZ building is located on the Hönggerberg campus of ETH
Zürich. It contains offices of different chairs and was erected in the early 1970 and ren-
ovated from 2010 to 2012. The renovation was performed after the LowEx/low cost
concept [4], thus only windows and HVAC systems were replaced; the opaque parts of the
façade were left unchanged, even though their thermal insulation properties are poor.

HVAC System The newly installed HVAC zone equipment consists of low temperature
heating/high temperature cooling panels that were mounted thermally coupled on the
concrete ceilings (fig. 6). Radiant panels and ventilation units are connected to a common
water circuit that supplies hot or chilled water, depending on the demand; the circuit is
operated with a central pump and supplied with heat and cold from a central anergy
network on the university campus.
The water flowrate in the ventilation unit coils is not controlled at room level. The radiant
panels are individually controlled: depending on zone demand, decentralized pumps are
pulling water from the water loop; the pumps have simple on/off controllers based on
room air temperature.

MODELING

Implementation and Objectives The following sections give an overview of the mod-
eling set-up. Focus is given to the radiant ceiling panels. Specific EnergyPlus sub-models
mentioned are referenced in monospaced font (e.g. DistrictHeating). Detailed docu-
mentation on all EnergyPlus models is available in the online documentation [5].

Design Parameter Abbr. Heating Cooling
Supply Water Supply Temperature TWater,sup 34 ◦C 18 ◦C
Supply Water Return Temperature TWater,rtn 31 ◦C 21 ◦C
Room Air Temperature Ta 20 ◦C 26 ◦C
Water Temperature Difference ∆TWater 3 ◦C 3 ◦C
Temperature Difference Water To Room Air ∆TWater,Air 12.5 ◦C -6.5 ◦C
Heating/Cooling Rate q̇′ 110 W/m2 58 W/m2

Table 1: Design properties of low temperature heating/high temperature cooling panels
as given by the manufacturer [6].
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Modeling of the radiant ceiling panels and ventilation units was based on very little avail-
able technical product specifications, see table 1. The goal of the study was to (i) develop
plausible zone models based on limited available input data and (ii) reproduce design data
for the ceiling panels as provided by the manufacturer.

Thermal Model The building simulation model for HPZ building consists of 22 thermal
zones; corner offices were treated as separate zones, whereas other offices were grouped
in one zone per orientation (fig. 3). As our model only treats secondary LowEx systems
in detail, heat/cold supply (and thus primary systems) are represented with ideal energy
suppliers using DistrictCooling and it’s heating counterpart.

Figure 1: Sketchup 3D ren-
dering of HPZ model.

Figure 2: Sketchup render-
ing of HPZ thermal zones.

Figure 3: Exemplary floor
plan with thermal zoning.

Figure 4: Floor plan detail: 2 zones
with position of radiant panels.

Figure 5: Radiant panel surfaces as repre-
sented in the model corresponding to Figure 4.

Radiant Panels Low temperature heating/high temperature cooling radiant panels
were represented with ZoneHVAC:LowTemperatureRadiant:VariableFlow components
(abbr.: LTRVF). The aluminum skeletal structure is relatively lightweight compared to
the thermally activated concrete, therefore it was neglected. The radiant panel construc-
tion (model: Construction:InternalSource) was chosen to be identical to the rest of
the ceiling, with one additional layer, a white painted steel-plate. The LTRVF tubing was
placed right underneath the steel plate. The radiant panel sizes were chosen to match real-
world panel sizes, however, multiple panels in the same zone were merged into one surface
area and the exact localization was not represented (fig. 4, 5). LTRVF tubing length and
inside diameter were also chosen as in real world. A simple thermostatic on/off control
with hysteresis based on room air temperature was implemented with EnergyPlus’ Energy
Management System (EMS).

Ventilation Units The model for the decentralized ventilation units consists of a
ZoneHVAC:AirDistributionUnit and a simple AirLoopHVAC with a corresponding out-
door air node for each thermal zone. The air flow rate is EMS-controlled, switching
between two levels based on zone occupancy. The model’s ventilation units run at 100%
outdoor air rate. Water coils are used for air conditioning. Dimensioning of the coils was
based on manufacturer data [6]. A custom EMS controller for the supply air temperature
setpoint, based on outside and inside temperature and coil efficiency, was implemented.
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Figure 6: Photograph
of radiant panels in
HPZ building.

Figure 7: Thermal image of radiant panel in operation on
an average winter day with ∆T (Water) = 2.3◦ C. Emissiv-
ity value ε = 0.9 assumed for all surfaces.

PARAMETER TUNING

Model tuning proved to be necessary for the radiant panels and for the decentralized
ventilation units. In this paper we will focus on the radiant ceiling panels. Two parameters
were identified to be most sensitive for panel performance: (i) tubing length as a main
parameter for panel efficiency and (ii) surface convection coefficients for heat transfer to
room air.

Convection Coeffcients The first simulations showed (fig. 8) that the difference of
supply water temperature to return water temperature ∆T (Water) was much higher than
expected and observed on thermal images (fig. 7). The first modification of the model
was to change the surface convection algorithm used. We switched from the EnergyPlus
default algorithm TARP to AdaptiveConvectionAlgorithm [5]. Further, as the observed
convection coefficients for the radiating surfaces were much lower than expected from
literature [7], we implemented EMS-controllers to specifically override EnergyPlus’ default
coefficients for the surface areas of the panels.

Panel Efficiency As the simulated temperature differences were still not matching
manufacturer specs, namely the heating/cooling rates and therefore ∆T (Water) being
too big, we modified the radiating panel efficiency using LTRVF’s tubing length as a
tuning parameter. In EnergyPlus, efficiency ε of the panels is modelled after the NTU-
effectiveness method [8, 5]: ε = 1−e−NTU with U := (UA)/(ṁw ·cw) = (hπDL)/(ṁw ·cw)
(with the number of transfer units NTU , the convection coefficient h, the tubing D
and the tubing length L). The first simulations were performed with a tubing length
corresponding to real-world dimensions (fig. 8, #1 to #4); later we reduced the tubing
length by a factor of 30 (#5 and #6) while still keeping it variable (depending on panel
surface area) from zone to zone. Further simulations were performed with constant tubing
length over all zones independent of panel size (#7 to #14).

Discussion Reproduction of manufacturer data for the radiant ceiling panels turned
out to be tricky as the panels’ heating and cooling power was very sensitive to the chosen
parameter sets. Heating power was more sensitive than cooling power regarding variation
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Parameter Set #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #11 #12 #13 #14
Tubing Length [m] original short 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
Conv. Coeff. Algorithm TARP Adaptive TARP
EMS Conv. Coefficients def. EMS def. EMS def. EMS default EMS
Heating: Avg. Conv. Coeff. [W/m2K] 1.3 2.8 0.5 2.9 1.3 3.2 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.3 4.6 4.0 3.7 3.4
Cooling: Avg. Conv. Coeff. [W/m2K] 2.3 7.9 1.7 7.9 2.0 9.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 10.8 10.5 10.1 9.9

Figure 8: Simulation results for different configurations of the radiant panels: heating (�)
and cooling case (◦). The values are area-weighted averages and variance (+/- 1 standard
deviation). Black symbols on right y-axis represent design parameter values as listed in
table 1.

of panel efficiency and surface convection coefficients. We suppose that this behaviour is
driven by the higher temperature difference from water to room air in the heating case. In
general, both temperature differences (supply to return water, mean water temperature
to room air temperature, respectively) showed large spread. Design data given by the
manufacturers could be reached by tuning the panel efficiency, even tough this meant to
apply somewhat unrealistic tubing lengths for the panels.
Despite varying panel power, mean room air temperature, however, was very stable in
the heating case. Additionally available heating devices (ventilation units, radiators in
corner offices) balanced the panels missing heating energy. In the cooling period, mean
room air temperature was more sensitive to the cooling power provided by the ceiling
panels as there was only limited cooling available by the ventilation units. We conclude,
that room air temperatures might be simpler to reproduce from measurements whereas
assessment of the overall energy consumption is more difficult if zone equipment exceeds
a single device.
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Further Tuning Parameter modifications were also necessary for the decentralized
ventilation units (not shown). As for the radiating panels, we needed to lower the efficiency
(i.e. the calculated heating coil UA value) to achieve the design specifications, namely
the low supply to return water temperature difference ∆T (Water).

CONCLUSIONS

The little amount of data available from the manufacturer - basically just the design
points for heating and cooling operation - and the lack of monitoring data during panel
operation proved to be hindering for a substantial validation of the model.
The available radiant ceiling panel models in EnergyPlus provide a great deal of flexibility.
In combination with the supported algorithms for modeling convection coefficients, Ener-
gyPlus proved to be a powerful tool for modeling this kind of LowEx systems. However,
the complexity of the model and the sensitivity to the chosen convection algorithms lead
us to conclude that a certain amount of uncertainty remains when modeling radiant ceiling
panels. Especially, for practicioners with limited time for parametric studies and only lim-
ited data available (both from manufacturers and on-site measurements) sufficient model
validation is tricky. In order to make LowEx simulations based on water-based equip-
ment more convenient and feasible in terms of time and modelling effort, we suggest to
enhance the available simplified equipment models in EnergyPlus by integration of simpli-
fied, idealized hydronic zone equipment; further, the modelling procedure for water-based
systems could be simplified by providing templates or processes for automatted source
code generation [9].
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ABSTRACT 

The objective of the European project “CASCADE ICT for Energy Efficient Airports” is to 

develop an ISO 50001 Energy Management System supported by Fault Detection and 

Diagnosis (FDD) for heating, ventilating and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems and to 

implement and test it in two major European airports Milano Malpensa and Roma Fiumicino. 

FDD aims to recognize faults quickly, systematically and – as far as possible – automatically 

before too much energy is wasted. In the project, a model based approach using qualitative 

modelling of HVAC systems is developed and investigated. This paper describes the 

qualitative modelling approach developed for FDD purposes. A quantised system - describing 

the qualitative behaviour of a dynamical system - is established by transforming numerical 

inputs into qualitative values or states. Then, the qualitative model, based on a stochastic 

automaton, is used to determine system-states or outputs that may occur in the future. The 

supervision of the current states, inputs and outputs of the system allow the prediction of the 

future system states. The stochastic automaton determines the probability that a subsequent 

condition might occur. A stochastic automaton can then be used for FDD purposes by 

comparing the expected states of the faultless system with the occurring states of the real 

process. The development steps are first the construction of a model of the dynamic process 

that describes the faultless behaviour of the considered system, and then the abstraction of a 

qualitative model based on a stochastic automaton that describes the dynamic system. The 

algorithms are first developed and tested by using simulation models of faultless and faulty 

heating circuits under the simulation environment Dymola
®
/Modelica

®
. It is then planned to 

test the qualitative models against real data incoming from the airports pilot buildings and to 

assess their performance for FDD and their economic viability in terms of engineering efforts 

and costs by comparing them with a rule-based FDD system. 

Keywords: heating, ventilating and air conditioning, FDD, qualitative modelling 

INTRODUCTION 

Large amounts of energy up to 30 % are currently wasted in commercial buildings due to 

insufficient maintenance, faulty equipment or wrong schedules or control loops setup. A 

significant part of this energy could be saved by the practical implementation of automated 

Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) to support a condition-based maintenance [1]. Although 

big research efforts have been carried out in the last two decades, but there are only very few 

commercially available FDD tools for heating, ventilating, air conditioning, and refrigeration 

(HVAC&R) systems which are emerging on the market. The aim of the FP7 European project 

CASCADE is to develop an ISO 50001 Energy Management System supported by FDD for 

HVAC&R systems and to implement and test it in two major European airports Milan 

Malpensa and Rome Fiumicino. The developed methods and tools will be implemented and 

tested at the Malpensa Airport which is with 18.7 million passengers the second largest Italian 

airport behind Rome Fiumicino. In 2012, the energy consumption for heating was about 132.5 

GWh and 112 GWh for cooling. Especially buildings of this size and complexity present a 
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special challenge for the application of FDD methods. The design of tools for automated 

support maintenance is especially challenging in the airport context due to the size and 

complexity of their different energy systems, and Building Automation Systems (BAS). 

Particularly in large buildings with many different systems, the most spread FDD approaches 

which are based on “If-Then-Else” rules often reach their limits due to the combinatory 

explosion of rules. The aim of this paper is to investigate and implement concretely a different 

approach, which allows to minimize the above mentioned problems. This approach uses a 

stochastic automaton as qualitative model and is referred to as “QuaMo”. This method is 

mainly based on the work of Lichtenberg [2] and Schröder [3]. 

Figure 1 shows an overview of the most popular approaches of qualitative models for FDD 

purposes. It should be noted, that the classification of qualitative models is not uniform in the 

literature. The following overview of the different methods is based on the work of 

Katipamula [1]. Other classifications are described by Venkatasubramanian [4] and Isermann 

[5]. 

 

Figure 1: Classification of qualitative modelling approaches, based on [1] 

The QuaMo approach can be used for supervision and FDD purposes of quantised systems. A 

quantised system uses quantisers to transform numerical inputs into qualitative values or 

states. Thus, a quantised system describes the qualitative behaviour of a dynamical system 

[2]. 

 

 

Figure 2: Supervision of a quantised system, based on [6]. 

Quantisation means reduction of information. Therefore the amount of information that needs 

to be processed by the supervisor is reduced to minimum [3]. The following Figure shows the 
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quantisation of a continuous-time and continuous-variable signal into a quantised signal. The 

value of the quantised signal can have a symbolic character like “high” or “low”. 

 

Figure 3: Signal quantisation, based on [3]  

HOW CAN A QUALITATIVE MODEL BE USED FOR FDD? 

A qualitative model based on a stochastic automaton can be used to determine system-states 

or outputs that may occur in the future. This prediction is based on the supervision of the 

current states, inputs and outputs of the system. The stochastic automaton determines the 

probability that a subsequent condition occurs (transition probability). For using the stochastic 

automaton for FDD it is possible to proceed as follows: 

 Construct a model of the dynamic process that describes the faultless behaviour of the 

system. 

 Thereof, abstract a qualitative model based on a stochastic automaton that describes 

the system as rough as possible and as precise as necessary [3]. It should be noted, that 

QuaMo can also be identified by using the measurement data of the real process [7]. 

The prerequisite therefor is that the system runs in a faultless mode under nominal 

conditions.   

 Use the qualitative model for determining the transition probabilities and successor 

states of the faultless system.  

 A comparison between the occurring states of the real process and the expected 

calculated states of the faultless system can be used to detect and to diagnose faults in 

the system.    

ADVANTAGES OF THE QUAMO APPROACH 

In contrast to quantitative or other FDD methods the QuaMo approach offers some notable 

advantages: 

 Reduction of information: due to the quantisers the information flow is pared down to 

the minimum. The amounts of data to be processed by the qualitative model are 

correspondingly lower than by other methods. This affects positively the computing 

expenditure and the computing time [3]. 

 Low complexity in contrast to rule-based approaches: Rule-based methods include a 

large set of if-then-else clauses and these sets grow rapidly with the behavioural 

complexity of the system [8].  
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 QuaMo can deal with uncertain knowledge about the system: Rule-based methods do 

not have any understanding of the underlying physics of the system. If a new condition 

occurs that is not defined in the knowledge base, the rule-based approach fails [8].  

 QuaMo can be applied to incompletely known systems or to systems whose inputs or 

initial states can be measured only roughly [9]. For example, many values are often 

not measureable and therefore it is only known whether they are “too high”, “too low” 

or “nominal”. In this case, a precise quantitative model can not be applied because the 

actual state or the input value of the system is not known [10].  

 Based on the structure of QuaMo, the observation algorithm of the process can be 

applied under real-time conditions [11]. 

However, the approach also has drawbacks. The necessity to develop a time consuming model 

of the system to be supervised is one of them. Furthermore, systems with many physical states 

lead to a combinatory explosion of the state space of the automata. Therefore complex 

systems have to be subdivided into several systems. Afterwards a qualitative model of each 

subsystem has to be abstracted and linked as an automata network. The automata network can 

then be transferred into a equivalent single automaton that describes the qualitative behavior 

of the whole system (composition of automata) [3].  

AREAS OF APPLICATION: 

In general, QuaMo can be applied to many technical systems like HVAC&R Systems, 

Ciller’s, heating and cooling circuits. However, as a first step the QuaMo approach will be 

tested on a simple heating circuit that includes the most common parts like pump, pipework, 

thermal mass, 3-way mixing valve, thermostat valve and radiator. Therefore, a model of the 

heating circuit will be generated with the simulation environment Modelica
®
/Dymola

®
 (see 

Figure 4). The reason for using Modelica
®

 is the declarative and object-oriented property of 

the modelling language and the available interfaces to other scientific software. Especially the 

Python
™

 interface is useful, because the QuaMo algorithms are written using the Python
™

 

language. For the building of the model of the heating circuit it is important to note, that every 

possible system state that can occur in the real process, has to be considered in the model. To 

consider all possible system states and their transition probabilities, we will investigate the 

use of a Monte Carlo simulation. As noted previously, the model has to describe the faultless 

behaviour of the heating circuit.  

 

Figure 4: Scheme of the simple heating circuit model 
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After building the model, the qualitative model of the heating circuit can be abstracted. 

However, it must be ensured that the chosen partition boundaries of the state-, input- and 

output space are precise enough to describe the systems fundamental behaviour which means 

that when the flow temperature is defined as a state, it is reasonable to choose the partition 

boundaries so, that there are e.g. three partitions with the qualitative values "temperature too 

low”, “temperature o.k.” and “temperature too high”. In order to keep the complexity of the 

system low, it makes sense to choose the smallest possible number of qualitative states.  

The aim of the first tests in qualitative FDD is to identify potential weaknesses in the heating 

circuits and to diagnose the most common faults: 

 Too low or too high flow/return temperature 

 Too low or too high temperature spread 

 Faulty valve positions or valve-leakage 

 Leakages in the pipework 

 Faulty operating state of the pump  

 Wrong operating times of the whole system 

After the first test with the Modelica-models, the QuaMo will be tested on a real system 

within the CASCADE project.The QuaMo will be applied to one of the heating circuits of a 

selected zone of the Milan Malpensa airport as shown in Figure 5. Therefore the whole 

heating circuit will be simulated in Modelica
®
 to determine the transition probability’s of the 

system states of the faultless system. After that, the QuaMo algorithm will be implemented at 

the real system to supervise the systems states and to compare them with the simulation 

results. Another point that will be investigated is the comparison between the results of the 

QuaMo method and a conventional method like a rule-based approach. Of particular interest 

here is the comparison of the results of the both methods regarding to the implementation and 

development efforts, accuracy of the FDD results and the transferability to other buildings.   

 

Figure 5: P&ID of a Heating Circuit in Terminal 1 of Mailand Malpensa Airport [12] 

The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union’s seventh framework 

programme (fp7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n° 284920. 
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ABSTRACT  

We propose a methodology for assessing the energy efficiency potential of ICT applications 

used to manage energy systems in buildings, transports, manufacturing industry and electric 

power grids. This methodology, in order to overcome lacks of quantitative data, has a 

structure based on rigorous definitions and calculations, integrated by shared semi-

quantitative estimations made by experts. By adopting this simple methodology policy makers 

could quickly simulate the impact of different policies, identifying the technologies that need 

more support, while investors could envisage the most promising opportunities of the growing 

green economy. This methodology is suitable to assess the energy efficiency potential not 

only of ICTs but also of other energy efficient technologies, manage energy systems in 

buildings, transports, manufacturing industry and electric power grids. This work contains 

results that have been elaborated and validated in the context of IREEN FP7 project during 

various workshop activities ( IREEN ICT roadmap for energy efficient neighbourhoods - FP7 

Coordination Action funded by the European Commission – grant agreement 285627). The 

IREEN (ICT Roadmap for Energy-Efficient Neighbourhoods) project is the European 

Coordination Action aiming to develop a comprehensive strategy for future European-scale 

innovation and take-up in the field of ICT for energy efficiency and performance in districts 

and neighbourhoods. The concept of energy-efficient neighbourhood has been defined in 

terms of relevant ICT technologies areas to be applied to identified neighbourhood application 

areas in order to improve their energy efficiency.  The methodology proposed is suitable to 

assess the energy efficiency potential to various application areas identified in IREEN: data 

storage solutions for districts that require energy-efficient solutions in the implementation of 

data centre; the calculation of order effects of ICT on new integrated neighbourhoods with 

information technology; issues and problems of the smart grid at the neighbourhood scale. 

Keywords: Energy Efficiency, ICT, Technology Assessment, Technology Foresight, Green 

Economy, IREEN FP7 project, smart neighbourhoods, scenario. 

1 ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

We assume to have a device (or a complex system) providing, in output, a work or a service 

Eout. This work can be the light emitted by a lamp, the heat produced by a heating system, the 

amount of freights transported by a truck, etc. (If this work can be quantified in terms of 

Energy, it can be also expressed as a power by defining: Power = Energy / time). The 

considered system will consume – as input – an amount of energy Ein for performing that 

work. In case we have a system made by several devices, powered by a number “n” of energy 

sources, we should consider as input Ein the sum of all the energy inputs Ej (expressed in the 

same Measuring Unit). This can be generalised with the formula (1):  

Ein = 
n

j

jE
0

      (1) 
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For example, for an ICT unit remotely managing path and load capacity of a truck, we should 

consider as Ein the petrol consumed by the truck plus the electric energy consumed by the 

controlling ICT unit, maybe expressing all the Ein components in Joule. The physical concept 

of “efficiency” ( ) is the ratio between the work Eout produced in output from that system, and 

the total energy Ein required – as input – by the same system to produce that work: 

 = 
E
E

in

out       (2) 

When both Eout and Ein are expressed in the same measuring unit, efficiency is a pure number 

that can be also represented as a percent. For systems managing different input and output 

quantities, we can find efficiencies expressed as a ratio between measuring units, such as 

“distance travelled” versus “volume of fuel consumed” (km/litre) for car efficiencies, or 

“intensity of light” versus “power in input” (lumen/watt) for electric lighting (see Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1 – Efficiency of a common compact fluorescent lamp 

The definition of “Energy Efficiency” adopted by the European Union is perfectly matching 

with the physical concept reminded in (2). The EU directive 2006/32/EC on energy end-use 

efficiency defines energy efficiency: “a ratio between an output of performance, service, 

goods or energy, and an input of energy”. 

2 ENERGY SAVING DUE TO ENERGY EFFICIENCY COMPARISON 

To raise Energy Efficiency (EE) of a system or a device means to perform the same work or 

service in output by consuming less energy in input. This is commonly simplified by the 

phrase: “do the same with less”. From a physical point of view, if we intend to compare the 

energy efficiency 1 of a system S1 and the efficiency 2  of a system S2, we need to compare 

quantitative data describing their energy consumptions and performances. As a particular 

case, for two systems performing the same work in output, it is possible to say that a System 2 

(i.e. ICT-driven) has a greater Energy Efficiency with respect to a reference System 1, if the 

Energy Ein2 consumed in input by S2 is less than the Energy Ein1 consumed in input by S1 

(Figure 3). In this case we can also say that the Energy saved Es by the system S2 with respect 

to the system S1 is:  

Es = Ein1 – Ein2                  (3) 

The equation (3) easily explains how to assess energy savings from an “ICT for EE” 

application. However, this simple theoretical concept is not so trivial to be implemented in 

practical situations, because ICT systems are complex, and are often connected to other 

systems by mean of variables difficult to quantify and that can vary along time.  

Light in output Electric Energy in input 

η = 70 lm/W 
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Figure 2 – Energy Efficiency comparison among two systems 

Moreover, for several ICT driven systems (e.g. cooling systems) it is not simple to separate 

the energy saving contribution due to the ICT components (e.g. the inverter), to those given 

by other technological improvements embedded in the same system (better heat exchangers, 

improved refrigerant gas, etc.), or due to behavioural effects that is very difficult to assess.  

3 BASELINE 

The numerical value of the parameter “Energy saved” (Es) obtained by the formula (3), can 

vary with the choice of the reference system. If we intend to assess Es due to a particular ICT 

for EE application (e.g. a LED lamp light), we can compare its energy consumption to the one 

of an “old” technology (e.g. an incandescent bulb lamp) or to the consumption of a new (more 

efficient) competing technology (e.g. a fluorescent lamp light). This choice can bring to very 

different results and must be done considering the boundary conditions of our problem. Let’s 

make an example: if a we intend to assess the convenience in buying or not a certain energy 

efficient device (e.g. a LED lamp light) for replacing an existing device that has still not 

reached its end of operating life (“early retirement”), we need to assess if, and in how much 

time, energy savings due to the replacement will re-pay the initial investment cost. So we 

must compare the energy consumptions of the new device (LED lamp) to those of the “old” 

one (incandescent lamp) we want to replace (see further in § 3.2). On the opposite, if we need 

to buy a brand new device, or to replace an old device that has already reached its end of life, 

we will compare costs and efficiencies of new devices present in the market, that are 

generally more efficient due to technology and regulatory improvements (see also § 6). In this 

case we can imagine to use as reference system an average lamp light with average efficiency 

present in the market (“market baseline”, see § 3.1). These concepts are represented by the 

following Figure 3  

System 1 

E
E

in

out

1

1

1  

System 2  
(e. g. ICT-driven)  

E
E

in

out

2

2

2  

Ein1 

Ein2 

Eout1 

Eout2 

If    Eout1= Eout2 

and   Ein2 < Ein1 

then:   2 > 1 
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Figure 3 – Different energy savings for different baselines 

3.1     Energy saving with respect to the Market Baseline 

We define: Baseline technology, baseline system or baseline application the technology, the 

system or the application with average energy efficiency performances, available in the 

market in the year “t”, and competing with the ICT for EE technology we intend to assess. 

The Energy saved (Es) at year “t”, by the ICT-driven system S2, can be quantified by 

comparing the energy Ein1 consumed by the baseline system S1 to perform a certain service, 

with the energy Ein2 consumed by S2 to perform the same service. This can be represented by 

the formula:  

Es(t) = Ein1(t) (baseline) – Ein2(t) (ICT)   (4) 

3.2     Energy saving respect the Installed Base 

Another reference system for assessing the energy saved Es could be the device with average 

efficiency in the Installed Base (also installed park). In this case, energy savings due to ICT 

applications could be calculated according to the formula: 

Es(t) = Ein1(t) (installed) – Ein2(t) (ICT)         (5) 

This approach is suitable to be used while assessing interactions among EE and macroscopic 

economy indicators, as done in economic models for energy scenario planning.  

3.3     Proposed reference system for the ICT for Energy Efficiency sector 

In order to choose the reference system more suitable for an ICT for EE application, we need 

to consider the specific boundary conditions of the ICT for EE sector. In example, we should 

note that EU and global policies require a strong energy efficiency improvement, greater than 

the “natural” energy efficiency improvement due to the replacement of old devices with 

“average” new devices.  

 

Ein2 
Ein1 

Ein1’ 

ES 

ES’ 

Energy  

Ein1 = Energy input for a competing 

system S1 (market baseline)  

ES = Energy saving of S2 referred to 

this market baseline 

Ein1’ = Energy input for the old 

installed system S1’  

ES’ = Energy saving of S2 referred 

to the old system S1’ 

 

Ein2 = Energy input for a new 

efficient system S2 (e.g. ICT-

driven) 
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4 ENERGY SAVING PERCENT 

The Energy saved Es at year “t” due to an ICT application, could be also expressed as the 

product among the energy saving in percent ES% and the amount of energy consumed in input 

Ein1 by the baseline system:  

Es = ES% × Ein1      (6) 

Where:  

ES% =
1in

2in1in

E

EE
     (7) 

This formulation is particularly useful if we cannot measure Es precisely but we need to use 

estimated data. 

5  SCENARIO PLANNING 

In order to quantify the Energy that could be saved by spreading a innovative ICT technology 

throughout society, we need to know the energy “Es” saved by a single application of that 

technology, and the number “N” of applications installed at a certain date in the considered 

geographic region. Each numerical value representing the Energy Efficiency Potential (EEP) 

of a technology is connected to specific politic, social and economic boundary conditions. A 

coherent set of boundary conditions could be also called “scenario”. If we intend to simulate 

the impact (in terms of energy saved) of an action that could be made from a decision maker 

(e.g. a policy), we need to perform two specific EEP calculations for two different scenarios, 

and then to compare them. A first scenario should concern the EEPBAU, related to a Business 

As Usual (BAU) scenario, describing the impact of that technology if the decision maker does 

not acts in a particular way. Then, should be considered the specific scenario simulating the 

action undertaken by the decision maker. The difference among these two values of EEP will 

give us the quantitative impact of the particular action we intend to simulate. We can 

represent this concept with the following formula (8). 

Impact = EEP(action) – EEPBAU .    (8) 

 Where: 

Impact = The impact (in term of Energy saved) of the action or policy we intend to 

simulate; EEP(action) = Energy Efficiency Potential of the specific action or policy 

proposed; EEPBAU = Energy Efficiency Potential of the Business As Usual scenario 

(without the considered action). 

6 NEW METHOD OF METRICS ICT FOR EE IN RELATION TO IREEN 

SCENARIOS 

This paper proposes a methodology for assessing the energy efficiency potential of ICT 

applications used to manage energy systems in buildings, transports, manufacturing industry 

and electric power grids related to IREEN project application scenarios.  The IREEN project 

(ICT Roadmap for Energy-Efficient Neighbourhoods) is an European Coordination Action 

aiming at developing a comprehensive strategy for future European-scale innovation and take-

up in the field of ICT for energy efficiency and performance in districts and neighbourhoods. 

The methodology proposed in this paper is suitable to assess the energy efficiency potential to 

various IREEN application areas. Examples of relevant neighbourhood scenarios elaborated 

in the context of IREEN are summarized in the following: 
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 Data storage for the new districts require energy-efficient solutions in the 

implementation of data centres  

 The calculation of order effects of ICT on new integrated neighbourhoods with 

information technology. Unlike many products and services sold in the world today 

ICT distinguishes itself by its double edged nature. On the one hand ICT has 

environmental impact at each stage of its life cycle e.g. from energy and natural 

resource consumption to e-waste.  On the other hand, ICT can enable large efficiencies 

in life style and in all sectors of the economy by the provision of digital solutions that 

can improve energy efficiency, inventory management and business efficiency by 

reducing movement and transportation e.g. tele-working and video conferencing and 

by substituting physical products for digital information e.g. e –commerce. These 

different levels of impact are acknowledged in the academic literature as the three 

order effects of ICT: first order effects (or Environmental load of ICT): the impacts 

created by the physical existence of ICT and the processes involved, e.g. energy 

consumption and GHG emissions, e-waste, use of hazardous substances and use of 

scarce, non-renewable resources; second order effects (or Environmental load 

reduction achieved by ICT): the impacts and opportunities created by the use and 

application of ICT. This includes environmental load reduction effects which can be 

either actual or potential, such as travel substitution  , transportation optimization, 

working environment changes, use of environmental control systems, use of e-

business, e-government etc; other effects may include the impacts and opportunities 

created by the aggregated effects on societal structural changes by using ICT.  

 Energy Footprint of ICT in Smart Grids at neighbourhood level. The implementation 

of smart grids will deploy many devices, in terms of both network equipment and data 

centres to create the communication infrastructures and host servers and data.  
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ABSTRACT

The paper documents an ongoing study in the use of Building Performance Simulation
(BPS) as a source of feedback in the early stages of architectural design. Taking advantage
of the specific affordances provided by parametric scripting for design, fine-grained data
about design development is gathered from a group of architecture students with the aim
to gain understanding into patterns of scripting in conjunction with BPS. By visualizing
design activity for particular users, it is possible to recognize patterns of interaction
between iterative cycles of parametric modification and simulation. Focusing on a single
user, the paper documents this usage history, firstly at a macro level over the course
of a semester, and in a second step closely analyzing each script modification during 24
hours. Using data visualization as a tool for analyzing the process of interaction between
adjustments to the parametric model and feedback from simulation, this analysis outlines
the role of examples in the design process: users tend to rely on examples to learn coding
techniques, and then come back to them when engaged in design. It is expected that
the method described in this paper will in the future allow us to achieve a detailed
understanding of how users learn from and respond to simulation results in a parametric
design process.

Keywords: Performance-based design, parametric scripting, BPS, usage analysis, data
visualization

INTRODUCTION

In performance-based design, the digital model allows iterative evaluation of design de-
cisions based on simulation [7]. As many current CAD software packages allow direct
interaction with BPS tools such as Radiance, EnergyPlus and Ecotect, designers have
started to use simulations in their design process, a development that raises questions
about their expertise to assess the relevance of the obtained results [4, 8]. Using para-
metric design, factors that impact performance can be selectively explored by observing
the influence of modifications on simulation results. In previous work it has been argued
that parametric scripting — in which form is constructed with text-based instructions —
presents further advantages when considering energy performance due to the complexity
of simulation input as well as result analysis [6]. Such a scripting approach for design is
gaining more and more adoption from architectural designers [2].

The goal of this study is to analyze in detail the design process followed by a group of
architecture students in order to assess the potential of parametric techniques as a means
for designers to test, adjust and better understand the results received from simulation
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Figure 1: Final assignment: a parametric shading system adapting to different orienta-
tions. Example design and analysis produced by the students (Vinh Nhy Ly) (left). Ex-
ample script within the Processing IDE, focused at EnergyPlus related functions (right).

engines. The present paper focuses on analysing the usage patterns of a single user.

There have been few systematic studies of BPS tool usage by designers [3, 1]. These
are mostly qualitative, based on interviews/questionnaires of designers. Although several
studies have discussed the impact of using thermal or daylighting simulation in design
teaching [4, 8], none of these studies were based on a detailed recording of the designers’
interaction with the design tools themselves.

METHODS

The tools used in the present research are all open-source or software made freely avail-
able on the web. The simulation engine is the EnergyPlus software provided by the US
Department of Energy. The second tool is the Processing.org software which is firstly
a very simple to use software Integrated Development Environment (IDE) as well as
a widely-used scripting language aimed at a design audience. The study uses the li-
brary ANAR+, that provides functionality for producing associative parametric geometry
through scripting [5]. This library also provides an extensive set of functions that inter-
face with EnergyPlus, allowing geometrical elements to be supplemented with simulation
data to automatically produce EnergyPlus input files, launch simulation runs and analyze
results [6]. The script thus constitutes a complete description of the building model, in-
cluding geometry and simulation parameters (Fig. 1, right). It is a text file, which means
that users have to become accustomed to defining geometry and parameters related to
simulation using a purely text-based approach.

In order to record usage data, the ANAR+ library was modified to log the following
details on a server each time a script is run within the Processing IDE: (1) the user ID
and time stamp, (2) the name of the script being run, (3) interface interactions such as
simulation runs or parameter modifications, (4) the current state of the script’s code.

Taking advantage of the text-based nature of the data recorded, source code version
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Figure 2: Time line of the Spring 2012 Workshop of user 03 over approx. 16 weeks (left)
and in the last hours before final assignment (right). Differentiation is made between
running example scripts, example scripts including simulation functions, user’s own scripts
and the triggering of simulation runs. Empty circles of variable sizes indicate the number
of code modifications between script runs.

control software was used to store the usage history. With such a database it becomes
possible in a second step to reconstruct the history of each user, especially the triggering of
simulation runs. This approach allows us to easily identify any modifications to previously
recorded scripts and allow the reconstruction of the development of each user’s design
process at a very fine-grained level.

The context for our study is a year-long course in computational design which was offered
in the 2011-2012 academic year within the MSc in sustainable design at the Sheffield
School of Architecture. The course included an initial revision of parametric design prin-
ciples ending with an assignment; a workshop to introduce the use of simulation with
an assignment exploring the influence of volume, orientation and window/wall ratio on
performance; and a final assignment. The brief for the final assignment was to design a
parametric shading system able to smooth out inside environmental conditions according
to differing orientations. Example results produced by the students for the final assign-
ment is illustrated in Fig. 1 (left).

EXPERIMENT

During the semester-long data recording, 49460 events were logged with 12509 individual
script compilations, involving 297 different scripts. Among these different scripts, 121
contained EnergyPlus simulation functions and users triggered 1330 simulation runs. The
data is thus of substantial volume and requires automated processsing for analysis. The
presented results concentrate on a single user with the aim to determine such processing.

As a shortcoming, the data contains no output generated from the running of EnergyPlus
simulations, initially to reduce the load on the logging server. This prevents us from
discriminating between successful and unsuccessful EnergyPlus runs. Such additional
data will be included in further work. Nevertheless, the data gathered still provides a
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Figure 3: Detailed analysis of user 03’s work during the 24 hours preceding the final
assignment deadline, with each rectangle representing a unique version of a script. Several
measures are depicted such as the amount of simulation runs between versions (black
arrows), the amount of modifications between versions (blue, green, and red arrows). The
dashed arrows indicate the script at the origin of a given script.

detailed insight into the unfolding of the design process.

The stage of data analysis presented here focuses on a single user to exemplify the kind of
information about the design process that can be extracted from the kind of data logged.
The analysis proceeds in two stages: firstly by displaying a time-based representation of
the user data (Fig. 2), and in a second step by exploring the usage patterns of the user
engaged in the final assignment (Fig. 3). Focus has been put on patterns of simulation
usage in relation to script modifications.

Concentrating on a single user it becomes possible to visualize patterns, both for the
usage of examples as for the relationship between simulation runs and code modifications.
Fig. 2 represents the occurrence in time of script and simulation runs illustrating the
difference between user-defined scripts, provided examples, examples including simulation
functions, and simulation runs. In these graphs the unique ID assigned to each individual
script is in the Y-axis, so horizontal lines of activity correspond to a particular script being
run repeatedly by the user (scripts must be run to visualize the geometric relationships
described in code). The concentric circles surrounding specific script runs indicate the
number of lines changed compared to the previous run of that script.

Users tend to rely on examples to learn techniques and come back to them when engaged
in the design phase. Most examples involving simulation were introduced in a workshop
in late March (shown as a vertical line on Fig. 2, left). Straight vertical stacks of activity
indicate users working with multiple scripts in rapid succession, while horizontal lines
indicate activity within a single script over time.

In Fig. 2 (right) the final 24 hours before the final assignment are focused on. The
user runs a number of different scripts during the last day before the deadline, most likely
variants on the same script which have been given different names. Notably, he repeatedly
check his design’s consistency against simulation

Taking advantage of the data collected, the same time lapse is closely analyzed to unveil
the relationship between code modifications and simulation runs. Fig. 3 schematically
represents this analysis for the chosen user. Each rectangle represents a unique version
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of each script while arrows between them indicate amounts of simulation being run and
modifications to the scripts — manually categorized as modifications on geometry, on
simulation definitions, and other changes to the script’s code. Additional dashed arrows
indicate on which previous script the new script is based. During this period of time 92
simulation runs were triggered by the user.

Starting on the left hand side and following the progress of time (clockwise), the unfolding
of the user’s design development can be traced with great precision. The dashed arrows
make clear that the user does not follow a linear path. Instead, after developing a new
script, he may fall back on the previous one, sometimes calling out a few examples, even
starting again from older work. Looking at the sequence of simulation runs, it is clear
that they tend to happen in bursts rarely accompanied with significant modifications.
Thorough work on the scripts tend to precede or follow intensive simulation requests.

Focusing at the very beginning, the first script takes its origin from an example with some
geometric changes, followed by a few changes in simulation parameters accompanied by
simulation runs. Then significant change occurs over four script versions followed by an
intense simulation testing. Such testing triggers further changes which are then tested
before a new version is defined (dark grey box in the top middle of Fig. 3). This version
is replaced by another which then follows a process of exclusively geometric changes
accompanied by simulation testing.

Then the user decides to check again a variety of examples, and most notably the one
at the origin of his work (Fig. 3, left). After this checking period, a new version is
started from previous work followed by geometry modifications which are incrementally
run for visual feedback and then tested through simulation, leading to further geometric
refinement. Then the user engages in a new version with significant modifications which
will be eventually thoroughly tested through numerous simulation runs.

DISCUSSION AND FURTHER WORK

One of the most important findings from the data is the importance of the provided
examples in the process of designing through scripts. When engaged in the design phase,
a majority of users periodically went back to examples, probably to understand/copy
the code used to produce a certain functionality. Moreover, all contributions to the final
assignment can be traced back to some provided example, sometimes even presenting quite
a limited share of user-written code. This further confirms the importance of examples in
the scripting approach.

An important weakness of the results presented is inherent in the data gathered, resulting
from the relative simplicity of the task asked to the students.

The strength of the visualizations presented in this paper has been in providing a graphic
representation of differing approaches to parametric design with simulation feedback.
Using the visualizations of activity for a particular user, we have been able to recognize
several distinct patterns of interaction between iterative cycles of parametric modification
and simulation. In a future stage of the research, we will continue to examine this dataset
and data collected in other classes and workshops with the goal of achieving through the
data analysis a detailed understanding of how users learn from and respond to simulation
results in a parametric design process.
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CONCLUSION

This paper documents an ongoing study of simulation in the early stages of the scripting-
based parametric design process. The goal of this study has been to analyze in detail
the design process followed by students in order to assess the potential of parametric
techniques as a means for designers to test, adjust and better understand the results
received from simulation engines. Through an initial analysis of an unprecedented usage
dataset, the work represents to our knowledge the first study of its kind on a design
scripting framework in conjunction with BPS. Despite needing further work, the research
already reveals a number of distinct design processes in relation with BPS usage. By
outlining pitfalls and advantages of using scripting in this context, it is our expectation
that this method will allow us to formulate specific guidelines required to integrate these
tools in early stage design. Further work will concentrate on formulating more demanding
tasks for students to induce greater need of BPS results interpretation and feedback in the
design process. The approach presented here is believed to be of significant importance
for the general aim to provide designers with explorative tools to consider sustainable
construction in a systematic and informed manner.
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ABSTRACT 

Occasionally, there are suggestions from professional public to use the total solar energy 

transmittance coefficient, g (solar factor), to describe not only transparent, but also opaque 

structures, particularly with regard to overheating of the under-roof spaces. The standard EN 

410:1998 (Glass in building - Determination of luminous and solar characteristics of glazing) 

introduces the g-value as the sum of primary solar heat gain, g1, due to the transparency of the 

glazing and the secondary solar heat gain, g2, due to the absorption of solar radiation and its 

conversion into heat conduction and radiation over the total incident solar heat flux, e. 

Nevertheless the value of g1 may have zero or nearly zero value, e.g. in case of non-

transparent glass. In addition to it, the standard ISO 15099:2003 (Thermal performance of 

windows, doors and shading devices - Detailed calculations) introduces equation for 

calculation of the frame g-value (actually the frame total solar energy transmittance), where 

window frames are clearly opaque components. What is then the difference between glass and 

"standard" opaque wall or roof? Why is in the latter case always introduced zero and in the 

first one some value different from zero? Won’t it be practical, especially in time of large 

existing opportunities of computer use, to implement the use of g-values also in case of 

ordinary opaque structures and express their resistance to the absorption and conversion of 

solar radiation and thus overheating the adjacent interior spaces? This paper attempts, using 

EN ISO 13786 (Thermal performance of building components - Dynamic thermal 

characteristics - Calculation methods) and computer-aided models of transient heat transfer, to 

explain why the suggestion of using of the g-value in case of opaque components is not 

entirely correct and, why priority should be given to the dynamic thermal characteristics 

specified in this standard. 

Keywords: dynamic thermal characteristics, solar factor, building structures, overheating 

INTRODUCTION  

Occasionally, there are suggestions from professional public to use the total solar energy 

transmittance coefficient, g (solar factor), to describe not only transparent, but also opaque 

structures, particularly with regard to overheating of the under-roof spaces. One of the 

arguments, standing behind this consideration lies in the fact that, for example ISO 

15099:2003 (Thermal performance of windows, doors and shading devices - Detailed 

calculations) distinguishes between summer and winter g-value of the glazing, whereas the 

calculation of the first one states as boundary condition the intensity of solar radiation of 500 

W/m
2
 and for calculating the second one, the winter value, the intensity of solar radiation of 

300 W/m
2
. The standard respects the fact that during the day there is always some solar 

radiation, even on a cloudy day. Therefore, it should not happen that the denominator of the 

formula to calculate the g-value is zero. The formula introduced in the standard is: 

S

Sintint
S

I

)0I(qq 
  (1) 

where 
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 S is the total solar energy transmittance (g-value), qint is the net density of heat flow rate 

through the window or door system to the internal environment for the specified conditions, 

in W/m
2
; qint(IS = 0) is the net density of heat flow rate through the window or door system to 

the internal environment for the specified conditions, but without incident solar radiation, in 

W/m
2
.  

In addition to it, the standard introduces even equation for calculation of the frame total solar 

energy transmittance, where window frames are clearly opaque components. From subsequent 

equations for calculation of qint and qint(IS = 0) it is evident that S must be equivalent to g-

value introduced in EN410:1998 (Glass in building - Determination of luminous and solar 

characteristics of glazing). Otherwise both standards would negate each other. The formula 

for g-value calculation according to EN410:1998 is: 

e

gg
g



21   (2) 

where g1 is primary solar heat gain due to the transparency of the glazing, g2 the secondary 

solar heat gain due to the absorption of solar radiation and its conversion into heat conduction 

and radiation and e the total incident solar heat flux in W/m
2
.  

Nevertheless the value of g1 may have zero or nearly zero value, e.g. in case of non-

transparent glass. What is then the difference between glass / window and "standard" opaque 

wall or roof? Why is in the latter case always introduced zero and in the first one some value 

different from zero? Won’t it be practical, especially in time of large existing opportunities of 

computer use, to implement the use of g-values also in case of ordinary opaque structures and 

express their resistance to the absorption and conversion of solar radiation into convective and 

radiant heat and thus overheating the adjacent interior spaces? 

DYNAMIC THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The answer to these questions gives especially standard EN ISO 13786:2007 (Thermal 

performance of building components - Dynamic thermal characteristics - Calculation methods 

(ISO 13786:2007)). The main thermal characteristics mentioned in this standard are periodic 

thermal admittance, its time shift and decrement factor. The periodic thermal admittance can 

be described as an amplitude of heat flux on the internal surface of the structure at varying 

outdoor air temperature (expressed as sine curve) and constant indoor air temperature (e.g. 

0°C). The decrement factor is a ratio of the modulus of the periodic thermal admittance to the 

steady-state thermal transmittance U (see EN ISO 13786:2007). From many scientific studies, 

e.g. Physibel Pilot Books (2004 and 2010), it is clear that the time lag (and attenuation) of the 

amplitude of periodic thermal admittance of heavy construction is rather strong. In contrast, 

lightweight constructions are responding quite quickly. In both cases, however, we can say 

that the part of solar radiation, which is absorbed, gets by conduction and radiation into the 

interior with varying degrees of time lag. This means in my opinion that the value of g2 in 

equation (2) may not be timely identical to the value e, i.e. in an instant of given intensity of 

solar radiation the secondary solar heat gain must not correspond to this intensity, but may 

show up with a certain time lag and attenuation of the maximum value. 

PROBLEM ILLUSTRATION 

Perhaps the problem is best illustrated by an example of the three one-layer components of 

three different materials with the same g-value, e.g. concrete wall, glass pane and thermal 

insulation panel. The g-value was calculated according to Physibel Pilot Book (2013) in a 

manner similar to calculation of the frame total solar energy transmittance introduced in ISO 

15099:2003 as: 
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g = S . U / he (3) 

where S is the solar absorption, U the thermal transmittance of the component and he the 

global surface heat transfer coefficient at the exterior side. In case of glass pane a negligible 

primary heat gain was added. Table 1 shows the physical parameters of these materials, 

including U- and g-values.  

 

Component d 

[m] 


[W/mK] 

R 

[m
2
K/W] 

N 

[kg/m
3
] 

c 

[J/kgK] 
 

[-] 

 
[-] 

 

[-] 

 

[-] 

concrete wall 2.3 1.300 1.769 2300 840 0.00 0.90 0.29 0.71 

glass pane  0.01 1.000 0.010 2500 750 0.01 0.90 0.97 0.02 

insulation 0.1 0.040 2.500 30 1400 0.00 0.90 0.00 1.00 

Table 1: Physical parameters of compared components. 

The calculation of dynamic thermal characteristics was performed in accordance with 

requirements of EN ISO 13786:2007 using the software Capsol and method described in 

Physibel Software Pilot Book (2010) with following data input (according to the Physibel 

Pilot Book (2010)):  

 The standard concerns a harmonic thermal analysis. A sinusoidal temperature (mean 0°C, 

amplitude 10°C, period 24h) is defined at one side (external or internal) and a constant 

temperature 0°C is defined at the other side (internal or external), 

 Global surface heat transfer coefficients he = 25 W/(m
2
K) and hi = 7.7 W/(m

2
K) are 

defined, 

 Calculation duration of 1 day with start-up calculation duration of 5 days (in order to get 

a harmonic regime) is defined. A time step of 10 minutes and a maximum sub-layer of 

0.01 m are specified, resulting in a reasonable precision of the numerical calculation, 

 Graphic output (graphs and animations) and text output are defined. In order to derive the 

wall dynamic thermal characteristics the outputs of the heat flows at both wall surfaces 

are essential.  

The CAPSOL text results were then processed in the Excel spreadsheet and are introduced in 

table 2.  

 

Component g-value 

[-] 

U-value 

[W/m
2
K] 

Periodic thermal 

admittance, Yie 

[W/(m
2
K)] 

Decrement 

factor, f 

[-] 

Time 

shift 

[min] 

concrete wall 0.02 0.52 0 0.00 infinity 

glass pane 0.02 5.56 5.55 0.99 -10 

insulation panel 0.02 0.37 0.37 0.99 -30 

Table 2: Results. 

Figs. 1 to 3 show the charts with outdoor temperature [°C] and the heat flow at internal 

surface [W/m
2
] for each component (similarly to Physibel Software Pilot Book (2010)). The 

periodic thermal admittance, Yie, in [W/m
2
K] was obtained as: 

Yie = - qi,max / e,max (4) 
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where qi,max is the complex amplitude of the density of heat flow rate through the internal 

surface [W/m
2
] and e,max is the complex amplitude of the outdoor temperature in °C (actually 

10°C), when the temperature in interior is held constant at 0°C. The decrement factor, f [-], 

was calculated as: 

f = Yie / U (5) 

Of course there might be an objection that the solar factor is used to assess the behaviour of 

surfaces exposed to solar irradiance and that the presented illustration does not take it into 

consideration. This is true, but the transfer of heat absorbed by opaque components is solely 

by conduction, convection and radiation and there is no direct light transmission. Hence, the 

source of temperature increase at the exterior surface can be defined as harmonic temperature 

curve, too.  
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Figure 1 Concrete wall: heat flow rate through the internal surface [W/m
2
] (dotted thin line) 

and outdoor temperature in °C (continuous thick line) over the period of one day (x-axis). In 

this case the heat flow rate equals zero.  

RESULTS 

The results show that the decrement factor of concrete wall is zero and the time shift close to 

infinity. This means that the concrete wall does not respond to temperature changes in the 

external environment at all. In the case of thermal insulation panel, the situation is exactly the 

opposite. The thermal insulation panel transfers these changes into interior fully equal to its 

U-value with 30 minutes time lag. Glass by its nature is close to the thermal insulation panel 

and shows similar result, though with time shift of 10 minutes. Actually, the thinner the glass 

pane the more immediate is the heat transfer. On the other hand, with increasing the mass of 

glass (thickness) and keeping the same g-Value (which is possible), the decrement factor 

decreases and also more significant time shift of the periodic thermal admittance occurs on 

the inside. All three components, however, have the same g-value (more or less according to 

standards), which indicates that it actually says nothing about the quality of these structures in 

terms of the attenuation and time shift of transmitted heat gains. In the simulation software 

Capsol the g-value is used just informatively as a benchmark value of glazing(s) in Wall Type 

Editor, whereas for the actual calculations of direct heat gains from solar radiation the value 

g1, i.e.  of glazing, and for the calculations of indirect solar heat gains a heat balance based 

on more detailed physical properties of materials, e.g. thermal conductivity, density and heat 

capacity, is used. This means that CAPSOL uses a variable solar factor. 
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Figure 2 Glass pane: heat flow rate through the internal surface [W/m
2
] (dotted thin line) and 

outdoor temperature in °C (continuous thick line) over the period of one day (x-axis). 
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Figure 3 Thermal insulation panel: heat flow rate through the internal surface [W/m
2
] (dotted 

thin line) and outdoor temperature in °C (continuous thick line) over the period of one day (x-

axis). 

According to Physibel Software Pilot Book (2004) this approach allows a more precise 

simulation, because the reflection of incident solar radiation can be angle dependent, the 

secondary component of the solar heat gains depends on the inside and outside temperatures, 

the thermal capacity of the construction causes a transient effect and the solar radiation 

reflected by internal walls can be transmitted back to the outdoors. 

CONCLUSION 

Given that the total solar energy transmittance coefficient, g-value (solar factor), is used in the 

steady state calculations of heat energy demand of buildings, it would not be very appropriate 

to apply it to the "normal" opaque components, as the heat gains it expresses, unlike glazing, 

may occur with significant and different time delay. In particular, the primary solar heat gain, 

which was not subject of this study, is in the case of glazing ensuring time consistency 

between cause and effect and makes the difference between transparent and opaque 
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components. Within steady-state calculations the use of g-values can be accepted in the case 

of glazing as it relatively correctly compensates for the transmission heat loss through it. In 

the dynamic, transient, calculations, where the problem of heat transfer is solved taking into 

account the thermal conductivity, density and heat capacity of materials, reflection, etc. the 

standardized simplified approach would be confusing. Hence, the g-value is more or less of 

no use for opaque components and a better way of simple expression of their quality, e.g. 

roofs, in addition to U-value, is introducing their periodic thermal admittance, time shift and 

decrement factor. It is also evident that from pragmatic point of view the use of g-values for 

assessing the opaque structures does not make too much sense, provided the g-values are 

based on equation (3) or the similar one for frame total solar energy transmittance in ISO 

15099:2003. In the case of well-insulated components having U-value < 0.5 W/(m
2
.K) 

namely,  the g-value is a negligible number (see Table 3). 

In my opinion the study also showed that standards mutually interact and should not be 

viewed in isolation, even though they do not refer to each other. 

  

Mean U-value of component [W/(m
2
K)] 

0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 

Absorption [-] 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.0 

g-value [-] for he = 25 W/(m
2
K) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.12 

Table 3: g-values of opaque building components with low mean U-value and maximum solar 

absorption. 
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ABSTRACT 

Adaptive robotic systems have the potential to improve building energy performance and 
occupant comfort. For example, adaptive solar façade systems can provide multiple 
functionalities, including energy production, shading, glare reduction, etc. The design, and in 
particular the optimization of such systems requires detailed knowledge of the environmental 
conditions in which they operate. Some aspects of environmental knowledge required by 
these systems are too complex to be predicted accurately (e.g. user preferences and weather 
fluctuations), and require the implementation of online adaptive algorithms such as Q-
learning in order learn appropriate response patterns. Other aspects can be modelled prior to 
deployment through suitable site-specific simulation frameworks with high spatiotemporal 
resolution. Such frameworks offer the potential to greatly decrease post-installation adaptation 
time compared to implementing adaptive building systems with no previous knowledge of 
their environments. While many simulation tools are currently available to architects, they are 
often computationally inefficient for the generation of the large data sets required in this 
context. In this research we develop a lightweight solar insolation framework for the 
simulation of site-specific solar radiation. Explicitly programming the required task allows us 
to significantly reduce computation time compared to a parametric simulation run through a 
3D modelling environment, making this approach a viable option for the development of 
adaptive building systems.  The framework can be extended to other environmental 
performance aspects, e.g. lighting/heating/cooling loads, and further improvements in 
computation time can be achieved through techniques such as porting to C and parallelization. 

Keywords: adaptive, solar, façade, simulation, python 

INTRODUCTION  

Adaptive robotic systems, such as adaptive solar façade systems have the potential to improve 
building energy performance and occupant comfort. [1] As shown in Figure 1 these systems 
can provide multiple functionalities, including energy production, shading, and glare 
reduction. The design of these types of systems requires detailed knowledge of the 
environmental conditions in which they operate. Without the capacity for the system to make 
informed decisions potential energetic benefits would be lost. Some aspects of environmental 
knowledge required by these systems are too complex to be predicted accurately (e.g. user 
preferences and weather fluctuations), and require the implementation of online adaptive 
algorithms such as Q-learning in order develop appropriate response patterns.  Other aspects 
can be modelled prior to deployment of the system through site-specific simulation. In order 
for these models to be of optimal use a high spatiotemporal resolution is required. In addition, 
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the many possible configurations of an adaptive façade leads to the problem of large 
simulation sets and potentially long simulation run times. 

In this paper we introduce a fast solar simulation framework for use in design and control of 
adaptive solar façade systems. Such a framework offers the potential to greatly decrease post-
installation adaptation time compared to implementing an adaptive building system with no 
previous knowledge of its environment. While many simulation tools are currently available 
to architects [2], they are often computationally inefficient for the generation of the large data 
sets required in this context. Our proposed framework is implemented as a lightweight Python 
based script for the simulation of site-specific solar radiation. Explicitly programming the 
required task allows us to significantly reduce computation time, making this approach a 
viable option for the development of adaptive building systems.   

 
Figure 1: Environmental factors that can be influenced by adaptive solar façade systems 

include solar insolation, views, heating/cooling loads and artificial lighting loads (left). 

Adaptive solar façade elements in various orientations (right). 

In addition to determining energy production the positioning of adaptive solar façade 
elements affects internal building energy dynamics including lighting, heating and cooling 
loads. In other research we address element orientation in relation to these dynamics. This 
paper specifically focuses on element orientation in relation to energy production. 

COMPUTIAITON OF SOLAR INSOLATION 

The task addressed by this research is to quickly calculate solar insolation on a surface at a 
specific location, time, and orientation. As a reference for computation time, we combined 
readily available software to perform the calculation through a parametric 
modelling/simulation setup (ParaSim) (Figure 2). The software packages used in the ParaSim 
include Rhinoceros [3], a 3D modelling environment, Grasshopper [4], a parametric 
modelling plug-in for Rhino, Geco [5], an add-on for Grasshopper that links to Ecotect [6], a 
simulation tool for calculating solar insolation, HoopSnake [7], an add-on for Grasshopper 
which allows for internal looping of model parameters, and finally Matlab [8] for cleaning 
and plotting the resulting data. 
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Figure 2: Screen shot of parametric modelling/simulation setup (ParaSim). 

While the ParaSim is able to generate the desired results it has multiple aspects that are less 
than optimal. Being dependent on so many different software packages makes the simulation 
framework lack robustness. On multiple occasions during this study one or another of the 
packages was updated, which required reworking the setup to address the incompatibilities 
that arose. Additionally, while the ParaSim offers a high degree of flexibility regarding what 
can be modelled and simulated it is overly general, which translates to long simulation times. 
In response to these shortcomings we propose a lightweight solar insolation framework 
(LSIF). 

The LSIF is written entirely in Python [9]. It uses the Pysolar library [10] to calculate solar 
position.  The Pysolar library is built on a solar position calculation method developed by 
Reda and Andreas [13], which implements a reduced version of Meeus stellar/planetary 
position algorithm. [14] Once the solar position is calculated, Lambert’s Cosine Law [11] is 
used to determine the solar insolation I  [in W/m2] on an element’s surface that is not 
perpendicular to the solar angle, as 

I = I 0 • cosθ               (1) 

where I 0  is the insolation on the perpendicular surface, and θ  is the angle between the solar 
ray and the surface normal. If the difference in angle between the solar ray and the surface 
normal is greater than 90 degrees we set I = 0 to avoid calculating solar insolation on the back 
of a surface. 

User inputs include geographic location (longitude, latitude), date time, and surface 
orientation. Figure 3 shows a flow diagram of the implemented algorithm. Once the 
calculations finish, Matplotlib [12] is used to plot the results.  
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Figure 3: Flow diagram of the lightweight solar insolation framework (LSIF). 

RESULTS 

The proposed LSIF is able to complete the task of quickly calculating solar insolation on a 
surface given a geographic location, date time, and surface orientation. The location used in 
the study is the ETH Hönggerberg, Zürich, CH (longitude 8.510, latitude 47.408).  

Table 1 shows the results of a sample of runs for both the parametric modelling/simulation 
setup and the LSIF. The LSIF proved to be in excess of 3,400 times faster than ParaSim. 
Simulation times for the ParaSim do not include plotting of results, but the times for the LSIF 
do include plotting. If this were included in the comparison it would further increase the speed 
improvement of the LSIF over the ParaSim. Additionally, the LSIF allows for a time 
resolution on the order of microseconds, while the finest resolution allowed by the parametric 
modelling setup is hourly. Sub-hourly resolution is beneficial for control applications. 
 

 Simulations Total Time Time per Simulation 

ParaSim 324 ~113 sec. 0.3488 sec. 

LSIF 32,400 ~3.4 sec. 0.0001 sec. 

 Table 1: Comparison of simulation speeds between the Parametric modelling /simulation 

setup (ParaSim) and the lightweight solar insolation framework (LSIF).  

Figure 4 shows a subset of simulation runs for every day of the year 2013 at 12:00:00. The 
plots are the results from the 21st day of each month. Note that the plots are scatter plots 
comprised of 32,400 data points each, they are not filled contour plots.  
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Figure 2: Scatter plots of solar scan results at 12:00:00 on the 21
st
 day of each month. The x-

axis represent the horizontal orientation of the panel and the y-axes represent the vertical 

orientation of the panel. Both x and y axes have a range from -90 to 90 degrees. Each plot is 

comprised of 32,400 data points. The colormap scale represents W/m
2
. 
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CONCLUSIONS & OUTLOOK 

In this paper we present a lightweight solar insolation framework (LSIF) for evaluating 
energy potential of adaptive solar façade elements. We demonstrate considerable decrease in 
computation time compared to a parametric modelling/simulation setup (ParaSim). The LSIF 
offers increased spatiotemporal resolution. High-resolution scatter plots can be generated 
from the calculations at desired time steps. These results can be used for optimal control of 
adaptive solar façade elements. This can be done through the creation of lookup tables from 
results, or calculations can be done on the fly if the required computational power is available. 
One drawback of the LSIF compared to the ParaSim is that in its current state surrounding 
geometry (e.g. buildings, landscape, vegetation) are not taken into account. This can be 
accounted for in the implemented adaptive system by updating lookup tables based on in situ 
sensor readings. In our continued research we plan to extend this lightweight framework to 
include internal energy dynamics (e.g. daylighting/electrical lighting, heating/cooling loads) 
as additional calculations. When used to define the control of adaptive solar façade systems, 
these calculations combined with user interaction and online learning will lead to increased 
occupant comfort and reduced energy consumption. 
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ABSTRACT  

Consumer systems for home energy management can provide significant potential energy 

saving. But most people have only an approximate idea of how much energy they are using 

and what impacts they could make by changing day-to-day behavior. On the other hand, 

detailed information about energy consumption is crucial especially when a PV system is also 

locally connected, if the overlapping of load and PV generation curves is an economical 

objective. Hence it is important to develop systems, based on Non Intrusive Appliance Load 

Monitoring (NIALM) algorithms, in which individual appliance power consumption 

information is disaggregated from single-point measurements, that provide a feedback in such 

a way to make energy more visible and more amenable to understanding and control. This 

paper presents a new algorithm which detects the load curve of each appliance in a domestic 

context based on power consumption. The system successfully detects two-state (on-off) 

appliances by means of  measurements performed by a commercially available power meter. 

Keywords: NIALMS, power meter, loads identification. 

INTRODUCTION  

Today when resources are getting increasingly scarce, leading to an increase of prices charged 

by utility providers, there’s currently a renewed interest in understanding and reducing energy 

use. Commercial interest in Non Intrusive Load Monitoring (NILM) includes Google 

PowerMeter [1], a system developed by Greenbox [2] and the established NILM products 

from Enetics [3]. Commercial solutions to improve the management of energy demand have 

centred on the deployment of smart meters and in-home energy displays that can provide 

whole-house real-time energy monitoring and dynamic pricing from suppliers in an attempt to 

motivate users to shift or reduce their energy consumption [4]. Digital electricity meters (e.g. 

power meters) measure total electricity consumption of a household at a fine temporal 

granularity. Using this data, the consumption of individual appliances can be retrieved and 

used to provide novel services, such as personalized energy consulting. There are two 

approaches to monitoring household energy. The first uses a single NILM meter to measure 

aggregate energy use as power enters the home. The second approach measures each load in 

the home separately, using complex instrumentation systems that individually meter each 

device’s energy consumption [5-8] Although this approach provides accurate data for each 

device, it requires a significant investment in monitoring equipment. The first approach with a 

single NILM meter is attractive because it’s easy, requiring only one meter to monitor whole-

house energy consumption. This approach analyzes the whole-house data and matches step 

changes in power use to a load database—for example, a 500-watt step might represent a 

refrigerator turning on. This works remarkably well for large (more than 150-W) loads that 

operate as simple on/off devices or have simple operating states [9]. However, because there 

are many possible combinations of appliances contributing to the electricity consumption at 

the same time, these centralized, single-sensor approaches usually achieve limited accuracy in 

real deployments [10, 11]. Also, low-power loads and devices with numerous states, such as a 
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dishwasher, or continuously variable energy use, such as an electric stove, are difficult to 

extract from whole-house measurements. On the other hand the effectiveness of the 

disaggregation algorithms are strictly correlated with the information that the house’s owner 

is available to provide to the monitoring system. Some data are reported on the technical 

documentation of the appliances whereas others can be recovered only by means of specific 

electrical characterization of each appliances. The available NIALM methods, though based 

on different techniques, have several common principles. First, specific appliance features, or 

signatures, need to be selected and mathematically characterized. Next, a hardware 

installation (sensor and data acquisition system) that can detect the selected features, is 

required. Lastly, a mathematical algorithm detects the features in the overall signal. Here, we 

describe NILM approach with a single and commercially available power meter and the 

related new and simple algorithm for disaggregating the overall consumption into individual 

appliances. The paper will be structured as follows: the hardware installation will be 

explained in system description paragraph, the algorithm description and lastly the results. 

The algorithm is suitable for detection of two-state (on-off) appliances and the algorithm does 

not require detailed information about the equipment. 

 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION  

The Monitoring Local System (SML) allows to acquire and to elaborate locally electrical 

measurements (e.g. voltage, current, power factor, so on). The measurements are acquired at 

the point of delivery of electricity from the company distributing electricity. After a properly 

processing the data can be transmitted via the web to a server, named Central Monitoring 

System (SMC) where data processing at higher level are performed. Both data collected 

locally and those drawn from the central server will then be made available to the user 

through an appropriate informatics platform and userfriendly interface. Figure 1 shows a 

simply system architecture SML, which is composed of a tool for the acquisition and 

processing of the voltage and current detected at a point in the system ("power meter"). For 

operational and safety reasons the current cannot be detected directly, it is necessary to use a 

current transformer (TA). PM1 and PM2 are two devices used to monitor locally electrical 

loads. In fact, two power meters have been used in such a way to compare their performances, 

strictly related to NILM algorithms applications. 

 

Figure 1: System Architecture of a NILM system. 

In Fig.2 the experimental set up, up installed in IDRILAB laboratory at DIEEI ( University of 

Catania-Italy), is shown. 
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Figure 2: Experimental set up. 

 

The measurements acquired by the power meters must be either transferred to a local 

computer or directly to the Internet, in order to transfer them to the SMC via WEB. For this 

purpose it is possible to use a serial cable, or an intelligent Ethernet gateway that provides 

fast, reliable Ethernet-to-serial line connectivity between intelligent power meters. The system 

shows in this paper does not require the access to individual devices, therefore, does not 

require the installation of sensors distributed along the plant. The Power meter data will be 

sent to low frequency (1 Hz) and the data are average values with respect to a sampling period 

set in advance in the above-mentioned equipment. The effectiveness of NILM algorithms is 

guaranteed by the quality of the data we get from Power meters. In this way have been 

experimented and compared two different devices: PM1 and PM2.  

 

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION 
 

In order to decompose the total load into its components, we need the model of each appliance 

and its main characteristics. The appliances can be modeled by a power constant load. Some 

appliances contain more than one electrical load (for example, a front loader washing machine 

contains a heating element and a motor – each component drawing very different loads). 

Preliminary in this project we consider only two state (on / off) appliances. The system uses 

two different power meters for voltage (V), current (I) and active and reactive power (P, Q) 

measurement. The data for developing the algorithm were collected at 1s intervals in the 

laboratory IDRILAB (DIEEI-University of Catania).  Two power meters were used to 

measure and record the current (I), the voltage (V) and active and reactive power (P), (Q) in 

the following appliances: (1) lamp, (2) personal computer, (3) refrigerator and (4) radio. Due 

the pretty constancy of the voltage over the day, in the disaggregation algorithm have not 

been introduced a procedure to cope with it. Preliminary data analysis consisted of observing 

how the electric demand of each appliance varies over time and then comparing it to the total 

electric demand. For example, the refrigerator has a long low rectangular profile with a 

relatively large initial spike and a short period of decreasing demand at the end of the 

switching event. Each appliance event is characterized by an ON signal, an OFF signal and a 

duration. The NILM program is written in the Matlab programming language and it is 

descript in Fig. 3. The input are: an Excel data files (Appliance data.xls) which contain a 

series of information: the number of the appliance, the active nominal power (P), the reactive 

nominal power (Q) and a file with the information coming from the measurement system. 

This information can be preprocessing before enter in NILM algorithm. These algorithms are 

called signal preprocessors ( linearize P, linearize Q) because they filter the total demand 

signal before appliance load recognition is used. The preprocessor program aims to smooth 
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out small or erratic variations in the total demand signal. The final filtered signal consists of 

distinct rectangular shapes where each increase or decrease in demand is more likely to 

represent a significant ON or OFF signal. To eliminate small or erratic variations it is 

necessary to set up: ΔP, ΔQ, and the related ΔT (time interval). If the variations  ΔP, ΔQ is 

greater than a fixed value (Tolerance, that depends on the appliance) and this variation 

continues for a time interval greater than ΔT a steady-state value is detected. The filtered 

signal from the preprocessors are the input for the NILM algorithm. The algorithm compares 

each change in the P total signal to each appliance operating range (coming from Appliance 

data.xls). If the magnitude of the change is within the range of an appliance operating level, 

that is, the mean demand plus or minus two standard deviations, the change is attributed to 

that appliance. Therefore, assuming that there are no coincident ON or OFF signals, at least 

95% of the ON and OFF signals should be recognized. If an increase is within both two 

different appliances range, a new comparison in change in the Q total signal has been applied. 

In figure 3 algorithm’s flowchart is presented. 

 

 

Figure 3: Flowchart of the proposed NILM algorithm 

 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The measurements of active and reactive power coming from the developed  system have 

been linearized and the results have been reported in Figs. 4 and 5. Of course the results of 

linearized process depend on the parameters values. Specifically, they are the minimum step 

of  P and Q, named respectively P_tol and Q_tol, and the minimum duration of the variation 

of the considered variables (e.g. P and Q), named Delta_T, that can be considered as a 

switching on and off of an appliance. Of course, as far as the Delta_T tends to zero the 

precision of the linearization increases, but, on the other hand, it does not allow to distinguish 

adequately a transition from noise in the variables.  This condition affects greatly the process 
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of disaggregation. The samples have been recorded every second. Fig. 6 shows the results for 

four appliances: lamp, personal computer, refrigerator and radio. 

 

Figure 4: Reactive Power: measurements and percentage error   

 

Figure 5: Active Power: measurements, corrected, linearized 

   

Figure 6: load curve: single appliances (above), total load (below) 
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From the analysis of Fig. 6, the disaggregation algorithm seems to perform adequately but 

some problems have arisen, it is worth mentioning the treatment of the switching on spikes of 

some appliances (e.g. refrigerator and coffee machine). In fact in the linearization process 

they are almost always eliminated but in this way important information for disaggregation 

process are lost. 
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ABSTRACT

Lighting intentions are the goals and constraints that designers would like to achieve in an
illumination design process. Light filters can be used as an architectural element to obtain
such intentions by inserting them into walls or roofs. Defining correctly the filter shape
is a challenge. In this work, we present a novel method to design optimal filters from a
given lighting intention. Our methodology, which could be completely integrated within
a computer aided architectural design framework, it is based on a global illumination and
optimization approach. Our test results show that optimal filter shapes can be obtained
in a short time.

Keywords: Lighting intention, Inverse lighting, CAD, Building envelope

INTRODUCTION

As light reveals architecture, the natural lighting is a critical feature in architecture design.
For the designer, the problem comes from the management of the natural lighting during
the design process. Some design approaches have focused on keeping the intention of the
designer as the project is going on. As an example, the design by intent approach is based
on a lighting description, expressed by texts or by drawings, taking into account the user
comfort or the energy savings. In general, the whole process to design an architectural
illumination space may achieve several steps that go from revealing the general use of the
space to the special light accentuation that must be obtained [10].

The goal of the Computer Aided Architectural Design (CAAD) developers is to keep the
mentioned intents as a guideline through the design process by a connection between the
lighting description and the geometric or optic properties of the building. In this work,
we propose to link the designer’s lighting concepts and the building matter through the
natural lighting simulation used in an inverse approach. Through our approach architects
and engineers could set up constraints parameters about lighting needs and an inverse
lighting model optimizes some of the geometric properties of the built spaces. Previous
work proposing solution for this problem can be found in [1], and an approach with a
case-study application can be found in [12, 7].

In this paper, we present a methodology for computing optimal filters from a given light-
ing intention. An architectural real-case example is shown in Figure 1. The paradigm
of our method is to focus on potential light filtering areas such as walls, openings or ar-
chitectural elements. The key of our method is to find a compact representation of the
lighting equations derived, so we can applied an inverse lighting approach to solve the
design constrain problems. The main contribution of our work is to provide a flexible
lighting design approach intended for searching both, fast and accurate solutions to the
inverse lighting problem. The method is presented as a framework approach that could
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be extended for many lighting filtering purposes. We present here results for applying it
for designing filters using pattern that the designer provide as a draw.

Figure 1: Lighting filter examples in modern architecture. Institute du monde Arabe (Paris),
by Jean Nouvel. The holes of the filter (right) can vary to achieve a desired intention.

RELATED WORK

Our work deals with an inverse lighting problem. Direct methods calculate data from
a specific configuration of model parameters. In contrast, inverse problems generally
infer the properties of a physical system from desired data. Inverse problems are usually
numerically complex and are of interest in a wide range of fields in lighting engineering
and lighting design.

In our work we focus on inverse problems considering global illumination solution, for
such purpose we use the radiosity computation. In this context, several works driven by
different motivations and assumptions were proposed [2, 8, 5]. We based our solution on
work done in [5], where the low-rank radiosity method is used to solve the inverse lighting
problem integrating skylights and artificial Lambertian sources.

PROBLEM DEFINITION

The main goal of our proposal is to provide a tool for efficient lighting design of filters. We
consider diffuse environments, that is, all of the surfaces have perfectly diffuse materials
with no specular component. For skylight filters we also consider that a diffuser with
a homogeneous transmittance coefficient is used. This kind of diffusers are currently
used systems in real buildings. They provide diffuse and controllable sunlight, which
creates a desirable ambient light [10]. These kinds of skylights, because they scatter light
homogenously, can also be considered as Lambertian emitters. The filters we use in this
work are defined as holes of this kind of emitters.

Lighting intention

Lighting intentions can be defined as the goals and constraints that designers must provide
to achieve a desired illumination. Regarding the reference focus and motivation, they
could be classified in different ways by:

• Lighting representation (incoming or reflected light).

• The set of surfaces considered (the overall scene or a specific set of surfaces).

• The kind of target goal to achieve (optimize specific lighting levels or contrast be-
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tween surfaces, or satisfy several constraints).

• The light transport level (only direct lighting or global illumination).

Designers have freedom to set as many lighting intention as necessary. Possible examples
are: “Guarantee a minimum of irradiance in a wall” or “Maximize the incoming light into
the room”. An example of restriction may the size of the opening or any other archi-
tectural constraint (see Figure 2(a)). In an inverse lighting problem we must obtain the
“best” lighting position that also satisfies both the constraints and the lighting intentions.
Usually, a goal related to the energy-consumption should be minimized.

Filter Design

In order to specify the filter design we use a pattern drawing. First, the designer has to
decide which is the wall or roof where to install the filters. Then, a pattern is associated.
The designer has complete freedom to use any draw. This draw will be mapped to the
associated surface as lambertian holes emitters in the constructive surface. Of course they
may be many ways for expressing a possible shape of a filter, we just decide to use this
simple one in order to test our optimization engine.

System Overview

The pipeline design of our approach is described in Figure 2(b). Given an architectural
interior model for lighting design, the user first configures both the parameters of the filter
and lighting intentions. These parameters specify where to install the filters as well as the
pattern they may have. In the example of Figure 2(a), a homogeneous filter with holes was
used with a maximum rectangular area to provide the opening. Before the optimization
process begins, we first pre-process the scene to obtain a compact representation of the
form-factor matrix of the elements of the scene. For this purpose, we use a low-rank
radiosity method. The optimization method works by getting the compact representation
found and a design configuration, to obtain efficiently the optimal shape. The results
can be visualized interactively and the direct lighting computation can be assured. The
designing process may iterate if the designer wants to change or explore other solutions
by modifying parameters.

Pattern Filter associated to the roof 

Minimum 
Light level 

Optimal  
shape filter 

(a) Design example scene.

Light Filter 
Result 

Model Input 
Geometry, Materials 

Pre-process 

Optimization 
Process 

Design Configuration 

Lighting Intentions 

Filter Properties 

(b) System overview.

Figure 2: From a given design specification and filter pattern (a), our pipeline uses an opti-
mization process to compute the optimal filter shape (b).
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OPTIMIZATION PROCESS

In this section we summarize our mathematical method to obtain the filter optimization.
The method is based on direct computation through the use of the low-rank radiosity
method and the same inverse lighting method as in [5].

Direct Radiosity Computation

In the discrete radiosity formulation, the radiosity of the scene is computed by solving a
linear system that can be expressed as:

(I−RF)B = E (1)

where I is the identity matrix with dimension n×n (n is the number of patches or poly-
gons), R is a diagonal matrix that stores the reflectivity index of the patches, F is the
form factor matrix, B is a vector with the radiosity value of each patch, and E is the
emission vector. B and E are measured in W/m2.

Regardless of the optimization method used, the radiosity must be evaluated many thou-
sand times before finding a converged solution. For this purpose an efficient method
should be used. The low-rank radiosity method [4], offers the advantage of obtaining
directly the radiosity values through an inverse matrix approximation:

B̃ = M̃BE (2)

where M̃B is an approximation of (I−RF)−1. The detailed process on how to obtain
this matrix is described in [4]. The key of the method is to explore the coherence in
the scene to reduce the numerical rank of the form factor matrix F. This matrix can be
approximated by the product of two matrices with dimension n×k (n�k), without loss
of relevant information. The memory requirement for both matrices is O(nk), which is
significantly less than O(n2) required to store F of Equation 1. This memory saving allows
storing the information in the main processor memory for scenes with several hundred
thousand patches.

For static scenes with dynamic lighting, the required matrices are computed once, there-
fore, the calculation of B̃ has complexity O(nk). This result allows to perform many
radiosity calculations per second, motivating it uses for inverse problems.

Optimization Algorithms

The lighting intentions and the objective, can be formulated as an optimization problem.
The problem consists of finding the emission configuration E that optimizes a goal function
f(E), subject to a set of constraints G(E) that must be satisfied:

min f(E), subject to G(E) (3)

Although optimization is a well known topic, there is no computational algorithm that
provides the global optimum for a general non-linear objective function. Finding the
optimal solution by brute force is usually not feasible in a reasonable time because of
the huge search space of the possible states. Heuristic algorithms avoid visiting the
whole search space, by means of designing rules that drive the search towards optimal
solutions. There is a large number of heuristic search algorithms in the literature, which
can potentially be used to solve lighting problems [9, 11].
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In our work, we used the Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) method [6]. This method-
ology is based on the idea of successive explorations of a set of neighborhoods. The
method explores, either at random or systematically, a set of neighborhoods to obtain
different local optima. Each neighborhood has its own local optimum, and it is expected
that the global optimum is the same as a local optimum for a given neighborhood. We
adapted the mention algorithm for finding the optimal filter shapes. We used a closed
polygon (for example a rectangle) as a clipping figure to find the best holes configuration
that would achieve the intentions. The algorithm shakes over the extremes of the polygon,
that are used as variables in the optimization algorithm (see Figure 4).

RESULTS AND CONCLUSSION

We implemented the proposed method and test it with different pattern filters and lighting
intentions. We choose a patio scene , where filters should be installed in the roof (see
Figure 3 and 4). All simulations were performed in a Matlab environment using a standard
PC (Intel Core i7 2.2 Ghz processor and 8 GB memory).

Scene : Patio. Size (n×k): 23744× 1484.

Goal : Maximize power light in the marked areas

Constraints : The light emitters must lie in the ceiling, and
Bmin ≤ B(P ) ≤ Bmax, ∀P ∈ red surface
Amin ≤ AreaEmitter ≤ Amax

Variables : 8 (Four 2D-coordinates that delimit the sources position)

Processing time :
Pre-processing: The low-rank pre-computation takes 18 minutes.
Optimization: 570 seconds for 100000 radiosity evaluations

Figure 3: Filter optimization for an homogeneous filter (left), the black triangles represent the
pattern and the rest of triangles, the associated mesh. Three different lighting intentions (form
left to right: lateral upper walls, first floor walls and first floor) where designed to obtain the
corresponding filters.

We presented a new method for designing optimal filters from a given lighting intention.
We believe that it could be a useful method for opening design, where singular installation
in buildings are unpredictable. Our test results show that optimal filter shapes, using a
global illumination approach, can be obtained in a short time, This considerable time
reduction could promote it use for interactive applications and it inclusion in standard
illumination design tools, as for example [3]. For future work, we would like to extend
our model for including time-dynamic variable holes as in Figure 1.
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Figure 4: Filter optimization using an hexagonal pattern filter (left) and the resulted filter
(middle) for given lighting intention at the lateral (in red) walls (right).
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